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" Among the more pious part of our Highland 
population, your schools are knoira by the 
name of Sgoilean Chriosd; that is to say, 
the Schools of Christ, "

- 17AR16-17, 1828.
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bummary

Chapter 1 Gaelic to the early 19thc:
Gaelic was never spoken in svory part of Scotland; indeed, it hau to 
struggle for its very survival against Anglian and Norse. Fortunately, 
its similarity to Fictish and the emergence of Columba gave Gaelic an 
enormous cultural advantage. Jy the lithe Gaelic was at its zenith - 
the language of court and church. Unfortunately, almost immediately 
after came a wave of change - feudal ideas, towns and trade. In response 
to these a Highland consciousness developed and by the 14thc the Howland 
districts and the Crown regarded the highlands as a problem area. The 
information merely made things worse as did the various Jacobite revolts.
By the end of the lBthc Gaelic had become a peasant speech and its people 
neglected ana despised, almost semi-pagan in their beliefs.
Chapter 2 The iioots oi the Society:
despite the fact that there were several thousand Gaels in Edinburgh the 
citizens were more interested in mission-work abroad. The Church of Scot
land, dominated by the Moderates, had a suspicion of that growing band of 
evangelicals, who sought to put fire into religion. The letters of a Welsh 
clergyman, the Rev. Mr. Thomas Charles of Bala, inspired a few individuals 
to consider the problem of the Highlands and Islands. John Campbell, the 
Haldanes, Christopher Anderson, benescr Brown all had tentative views, but 
it required the enorgy and determination of an almost anonymous dinburgh 
doctor, Charles Stuart of ounearn, to set the Society in motion.
Chapter 3 The Jociety at Work:
Composed of men from all walks of life, of different backgrounds and denom
inations, the Society bound together their deep and passionate evangelical 
interests. Circulars, letters and appeals brought in masses of original 
statistics which revealed an appalling picture of ignorance and neglect.
Jules and regulations, almost entirely based on those of the S.v.P.C.K. and 
the Rev. Mr. Charles, were speedily established.
Chapter 4 Off;jteiatejafid. ftCfriĴ at.fflt.igfli
Such a Hociety depended upon patronage and no fewer than three soveriegns 
gave their support. The most uistinguiahed men and women of Scottish life 
served as rresidents, Vice-Hresidents, Governors, Committee men, Secretaries, 
Treasurers, Clerks, Auditors and Life Members - in all 331 persons.
Chapter 5 Finance:
The society was always short of money and resorted to an amazing number of



of clever ways of raising cash - inviting legacies, lecturing tours, fetes, 
bazaars, sales of work. Indeed, their propaganda appeals were highly skilled 
as is shown by the wide measure of support, both at home and abroad. Auxil
iary Societies were formed at Glasgow, Dundee and Inverness, but these either 
went their separate ways or declined. The most powerful support came from 
the Edinburgh Lauies Association representing the flower of Scottish society. 
The basic weakness of the Society was their involvement in selling too many 
Bibles at too low a price. This led to almost annual crises.
Chapter 6 Schools, syllabus and methodsi
A vast number of schools - some 740 were established in seven counties and 
no fewer than 29 islands. The process of obtaining a school, either through 
a minister or a petition, is examined, as are the standard of school buildings, 
heritor and communal involvement. The Teachers’ Guide was a manual issued to 
teachers and the teaching methods used at the various levels are examined 
together with the system of rewards and punishments.
Chapter 7 Teachers and Inspectioni 

^  The life of the teachers is examined as^how they were selected, trained, 
their mobility and health. Ken of character they added greatly to the life 
of remote communities and awakenings and revivals were common, hot all of 
them were a success, but most were. Sessional examinations led in time to 
the appointment of professional Inspectors and extracts of their reports 
are examined.
Chapter 8 Problems and difficulties:
The greatest challenge facing the Society was lack of money, together with 
the constant strain of trying to capture the public’s sympathy and support.
The areadful poverty of the crofters was made worse by famine, economic 
crises anu forced clearances. migration seemed to many the only solution. 
Again, many thought it foolhardy to teach Gaelic before iiglish until the 
society proved them wrong. Relationships with heritors, the General Assembly 
and Rom n Catholics were not always easy. The climax came with the disruption 
in 1843 ana its disruptive effect upon the Gociety.
Chapter 9 Assessment:
The Gociety gave their own assessment of their work at their 50th anniversaiy 
meeting, when they stressed, as they had done so often in the past, that they 
were a missionary and not an educational society. They werefthen a phenomenon 
of their times - Evangelicals who played upon emotion and a sense of guilt



guilt to bring people nearer to God. while, to modern eyes, much of their 
work smacks of an unhealthy religious hysteria, they did have an enormous 
effect upon the life of the ordinary Gael - they encouraged him to read 
serious literature, adopt higher moral conduct, accept hygiene and cleanli
ness and devote his life to involvement in his local Kirk. Unfortunately, 

vp it largely weakened the traditional culture of song and poet̂ / and left the 
Gael with a reputation for doumess and morbidity, dome have even blamed 
the society for the passivity of the crofter in the lythc Clearances. It 
is doubtful if the achievements of literacy were ever as great as the Boc- 
iety claimed, but their ideas widely influenced Continental education. The 
irony of the Society’s existence is that its members, mS* even those who 
spoke Gaelic themselves, were never interested in the survival of the lang- 
eoge as such. Indeed, they would have welcomed its extinction. That being 
so^it says much for the tough resilience of Gaelic as a spoken tongue.
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In "Notes for the Guidance of Research Students" issued by the 
Faculty of Arts of Glasgow University one reads -"a candidate is ex
pected to show that he has read and taken due account of previous 
work." /is far as Lgoilean Chriosd are concerned this is virtually 
nothing.

Most secondary sources either completely ignore the existence of 
the Gaelic School Society or mis understand their aims arid objectives.
At worst, they are wildly inaccurate. As early as 1903 * .C. Mackenzie 
in his "nistory of the Outer Hebrides" referred to the society’s work 
(p.53l)in a reference of only nine words - barely a clause. Three other 
widely read books, "'The Isle of Lewis anu karris" by A. Geddes(l955),
"cKye" by Oerek Cooper(l970) and "okye" by F.C. Hillar and A. Meyher(l973) 
make no mention of Gaelic ochoois, not even in chapters purporting to 
deal exclusively with educational history. C.irf. uunn in 1953 claimed 
(p.35)in "highland dottier" that the society haa collapsed in 1843. 
ven an excellent little study like "The Life -and death of St. Kilda" 
by Tom >teel(1975)can say(p,113) that "In 1811 the Gaelic School Society 
was founded and took car© of the education of the St. uildmna until 
practically the turn of the century." Thus ignoring the fact that the 
Gaelic school on St, Kilda only operated between the years 1821-1829. 
Alexander McKenzie, the teacher, who gave such long anu devoted service 
in this isolated spot is not even mentioned in the chapter on education. 
Such lack of awareness is due entirely to the policy of basing one*3 in
terpretation on limited primary sources. J. ocotland, in his "History of 
Scottish Education"(1969)oased nis judgment on only tne lot Annual Report 
of the hielic school Society, while even u. Hunter in "The Making of the 
Crofting Community"(1976) only used those sports covering the years 1825- 
1645.

ihese writers are not io ol^me for the restricted use of primary' 
soucce material, mueed, not much of it has survived, even in our most 
important libraries - the national Library of Scotland holds Annual feeports 
for the years 1812-1844, lo49; the ^ritiaa uiorary, .uonuon holds 1824-1825, 
1839 and 1865; the National Library of Wales, Aberystwyth holds 1818; Glas
gow university library holds 1835; dinburgh University library holds 1812,
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1815» 1B17, 1822, 1827 and 1853? the Mitchell Library, Glasgow holds 
1814-1816; the uinburgh Public Library hoi is 1812-1839 and the Signet 
Library, dinburgh holds 1830. The only reason that the present writer 
has be n able to present a study of the annual Reports 1811-1861 was due 
to the foot that in 1974 he discovered an entire collection of these vol
umes in the basement of a library in Scotland. At that time they were un
indexed and the librarians seemed unaware of their presence or at least 
their significance. Many of the books were in a decaying condition and 
the writer •-‘mbarked on the long and laborious and very expensi ve process 
of taking photostats of the collection. These have now been presented to 
Glasgow University Celtic Department.

One might well ask why the writer did not attempt to take this study 
to its logical conclusion, namely the winding up of the Gaelic School 
Society in 1892. This was indeed his intention. Unfortunately, there 
do not seem to be any complete set of surviving records left in Scotland. 
The nearest fragmented survivals are in the British Museum, 1861-1865 and 
1868-1876 ana in tne New York Public Library, U.S.A., 1849-1864, 1865 and 
1868-1876, both of which fall far short of 1892. i'he cost of having 
copies of these remaining records was quite prohibitive. The writer there
fore had to be content with a study of the first fifty years of the Soc
iety’s endeavours. His consolation remains in the certain fact that these 
were the truly significant years.

In the 26th Annual Heport of the Gaelic School Society for the year 
1837 there is a small footnote on p.28 expressing the hope that a history 
of the Society "may soon be written." The writer hopes that this study 
may be the first step in this long overdue exercise.



CHAPTER 1

GAELIC TO THE ARLT 19thc

"From Tweed to Thurso and from Solway to Sutherland, Gaelio place- 
names witness the one-time universality of Gaelic speech through
out the land."

- K. MacKinnon, "The Lion's Tongue", 1974, p.8.

The view that Gaelic was once spoken the length and breadth of Scot
land continues to appear repeatedly in modern print.(l) Unfortunately, 
despite the appealing evidence of place-names and the eloquence of K. 
MacKinnon's enthusiastic conviction, the truth is less dramatic. It 
has been expressed, somewhat prosaically, by W.F.H. Nicolaisen - "Gaelic 
has at no time in the history of the country been the language of the whole 
of Scotland."(2) Indeed, one can go further in that Gaelic was not even 
the first Celtic tongue to be heard in these northern latitudes.(3) That 
honour belongs to either Pictish or British. The latter, sometimes re
ferred to as Brittonic or Brythonic and more recently as Cumbric, is well 
known to linguists as the precursor to modern Welsh and Breton. The former, 
on the other hand, has long been an enigma, but, in marked contrast to the 
fanciful theories of 19thc scholars, contemporary experts, like W.F.H. 
Nicolaisen and A.A.M. Duncan, seem to be agreed on the fact that it was 
closely related to Gaulish and that It contained elements of a non-Celtic, 
non Indo-European nature.(4) This, and other evidence, suggests that pict
ish and British were simply dialects of one and the same language rather 
than two distinct and separate tongues.

The appearance of Gaelic-speaking Scots from Ireland on the west 
coast of Scotland was in no way remarkable. At its narrowest point the 
North Channel is only twelve miles wide and the Mull of Kintyre was 
clearly visible to the inhabitants of the kingdom of Dalrlada in Co. Antrim.

(1) A.B., "The Lallans Movement", Cam Magazine. No. 17, Spring 1977, p.2;
K. MacKinnon, "Language. Education and Social Processes in a Gaelic Com
munity" . 1977, p.2.
(2) At).$g, p.4.
(3) Ibid., p.3.
(4) A.A.M. Duncan, "Scotland, the Making of the Kingdom", 1975, pp«13» 51» 101.
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Antrim. Their first visits, apparently as early as the 3rdc, were little 
■ore than piratical forays interspersed with spasmodic attempts at colon
isation. (5) The absence of Pictish monuments in the area indicates a sparse 
native population and helps to explain the lack of initial opposition. The 
Scottl were quick to make their mark on Argyll - Airer Goidel, the coast- 
land of the Gaels.(6) However, their settlements soon took on a different 
complexion c500 with the transfer of the royal court of Fergus Mor mac
rc from Dunsevereck in Ulster. This move was the result of sustained

/  /pressure from a fierce mid-Ireland tribe, the U1 Neill, who had been pushing 
northwards for some fifty years.

The new settlers soon adopted a vigorous expansionist policy which
met little opposition till they encountered the powerful Pictish king,
Bridei, in the mountain range of Druim Alban. The result was defeat in
c558. It was not till the reign of Aedan, son of Gabran and great-grandson
of Fergus, 574-c608, that the Soots recovered. Uesperate to carve a place
for themselves in their new land they had to fight bloody battles from the
Orkneys to Strathearn. But their greatest victory did not come by the sword.
It came through Columba, Colum Cille -%ove of the Church", who had built
a monastery in Iona after 363 that was to become the centre of the Celtic
Church. Aedan*s intelligent awareness of the advantages to be gained from
close Church-State co-operation should never be underestimated. He asked
Colum Cille to consecrate him at Iona(the earliest recorded ordination of
a king in the United Kingdom)and in the following year, 575» invited him to

/ /Lruim Cett in Ulster to discuss territorial boundaries with the Ui Neill.
His cleverest stratagem however, was to encourage the Columban mission to 
Bridei*s capital near Inverness. The son of Kaelchon and ruler of northern 
Pictland for thirty years, 554-504, Bridei was traditionally won over by 
Colum Cille*s miracles and zeal. While the latter certainly played a part 
there may have been more secular motives behind Bridei's apparently sudden 
conversion. His kinsfolk to the south had been converted to Christianity 
by the Ninianic mission some time before and Bridei may well have seen a 
chance to draw Pictland closer together in the face of the increasing threat 
from the ^cots. Whatever his motives his decision guaranteed ultimate vic-

(5) Atlas, pp.9-10,, 13; J. Bannerman, "Gtudjes in the History of ^alriada". 
1974, p.424.
(6) Atlas, p.14.
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victory for the people of balriada and the eventual lose of Pictiah id-
✓entity. With the death of Colum Cille in 597 Aedan seems to have over

reached himself and in 603 his forces were shattered by the Angles of 
Northumbria at begastan. Although as yet unidentified as to actual loc
ation it is likely that this defeat placed the Scots in somo kind of 
tributary relationship to the angles. Certainly, by c625-650 Angles 
were settling in the Lothians in fairly large numbers and a new language, 
Anglian, had appeared in Sootland.(7)

As J. Bannerman has shown the fortunes of the Scots rapidly deter
iorated.^) The nadir was reached in the reign of bomnall Brace with his 
defeat at Kagh Ragh in Ulster in 637. The close Irish links were broken, 
the Ulster territories lost and the weakened Soots found themselves en
gaged in their first major conflict with the Britons of Stratholyda. In 
642 soanall Breoo was defeated and killed at Strathcarron. By o.650 even 
the very unity of the Soots was in disarray and at least three distinct
sub-tribes were competing for power - the Cenel nOengua in Islay, the

/ /Cenel nCabrain in Kintyre, Gigha, Jura, Jowal, Bute and Arran and the 
Cenel boairn in norn, Colonsay, Ardnamurchan, .Mull, firee and Coll. At
first, these sub-tribes were equally matched, but eventually the struggle

/ /resolved itself into a direct contest between Cenel nCabrain centred on
/Dunaverty and Tairpert Boitter and Cenel Loairn based on jJunadd and Jun-

/
ollie. Slowly the Cenel Loairn grew stronger and by 678 their chief, Fer- 
char Fota, was recognised as overlord of balriada. Unfortunately, the
Cen/l Soairn began to quarrel among themselves just at the time when the 
Piets suddenly became aggressive. It is not easy to explain this ohange in 
attitude towards the Soots, but it was probably brought about by their ad
option of Roman Catholic usages in 717. Not only were the Columban clergy 
expelled from Pictland, but the Pictish king, Oengus, even captured -/unadd
in 736 and ravaged the whole of Dalriada by 741.

/Incredible as it may seem the Cenel nGabrain began to revive and by 
768 their chief, Aed Find, was fighting the Piets in Stratheam itself.
The long wars were complex and not even fully chronicled, but the climax 
came in 843 when Kenneth, son of Alpin, King of the Scots, united the two 
peoples. According to tradition he had a claim to the Pictish throne through 
his mother, but other factors probably counted for more - the Piets were ex-

(7) Ibid., p.5.
(8) Ibid., pp.14-15*



exhausted by continuous Danish raids on their eastern flank and the Scots 
had received considerable aid from the Ui Macc Uais tribe in Ulster. Be
fore long Kenneth made what was to prove a momentous decision. In 849 
he transferred the sacred relics of Colum Cille from Iona to Dunkeld. This 
move eastward to the very heart of Pictland has been seen as a desperate 
attempt to escape from Viking raiders; it was much more likoly to be the 
start of a deliberate policy to Bcoticise the Piets. If so, it was cert
ainly successful and after 850 the Piets virtually disappear from historical 
records.

The rapid and apparently complete elimination of the Piets has led 
many to think in terms of massacre and extermination. Modern place- 
name research would seem to suggest a systematic and successful campaign 
of absorption. Given the previously made point that Gaelic and Pictish 
were probably closely matched this still remains mystifying. The Piets 
controlled extensive territories ranging from the Shetlands to the Clyde 
and from the Outer Hebrides to the Forth. Their cultural achievements, 
as I. Henderson has indicated, might be obscure, but there are indications 
of contact with the Continent and even 3yzantium.(9) The answer seems to 
lie in the works of Ammianus Marcellinus, Adomnan, Bede and the Irish 
Annalists, all of whom repeatedly refer to the deep-rooted political div
isions in Pictish society. Whatever these regional differences were they 
must have been accentuated by the Ninianic and Columban missions to the 
Southern and Northern Piets.(10) Inter-dynastic quarrels weakened the 
Piets at almost every crisis in their history. It is no surprise to 
learn that one of their greatest rulers, Nechtan, was killed in just such 
a dispute in 726. However, the recent work by K.H. Jackson on the Book of 
Deer must warn us against underestimating the influence of the Piets.(ll) 
After all, many terms, which we consider as Old Gaelic - raornaer and 
davoch for example - are really Pictish in origin.

Survival was soon to prove aa challenging a problem as integration.
In many ways the new kingdom of Alban was most unfortunate in that its 
emergence coincided with a new wave of Norse expansion. Although they had 
raided Scotland for many years, their policy, as B*£. Crawford has shown, 
altered dramatically in the mid-9thc.(l2) They now intended to settle.

(9) Ibid., p.10.
(10) Ibid., p.8.
(11) K.H. Jackson, "The Gaelic Notes in the Book of î eer1'. 1972
(12) Atlas, p.16.



settle. Within a matter of years Caithness, Ross and Sutherland had fallen 
to the new Invaders and it seemed very likely that the dominant tongue in 
Scotland might well prove to be Scandinavian. The northern mainland was not 
the only target for the Horsemen - they were also pouring into the Western 
Isles and into Galloway. Before long, the former were known as Innse Gael - 
the Isles of the Foreigners. Luckily, their very isolation guaranteed 
their dosire for independence from their homeland. Galloway was rather 
different in that the invaders were a mixture of Norsemen and Gall-(&Ldhll, 
renegade Irish Gaels allied with the pagans, who were to givo south-west 
Scotland a character of its own throughout the entire medieval period. The 
main threat to the MacAlpin dynasty however came from Moray, which, as D.P. 
Kirby has explainod, was virtually a separate kingdom. (13) Northern Pict
land had been conquered by the descendants of the Cenel Loairn and their 
success had revived their latent animosity towards the Cenel Gabrain kings 
in the south. It was this provincial separatism which sapped tho strength 
of Alban far more than any external attack could have done. The MacAlpin 
kings were only too well aware of this and they made repeated attea.ta to 
push northwards over the river Dee. In the 10the alone two of their number 
were killed in battle at Forreo - Donald 1 in 900 and Dub in 966. Indeed, 
it was not till the massive campaigns launched by Kenneth 11 971-995 and 
Malcolm 11 1005-1034 that the north was finally brought to heel. Sven then, 

0- tho fruits of v̂ /iory wore not long enjoyed by Duncan 1 1034-1040, in that 
he was soon killed by Kaobeth of Moray. The strength of the old blood-feud 
can be measured by the fact that Macbeth went on to conquer southern Alban 
and rule as King of all Scotland 1040-1057.

Although it can be argued that the existence of Moray acted as a buffer
in protecting Alban from the full fury of the Vikings it did have one clear 
effect. As Moray was too difficult to dominate the MacAlpin kings decided 
to expand southwards with the intention of seizing the Dothiana from the 
•nglish. It was to prove an equally long and arduous task and for years
the frontier fluctuated wildly as victory went to ono side and then to the
other. The approach of the Scots to tho problem was always pragmatic and 
they never hesitated to use any ally they could find against the Dngliah. 
Constantine 111 was typical - in 937 he forged a mighty allianoe of Boots, 
Britons ana Vikings against Athelstan. The result was defeat at Brunanburh.

(13) Ibid., pp.20—21.
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Brunanburh. The aoat important out com* of the long delay in conquering 
the ^othiana waa that it gave tngliah speech ample tine to become firaly 
rooted in the area. Ten the eventual ovorlordahip by tht> Gaels, as *.F.K. 
Kicolaioen has proved, had little real effect on the peasants.(l4) hat 
overlordslp was imposed by Malcolm 11 after the battle of Carbarn c.1016/
1C18 when the frontier was finally delineated. There was an added bonus
to tho victory. Tho surviving British kingdom of Strathclyde was now 
effectively outflanked and was soon absorbed by Alban.

By tho nid-llthc then Scotland represented a confusing mosaic of
different peoples and cultures. !).!>. Murison quotes an ©xanple from 
c.1127 - the Charter of St. Cuthbert's Church, dlnburgh, witnessed by 
William do Graham, a Norman? Thor Swainson, a Norseman from the British 
district of Tranent? Malboad, a Gael from th© Anglican region of Glberton. 
(15) Not unnaturally, amidst such a colourful kaleidoscope, a lingua 
franca simply had to taorgo and that common tongue ?roved to bo Gaelic.
Its vigour can be assessed by the speed with which it became socially 
dooinant over Norse.(16) As D. Cellar has shown, intermarriage was to 
complete the prooeoo of assimilation by tho mid-13thc.(l7) No place 
was the energy of Gaelic portrayed ao strikingly as in th* Columban 
Church. Although a natural prey for Viking raiders the Church revealed 
enormous powers of recuperation as shown by the rise of the Culdens. The 
pagans nay have succeeded in driving the ecclesiastical centre eastward, 
that is from idinkold to St. Andrews, bht the Church was far from being 
backward, Isolated or primitive as once was thought. In the words of 
I.B. Cowan the Celtic Church was "close to the mainstream of uropean 
development."(18) It was united, Latin was the language of the liturgy 
and a steady stream of Gaelic-speaking bishops made pilgrimages to Home, 
esoite being atrOngly monastic in temperament and organisation there 
w»re growing signo that diocessn arrangements might not be too far off. 
"owevsr, it was missionary seal that established the reputation of the

(14) Ibid., p.4.
(15) 13.Dt Murlson, "Linguistic Relationships in Medieval •Scotland’’, in 
"The Scottish "radition". edit., O.W.iS. Barrow, 1974, pp.71-72.
(16) W.F.H. Nicolaisen, "Scottish Place Nftg©eM. 1976, p.121.
(17/ AtIas. pp.23* 51.
(10) Ibid., p.19.
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the Celtic Church abroad and brought its existence to the attention 
of Charlemagne.(19) Gven if one would not wish to go as far as K. 
MacKinnon's view that they "restored civilisation to Europe" they cert
ainly were known as far afield as Italy and Kiev.(20)

The royal court of Malcolm 111, Calum Ceann Mor, 1038-1093» re
flected the rich culture of the Gaels, thronged as it was with men of 
letters, bards, harpists, ecclesiastics, judges and medical men. Know
ledge was largely hereditary and some families, such as the MacMiuirichs, 
had a virtual monopoly in certain fields. Malcolm Canmore himself, fluent
in nglish and French, as well as Gaelic, was far from being the tradit
ionally pictured barbarian.(21) Such a court was a natural haven for the 
stream of Saxon refugees fleeing northwards from the Normans. Prominent 
among them was Margaret, grand-daughter of 'dmund Ironside of V.essex. 
ducated in Hungary by Scottish standards she. was cosmopolitan in ner out
look, which was instinctively south towards the Continent. It was probably 
as much her strong claim to the throne of nglanu as her personality and 
physical charm that made her attractive to Malcolm and prompted their mar
riage. Although her significance in history has always been exaggerated, 
her influence, especially in a negative sense, was considerable. She re
fused to learn Gaelic and none of her six sons received Celtic names, in
deed, the four who were to inherit the ocottisn crown bore traditional 
Saxon names. Feeling most at ease in tho nglish-apeaking Gothians she made 
her home in hinburgh and here she strove hard to introduce alien ideas 
of behaviour, speech and dress to the king's court. As a fervent Goman 
Catholic she was convinced that the Celtic Church was heretical and in 
urgent need of reform. However, it was not till after the death of her 
husband in 1093# in pursuit of hia wife's claims in ngiand, that she made 
any progress in anglicising the Church in Scotland. It is worth noting 
that after that year there were no moro Gaels appointed to the bishopric 
of St. Andrews.(22) All of her sons who inherited th- throne were English
in ta3to and sympathy - Guncan 11, 10941 dgar 1097-1107; Alexander 1, 1107-

(19) Nov. dr. A.i;. Scott, "Celtic Missionaries on the Continent", T.G.S.I.. 
Vol. 32, 1924-1925; Goa. Gil worth, "Benedictine .lonks of fcatisbon 
and Auraburg", r.d.^.I.. Vol. 44, 1964-1965.
(20) X. MacKinnon, "The Gjpn's Tongue", 1974, p.15.
(21) Murison, D.O., p.71.
(22) K.O. Anderson, "St. Andrews before Alexander 1" in "Ihe Scottish Trad
ition", edit., 0. ...>. barrow, 1974# p.4.



1107-1124 and David 1, 1124-1153.
Tho most famous of these is generally regarded to he David, although 

there is evidence that he basically followed the policy of his brother, 
Alexander.(23) Educated at the Anglo-Nonnan court in London he acquired 
enormous estates in the south with his marriage to a wealthy English 
widow, Matilda, daughter of Walth9of. He was even a member of the royal 
family in that he was brother-in-law to Henry 1. His early experience in 
Norman ngland had long convinced him that the only effective way to con
solidate personal power, guarantee a dynasty and unify a country was to 
reject tribal law and custom and quickly replace it with some form of 
feudalism. There was certainly a need for haste. Malcolm Canmore's 
death had sparked off a series of revolts in Moray and the Cen^. Loairn, 
still eager to retain their identity, were to produce a line of great 
warrior-leaders from Domhnall Bin to Donald Mc*illiaa. Two of these,
Malcolm Mcfieth and Gengus of Moray, in 1130# ware a particularly dangerous 
threat in that they posed as the champions of Celtic traditionalism 
against alien innovations. David's confidence in feudalism was justified 
at Stracathro when his mail-clad Norman cavalry won a crushing victory.(24) 
The rebels were instantly dispossessed and their lands given by charter to 
the Bruces and Stewarts, the king's French-speaking mercenaries. <oon the 
north was sprinkled with military mottes from which they exercised their 
authority in tho name of the king.(25) The Church too was called to the 
aid of crown and Norman bishops were appointed to all the northern sees 
while religious orders, such as the Benedictines at Urquhart and the Cis
tercians at Kinlose, were installed at key sites throughout Moray. These 
tactics were to prove highly successful and were soon repeated, with like 
result, in Galloway.(26)

The Lowlands were not neglected. Conscious of the growing importance 
of trade Lavid decided to extend the country's embiyonic system of small 
burghs.(27) Those selected for development reflect the concern for commerce 
Berwick for the wool from its hinterland, Stirling and Perth for their 
river-position. Before long, Roxburgh, dinburgh, ^unfermline, Aberdeen

(23) Atlas, p.30.
(24) Ibid., p.49.
(25) Ibid., p.28.
(26) Ibid., p.50.
(27) uncan, A.A.M., p.31.
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Aberdeen and Montrose wrre also favoured. Thea» early burghs owed 
th ir origin to groups of enterprising Flemings whose speech was little 
more than a Germanic dialect of nglish.(28) This naturally encouraged 
these foreign merchants to settle in and near the nglish-speaking 
^othians. Coming as they did from the most heavily populated, urbanised 
and industrialised part of Northern urope they brought with them their 
own concepts of law and administration. These javid encouraged. However, 
the bulk of the population in the burghs was not Flemish, as one might
suspect, but Anglian.(29) There w°re only a handful of Flemings in
ev^ry case providing capital ana managerial skills, l’he countless 
menial ta3ks were carried out by nglish workers. Gaels studiously 
avoided the burghs as alien institutions.(30) Not surprisingly, the 
vocabulary of the burgh was essentially Anglian - burgh, toft, croft, 
rig, rooa, gild, sac, toll, gait and wynd.(31,' In time this Anglian 
speech was to evolve into what we know as Rowland Gcots. That it had 
vigour can bs seen by tho way it absorbed later French words - provost, 
bailie, vennel, port and fermos. As far ©3 avid 1 and his successors 
were concerned the burghs had been a great success in terms of revenue 
derived from taxation and in justice administered by sheriffs. Under 
royal protection their infleunce extended far beyond the j-othians. Goon, 
Forres, lgin and Inverness were established, although here there was 
always a sub-stratum of Celtic folk bclit-f6 and customs. Nevertheless, 
the nglish tongue was now guaranteed secure roots in the north.(32)

The result of all these changes was, as k. MacKinnon rightly des
cribes, a tripartite division of society.(33) The royal court and most 
of the nobles spoke French, the merchants spoke nglish ana Gaelic was 
left as the language of the peasant. The speed with which this happened 
in the -owlands has intrigued historians for rsany years. T.C. omout, for 
one, calls it a "baffling mystery", in view of the fact that just a few
years before, in fact, almost within a generation, Caelic had been at its

(28) Ibid., p.32.
(29) W.X. Mackenzie, "The Scottish iur/hs". 19A9, p.36.
(3C) Murison, ). >., p.73.
(31) Ibid., p.74.
(32) Atlas, p.30.
(33) iXacKinnon, " iducation and Social Control - The Case for Gaelic 
Scotland", The Gcot tish. ducational Journal. Vol. 4, No. 2, 1972.



its zenith,(34) However, it only becomes a mystery if one looks for a 
single, specific cause for the sudden collapse of Gaelic, The simple 
explanation was the overwhelming onslaught of new ideas which swept 
away the very foundations of Gaelic culture and produced an alien soc
iety in which he had no place - feudalism with its rights and obligations; 
towns with their industry and trade; Homan Catholicism with its parishes 
and dioceses. As J.d. Murison so rightly says, "The Celtic system had 
little to match this close-knit, highly centralised system,"(35) Under 
these circumstances Gaelic became an object of ridicule, perhaps as early 
as the 12thc itself,(36) English names became fashionable and even the 
very place-names underwent a drastic change,(37) Only remnants of the 
language were to survive in Lowland speech - bard, bog, cairn, loch, glen, 
airt, strath and peat.(38) Gaelic had begun its long, slow retreat into 
the highlands and Islands,

Of course, bilingualism was common throughout the uowlands for at 
least a century to follow. Nobles and merchants had to know Gaelic to 
be able to communicate with their servants no matter how contemptuous 
of it they were. ven the French-orientated kings were able to resort 
to Gaelic and its traditions when it suited them. For instance, Alexan
der 111 employed a Sennachaidh or Historian at his coronation ceremony in 
1249 and Robert the Bruce did not hesitate to display the Brecbennach or 
Holy Banner of ot. Columba at Bannockburn in 1314 to inspire his men.
That he was closely familiar with Gaelic can be seen in the ease with 
which he operated in the north and the deep interest he took in affairs 
in Ireland.(39) Not unnaturally Gaels were conscious of their vital 
contribution to the struggle for independence and there are signs of a 
rebirth of confidence on their part in the early 14thc.(40) whether 
there is anything of substance in R, Nicholson's interesting speculation

(34) T.C. Jmout. “History of the acottiah i'eODle 1660-1830". 1969, p.29.
(35) Hurison, L.L., p.78.
(36) Ibid., p.79.
(37) Ibid., p.73.
(38) Ibid., p.76.
(39) R. Nicholson. "Lcotland - The Later î iddle Aces”. 1974. pp.73, 93.
(40) omout, T.C., p.40.



speculation that if there had been no Wars of Independence there would 
have been no Highland problem is far too complex to decide.(41) ng
lish, or Inglis as it was generally called, was certainly much stimul
ated by the long years of enemy military occupation 1296-1318. Indeed, 
by C.1300 substantial numbers of peasants from the Moray Firth to the 
Tweed ana particularly in the north-east spoke only .nglish.(42) At the 
same time nglish was steadily rising up the social scale as 14thc 
barons indulged in vernacular romances and even priests read anglicised 
versions of the "Lives of the saints."(43) French, on the other hand, 
spoken by a relative handful as a baage of rank, witnessed a decline as 
all classes slowly came to regard their version of Inglis as really 
Scottis.

arallel to these developments was the emergence of a conscious 
Kighlana identity first observed by John of Fordun, an Aberdeen chron
icler in 1380 - "The manners and customs of the Scots vary with the 
diversity of their speech. For two languages are spoken amongst them, 
the acottish and Teutonic; the latter of which is the language of those 
who occupy the seaboard ana plains, while the race of Scottish speech 
inhabits the highlands ana outlying islands. The people of the coast 
are of domestic and civilised habits, trusty, patient ana urbane, de
cent in their attire, affable and peaceful, devout in Livine worship 
yet always prone to resist a wrong at the hana of their enemies. The 
highlanders ana people of the islands, on the other hand, are a savage 
and untamed nation, rude and independent, given to rapine, easy-living, 
of a docile ana warm aisposition, comely in person but unsightly in 
dress, hostile to the .nglish people and language ana owing to diver
sity of speech, even to their own nation, and exceedingly cruel.”(44) 
Clearly, ridicule for and contempt of a language had turned into fear 
of and hostility for a race. To the Lowlanaer this seemed justified 
in view of the recently evolved clan system, which, as R. Nicholson 
says Mepitomiaea troublesome pugnacity.M(43) There was ample evidence

(41) >itlas, p.67.
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evidence to substantiate this judgment - the burninj of lgin Cath dral 
by Aloxanuer Stewart, arl of Buchan in 1390; the barbaric "Battle of 
the Clans" at Perth in 1396; the invasion of tho north-east Lowlands 
by onald, Lord of the Isles, halted with great difficulty at Harlaw 
in 1411; and worst of all, the brutal murder of James 1 at Perth in 
1437 because he had openly identified himself with the Lowland view.
All of these incidents were long remembered and quoted as inescapable 
proof of Fordun's verdict that the Gael was "exceedingly cruel." In 
fact, 1437 was a highly significant year for another reason in that 
the Macdonalds of the Isles inherited the arldom of Ross. With this 
strong foothold on the mainland the Maci'onalds moved from being a 
major factor on the national scene to a recognised force on an inter
national scale. They were no longer a nuisance, now they were a dang
erous threat, especially as they all too-often regarded ngland as 
their natural ally against the Lowlanders. Their power-base was im
pressive; from Cork to Cape Wrath existed a society enjoying the same 
customs, life-styles, literature and speech. Increasingly self-suff
icient economically its Gaelic culture was dynamic rather than static.
The bcots Gaels, for instance, had already developed the clan system 
much further than their kinsfolk in Ireland and their preference for 
the bagpipe saw the evolution of a classical symphonic form of music 
in the piobaireachd. The kings of 15thc Scotland knew all this to 
their cost, but could do little to impose their authority on the remote 
regions ruled by the aords of the Isles. It was only in 1493, when the 
Lac^onalas were torn apart by vicious family quarrels, that James IV, 
ironically the last king to bo fluent in Gaelic, seized his chance and 
annexed tho Lordship of the Isles. Tho effect was devastating on 
Gaelic culture as patronage of the arts practically withered overnight. 
James IV followed the annexation up with demands that clan chiefs must 
have their sons educated in the Lowlands, in other words, virtual host
ages for the good behaviour of their fathers. It was soon obvious that
this was not going to work and direct royal control was as distant as*
ever, however, James IV cleverly encouraged Highland isolation and as 
far as government was concerned tho area became more anu more of a back
water. He i.ven extended his protection to the Campbells anu Gordons to 
rule in his steaa and by his favour. They could always serve as a useful 
counter-weight to any future Macdonald revival.
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revival.
The ceath of James IV at T’lodden marked the end of attempts to 

control the Highlands for almost eighty years and the 16thc was a 
period of near-anarchy. This lawlessness was shared by the Howlands 
to an extent that would have horrified John of ioraun. Indeed, there 
was little difference between highland clan and lowland family in 
that both were aristocratic in social structure and both were designed 
for war. T.C. Smout puts it rather neatly, "Highland Society was 
based on kinship modified by feudalism, ^owland -ociety on feudalism 
tempered by kinsnip."(46) Again, although the Highlanus and Islands 
weru regarded as a backwater th«ro was still a sizeable population 
committea to the Gaelic culture, possibly as many as half of the total 
national figure, Tradition has it that there were even pockets of 
Gaelic speakers in Galloway and Carrick.(47) The linguistic frontier 
was also surprisingly far south and as far as Perthshire was concerned 
it ran through apparently obvious i-owlanu parishes like Caputh ana 
Abernyte.(4t3)

However, it was the Reformation in 1^60 that reawakened differences 
of language and race between the two regions. Purious at the reluctance 
of the Gauls to reject their old faith and accept the tenets of Calvinism, 
the Reformers labelled all Gaelic speakers as "obdurate Papists" and re
garded thum as potential ent.mies of the state. Completely negative in 
their attitude to the language they ignored the fact that ^aelic had now 
developed distinctive characteristics as compared to Irish. C'ontempt- 
uouoly refusing to accept literacy in Gaelic as meaningful, they continued 
to label the language as erse. as far as the Kirk was concerned it was 
equated with savage barbarity, ^aoly, a third uimension, religion, had 
been added to the traditional hatreasj it was to prove a most ferocious 
ingredient. The civil authorities shared this interpretation, but the 
confusion generated by the Reformation delayed their action till the 
1590'a, when a full scale assault was launched on the very heart of 
uaelic culture. Although partly motivated by annoyance at the lack of 
revenue from the north the result was the same - hostages held for good 
bonaviour, written title deeds demanded as proof of owership of land, the

(46) omout, T.C., p.43*
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the creation of new burghs in clan areas and the settlement of Fife 
farmors in newis.(49) Ulster too was subjected to relentless press
ure in what was clearly a co-ordinated attack on Gaeldom. ihe Ulster 
Gaels retaliated, but O'bogherty's rebellion was ruthlessly crushed 
in 1608 ana the Plantations of Ulster - transporting all the Gaels 
to the remote west and transferring their lands to nglish speaking 
settlers - guaranteed the final severence of any cultural links with 
Irelana. It was the signal for the repression to intensify. In 1609 
twelve of the leading clan chiefs were kidnapped and under duress 
forced to sign the infamous statutes of Iona by which they promised 
to support protestant ministers on their estates, to outlaw bards, 
to abandon traditional hospitality, to limit the use of arms and to 
senu tneir sons to tne Lowlands “where they may be founu able suffic
iently to speik, rein and wryte Inglische."(bO) Called "an agreement" 
it was soon ratified by the Privy Council in 1616 - "Forasmukle as the 
kingis hajestie haveing a speciall care and regaird that the trew re- 
ligioun be auvanceit anu establisheit in all the pairtis of this king
doms, ana that all his Majesties subjectis, eapeciallie the youth, be 
exercised ana traynea up in civilitie, godliness, knowledge and learn
ing, that the vulgar Inglxshe toung be universallie plantit, and the 
Irishe language, which is one of the cheif ana pnncipall causis of 
the continewancc of barbaritie ana incivilitie amongis the inhabitantis 
of the ileB ana neylandis, may be abolisheit and removit; ana quhairas 
thair is no means more powerfull to further this his Majesties princelie 
regaird ana porpois than the establisheing of scooles in the particular 
parrocneis of this kinguome whair the youthe may be taugnt at the least 
to write ana reid, ana be catechiesed and instructed in the groundis of 
religioun; thairfore the kingis hajestie, has thocht it necessary ana 
expedient that in everie parroche of this kingaome where convenient 
meanes may be had for intertcyning a scoole, that a scoole sail be es
tablisheit, ana a fitt persone appointit to teache the same."(bl) 
fact, this was much more than a simple ratification, it was an important 
change in policy - actually placing schools in highland communities to 
tackle the problem at the grass roots. j.ts significance is noted by 1C.

Uy) 0. ronaiaoon, "..cotlandi Jumna > to Jamoe Vll". 1965, pp.232, 228. 
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K. MacKinnon, "The introduction of the school as a formal agency of 
education in Gaelic -Scotland represented the coming of an alien in
stitution into the communities whose children it received."(52) In 
many parts of the highlands there was a natural reluctance to support 
these schools.(53) In 1633 therefore Parliament was forced to repeat 
the act. however, 1reabyterian Church leaders were still not satis
fied with the lack, of compulsion in the legislation ana in the 1640's 
the General assembly issued a stream of overtures demanding a tighter 
system. In 1646 iarliament abandoned the vague and the tenuous and 
gave maximum power to the presbyteries. "The states of parliament 
consiadering how prejuaiciall the want of schooles in manie congreg
ations hathe been and how beneficiall the founding therof in everie 
congregation wilbe to this kirk and kinguome hoe thairfore statute 
and ordane that there be a Gchool founded and a ^cholemaster appointed 
in everie paroche(not alr«=adie provyueu)oy auvyso of the presbitrie.
And to this purpose that the heritouris in everie congregation meet 
amongst themselfis and provyde a commodious hous for the scnole and 
modifie a stipend to the scholemaater whiehe sail not be under ane 
hundereth merkis nor above tua hundereth merkis to be payit yeirlie 
at tuo tormes. And to this effect that they set aounu a stent upon 
everie ones rent of atocx and teina in the paroche proportioallie to 
the worth therof for mantenance of the schools and payment of the 
scholemasteris stipend; which© stipend is declarit to be dew to the 
scholemasteria and clerkis of kirk sessions, and if the heritouris 
sail not convene, or being conveenea sail not aggrie amongst themselfis, 
than and in that case the presbitrie sail nominat tuell honest men 
within the bounais of the presbitrie who sail have power to establish 
a school©, modifie a Btipend for the schoolmaster with the latitude 
before exprest, anu set doune a stent for payment therof upon the her
itouris whilk salbe also valide anu effectuall as if the semen had bene 
done bo the heritouris themselfis."(54) Before the effectiveness of 
this law could be assessed Scotland was plunged into a series of civil 
wars that led to foreign invasion and military occupation. ven then, 
the next three decades saw a bitter struggle for power between the

(52) MacKinnon, K., o. ..J..
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the two rival church parties, the piscopalians and the Presbyterians. 
The former dominated the period ana one of their first decisions was 
to rescind any legislation passed by their opponents. Although the 
episcopalians clearly had more sympathy for the Gaels, their bitter 
determination to eradicate presbyterian beliefs in the lowlands gave 
uaelaom a virtual breathing-space.

In 1690 the lull came to an abrupt end with Parliament'a declar
ation that the Church of ^cotlana was the national church. The Pres
byterians haa won. They knew full well tnat they were unpopular in 
the aighlands.(55) Ailliecrankie, Junkeld and Cromdale merely con
vinced them that the problem better be dealt with quickly. Almost 
at once the former bishopric rents of Argyll and *,unkeld were used 
for the "erecting of -nglish Ochools for rooting out the Irish lang
uage and other pious uses."(56) Only politically reliable men of 
presbyterian faith were eligible as school-maatera. ven the 1646
Act was extended to give greater power to kirk sessions - "Our Gov-
ereign Jx>rd considering how prejudiciall the want of schools in many 
places have been ana now beneficial the establishing and settling 
therof in every paroch will be to this Church and kingdom: Therfor 
uis riajestie with the advice and consent of the states of rarliament 
statutes and ordains that there be a school settled and established 
ana a schoolmaster appointed in evry paroch, not aireaay provided, by 
advice of the heritors and minister of the paroch; And for that effect 
that the heritors in evry paroch meet and provide a commodious house 
for a school and settle and modifie a sallary to a schoolmaster which 
shall not be under one hundred merks nor above two hundred merks, to 
be payea yearly at two terms, Whitsunday ana Martinmass, by squall 
portions, and that they stent and lay on the said sallary conform to 
every heritors vauled rent within the paroch, allowing each heritor re- 
lieff from his tennenta of the half of his proportion for settling and
maintaining of a scnool and payment of the schoolmaster's sallary, which
sallary is declared to be by and attour the casualties which formerly 
belonged to the readers and clerks of the kirk Sessions, ^nd if the 
heritors or major part of them shall not conveen, or being conveenod 
shall not agreo among themselves, then and in that case the presbitrie

^55) Ferguson, "̂ cotlaad: 1689 to the i resent." 1968, pp. 11, 96.
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presbitrie shall apply to the Commissioners of Jupply of the shire who, 
or any five of them, shall have power to establish a school and settle 
and modifie a sallary for a schoolmaster not being under one hundred 
inerks nor above two hundred merks yearly as said is, and to stent and 
lay on the oamen upon the heritors conform to their valued rent which 
shall be also valid and effectual1 as if it had been done by the her
itors themselves - And lastly His Majestie with advice and consent for- 
said ratifies and approves all former lawes customs and constitutions 
made for establishing and maintaining of schools within the kingdom in 
so far as the same are not altered nor innovat by this present Act,"(57) 
Within two years some Highland synods were pushing hard for schools,(5©)

By 1700 the situation had changed considerably. The clan chiefs 
were largely anglicised ana like most 18thc heritors were concerned with 
avoiding their financial repossibilities for schools for their tenants,(59) 
Fortunately, the Act had foreseen this, hence the appeal to the Commiss
ioners of oupply if necessary. Not that there was much objection to the 
education of tenants' children on principle, but rather to the hard fact 
that money was in short supply for the heritor class in the first half of 
the 18thc,(60) Not surprisingly, Highland heritors had little concern 
now for the preservation of their culture and Gaelic soon lost any prestige 
it might have had among them. With the loss of this local patronage the 
language declined rapidly to little more than a peasant patois. All too 
soon written Gaelic began to disappear and the classical compositions of 
the baras degenerated into a rather humble folk art. let, as K. MacKinnon 
rightly points out, the peasant poets of the 17thc-18thc had an astonishing 
vigour - Iain -̂ om, Alasdair mac Hhaighistir Alasdair, Iain MacCodrum, oonn- 
achadh Ban Mac-an-t-oaoir, Hob Donn MacAoidh and Kairi nighean Alasaair 
Ruaidh.(6l) -ven the leaders of the Presbyterian Church had changed their 

5 attitude. With the Roman Catholics defeated and the -piscopalians di/rgan- 
ised the Kirk was confident of its ultimate victory in the Highlands. The 
immediate problem was to get closer to the Highland peasant. This was 
to be achieved by making increasing use of Gaelic-speaking ministers and
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and accordingly a series of General Assembly Acts to this end were passed 
in 1701, 1710 and 1714. At the same time strenuous efforts were made to 
recruit Gaels into the ministry by offering generous bursaries through 
local presbyteries.(62) To tighten its control over the Highlands and 
Islands the General Assembly cleverly created as many as six new Presb
yteries - Lome 1704, Tain 1706, Dornoch 1707, Caithness 1709, Skye 1712 
and Dingwall 1716.(63) The handful of Gaelic religious texts was now 
recognised as pitifully inadequate and the new sympathy for Gaelic ex
pressed itself in a determination to translate the Irish Bible into Scots 
Gaelic with all speed. The fashionable view was that education was the 
panacea for all social ills and the Church enthusiastically agreed to the 
introduction of libraries, long advocated by the Rev. Mr. James Kirkwood, 
in 1705.(64) The letter’s fertile mind had already suggested charity 
schools as "a remedy against disorder" and with the Kirk's blessing it 
was agreed that these would be provided by the Society in Scotland for 
the Propagation of Christian Knowledge.

The traditional view of the S.S.P.C.K. is that it was always the 
arch-enemy of Gaelic speech. One of the best authorities, M.G. Jones, 
actually writes, "the Society early in its existence decided that the 
extirpation of ~rse - - was the first step to reform."(65) However, 
this comment is based upon an S.S.P.C.K. Minute for the year 1766.(66)
In fact, their original policy, formulated in six Articles on 5 January,
1710 did not even mention Gaelic - "1. To erect and maintain schools in 
such places of Scotland, particularly in the Highlands and Islands, as 
should be found to need them most: in which schools, Papists as well as 
Protestants of every denomination, and all persons whatsoever, should be 
taught, by fit and well-qualified schoolmasters, appointed by the Society 
to read the Holy Scriptures and other pious books, as also to write, and 
to understand the common rules of arithmetic, with such other things as 
should be thought suitable to their circumstances. 2. That the school
masters should be particularly careful to instruct their scholars in the 
principles of the Reformed Religion; and for that end, should be obliged 
to catechise them at least twice-a-week, and to pray publicly with them

(62) Minutes of the Presbytery of Dunkeld. 28/1/1707, 29/10/1707, 30/9/1712.
(63) M.G. Jones, "The Charity School Movement", 1964, p.175.
(64) vunkeld P., 29/10/1706, 22/4/1707, 15/5/1707, 20/5/1707.
(65) Jones, M.G., pp.194-195.
(66) Ibid., 6/3/1766, 6/6/1766.



them twice a day. 3. That not only such as were unable to pay, should 
be taught gratis, but that those whose circumstances require it, should 
have such further encouragement as the Society think fit, in a consist
ency with their patent. 4. To have some prudent persons, ministers and

p

others, to be overseers of those schools, who should take care, that the 
schoolmasters do their duty, and that the instructions given from time to 
time, by the Society, or their Committee, be punctually observed: which 
overseers should make their report to the Society quarterly or half-yearly 
at farthest. 3. To give suitable encouragement to such ministers or 
catechists as should be willing to contribute their assistance towards 
the farther instruction of the scholars, remote from church, by not only 
catechising, but preaching to them: which ministers or catechists should 
take the same care of the other inhabitants as of the scholars. 6. To 
extend their endeavours for the advancement of the Christian Religion to 
Heathen Nations; and, for that end, to give encouragement to ministers to 
preach the Gospel among them."(67) Clearly, whatever reservations the 
Directors of the Society may have had about Gaelic, their primary concern, 
as Protestants, was religion. This is hardly surprising, in view of the 
fact that Scotland was now in the throes of the Counter-Reformation.(68) 
Roman Catholic priests were known to be active in such widely dispersed 
areas as Barra, Skye, igg and Arisaig. Rumour even had it that one of 
their bishops, Bishop Cordon, had confirmed some 2,740 converts in one 
year alone. Although this is probably greatly exaggerated, as M.G.
Jones believes, nonetheless, the real measure of their success in the 
Highlands was the establishment of a seminary at Scallin, in the Braes 
of Glenlivet, in 1712. Before long, Roman Catholicism was well ensconced 
in South Uist, Canna, Knoydart, Moidart and Glengarry, all Gaelic-speaking 
regions. It could not have been long before the Directors must have won
dered if they were not dissipating their scanty resources by giving equal 
attention to areas such as Orkney. The outbreak of the '15 Rebellion 
must have confirmed their suspicion. Sympathy for Gaelic began to evap
orate and the age-old hostility re-emerged.

This was not obvious to the ordinary S.S.P.C.K. teacher and many of 
them innocently requested permission to extend the range of their Gaelic 
teaching.(69) To the Directors this must have seemed an insidious threat

(67) ii. Hunter, "A Brief History of the Society", 1795.
(68) Jones, M.G., p.174.
(69) Harding, A.W..



threat and in August, 1721 they issued their first clear statement on 
the question of Gaelic - there was to be no "Irish Reading."(70) To 
ensure that this injunction was obeyed, the birectors, in June, 1723, 
introduced the infamous "Censors", whose task it was to report to the 
teacher all those who spoke Gaelic in their schools.(7l) A system of 
monetary bribes was even evolved to entice children away from their 
native tongue. The Hanoverian Government pledged support and in 1725 
presented annually a Royal bounty of £1,000 to maintain additional 
catechists in the Highlands, bespite all this, the Society's impact 
was very limited. Money was scarce, schools were all too few in num
ber and attendance was abysmal in those areas which were still loyal 
to the white cockade.(72) Kven attempts to respond to social change, 
especially agrarian in the 1730's, earned a poor reaction from the Gaels 
who did little to conceal their contempt for sedentary handicrafts. The 
'45 Rebellion simply hardened the Directors' attitude to Gaelic as they 
continued to associate that tongue with the narrow, political views of 
Jacobitism. Their very language intensified in passion as they dedic
ated themselves to "rooting out the Irish altogether" and "teaching 
them right Principles of Government, instilling a love of true liberty 
and affection to King George."(73) Sven as late as the year 1755, the 
Rev. Mr. William Robertson of Gladsmuir could proclaim from the pulpit 
of the High Kirk in Edinburgh, "Highlanders are strangers to industry, 
averse from labour, inured to rapine."(74) A measure of the Directors' 
distrust can be seen in their refusal to accept anjt Gaelic-speaking 
applicants as teachers from the Presbytery of Dunkeld during the period 
1746-1758.(75) But the greatest blow to the surviving remnants of 
Gaelic culture came with the so-called "Pacification of the Highlands" 
and its Disarming Acts, executions and forfeitures. With their social 
leaders gone the Gaels found that the visible signs of their culture 
were doomed as well, their personal weapons, their dress and even their 
music. What K. MacKinnon has called the long "culture-conflict" was

(70) statutes and Rules of the G.G.P.C.K.. 10/8/1721.
(71) Ibid., 6/6/1723.
(72) llarding, A.W..
(73) o.J.^.G.K. Report. 1750.
(74) G.P.P.O.K. Account. 1755.
(75) Harding, A.W..



was finally over - the clan system had been destroyed.(76) It was the 
signal for a new kind of landlord-tenant relationship based solely on 
legal contract. Rents ceased to be paid in service or in kind and only 
hard cash was acceptable. A money economy had arrived. Suddenly, the 
Highlands became a region for ruthless commercial exploitation and the 
age-old pattern of subsistence agriculture with its strong emphasis on 
the pasturing of cattle was swept away. It was replaced by ambitious 
schemes to build roads and bridges, plant forests, rear sheep, smelt 
iron and produce kelp, all of which were controlled through the medium 
of English. At long last, the Highlands were politically and econom
ically integrated into the United Kingdom.(77)

Unfortunately, it took many years for this to be recognised, a fact 
clearly proved by the continued distrust of the native tongue, a feature 
which was absent in Ireland and Wales.(78) The cause of this, Jacobitism, 
that explosive mixture of politics and religion, began to fade in the 
1760's. Slowly the Hanoverian establishment came to realise that the 
Jacobite cause was an anachronism and its handful of adherents little 
more than harmless cranks. This realisation exposed a serious anomaly; 
on the one hana, the Church of Scotland was desperately trying to pro
vide more Gaelic-speaking ministers, while, on the other hand, the S.S. 
P.C.K. were equally diligent in trying to discourage the study of Gaelic. 
The problem had to be resolved. In 1766 the Directors of the S.3.P.C.K. 
informed all presbyteries that their "Schoolmasters are to teach their 
-scholars to read both ‘-arse and Knglish."(79) This was no spontaneous 
conversion on their part; rather, it was a grudging concession to Kirk 
pressure. Reluctantly, in 1767, they agreed to publish a Gaelic trans
lation of the New Testament, the work of the Rev. Mr. James Stewart of 
of Killin ana the poet, Dugald Buchanan.(80) They did so without en
thusiasm and their tardiness did not go unnoticed, especially among 
English intellectuals. Dr. Johnson, for instance, in 1773, was moved 
to write, on behalf of the Gaels, "Their language is attacked on every

(76) MacKinnon, K., Lion, p.42.
(77) Ibid., S.G.J..
(78) Jones, M.G., pp.224, 310.
(79) x,unkela P.. 4/11/1766.
(80) Jones, K.G., p.197.



every aide, Schools are erected in which English only is taught and 
there were latterly some who thought it reasonable to refuse them a 
version of the Holy Scriptures that they might have no monument of 
their mother tongue."(81) Although such comments were designed to be 
helpful their wide circulation came at a most unfortunate time. As 
Iiagnue Maclean has shown, Jerome Stone, Dunkeld Schoolmaster, had 
stimulated an interest in the Ossianic cycle of legends. Macpherson 
only added an element of controversy.(82) There was every chance that 
Gaelic literature might develop along the lines of poetry and song in 
the late 18th century.(83) The opportunity was lost as the S.S.P.C.K., 
goaded by Johnson's gibe, poured out a stream of religious works from 
their printing presses. These were either reprints of 17th century 
homiletics, because they were cheap, or orthodox tracts, because they 
were acceptable. The result was that literate Gaels were exposed to a 
very narrow range of reading matter which left them with an unhealthy 
interest in fundamental predestination theology. It was inevitable 
that they would fatalistically interpret their economic and social 
problems as evidence of the wrath of God for their sins.

For the vast mass of the Gaels, non-literates, it was otherwise. 
Neglect and isolation meant that they were steadily slipping back into 
virtual paganism with each passing decade. Ancient non-Christian be
liefs were revived and heathen superstitions and rites were widespread.
It could hardly be otherwise. Parish schools were few in number and 
quite inadequate for their task. However, as L.J. Withrington indicated, 
the o.o.P.C.K. were scarcely any more successful.(84) So strictly did 
the Directors interpret their rules for providing schools that they de
nied the very areas which needed them most. Those who could find a 
place in a school profited little. Both parish and Society schoolmasters 
stuck grimly to the view that the accolade of a good education was the 
ability to read English print. Comprehension was ignored. The heritors, 
in general, could not care less. They were "not ashamed to avow it as 
their principle that knowledge of all minds, except in the occupations 
of common life, is not only useless, but pernicious to the vulgar; that 
it renders them dssatisfied with their condition and ambitious of altering

(81) Jones, M.G., p.165.
(82) Magnus Maclean, "literature of the Celts". 1906, p.251.
(83) Ibid., p.335.
(84) d.J. Withrington* "The S.P.C.K. and highland Schools in mid-18thc"t 
Scottish Historical Review. Vol. XL1, No. 132, Oct. 1962.



altering it for the better either at home or abroad.”(85) Hiua they 
guaranteed themselves an almost endless supply of cheap and aocile 
labour. Only concerned with the trappings of their status in society 
they sought the repeal of the Disarming Acts and the restoration of 
the superficial symbols of their culture - dress, tartan and pipes.

But the peasants were dissatisfied and they poured into the low
lands in thousands in a desperate seaarch for a better way of life. In 
the small burgh of Perth alone there were over a 1,000 ragged and star
ving Gaels in 1786 totally devoid of nglish.(86) Their plight was ob
vious and far from being unique, indeed, it was commonplace throughout 
Lowland Scotland. The magnitude of the problem however was not realised 
till the compilation of the Old Statistical Account returns in 1797 and 
the first National Census of 1801. Clearly, a new and serious problem 
was facing the nation - an enormous rise in population, especially in 
the Highlands and Islands.(87) There was absolutely no likelihood that 
it would go away, indeed, it could only get worse.

(85) Abstract of the Proceedings of the society. 1792, p.44.
(86) Minutes of the I'reabvtery of Perth. 27/9/1786.
(87) J.G. Kyd, ViCoAtlsh Population ^aies”. 1952.
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th : roots 0/ fir: qOci.ty

'The Highlands of thia country demand serious attention and some 
inquiry should be made."

- E. Anderson, "The Life and Letters of Christopher Anderson", 
1854, pp.106-107.

For centuries Edinburgh was little more than a typical medieval 
city, compact, overcrowded, squalid, confined within its crumbling 
walls. Exhausted by the long religious wars of the 17thc its civic 
pride had been shattered by the loss of Parliament in 1707. The promise 
of the Union had not besn fulfilled and the 18thc was an economic dol- 
drum punctuated by periods of civil strife in 1715 and 1745* Suddenly, 
in the 1760's, -dinburgh seemed to waken from its slumber and rush head
long into modem times. The transition has been described in detail by 
H. . mot and J. Anderson.(l) Its basis was economic, but its motivating 
power was confidence. Thus we see an enormous increase in commerce, and, 
of course, in wealth. Banknotes came into general circulation in 1761 
and by 1776 the Penny Post Office was in operation. An dinburgh Dir
ectory was compiled, a Chamber of Commerce established in 1786 and by 
1792 the city sported no fewer than six newspapers. The population of 
dinburgh-Leith expanded to 80,000 with a strong middle-class element 

whose savings were steadily gathering interest in the numerous city 
banks, such as the Commercial Bank 1810.

Parallel to the growth in wealth came a new interest in architect
ure and a passionate desire to express it with elegance and style. Thus 
we find the city spreading southwards with graceful squares,such as George 
Square 1766# and new facades, such as dinburgh University 1789. But the 
focus of development was to the north in a "New Town." Behind the splendid 
avenue of Princes Street blossomed a charming area of squares and places - 
St. Andrew's Square 1778, Frederick Street 1790» lork Place 1795» Char
lotte Square 1800 and Picardy Place 1806. Internal communication links 
were not neglected and Leith Walk 1774, the Sound 1783 and the South 
Bridge 1785 were given priority.

(l) H. /omot, "The history of -dinburgh." 1816; J. Anderson, "A idstorv 
of -dinburgh." 1856.
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priority.
Clearly, .’dinburgh was once again a capital city in the fullest 

sense and its responsible citizens strove consciously to rival both 
London and 3ath. The symbol of this new age ware the -dinburgh Assembly 
Rooms 1787, the centre of polite society. Here, educated men and women 
met to discuss politics, to listen to chamber music, to dance and gener
ally display their culture and refinement. Reason and restraint were 
the mark of a gentleman and en interest in classics and contemporary 
literature the badge of a scholar. None felt this more strongly than 
William Robertson, Principal of dinburgh University. Clergyman and 
historian, friend of Voltaire and Gibbon, he was the virtual leader 
of society. His views, toleration, broadmindedness, a distrust of rel
igious feeling, were shared by many, even in the General Assembly. The 
party in the Kirk that he led were called "Moderates" and their sermons 
were noted for their cold morality rather than their conviction. Indeed, 
Robertson and his associates regared enthusiasm as a sign of vulgarity 
and lack of self-control. In short, the Moderates were formal, worldly, 
gentlemen in a polite society. Not unnaturally they founded a host of 
academic societies - the Royal Antiquarian Society 1780, the Royal Soc
iety of dinburgh 1783, the Royal Physical Society 1786, the Wernerian 
Society 1808 and the Horticultural Society 1809. It was an age of clubs 
and societies and these are but a few of the many.

Jespite its polish and taste -dinburgh had its full share of poverty 
und vice, especially in the Canongate and the Grassmarket. The Moderates 
were aware of these social problems and thought that they could be solved 
rationally and without fuss. Others had a more passionate approach to 
the subject and felt that an evangelical concern for the afflicted was 
the only answer. It was thanks to the latter group that Professor Frank 
of Vilna, a visitor to the city in 1805, could write, "Nor does the met
ropolis of Scotland fail in charitable establishments."(2) There were 
certainly plenty of societies anxious to improve social welfare - the Soc
iety for Relief of the destitute Sick 1785, the Asylum for the Industrious 
dlind 1795* Magdalene Asylum 1797, the 3eneficient Society of dinburgh 
1805 and the Institution for the Leaf and the -Aimb 1810, As the century 
wore to its close the " vangelicals" steadily increased in number and in 
strength, coming as they did from almost every denomination. Their dev
otion and vitality gave dinburgh a host of attractive churches - St.

(2) Ibid., p.298.



St. Andrew's Church 1781, St. George’s episcopal chapel 1792 and Lady 
I ester's New church 1803. i-jost of their arive and energy however went 
into the formation of religious societies such as the society for Prom
oting Religious Anowleuge among the roor, which provided cheap books 
ana Sabbath Evening Schools 1736; the -dinburgh Missionary Society with 
contacts^later continued by the Gaelic Schools Society)in the Crimea 
1796; the Gratis Sabbath school Society 1797 ana the Society for Prop
agating the Gospel at aome 1798. Cach year produced even more societies, 
but the year 1809 witnessed an absolute spate of them - the ‘’“-dinburgh 
Bible Society, which soon had 59 Auxiliary Societies; the Scottish 
Bible society, the Religious Tract Society, bitterly opposed to the 
publication of ballads, anu the African and Asiatic Society. The one 
striking omission amidst this plethora of good works was concern for 
the Scottish nighlands anu Islanus. This is very odd, given the fact 
that a Gaelic Chapel haa been in existence in -dinburgh since 1767-1769. 
The plight of the displaced Gael was also obvious and perhaps a clue may 
be iounu in h. arnot's contemporary description: "Great numbers resort 
from the highlands to get employment in -dinburgh in the lower occup
ations in life• The chairmen, porters, soldiers of the city-guard, and 
many of the household servants in -dinburgh are iron- that country. Some 
of them neither understand nor express themselves intelligibly in -nĝ - 
lish."(3) In other words, the Gael was too familiar; he was a part of 
their environment. Again, visits to the highlands were uncommon and 
nobody seems to have written any account of having uone so. Obviously, 
little progress could be made till that was done.

In the early months of the year 1792 copies of an English journal, 
"Christian's Magazine" were widely circulated in -uinburgh and these were 
to excite considerable comment in the city's evangelical circles.(4) The 
reason for the interest was an article entitled, "a -setter from a Clergy
man in North Males to another in oonuon 7/12/1791." It described the 
work of the Rev. Mr. Thomas Charles of BalaU755-1814).(5) apparently 
a Calvinistic Methodist his practice of setting up Circulating Gchools, 
in which only »©lsh was taught anu only welsh religious tracts read, had 
resulted in a wave of religious fervour sweeping North wales. He stressed

(3) arnot, H., p.217.
(4) */.u. Jenkins, "Tne aev. * nomas Charles of Bala". 1908, Vol. 2, p.95.
(5) w.ft.3.. Vol. 4, pp.112-114; dictionary of «elsh Biography Town to 
1940". pp.73-74.
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Stressed the part played by his schools, "The Charity Schools, which are 
set up all over the country, are abundantly blessed of Cod; children that 
were aforetime, like jewels buried in rubbish, without seeing their worth, 
now shine with peculiar lustre. They flock in great numbers to hear the 
word; behave with all decency and solemn attention; and many, under the 
age of twelve years, are deeply affected, astonished, and overpowered 
with divine truths, and their minds filled with nothing else day and 
night; of those things they talk when they lie down, and when they rise 
up."(6) No doubt that extract was read many times in the drawing-rooms 
of i.dinburgh. The fundamental discussion point must have been: how long 
do such conversions last? One man, Grassmarket ironmonger, John Campbell, 
was determined to find out.(7) Jeeply religious, a prolific writer who 
could count Oir Walter 3cott and Zachary Macaulay among his friends, Cam
pbell wrote to the Rev. Mr. Thomas Charles "on behalf of many Christians"
who wondered "if those persons, who were brought under conviction --  are
continuing to give evidence of a true work of Grace."(8) n series of ex
changes then took place with Campbell constantly pressing for more detail: 
"You can scarcely conceive how eager Christians in this place are to ob
tain further intelligence."(9) While Campbell’s interest really lay in 
the problem of lapsed converts, Charles repeatedly stressed the vital 
part played by his schools. "I must not omit informing you that one great 
means of promoting the work of God among our young are the circulating 
Charity-Schools, which have been supported among us for those nine years 
past; they are supported entirely by subscriptions and charitable donations 
of the friends of the gospel. We have now about twenty schoolmasters,em
ployed in five different counties, to each of wnorn we pay £10 p.a; they 
are entirely at our disposal, and we move them from place to place all 
over the country, and teach all that will attend them, rich or poor, gratis. 
Half a year we find sufficient to teach a child of moderate capacity to 
’"ead the Jible well in the welsh language. The only intention of these 
schools is to teach children to read their own language, and to instruct 
them in the first principles of religion and to endeavour to impress their 
minds with a sense of the importance of divine truths. It is impossible

(6) Jenkins, J. ., pp.88-91.
(7) ./.K.I3.. Vol. 3, p.830.
(8) Jenkins, n./J., p.96, 12/3/1792.
(9) Ibid., p.99, 27/9/1792.
(10) Ibid., pp.101-102, 8/1/1794.
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endeavour to impress their minds with a sense of the importance of 
divine truths. It is impossible to express the blessing which has 
attended these little Seminaries - it gives them a taste for reading - 
we take care that the teachers are men of piety, and zeal for the con
version of sinners. We have but one only point of view in these inst
itutions, that is, the salvation of their souls.”(l0) The outcome of 
this long and protracted correspondence for Campbell was a conviction 
that religious tracts and Sabbath Schools were the key to conversions.
In 1795 he founded a Tract Society and in 1797 the Gratis Sabbath School 
Society with an emphasis on lay-preaching. Together with his friend 
James Haldane he toured the Lowlands - Glasgow, Paisley, Greenock - 
setting up Sabbath Schools by the score.(11) It i3 strange that he 
did not apply the techniques used by Charles in Wales to the parallel 
situation in the Highlands; but, perhaps he had too many interests - 
writing tracts on slavery, fallen women and even African education.
In 1802 he left klinburgh to become a minister to an Independent Chapel 
in London where he served for many years. A distinguished evangelist, 
he was sent by the London Missionary Society to inspect their missions 
in South Africa 1812-1814 and 1819-1821. despite periodic return visits 
to -dinburgh he never wss a member of the Gaelic Schools -ociety.

Although J. Mackay described the year 17944795 as seeing ’’the 
gradual development of a great spiritual awakening of the Highlands and 
Islands’* most evangelicals longed for service in missions abroad. (12)
The romance of India was particularly strong, hence the attention paid 
to the "Periodical Accounts of the Baptist Mission in Bengal” which were 
widely read in 1795•(13) Gne reader, Robert Haldane of Airthrey(1764- 
1842), retired naval officer and wealthy laird, was so moved, that he 
decided to personally go to Bengal with a group of friends and set up 
a private mission.!14) Off he went to London to seek permission from 
the directors of the ast India Company. Ihey, unfortunately, did not 
share his optimism being highly suspicious of such projects. After six 
months fruitless appeals Robert Haldane was forced to give up and return 
to Edinburgh. Although disappointed, he was not discouraged and he im-

(1G) Ibid., pp.l01-lC2, 8/1/1794.
(11) J. Mackay, "The Church in the Highlands”. 1914, p.226; J. Ross,
” dl3torv of Congregational Independency in Bcotl-uad". 19CG, p.48.
(12) Mackay, J., p.224.
^13) Ross, J., p.46.
(14) J.N.B.. Vol. 8, pp.898-899*
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immediately founded the dinburgh Missionary Society 1796, Before 
long he sold his estate at Airthrey and, in just over a decade, spent 
some £70,000 on religious enterprises. Unfortunately, he had little 
or no interest in the Highlands nor the Gaels. Indeed, he lacked the 
temperament to found a society to which all denominations would be 
attracted. Many of a conservative turn of mind distrusted his views 
in politics and some went as far as to declare that he was a democrat.
He himself, as a Baptist, spent most of his later years deeply engaged 
in religious controversies. However, the first secretary of his Miss
ionary Society and one of his would-be companions to India, the Rev.
Mr. Greville -wing(1767-1841)had come to the conclusion that there 
was a case for home missions.(13) For this reason he founded a new 
evangelical journal, "Missionary Magazine." Here again it seemed 
likely that attention might focus on the Highlands, but -wing was soon 
to leave -dinburgh for a post in Glasgow. By a strange coincidence, 
one of his readers was Robert Haldane's younger brother, James.(16)
As a former captain of an ast Indiaman he had been to the Far vast 
several times and, perhaps because of this, it had no great appeal for 
him.(17) Certainly, as a result of reading the new journal he decided 
to tour the Highlands with a close friend, also interested in home 
missions.(18) This friend was an Anglican, the Rev. Mr. Charles Simeon 
of Cambridge(1759-1836).(19) Like Haldane he was wealthy, indeed, he 
had been educated at it on, and again like Iialdane he had evangelical 
interests. Together the two young men rode through Perthshire in the 
summer of 1796 until they came to Moulin. Here they watched a communion 
service conducted by the Rev. Mr. Alexander Stewart.(20) With his per
mission they then preached to the congregation. Their enthusiasm and 
sincerity was contagious and a minor revival was the result. Stewart 
summed it up* "It was no revival, for I had not lived till then."(2l)

(15) Ibid., Vol. 6, p.959; Ross, J., p.47
(16) Appendix i, No. 119.
(17) Mackay, J., p.224.
(18) OSS, J., p<.50.
(19) i/.iv.B*. vol<. 18, pp.255-257.
(20) Appendix i, No. 283.
(21) Mackay, J., p.225.
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(2l) James Haldane was also greatly inspired by the experience and 
he determined to repeat it as soon as he could. This time his com
panion was to be the Rev. Hr. John Aikman with whom he had done some 
lay-preaching at Gilmerton with great success.(22) On the 12th July, 
1797 they set off for North ^ueensferry, Haldane in his blue coat and 
powdered wig.(23) At first they skirted the Highlands - by Perth, 
Glamis, Montrose, Aberdeen, Hlgin - then they went to the area around 
Inverness distributing hundreds of religious tracts. Hy august, 1797 
they were in Kirkwall; then it was back to Thurso, Dornoch, Tain, In^ 
vergordon, Huntly and finally Aberdeen. Their open-air sermons had 
been an enormous success in terms of numbers, sometimes 6,000 present 
at a time. Jtrangely enough they did not seem to appreciate that 
many who accepted their tracts so readily could not read. They them
selves were well content and they wrote to the "Missionary Magazine" - 
"The advantages of missionary schemes both in .ngland and Scotland 
have remarkably appeared, not only in exciting the zeal of Christian 
people to send the Gospel of Jesus to the dark places of the earth, 
but to use means to extend its influence at home. With this view a 
missionary journey has been undertaken in the northern part of Scot
land, not to disseminate matters of doubtful disputation, or to make 
converts to this or the other sect, but to endeavour to stir up their 
brethern to flee from the wrath to come, and not to rest in an empty 
profession of religion."(24) Nonetheless their trip had a very positive 
result - they formed a Society for Propagating the Gospel at Home in 
1798.(25) This was more than just another religious society in that 
it was non-sectarian and as many as nine of the twelve directors were 
laymen of differing denominations.(26) Unfortunately, their plans to 
set up classes to train lay evangelists in -dinburgh, Glasgow and Aber
deen was bound to bring them into conflict with the Church of Scotland. 
(27) Already complaints were being made all over the country, it was 
obvious that the General assembly would have to act soon. However, 
Haldane and Aikman were too busy publishing accounts of their "awaken
ings" and planning another trip in June, 1798 to the south-west and

(22) Appendix i, No. 5.
(23) Ross, J., pp.50, 52-53.
(24) Ibid., p.51.
(25) Ibid., p.55.
(26) r*ackay, J., p.227.
(27)



and the Border country.(28) If proof were needed his visits to Peebles 
Greenock, Ayrshire, Galloway and Berwick show that he had no immediate 
concern for the Highlands. In fact, James Haldane, who was to become 
& Congregationalist and then a Baptist, was too much like his brother - 
he loved religious controversy.(29) Mission trips to the north were 
now quite fashionable, though few were as perceptive as the Rev. Mr. 
Thomas McCrie, who observed in his visit to Orkney that "few of the 
inhabitants being able to read - the great mass living in ignorance 
of the doctrines of salvation."(30)

The year 1799 marks a kind of watershed as far as mission-work is 
concerned. It was the year in which the General assembly was forced to 
act. desieged by complaints from the Synods of Aberdeen, Angus and 
Kearns against self-appointed preachers in their bounds, the General 
Assembly issued a pastoral admonition against "vagrant teachers and
their Sabbath Schools --  assuming the name of missionaries from what
they call the Society for the Propagation of Religion at Rome."(3l)
One must feel some sympathy for the Church of Bcotlana at this time.
The bulk of the "vagrant teachers" ware members of small seceder denom
inations and the members of the General Assembly regarded their activ
ities as thinly disguised threats to the established Kirk. But it was 
more than that. Hven the General associate Bynod(Anti-Burghers) con
demned missionary societies and lay-preaching.(32) when one remembers 
that the nation was engaged in mortal combat with Revolutionary Prance 
the political undertones become obvious. The Government had no inten
tion of tolerating internal disharmony, political or religious, at such 
a crucial time. Kissionising therefore virtually stopped. Indeed, it 
was not till 1803 that a Highland trip received any public comment. In 
that year James Hogg journeyed through Kintail.(33) respite the fact 
that he had been robbed by 'a parcel of vagabonds who spoke Gaelic" he 
was much impressed by the people's devotion - "On Saturday there was an 
extraordinary multitude assembled to hear sermon. I thought I never 
saw as many on the same occasion by one half, which convinced me that

(28) ibid., p.56.
(29) Ibid., p.59.
(30) T. McCrie, "nife of ihomas KcCrie". 1840, p.28.
(31) Mackay, J., pp.230-231; Ross, J., p.66.
(32) Ibid., p.71.
(33) Games Hogg, %  Tour in the Highlands in 1803% 1880.
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that the lower classes of Kintail are devout."(34) He was also dis
tressed by their appalling poverty - "You are not aware what prodigious 
numbers of poor people drag on a wretched existence in those distant 
glens and islands, who are scarcely privileged, as we would think, 
with one of the comforts or conveniences of life. As for instance, 
what do you think of upwards of ten thousand people subsisting on the 
dreary and distant Isle of Lewis, which with the exception of a very 
inconsiderable part, is one extensive morass; while the whole rent of 
the island, although lately advanced, does not reach to a thousand 
pounds. This is but one instance out of many, and it may well be sup
posed, nay, I am certain, that there are many thousands in these coun
tries whose condition cannot be worsened unless they are starved to death." 
(35) Although that is an extract from a letter written to Sir Walter 
Jcott neither was moved to do much to help the poor Gaels. An evangelist, 
on the other hand, was more impressed by the people's lack of knowledge.
In April, 1805 a frail young Baptist friend of John Campbell, the Hal
danes and John Aikman, was touring the Highlands. His name was Chris
topher Anderson(1782-1852).(36) Near the Crinan Canal he witnessed a 
baptism conducted in Gaelic - "as to the people's knowledge of God, our 
Saviour, and the means of instruction, oh! destitute and dark as mid
night to such questions as, Can you read? Have you a 3ible? ^o you 
go to the Kirk? Can your father or mother read? Lo you know anyone 
who can read to you? - in many instances, to the most, and in some to 
all of these questions, the answer was - No Oir."(37) for the first 
time someone had realised that inability to read was the cause of much 
of their suffering. Unfortunately, Anderson, at this stage, did nothing. 
*jike so many others his eyes were turned to the âst. 3till, what he 
had seen must have influenced his later action, ills nephew’s view was 
that "What he witnessed during this short tour, of the spiritual dest
itution of the Highlands, perhaps prompted those itinerating ana educat
ional exertions on their behalf into which he entered with so much zeal 
a few years afterwards."(38) Hy May, 1805 he was in .uondon, but his

(34) Ibid., p.67.
(35) Ibid., p.49.
(56) Appendix i, No. 8.
(57) K. Anderson, "The Life and Letters of Christopher Anderson", 1854, 
p.27, 28/4/1805.
(38) Ibid., p.28.
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his poor health and his poor linguistic talents made his rejection 
as an Indian missionary inevitable. Although unaware of it at the 
time, as an English baptist, he made many invaluable contacts in 
^ondon, which were to be used later for the benefit of the Gaelic 
Schools society. (39) Ror the moment he was disappointed and even 
depressed. As he wrote in his Journal, HAs to religion in general,
I fear no small degree of deadness and indifference now prevails."(40) 
There was much truth in this assertion, dissension was crippling 
all forms of mission-work, both at home and abroad.(4l) ven Hogg
had criticised what he had seen at the parish level.(42) At last, 
by 1808 Anderson had come to an important decision - "I was an accepted 
missionary, and as I could not go abroad, I must prove myself to be of 
the same mind at home.”(43) Hia mind at peace with himself, off he 
went to tour Perthshire in March and Ireland in deptember.(44)

In 1809 the Rev. Mr. Thomas Charles of Bala was again writing 
arttiles, this time for the "Evangelical Magazine."(4b) Apparently, 
the idea of Welsh dchools designed to teach the Scriptures had been 
the brain-child of a Rev. Mr. Griffith Jones(l683-176l). On his death 
the work had been continued by a Mrs Bridget Bevan, who had left £i0,000 
in her will to the Welsh dchools in 1779* This had been contested in 
the Chancery Court by her niece. After thirty years’ wrangling the 
Court decided to allow the money to be used for the purpose intended. 
Charles, therefore, enthusiastically brought his readers up to date 
with his activities, especially his visit to Ireland in 1807 to set 
up similar schools. One reauer who was quick to correspond was a 
seceder minister from Inverkeithing, Ebenezer 3rown(1750-1856).(46)
He and his brother, the Rev. Mr. John Brown of Whitburn, had had 3>000 
copies of his father's Catechiam(the Rev. Mr. John Brown of Haddington), 
translated in Gaelic and distributed to herdsmen, drovers and shearers.

(39) Ibid., pp.5, 31, 43
(40) Ibid., p.66.
(41) Ibid., p.100.
(42) Hogg, J., p.65.
(43) Anuerson, H., p.99.
(44) Ibid., p.101;
C45) Jenkins, I.E., Vol.
(46) Ibid., p.354.



shearers. To his astonishment he founa that scarcely any of them 
could read. He was suddenly convinced that in the Highlands "reside 
thousands who never read a page of the book of life, who are perishing 
for lack of knowledge." Charles sympathised, but made the obvious 
point that they would have to be taught in their own tongue. As j.E. 
Jenkins put it "The first germ of the idea of teaching the Highlanders 
to read the Scriptures in their own language was in a letter from Mr, 
Charles dated August 26, 1809." Brown wrote again in September, 1809 
asking for fuller details about the schools in Wales.(47) Over the 
following mouths Brown seems to have come to the conclusion that a 
new society, for teaching Gaelic only, was required. He evidently 
asked the Rev. Mr. Angus i’lackintosh of Iain( 1793-1831) to sound out 
the views of his colleagues in the north.(48) Secretary of the 
Northern Missionary Society and a popular preacher, Mackintosh was 
a good choice for arguing Brown's point. Unfortunately, his assess
ment was not encouraging. Mackintosh wrote* "They(the ministers)see 
difficulties in the way of a new society, formed for sending school
masters for the sole purpose of teaching Gaelic in the Highlands."(49) 
The rebuff was too much for .henezer Brown and he gave up the idea. 
However, he did write to Mr. Charles in Bala and he in turn wrote to 
some of his friends in London, who felt that the collapse of the scheme 
was a great pity. One who shared this opinion was a Robert Steven 
(1763-1827). A member of the Bible Society and the ^ondon Hibernian 
Society he was one of the first to become a Life Member of the Gaelic 
schools Society when it was finally launched.

Just a few months after nrown had abandoned his proposal, in fact, 
in July, 1810, Christopher Anderson was off on his second Highland 
tour.(50) This time he was accompanied by a wealthy laird, John dur̂ - 
nett of Kemnay(1786-1847).(51) At Lingvall they contacted the Rev. Mr. 
Alexander Stewart and the three of them visited many parts of Ross- 
shire collecting information and especially statistics. Anderson let 
his views be known in Edinburgh* "You will scarcely credit it, that 
out of a population of 335,000, 300,000 understand no book in any other

(47) Ibid., pp.356-357.
(48) ?aati, Vol. 7, pp.72-73.
(49) Jenkins, D.E., Vol. 3, p.358.
(50) Anderson, H., pp.106-107, 112, 23/7/1810.
(51) Appendix i, No. 41.
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other language than the Gaelic, nor understand a discourse in any 
other, while there are no Gaelic schools in existence, nor a spell
ing-book for teaching them to read tneir mother tongue. In some

A
parts not more than one in several hundrous can read.(52) These ob
servations were printed and circulated among his evangelical friends 
in dinburgh where they generated a considerable amount of discussion, 
^nderson himself confessed in his Journal that, although he felt in
finite compassion for the plight of the highlanders, he did not know 
what to do about it. Throughout that late summer end autumn he asked 
the advice of many of his friends and colleagues, especially John 
Burnett and the Rev. Ar. James ?eddie(1758-1845) .(53) he even wrote 
to Thomas Charles at Bala and ibenexer Brown at Inverkeithing.(54) 
-ventually, all were agreed that "there was needed some object of 
common interest and agreement to engage the attention anu bring to
gether the excellent men, who, differing in almost every other point, 
agreed to hold the Bible as the source of all truth, and the standard 
of appeal in all controversies.(55) At this stage we are faced with 
a mystery! who actually was the first to suggest the formation of a 
Gaelic dchools BocietyV Anderson never claimed that he was, in fact, 
he repeatedly stresseu that "to preach the gospel of the Grace of 
urod is my first object."(56) But he did more than hint that he had 
uone so in one of his subsequent letters; "It was an object which 
awelt on toy mind with much weight for some considerable time, and, I 
majr add, the great buraen of the business has fallen upon me."(57)
It was clearly the opinion of his biographer who wrote, on the trip 
to hingwall, "It wa on tins journey that Mr. Anderson first conceived 
the iaea of forming a society for promoting the cause of education 
in the Highlands, which next year ripened into the Gaelic Bchool 
Bociety."(b8) host authoritites have simply accepted this judgment 
without investigation.(59) therein then, one might well ask, is the

(52) Anderson, H., p.115.
(53) Ibid., p.120; Appendix i, No. 235.
(54) Jenkins, !>• ., Vol. 3» p.360.
(55) Anderson, H., p.122.
(56) Ibid., p.106.
(57) ibid., p.127.
(58) Ibid., p.116.
(59) Vol. 1. u.378: uoage, Vol. 1, p.59



the nystery? Briefly, in the fact that Christopher Anderson was 
never recorded in the Society's Annual Reports as other than a 
"most zealous, active and excellent man - - who was Secretary from 
the beginning of the Society till the year 1821" and "a regular 
correspondent" with Mr. Charles of Bala, who "furnished him with 
much invaluable infonnation."(60) The members of the Society them
selves had no doubts in their minds as to their real founder. In 
1827 the Rev. Mr. Thomas McCrie(1772-1835)made it quite clear in an 
address to the Society: "Charles Stuart of ^unearn, M.D., - - may 
justly be called the parent of the Institution."(61) He even elab
orated: "It is well known to many that the first idea of a distinct 
society for promoting the education of our countrymen in the Highlands 
and islands, originated with Hr. Stuart, and that having imparted it, 
at an occasional interview, to a reverend gentleman - - Dr. Hall(62), 
whose warmth of heart prompted him to encourage every benevolent 
scheme, steps were immediately taken for forming the Gaelic School 
Society, which, though rather unpopular at the commencement of its 
operation, has now united all suffrages in its favour." He added 
modestly: "I was one of the first to whom he commended the outlines 
of hia plan." McCrie's self-assessment was too modest and on his 
death the Directors described McCrie as "one of the earliest and 
finest friends - - who first entertained, ana gave body to the idea 
of an association for communicating the Word of God and religious in
struction to the Highlanders in their native tongue - - one of the 
original founders - - wise, urbane and cheerful."(63) At the fiftieth 
anniversary of the founding of the Society, Robert Paul(1788-1866), 
one of the then three surviving founders, said, "The idea of this 
Society first sprang up in the mind of Dr. Charles Stuart, a very 
remarkable man in his day, and who had great peculiarities, especially 
in this respect, that he could not join any denomination of Christians 
but who yet embraced them all in his heart, and went to work with 
persons of different denominations in their good and useful labours."
(64) At first sight this seems rather strange in that Btuart does 
not appear to have any link with any of the evangelists mentioned

(60) 50AR14-15, 8AR3-4.
(61) 16AR33-35j Appendix i, No. 294.
(62) Ibid., No. 120.
(63) 25AR22, 33, 12/10/1835.
(64) 50AR14-15; Appendix i, No. 232.
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mentioned above. ThAt ia till one remembers that his daughter was 
married to John Burnett of Kemnay and that the latter had financed 
Anderson's trip to Dingwall. Obviously, Burnett must have discussed 
the journey and the problem of the neglected Gaels with his father- 
in-law and he, in his turn, had come up with the proposal for a new 
society. At any rate, it was decided to put this proposal before 
the public and it was left to Anderson to write the circular letter.
(65) It was dated dlnburgh, 10th December, 1810 and was unsigned. 
"Sir,

ocotland has been long distinguished by possessing means of 
education for all ranks in society; and it has been very generally 
celebrated and boasted of as having improved them.

It is nevertheless a certain fact, that very great numbers of 
our Countrymfin in the Highlands and Islands, cannot read any language 
whatever, and do not enjoy the means of instruction. iany, also, 
whose native language is Gaelic, and who have been taught to read 
ana recite English fluently, do not understand the meaning of the 
words which they read or repeat, and thus derive little or no advan
tage from being instructed in a language which they never speak.

The Parish Schools established by the wise and beneficial prov
ision of law, and these supported by the Society for Propagating 
Christian Knowledge, for nearly a century past, great as the effects 
produced by them must have been, are wholly inadequate to the necess
ities of large districts of country, whose many thousands are perish
ing for lack of knowledge. The Translation of the Sacred Scriptures 
into Gaelic, and their publication under the patronage of the dociety 
for Propagating Christian Knowledge; the late erection of the British 
and foreign Bible Society and the publication by them of an dition 
of this Version of the oacred Scriptures, constitute an era in the 
history of this country, big, we trust, with the most important and 
beneficial events.

To produce these, however, ability to read the Gaelic Scriptures 
must be diffused as extensively as copies of them.

The funds of the Gociety for Propagating Christian Knowledge are 
incapable of effecting this. The restrictions of their Charter do not 
permit them to encroach on any part of the capital sum of their funds;

(65) Anderson, H., p.127.
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funds; and the great extent of the business occasioned by the estab
lishment of more than 290 schools, containing nearly 16,000 children, 
and by the other objects of their institution, demand, in the opinion 
of Managers, all their attention.

While we contemplate, with the highest satisfaction, the happy 
effects which have been produced by Parochial Schools, and by those 
of this Society, and wish to co-operate with then, and to strengthen 
their hands, and are of opinion that it would be improper to send 
other teachers to the stations occupied by them, yet we are firmly 
persuaded that the urgent necessities of our countrymen have long 
and loudly called for additional efforts to instruct them.

The seal with which so many recent plans for the public instruct
ion and welfare have been embraced, ascertains, without any doubt, 
that a spirit exists in Great Britain, which will supply funds nec
essary to defray the expense of teacning every individual, who knows 
no language but Gaelic, to reau the word of God in his own tongue.

With tliis persuasion, and under the influence of motives in which 
we are sure $hat many will participate, some persons, who have long 
deplored the condition of so many inhabitants of our native country, 
have determined to use means for establishing a society, whose SOLS 
OBJECT shall be to support proper teachers for instructing children 
and adults, in the Highlands and Islands of Scotland, to read the 
Sacred Scriptures in the only language which they understand.

For this end, they request the pleasure of your company, and 
such of your friends as may be well disposed to promote the object, 
on WEDNESDAY THE 19th OF DSCLKBZR, AT ONE O'CLOCK AFTERNOON, IN THE 
ROYAL EXCHANGE COFFEE-HOUSE when resolutions will be moved, and steps 
taken to carry into execution this very necessary and beneficient 
plan."(66)

This circular was sent to every prominent citizen in Edinburgh 
and surrounding district almost immediately. There was little time 
allowed for consideration, a mere nine days, but it did contain a 
clear synopsis of the promoters' views, evangelical motives were 
completely dominant and linguistic aims were purely secondary. A 
careful attempt had been made in the circular not to offend the

(66) 1AR5-6.
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the 3.3.P.C .1C., the Church of Scotland, or indeed, the heritors. 
Co-operation was the keynote throuc-̂ iout the document. Neither was 
there a narrow appeal to Scottish national sentiments, but simply 
a criticism of the technique of teaching nglish mechanically to 
those who could not comprehend. One particularly strong argument 
was that the recent availability of the Bible in Gaelic made the 
moment opportune. Anderson must have been worried about the re
sponse, because, a few days later, on the 18th December, 1810, he 
wrote personal, signed invitations to all of his friends and acq
uaintances - "Several gentlemen propose to meet tomorrow at one 
o'clock in the Royal -xchange Coffee-house, to talk over the present 
state of the highlands, and the importance of some measures being 
taken in order to instruct the population in the Gaelic language.
Your Company, at that hour, will, I believe, be very acceptable 
to the various gentlemen, as well as to your obedient servant - 
Christopher Anderson.”(67) In some ways, Anderson's fears were 
justified as only 37 actually turned up at the meeting.(68) Al
though described in later hinutos as "that small band of Christian 
patriots”, the local press were more subdued; "At a numerous and 
respectable meeting of gentlemen, residing in dinburgh and its 
vicinity, assembled, on the 19th ultimo, in the New Rooms, Royal 
xchange Coffee-house, to consider the present condition of our 

Countrymen in the highlands and islands of Scotland."(69) retails 
are lacking- as to the actual sederunt, but a diligent search through 
Appendix i woulu suggest that the following list of names is accurate.

The Royal xhhaiige was a fairly recent addition to dinburgh's 
fine builuings. Although the foundation stone had been laid as early 
as Aaptember, 1733» delays over the contract had hindered the build
ing's completion till late in 1761. H. r*rnot, who was a frequent 
visitor, describee it as "a large and elegant building, of a square 
figure, with a court in the centre*"(70) however, it was not so 
much its extravagant mixture of Palladian style and 3cots Baronial 
that made it so popular, but rather that it housed no fewer than

(67) Jenkins, B. .., Vol. 3» pp.360-361.
(68) 50AR11.
(69) 1AR7.
(70) Arnot, K., p.239.
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than three coffee-houses.(71) At least six of the participants 
were to be expected - Charles Stuart of -'une&rn, John Burnett of 
Kemnay, Christopher Anaerson, John Aikznan, ^r. Jame3 Hall and Thomas 
KcCrie. Others were friinda of Jtuart - James uouglas of Cavers(72) 
and Hobert ucott Moncrieff of Newhalls(73)» who were wealthy lairds* 
Others were professional men with long-standing interest in evangel
ical schemes - Andrew Balfour, printer,(74), George Ross, advocate,
(75) end Alexander Hutchison, writer.(76) The latter is the moat 
interesting in that he must have been a Gaelic-speaker, in that he 
was ultimately a Superintendent of the Gociety's schools. Three, 
at least, were remarkably young men - Thomas rsicine of Ginlathen, 
advocate, who was 22 years old^77); Robert Paul, Commercial Bank 
clerk, who was 23 years old(78) and oir James Riddell of ^rdnamurchan 
and ounart, who was 24 years old.(79) The oldest participant, the 
Rev. Or. Johnston of Leith, was 77 years old.(80) described as 
"rather an extraordinary man” even fifty years later, Johnson was 
made Proses of the meeting.(8l) Phis appointment was made, not for 
his ags, nor for his commanding presence - he was so hanusome that 
men called him "The ->onnie Loctor" - nor for the fact that he was 
Chaplain-in-ordinary to George 111, but because of his astute head 
for business. Anderson's hopes for a spe^uy acceptance of his pre
pared resolutions were apparently dashed by "considerable discussion" 
over the society's title. Anderson and otuart sê ui to have preferred 
"The Caledonian Society for the support of Gaelic schools", but the 
meeting altered this to 'The Jociety for the support of Gaelic Schools" 
as more appropriate.(82) It was then decideu to elect a committee of

(7l) 0. Jmeaton, ’’ -uinbuivh anu its . torv". 1904* p. 195; M.W. btuart,
Tlu dinburgh Taverns". 1952, p.43.
(72) Appendix i, No
(73) Ibid., ho. 215
(74) Ibid., ho. 15.
(75) Ibid., No. 262
V76) Ibid., No. 130
(77) xbid., Ho. 86.
(78) Ibid., Ho. 232
(79) Ibid., Ho. 255
(80) Ibid., No. 137
(81) 50AR14--15.
(82) Anderson, li. ,
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of twenty-four "to draw up a Report on this important subject,"
The members of the Committee were speedily elected, but only two 
of the above, John 3urnett and Thomas KcCrie, were chosen, dome 
seven of them had already had consultations with dtuart and Anderson - 
the Rev. Mr. Jones of Lady Glenorchy's Chapel, "a man of genius and 
rich in theological learning", as well as a close friend of dtuart 
and renowned for impressive and lively sermons.(83) Another, de
scribed as "a most estimable man of learning and talent” was the Rev.
Dr. Jamieson, an intimate of dir Walter dcott.(84) Two more were 
seceder clergymen - the Rev. Mr. George Paxton(85), then in poor 
health, and the Rev. Mr. James Feddie, recognised authority on Poor 
Relief in Scotland and editor of "Christian Magazine. "(86) The re
maining three were Robert Cathcart, Vi.3. (87), a sickly laird, James 
rskine of Linlathen(88) and Alexander Maclaurin.(89) Perhaps the 
most interesting of all the Committee members he was also the oldest. 
a former J.J.P.C.K. teachftr, he had translated many works into Gaelic 
at his own expense, including "Christian -conomy of Life" and "Pilgrim's 
Progress", and was highly esteemed as a Gaelic scholar. He was, even 
then, hard at work on a Gaelic text for schools.(90) The rest of the 
Committee were relatively obscure figures in the Edinburgh society of 
the time, and, perhaps for that very reason were elected to the Com
mittee. The central character of this minor group was unquestionably 
J.F. Gordon, *».S.(9l), in that he was nephew to Charles dtuart and 
son-in-law to Robert iialdane. as such he must have been acquainted 
with everybody in evangelical circles, particularly his associates,
John Campbell of Warriston(92) and John Pollock.(93) He probably also 
had professional dealings with William Pringle, Lepute Clerk of Session,

(S3) 50AR16; Appendix i, No. 140
(84) Ibid., Ho. 136.
(65) Ibid., No. 234.
^86) Ibid., No. 235.
(87) Ibid., No. 55.
(88) Ibid., No. 83.
(69) Ibid., No. 193.
(90) 5AR16.
(91) Appendix i, No. 107.
(92) Ibid., No. 47.
(93) Ibid., No. 239.
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Cession^94)* Alexander Warorop, banxer(95)anu hilliam Gcott Lon- 
crieff, accountant.v96) Jive were involved in business - three mer
chants, - alter *>rown(97), vohn Gibson^ 96) ana ueorge drunton.(l9) 
ancLrew uedslie(lGO) was a manufacturer and alexanaer druce, Genior, 
was an upholsterer. (lul) l’he only heritor, who might well have 
spoken uaelic, was Col. Gcueod of Gt. Ailda(lC2), while Charles 
Gtewart was Printer to the University.(lC3) Jhe last two were 
clergymen- the hev. Kr. William lnnes(lG4), a baptist, and the lev. 
fir. John Johnston of the belief Church. (lGb) An analysis of this 
first committee is interesting in that it determines the pattern 
which the society virtually continueu for fifty years - most of 
the members came from the city of ^oinburgh# in fact twenty, two 
members were lairds from Aberdeenshire and angus, one came from 
■ueith and the other was a soldier, probably retired, socially 
there was a heavy bias towards clergymen ana writers to the signet - 
there were as many as seven clergymen, three writers to the oignet, 
three merchants, two bankers, two lairas, two officials and an up
holsterer, a manufacturer, an accountant, a printer anu a soldier, 
-ight of them were listed as "hister", while the remaining nine 
laymen wore "squire." Ihe most telling point is that only one of 
the seven clergymen was Church of Gcotland, the rest were seceders. 
■finally, to prove that linguistic considerations were not highly 
held - only two, but possibly three, members spoke Gaelic. u&ving 
been electee these men were now given the task of producing a re
port for the utfneral meeting to be held on 16th January, 1811. 1'ho 
Gaelic Gchool Gociety was now in operation.

(94) Ibid., bo. 244.
(95) Ibid., bo. 515.
(96) Ibid., SO. 216.
(97) Ibid., bo. 34.
^96) ibiu., bo. 99.
(99) Ibid., bo. 37.
(100) Ibid., bo. 142.
U01) ibiu.,, bo.. 35.
(102) Ibid., bo. 19b.
U03) Ibid.,, bo,, 284
(104) Ibid.,, bo,, 132

(105) Ibid.,, bo.. 139
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"The flame, too, wliich we wish to fan begins to bum."
- a. ^mderson, "The Life and aetters of Christopher .nderson", 

1834, p .126.

>.t was left to the newly appointed secretary, Christopher nnuerson 
to fan the flame, ue was certainly kept busy, first, accounts of the 
recent meeting had to be sent to various newspapers. That which appearod 
in the 'Verth Courier" contained this comment - "a benevolent public will 
certainly no longer permit such a large and meritorious proportion of 
British subjects to linger so far behinu in the progress of civilization, 
and to lie by among the refuse of our species; a state in which they must 
continue to remain, so long as they are unaquainted even with the use of 
letters.'*(l) Then letters were written to Thomas Charles at Bala giving 
details of the Society as well as to the Rev. Lr. -i-homas hoes of i-.ochbroom,who 
had assisted him with statistics when he was in uingwall. In the meantime, 
Anderson had prepared another circular for clergymen only. It was uated 
27th December, 1810* "
"dir,

The late publication of the Bible, in Caelic, in a portable form, and 
at a very moderate price, and which those who cannot afforu to purchase, may 
procure for nothing, has led many to inquire, if the natives of the high
lands and Islands are very generally capable of making use of it.

They know, that, by law, Parochial Lchools are, or should be established 
in every Parish; ana they are well acquainted with the long and beneficial 
services of the Lociety for Propagating Christian Knowledge in the highlands 
and •‘-slanas, with whose useful undert akings they have no wish to interfere.
At the same time, information, as particular and satisfactory as 3ome desire, 
relating to the state of the highlands, lias not hitherto been obtained. A 
numerous and respectable meeting of inhabitants of dinburgh, was held here 
on the 19th inst. to consider this subject. very one present seemdd desirous

(l) 27/12/1810.
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desirous of combing their efforts towards enabling the whole inhabitants 
of the Highlands and Islands to read the Scriptures in the language they 
understand; but it appeared desirable, before attempting this, to acquire 
as perfect knowledge as possible, of their present attainments. After 
considerable deliberation, it was unanimously agreed to appoint a Oommittes 
of twenty-four, who should set on foot an enquiry respecting the following 
points:
1st) WHAT PROPORTION OF TUP INHABITANTS OF V RY HIGHLAND PARISH CAN READ 
IH ’ ENGLISH LANGUAGE, AND ARK CAPABLE OF RGC .IVING RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION
in that language?
2nd) WHAT NUMBERS, UNDERSTAND, AND ARE CA ABLE OF SAD INC GAELIC a DONE? 
3rdly) WHAT NUMBERS ARE UNABLE TO READ EITHER ENGLISH OR GAELIC?

We take the liberty of transmitting these queries to you, Sir, and we 
entreat you to favour us with explicit and particular replies to each, and 
to subjtin such remarks as you may judge of importance on this subject."(2) 
Anderson seems to have written personal letters to accompany the circular 
and the first replies began to arrive in dinburgh in early Januray, 1311, 
The first was from the Rev. Mr. Alexander Ltewart of Dingwall.(3) He said 
that the population of his parish was 1,500 and that c300 "most of them 
young persons, capable of receiving religious instruction in English" while 
the rest "understand nglish very imperfectly, or not at all, and CANNOT 
R UlD ENGLISH OR GAELIC." There was not one school in the parish that taught 
Gaelic reading, although there were two Gaelic Sabbath evening Schools in 
which children were instructed and catechised in Gaelic, but not taught to 
read. "The proportion of Gaelic readers is few" in many areas of Ross.
This seems to have made a big impression on Stewart, because he hired a 
^aelic-speaking farm-servant to run another Gaelic evening School to teach 
reading.(4) The second reply was from the Rev. Dr. Thomas Ross of Loch- 
broom.(5) He expressed his "delight and grateful emotion" at the news of

(2) 1AR33.
(3) Ibid., p.34.
(4) Ibid., p.50, 18/12/1811.
(5) ^r. Thomas Roas(l768-1043)bom Creich, Sutherland, farm grieve*■ son, 
licensed 1802, minister in Rotterdam till illness, then ijochbroom 1808-1843, 
Glasgow LL.D. 1807, published "Foems of Ossian in original Gaelic"(1807),
MA New spelling Book in Gaelic"(1815) and "The shorter Catechism in Gaelic,” 
(1820)(Fasti, Vol. 7, pp.158-159).
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of the formation of the Society and described it as a "benefit” nnd "laud
able". His parish, he said, was "one of the roughest and most difficult in 
Scotland, as extensive as the whole of the >>ynod of floss, which employs the 
labours of twenty-three Ministers, besides innumerable ochool-Masters, Cat- 
echists, jtc., it has seven preaching places, separated by large arms of the 
sea, ra id rivers, extensive moors, ana tremendous rocks; some of them 
TW JJTY some THIRTY MIL IS from the Parish Church, and without a single place 
of worship capable of containing the congregation in the whole parish. There 
are nin? burying grounds." Out of a population of 4,0C0, only c700 "possess 
even a smattering of book knowledge, and comparatively few speak only ng- 
lish." The evidence he produced in regard to education must have horrified 
Anderson: "There has not been a Rarochial School of any standing for above 
thirty years back, oince I came here, a Schoolmaster was appointed, but 
there being no School-house, he had not commenced his labours, when he was 
called to a mission on the Royal 3ounty; and the place is still vacant.
There has be- n no Society Schoolmaster in the Parish for many years back, 
except a . r. Robert Aunro, who acted as a missionary and Schoolmaster in 
the village of Ullapool, and who is dead about two years and a half ago."
The religious position was just as bad* "There are two Cfctechists on the 
Royal bounty in the Pariah and ahother comes from Cairloch, but all are in 
their 80*s ana not very active. For many years the people only received 
sealing ordinances, without the least regard to knowledge, or to moral 
character!" Re described the state of his people as "deplorable - IN A
TRACT OF T H  OR TW.ILY MILAS, WILL P 0 PL L, TH M  MAY HOT B ■ A SIN CL I INDIV
IDUAL :VJN„ C.U-. A. W. ' AD INC TH3 SCRIPTUR IS IN 3TOLX3H OR 0AELIC, AID TH SS, 
PARErtPS, FROM FOUR! i H TO TV IfTY-FIV I MILAS FROM Till PARISH CHURCH!" Yet, 
the people were aware of their "melancholy position" and were "eager to 
avail themselves of any means which may be put in their power, of acquiring
knowledge." lie added his own observe.tions on their "astonishing progress"
from "recitation and memory" and he made a significant prediction: "That 
they will learn to read ^aelic without a previous knowledge of the ngliah 
may be inferred from the known fact, that there are sev ral in the parish 
already who have uone so; one of whom precented in Church yesterday, and 
cannot .apeak a single sentence of hglish." schools therefore would be 
"most aesirable and seasonable in this district, and will meet with every 
possible encouragement from all classes of persons amongst us. There are



are SEVEN stations in this parish alone where they would be most useful, 
and where the proprietors as well as the people, would be happy to see 
then." He concluded, "Let me, therefore, exhort you to proceed in your 
Labours of love; and I most ardently pray for your abundant success."(6) 
These two letters are highly significant, in that they show quite clearly 
that there was an urgent need for Gaelic Schools, especially in remote 
areas. The problem was bound to be one of demand in excess of supply. 
Anderson knew this and wrote to Ross: "So great a work cannot be accom
plished, in a day, in a year, or in twenty years."(7)

In the meantime, a letter had arrived from Thomas Charles of Bala, 
dated 4th January, 1811: ”$he important intelligence which your letter 
brought me of the benevolent intention of charitable persons in the north 
of forming a society in Edinburgh, for the design of encouraging schools 
in the Highlands and Islands of Scotland, to teach the poor inhabitants 
to read their native Gaelic tongue, appears to me highly laudable and 
gives me very great satisfaction."(8) He recounted his own difficulties, 
how his parish had never had a Welsh Circulating School and how wealthy 
parents sent their children off to towns to be educated and how the ppor 
were virtually abandoned. It was to meet this problem that he had set 
up his own schools and written text-books. "My first greatest care has 
been in the appointment of proper Teachers. They are all poor persons, 
as my wages are but small; besides a poor person can assimilate himself 
to the habits and mode of living among the poor - - he should be a person 
of moderate abilities, Mat above all that he be truly pious, moral, decent, 
humble and engaging in his whole deportment; not captious, not disputatious, 
not conceited, no idle saunterer, no tattler, nor given to the indulgence 
of any idle habits. My teachers in general are as anxious as myself in 
the success of the work." He explained his own part: "In Introducing a 
School into a place, I pay a previous visit there; after conversing a 
little with some of the principal inhabitants on the subject: I convene 
the inhabitants to-gether, after having sent a previous message to them, 
intimating my intention of visiting the?, and specifying the time of ay 
coming - When convened to-gether, I publicly address them on the vast im-

(6) 1AR34-35.
(7) Jenkins, D.E., Vol. 3, p.369, 12/l/l811.
(8) Ibid., p.363.
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importance of having their children taught to read the word of God, and 
afterwards I inform them of my intention of sending a Teacher, to assist 
in instructing their children, and also grown up people who cannot read, 
who will attend him on Sundays, and as many nights in the week as they 
please. I conclude by exhorting the parents to send their children to 
the school• " He stressed the need for making friends wi^th the parents 
and promising books if they could not afford to buy them. "The Teacher 
is to take no entrance money - is charged not to encroach upon them, 
and intrude himself upon them, unless particularly invited into their 
housesi and then he is charged to have family prayers night and morning, 
wherever he goes to reside for a night; to introduce conversations resp
ecting his own work, and not to indulge hilself with them in vain idle 
talk; that in him they may see how a Christian lives and how they OUGHT 
to live." Clearly, the teachers were the key to the whole scheme and 
Charles warned that they had to be wholly devoted to their work and be 
engaged every day and evening. He himself went twice to examine a school 
before it was withdrawn and he held public examinations. When the school 
finally left, he encouraged the people to continue with their own Sunday 
School. He admitted that his ideas had met a "great deal of opposition" 
because parents wanted him to teach their children English first, "an 
idle and groundless conceit."(9) Fortunately, the children had enjoyed 
themselves and found the schools "a great delight" in which they made 
rapid progress. "The time necessary to teach them to read the Bible in 
their vernacular language is so short, not exceeding sis months in general, 
that it is a great pity not to give them the key immediately which unlocks 
all the doors, and lays open all the divine treasures before them. Teach
ing them English required two or three years' time, during which long 
period, they are concerned only about dry terms, without receiving one 
idea for their improvement." Welsh came easily to them, especially the 
religious terms. It even assisted them to learn English! "Previous in
struction in their native tongue helps them to learn .inglish much sooner, 
instead of proving in any degree an inconveniency." As they want to read 
more they naturally turn to English books. Throughout north Wales there 
was a demand for Bibles rather than for "dancing, card playing, interludes

(9) Ibid., p.366.



interludes and quarrelling." Now there were prayer-meetings and cat
echising. By learning Welsh first the children had come to appreciate 
the concern for their souls which is not the case with ngllah. This, 
he regarded as essential. "What I have put down here, is, I apprehend, 
SQUALLY APPLICABLE TO THE IRISH AND HIGHLANJERS, as to the Welsh."(lO) 
Practically all of this advice was soon to be embodied in the Society's 
policy. Charles also sent three volumes of the Welsh Circulating Befeool 
Society Annual Reports covering the years 1737-1760.(11) No doubt And
erson and his Committee read them avidly; they certainly contained a 
great deal of sound suggestions. The Rev. Mr. Griffith Jones had made 
a point of not building expensive school structures, indeed, he sought 
the use of churches, chapels and even uninhabited houses. His schools 
lasted a mere three months and the teachers had to teach reading twice 
a day and then spend at least three to four hours in the peoples' homes 
in the evenings. Registers had to be kept and most of the teachers were 
themselves the products of their own schools. Jones found that the 
local minister should advertise the coming of a school from the pulpit 
and that September to May was the best time for the school session to 
run. Teaching Welsh took only four months, while English took four 
years; teaching Welsh therefore had to be much cheaper. His reports 
are full of stories of elderly people begging to be taught to read, of 
a shortage of books, of children teaching their playmates, of ministers 
clamouring for schools as they realised the moral improvement in their 
parishes, of rising school roles and of the early use of female teachers.(12) 
The most rewarding result to Jones had been the great emotion felt by 
all those who had experienced these schools. Anderson thanked Charles 
profusely for his comments and the latter was moved to send further 
copies of Jones' reports to London, to a Mr. Tara.(13) He in turn dis
tributed them among interested parties there and eventually wrote to 
Edinburgh offering what support he could.(14)

All this information had to be assimilated by Anderson and his Com
mittee over the next few days and hammered into a report for the General 
Meeting on the 16th January, 1811. It was barely completed on the evening 
of the previous dayt "In obedience to the appointment of the General 
Meeting, the Committee have now to submit their REPORT - -• After coming

(10) 1AR58-62.
(11) Ibid.,pp.53-57.
(12) 1756.
(13) Jenkins, JD.E., Vol. 3, p.371, 6/2/1811.
(14) Ibid., p.372, 25/12/1811.
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coming to the possession of a considerable body of evidence, it has been 
found at least somewhat difficult, on a subject of this nature, to meet 
the wishes of a numerous meeting with regard to time. Aware that some 
gentlemen may find it impossible to remain long, while others have left 
their business to favour us with their attendance, the Committee consider 
it proper to confine themselves within such limits as may suit the con
venience of all.

They propose therefore, in this Report, to consider briefly, (l) The 
present state of our Highlands and Islands and (2) The best means for re
moving the evil complained of. Vith regard to the state of that country 
which has now engaged your attention, the Committee have to mention it as 
their persuasion, that many thousands of its inhabitants are, at the 
present moment, not only incapable of reading, but unprovided with any 
remedy for this low and unfettered condition. The aggregate numbers of 
those who, on this account, demand our compassion and assistance, may be 
considered as amounting to nearly THRJJ HUNLRJL THOUSAND a number consid
erably exceeding the half of the population of Wales.

In an Address by the Secretary to the Society for Propagating Christ
ian Knowledge, delivered in 1603, at the Crown and Anchor Tavern in London, 
he stated, that "out of 335,000 persons in the Highlands, it was computed 
that 300,000 understood no other language than GAHLIC, so far, at least, 
as not to comprehend a book written, or a continued discourse spoken, in 
any other." When, in connection with this painful statement. Independent 
of many other authorities, the Committee remind the gentlemen present, 
that any one can read their own language, have been taught 0KALLl(there 
being no Gaelic Spelling Book hitherto in use, or even in existence)and 
that NO SCHOOLS are yet erected for the express and specific purpose of 
teaching the Gaelic language, some conception may be formed of the Ignorance 
unhappily prevailing in these parts.

It will, however, afford a still more striking view of this subject, 
if the proportion of those who are capable of reading is considered. The 
particulars which your Committee here relate, are indedd lamentable, but 
they are such as may be fully relied upon. J?rom the experience of several 
successive years, one of our number can inform you, as the result of actual 
experiment, that among the numerous bands who came southward in the time 
of harvest to reap our fields, he had not found 0N.£ in THN capable of



of reading the simplest passage of Sacred Scripture. This however is 
now known to be & favourable specimen of the country: the inhabitants 
of many populous districts being much more illiterate. In some of these 
not ONE in SIXTY, and in others, not one in a HUNDRED, can read; nay, 
the Committee are informed of various places, where it is impossible to 
find 0N3 person among SEVERAL HUNDREDS in a better condition! In a letter 
relating to one parish, of which a melancholy account will be read, the 
clergyman says, that out of 4,000 inhabitants, perhaps hardly 700 possess 
even a smattering of book knowledge! In a tract of ten or twelve miles, 
well peopled, there may not be found a single individual capable of 
reading either English or Gaelic - and these are situated from 14 to 25 
miles distant from the Pariah Church!

Pacts like these, relating to an interesting proportion of the in
habitants of North Britain, your Committee can have little doubt, will 
make a suitable impression on this Meeting. Indeed, we presume, they 
are sufficient to affect every humane and grateful uowlander, who duly 
appreciates the value of education, and who seriously reflects how much 
of our individual, our domestic, and ciil comfort is owing to our acqu
aintance with the use of letters.

It would ill comport with the private sentiments which this Committee 
entertain of the Society for Propagating Christian knowledge, did they 
not acknowledge the beneficial effect of their labours. But for their 
exertions, the Highlands would have been in a great measure destitute 
of the means of education. The community at large owe them many thanks 
for what has been effected. It cannot, however, be forgotten, that the 
Managers of this institution have annually lamented their inability to 
do more: nor, indeed, is this at all wonderful, when we consider that the 
multitude of those who still remain to be taught to reaa their native 
tongue, amount to as many as the whole number who have been educated for 
A HUNDRED YEARS PAST, that is, from the year 1710! Such being the case, 
your Committee were prepared for the information, that there are various 
districts where daello Schools may be established, at a distance of 
TWENTY and THIRTY or evn PORTHY miles from any other species of instruction 
in reading.

It now remains for this Committee to lay before the Meeting a plan 
which they consider as admirably adapted to this country, both in a 
physical and moral point of view. Were the plan itself THEORETICAL, they 
could not have ventured to speak with confidence respecting it: but as
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as it has been acted upon since 1730» up to the present day, in another 
quarter of the United Kingdom, very similar in many respects to our 
Highlands, your Committee will not be considered precipitate in expecting 
the most beneficial results to result from its adoption. *e at present 
allude to the Principality of Wales. To suit the nature of that mountain
ous country, it was founa expedient and necessary to adopt schools of an 
ambulatory kind, by which an ability to read has been widely diffused, and 
the first elements of instruction have been conveyed with much celerity 
from one valley to another, "s, however, a moat interesting account of 
the commencement, the progress and present state of these measures, which 
have been found as successful in teaching the Welsh their native language, 
will be read to this Meeting, the Committee now proceed to mention a few 
particular Regulations, by which they hope, that under the blessing of 
God, similar effects may be produced in our own country.

1. The Schools to be established, shall be for the express purpose 
of teaching the inhabitants of our Highlands and Islands to read their 
NATIVE LANGUAGE.
2. The Elementary books shall consist of a Spelling Book in Gaelic, and 
the Gaelic PBalm Book - to be succeeded by the Sacred Scriptures of the 
Old and New Testament, in that language.
3. Before a Teacher is sent to any district, the attention of the people 
shall be awakened to the importance of their being able to read, as well 
as to the danger and disadvantages of a state of ignorance.
4. If the inhabitants are unable to pay for a School Room, or to procure 
suitable accommodation, that expence shall be defrayed by the Society.
5. - very Teacher, upo^n going out, shall be furnished with books, and 
those parents who can afford the expence shell purphaee them; while the 
Schoolmaster shall possess a discretionary power, to give books to any 
who may be unable to pay a few pence for them.
6. idiblic intimation being previously given, when a school commences, 
the inhabitants shall be informed that it will continue only for a LIMITED 
PERI0D(not lees than SIa nor exceeding EIGHTEEN months)during which time 
the School-master shall teach these children to read, GRATIS, who attend 
well, or the children whose parents engage to secure and promote their 
regular attendance.
7. When a Circulating School is established in any quarter, another 
School shall be advertised at same time, for the important purpose of 
teaching GROWN UP PEOPLE, OR SUCH AS MAY BE UNABLE TO ATTEND, CWING TO
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TO THJIR aVOCATIGMS OR S.IRVICS THROUGH TH, Ja1, OR THROUGH TUB WEEK.
This school shall be kept at a convenient hour on the Babbath, or in 
the evening of week days, or both - and the presence of these inhabitants 
WHO CAN READ shall be requested at such tines, to give any assistance 
in their power, under the uirections of the Schoolmaster.
8. When the tine arrives for the Teacher's removal to another district
it is expected, that, in consequence of the exercises in the last mentioned 
School, a proper person may be procured to preserve and continue the 
benefits received.
9. very district in which a School has existed shall be revisited 
occasionally, and animated to persevere; but in case of insuperable dif
ficulties on the part of its inhabitants, or the spirit at first infused 
being ready to expire, a Teacher may be sent to reside among them once 
more, for a short season.

Upon this scheme, your Committee think it necessary to subjoin only 
a few remarks, with which they shall be able to conclude their Report.

as the books to be used in these schools consist simply of a Gaelic 
Spelling Book, and the Holy Jcrlptures in that language, without note or 
comment, the Public will observe, that the design is such as every 
Christian, and every well-wisher to his Country* can approve and support - 
In a mountainous country, intersected by rapid rivers and arms of the 
sea, where children can be collected(especially in winter)only in small 
groups, these Circulating Bchools seem the best, if not the only exped
ient. The inhabitants of every Island, and of every Highland glen or 
district, may, in this manner, be visited, and favoured with the means 
of education. While at the same time, though they enjoy this invaluable 
privilege GRATIS, an abuse of it will be prevented by the recollection 
that your Teacher is only a temporary resident - From the nature of this 
plan, you are, indeed, confined to the teaching of Gaelic; but when the 
urgency of the present case, and the immense multitude of those who 
should receive instruction, is duly considered, it will be evident that 
no extensive benefit can be expected were you to extend your views, or 
grasp at more. Besides, we are satisfied, that the reading of the Gaelic 
will implant the desire of knowledge, as well as improve the understanding; 
and thus you insure both the extension and the use of the English language. 
To increase the attendance where it is taught, would seem to be only one
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one of the happy consequences resulting from the pursuit of this system.
In Wales, for example, where many are enjoying the fruit of Ambulatory 
Schools, there are at present TWJNTY who can read hglish, for ONJ who 
could do so when the Wel3h was neglected. English books are every where 
called for, and the .Inglish schools are erecting} so that there are now 
A HUNDRJ) books for every one which was in the country only twenty years 
ago - the period when the Welsh schools were revived.

In the first instance, therefore, you are wisely employed in teach
ing this people to read the Sacred Scripture IN THJIR OWN TONOU i. You 
are instructing them in what has been translated and printed many years 
ago, for their express use: and, without enumerating many consequent 
blessings, you at once direct their attention to that volume, which is 
able to make even the simple wise, and which can not only enlighten the 
eyes, but rejette the heart.

^uch, Gentlemen, is a brief statement of the present deplorable 
situation of many of our Countrymen, who, on various accounts, deserve 
to possess a deep and large share of the public sympathy - and such are 
the measures which your Committee earnestly recommend as necessary to 
their relief.**(15) Although this Report is given in full it does show 
the massive problem facing the Society and its need to accumulate exact 
statistics for areas of need. no for the remedy, the debt to Thomas 
Charles of Bala is obvious in almost every line. Jeveral points are 
important - there was to be no criticism of the 3.3.P.C.X., indeed, some 
of the Committee were actually directors in that organisation, but open 
co-operation; there was to be commitment to itinerating schools rather 

ed/ than to fix/and the strain on teachers was bound to be heavy and inevit
able; and finally, the whole focus was to be on the Scriptures, without 
any doctrinal comment, a necessary stipulation if men of different relig
ious hues were to work in harmony. Gaelic was viewed with a cild, detached 
objectivity - it was only a means to reading Scriptures and, with any 
luck, a prelude to the learning of Inglish.

On Wednesday, 16th January, 1811 the Society assembled, again in 
the Royal Exchange Coffee-house. The Rev. Dr. Johnston being absent, 
the Chair was taken by John Campbell, Tertius.(l6) Anderson, as Secretary

(15) 1AR9-15.
C16) Appendix i, Np. 49
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Secretary, read the Minutes of 19th December, 1810, which were approved.
Then he reau the above Report and "several letters,” Apparently, these 
were those from the Rev. Mr, Alexander Stewart of wingwall and the Rev,
Dr. Thomas Ross of Dochbroom. After some general discussion Anderson 
rose to move the following ten Resolutions which were accepted unanimously -
1. "That the Meeting is of opinion, that the labours of "The Society in 
Scotland for Propagating Christian Anowleuge" for a century past, have been 
highly beneficial, as a means of promoting ciilization and Christian Know- 
leuge in the Highlands and Islands.
2. That although the said society maintains two hundred and ninety schools, 
at which nearly sixteen thousana young people are taught, it is a melancholy 
fact that many parts of the highlands and Islands continue in a state of 
great ignorance, and that only a small proportion of the inhabitants can 
read in any language.
3. That the inhabitants of the more highly favoured parts of this country 
are bound, both by considerations of patriotism and of feligion, to exert 
themselves for ameliorating the temporal and spiritual conditions of these 
highly interesting, but hitherto neglected parts of their native country.
4. That the most expeditious, cheapest, and Boost effectual method of 
promoting the instruction of the inhabitants of the Highlands and islands, 
is the erection of Circulating Schools, for the express purpose of instruct
ing them in the Gaelic language.
9* That this Keeting ao now erect itself into a Society for this purpose, 
to be denominated, "The Society for the Support of Gaelic Schools”, and 
that the only object of the Society shall be to teach the inhabitants to 
read the holy Scriptures in their native language.
6. That this Society shall confine its attention, aB much as possible, 
to those parts of the Highlands and Islands which are most destitute of 
education.
7* That the Teacher to be employed by this Society shall neither be 
Preacher nor Public ^xhorter, stated or occasional, of any denomination.
8. That a Committee be now appointed to draw out Regulations for the 
guidance of the Society, and to prepare a scheme for the management of 
the Schools which they may be enabled to establish.
9* That a subscription be now opened for carrying into effect the object 
of the Society, and papers lodged in convenient places, for receiving sub
scriptions; anu that the annual subscption of HALF-A-GUINSA, or more, shall



shall constitute gentlemen Members of this Society.
10. ihat none of the above Resolutions shall be altered without having been 
submitted to two general meetings, properly advertised."(17)

This document was then formerly signed by John Campbell, iresee; 
thanks were given to the Chair and recorded. The meeting then closed.
No record survives as to which members served on the sub-committee men
tioned above in clause eight, but it is reasonable to assume that they 
were from the parent Committee. At an unspecified date they produced the 
Laws and Regulations of the Society -
1. "The sole object of this Institution being to teach the Inhabitants, 
of the .lighlands and Islands, to read the Sacred Scriptures in their Nat
ive tongue, the designation of the Society shall be "TH I SOCI -TY I'X)R THP 
SUPPORT OF GAELIC X'HGOLS."
2. For the accomplishment of this object, the Society shall maintain 
CIRCULATING SCHOOLS, in which the Gaelic language only shall be taught.
3. ach subscriber of EALF-A-GUIN IA annually shall be a member of the 
Society.
4. A subscriber of T 3  GUIN.̂ AS at one time shall be a member for life.
5. An annual subscription of THREE CUIN IAS, or a Benefactor of TWENTY 
GUIN IAS, shall be a Governor.
6. The office-bearers of the Society shall consist of a President, six 
Vice-Presidents, a Committee of twenty-four, a Treasurer, three Secretaries, 
ana a Clerk. One of the Vive-Presidents and six of the Committee to go
out annually by rotation; the Treasurer, Secretaries and Clerk, to be 
annually elected.
7. None of the office-bearers, except the Clerk, shall draw any emolument 
for their services to the Society.
8. The business of the Society shall be conducted by the Kanagemnt, con
sisting of the whole of the Office-bearers and Governors - FIVE to be a 
quorum.
9. The Committee shall have a stated Meeting on the second Monday of every 
Month, and shall meet also at such other times as they find necessary.
10. The Committee shall have power to call General Meetings of the Society, 
when they think it necessary to do so - ten days notice being given by public 
advertisement.

(17) 1AR7-8



advertisement.
11* A General Meeting of the society shall be annually held in the month 
of November, on a day to be fixed by the Committee, of which proper intim
ation shall be given. At this Meeting the Office-Bearers shall be elected, 
the accounts presented, the transactions of the foregoing year reported, 
and the general instructions of the Society communicated to their Committee."
(is)

Slowly, replies to the query of 27th December, 1810 Circular began to 
come in over the next few months. It is difficult to be exact as to the 
order in which they appeared because of the slowness of the post. The 
earliest apparently was from the Rev. Mr. Alexander Lownie of Lochalsh.(l9)
He thought the plan a "laudable endeavour” and was to become ”an active 
supporter of the Gaelic School Society.” He reported that those who read 
nglish were "VERY SHALL INDLSD" and even if they could read a little they 
certainly could not comprehenu it well, ihose who did speak it were "al
most exclusively confined to the families of the smaller resident proprietors 
of land, and of the principal tacksmen, who have generally been educated 
at better seminaries than our country schools, but who are thinly planted 
in this extensive range of country.” He noted one peculiarity about Gaelic: 
"the illiterate speak it with as much propriety as those who have received 
the advantage of education." Certainly, in his opinion, the people prefer
red their services in Gaelic. There were three reasons why Gaelic reading 
had improved in ^oehalsh - there were better Parish schools now, plenty 
of G.3.P.C.K. schools and parents had "a growing anxiety" to teach it to
their children. -ownie saw the problem spatially - "each parish --  is
generally many miles in extent, intersected by rapid rivers, long arms of 
the sea, or by high mountains." The population was thinly scattered and 
it was common to find only 20 attending the parish school out of a popul
ation of 2,000. All the schools in his area taught English first and it 
was therefore "very unusual" to find any who could read Gaelic and no 
nglish. The greatest drawback was the lack of an elementary book in Gaelic - 
"I have frequently heard children read nglish with tolerable accuracy, with
out their understiinding a sentence of what they read." It was worse for 
the old: "VERY F7H INDEED OF THE OLD INHABITANTS WHO CAN READ HITHER ENGLISH

(18) Ibid., pp.17-18.
(19) Fasti, Vol. 7, p.156.



.NGLI3K OR GAELIC." Gownie gave Jiia general view, in the Synod of Glenelg 
many under 30-3? years read both languages, but understand better in Gaelic, 
but in the Islanus far fewer. In his own presbytery only one in twenty 
reads Gaelic, but in the whole Synod less than half of that. In the light 
of the appalling lack of education, he saw the Gaelic school oociety as 
’’the only solution. "(20)

A few days later, a reply came from the Rev. ^r. xhomas Ross of Loclv- 
broom, also in Ross-shire. lie pointed out, that although some 600-700 
out of 4,000 in his parish can read nglish "the whole prefer religious 
instruction, and are capable of improving by it, in the -aelic." Yet, 
only "about a score" can read a 1salm or a Bible chapter in Gaelic. "ABOUT 
THREE THOUSAND PRECIOUS SOUUi IN THIS PARISH ALONG, ARE EXCLUDED FROM THE 
WORD OF LIP.,, EXCEPTING BY TH - .EAR ONLY. MANY OF THESE CaNNOT H-EAii A SERMON 
PREACHjED ABOVE TWICE OR THRICE IN TEG YiEAR AND MANY ARE NOT WITHIN TEN MILES 
OF ON-E WHO CnN READ THE SCRIPTURES IN *NY LaNGUaGE!" Ross stressed that 
the people were "aeeply impressed with a sense of their own deplorable statf, 
and feel an ardent desire after improvementt that they travel ten, twelve, 
sometimes twenty miles by sea and land to preaching." he calculated that 
he needed at least seven schools and each could attract 150 people.(21)

From Contin, Ross-shire came the views of the Rev. hr. James Dallas.(22) 
An ex-schoolmaster, he was widely described as "a straightforward, honest 
man." lie faced terrible problems, iiis parish was huge, 25-30 miles long 
and 10-12 miles broaa with high mountains ana deep, wide rivers, yet the 
population was a mere 1,944. He reckoned that only one in six could read 
English and these were near the kirk and school, while in remoter areas it 
was one in eleven. All understood Gaelic, but only 12 could road Gaelic and 
no -nglish. As elsewhere, the children had to learn -nglish first in school. 
Lome 1,200 could read neither tongue, despite the presence of a Parish school 
and an S.L.P.C.K. school. Thus, at least two more schools are needed. It 
is impossible for the average parent to board his children for their educ
ation as they "cannot afford to pay board."(23)

The situation at Southend in Argyle was very different. Ab the Rev. Mr. 
John McKeich explained, many incomers had appeared over the years and .English 
reading was common.(24) He estimated his population as 1,900 over 7 years

(20) 1AK36-3Q, 17/1/1811.
(21) Ibid., pp.35-36, 26/l/l811.
(22) Fasti, Vol. 7, p.31.
(23) 1AR38, 30/1/1811
(24) Fasti, Vol. 4, p.67.
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years ana 429 under that age. All could read .nglish, but the better 
claatjpeTBon could read both. The poor, on the other hand, preferred Gaelic.
In 31 years of ministering in Argyle he had never met one person who could 
read only Gaelic. This was entirely due to the fact that they were taught 
.nglish first. Only a mere 47 could reaa neither language.(25)

The first comment from the Islands came from the Rev. Mr. James Mac- 
queen of North Uist.(26) 'There were 4,000 people on this island and only 
200 could read English, although most of them could also read Gaelic, ed
ucation always began with English, "which they uo not understand well."
The Parish school is centrally located and the people, apart from being 
too far off are too poor. They do hire boyB from the Parish school to 
teach their children at a wage of £6-8 per annum and board. At least two 
schools are needed in North Uiat and there are no Roman Catholics.(2?)

Poverty was also underlined by the Rev. Mr. Alexander Fraser of Tor- 
osay, Hull.(28) It was the reason why the people could not get a proper 
Parish school. Nonetheless, "The people are become sensible of the advantage 
of education, and put great value on it." hence, the frequent hiring of 
local teachers. Scarcity of books however neutraliseu most of their sac- 
rificies. Fraser's statistics were interesting* 386 of the 2,0C0 population 
could read .'nglish, and of the latter, 298 also read Gaelic. He estimated 
that 418 could receive an .nglish sermon. Finally, of the 358 children at 
school, 180 could read Gaelic.(29)

The Rev. Mr. Hugh Rosa of Fearn, Aoss-shire was an interesting cleric.(30) 
Although he had had wide experience as a Missionary at Fort Augustus, as 
minister at the Gaelic Chapel in Cromarty as well as three years at Fearn, 
he was hated by most of his parishioners, respite this, he astonishingly 
survived till 1844. As one might have expected his report was very brief.
Cnly one in eight of the 1,500 population read nglish and only 20 Heads 
of Families read Gaelic. "The method most commonly followed in family wor
ship, is for the person who presides to translate the nglish Scriptures 
into the ^aelic of the country." He noted that some, who did not know Eng
lish, had read the Gaelic Psalm Book and could guess parts of the nglish

(25) 1 AS >3-39, 30/1/1811.
(26) Fasti, Vol. 7, p.191
(27) 1AR39, 1/2/1811.
(28) Fasti, Vol. 4, p.124
(29) 1AR40, 4/2/1811.
(30) Fasti, Vol. 7, p.57.
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English Bible in Gaelic, but that was "a rare attainment." *J6ven out of 
eight persons read neither language.(3l)

The Rev. Mr. John iiĈ ueen had served in Applecross, Rossshire for 34 
years.(32) He reported that not many could read jaglish ana certainly not 
the old. .ven those who did read nglish did not understuna it very well.
"I have known many young men, who read apparently with ease and accuracy, 
but scarcely understand a sentence of what they read.*' generally, the 
people were not in favour of the oacrament in English, for example, from 
a population of 2,000, of whom 300-400 read nglish, only 60 go to nglish 
communion. everybody in Applecross speaks uaelic, but few read it. In 
fact, most people could not read in any language. Me .ueen was convinced 
of the need for itinerating teachers: "Stationary schools will never answer 
the purpose, in a country made up of detached aistricta, intersected with 
hills and morasses."(33)

The next report came from a man whose united parish was no less than 
24 miles long. The Rev. Mr. uugald Crawford of •JjcipaesB and Gaddel, Argyle, 
was something of a Gaelic scholar. Unfortunately he was to drown at sea, 
while on a voyage to Greenock from Fladda.(34) -ome 508 of his people 
reea nglish and could be taught in it, while 359 read only Gaelic and 
538 read neither.(35)

The letter from the uev. Mr. Lachlan Mackenzie of ^ochcarron, Aoss- 
shire is undated, but it was in reply to a personal note from Christopher 
Anderson, written on the 25th January, 1811. A former schoolmaster at 
Applecross he was regarded as "a man of sincere and deep piety" as well as 
a renowned Gaelic scholar*(36) He reported that 232 read English and many 
of these Gaelic as well. However, "Highlanders are much fonder of receiving 
religious instruction in their own language than in nglish." Only 2 
read Gaelic alone and 645 could read neither. There was a Parish school, 
an S.S.P.C.K. school and a private school in the area.(37)

Another /oss-ehire minister was the Rev. Mr. John Matheaon of ^ilmuir.(38) 
His view was much more optimistic. He had a Parish school and an 3.G.F.C.K. 
school available and the "rising generation are making great progress in

(31) 1AR40, 4/2/1811.
(32) Fasti, Vol. 7, p.145.
(35) 1AR4C-41, 4/2/1811.
(34) Fasti, Vol. 4, p.63.
(35) 1AR41-42, 5/2/1811.
(36) Fasti, Vol. 7, p.161.
(37) 1AR42.
(38) Fasti, Vol. 7, p.59.
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lh reading both .'nglish and Gaelic.” Only one in throe of the parents 
and the very poor could read English, but only one in eight of these 
could understand it well. More prosperous parents, some 200 of them, 
had recently bought Gaelic Bibles. He had observed that a few, who 
knew only the .nglish alphabet, could read Gaelic fluently.("39)

One minister joined the Society at an early date - the Rev. hr.
James Mussel of Gairloch, Ross-shire.(40) He described his parish as 
"prodigious”• He was quite right. It was 36 miles long and had at least 
ten separate districts. Poverty was obvious everywhere and only 324 read 
nglish, 72 Gaelic and 2549 read neither. Farther, only about half of the 
324 could comprehend what they read.(41)

An excellent example of the slowness of the post in these days is 
found in the report of the Rev. Mr. Juncan McOillivray of ^chness, Farr, 
Sutherland. (42) The original Circular had taken ten weeks to arrive at 
his manse. ..is statistics were typical of Gutherlana - 900 people lived 
some 8-16 miles from the Parish school and there was no d.J.P.C.K. school 
in the area, ill though 450 read -nglish, only 100 could understand it.
Only 40 read Gaelic ana half the total population reau neither.(43)

It was eeen worse in the case of the Rev. John McRae of Glenshiel 
in Ross-shire.(44) The Circular had taken eleven weeks to arrive. His 
parish was 28 miles long and most of his congregation lived far from the 
kirk. Out of a total population of 700-800, some 209 read nglish and 
could "converse a little," but leas than one in three could understand it. 
"All that read "nglish can read Gaelic, bat none at all that can read 
Gaelic alone." The local Parish schoolmaster used the Gaelic Psalm Book 
and -uestions of the Ghorter Catechism. Parents liked to be taught by 
their children on Gunday evenings or in the winter. There were only a 
few Gaelic Bibles available and there was no ^.J.p.C.u. scool.(45)

The only Harris minister was the Rev. Mr. Alexander kcheod.(46) In 
his view not one in thirty in the Islands could read nglish and there were

(39) 1AE42-43, 21/2/1811.
(40) JameB Russ9l(1761-1844;was not a native speaker, son of factor to 
arl of Fife, licensed 1796, minister at Gairloch 1002-1844. People des
pised his poor Gaelic.
(41) 1AH43-44, 6/3/1811.
(42) Fasti, Vol. 7, p.94.
(43) 1AR44, 18/3/1811.
(44) Fasti, Vol. 7, p.151.
(45) 1AR44-45, 22/3/1811.
(46) Fasti, Vol. 7, p.189.
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were 3000 here. Lees than 200 spoke or read hglish and few attended 
any school. None read Gaelic alone: "The cause is obvious; from time 
immemorial THU,: WAS NO SCHOOL OP E :D IN THE HIGHLANDS K)R TEACHING THE 
GAELIC."(47)

Something like 1,000 people lived in Kintail, the parish supervised 
by the Rev. Mr. Roderick Morlson.(48) Only 192 could read the Bible - 
133 in nglish ana Gaelic and 59 only in nglish. There were actually 
two who could read the Gaelic Psalm Book by memory. lie observed that 
those taught the Shorter Catechism in Gaelic were more zealous.(49)

There is something of a mystery about the next letter, dated 20th 
April, 1811 from the Rev. Mr. Archibald Mactavish of Laggan, Inverness.(50) 
The fasti plainly records the minister here 1809-1816 as a Rev. Mr. ^uncan 
MacIntyre, M.A..(5l) Mactavish is not even mentioned in the fasti and 
he must have been stationed at Laggan Preaching Station. At any rate,
he commented upon the general desire by parents for the education of their
children which was hindered by their isolation and poverty. In Ulva and 
hilfinichen mission area 440 could read nglish, while none could read 
Gaelic alone. The number wno could read neither tongue was 780.

The oldest correpondent was the Rev. Mr. William Mackenzie of Tongue 
in outherland, who at 73 years had the reputation of a powerful preacher.(52) 
He quoted 236 as reading- nglish, 109 reading Gaelic and 383 neither. The 
tarish school only catered for a mere 48 and a second patent(industrial)
o.J.P.C.K. school had only 18 girls. These and the three private schools
were all desperately short of books, uike most evangelists, the thought
of tne Society's future involvement thrilled him: "I rejoice to see so 
many descriptions of different Chri3tain denominations, engaged in the 
same important cause.”(53)

Another evangelist was the Rev. Mr. Roderick McLeod of Bracaaale in 
->kye.(54) he reported that 373 could read -nglish and one, who had been 
in a Fencibles Regiment in Ireland, could read Gaelic. A vast number, 1492, 
coula read neither. Bracadale had eveiy conceivable problem, bad roads,

(47) 1AR45, 1/4/1811.
(48) fasti, Vol. 7, p.153
(49) 1AR45-46, 15/4/1811.
(30) Ibid., p.46.
^5l) fasti, Vol. 6, p.370
(52) Ibid., Vol. 7, p.110
(53) 1AM46, 2^/4/1811.
(54) fasti, Vol. 6, p.166
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roads, ra id rivers ana poverty. At least two schools were needed.(55)
The Rev. Hr. Colin McKenzie of Stornoway in Lewis had only received 

the Circular late in February.(56) lie was to make a very significant 
point in his letter* "I have often wondered that when the inhabitants 
of foreign and distant regions of the earth have become so generously 
the objects of pity and commiseration, ana vast sums of money were coll
ected, in order to lighten their darkness, ana to convey to them the 
means of salvation through Jesus Christ, that our own countrymen, almost 
in a similar position, and foremost in time of danger in defence of their 
countiy, were totally overlooked, and allowed to remain in their native 
ignorance, and wretched state of sin and misery, except as far as a few 
sermons in the year coula prevent."(57) Lome 4,000 people lived in 
three districts and even dtomoway iteelf, with a population of 2,000, 
had only three services every five weeks. One in three of he total read 
nglish "imperfectly" and only a mere 20 could read Gaelic, with possibly 
a few others at the local S.S.P.O.K. school. The huge number of 1,333 
read neither. At Uii, the second district, where there were 800 and only 
a service every five weeks only 20 read nglish, 6 Gaelic; at Oress, the 
third district with 700 and again, only a service every five weeks, only 
6 read nglish, 2 Gaelic. The whole pariah had only two schools and these 
were both in Stornoway itself.

The last letter was dated 26th July, 1811 and had taken seven months 
for the reply. It came from the Rev. Mr. Gonald Ross of kilmuir in Skye.(58) 
liis parish could also be divided into three districts: ^ilmuir itself had 
36 reading English, 2 Gaelic and 1072 neither; Kilmalung had 46 reading 
nglish, none Gaelic, 459 neither; aat Side had 80 reading nglish, none 
Gaelic ana 1197 neither. In other words, 162 read nglish and some of them 
Gaelic as well, while only 2 read Gaelic alone and 2,728 read neither. The 
parish had never had a legal school, but hoped for one soon. Several boys 
taught nglish in private schools. The number reading nglish in Kilmalung 
was due to the presence of an S.o.P.C.K. school there. Ghile there were 
private schools in the -ast Gide they were the worst off, in that they were 
8-20 miles from the kirk at Kilmuir. If all this was not bad enough, win
ters were severe, rains frequent, rivers were given to spates and there

(55) 1AR47, 26/4/1811.
(56) Fasti, Vol. 7, p.206.
(57) 1AR47-48, 9/5/1011.
(58) Fasti, Vol. 7, p.96.
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there were few roads or bridges.(59)
There were, apparently, other letters from both the Highlands and the 

Islands, but they could not have been as dramatic as those above. In some 
ways, Anderson must have been disappointed by the returns. Those that 
underlined the need for the Society numbered 21, but, there were, in fact 
162 parishes in which Gaelic was widely used. Many of the ministers of 
these parishes were either infiifferent to the new proposal or suspicious 
of a society so clearly dominated by seceders. Others again, may have 
thought that Gaelic was an improper medium. However, 21 reports was quite 
enough to start with and Anderson and his Committee must have discussed 
them in detail over the spring and early summer months. Certain conclusions 
were strikingly clear. Most parishes were enormous in extent with lots of 
physical barriers, ranging from sea-lochs, mountains, few roads and bridges, 
severe winters and heavy rainfall. Populations were widely dispersed so 
that the effectiveness of kirks and schools, usually centrally located, 
was minimal. Services were infrequent and people preferred them in Gaelic 
rather than in English, especially the poorer classes. If there were any 
Parish schools they were very small, while S.S.P.C.K. schools were often 
absent from areas of obvious need. Scattered and isolated communities 
tried to overcome this situation by hiring local boys to teach their young. 
Population was definitely rising and the number of children requiring educ
ation was continually growing. Poverty was rife and parents simply could 
not afford to buy books or board their children. Those who read English 
did so mechanically and usually failed to comprehend. It was the common 
practice to teach English first in all types of school. Younger people 
were more likely to read than the old and few of the Heads of Families 
were literate. The latter had to rely on their own family for instruction. 
Generally, the position in the Islands was far worse than on the Mainland. 
People were conscious of their backwardness and were anxious to improve 
their lot. The number of children actually at school, that is all types 
of school, was very low indeed. Gaelic reading was a rare accomplishment 
and reading the language alone was rarer still. Elementary books in Gaelic 
simply did not exist. There was no overall picture, in that the situation 
varied greatly from parish to parish. Those who could read, did tend to 
be able to read both languages. The problems were immense, but there was 
a solution - more schools and itinerant schools at that.

(59) 1AR48-49, 26/7/1811.
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that.
These conditions were to continue, in many areas, for the following 

fifty years with one important exception. Of the original 21 reports 
15 had come from the Mainland - Ross 10, Argyle 2, Sutherland 2 and In
verness 1, and only 6 from the Islands - Skye 2, Lewis 1, Harris 1, N.
Uist 1 and Mull 1. This pattern was to change in time until the bulk 
of the Society's efforts were in the Islands. But that was many years 
ahead. Before they could come to any decision the Committee found that 
two of their correspondents were pressing very hard for schools - the 
Rev. Dr. Thomas Ross and the Rev. Mr. James Russel. By the 18th May,
1811 the Committee had decided to place a school in jjochbroom, another 
in Gairloch and a third in Stornoway. The respective ministers were asked 
to name the precise locality in which they desired their school to be est
ablished. Ross waa the first to respond.(60) He listed the seven hamlets 
which he had indicated in January, 1811 - Badentarbet, Monkcastle, Achan- 
drean, Lumamuck, Balblair, Logie and Keppoch. The Committee quickly de
cided on Badentarbet. Interestingly enough, all of these, except uurna- 
muck and Balblair, were to get schools eventually. A week later saw the 
arrival of Russel's letter and his ten listed hamlets. Melivaig was ob
viously the worst with a population of 174 and 12 miles from the nearest 
kirk, although North Aradale and Band were nearly as bad. Again, the Com
mittee acted quickly - it was to be Melivaig. The other two hamlets also, 
in time, acquired schools.(6l) The Rev. Mr. Colin Mackenzie's letter does 
not seem to have survived, but the situation at Uii was so bad that the 
Committee selected it for the school. The last matter facing the Committee, 
before their first Annual General Meeting, was to find a suitable President. 
It is impossible, at this late date, to retrace the difficulties they faced 
and the tentative suggestions they may have made. At any rate, they fin
ally succeeded in persuading i,'rancis, 10th ;̂ arl of Moray to accept.(62)

The first A.G.M. was held in the New Rooms, Royal Exchange Coffee
house on the 29th November, 1811. The President, the R.H. the ârl of 
Moray, was unable to attend, but sent the following letter: "My Dear Sir,
I came to town this morning upon business, which will unfortunately occupy 
me at the very time of the Meeting, and consequently put it out of my power

(60) Ibid., p.36, 27/5/1811.
(61) Ibid., p.44, 31/5/1811.
(62) Appendix 1, No. 217.
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power to attend, iiay I request you will make my apology to the gentle
men present, who have my best wishes for the success of their measures.
It gives me great satisfaction to find, from your communications, that 
matters are going on so prosperously, delieve me, My Jear Sir, Yours 
very sincerely, Moray." It was dated, Drumsheugh, Friday morning, Nov
ember 29th. The meeting immediately resolved to thank the President for 
his "good wishes."(63) The preliminaries over, the members got down to 
business. Christopher Anderson, as Secretary, then read the Committee's 
analysis of their statistical inquiry, Hut first, he pointed out that 
"The Institution is quite in itB infancy" and therefore not a great deal 
had been accomplished in the first ten months as yet. lie suggested that, 
in future, every Annual Report should contain reference to "the state of 
the country." iiis analysis was interesting: there were 162 parishes in the 
highlands and Islands - 31 Island and 131 Mainland - "where the Gaelic 
language is either preached or generally spoken." In other words, 400,
000 people, of whom 90,000 were in the Islands, despite depopulation 
due to economic circumstance they were "annually on the increase"; in 
fact, every parish had doubled its numbers since 1750. Anderson pointed 
out that most Lowlanders appreciated the nature of the nighland country
side. In the hebrides alone there were 2,000,000 acres with a thinly 
scatterd population. Islay and Tiree had 10 acres per person, while 
others had as many as 50-150. On the Mainland it was as high as 200.
He warned that some parishes were as big as lowland counties e.g. hismore 
of Appin, Kilmanivaig, Kilmalie and Kilmorac were all 60 miles long and 
16-40 miles broad. In the 16the Hull had had seven parishes, but now had 
only three with 9*000 people spread over 420 square miles, .uochbroom was 
notorious with an area equal to the Oynod of Ross which had 23 Ministers, 
Schoolmasters and datechists to serve it. The roughness was accentuated 
by many rivers, sea arms, high mountains and even storms. There were 200 
islands off Scotland and 78 were populated and sometimes there were six, 
eight, or even ten islands in the one parish. Sometimes a *iainland parish 
has an island attached, e.g. Colonsay and Oronsay were part of Sura, Sis- 
more was part of Appin, haasayand iionay with 1,000 people together were 
part of Portree. Many of the islands had innumerable lochs - Coll, with 
1,100 people had 40 lochs, Islay had 80-90 and North Uist had as many as

(63) 1AR19.



aa 170. In all, there were no fewer than 1,300 lochs in the Western 
Isles. Hence the absolute necessity of Circulating Schools. Anderson 
admitted that "Large sums of money have, without doubt, been spent in the 
instruction of our Highland population" but "the soil is productive when 
properly cultivated." He stressed the climatic advantages: "they are 
favoured with a climate, which, though damp, is salubrious in no ordinary 
degree." He read a few statistice: on the Mainland, Fearn had 1,300 and 
1,300 of them could not read; Lairloch had 2943 and 2349 of them could 
not read; Lochbroom had 4,000 and 3,300 of them could not read. In other 
words, out of 8,445 people, some 7,149 were illiterate - a terrifying 84%.
It was worse in the Islands - Kilmuir in Skye had 3036 amd 2,718 of them 
could not read; Stornoway had 4,000 and 2,800 of them could not read; Harris 
had 3,000 and 2,900 of them could not read; North Uist had 4,000 and 3,800 
of them could not read. Out of 14,036 people, some 12,218 were illiterate. 
That was no fewer than 87% • If these areas were taken together, then 
19,367 people out of 22,501 could not read and that was 86%. The position 
was actually worse than these figures revealed, in that most of those who 
could read were clustered near the kirks and schools. Some districts had 
additional problems. The Uists and Barra had 6,500 Protestants and 4,500 
Roman Catholics, that is 11,000 people, living in an area 80 miles by 2-18 
miles. Yet there were only three parishes, although there were once six.
In North Uist there was only one parish kirk and that was 12 miles from 
Saund, the most populous hamlet. Furthermore, there was only one Parish 
school. Benbecula was worse: there was no Parish school, Just one S.S.P.C.K. 
school. Of the 78 inhabited islands many had no minister or catechist or 
even schoolmaster and many had only two services a year. Anderson now 
moved on to describe what his Committee had done, but first he made the 
point that "Stationary Schools will never answer the pmrpose." He stressed 
the urgency of producing elementary books and complimented one of his 
Committee, Alexander McLauxln, who had produced a Manuscript "First Book 
for Children in the Gaelic Language." This had already been submitted to 
the "best Gaelic critics" and 3,000 copies had been printed entirely at 
the expense of one member of the Committee. These copies had been sent to 
Argyle, Farr, Mull and St. Hilda. Anderson announced that the Committee 
had decided that they could maintain five Circulating Schools and that 
three had already been "fully appointed in very necessitous parts." These 
were near Uii, Stornoway in Lewis, where, although there were already two



two schools, at one of which the S.S.P.C.K. teacher had "employed himself 
indefatigably", the rural areas "have no mean whatever of instruction."(64)
Out of 1500 people, only 34 could read either .nglish or Gaelic. The 
other two schools were Badantarbetin .uochbroom and Melivaig in Gairloch.
The fourth school would open soon in Skye and the fifth might be in Harris, 
Uist or Mull. The school year was to be divided into two sessions, the
first from the 1st November to the 1st April ana the second from the 15th
June to the 15th September. Anderson explained that these choices were 
deliberate as they are months of unemployment, while the vacations are 
at seed-time and harvest. As he explained, "Thus, the labours of neither 
old or young are interrupted."(65)

U Anderson then went on to place f<^ further Resolutions before the
meeting -
1. "As there are at present a few individuals, who are employed in teach
ing, for their own support, in the Highlands and Islands of Scotland, in
the event of their auopting the method of teaching Gaelic, pointed out and 
pursued by this Society, they shall be encouraged and assisted by JONATIGNG 
of the FIRST BOOK IN GALLIC which they can furnish, ON TKGIR OtfN ACCOUNT, 
to the Children or Parents, at a rate not exceeding one shilling each copy, 
being the sale price of this publication.
2. As a disposition to help and instruct each other in the art of reading 
has been found to exist in some parts, and may increase, if it is properly 
cherished, copies of the first book shall be cirulated in such places, under 
the eye of some confidential friend to the cause, resident on or near the 
spot.
3. If any Clergyman shall find it convenient to devote an hour, occasionally 
to the instruction of the youth, or those farther advanced in life, in read
ing their native tongue, they may rely upon the cordial and zealous aid of 
this Committee, and books will be furnished, GRATIS, for those who are unable 
to purchase them.
4. For those favours on the part of the Committee, the several parties 
concerned, are expected to make some return of the number taught, and of 
the benefits derived from the bounty of the Society."

These were discussed and speedily approved. Anderson then raised the 
matter of "the Gaelic population resident in dinburgh," most of whom were 
adults. "In a few days therefore it is expected, a Gaelic Gchool will com-

(64) The Gaelic Gchool was actually sited at Bayble.
(65) 1AR21-28.
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comaenee in this city" and it was hoped that other large towns, "where 
many of the Gaelic inhabitants stand in equal need of attention" would 
copy it.(66) In point of fact, the -dinburgh Gaelic School opened the 
very next day "in consequence of a single intimation, a very considerable 
number of persons appeared, who ware desitous of being taught to read 
their native language." Some thirty adults enrolled "totally ignorant 
of their letters." A few others read English, but "have no understanding 
of it in conversation, and are, at the same time, quite unable to read 
their vernacular tongue."(67) Anderson concluded his Report by again 
stressing the debt that was owed to the Rev. Mr. Thomas Charles of Bala 
and he expressed the hope that as many as possible of the members would 
read the accounts of the Welsh Schools. Close contact was apparently 
maintained with Charles until his death in 1814. Certainly another letter 
came from him dated 17th December, 1811, in which he described "the melior- 
ation of the morals of the plebeians in general" in Wales. In June, 1812 
the Rev. Mr. Henry Grey and his wife actually visited him at his home.(68)
The meeting voted that the Annual Report be received, adopted and printed, 
and having elected their office-bearers for the following year, they ad
journed. (69)

There were, by this time, December, 1811, 101 members in the Society, 
who had each paid 10/6d. An analysis is interesting - 80 of them came 
from Edinburgh and district, while the remainder came from Haddington 7#
Leith 5* Glasgow 2, Gairloch 1, Jaat Lothian 1, Inverkeithing 1, Aberdeen
shire 1, Lochbroom 1, Whitburn 1 and London 1. In all, some 33 of them 
held official posts in the Society. Only 8 of the total were ladies; the 
various professions and trades were as follows - 13 Ministers, 11 Merchants,
6 Writers, 4 Booksellers, 3 Bankers, 2 Doctors, 2 Civil Servants, 2 Printers, 
2 Tailors, 2 Advocates, 1 Foundry-owner, 1 Mill-owner, 1 Blater, 1 Wine- 
Merchant, 1 Accountant, 1 Hosier, 1 Dyer, 1 Upholsterer, 1 Baker and 1 
Professor.(70) Finally, there are the accounts for the first and formative 
year. Donations(ll6 of them)had brought in £412.1.6, subscriptions £100.16.6 
and congregational gifts £42.10.0, in toto £333*8.0.. Outlays were £64.18.0 
on stationary, books and printing and £17.13*4 on advertising, use of rooms, 
postages and carriages* The three teachers, Angus McLeod in Lewis, Hicol

(66) Ibid., pp.29-30.
(67) Ibid., p.52.
(68) Ibid., pp.62-63; Jenkins, D.D., Vol. 3pp*437, 513, 19/2/1814.
(69) 1AR20.
(70) Ibid., pp.65-69, 72.
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Nlcol Nicholson in the Gairloch and John McLeod at Lochbrooa, each re
ceived £12.10.0 in annual salaries and £2.2.0. in expenses. By the 9th 
L'scenber, 1811 these accounts had been audited and the Annual Report 
printed.
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CHAPTER 4*

OFFICIALS AND ADMINISTRATION

’’The Gaelic School Society takes it a place aa a Missionary Scheme."
- 39AR14.

It was the proud boaat of the Society that "there has been no seeking 
for the patronage of great names."(l) This was not entirely true, at least 
as far as royalty was concerned. One can hardly blame them. Even today the 
patronage of the monarch gives any scheme a status and official mark of app
roval which virtually guarantees success. It was even more so in the early 
19th century. The news that George IV was about to pay a visit to Edinburgh, 
the first Hanoverian sovereign to do so, gave the Society an excellent oppor
tunity. On the 3rd August, 1822 a letter was dispatched to Robert Feel, Sec
retary of State for the Home department, from the Society Secretary, John 
Campbell of Carbrook.(2)
"Sir,

I am instructed by the Directors of the Society for the support of 
Gaelic Schools in the Highlands and Islands of Scotland, to submit to you, 
their anxious desire to obtain the patronage of His Majesty, for an Instit
ution which they presume to consider so much in the light of a great National 
object, as not to be unworthy of His Majesty's attention, on his proposed 
visit to this part of his Dominions.

The Society has been in operation during twelve years. Its Schools are 
spread over the whole of the Highlands and Islands of Scotland, and communic
ate the benefit of instruction to a large and interesting population; who, 
from the nature of the country, would otherwise remain in a state of deplor
able ignorance.

By the adoption of the plan of Circulating Schools, the Society has been 
enabled with 78 Schools, to execute a work, which, on the plan of Stationary 
Schools, would have required about 300.

The most unequivical testimony has been borne, to the beneficial effects 
of the Society's exertions, by most of the Highland Clergy, both in their

(1) 19AR12.
(2) Hereafter, references to names in Appendix i will be given after their 
name, e.g. John Campbell of Carbrook.(No.49)
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their private correspondence, and Synodial resolutions.
Were the Gaelic School Society a mere Local Association, however inters 

eating the object might be, the Directors would not feel themselves at liber- 
ty to intrude on his Majesty's notice; but, contemplating the great National 
objects which it embraces, they trust, that in indulging the hope of their 
application being graciously received, they do not overstep the bounds of 
propriety.

While the Directors are sensible of the advantage which would accrue to 
the Institution, from His Majesty's permitting himself to be styled its Pat
ron, it is their wish to submit the matter to your judgment, well knowing 
how much you feel interested in the diffusion of useful knowledge. Should 
it appear to you that it would be better to defer their application, they 
will respectfully acquiesce, although they considered His Majesty's presence 
in hi8 Northern Metropolis as affording the most favourable opportunity for 
humbly presenting their request.

This application was intended to be made to you through the Harl of 
Moray, the President of the Society, but his absence in the North rendered 
this impossible. On your arrival in -dinburgh, the Directors will request 
his Lordship to communicate with you on the subject.

A copy of the last Report is forwarded along with this, from which you 
will obtain more distinct information as to the object, the plan, and the 
success of the Society."(3)

Some two weeks later, a letter dated Edinburgh, 2Cth August, 1822 
arrived at Campbell's office. It was from Robert Peel.
"Sir,

I have laid the letter which you addressed to me on the 3d instant 
before the King, since his Majesty's arrival in Scotland; and I am to ac
quaint you, that his Majesty was graciously pleased to signify, that he 
would be the Patron of the Society for the support of Gaelic Schools, in 
the Highlands and Islands of Scotland."(4)

There can be no doubt that the response was mainly due to the King's 
delight in being received so enthusiastically by the citizens of Edinburgh.
He was, at the same time, captivated by the romantic appeal of the Highlands, 
the result of the skilful penmanship of Sir Walter Scott. Again, his eye

(3) 12AR44.
(4) Ibid., p.45.
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eye appreciated, the aplaah of eolour presented by the tartan and the pipes 
appealed to his romantic imagination. There were more sombre reasons. It 
must have been a very pleasant change to be received so spontaneously con
sidering the cold contempt in which he was held by Londoners. At any rate, 
George IV warmly presented the Society with 100 guineas.(5) The Society ex
pressed its gratitude through an Address presented by the £arl of Moray - 
"May it please your Majesty,

We, the Directors of the Society for the support of Gaelic Schools in 
the Highlands and Islands of Scotland, in the name of the Society, whose in
terests are committed to our charge, approach your Majesty with feelings of 
the most respectful and grateful affection.

Participating in those genuine expressions of affectionate loyalty which 
your Majesty's presence among us has so universally called forth, wecfeel, 
and gratefully acknowledge, in common with every class of our countrymen, 
the weight of obligation under which we are laid by your Majesty's paternal 
goodness. But, in a particular manner, we are bound, in duty to the import
ant Institution entrusted to our management, and still more to that highly 
interesting population, whose moral improvement has become a special object 
of your gracious patronage, to tender to your Majesty, for ourselves and for 
them, our most heartfelt thanks.

Looking to the influence which such an interposition of your Majesty's 
favour must diffuse among all ranks connected with the Highlands and Islands, 
we cannot but deem the high honour which your Majesty has conferred upon this 
Society, by becoming its Patron, an additonal pledge of the favour of Him, 
who is "King of Kings," and whose blessing on this object of your royal patron
age will, we trust, speedily produce in those remote parts of your empire, 
the same fruits of religious education, which distinguish your Majesty's 
subjects in the Lowlands of Scotland.

By this condescending kindness shown by your Majesty to an Institution, 
the object of which is to teach the Highlanders to read the Scriptures in 
their native tongue, the pious sentiment which is embalmed in the tenderest 
recollections of many of your people, will be transferred into the Gaelic 
language with peculiar emphasis; and the inhabitants of those sequestered 
regions will learn that it is still the royal wish, "that every family should 
possess a Bible, and every child be taught to read it."

That He who is the giver of all good, may pour on the head of your Maj-

(5) Ibid., p.48.
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Majesty his choicest blessings, and that you may long be spared to experience 
the happiness, of making a free, an intelligent, and a virtuous people happy, 
is our fervent wish and earnest prayer.”(6)

Two days later, on the 28th August, 1822 Peel replied, expressing the 
King's pleasure with the loyal Address. Respite the flowery phrases the 
Society's gratitude was genuine and thereafter George IV was "that Prince, 
who has so universally conciliated the affection of his Scottish subjects" 
as well as the "Father of his People."(7) It was also deserved in that the 
patronage of the king was accompanied by a steep rise in donations and gifts.

With the death of George IV in 1850 the current Secretary, the Rev. Mr. 
waiter Tait(No.299)* wasted no time and on the 20th July wrote to Sir Robert 
Peex, Secretary of State, asking for his help in obtaining royal patronage 
again. He replied on the 27th July, 1850.
"Sir,

I have laid before the King your letter of the 20th inst. with the 
Report accompanying it of the Society established in Edinburgh for the Support 
of Gaelic Schools in the Highlands and Islands of Scotland; and I have the 
satisfaction of informing you that his Majesty has been graciously pleased 
to signify his consent to be Patron of the Society."(8)

The patronage thus established continued with Queen Victoria, but, the 
current Secretary, the Rev. Mr. Daniel Wilkie(No.525)vas less fortunate with 
his approach to the Secretary of State at that time, Lord John Russell. Al
though the Queen was pleased to be patroness he warned that he could not ad
vise her to contribute to their funds for fear of "too many similar applicat
ions. "(9) In time, Victoria was to find Gaelic, "the language so guttaral 
and yet so soft," pleasing and attractive.(10) It was not till her visit to 
Scotland in 1842 that the Society had an opportunity of a direct appeal, again 
by an Address through tfce 2arl of Moray - 
"May it please your Majesty,

We, the Directors of the Society for the support of Gaelic Schools in 
the Highlands and Islands of Scotland, beg leave in name of the Society whose 
interests have been committed to our care, most humbly to approach your Maj-

(6) Ibid., pp.45-46, 26/8/1822.
(7) Ibid., p.29.
(8) 20AR55-56.
(9) 28AR26, 17/8/1858.
(10) D. Duff, "Victoria in the Highlands". 1968, p.45.
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Majesty with the deepest feelings of loyalty and affection.
In common with all ranks of your Majesty's faithful subjects, we hail 

your Majesty's auspicious arrival in this ancient kingdom, and desire grate
fully to acknowledge the kindness of that overruling Providence which has 
conducted your Majesty to our shores in safety.

Occupied as we are in the interesting and important work of communicating 
to thousands of your Majesty's subjects, in remote and destitute districts of 
the Highlands and Islands of Scotland, the knowledge of God's Holy Word, and 
cheered as we have been, from time to time, with signal tokens of the divine 
countenances and blessing, we beg to assure your Majesty that we are deeply 
sensible of the high advantage we enjoy in being honoured as a Society with 
your Majesty'8 gracious patronage, and gladly embrace this auspicious occasion 
humbly to express to your Majesty our most grateful and respectful acknowledge
ments.

Persuaded that every attempt, however humble, to promote the spiritual 
and eternal well-being of any class of your Majesty's subjects must ever be 
an object of Interest to your Majesty, we venture to cherish the hope of a 
continuance of your Royal favour, to a Society whose labours are exclusively 
devoted, and that with increasing success to the moral and spiritual improve
ment of a class of your Majesty's subjects, who, while generally suffering 
under many privations, have ever been distinguished for peacefulness of con
duct, benevolence of heart, and for loyal and dutiful attachment to their 
sovereign and their country.

That He by whom "Kings reign, and princes decree justice," and from whom 
cometh down "every good gift, and every perfect gift" may enrich your Majesty 
with the choicest blessings of His providence and grace; that He may grant 
unto your Majesty long to reign in His fear, and for His glory over this nation; 
and that, for Christ's sake, he may at length bestow on your Majesty a crown 
of glory which fadeth not away, is the earnest prayer of, may it please your 
Majesty, Your Majesty's loyal and faithful subjects and servants."(ll)

The tone and spirit of this Address is quite different from the former. 
Here we have, in the last paragraph, clear evidence of the evangelical language 
which marked the Victorian Age. On the 5th September, 1842 Hord Aberdeen 
wrote to express the î ueen's pleasure. The Address certainly had a positive 
side; Victoria sent a donation of £25, the ^ueen Oowager £10.10.0, and some

(ll) 32AR Appendix, 29/8/1842.
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some time later Prince Albert gave a further £25.(l2)
Next In the social hierarchy of the Society came the Presidents and 

there were only two of them during the entire period 1811-1861. Their 
main public function was to chair the Annual General Meetings. All to
gether there were eight venues - New Rooms, Royal Exchange Coffee-house 
1811-1815; Merchants' llall 1816-1819; Waterloo Hotel, Regent Bridge 1821- 
1823, 1830, 1835; Assembly Rooms, George Street 1824-1829, 1831-1833; St. 
Andrew's Church 1834; Hopetoun Rooms, Queen Street 1836-1842, 1846; Royal 
Hotel, Princes Street 1843-1845, 1847-1850, 1852-1855, 1856-1857, 1859- 
1860; and Queen Street Hall 1851, 1858 and 1861. When the Society began 
A.G.M.'s were held in November till 1815, then they were moved to December 
tilx 1819 and then to January till 1830. Thereafter the favourite months
were February and March. The time of day for the meetings changed as well:
of the 50 meetings 18 are unknown, but from 1813-1819 the usual hour was at 
12 noon, from 1821-1832, 1834-1837 it was at 1 p.m., and by 1857-1861 it was 
at 2 p.m.. In other words, the time of the meetings got later and later.
The -arl of Moray(No.217)was President from 1811-1846, yet only chaired 3 
out of 35 A.G.M.'s in 1817, 1819 and 1822. For his 32 absences he apologised
only three timeB - in 1811 when he had to attend to "business," in 1812 when
he was "at Parliament" and in 1815 when he expressed his "sincere regret" 
for having to go to Boune Lodge. Some 16 times his absence was noted and 
after 1825 even this was not done. If this is a measure of Moray's interest 
in the Society then he was interested in the Society till cl825 and then 
again for a short period 1829-1837. The other President, the Marquis of 
Breadalbane(No.30), 1847-1861, did not chair any of his 15 A.G.M.'s.

The chair was therefore taken 47 times by 31 members of the Society, 
jrresumably all distinguished men. Most of them are listed in Appendix 1.
Six men took the chair no fewer than three times apiece - Sir Andrew Agnew 
(No.4), the Rev. Dr. David Dohnston(No.l37), J.A. Stewart Mackenzie(No.184), 
Sir James Miles Riddell(No.253), William Stothert of Cargen(No.290) and 
George Smyttan(No.276). All of these must have been committed to the Soc
iety and attended regularly. Four men took the chair twice apiece - George 
Sinclair of Ulbster(No.270), Robert Paul(No.232) and F.B. Douglas(No.77).
The fourth, Lord Provost Adam Black, never held any official position in

(l2) 34AK10; 39AR10.
c<
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IM THe Society.(13) An Edinburgh bookseller, Black(1784-1874)published 
the "Edinburgh Review" for over forty years as well as the "Encyclopedia 
Britannica." Lord Provost 1843-1848 he was also M.P. for the city 1856- 
1865. the remaining 21 men took the chair only once and 15 of them are 
listed - the Rev. Dr. Beith(No.lB), l>ord Provost Valter Brown(No.34), Alex
ander Campbell of Mon*ie(No.45)» John Campbell of Carbrook(No.49), Robert 
Downie of Appin(No.8Q), Charles Grant M.P.(No.Ill), the Marquis of Huntly 
(No.129), R.G. McDonald of Clanranald(No.l66), dr. Makellar(No.l79), A.N. 
MacLeod of Harrls(No.l97), the Earl of Mar(No.2G6), R.G. Moncrieff(No.215)* 
John Holt Skinner(No.273)• Sheriff Speirs(No.280), Alexander Stuart(No.293). 
Six are not listed in Appendix i and two of them remain something of a my
stery, namely duncan darroch of Gourock and James Maitland Hog of Newliston. 
The other four are well known - Sir James Forrest of Comiston( 1780-1860), who 
was Lord Provost of Edinburgh 1838 and later Grand Master of the Grand Lodge 
of the Freemasons of Scotland.(14) Sir Villiam Johnston of Kirkhill(l802- 
1888)was a famous engraver, who, apart from splendid work on dinburgh's 
Committee of Relief in Distress, helped to plan "The Meadows" and "The 
queen's Drive" on Arthur's oeat.(l5) ^avid Maclagan(1785-1865)was an ex- 
Army surgeon, who, after distinguished service at Walcheren and Spain, had 
a practice in -dinburgh for nearly fifty years.(16) Finally, there was 
Alexander Earle Monteith(1793-1861), Sheriff of Fife.(l7)

There were 36 recorded Vice-Presidents during the period 1811-1861, or 
37 if we include Viscount Glenorchy who ultimately became President as the 
Marquis of Breadalbane. In 1812 there were 4 and they increased steadily 
to 20 in 1825 when a slow decline began - 16 in 1843* 10 in 1853* 7 in 1856 
and 6 in I860. Serving an average of 18 years apiece the largest group among 
them were the lairds, of whom there were at least 10. Their main interests 
were developing their estates and 4 were Highland - Sir James Miles Riddell 
of Ardnamurchan and Sunart(N<>.253)» A.N. MacLeod of Harris(No.l97), Alexander 
Maclean, 13th Chief of Ardgour(No.l94) and Ranald McDonald of Staffa(No.l67). 
The remaining ftlwere Lowland and some of them were very wealthy - George 
Buchan of Kelloe(No.38)for example. He had had a very exciting life, having 
been service in India, been shipwrecked on Madagascar and captured by French

(13) Boaae. Vol. 1, pp.292-293.
(14) Ibid., p.1082.
(15) D.N.B.. Vol. 10, pp.958-959.
(16) Boaae. Vol. 2, p.043.
(17) Ibid., p.933.



French privateers. He joined the Free Church in 1843 and made his home 
a well-known rendezvous for evangelicals. A close relative of Robert Cath- 
cart, W.S., he gave a fortune to Free Church schemes. Another rich man 
was Archibald Stirling of Kenmure(No.285)who had made his fortune as a 
planter in Jamaica. lie drained his lands, bred cattle and discovered coal 
and iron fields. James Stirling of Keir(No.286)alBO developed his estate 
and was an authority on farming. John Burnett of K.emaay(No.4l), whom we 
have already met married the daughter of the Society founder, Charles 
Stuart of Dunearn. James Douglas of Cavers(No.79)was the longest serving 
Vice-President, some 43 years, a Congregationalist he was also a strong 
evangelist. The last Lowland laird was Charles M. Christie(Mo.56)» 2nd 
Laixd of Lurie, an ex-soldier who had seen action in the Peninsula. Xfte 
iecona largest group, 7 in all, were aristocrats. Viscount Glenorchy(No.3l) 
as we have seen, became President. Eis father, the Lari of Breadalbane(No.30) 
was a powerful Highland landlord who spent his time improving his estates.
The 2nd Marquis of Butej}No.42)was perhaps the most widely travelled and 
best educated of the peers. A friend of Wellington and Peel he too tended 
his estates. The Lari of Aboyne(No.2), latterly Marquis of Huntly,had been 
a soldier, as had the iiarl of Glasgow (No. 101). While the Lari of Mar(#m®206)was 
a nonentity, the 5th Lari of 3elkirk(No.265)was colourful. A friend of Scott 
he had become convinced on his Highland tours that emigration was the only 
solution to the people's plight. He wrote articles on the subject and en
couraged 800 settlers to live on Prince Ldward Island 1803. His Red River 
Valley scheme 1311 was an unhappy affair. The land given to the Stornoway 
settlers menaced the profits of the North West Fur Company and there was a 
state of virtual war from C1812-1817. Selkirk was blamed for this, tried 
and fined. The third group consisted of 6 M.P.'s of whom three were fairly 
obscure - J.A. Stewart Mackenzie of ->eaforth(Wo.l84), Robert Downie of Appin 
(No.80) and Lord Strathavon(No.292). R.G. McDonald, 20th Chief of Clanranald 
and 7th of Benbecula, had been educated at Lton, but he was forced to sell 
his estate because of financial difficulties.(No.166) Alexander Campbell 
of Monzie(No.45) was quite different. An ex-Hussar he was was a strong sup
porter of the Free Church to which he gave large sums of money. A liberal 
Conservative he was known for his support of Free Trade and Vote by H&llot.
The most Interesting character among this group was Charles Grant of Water- 
nish(No.lll), whose Jacpbite father had been killed at Culloden. He had 
prospered in the Indian silk trade and had actually been Chairman of the



the ast Indian Company Board 1805. As such he had clashed with Wellington 
whose impeachment he had urged in 1808. An evangelist in the Clapham Sect 
he was friendly with Zachary Macaulay and William Wilberforce. Decoted to 
education in India he had founded Iiaileybury College and was famous for his 
interest in the Caledonian Canal. Many of the previous grftup had been 
soldiers, but a small group of 4 were professionals - Lord Gray(No.ll4), 
Major-General Sir -van John Murray McGregor of McGregor(No.174), Major-General 
‘•iCJoual 1 (No. 168) and the 3rd u>rd MacDonald(No.l64) The latter was rather 
odd* a Peninsular War veteran he spent years in a complex law-suit over his 
three natural children. Four were clergymen - the Rev. Mr. Angus McKellar 
(No.179), who was a Gaelic scholar; the Rev. Jr. David Johnston(*bbft37), who 
was a very popular minister from North Leith who gathered money for Edinburgh's 
Asylum for the Industrial Blind and achieved fame for refusing a knighthood; 
the Rev. Mr. Gerard Noel, the longest serving Vice-President at 44 years, was 
well placed socially, being the son of Sir Gerard Noel-Noel, the nephew of 
the arl of Gainsborough, a friend of Wilberforce and a distinguished hymnist 
in his own right. The last, and probably the most able, we have already met 
- Charles Stuart, M.D. of Juneara. Only one Vice-President was eminent ftp 
law and that wa^-heriff Graham Speirs(No.280); an ex-RN man he became an ad
vocate and later Sheriff of Elgin and Nairn and finally Edinburgh. A noted 
Liberal he was passionately interested in Prison Reform, Ragged and Sabbath 
Schools. The remaining four were relatively obscure - Stothert of Cargen 
(No.290), R.S. Moncrieff(No.215)» John Campbell of Warriston(No.47)and Rob
ert Spear(No.279)» who was probably a Lancashire industrialist.

Oddly enough, the average length of service for the 73 Governors was al
so 16 years. But here, the interesting factor is that 22 of them were female. 
Gix had aristocratic backgrounds - the Duchess of Gordon(No*105)was an Episcop
alian, who was Interested in the Society for some thirty years; well-educated 
and wealthy, she was, in her own right, the daughter of Brodie of Brodie. A
friend of Btuart of ^uneara she joined the Free Church And supported a wide
range of schools and chapels. The Countess of Qrmelle was the wife of Lord 
Glenorchy and as such she became the Marchioness of Breadalbane.(No.229)
Laoy Colquhoun of Lubs, daughter of the famous Lir John Sinclair of Libs ter,
was a Free Church writer(No.59)and with her daughter(No.60)gave great service
to the society. Two other distinguished members were Lady Grace Douglas(No.78) 
and Lady Anderson(No.lO). Five of the ladies came from prominent county far-
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families - Mrs Stewart Mackenzie of Seaforth(No.l85) and her two daughters. 
Miss Charlotte(No.l82) and Miss Augusta(No.181) and two sisters, Miss Jane 
Stirling of Keir(No.287) and Miss Marion(No.288). English ladies were rep
resented in the ranks of the Governors and there were no fewer than 5 of 
them - Mrs. Gladstone(No.lOO), mother of William Lwart Gladstone, future 
Prime Minister of Great Britain. Two lived in London - Maria to. Smith(No.
275) and Mrs. Puget(No.245)# while one was from Ipswich, Mrs. Page Reade(No. 
249) and one from Brighton^ Miss Fryer(No.95). The remaining six were virt
ually local - from -dinburgh, Mrs. Mackenzie(No.l87), MIbs Mackenzie(No.l86), 
Mrs. Campbell(No.50), Miss Agnes Carnegie (No .54) and Miss Iiunter(No«128).
Prom St. Andrews came the Misses Wilson(No.328). The latter are so obscure 
that they are treated here as one person. Nine of the men were lairds - 
three Highland, Michael Bruce of Glenelg(No.36), George Rainy of Raasay(No. 
246) and John Ramsay of Islay (No. 247), while four were Lowland, Alexander 
iturray of Ayton(No.220), James Oliphant of Gask(No.227), James Lrskine of 
Llnlathen(No.85) and John Graham of Gartur(No.llO). Two of the lairds
were better known as advocates - John Richardson of Pitfour(No.25l) and 
Thomas -rskine of Linlathen(No.86). The latter was a well-known author, 
friend of Thomas Carlyle and uean Stanley as well as a noted episcopalian 
evangelist. Right came from Kngland or abroad - Henry Walker of Blythshall 
(No.31l), a Notts squire; the Rev. Mr. John Hunter from Leamington(No.l27) 
and the farthest off, Divie Bethune of New York(No.22)• The remaining five 
all lived in London - Aeneas McIntosh(No.l76), merchant, Alexander Gordon 
(N0.IO4), solicitor and the obscure George Forbes(No.91)# J* Broadly Wilson 
(Ko.327) and William Davidson(No.72). The last of these was the longest 
serving Governor at 49 years. India provided the background for 7 others - 
General Sir John Low(No.l5l), Col. W. Morrison(No.218), Captain Maclaren(No. 
189), H.T. 0wen(No.230), Alexander Ross(No.26l) and ^eorge Lmyttan, M.L.(No.
276). The most interesting of this group was Sir Charles T. Metcalfe. Educ
ated at Lton, he was a skilled oriental linguist and diplomat, who eventually 
became provisional Governor-General of India. He later served in Jamaica 
and Canada with distinction. Indeed, Indian influence can be traced on three 
others who became M.P.'s - Thomas Babington Macaulay(No.154), had been a 
barrister who wrote for the " -dinburgh Review." In India he rose to be a 
member of the Supreme Council and he earned fame as the compiler of the 
Indian Criminal Code. *s Secretary for War he served in the Cabinet and
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and as a Professor of History he was a prolific and successful writer. Sir 
Charles ?orbes(No.90)returned from India as a Tory opposed to the 1832 Re
form Bill. Nevertheless, he was in favour of Roman Catholic --mancipation 
and even female franchise. Sir Robert Abercromby of Airthrey(lio.l)waa re
nowned, not only for physical courage displayed at Ticonderoga, Brandywine 
and Yorktown, but also for the fact that he never plundered India while 
serving there. Five of the Governors were professional men - three bankers, 
Andrew Bonar(No.24), Archibald iionar(No.25) and William Bonar(No.26). The 
latter was the best known of these in that he wrote many religious tracts. 
James Cunningham(No.6a) was a Writer to the Signet, while Francis B. voug- 
las(No.77), was a wealthy auvooate. a Highly respected Liberal and generous 
supporter of the Free Church, he was ^oru frovost 1859-1362, during which 
time he opened Cockbum Street, restored the Castle and founded the General 
* oat Office and Museum. Only three of them were merchants like Robert Gray 
(No.115) and draper ^uncan hcLaren(No.l9l) The latter was also a noted 
liberal and he carefully guided Ldinburgh through a severe financial crisis 
when he was j-ora * rovost 1851-1854. The last, and most famous of this small 
group, was William Campbell of Tilliechewan(No.5l). A Glasgow clothier he 
was a philanthropist of enormous wealth, giving no less than *190,000 to var
ious charities e.g. the Glasgow Night Asylum for the homeless. A strict 
Sabbatarian he supported 20 Free Church kirks in Glasgow and 200 others 
throughout the country. Three of the Governors are obscure - Robert Warden 
of i4orayshire(ho.314), the Rev. hr. J.A. *allace(No.312) and Viscount lowers 
scourt(No.240), while another 7 are quite unknown - James 8tevenson(No.28l), 
.reorge 3ymners(No.296), oonald Mcijaren(No.l90), George lnglis(No.l3l), George 
Robertson(Wo.256), William Robertson(No.25?) and Alexander Riddell(No.252), 
who served for 49 years. Only six remain and these we lxave already met - 
Glenorchy, Burnett, Christie, hckellar, Faul ana Bpear. The number of Gov
ernors was slow to develop, only 2 in 1812 and 10 in 1821 and 20 in 1831, 
but therafter the numbers were high and consistent - 37 in 1841, 41 in 1851 
and 36 in 1861.

The real commitment to the Bociety came from those persons who served 
in the Committee. They made the essential decisions and they did almost 
all the work. Luring the years 1811-1861 no fewer than 216 men, there were 
never any women, served an average of 5 years apiece. At least 36 of them 
held other offices and it is as such that we will meet them. That leaves
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leaves 180 who served only on the Committee. Unfortunately, aa many as 
62 of them are quite unknown, apart from their addresses and these are 
listed variously in Appendix i. However, 118 can be identified and broken 
down into professions -44 Ministers, 27 Haw, 24 Commerce, 10 Services, 6 
Medicine, 2 M.P.'s, 2 Clerks and 3 varied. These figures reflect the com
position of the average Committee for any given year. An analysis of each 
year has been made, but few significant patterns emerge, except the follow
ing points: the number of clergy was high at first, but declined rapidly in 
the 1830’s only to rise steeply again in 1843: legal figures show the reverse, 
fairly high in the 1830's and then a decline after 1843: manufacturers are 
conspicuous by their absence; lairds were slow to be involved until the 1820's 
and then lost interest after 1843: finally, the number of minor and obscure 
rose enormously after 1843* All of which underlines the view that 1643 was 
a significant year for the Society. Cne last statistic - over the fifty 
years, 1811-1861, some 1,198 names are recorded as serving on the Committee.
Of these, 336 i.e. 30^ are unknown, while 276 are Ministers, 143 are writers 
to the Signet, 34 are Military and 30 Advocates. Only these are mathematic
ally significant. Smaller groups are - 47 Medicals, 46 Officials, 33 Book
sellers, 33 Bairds and 30 Bankers, while the remainder are completely insig
nificant.

Of the 44 Ministers, 7 were Church of Scotland, and, apart from the 
Rev. Dr. William Muir(No.219)were fairly minor figures, the Rev. Mr. Benjamin 
Golding(No.l02), the Rev. Mr. James Jaffray(No.134), the Rev. Dr. William 
Hanuel(No.203), the Rev. Mr. John 3inclair(No.27l), the Rev. Mr. William 
Reid(Xo.250) and the Rev. Mr. Bdward Craig(No.64). Only two were episcop
alian - the Rev. Mr. J.T.K. urummond(No.8l) and the Rev. I4r. Robert Adam 
(No.3>. Unfortunately, no Roman Catholic clergyman ever served on the Comm
ittee. This was not the case with the Free Church - the Rev. Mr. W.K. Tweedie 
(No.309), the Rev. Mr. Thomas Main(No.204), the Rev. Hr. Charles Watson(No.3l6), 
the Rev. Mr. C.R. Davidson(No.70), the Rev. Robert Cunningham(Ro.69) and the 
Rev. Mr. Alexander Moody-3tuart(No.295). There were only two United Presby
terians, the Rev. Mr. George Jackson(No.l38) and the Rev. Mr. James Kirkwood 
(No.295). Two others were Anti-burghers, the Rev. Mr. George Paxton(No.234) 
and the Rev. Dr. John Jamieson(No.l36), a great friend of Sir Walter Scott.
The others belonged to various seceder groups - the Rev. Mr. Robert Simpson
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Simpson(No.269) of the Recession Church, the Rev. i4r. John Johnson(No.139) 
of the Relief Presbytery, the Rev. Mr. Jame3 Hall(No.l2Q) of the Associate 
Presbytery and the Rev. Mr. William Innes(No.l32), who was a bookseller as 
well as a Baptist cleric. In a peculiar group of their own are the McCries - 
the Rev. Mr. Thomas McCrie, Sen.(No.157) was an Original Seceder, while his 
son, the Rev. Mr. Thomas McCrie, Jnr«, was Free Church. At least three 
can be classed as academics - the Rev. Jr. Robert Gordon(No.lOB), Professor 
of divinity, the Rev. Jr. John Lee(No.l47), Principal of dinburgh Cniver- 
-sity and the Rev. Mr. W.H. Goold, Professor of Biblical Criticism(No.l03). 
Three others were Gaelic scholars, the Rev. to. ^uncan McCaig(No.l56), the 
Rev. Mr. C.R. Matheson(No.209) and the Rev. Mr. Hugh Praser(No.93). Come 
of them formed close groups of friends, like the Rev. Mr. James Haldane and 
the Rev. Mr. John Aikman, whom we have already met, together with the Rev.
Jr. Buchanan(No.6) and the Rev. Mr. Javid Jickson, Jnr.,(No.73)* a Hebrew 
scholar. A few come across with more personality and interest - the Rev.
Mr. James Peddie(No.235) a New Jicht, who founded the .Edinburgh subscription 
Library and was suspected as a Jacobin because of his radical views on toler
ation and liberty. The Rev. Jr. John Ritchie(No.254)was a quarrelsome temp
erance fanatic, while the Rev. Mr. Julius wood(No.329)was an army chaplain.
The most famous was probably the Rev. Mr. Thomas Guthrie(No.118), who was 
a friend of Thackeray, Ruskin and many others. A famous Liberal, he closed 
public-houses on oundays and fought for compulsory education and industrial 
schools. He actually raised as much as *1116,000 for Pree Church schemes.
The most important, however, was the Rev. ^r. R.S. Candlish(No.52)who led 
the Pree Church after the death of Thomas Chalmers. He tried, through the 
evangelical Alliance, to unite the Pree Church, United Presbyterians, Ref
ormed x- resbyterian Church of Scotl&na and the Reformed Church of England. 
Unfotunately, he failed. Hie assistant, the Rev. Mr. James Hamilton(No.l2l), 
also served. The Rev. Mr. Henry ^rey of the Pree Church was opposed to 
slavery and all for political reform, while the Rev. Mr. Alexander Topp(No. 
306), also of the Pree Church, made his reputation in Canada. The laBt, the 
Rev. *>r. T.S. Jones was a very impressive preacher(No.l40).

There were 27 involved in Law and 16 of these were ordinary Writers to 
the oignet - T.J. Anderson(No.ll), James bridges(No.32), Hay Lonaldson(No.
76), Harry Davideon(«o.7l), James Crawforu, Jnr.,(No.65), 'alter Cook(No.

6l), Andrew Tawse(Mo.3cC), Patrick Tennant(No.3ul). Henry Tod(No.304), Matt
hew N. McJonald(Ho.l65), Alexander Mc*>onald(No.l6l), Alexander MacJuff(No.l7l), 
George ~>yon(No.l52), William Home(No.l25), John A. Pringle (No .242) and James 
Grant(No.112). Three others were rather better known - W. Porbes Bkene(No.
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(No.272)a famous historian, John Pollock(No.239), who was not only a Writer, 
but a banker, and James F. Gordon(No.lQ7), nephew of Gtuart of uunearn and 

son-in-law to Robert Haldane. He served four times on the Committee. Four 
were distinguished advocates - Bir W.C. 3eton(No.266), Henry Wight(No.324), 
Patrick Arklay^o.lP) and William Robertson(No.258). Two others were Sher
iffs, Sheriff Andrew James on of Midlothian and later -dinburgh(No.l35) and 

Sheriff Thomas Cleghorn, legal adviser to the Free Church(No.58). William 
Pringle(No.244)was a Depute Clerk of session and George Ross(No.262)was a 
Judge of Consistory Court.

In Commerce we find 24, of whom at least 7 can be classified as mer
chants. Four of them came from -dinburgh - George 3runton(No.37), Archibald 
Anderson(No.7), Robert Plenderleath(No.238) and Robert Miller(No.212). Two 
belonged to ^eith, William Ihorburn(No.303) and George Gibson(No.99), while 
•John fhom(No.302)was from Portobello. Three were booksellers - William 
«*hyte(No.320), John Waugh(No.318) and Alexander “cKay(No.l77). Two others 
were printers - Andrew 3alfour(No.l5) and Charles Gtewart(Ko.284). Two were 
upholsterers - Alexander Bruce, Gen.(No.35) and william 3raidwood(No.29).
±he remaining ten were varied - William Toung(No.33l) was a builder; William 
Murray^No.222)was a banker; John Cameron(No.44)was a clothier; Robert Saund- 
er8(No.264)was a baker; James Paterson(No.23l)wa8 a watchmaker; Archibald 
Gmith(No.274)was an accountant; *ohn Wigham, Jnr.(No.323)was a shawl manuf
acturer; Kenneth ±reasurer(No.307)was a tailor; Alexander Cruickshank(No.66) 
was a hosier, who served three times on the Committe and Alexander McLaurln 
(No.193)» who was a postmaster.

Of the 10 who were serving military men four were Colonels - Col. Char
les Cadell(No.43)» who had been at Waterloo, Colonel Martin(No.207), Col. 
McLeod of ~t. Kilda(No.l98) and Col. Kaclauchlan(No.l88). Of the 5 captains 
the most famous was Captain *auchope(No.317J of the R.N., who was an inventor; 
the others were obscure - Capt. James Macdougal(No.l70), Capt. Petley(No.236), 
Capt. Pringle(No.24l) and Capt. M. Mc^regor(No.l73). The last was a Lt. Rose 
(No.260). Only six were medical men - j t, William Ltevenson(No.282), Dr. 
.-•illiam Beilby(No.l7) and three surgeons, John McFarlan(No.l72), George Bell 
(No.2l) and the eminent Professor Miller(No.21l). The last in this group 
was Profes or H.H. Balfour, who was also a noted botanist(No.16)• Two only 
were M.P.'s - Gir Andrew Agnew(No.4), the famous Sabbatarian, who refused to 
dine with William IV on a Bunday and George Sinclair of Ulbster(No.270).
The latter was the son of the eminent Bir John Sinclair and as a whig was a 
friend of Byron and Peel. He had an adventurous life, being arrested as a
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a spy in Holland and dragged before Napoleon. An opponent of slavery he 
advocated Roman Catholic Mancipation. Finally, we have two Clerks, William 
*hytock(Ro.322)of the Register Office and William Vfemyss(No.319)of the Coor- 
missary-General. Three others were varied - Colin Campbell of Jura(No.46), 
a laira, Kenneth Mc*ueen(No.202)a retired ast India Company man, and Dr. 
Thomas Brown(No.33), Professor of Moral Philosophy and co-founder with 
Brougham, Horner, dmith and Jeffrey of the "Edinburgh Review.”

The Committee was undoubtedly the most important part of the Society’s 
machinery, in fact, it ran the administration - making decisions on the 
siting of schools, the appointment of teachers, relations with heritors, 
finance and a host of other areas. Naturally, twenty-four persons is too 
oni.ieldy a body, hence the early emphasis on a quorum of five. Oddly enough, 
there are only two references in all fifty Annual Reports to the use of sub
committees. Once, when there was need to calculate the number of Gaelic- 
speakers in xiinburgh in the early days of the Society.(18) The second 
occasion was in 1822 when there was so much business that a sub-committee 
had to be appointed to meet weekly. This was convened, not by the Secretary, 
as one might have expected, but by a Mr. ivans(No.87), about whom nothing 
is known. Sometimes, the full Committee had to make changes in the original 
Laws - "Several verbal alterations in the haws and Regulations of the Society 
have been found necessary."(19) On 36th January, 1821 these were made.(20) 
They were not very dramatic, for example, Law 6 now read: HThe office-bearers 
of the Lociety shall consist of a President, Vice-Presidents, Governors, Life- 
^irectors, a Committee of Twenty-four, a treasurer, three Secretaries, an 
A88istant-3ecretaiy and Cleric, and a Depository. Six of the Committee to 
go out annually by rotation; the Treasurer, the Secretaries and the indiv
idual who is assistant-Secretary and Clerk to be annually elected.” Apart 
from dropping the number of Vice-Presidents, viz. six, the additions were 
the references to the Governors, .uife-Directors, Assistant Secretary and 
Clerk and a Jepositary. Likewise Law 7 now read: "None of the office
bearers, except the ftssistant-*Jecretary and Clerk, and the Jepositary shall 
draw any emolument for their service to the Society." The addition is only 
the reference to the Assiatant-Lecretary. More usually they had to approve

(18) 3AR64.
(19) lOARx.
(20) Ibid., p.vii.
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approve more detailed, matters like the introduction of a new registration 
system with monthly lists.(21/ Another area that caused great debate with
in the Committee was that of vacations. For instance, in 1826, instead of

schools having two holiday periods of three and two months, it was decided 
to allow the schools to "assemble during the whole year." Of course, 
there was a very short vacation in September. The cost of this change 
was quite high, c.«C180 p.a., and "this alteration was not made without 
mature deliberation."(22) Unfortunately, it did not work well, because 
the teachers needed reasonable weather in which to change schools. There
fore, in 1827, they returned to a system of closing in May and re-opening 
in June.(23) Another area which received constant attention was that of 
reports and requests to local ministers. In 1828 it was decided that all
reports had to be in by 1st December and all requests by 36th April.(24)

The toughest position in the whole Society must have been that of 
secretary, hot only was it unpaid, but the volume of work was intense.
Co much so, that it was divide^into Highland and Island areas of concern, 
lhere was a specific Gaelic Secretary till 1831 and again after 1841. Al
though there were four Secretaries till 1815» thereafter there were threa. 
Twenty-three persons served as Secretaries for an average of eight years 
apiece, but only five of them were designated Gaelic cecretaries. The 
longest serving was the Rev. hr. «ngus “cAellar(No.l79)* in 44 years with 
the Society he held many posts. The Rev. hr. Thomas i’iaclauchlan(No.l92)was 
a Gaelic scholar having published the "foems of Gssian" and "The Gaelic 
Reference Bible." Cocial and economic problems also interested him and he 
was the authomoof "The Depopulation System in the Highlands" and "Recent 
highland -jections Considered." The Rev. ^r. James Koble(No.224)was prob
ably the best qualified as he had been a teacher in igjchbroom for many 
years. John Campbell (Ho.48) and Alexander MacLeod(196)were laymen and 
somewhat obscure. The former was more involved with the highland Society 
and the latter served for only one year. Five of the 17 remaining were 
ministers and Gaelic-speakers and they must have acted as Gaelic Secretaries 
even though they were not so listed. The Kev. Mr. Alexander Beith was one 
of the famous "Ctrathbogie Ceven" in Free Church folklore(No.13), while 
the Rev. Robert ^lder(lio.84)was also Free Church. The Rev. Mr. John Mac- 
Alister(No.153)edited a version of the Gaelic scriptures, while the Rev. Mr.

(21) 12AR19.
(22) 15AR3-4.
(23) 16AR4.
(24) 17AR53.



Mr. tlugh McLeod(No.199)went to Canada. The most scholarly was the Rev. Hr. 
Alexander Stewart, the friend of Haldane ana ^imeon.(No.283) Re revised 
translations of the Scriptures for the S.S.P.C.K. as well as original Ossian. 
He also wrote "Elements of Gaelic Grammar” and MA Primer or Hpellingwiook 
in Gaelic." Two others were ministers: the nev. Mr. waiter I'ait(No*299) and 
the lev. Hr. Janiel *ilkie(No.325). The former was well-Rnown in -dinburgh 
society as the nephew of Admiral Viscount uuncan as well as for his (radical 
views on religion; the latter was highly esteemed for his work with the 
poor. Unfortunately, it was to cost him his life. Of the others we have 
alreaay met Christopher Anderson ana John Campbell of Carbrook, who was a 
Writer to the Jignet, as were Alexander dtuart(No.293)» James Cordon Jnr.,
(So.106) and John jymock(No.83) There were other professional sen - william 
Paul (ho. 233), an accountant and Robert Raul (No.232), banker. ..hile James 
ViibetvIA.223) is unknown, Hr. Richard Huie(No.l26)was a surgeon with success

ful careers in London, ^undee and Edinburgh. Two others remain - Alexander 
i*utchison(ho.l30), a writer and Thomas Rartin(Ho.2G8), who is obscure. Three 
of these Secretaries also served as itssistant— »ecretaries and Clerks for a 
further twenty years apiece - Alexander Hutchison, Thomas Martin and James 
-roraon, Jnr.. As Clerks they were the only officials to draw salaries, £30 
p. a. •

As one might expect two of the four reasurers, John Campbell of Car
brook and Robert Paul, had been secretaries. The other two are fairly ob
scure - banker eohn G. Rinnear(No.l44) and W.P. i.enuedy(Iio.l43) • These four 
averaged ten years’ service apiece. Closely allied to the poet of Treasurer
was that of Auditor. ight persons are recorded here with an average of 12
years' apiece. Operating two at a time we have met six of them already - 
«illiam ^cott ^ncrieff, william Paul, waiter Hrown, Robert Cathcart, George 
Todd ana Thomas Martin. Only two were auditors and nothing else - John 
~cott ^ncrief AandPlksesniobssBsLiokson Lickson(No.74) • In 1829 the Auditors 
were no longer appointed from the Committee, but this only lasted till 1834.

One of the most exotic areas of the Jociety's administration was that 
of its Foreign Correspondents. These numbered only three - dultan Alexander 
natte-Jhery, Krik-Ghery(Ho.l4l), who was connected with the Caucasus and the 
Crimea; the Rev. Lr. Robert Pinkerton in nussia(No.237) ana Haron de -trauu- 
man(No.29l) with interests in Lwitzerland and Italy.

In contrast, the work of the depositary was humurum. Only one holder 

of this o ffic e  is recordea, w illiam  Amot, book-keeper(No.l3) Operating

from 13t *ue&n Jtreet he supervised the disposal of thousands of volumes and
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and tracts in return for £35 p.a. for rent and allowance.(25) Two further 
Jepot Keepers were added in 1838, but their names were never listed. They 
must have held very menial positions as they only received £3 p. a. between 
them. By 1834 there were eight depots scattered throughout the -dghlanda 
and Islands - Inverness, Fort William, Mellon Charles(Pollewe), Bridgend 
(islay), Tobermory, Clenhinisdale(Bnizort, Lkye), 3trond(Harris)and Storno
way. (26) xhey did not last very long, in fact, atrond was closed within 
a year, oome idea of the turnover can be gathered from that of the Edin
burgh repository alone: in 1835 they sold 2,760 elementary books and xtr- 
acts from Scriptures as well as 921 Bibles and New Testaments for a total 
of <*-179.17.4.. In earlier years, the issues had been much higher. For 
example, in 1824-1825 the depository released 4,326 Bibles, 5,908 New Testa
ments, 7,614 extracts and 3*249 Psalms. It was, in fact, flooding the 
north with religious literature. Another functionary whose task lacked 
glamour, out was essential, was the anonymous Officer, who collected sub
scriptions. At first, his tasx was easy, members paid their dues at var
ious offices in the city - Manners ana Killer at the Cross till 1324 and 
then in 1825 at Trlnces street; at Cliphant, waugh ana Innes in hunters' 
square till 1818| then to cliphant on the Louth Bridge or to «augh and 
innes, still in hunters' square; to Robert Plenuerleath and Company on the 
North Bridge; to Brown, Anderson and Company in x-othian street to 1824 and 
then to waiter Brown and don, still in Lothian htreet; to Alexander Cruick- 
snank in wicolson Ctreet and lastly to william »hyte in Bt. Andrew Ltreet. 
in 1825 it was decided that all subscriptions should be paiu at Arnotts 
repository instead. The Officer therefore had much more work and his re
muneration was usually about £10 and a gratuity. After 1843 it was much 
reduced and was nearer £2,10.0 p.a.. After 1846 he worked from 6, fork Pl
ace. No doubt he also had to convey the manuscripts for the annual Reports 
to the different printers employed by the Bociety ana these were numerous - 
A. calfour, Merchant Court 1812-1817; Balfour ana Clarke, Merchant Court 
1816-1821; abemethy ana walker 1822; Anderson and Bryce, xoulis' Close 
1823; I* Colquhoun, 221, oigh street 1824; *ames talker, Old dank Close 
1825-1826; James Colson, 56, nigh street 1827; James walker again 1828-1830: 
James Coison, now in -ast Rose Btreet 1831-1832; Anderson and Bryce again 
1833; James talker again, now in 6, James's Court 1834-1841; Balfour and

(25) 24AR71.
(26) Ibid., p.45.



and Jack 1842; James Walker again 1843; Murray and Cibb 1844-1346; Andrew 
Jack 1847-1861.

Another employee of the Society, but with a much more arduous task 
was the Superintendent of Schools. The Society seemed to have difficulty 
in determining the precise title for this position, as in 1830 they used 
the title Inspector of Schools instead. Till 1820 inspection of schools 
seems to have been carried out by nominated members of the Committee, then 
from 1820-1828 by Francis MacBean(No.l55)in a semi-official capacity and 
thereafter officially. 3ix men were Cuperin#endenta or Inspectors, although 
only two had the former designation. They served for an average of 5 years 
apiece. Xfc«39an had been a schoolmaster near Fort William and was well 
qualified for his duties. His salary was £60 p.a. and travelling costs, 
usually c£42. Another Was Alexander Hutchison, whom we have met before 
as Clerk. Alexander Anderson(No.6)served as Interim Inspector from 1831- 
1838 at a small salary of c£18 till he was fully appointed Inspector in 
1839. He had taught in the huge Bociety school at Barvasses in Lewis where 
he had 368 scholars. He did not stay long with his new responsibility and 
in 1842 he became a minister. Lonald Murray(No.221)was another former Soc
iety teacher, who had taught at Gamaualene and Corrary. He also left to 
take up a post in the ministry. The last two, Lurdo KcLonald(Ko.l63) and 
^amee Koss(Mo.263)are much more obscure.

One group of members in the Society played very little part in the 
management of affairs, although they were entitled to do so. This was the 
Life Members. This required a payment of £10.10.0 and 12 did so in 1813*
26 by 1823, 31 by 1833* 35 by 1843 and 38 by 1853* Their greatest number 
was reached in 1851 with 43. ^ife Birectors were different: these were the 
leading figures behind the scenes anu they may well have directed general 
society policy. They rose slowly from 2 in 1821 to a maximum of 9 in 1840 
and thereafter declined. Twelve men held this post for an average of 15 
years each and no fewer than 7 of them had been Secretaries - the Rev. Mr. 
Hobert -lder, Alexander Stuart, Christopher Anderson, ~r. ^ichard iiuie, the 
ilev. Mr. Walter Tait, william haul and Robert Paul, •‘■hree others had served 
on the Committeen- Alexander Macdougal, Charles Forbes and John Campbell of 
arriston. The remaining c are a complete mystery in that they only 

appear as Life Birectors ana nothing else: there is no reference to them in 
any Annual Report other than that - william hacleod(Ho.20G), o.W. 8ilver(No. 
267).
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In all then we have the following statistics: 3 Patrons, 2 Presidents,

37 Vice-Presidents, 73 Governors, 216 Committee, 23 Secretaries, 3 Clerks,
4 Treasurers, 8 Auditors, 1 depositary, 3 Correspondents, 6 Inspectors and 
12 Life directors, in all 391 positions. These were held by 331 persons 
who may be found listed in Appendix i.

Only one aspect of the society remains - the rank and file. Unfortun
ately, they are not only the most numerous, but the most difficult to find 
anything about. They must have ranged from those who were passionately in
terested in evangelical movements to those who paid their 10/6d under pres

sure from a relative or a friend. The latter will always remain anonymous, 
as ior the former, we get some insight into their characters if they ever 
spoke at any of the A.G.M.'a, if they ever proposed or seconded any motion.
Ihe following are 3b who fall into this category. Lome, we have met before, 
such as the Rev. Hr. Charles Limeon and the Rev. hr. Jbenezer Brown. In 
fact, the latter had several of his ..e oociety - the
Rev. Mr. John Brown(1754-1832) of Whitburn, who wrote "A brief Account of a 

lour in the highlands of Perthshire"(1810) and "A Loud Cry from the Highlands" 
(1818)(27). »ith hi* was his son, the Rev. hr. *>ohn Brown(1784-1858) of Big- 
gar.;28) He had been suggesting the evangelicastion of the Highlands since 
1815. nia fame rests on the long struggle he had, 1835-1843. demanding the 
separation of Church from the Jtate and especially hie refusal to pay the 
Annuity Tax in 1838. There was even another of the family, the Rev. Dr. 
xhomas drown. (29) The Rev. Mr. Thomas Liddell(1800-1880)was a friend of 
w>ir Andrew Agnew and the Rev. Mr. John Paul(1795-1873)was related to the 
xioncrieffs.(30) ^nny were Tree Church writers of repute - the Rev. Mr. W.
H. Letherington(l8C3-1865), who edited the"Free Church Magazine" and wrote 
a "history of the Church of ~cotlana,"(3l) The Rev. Mr. Andrew A. Bonar 
(1806-1692)was a prolific writer, who founded the Edinburgh speculative Soc
iety. (32) The Rev. Mr. *»illiam Rixon( 1803-1900)was famous for his "Christian 
ducation", as was the Rev. Mr* John Jym(1809-1855)for his campaigns on be
half of the "houseless poor."(33) There were many others - the Rev. Mr.

(27) J.K.B* . Vol. 3. pp.17-18.

(28) m.P. Anderson, "Lilences that Laeak". 1931» pp.628-630.
(29) R. Lmall, "history of. the Congregations of the U.P. Church 1733-1900". 
1904, Vol. 1, p.554.
(30) iftsti. Vol. 2, p.215j dowse. Vol. 2, p.1394, Pasti. Vol. 1, pp.98-99.

(31) Boaae. Vol. 1, p.1453.
(32) Pasti. Vol. 4 , pp.200-201.
(33) Ib id .,  Vol. 5, p .416.



hr, Charles J. Brown(1806-1884), the Rev. ur, John 3myth(1796-1860) and 
the Rev. Dr• Patrick Clason( 1789-1868), all well-known authors.(34) The 
Church of Scotland also had her pamphleteers - the Rev. Mr. Adam I). Tait 
(1802-1864), the Rev. Jr. James Jhomson(1768-1865), the Rev. *r. A. Duncan 
(1755-1827) and the Rev. ^r. W.F. Ireland(l775-1828).(35) Come of the 
ordinary Society members were distinguished linguists, like the Rev. Or. 
Alexander Brunton(1772-1854), who was Professor of Oriental languages and 
as such Convener of the India Mission Committee 1834-1847.(36) He even 
wrote an “Outline of Persian Grammar. “ The Rev. ~>r, G.H. Bairu( 1761-1840) 
of ^t. Giles was not only a rrofessor of Oriental languages, but a Hebraist 
as well.(37) He b«came - rincipal of ainburgh University and founder and 
first Convener of the General Assembly’s Highland and dalands Committee of 
1824. ae is remembered for his persuasion of Dr. Andrew Bell of Madras to 
leave 115,000 for liighland education. There were other academicians - the 
Rev. Mr. Robert ainy, Hrofessor of Church History and the Rev. John 
i'orbes( 1801-1874)who was an expert mathematician. (38) Perhaps the most 
active of the academics was the Rev. Mr. «illiam Cunningham(1805-1861)who 
was a famous Calvinist.(39) i rofessor of Theology and then Church History 
he eventually became Principal of New College ana euitor of the British and 
Foreign vangelical Review. One clergyman with wide experience abroad was 
the Rev. Dr. Thomas Davidson(1747-1827)who had been educated at Leyden Uni
versity anu was licensed at Rotterdam.(40) Owner of an estate near Cramonfl 
he held a D.D. from Harvard. Then, of course, there were the ministers who 
were Caelic-speakers - the êv. Mr. J.R* Class(1803-1855) and the Rev. Mr. 
uuncan Maccregor( 1824-1891)were both Free Church. (41) Only one was a black 
sheep, the iVev. Mr. Adam cun of uope Htreet Gaelic Chapel, Glasgow, who was 
"deposed for immoral conduct" in 1835*(42) Another Gael, the Rev. Hr. David 
varment(1772-1856)had had experience as a teacher in ctrath in Jkye, but the 
most distinguished of all the Gaels was the Rev. î r. Haokintosh Mackay.(43)

(34) Ib id .,  Vol. 1, p .148; Vol. 3, p.443; doase. Vol. 1, p.637.

(35) Pasti. Vol. 1, p .213; Roase. Vol. 3, p .948; *aati, p .183, pp.156-157, Vol. 1.
(36) Ib id .,  p.137.

(37) 0oase. Vol. 1, pp.68-69.

(j3l<f) (38) w. *wing, “.innals of the Free Church of Hcotland 1843-1900“ . Vol. 1, pp.57-58. 
joase, Vol. 1, p .1078.

(39) >a3tj. Vol. 1, p .788.

(40) Ibid., p .120.

(41) wing, W., Vol. 1, p.169, p.229.
(42) Fasti. Vol. 3, p.416.
(43) Roase. Vol. 1, p.551.



(43) It is not exactly clear as to when he was born, some accounts suggest
1793 and others 1800, but he was the son of Capt. Mackay of >uard Beg, Wid-
rachillis. ducated at the tiniversitiissof St. Andrews and Glasgow. From 
1825-1832 he was minister at Laggan and from 1832-1843 at Dunoon. At the 
Disruption he joined the Free Church and served as their representative in 
Dunoon from 1843-1854. Then came seven years in Australia at Gaelic Chapels 
Melbourne 1854-1856 and Sydney 1856-1861. Returning to Scotland he went 
to Tarbert, Harris and served there 1862-1868. Five years later he died.
A friend of Sir Walter Scott, who had described him as "modest, intelligent
and gentle," he taught Gaelic to W.F. Skene and in 1829 published "Songs and
Poems in Gaelic." While the most vocal of the ordinary members of the Soc
iety were clergymen, other sections of society were represented in fair 
numbers. The one unifying feature, of course, was that all of them were 
bound by a common interest in evangelicism - M.P.'s like Alexander Dunlop, 
who sat for Greenock 1852-1868 and wrote a definitive work o£ the "Poor 
haws."(44) An advocate by profession he was legal adviser to the Free 
Church and editor of "Presbyterian Review." Alexander Pringle,ofr. of 
tnhytbank( 1791-1857)was also an advocate, as well as a laird.(45) He stbod 
twice for Selkirk, 1830-1832 and 1637-1846, and was ~ord of the Treasury 
1041-1845. Another advocate lived in Aberdeen - Alexander fhomson(1798-1868) 
author of "Social Svils" and vigorous campaigner against slavery.(46) One 
member was an outstanding legal mind, John S. More(1784-1861), Professor of 
Scots Law 1843-1861.(47) lie was famous as much for his library of 15,000 
volumes as he was for his editing of -rskine’a "Principles of the Law of 
Scotland" and u>rd Stair's "Institutions of the Law of Scotland." Lastly, 
there were the lairds, who gave the Society their wealth and their social 
approval - Hobert Wardlaw Ramsay, 18th of hitehill, a Captain in the ast 
India Company, married to the daughter of the arl of Balcarres,(48) and 
n .H. Crauford(1781-1871), ueputy-^ieutenant of Ayrshire, sommissioner of 
Supply and Major in the Ayrshire Yeomanry.(49)

(44) ibid., Vol. 1, p.937.
(45) ibid., Vol. 6, p.434.
(46) ibid., p.683.
(47) ibid., Vol. 2, p.960.
(48) Jurke's Sanded Gentry. 1952, p.2122.
(49) ^oase. Vol. 4, pp.793-794.



FIN ANC J

"There ought never, in such a Society as this to be a balance in favour 
of the Society, as it was not the business of the Society to accumulate 
funds."

- Sheriff Speirs, 3/3/1647, 36AR20.

Although the above admonition is undoubtedly true anu must always be 
borne in mind when considering the Society’s Annual Reports, nevertheless, 
the rather sour comment of the inspector in 1856 is even more to the point: 
"The Gaelic school society is a child of Providence in more than one respect. 
It is so in its dependence upon a varying and precarious income."(l) The 
result was that the Society staggered from one financial crisis to another.
It took a few years before any effective cost analysis was made as to their 
unit costs. Indeed, it was not till 1815 that the Treasurer realised that 
the expenditure on each school was A30 and <C5 of that was for ocriptutes.(2) 
ihe calculation of cost per scholar was reckoned to be 12/- per annum or 20/- 
ior the average school's 18 month existence.(3) This did not concern anyone 
as the secretary reported that "all obstacles have been overcome." a short
term fall in revenue did not deter him: "Your Committee certainly look to 
the resent deficiency without alarm." ..ithin a year, the confidence was
much shaken by the "insufficiency of the receipts" and the inescapable con
clusion reached that the -ociety was overspending on iiibles.(4) ouggestion3 
were made that the number of schools maintained must be greatly reduced and 
members were warned to "steal your hearts as men and as Christians."(5) A- 
peals for money went out, but the r^ply from the oynod of Glenelg was typical, 
"rve are deeply impressed with a sense of the incalculable benefits which has 
resulted - - from the exertions of that well constituted and useful body, The
society for the Support of Gaelic Gchools --  the Jynod deeply regrets the
diminution of funas, by which the society's sphere of usefulness is in danger 
of being contracted."(6) If it had not been for an anonymous gift of A6G0

(1) 45aR8.
(2) 5AK57.
(3) Ibid., p.59.
(4) 6AK24-25.
(5) Ibid., p.27.
(6) 7AR23, 17/7/1817.
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£600 the Society would nave been in serious difficulty. let, astonishingly, 
they spent £460 on Bibles. Again the danger was overcome. This time it 
was due to a windfall of £128 from Liverpool.(7) They instantly planned a 
further 12 schools and as they explained: "It is under this impression, that 
our hearts are not discouraged by the inadequacy of the ordinary receipts, 
to meet the ordinary expenditure of your full establishment." The 1816 
target had been 70 schools, but 4 had to be closed in the early Spring. The 
1817 target was modified to a more realistic 60 schools. However, the 
Committee appreciated that dependence on windfalls was hardly sound and they 
stressed the need for subscriptions and donations as "a more regular and 
permanent income."(a) In 1820 donations and contributions unaccountably be
gan to decline and by 1824 there was, according to Mr. Paul, Treasurer, "An 
alarming defalcation."(9) The deficit totalled £716.15.8.. It did not 
take him long to realise the cause - it was the same as before, overspending 
in Bibles.(l0) The Society had bought £1,000 of books from the Bible Soc
ieties, yet these societies had only contributed £474.5*0 in return, what 
was worse, £1,000 of I'i&uaurin's generous legacy had been swallowed up in 
just one year. It was decided therefore to limit the spending on any single 
school to £22.(ll) By 1825 the Committee had made up its mind, no mors money 
would be spent on Mhftas, only on schools. (12) 1826 was a year of "the
strictest economy" and 1827 a year of "increasing debt." By 1829 prospects 
seemed brighter as the emphasis moved to the encouragement of Auxiliary 
Societies, "such auxiliaries constitute the main strength of the Society."(13) 
These sprang up all over the country, especially when it was discovered that 
by 1830 some 60,000 people had been taught at a cost of only 10/- apiece. (14) 
let, in their private discussions members of the Committee noted that their 
funds were "still inadequate."(15) In 1831 another crisis began to develop 
as it became more and more obvious that "annual subscriptions(the steady and 
permanent income of the Society)have materlallyb decreased during the last 
two years." Admitting that "this diminution in a material branch of your

(7) 8AR23.
(8) 7AR29.
(9) 14AR14.
Uc) Ibid., p.15. 
Vll) Ibid., p.39.
(12) 15AB7.
(13) 1QAR22.
(li) 19aR23.
(15) Ibid., p.24.



your receipts has occasioned considerable uneasiness" the Committee 
launched a campaign for recruitment.(16) -very member was asked to recruit 
at least one new member for the Society over the following year. It was 
not a success. In 1832 they were informing subscribers that "Your Committee 
have again to express their deep regret at the continued and distressing 
defalcation of their funds. From this cause they have been under the dis
agreeable necessity of abandoning no less than 11 of your schools during 
the past year. The number is now reduced to 60."(17) Clearly, some new 
approa£h to the problem would have to be made. That year, 1832, saw the 
adoption of the desperate remedy of asking the people in receipt of schools 
if they could assist. "Your Committee during the past year, in a circular 
sent to the schoolmasters, and through other channels, have made every in
quiry, as to the ability of the people themselves to assist in defraying 
part of the expence of the schools."(18) This was obviously uoomed to 
failure because of the stark poverty facing most of the remote areas which
were receiving help. Another way round the impasse had to be found. The
Committee were fortunate in 1834 when the Rev. Dr. Mackintosh Mackay of 
uunoon proposed that he tour the big cities of ngland making a personal 
appeal for funds. The Committee, who always seemed to have an eye for 
effective advertising, agreed. Mackay's trip to Manchester, Liverpool and 
London was an enormous success and even after the deduction of costs there 
was a tidy surplus of £541.3.6.. But this was not really a type of fund
raising that could be repeated every year with the same level of success 
and the late 1830's witnessed a steady decline in revenue. Alexander Mac- 
dougall, a member of the Committee, tried to retrieve the situation in 
1839 by repeating Mackay's fund-raising campaign in the south. Ominously 
the net gain was not so high, but the £463*3*9 was enough to save the sit
uation. How perilous the Society's position could be is demonstrated by 
two incidents in 1833 and 1836. In the former year the Society lost all
its funds due to "the unexpected failure of the bankers with whom the Soc
iety's surplus funds amounting to £363*0.11 were then deposited."(19) Sal
vation came with an offer from the Ladies' Association to replace the sum 
lost. In the latter year the Committee were compelled to admit that "your 
finances are not in such a flourishing condition as could have been desired." 
(20) This time the situation was saved by two unexpected legacies of £230.
(16) 2GAR23-26.
(17) 21AR22.
(18) Ibid., p.25.
(19) 24AR38.
(20) 25AR19.



£250. The disruption was the signal for a period of "seven ill years" 
financially as many of the traditional sources of support simply dried up. 
fortunately, the growing strength of the free kirk movement and its virtual 
adoption of the Society guaranteed survival. Nonetheless, these were the 
most difficult years that the society ever had to face and it is not surpris
ing that many thought that the society had ceased to exist. By the early 
1850's the Society slowly emerged from its dark years of financial gloom.
The new light, to a great extent, was cast by an interesting innovation 
adopted by the Committee, namely, encouraging people or organisations to 
support specific schools. This worked well throughout the 1850's, but it 
was hardly likely to be maintained at a high level of enthusiasm. By 1359 
the financial outlook was again bad and this continued to the end of the 
period in this study. The free Church had also lost its impetus as a vig
orous reforming movement and there was a growing conviction that the prob
lem of educating the people on a national scale could only be solved by 
the State. Caelic had retreated rapidly from the mainland between 1811- 
1861 and its strongholds were now in the remote western Isles.

The total sums of money involved annually in the 3ociet$'s activities 
are complex, but they can be simplified as follows: during the years 1812- 
1815 the annual income was under 12,000, 1816-1818 the income was under 
15*000 and 1819-1824 the income was 13*000. This was the level calculated 
by various Treasurers as ideal for effective operation and as such should 
be regarded as the Society's best years, from 1825-1853 the annual income 
was 12,000 and in the period 1853-1861 under 12,000 once again. The best 
and speediest way to assess the Society's economic health on a yearly basis 
is by examining Table ^ • A parallel measure is to examine the membership 
of the Society over the years - 101 in 1812, 250 in 1822, 233 in 1831, 168 
in 1342, 344 in 1852 and 145 in I860. Thus there was a steady rise followed 
by a fall, then another rise and then a steady decline. Donations are not 
such a useful measure as these steadily declined: 327 in 1819* 243 in 1826, 
175 in 1829* 127 in 1847 and none by 1850. The joint income therefore from 
these two sources, subscriptions and donations was fairly erratic. It rose 
fairly steadily to £1,695 in 1818, then fell to 1963 in 1821 and then rose 
again to 11,885 in 1824. Thereafter it never reached £1,000. Indeed, by 
1834 it was as low as £534 - "The annual Subscriptions have continued to 
decrease, in so much so indeed, that had it not been for the aid of the Aux
iliary Associations - - the Committee would now probably have had to report
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report the entire cessation of your operations."(21) This Judgment seems
to have alarmed subscribers and the .joint income rose dramatically in 1835 
to £738.17.7-1-* During the period 1836-1858 it rose and fell, but from 
1853-1856 it was under £400 and then from 1857-1861 it was under £300. Be
cause of the need to constantly cut back into capital, the dociety'a inter
est from this source was negligible - £84 in 1820, £28 in 1826 and only 
£6.11.7 in 1828. Collections of various kinds were tried at different 
times, but none was a success. At first, great emphasis was put on Low
land parish collections but by 1830 only five parishes remained in the 
scheme and their total contribution rarely rose above £25* highland parish 
collections were worse ana in 1826 Lochbroom could only raise £6.10.0 and 
Lochs in Lewis only managed £18.7.0. Efforts by Benbecuia crofters to saise 
funds by selling their grain or Kincardine parents collecting money from 
door-to-door were inspiring, but not effective. ;-ven a massive effort to 
raise cash in the Highlands and islands, as happened in 1834 when 23 par
ishes were covered, only achieved £150.2.6.• National collections to meet 
an emergency could only be used occasionally. This was proved in 1842 when 
such an appeal raised £183, but when the Committee tried the same again in 
the following year they only managaed to find £69. Indeed, some schemes 
were tried, abandoned and then tried again. Collections at A.G.H.'s is an 
example - in 1828 this raised £22.9*1* but by 1830 it was down to £14*4.6.
By 1838 it was stopped altogether. The reason is not far to seek* in 1834 
it had raised a mere £6.0.8, but the cost involved was £11.14.1. When the 
A.G.M. collections resumed again in 1847 they only produced £12.7.0 and by 
1848 were down to £9.5*3*• Therefater they were little more than a token 
contribution. Bynodial and Presbyterial collections scarcely helped at all, 
apart from expressions of sympathy, free Church kirks gave strong support 
through collections, at least for a while, especially in 1850 when 57 kirks 
contributed. Unfortunately, the decline was rapid - 20 kirks in 1851, 11 in 
1853 and only 5 in 1860. The policy of adopting specific schools was much 
more successful and reliable. It was, apparently, the idea of Lady Anderson 
who donated at leatt £180 for her favourite schools.(22) ?ree Church congreg
ations regularly gifted money, St. Luke's in -dlnburfeh annually gave £30 for 
one school and St. George's £60 for two schools. St. Thomas's Episcopalian 
Church also supported one school from 1848, but its contribution soon de
clined - £28.2.6 in 1849 and only £13.0.0 in 1852. Lpecific appeals for

(21) 22AR22.
(22) 33*R5.



for spectacles were often successful, such as the 1828 appeal in -ast 
Lothian that raised enough cash for the Committee to buy as many as 120 
pairs.(23) As for legacies they were quite unreliable. For instance, in 
1617 they produced £600, but in 1818 only £87.1.11 and in 1819 nothing at 
all. The fluctuations were incredible - *-9*10.0 in 1839 and £916.10.4 in 
I860. While the vast majority were anonymous, the largest was not so. On 
the 2nd November, 1820 Alexander Kcuaurin died and left £1,000 to the Soc
iety, plus half the residue of his estate. This was finally settled in 
1826 ana the Society acquired a further £394.17.6. For a long time the 
Committee used these monies as stop-gaps for dire emergencies. Surpris
ingly, it was not till the 24th February, 1857 that proper supervision 
was achieved. J.li. Skinner and J. Boyd proposed: "That the directors shall 
have power, with the view of equalizing the annual review to apply in each 
year only one fifth part of such legacies, as may be left to the Society, 
towards your expenditure."(24) The Committee's ingenuity to raise funds 
was quite impressive - they held sales of work and often raised large sums 
£202.10.0 in 1826, £475*11*1 in 1827 and £506.19.7 in 1832. Fopular prea
chers were Invited to a sermon followed by a special collection. The Rev. 
Mr. Candlish was particularly eloquent as was indicated by the £95*4.1 
which was raised. Army barracks were circulated with accounts of the Soc
iety's activities and units often held barrack-room collections, such as 
the 78th highlanders who raised £46.9*0 in this way 1826-1830* sometimes 
individual officers were moved to donate, as aid nt* nupert Campbell of 
the 38th root in Kay, 1855*(25) i-ven Roman Catholic priests were asked 
for help and in 1826 they encouraged their flocks in *risaig to sell pot
atoes to raise funds.

The most astonishingly modern aspect of the Committee's efforts to 
raise money was their sophisticated use of propaganda. Using skilled adv
ertising techniques they placed extracts, like the following, in Christian 
Journals abroad as well as in London newspapers: ""Fancy then, a little 
heath-clad cabin, with few accommodations beyond those which are absolutely 
necessary to protect its inmates from the inclemency of the weather, in
closed by surrounding mountains, with some struggling hamlets here and 
there along their side; and see these hamlets pouring forth their inhabit-

(23) 17AK16.
(24) 46AR4.
(25) 12/5/1855.
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inhabitant a of all ages, who bend their steps to this homely school-house, 
where the Teacher stands, with the word of God in his hands, ready, as an 
instrument of the Holy Ghost, to unfold its treasures to the humble poor."
(26) Sentimental it may have been, but it worked. Other stories were .Just 
as effective, such as the one about the ex-soldier, blinded in dgypt, who 
gave a little of his miserable pension. But there was also hard-headedness 
in their approach - they canvassed M.P.’s relentlessly and exploited person
al contacts with all sorts of people abroad. A great deal of coverage was 
given to the simple, almost pathetic, petitions of lonely communities for 
help. That from Barr in Islay in February, 1837 is typical: "We hear and 
rejoice at the news that our more opulent countrymen are senuing the means 
of grace to heathen nations abroad; but we cry aloud to them for a share
in their bounty, and we call all to witness that we are nearly as needful."
(27) In fact, much of the support for the Society came from compatriots 
living abroad in these very countries - from 3outh America, Canton and Mad
ras. India especially sent a great deal of money: from Calcutta £162 in 
1837 and £117.17.6 in 1842. Individuals often Bent money, like William 
Macleod, merchant who sent £30 in 1824 or the Rev. Mr. McKail, who also 
forwarded £30 for a school, in 1851. Anonymous gifts from Calcutta were 
particularly common: £30 from "a lady" in 1848 and £30 from "the Free Kirk 
of Calcutta" in 1849* Much of this was due to the strenuous efforts of a 
Rev. Mr. J. Macdonald, whose death in 1848 was a severe blow to the Society.
(28) Bombay was another useful source of revenue. One is tempted to won
der how such far distant cities knew of the Society and the answer is that 
the Committee often placed adverts with the "Oriental Christian Spectator."
(29) That these had power to move people’s hearts is proved by the Rev.

Mr. Bohn Wilson in August, 1835. He had just lost his wife and daughter 
end he donated £20; two years later he gifted a further £50. uncan Mac- 
Kellar of the Committee had friends in Hobart, Tasmania and throughbthem 
he encouraged the Rev. Mr. Lillie to raise £41.1.1. In 1843 Hobart sent 
as much as £136. <ven Ireland with its numerous problems was able to send 
£50 in 1838, although most of the money from that quarter actually came from 
Highland units stationed there. In 1838 a Hgt. K. Henderson of the 93rd at 
Cork sent in money as did a 3gt. Imlay.((30) From all over the globe iiigh-

(26) 26AR33.
(27) Ibid., p.52.
(28) 37AR10.
(29) 25AR32.
(30) 6/1/1833.
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Highland soldiers did what they could to help - the 93rd uighlanders from 
Toronto in 1842, from the Cape in 1814 when they raised £76 and even from 
Maryhi11 Barracks in Glasgow where they collected £1.11.6. The 78th Hosa 
highlanders were just as generous and from Ceylon in 1830 came a request 
for copies of the Society's Annual Reports together with a donation of £10. 
12.8, to be followed in 1832 with another £17.2.7, all the work of a 3gt.
Kaj. Campbell. In 1833 a Bgt. Maj. »atson waa requesting more Annual Re
ports and sending £9.7.2, which he repeated in 1834 with £9.18.9*•

The oociety laid & great deal of emphasis on teem ana individual eff
ort to raise funds. In 1849# for instance, the Rev. Mr. Beith and the ttev. 
Mr. McRae toured the country trying to establish local support associations. 
Individual effort was much more spectacular as we have alread seen with 
the Rev. ur. Mackintosh Mackay in 1834. Alexander Maciougall*e efforts 
were quite incredible. On the 29th April, 1839 he was off to umdon, Liv
erpool and Manchester, where he collected no less than £463.5.9. Over the 
winter months of 1839-1840 ha was in Edinburgh and Glasgow and at a cost 
of *6.13.11 actually raised £212.2.6. By May, 1841 he was off again - to 
Galloway, Berwick, Roxburgh, Hawick and Wigton, returning with £346.2.11. 
1841-1842 were spent in Inverness and Aberdeen, while in 1843 he ranged 
from Forres to Bradford. In 1844 he was in Stornoway, Perth, Dundee and 
Montrose, while in 1845 he was in Dingwall, Nairn, Mlgin and Tain. He even 
visited Belfast and Dublin In 1847. uis peak was probably reached in 1849 
when he raised no leas them £647.7.7-jk Unfortunately, he had burnt himself 
out and his health was rapidly failing.In 1851 he only managed to raise 
£171.2.10 and the following year it was down to £113.18.6.. Hie efforts 
had been superb - he virtually, single-handed savod the Society in 1842, 
he raised £1021.11.2 between 1839-1841 and in nine years no less than £3,
200. In other words, alone, he had supported 14 schools for almost a decade. 
Le had also founded Auxiliary Associations at Kelso, Kilmarnock and Kirk
cudbright and all this despite the fact that he was blind!(31)

normous efforts were made in the direction of founding Auxiliary 
Associations, by Macdougall who founded three and Secretary Maclauchlin 
who founded five. Kelso was never very active and rarely had more than a 
handful of members; Kilmarnocfc was different, it once had 150 members and 
could contribute as much as £30; Kirkcudbright was also small, no more than 
20 subscribers. Maclauchlin's associations were very active - lgin Ladies 
with 95, Upper Ltrathearn Ladies with 83, Inverness Ladies with 81, Montrose 
with 46 and Aberdeen with 246. The latter was well organised and could raise

(31) 31AR22.
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raise as much aa £44 in a year. There were many more associations, some 
relatively large, like Hawick, founded 1841, with 61 members and Stromness 
with only two. basically, however much they rose and fell, like Dumfries 
female Society of 1614 which collapsed and waa revived in 1848 as the Dum
fries Free Church association, they grew more difficult to organise and 
sore costly to run as time passed. There were many small associations - 
Fort William, Irvine, Loanhead, Loanhead Ladies, Campbeltown ^adies, Bar- 
vaa, Portree, Inverary Ladies, Stranraer and 1 thins of Calloway, islay, 
iaiBley, iiothesay, ->altcoats, Stirling and Tobermory. Lome were quite fam
ous, like Greenock Auxiliary dissociation, who, in 1829, counted James Watt 
as one of its Vice-Presidents. Until 1638 they regularly contributed at 
least £100 per annum to the parent Bociety and even emulated the latter by 
holding massive, and successful, sales of work. Unfortunately, by 1837 they 
rarely managed to raise £30. In May, 1827 Greenock Female Association was 
founded and this * as a revival of an earlier female association. Presumably 
because of its many Gaelic-speaking members it was still strong in 1830 
with 139 members, another west coast association was Port Glasgow Ladies 
formed in June, 1627. £23 was as much aa they could muster until 1834 when
their contributions fell well below £20.

n.s we have seen frequent attempts were made to establish strong support 
in ngland and this was certainly the case in Liverpool and Birkenhead where 
the leading collectors were Samuel Hope, John Gladstone, Alexander MacGregor 
and william ~uff between 1013-1825. Numbers inevitably declined, but a 
visit from Hacdougall revived flagging interest in 1839. In September, 1843 
Liverpool ij&dies was founded at Charitable Institution House by the Rev. Mr. 
J. Haldane, but within a year it was exposed as "a great disappointment."(32) 
The Society's greatest efforts were concentrated on London, especially among 
emigre'nighlanders. Aa one Scottish minister resident there put it: "Our
countrymen in London are, few of them, acquainted with the existence of the
oociety, and fewer still alive to its importance."(33) The Society decided 
to correct this deficiency and on 10th ^uly, 1817 a letter was circulated 
in the capittl by " A  Friend of the Institution." This was a clever and
skilful piece of propaganda with its story of Iver&ch, the 115 year old
scholar and full of sentimental pictures of "smoaky, comfortless cabins'* 
and "the mother with her infant in her arms" and "the warmth of their turf 
fire" as well as references to the Highlanders' glorious feats of arms in

(32) 34aR11.
(33) 7AR40, 25/6/1817.



in the recent wars. This waa successful for a few years, but the numbers 
of subscribers began to decline and the Committee admitted that they were 
"engaged in an attempt to excite a renewed interest among their fellow 
Christians in Jngland and particularly in London. "(34) By 1826 a deput
ation had been dispatched there, but the results were only £42.17.0. No 
wonder the Secretary soulfully reported that "the result has not corresponded 
with our anticipation."(35) Nothing seemed to reverse the trend and by 
1834 the cost of adverts placed with London newspapers exceeded the actual 
revenue obtained there. Naturally, London was a target for Macdougall and 
his labours there for five months in 1839 produced 139 new members. By 
1843 these had dropped to 59. It may well have been the Society's London 
agents, undrew 3onar and Capt. J.P. Macdougal, who suggested the formation 
of a formal Association under the leadership of Arthur Kinnaird, M.P.. This 
was done in 1853, but it went into very quick decay and within a year it 
had only 9 members, A Ladies' Committee, formed in 1855* was much healthier 
and by 1860 was contributing £136.19.2.. Various people were connected with 
the different campaigns launched by the 3ociety in London - Joseph Tarn,
Aeneas McIntosh, Alexander Haldane, Richard Philips, James Nisbet, Robert 
Steven, Joseph Reynor, William Allen and the Rev. Hr. Alexander Waugh.

One of the best associations and one that was ultimately to prove a 
rival was the Glasgow Auxiliary or Corresponding Society. On the 5th 
.-larch, 1812 "a most respectable Meeting of Gentlemen met to consider the 
best means for instructing the inhabitants of the highlands and Islands of 
Scotland. "(36) It was decided to form a society like that in kilnburgh.
On 28th April, 1812 they met again to pass regulations and elect "managers"
- a President, 2 Vice-Presidents, 24 Directors, 2 Secretaries, a Treasurer 
and a Clerk.(37) The President was George Uowald of Auchincruive(1735-1819)(36) 
A wealthy Glasgow merchant of "lofty demeanour", he was head of the great 
tobacco firm Oswald, Dennistoun and Company and a partner in the Ship Bank. 
However, the most interesting feature about him was the fact that he was a 

relative, by marriage, of Robert Haldane. There were two Vice-Presidents, 
and while Alexander Campbell of Hallyards is obscure, the Rev. Dr. Robert 
Balfour( 1748-1818)is not.(39) Minister of 3t. Paul's, Glasgow he was the

(34) 13AR22.
(35) 15AR6.
(36) 2AR14.
(37) Ibid., p.39.
(38) J. Irving, "Dictionary of ^ninont LootsgenM.1882. p.398j D,H,B.. Vol.14 
p. 12241 A. Haldane, "Dfrg. {fre hflidflfte,*", 1852.
(39) *ft8ti. Vol. 3» p.463.
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the author of "Three Occasional Sermons" and a D.D. of Princeton Univer
sity. The Rev. dr. Stevenson McOill(l765-1840)was one of the Secretaries.(40) 
He had quite a reputation - he waa a student at Glasgow University at the 
age of ten, he had written a popular tract against the French Revolution, he 
was a strong advocate of prison reform and the author of a "discourse on 
-lemtary Education." The other, the Rev. Mr. -Javid Cax*ent( 1772-1856)was 
a minister at Juke Street Gaelic Chapel and a future spokesman of the Free 
Church.(4l) Only half of the Directors can be traced, but some of them 
were very eminent indeed. Samuel Hunter was a qualified surgeon, editor 
of the "Glasgow Herald and Advertiser" and Colonel of the 4th Regiment 
Highland Local Militia.(42) The Rev. Mr. William Kinston was a famous 
United Presbyterian!1768-1852)(43) He was the first to start Bible Classes 
and was President of the Glasgow Missionary Society and an original mem
ber of the evangelical Alliance. The most famous was Robert Owen(1771-1858)
(44) A saddler's son, he had worked as a draper at Htamford and a machine- 
maker in Manchester, before becoming manager of a spinning firm. Within
a year he had founded his own business and with hie partners bought ^avid 
Dale's Mills at Hew ^anark on the falls of Clyde for 4-60,000. In 1814 he 
bought it for 4114,000. He insisted that all his workers under 12 years 
attend school and later claimed that he had founded an Infant school. He 

was later to declare, in 1817, that all religions were misleading. Editor 
of "The conomi3t" 1821 ana "The Political .conomist" 1323. For £30,000 
he purchased 20,000 acres of land in Illinois and Indiana, but his scheme 
for a New Harmony Village failed. Founder of an -quitable Labour Exchange 
in London in 1832 he was soon a declared bankrupt. Publisher of "The New 
Moral -orld" and "The Rational quarterly" he took part in seven Co-operat
ive Congresses and no fewer than 14 Socialist Congresses 1835-1846. De
spite his extraordinary fame few of his fellow-memb*;rs would have looked 
upon him with much favour in his later years. Unlike Owen was Professor 
rfilliam Richardson!1743-1814)frofessor of Humanity at Glasgow University.
(45) Kirkman Findlay!1773-1842)was another famous merchant.(46) In 1793
he introduced cotton spinning into the city after challenging the -ast

(40) L.N.H.. Vol.12, pp.532-533? Fasti Vol. 1, p.397.
(41) Loaee. Vol. 1, p.5511 J.A. Wylie, 'Maruntion Worthies". 1881, ppl47-152.
(42) .3.. Vol.10, p.301| Irving, J., p.225.
(43) Hoase. Vol. 2, pp.217-218.
(44) Ibid., pp.1291-1292; l.M.B.. Vol.14, pp.1338-1339.
(45) u.K.B.. Vol.16, pp.1138-1139.
^46) u.ft.B.. Vol, 7, p.32.
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aat India Company's monopoly. Fame soon followed - magistrate, Lord 
Provost, M.P. and Rector of Glasgow University. He gave the city sterling 
service when the tobacco trade collapsed. Charles McIntosh(1766-1043)was 
perhaps the wealthiestof all the Lirectors.(47) As a youth he had left his 
clerical desk in a counting-house to attend lectures on Chemistry. Fas
cinated by the magic of science he introduced the manufacture of sugar of 
lead from Holland in 1706 and soon was making acetate of alumina. Moving 
on to the study of flyes he improved the manufacture of Prussian 31ue and 
invented a wide range of dyeing processes. In 1797 he opened Scotland's
first alum works. There is even a possibility that he was the real in
ventor of the method of making bleaching powder patented by his friend 
Charles Tennent of 3t* Rollox Chemicals. At any rate he was rich enough 
to retire in 1814. However, he did not give up his scientific curiosity 
and in 1825 he took out a patent to convert malleable iron to steel by 
exposing it to the white heat of coal gas. Unfortunately, it proved not 
to be a commercial proposition. In 1828 he assisted Neilson with his hot- 
blast furnaces, but this led to long and costly litigation. He tried to 
utilise gas works refuse - coal naphtha by distilling tar. At last he 
achieved a great success - in 1823 he patented waterproof fabrics. One
director we have met before, the Rev. Greville iwing.(48) Moving to Glas
gow from -dinburgh in 1799 he formed the Congregational Union of Scotland 
and wrote various grammars in Greek. The other directors were relatively 
minor figures - James ^enniston(1758-1835), banker, John Tennent, chemist, 
the Rev. dr. John Burns, minister at Barony Church and Professor KcTurk 
(1779-1841), Professor of .ccleaiastical History.(49) On the 7th May, 1812 
details of this new society were sent to Christopher Anderson in dinburgh 
with a strong hint that a few schools placed in Argyle would be appreciated. 
(50) Two days later -̂200 was sent to -dinburgh. On the 27th November,
1812 Charles Stuart rose at the second A.G.M. in Edinburgh to thank their 
"Friends in Glasgow" for their "zealous co-operation and very great exert- 
tions in aid of this Institution."(51)Hut the Glasgow directors were an
xious to support schools of their own, particularly in the poorer parts of

(47) Ibid., Vol.12, pp.556-557.
(48) Ibid., Vol. 6, p.959.
(49) Irving, J., pp.94, 518? Fasti. Vol. 3, p.394, Vol. 7, p.408.
(50) 2AR40.

(51) Ibid., p.vii.
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of the city. By November, 1812 they had two schools in operation in the 
High Street and in the Gorbals.(52) These were evening Schools and the 
teachers simply read the scriptures. dinburgh was nevertheless impressed 
and forwarded 100 Spelling Books and promised a 100 New Testaments later.
A third school waB operating by 1816.(53) The Glasgow Society met every 
January in the Black Bull Inn and every February sent £300 to the parent 
society. In 1815 it waB as high as £350. ®ell might the Glasgow Directors 
proudly boast* nlt never shall be said, that the members of this Society 
allowed any of its important objects to languish from want of pecuniary 
aid."(54) By 1816 their contribution was £500 and by 1817 they had founded 
two support groups - the Glasgow Female association and the Glasgow Youths* 
Auxiliary Society. At first the enthusiasm and commitment were high - in 
the period 1816-1818 the Glasgow Auxiliary Society donated £500, then in 
1819 it fell to £400 and in 1820-1821 to £300. Kven the Glasgow YouthiA 
contribution of £200 in 1818 fell to £105 1819-1820. The Committee in Edin
burgh knew perfectly well that this was due to the Glasgow policy of "aim
ing to circulate a knowledge of .nglish.M(55) There was no deep concern 
over this decision as it was widely known that Glasgow aimed "first to 
teach the natives their own language and then, as the oppotunity and de
sire for it appear, to instruct them in the nglish." Unfortunately, the 
Glasgow Society Schools, some 48 in number with 2,600 scholars by 1826, were 
expensive to run.(56) Their contributions to -dinburgh steadily fell* £200 
in 1822, £150 in 1323, £100 in 1826 and by 1883 nil. Uhile the Glasgow 
Youths* contributions fluctuated there was also a steady decline* £150 in 
1824, £80 in 1827, £35 in 1832 ana in 1837 nil. The i-dinburgh Committee 
noted sadly - "From the increasing number of -nglish schools dependent on 
their funds, your great auxiliary, the Glasgow Dociety, has not been able 
to afford you that extensive aid which you at one time received from it 
and though their remittances are still liberal and highly gratifying, as 
a token of their continued confidence, the defalcation from this source 
and from ,ngland has sensibly affected your income."(57) That was in the 
year 1823. By 1826 the Glasgow Society were instructing their teachers*

(52) 3AH65.
(53) 5AR56.
(54) Ibid., p.94.
(55) 11AR44.
(56) "Mojrâ . Gtfttlflt^s", 1826, p.20.
(57) 13AR21-22.



teachers* "You are authorised and required to teach nglish reading, writ
ing and arithmetic, at said School, to every person who shall attend your 
station, and who has already learned to read the Gaelic language. In order 
more effectively to secure the religious instruction of your pupils, you 
are to teach the reading of Gaelic to all persons attending your Gchool, 
not already taught to read that language. When a pupil enters your School 
you are to examine if he can read the Scripture in his native tongue. If 
he cannot, you are to put a Gaelic Book into his hand} for no individual, 
either male or female, shall be taught any of the branches above specified, 
or any other branch of education at the Society's Schools, without being 
able, first, to read the Scriptures in his vernacular tongue."(58) There 
was little with this that the Edinburgh Committee could, in all honesty, 
quarrel and in 1827 we find them calling the Glasgow Society, "a steady
ally."(59) however, the cessation of funds from Glasgow in 1838 precipit
ated a crisis and the Committee made overtures to Glasgow for a proposed 
union. Negotiations collapsed and the Committee made the following state
ment* "Your Committee regret much to say that they have been disappointed 
in a hope they for some time entertained, of effecting an arrangement with 
the Glasgow Auxiliary Gociety, by which it was proposed that an immediate 
union should hate been accomplished; though the whole benefit of the aid 
from the Glasgow contributors, would not have been derived to your funds, 
until the twenty teachers now in their employ were either placed on your 
list, or otherwise provided for. You will find in the Appendix the cor
respondence which took place upon this subject, and which your Committee 
regret to say had terminated in a rejection of the plan by the Glasgow Soc
iety, and an entire withdrawment of all pecuniary assistance from that once 
most liberal contributor to your funds. The condition* required of you, 
was your at once taking their twenty teachers on your establishment, - a 
condition it was impossible for you to comply with, without incurring the 
large additional expense of at least L.2G0 per annum, and abrogating your 
constitutional rule, that the only object of the dociety shall be to teach 
the people to read the doly Scriptures in their native language. In these 
circumstances, your Committee have required that the Glasgow Society shall 
change its designation and take one indicative of its real character, ex-

(58) 15AP.14.
(59) 16AR19.



excluding the idea of having for its object the teaching the highlanders 
to read Gaelic, or being in any way auxiliary to your Institution. You 
have been required, on the other hand, to engage that you shall never 
more have an auxiliary in Glasgow, - a requisition with which for many 
palpable reasons, you have refused to comply. It is hoped dome friends 
will immediately undertake the receiving subscriptions for you in that 
city."(60) It was sometime before these friends were grouped into another 
auxiliary association. The reason that they finally diu so was due to 
the deputation from dinburgh - the dev. hr. Makellar, the Rev. hr. Beith, 
the Rev. Mr. naclauchlan, Brown Douglas and James Gordon - who held a publ
ic meeting in Glasgow in 1850. Another Goclety was soon in operation, al
though its officials were far less distinguished than the previous holders 
of office. The President was William Campbell of Tillichewan(1793-1864), 
wealthy businessman.(61) The contact with Edinburgh was reinforced by 
the fact that he was a Governor in the Edinburgh society. The Vice-Pres
ident was John Henderson of Park(1780-1867).(62) Originally a drysalter 
his dealings with the ^ondon Gast Indian merchants made him very rich and 
he was reputed to give away annually some £40,000. He even spent £4,000 
aenuing tracts to railwaymen against running trains on oundays. Four of 
the Committee are known -the Rev. Walter hacGllvray(1807-1880), a Gaelic 
preacher, who had been wrecked on the "Great Britain" while sailing to 
Canada.(63) G. Jmith, Jnr.(1803-1876)had begun life as a draper, but was 
then a famous shipowner.(64) The Rev. Mr. Archibald McDougall(1801-1883) 
was another Gaelic scholar, while Anderson Kirkwood(1822-1889)was a Writer 
and later first Professor of Conveyancing at Glasgow University.(65) The 
Treasurer was a Bank of Gootland executive, Andrew Neilson. In 1851 they 
had 204 members and were able to send £140.9*0 to -dinburgh. Their numbers 
continued to rise and by 1356 there were 323 and £189.12.7 was sent to the 
parent society. van as late as 1860 their members numbered 237 and their 
contribution in the region of £114.16.0. The original Glasgow Auxiliary 
Gociety members reformed under the new title "The Glasgow Gaelic and ng
lish Gchool Society" to give "the other common branches of education, be-

(60) 27AR9-10.
(61) No. 51 in Appendix i.
(62) Joase. Vol. 1, p.1424.
(63) Fasti. Vol. 3, p.416.
(64) G. MacGregor, "The History of Glasgow". 1881.
(65) wing, J., Vol. 1, p.225} Boase. Vol. 2, p.246.
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besides Gaelic reading."(66) By 1851 it had run out of cash and simply 
faded away leaving behind some 31 Reports.(67)

On the 9th October, 1817 "a very respectable meeting” met in the Town 
Ball of î undee and resolved "that while this meeting greatly lament the 
thick cloud of ignorance which still covers the greater part of the High
lands and Islands of Scotland, they feel that the thanks of the community 
are eminently due to the Society in Edinburgh."(68) They therefore went 
on to form an Auxiliary Society with the "sole object to aid." Thomas r- 
skine of i-inlathen waa elected President.(69) Two of the four Vice-Presid
ents were Alexander Riddoch and the Rev. Sr. Nicoll. Alexander Riddoch(1744- 
1822)waa a ^undee merchant who was frequently Lord President between the 
years 1788-1818. described as "shrewd, subtle, prudent and courteous" he 
made many improvements in the city by opening up Crichton Street, Castle 
Street, Tay Street and widening the Nethergate. Rumour had it that he 
profited by speculating on these schemes.(70) Dr. Nicoll, recently Moder
ator of the General Assembly and later Principal of United College, St. And
rews, was a friend of the arl of Moray. The Treasurer, the Rev. Mr. Pat
rick Macvicar(1765-1842)waa minister of St. Paul*s Church.(7l) The Secret
ary, Dr. Richard Huie, we have already met.(72) There were 16 men on the 
Committee and at least eight were clergymen -the Rev. Mr. Malcolm Colquhoun 
(1758-1819)was minister at the Jundee Gaelic Chapel, while the Rev. Mr. L. 
Maclauchlan(1761-1848)wa3 an "eloquent and popular preacher."(73) Two had 
re utations as scholars: the Rev. Mr. Gavin Parker as a theologian(l78C-1845) 
and the Rev. Dr. Peters(l750-1336)as a Classicist.(74) The Rev. Mr. uavid 
Russel(1779-1848)was a friend of the Haldanes, while the Rev. Mr. James fhom- 
son(1771-1857)was esteemed for his interest in civic affairs and particularly 
for his work with the Infirmary and the ^syjium.(75) The ^ev. Mr. George

(66) 29AR9.
(67) 41AR18.
(68) 7AR37.
(69) No. 86 in Appendix i.
(70) W. Norris. "lAindee Celebrities of the 19thc."
(71) fasti. Vol. 5. d.332.
(72) No. 126 in Appendix i.
\T5) Pasti. Vol. 5» p.333; Norrie, tf., p.113.
(74) Pasti. Vol. 6, p.42; Vol. 5, pp.328-329.
(75) Norrie. W.. p.115; Pasti. 5. pp.322-323.



George j>onaldson was quite obscure, but not so the Rev. Mr. James t.ilson*
(76) He was something of a character: MA unique man, a sort of fossil 
specimen of the theologians who opposed Galileo and no believer in Sir 
Isaac Newton, the old gentleman stoutly denied the doctrine of gravitation, 
and, being a devout, good man, much interested in missions to the heathen, 
he bewailed the errors of Jr. Guff, who, he said, was 'endeavouring to 
subvert Hinduism by science falsely so-called, a philosophy as erroneous
as the doctrines of Brahmanism." The next strongest group, at least six,
were merchants, like James Jobson, George Gray and Lavid Brown. At least 
three of them were prominent in the flax industry - ^avia Martin( 1777-1863)» 
who also had money invested in the London Shipping Company, Andrew Balfour 
(1765-1855)» Lord Provost eventually and benefactor of the Lunatic Asylum 
and his partner, Thomas Bell.(77) It is not easy to identify the remainder, 
but James Webster was probably a merchant as Patrick Soott. The two Vice- 
Presidents, not listed above, were Alexander Pitcairn, merchant and James 
Huie, ex-Collector of Taxes. With an annual subscription of 5/- they agreed 
to meet quarterly and hold their A.G.M. in October. When news of this new 
auxiliary reached dinburgh the Committee were moved to record that "Gundee 
has been the first of our second-rate towns to follow the example which 
Glasgow has set - - kindling a sort of Beacon-light, which will ere long 
be reflected by Perth and Aberdeen, if not by some other towns in the south." 
(78) In 1818 they forwarded L70 to -dinburgh and by 1821 this had risen to 
£105. Unfortunately, it began to fall in 1829 when there were 74 members
in the Society. By 1836 numbers had fallen to 27 and by early 1837 to 21.
By 1838 the Jociety had ceased to function. It is difficult to say why this 
should have been, but they did operate their own Gaelic school in Jundee 
in 1822 which catered for 26 adults over the age of 40 years.(79) Large 
sums of local money seem to have been chanelled into other societies - the 
-undee Bible Society, the Gundee Jukenile Society and the ^undee Missionary 
Society.(80) It was only a visit from Haclauchlan in 1851 that inspired a 
group of ladies to form a Gundee Ladies Association.(81) Significantly, 
the Secretary was a Miss Jobson, whose father had served in the early Com
mittee. Their numbers rose steadily from 119 in 1852 to 264 in 1856 and

(76) Ibid., p.308.
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(78) 7AR39.
<73) 13AR39-40.
^80) 7AR24-25.
(81) 41AR8.
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remained well over the 200 mark even as late as I860.
The greatest support that the -dinburgh Society ever had came from 

the Edinburgh Ladles* association in aid of the Society for the Support 
of Gaelic schools formed "at a meeting of ladles resident in this city" 
on the 29th December, 1817.(82) The patroness was the Hon. Mrs. Stewart 
McKenzie of Seaforth, a member of the parent society.(83) In fact, some 
22 ladies of the 37 Committee of Management were members of the Edinburgh 
Society and this can be seen by the same names appearing again and again 
in their management lists - Anderson, Bailie, flraidwood, Campbell, David
son, Haldane, Hepbume, Hope, Hutchison, Johnston, McDonald, *'*c Far lane, 
Macleou, -Pringle, Robertson, Scott, Smith, Stewart, Wardlaw and White.
The most famous was Mrs. Grant of Laggan( 1755-1838)(84) daughter of an 
officer in the 77th Foot she was able to read her Bible by the age of 
six. Marriage to the Rev. Hr. James Grant took her to Laggan in 1779 
where she gave birth to 12 children and also began to learn Gaelic. Her 
"Letters from the Mountains "(180&) won enormous admiration and even Sir 
Walter Scott praised her "simplicity and force." Crippled in a fall she 
was bed-ridden for many years. With its huge Committee of Management 
the dinburgh ^adies effectively canvassed the whole of the capital's soc
iety for support. At 5/- per annum it was not expensive, but in 1818 
they raised £310.16.1. Some idea of the social standing of the members 
can be gained by examining the names on the 1822 Committee - Lady Agnew,
Lady Campbell, Lady Carnegie, Lady Louglas, Lady Jundas, Lady Grant, the 
Luchess of Roxburgh, Lady Seaforth, Lady Stuart, Lady Ramsay and many more, 
fly 1824 their annual contributions to the main society never fell below 
£200, indeed in 1832 they raised £506.19.7, in 1834 £588.0.7, most of which 
huge sums were the product of huge sales of work. In 1834 when the ^ueen 
agreed to become a patroness their membership rose to 322 and their Vice- 
presidents included two duchesses, two countesses and a marchioness. Be
tween 1841 and 1846 they contributed vast sums, never under £660 and some
times as high as £950. When they launched a special collection in 1851 
they produced £759.12.0. -ven as late as 1860 they could muster 242 mem
bers and raise £225. Much of the earlier work in organising this Association 
had been done by Lady Colquhoun of Luss and the duchess of Gordon.

(82) 7AA39.
(83) No. 185 in Appendix i.
(84) T. Thomson, "Biographical -dictionary of minent Lcotsmen." Vol. 2,
1869, pp.171-173.
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Gordon.
There was one last society which was important - Inverness Auxiliary

Society founded, in 1818.(85) Closely paralleled to the Glasgow society it 
also claimed to emphasise "moral and religious education" but taught Gaelic, 
nglish, Writing and Arithmetic. Fortunately, it insisted that Gaelic be 
given priority. Subscriptions were 5/- p^r annum and Life membership was 
£8.8.0. directors had to pay £10.10.0 and there were 92 of these " ixtra- 
oruinary" directors, from as far afield as Bombay and Jamaica. The usual 
officials, of course, were there - President, Vice-Presidents, Treasurer, 
-ecretaries and Clerk.(86) By 1826 their schools were catering for some
3.000 scholars. At the same time they faced precisely the same problem 
as the dinburgh Society - expenditure greatly in excess of income. For 
instance, in 1826 costs were £1,013, but income was a mere £493* By 1851 
the Inverness Society had faded as had the others.(87) A small remnant of 
scattered people in the area still subscribed to the dinburgh Society and 
by 1861 they numbered 48.

The oociety’s expenditure can be dealt with quite briefly, i’tuch of 
their outlay was unavoidable, ochoole for instance cost at least £30 a- 
piece when the Society was launched and by 1821, when they were operating 
79 schools, the outlay was a staggering £2,370. The serious deficit of 
1824 - £716.15.4 - compelled a policy of rigid economy and the running 
costs of a school were cut back to £22. ven this, with tho current 83 
schools meant a cost of £1,796. Constant appeals were made at this time 
for further assistance and at the same time to try to explain the position, 
salaries for officials and incidentals added a further £200. However there 
was also the constant expenditure on printing and binding. A Circular, 
datedlSth August, 1824 revealed that 3*000 Hibles and Testaments had cost 
£356.19.7 to print and £150 to bind. When you add the £200 spent on another
4.000 xsalm Books you get a total of £716.19.7, some 25/ of the year's costs. 
The shortage of money is reflected in the reduced number of schools and in 
the reduced amount spent on teachers’ salaries. Up to 1838 the average 
salary bill for teachers was c£l,400j between 1839-1844 it fell to £1,200 
and from 1045-1860 it was under <̂ 1,100. There were lots of expenses which 
few appreciated, but had to be met. Teachers were reimbursed when they

(85) 8AR22.
(86) .tcs", Appendix xli-xlv.
(87) 41AR18.
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they travelled to Edinburgh for examination ana when they moved from school 
to school. In 1848 this alone cost £56.6.7̂ « Bibles had to be transported 
to the various stations throughout the highlands and the remote iislands.
The "Kaid of Islay", for instance, in 1833» carried thousands of packages 
to the Islands, while ponies laden with creels were a common sight in Hull, 
engaged in the same activity, however, they had to be paid for.(88) Then 
many a private teacher, not employed by the Bociety, who taught a little 
uaelic ocripture was "encouraged" to the tune of £5 or *-10. The range of 
costs was enormous - hiring rooms in 1328 cost £15» while even the unlikely 
business of buying presses for storing Bibles cost £8 in the same year. 
Insurances and legacy duties were a constant drain, postage and carriage 
were also expensive, as every communication with a teacher or a minister 
was paid for by the society. In 1824 that meant £59 and in 1825 a further 
£55* conomies were attempted here as well and by 16$4 it was aown to £16 
and in 1855 just £10. The cost of stationary, books and printing were 
massive for many years - in 1820 some £612, in 1821 another £620 and in 1824 
a disastrous £1,268. This could not continue ana by 1829 thiB cost h&d been 
reduced to £78 and even as late as 1832 it was still as low as £98. Advert
ing wa3 a further drain with £138 in 1824 and £173 in 1825* in 1826 some
thing- like 800 letters passed through the hands of the secretaries and the 
cost was £122. liot surprisingly the Committee tried hard to sell the books 
that they hau had printed at such cost. In a Circular to all teachers, dated 
8th i-ecember, 1834, the Committee admitted that they were "extremely anxious 
that all the scholars attending your school should be possessed of a copy 
of the dcriptures of the Old and hew ■*-estament."(89) Teachers were urged to 
sell these volumes to "all the inhabitants" at coat price. They were warned 
that they could not be given gratia unless there was a certificate from the 
local minister or one of his elders regarding "indigent circumstances." The 
teachers' quarterly returns were in the nature of sales sheets and by these 
the Committee adjusted the prices. The following were pretty typical -
Bible, octavo, calf 7/6 reduced to 4/9
Bible, 12 mo., clasped 4/9 3/3
Bible, 12 mo., school, with *salmns 4/3 > 3
Bible, 24 mo., with i salms 3/6 2/8
Testament, octavo, with Asalms > 3 2/-
Testament, 12 mo. 1/8 1/3
Testament, 24 mo., with Balms 1/- 9d

(88) 23AR32; 46AR8.
(89) 24aR45-46.
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9d. The Committee never forgot that their ''unoivided object was the 
teaching of our countrymen and kindred, to read the scripture of Truth 
in their native tongue,"(90) when they heard therefore that 900 Gaels 
were emigrating to the United States in 1324 they presented each with a 
Bible, octavo, calf.(9l) At 7/6 apiece the real price, as opposed to the 
acceptance price, was £307,10,0, This large sum had to be made up in 
some way. Indeed, every piece of Scriptural writing was sold at a loss, 
a fact which was made more serious by the Committees' repeated decisions 
to sell as cheaply as possible. They actually produced a cheap version 
of the New Testament at 9 d , a Tsalm Book at 1/4, Bcripture -detracts at 
4d, Book 2 at 2d and Book 1 at Id, The vast numbers that they issued can 
be Judged by looking at the figures for the year 1825,(92) in that year 
the Gociety distributed 3*998 Book 1, 4,039 Book 2, 2,313 Psalms, 3*772 
New Testaments, 3*791 Bibles and 5*109 Ocripture xtracts - a total of 
23*022, Between 1811-1625 the number released was 99*300, of which 53*000 
were elementary and 44,500 Bibles, New Testaments and Realms. Yet, the 
demand was insatiable. That very year, the Rev, i;r. Thoipas -oss of Roch— 
broom informed the Becretary that in his parish alone, 561 could read and 
yet had no books.(93) It was no better in uochalsh, where, as the Rev, Hr. 
nector •’iCi'ean explained, there were only 265 ^ibles ana Testaments for a 
population of 2,490.(94) The Rev. nr. Alexander Ross told the same story 
of Ullapool ana the Rev, hr, James i-ussel for the Gairloch, By 1836 the 
x-ighlands and Islands had absorbed 173*200 books - 102,loG .lementary and 
-xtracts and 71,800 Bibles ana testaments,(93) It was not only the Bociety 
which was trying to cope with the enormous demanu, there was also the Brit
ish and Foreign nible society, rounded in 1808 their printing presses re
leased 20,000 Bibles ana lo,CGC Testaments almost immediately,(96) Their 
success ironically created a problem for the society as is shown by the 
accounts for the year 1621, In that year the society spent £374 printing 
books, but only succeeding in recouping £145* To counter this competition 
from the nritish and Foreign Bible Bociety the Committee decided to buy 
direct from their competitor and in 1826 they purchased 2,000 Bibles at £150

(90) 22»K10.
9̂1) 23ATJ.5.
(9 2 14iK54.
X93) 15AR22.
(94) Ibid., p.10
(95) 25AR38.
(96) 5AR60.
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£150, 1,000 Psalma and 10,000 extracts at £252, a total of £402. While 
this was an improvement, in terms of cost analysis, they appealed to the 
British and Foreign society for help and in March, 1828 received *-500 as 
the "Gaelic Bchool Society funds are greatly inadequate."(97) No sooner 
had this delicate relationship oeen sorted out than the Edinburgh Bible 
Society virtually flooded the highlands and Islands with their publications.
(98) This was not obvious to the Committee at the time and they minuted 
their approval that this had "created a very great thirst for reading and 
religious publications as are to be met with in the Gaelic language."(99)
Up to 1828 the -dinburgh Bible Society had expressed their support in hard 
cash - £200 in 1827, £300 in 1828, but in 1835 their contribution was a 
mere £45's worth of Bibles. This switch from monetary support to books 
sapped the financial health of the Bociety at its very roots. This can 
be seen by the accounts: between 1811-1827 some 81 Bible Societies had 
donated £4,344 in hara cash. These were groups like - the Falkirk Monthly 
a rayer Meeting, St. ^inian’a Farish society for the Propagation of Christian 
î nowledge, the Cumdee Missionary society, Aberdeen Female servants’ Society 
anu Glasgow Calton ana Bridgeton Society. But after 1827 the Committee's 
revenue from their own publications dwindled and dwindled. In 1822 they 
earned £130.8.6, by 1832 this had fallen to £80.14.9, by 1846 it was £32, 
by 1850 only £15 and by 1860 a mere £7* The number of Bible societies re
mained almost as high as ever - 16 in 1831 and 15 in 1859. aiow strange it 
is, but the truth of the matter is inescapable economically - the Gaelic 
ocnool society was weakened by the very bodies which strove so hard to give 
it support.

(97) 18AR36.
(98) 17AK17.
(99) Ibid., p.18.
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"Gaelic has to be the language; the bible haa to be the aim - - 
That wherever the people cannot come to the Lchool, it is nec
essary to take the school to the people."

- 11AK6.

between the years 1811-1861 the Gaelic School society took 740 of 
their schools to the people in the highlands and islands of ocotland.
The figures are ira ressive - 397 to the Islands ana 343 on the fcainland.
The latter were placed in seven counties - koss 113# Inverness 79, Suth
erland 62, Argyle 52, Caithness 21, Perth 11 ana kairn 2. The remaining 
three were in congested urban areas, 2 in Aberdeen and 1 in dinburgh. 
ihe island schools covered no fewer than 29 distinct islanas - Gkye 108, 
Lewis 76, Aull 43, Islay 40, korth uist 26, uarris 23, •‘■iree 14, vaasay- 
hona 10, Louth «ist 9, Coll 9, barra 6, benbecula 5, Jura 4, igg 3, Col- 
onsay 3, /--rran 2, belnahuay 1, bernera 1, ioreray 1, corneray 1, Canna 1, 
neisker 1, Inchkenneth 1, 'iuck 1, [turn 1, Seal pa 1, Sgarba 1 and ot. idloa 
1. Table & shows the annual returns for both Highland 4nd island regions 
with totals. In the highlands the highest year was 48 in 1828, which means 
that there was steady growth 1811-1828, then a period of stability 1829-1831 
followed by a continual decline 1832-1861. In fact, except for the year 
1848 when there were 20 highland schools the figures were never over 20, 
inueed, after 1831 they were always 10 or less. Obviously, the Society 
had concentrated its efforts on the mainland, especially curing the period 
1826-1830. Che Island pattern is quite different: a steady rise to 1822 
anu then a decline to 1844. After the Lisruption numbers of schools rose 
steadily to 1849 and thereafter were fairly constant till 1861. Clearly, 
the Society devoted its attention to the Islands after 1843. The total fig
ures are more complex to interpret - a steady rise to 1816, then a slight 
faltering 1817-1819 and a return of strength 1820-1831 with the highest num
ber of schools, 85, reached in 1828. The period 1832-1844 was steady, but 
the disruption was the signal for an upsurge in numbers 1843-1849 and there
after they were fairly steady 1850-1861. briefly then, these figures indic
ate that the Society was more concerned with the Finland in its earlier 
years, but after 1843 the focus of attention moved to the Islands.
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Islands.
There were several ways by which a community might approach the 

Society in dinburgh for a school, although the most common was a dir
ect appeal from the local minister. Thus, a great deal depended upon 
the attitude of the minister and whether or not he was in agreement with 
the ends of the Society. Many demonstrated quite remarkable ingenuity 
in their efforts. The Rev. Mr. Macbean of Kincardine, for example, wrote 
on the 28th December, 1813 pleading for a school at Glencalvie(No.315)«(l)
A school was obtained for Tapul(Ko.689)in hull in the very same way a few 
days later.(2) One of the moat eloquent pleas for a school came from the 
Rev. hr. Angus Kennedy of -ornoch in May, 1824, who colourfully described 
the poverty of the crofters at 3kibbo(No.650)and their pathetic efforts to 
raise funds among themselves.(3) 'Ome ministers went to an enormous amount 
of trouble to help their parishioners, -or example, the Rev. Mr. ^inlay 
Macrae of North bist actually made the long journey to dinburgh in January, 
1819 to plead for a school.(4) *»hen there was no decision made by the 
summer he deluged the committee with letters until he got his school at 
baliviconon(No.89). another method used by ministers was to describe the 
activities of Homan Catholics in the area, but this rarely succeeded, as 
the Rev. Mr. Angus Martin of doisiiale found out in March, 1842.(5) The 
committee plainly sought co-operation with the -̂ oman Catholic clergy and 
not confrontation. The people themselves often brought pressure on their 
minister to apply for a school and deputations were common. The Rev. Mr. 
John Me ueen of Applecross was so approached as early as October, 1810.(6) 
This was certainly the way that Nether Tout(Ho.540) in ^nizort got its 
school.(7) sometimes a minister would forward to -dinburgh a list of those 
Heads of families who wanted a school. It was even better if some official 
would support his plea. This is what the ^ev. Mr. Alexander Kennedy did 
in November, 1820 to get a school for Tob^rmoiy(No.700). lie announced from 
the pulpit that those deads of i'amilies who would support a school should 
give their names into Mr. Mac^ougall, Collector of Customs, who then for-

(1) 4AK29. hereafter, references to schools in Appendix ii will be given
after their name, e.g. Clencalvie(iVo.315) •
(2) 5AR55.
(3) 14AR22, 26/5/1824.
(4) 10AR20.
(5) 32AR27.
(6) 2AR30.
(7) 10AR27.
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forwarded the 21 names gathered to dinburgh. Proprietors often askeu 
for a school on their estates and this is how Roag(No.586)in Gkye got its 
school in 1813*(8) The Annual Reports usually do not name the heritors 
involved in such applications, but an exception was Colonel McDonald of 
hynedale, who in June, 1815 got a school for Brebost(No.l5l) in Gkye.(9) 
sometimes tacksmen applied for a school on behalf of their superior and 
this was the case with hr. ^ac^elian and Hr. hacdonald at Taransay(No.69G) 
in 1821.(10) S.J.P.C.K. teachers occasionally wrote in to the Secretary 
suggesting a school for some particularly remote region as did a teacher 
in Coll in 1813 when he recommended Torraston(hTo.71l).(ll) It was only 
rarely that a Parish Schoolmaster took the trouble to do the same, but 
; obert ivalke^Lrgea a school for walem(Ko.599)in Tiree in 1816.(l2) Insp
ectors also indicated areas in need of schools, but they tended to support 
applications rather than initiate them. This was the position as far as 
halem was concerned. Petitions were also common, but rather for the reten
tion of a school than ior a first placing. These petitions varied widely - 
in length, style and even argument. Here is one of the earlier petitions 
from the Mainland and it is interesting to observe that none of the applic
ants could write their names -

ix>idart 22/4/1813
%e, the under subscribers, and tenants in Glenuig, humbly beg leave to 
return our grateful thanks to the Society, who had the humanity of senuing 
us Hr. he wan, to teach our children the Gaelic language, hay the Great 
uod reward them for their good and laudable intentions! toe are so pleased 
with Mr. aC wen, that we would rejoice at M s  coming among us again, if the 
honourable hociety would tMnk ua worthy, toe remain, most gratefully, your 
most obedient humble servant."
I analu x iic-onaid Hugh x hcnonald Roderick x Pclonald
arcMbald x he Isaac -onald x he Isaac -wen Hchonald x
horman x kcRonald John x kchean Ann x ^homson
Ronald x McDonald Jnr. John a mcRonald Ronald x “c'.arish

Their marks.(\3)

(8) 3Aiil6.
M  5aK41.
(10) 1CAR50.
(11) 3AK17.
(12) 5AR50.
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marks. Home of the petitions bare traces of quaint and rather stilted 
-nglish, like the one from iviurdo Buchanan of Olach in okye in 1837 in
which he wrote; ”1 am not a little encouraged to 3tate --  ."(l$) A
much more eloquent petition comes from the island of Kona on the 4th 
October, 1821 -

Rona 4/10/1821
"«e, the inhabitants of the Island of Kona, having met this day, with 
one voice, in the first place of representing to the Committee of the 
Honourable Gaelic ~chool Society, our very grateful acknowledgment for 
the gooaness bestowed upon us for some time back, viz. the labour of Mr. 
Macdonald as Gaelic Teacher; ana, in the second place, laying down before 
the said Bommittee our present condition, expecting the sympathy of which 
wo already have taatea. This island is divided from Hasay by a sound of 
an aoglish ana one-half mile, irom the dkye side, twelve miles. By sea 
from Hpplecross, about seventeen. Cur I ariah-church is no less than 32 
miles by land, ana to cross two ferries; ana, although the -ev. Kr. Mac
donald should preach once a month at asay, his station is still about 20 
miles from this place, over rocks, hills, and moors, that many in this 
Island cannot hear a Cenaon from one end of the year to the other, except
ing young men who may have occasion to go to the Mainland of Tkye, which 
seldom happens. It may now be easily conjectured, how difficult it is 
for us to attend to the administration of clerical advantages. The con
templative mind can figure for itself oar condition, better than we can 
lay uown on black ana white - - Before **acdonald came, we have, alas! to 
confess, that the greatest ignorance did abound amonst us, only one in 
the Island could open a book, anu not a Bible in the whole Island. But 
since he came, the case in some measure is the reverse; and when the 
iiiglit of knowledge is beginning to dawn upon us, the means are withdrawn, 
we may well say, that although much has already been aone, yet that only 
very little has been uone, considering the noble disposition of the Goc- 
ioty, ana that they allow the moot destitute to have the strongest claim 
to this sympathy. «e therefore write, humbly requesting the continuation 
of the Gaelic Teacher with us, if this is consistent with the useful Inst
itution. *e shall consider it a rich boon, - if not, we acknowledge grate
fully the good already done to us, ana wish the Woble society the happiness 
they deserve, of seeing their labours accompanied by nivine Providence, as

(14) 27AR17.



as species of ignorance; and while they carry by their means the Ark of 
the Covenant, with the view of laying it up in every heart, besides the 
jL»agon of unbelief, may they see him by degrees falling down and buried 
in everlasting oblivion! With regard to the assertions we have made, wo 
refer the verity of this to hr. hacbean, the Gentleman who lately visited 
this Island, anu shall remain with anxiety for an answer.

Very respectfully, we desire to subscribe 
bohn Lillies, «ngus Maokensis, Malcolm iiacleod, Malcolm Xackay as well as 
the rest of the inhabitant* of the Island.

william Mackenzie.(lb) 
irom a distant ana remote part of Perthshire came a petition in 1827 which 
is typical of the period -

Bohespic, -lair Atholl. 
"we, the inhabitants of dohespec(sic), uo hereby return you our sincerest 
and moat heartfelt gratitude for the very liberal benefit which you did 
so benevolently bestow upon us for the two last years, in sending amongst 
us At your own expense, teachers for the instruction of our children. And 
we beg leave to add, that the diligence and inuustiy of the teacher this 
year, as well as last year, has been crowned with abundant success. Both 
young and old in this neighbourhood, so far distant from regular places of 
worship, have profited much from - - (Peter McCaill)'s godly instructions 
and example on aunoays ana weekdays, The object of our correspondence is 
to pray tnat you would be so kinoly pleased to continue us for another 
year, if possible, a benefit which we value at so great a rate, for which 
we cannot sufficiently express our gratitude; and the object of which is 
no less than the salvation of our immortal souls, by giving us a Teacher 
for the ensuing year, that he may be a guide to our youth, to rear them 
up in the way in which they should go, that when they become old, they 
may not depart from it, and serve as a shepherd to our aged; to gather them 
in from the mountains of vanity, over which they have too long wandered. 
These most important purpose were, by the interposition of Almighty God, 
wonderfully answered by our Teachers during the two bygone years, for all 
the neighbourhood, young and old flocked in, on the Gundays, with all the 
eagerness of hungry souls, to hear them read and explain the word of God; 
for it is only on the third Gunday that there is preaching within five

(16) 11AK37-38, Ko.591.



five miles of us, anu the roau over hill is often in winter so strongly 
barricaded with snow, that even the liveliest of us cannot make their 
way through it. Guch, gentlemen, is the case with us in regard to the 
one thing needful, anu we submit it to your consideration, not trusting 
to an ana of flesh, for we have none to intercede for us; but trusting 
that iie who keepeth larael ana maketh every thing to work together for 
goou to them that fear him, will dispose your hearts to pity and condit
ion anu extend your charity to us a little longer, and thereby entail 
upon us an obligation to pray that God may bless you in your basket and 
in your store."(16)
Thus we can see tnat there were various styles of petition, but few were 
quite as uramatic as one from Castle Island, ua&say in 1831.

Castle island, ll/8/l831. 
"As, the inhabitants of C&stle and the neighoouring farms, do humbly 
offer our gratitude, and acknowledge our nigh obligation to your valuable 
Institution for sending a leacner to us last winter, and it is with heart
felt sorrow we have to relate the melancholy occurence that took place 
here, by which we are deprived of our teacher for ever, anu his usefulness, 
upon the 16th ult. he and another man, accompanied by his new-married wife, 
left tnis place by ooat to the mainland of okye, to visit his frienus in 
tne pariah of ±-ilmuir, anu on his return on honuay, the 18th, the boat was 
lost in the Channel and he anu his wife, anu the other mau, were all 
urowneu."(l7)
In fact, most of the petitions carried fairly stereotyped arguments for 
a school - Cammiskile in bochbroom was 28 miles to the parish kirk(ld); 
kona had had no school for eight years and the 115 people there were "per
ishing for lack of knowledge"(19); Camoch farm, ulencoe had 200 families 
working in the slate quarries and the 150-200 children there could not get 
Gaelic at the local parish school.(20) Of course, if a school was avail
able this added considerable weight to the application, For example, in 
1834 AariBhauaer's appeal(bo.511)was based on the existence of a school 
buit in 1829 anu i.allec's request(ho.355)was on a school built as recently 
as 1830.(2l) Otherwise, communities had to guarantee provision of a school

(16) 16AR23-29, ho.126.
(17) 21AR32, Ko.189. This was -uncan Gillies from heir, ho.361.
(18) 26AR15.
U9) 33AK29, ho. 591.
(20) 26AR53, No.317.
(21) 23AR29.
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school as quickly as possible. Numbers signing a petition was often a 
technique used by applicants and it frequently was successful, as in the 
case of Culnacnock(Ko.240)in Skye in 1834 and Wester olumbie(i’<o.740)in 1842 in 
Ross.(22) Heads of families often took the lead in applying for a school 
as they were the natural leaders in the remote communities, as at dtensal 
(fto.662)in okye in 1843*(23) The more that signed appeals the better, as 
with 32 at Kalaclet(No.505) and 30 at Cladach(Mo.20l), both in North Uiat 
in February, 1843*(24) Occasionally a request was put in for a specific 
teacher, such as the Rev. Mr. Alexander Cameron of Ailchonan in Islay did 
in 1844 on behalf of 51 Heaus of families for the services of John Mcdween 
at Ailnave(No.430).(25) The support of Mr. Cheine, factor of the estate 
carried as mucn weight as the entire community. A promise of a weekly 
prayer meeting was a common inducement as happened at ueisker(h'o.362)in 
North Uist.(26) The people of Creich in Mull promised the same in September, 
1843 and they described such meetings as "the means of awakening many a poor 
soul to a sense of sin and misery, in consequence of which there seems to 
be the greatest desire for the means of grace."(27) finally, after the 
disruption, free Church elders seem to have been given special consideration 
as those at otoer in outherland found out in January, 1844.(26)

xetitions, such as those listed above, arrived continuously on the 
Secretary's desk in -dinburgh anu he and the Committee had the difficult 
of deciding which to grant ana which to refuse. This was not easy, and in 
1843 the secretary lamented the "throng of competing claims."(29; Cert
ainly, many were refused over the years.(30) 00 much so, that MA Corresp
ondent", in J4iky, 1820, wrote in to complain about the "still neglected 
areas."(3l) out this was unfair; the Committee had limited resources and 
could not please everybody. The 20th Annual neport gives an indication of 
their problem - Tri*iiaig(A0.726), i.untillich(l<io.27C), Glendryne(N0.323), 
owordlechaol(do.683) anu Achdaphubil(Ko.8)were granted schools; Black Park

(22) Ibid., p.28; 32AR25.
(23) 33AH25.
(24) Ibid., p.28.
(25) Ibid., p.30.
(26) Ibid., p.31.
(27) Ibid., 26/9/1843.
(28) Ibid., p.30.
(29) 32AR7.
(30) 17AR16; 19AR14; 21AR10; 2>K29
(31) 10AR50.
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Park, habost anu barryvard were refused.(32) In fact, in the year 1834 
out of 55 applications for schools, 28 were actually granted.(33) al
though the criteria for choice were never spelled out in the annual Reports 
it was obvious that remoteness was the important factor, in the year 1840- 
1841 Kinlochewe(ilo.437) and uoriston(No. 131)were 20 miles from the nearest 
kirks, while follglass(Ii0.565)» borinamuck(i.o.255) anu ivylerhea(iio.454)were 
all 17 miles. All of these received schools. Keppoch(No.41l)waa 9 miles 
from the nearest school, breniah(No.l52)was 8 and *.chicore(No.l4)and Tolsta 
(Ro.701)both 7. *11 of these got schools. uome uistricts had no schools
at all - iiayble(No• 105)with 390 people, Cctnaclach(i;o.549)with 350, North 
0alson(No.544)with 288, uarbost(No.304)with 260 and Oarry(^o.3^5)with 272 
inhabitants. All of these were granted schools.(33) *fter 1833 the Com
mittee were anxious to have some material inducement from applicants and 
these were varied. The crofters at uayble offered 28 towards the teacher’s 
salary, while those at helbost offered 25.(34) both got schools, heritors 
frequently offered part payment of the coats if the ~ociety met the remain
der, as at Varansay in 1834 when the proprietor gave ..12 anu asked the 
committee to match it.(no.6%')(35) ven modest collections, like the <£3*11.6 
gathered at ^olsta in 1835» were acceptable.(3b) Cf course, real physical 
barriers almost always moved the Committee, as at aicinish(io.283)in Islay 
where the children in 1844 had to travel two miles to school and ford a 
dangerous river.(37) Reasons for refusal are interesting and seem to be 
basically two - the o.d.P.C.K. were interested in the area, as happened 
at Tarskvaig in bleat in 1814, or there were too many schools already in 
the district, as happened at Ordpatrick in bilberry in 1825.(38) Of course, 
refusal did not deter many, they simply re-applieu the following season.
4'ew haa to wait as long as 8pindalevNo.659)in butherlanu. Its first applic
ation was submitted in August, 1815, but they aid not get a school till 1850.

When a district received word that it had been granted a school the 
minister would assemble his parishioners ana urge them to plan how they 
would build the school. Heads of families normally took the lead at this 
stage, but occasionally the parishioners simply refused to do anything.

(32) 20AH31, pp.32. 33, 34, 14.
(33) 30idv22-23*
04) 22Aiil2-13.
05) 23ibU3.
(36) 24AR21.
(37) 33AU31.
(38) 4AK30; 15AH24.
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anything. This was the situation facing the minister at -hieldaig in 
April, 1838, but he just built the school at Aligin(No.3l)himself0^el- 
ecting the exact site for a school also caused problems. The Teachers* 
ihiide gave a general indication: "The dchool-house should be placed in 
an airy ana ury situation, anu be well lighted, "(40) Obviously, it had 
to be central, but who was to determine that? The Kev. a t ,  -illiam McRae 
of darvas, in December, 1837, found himself confronteu with deputations 
of irate parents from two hamlets desperately arguing their respective 
case for a school.(41) «ltandou(Ko.32)got its school because the parents 
told the Kev. hr. Thomas toss that they chiluren "panting for the ord 
of God,"(42) Their offer to accommodate the teacher immediately free of 
charge no doubt helped, sometimes, as at Garry(Ko.>05), in bkye, in Jan
uary, 1839, the minister woulu ask the advice of the society’s Inspector.
(43) On other occasions the minister might approach the local proprietor 
or iiia factor. In September, 1812, for instance, the factor for ^ir James 
.iddel of ^rdnamurchan selected the site for Kilmorie(fo.428).(44) One 
thing the Committee would not tolerate and that was a lengthy delay in 
providing a school, as the crofters of “ester Jlumbie found to their cost 
in 1814. Their teacher was simply ordered to Jeantown(Ko.398).(45) Cosh- 
encountered the same treatment when "their accommodations were not in a 
sufficient state of readiness" and their teacher was sent to uearlosh(No. 
358) and oag^i«o.586).(46) This was happening so often tnat, in 1826, th« 
Committee resolved "that no Teacher shall be appointed to a school until 
an assurance is given that a suitable dchool-house has been prepared for 
the teacher’s reception, and no allowance whatever shall be given in any 
case, from the funds of the bociety, either for the erection of a ~chool- 
house, or for the rent of it."(47) frequently therefore, alternate accom
modation had to be arranged to avoid the loss of the school. This could

(39) 28AR21.
(40) TG., p.4.
(41) 27AK22.
(42) 3aR42.
(43) 29Aid7.
(44) 2AR33.
(45) 3AR49.
(46) Ibid., pp.15-16.
(47) Kinute, 15AR65? repeated 17AK53



could bo a Church of Scotland kirk, as Hailegrant(No.73)used in liarch,
1835 when the scholars met in kilmenay Church, Islay.(48) uamington 
fark(Ao.46l)waa unusual in that it occupied their local kirk for the 
whole summer of 1820*(49) The biggest school to meet in a Church was 
xortree(^o#571)in 1837 when there was a roll of 136.(50) ; oman Catholic
meeting-houses were sometimes used, such as at Ayles(ho.456)in deptember, 
1821 when the roll was 29*(5l) but the strangest situation must have 
been that facing william walker at Canna(ho.l77)in February, 1814 when 
he held his school in one end of a Roman Catholic chapel.(52) At the 
other end of the building was a private school with 30 children learning 
nglish. Free Churcu buildings were not used very much as by the 1850's 
schools were being purpose-built. However, John -illanders nad 38 pupils 
in the Knoak(Ko.449)Free ^irk chapel.(53) Abandoned school-houses were 
commonly uaeu, at dhabost(iio.629)and at Jarvas(i*o.lc2), but the latter 
was slightly unusual in that it was an empty parish school anu permission 
haa to be obtained from .eady dooa i-xackenzie.(54/ x&rely aid a 1 arish 
schoolmaster offer to Bhare his school, but this certainly happened at 
dalem in Tiree in 1816.(55) olenelchaig(ho.324)was equally unusual, in 
that the society school met in an old abauuoned elasgow auxiliary dociety 
school.(56) ^ingwall(x»o. 249/school was located in a builuing that was 
given rent-free by the local citizens, unlike eragar(uo.l45)who met in 
a rented barn.(57) ulcinaacfoiach(ho.l2d)also met iii a rented barn, but 
it, at least, was described as !,a commodious bam.!,(58/ -̂ he most unlikely 
accommodation of all, however must be that obtaineu by -urin(i.o.27l)in 
weptember, 1813 - Ma kiln, enlarged."(59) The beat schools were those
which were constructed specifically as society schools, such as x*ilUonan

(48) 25AR25-26.
(49) 10AR43.
(50) 26AR54.
(51) 11AS30.
(52) 4aK40.
(53) 4ikia3.
(54) 5aR36-37.
(55) Ibid., p.50.
(56) 25Ai'-27.
v57) 5Ai\2o—21, p.77.
(58) j-bid. | p.27.
(59) 3AR39.



Aildonan(Ko.420)in Jeptember, 1815*
The Committee gave only general advice on constructions "The school

room should be much larger then is required for accommodating merely the 
children who attenu on week days: both Parents and Children, and servants, 
etc. being present on oabbath."(60) Raising the necessary money was always 
a problem, but many communities either assessed themselves or had collect
ions. ^t okibbo(ho.65C), for instance, in June, 1824, each family gave 
either 1/- or 1/6 to the building fund.(61) At Port Rilliam(No.294), on 
the other hand, the lev. Nr* Charles J. Jayne 'to hire a house or
room for the school --  the expense of which we intena to defray by means
of a subscription or collection. '(62) The Committee actually disliked the 
though of heavy expenditure - "No costly preparations are expected: an un- 
tonanted house of convenient situation" would do, f-s long as "they, with 
alacrity will unite in building one. ! They did make one proviso: it should 
be "as large as possible; because crowding the Children into a small space 
injures their Health, destroys order, and greatly hinders their progress in 
learning. ' And, of course, "a numerous attendance was expected on CuncLays." 
(63; As Colin Sinclair has pointed out the Caels had a difficult problem 
in that they only had limiteu builuing materials and yet had to live in a 
rigorous climate. 6̂4) Cuilding techniques were primitive, but essentially 
sounu, based as they were on ancient practice - cul n’ gaoith, aghaidh ri 
grein, an ear's an iar, an aachaidh is fearr."(65) There was no option 
but to build thick turf walls and thatched roof. The greatest emphasis 
was laiu on light - "The windows, therefore, or apertures on the north wall, 
should be at such parts of it as to give light to the Classes standing at 
the south wall; ana , on the other hand, the winuowa on the south should 
serve the purpose of the Jcholara, who stand with their faces towards the 
north wall."( 66) Careful thought had been given to the seating: "Five 
seats, at least, are required for the five Classes: anu each Class should 
be at aagreat a distance from the other as the dchool- 00m will permit."(67)

(60) TG.. p.4.
(61) 14AR22.
(62) 19^24-25.
(63) TG., p.3*
(64) dolin Cinclair, toned mouses.'1 1953*
(65) Ibid., p.20., "Jack to the wind, face to the sun, eastward and westward 
tfi<s)b©st homestead."
(66) TG.,p.6.
(67) Ibid., p.4.
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permit.” Plate 4- shows the recommended "places for the windows and the 
manner of the entrance to show how the light is communicated to every 
Class, and how they are best screened from the cold air from the door,'* 
resigns were often changed, especially if the Inspector wrote an adverse 
report - "The people are exceedingly attached to the Teacher and on the 
previous week, hearing that 1 was to visit Lewis first, they opened another 
door and window in the school-house, for fear they might lose the teacher, 
for I insisted last year on such being done to the house and much more.
Lhe tardy measure, however, is a great improvement on a house 100' long."(68) 
ieritors often took a great interest in the construction of the schools 
and sometimes gave timber, as I-acleod of Cadboll did to .atat-na-Tuath(!!o.34) 
in January, 1816.(69) -ore often they gave monoy, as did ..rs. Hay Mackenzie 
of Cromarty to Juny(Ko.269)* Colonel Jpencer to ClachnaharryO 0.199) and 
r. McAllister to ‘-»trathairu(No.665)in wkye.(70) The actual building was 
almost always the work of the people themselves. The ev. . r. Minlay Kc 
ae of Horth Uist rtpo^lcd in December, 1819 that "by their united labour 
the people have erect school-house sufficient to accommodate upwards 
of 80 scholars at Jaliviconon."(ho.89)(71) -owever, arinagower was built 
by only one man in March, 1816.(72) Much more typical would iiave been the 
scene at arni»dale(No.54)in November, 1817* The teacher, uncan Campbell, 
arrived to find that heavy rains had delayed the completion of the school 
and he was lodged temporarily in a nearby inn. The school, 30' by 14'♦ fur
nished with seats and a teacher's desk, was built in four weeks by people 
from uochaber, ulengarry, ^intail anu Knoydart, who had camped around the 
school until it was completed.(73) It was the same in the Islands; people 
came from all over Coll to construct Cornaig(Xo.217)in 1831.(74) Haste 
was essential, especially the thatching, as Alexander Mcueod discovered 
when posted to Araisaale in 1847.(75) **ost of the work therefore was done 
in the summer months as the Committee constantly suggested.(76) The worst 
approach was to do a rushed job as that meant repairs within a very short

(68) 49AlilO.
(69) 15AH26-29.
(70) 194-08; 50AR10
(71) 9*1124-26.
(72) 6AH6.
(73) 8AJ10-11.
(74) 20AR35.
(75) 36AR12.
(76) 29AId7; 33AR27
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time, aa happened at i'ortavada(lvo.567)in October, 1826.(77) To avoid 
this the people usually had their houses built quite a time in advance, 
ana some even had to wait empty for even a few years.(78) occasionally, 
masons were employed to lay the stones as the >ev. . r. bolin frcKenzie 
arranged for 0ress(l.o.346)in Larch, 1813.(79) The stones, of course, 
being collected by the crofters themselves. -veil as late as 1850 this 
was still the case as Inspector Ross notedi "I found that 20 men were 
engaged that day in clearing the foundation anu collecting stones.’H80)
-he size of these schools is interesting, some, aB we have seen, being 100* 
Ion*. Others were mucn smaller - farry(..o.:L t>)was 35* by 15’; Kcooviy(Bo« 
407)was 30' by 12'; tester dluiabie(ko.74o)was 29’ by 14' by 6’; igg(ho.277)
was 28* by 12* and Calluch(ito.l69)waa 27' by 12'.(8l) uulnacnock(i>o.240)was 
"a tenement of 6 couples - the expression 6 couples, marks the length of 
the building, anu refers to a house, the roof oi' which requires 6 double 
beams placed at the usual distance from each other."^82; ârely do we 
have such detail aoout a school as we do about Learside(Ro.473) - "the 
house is substantially built with stone and lime, the walls 7’ high and 
2* thick, with two chimneys, thefpart allotted for the school(57 scholars) 
meausuring 20* by 14i"', within the walls and with three excellent windows."
(83) although these schools appear primitive to modern eyes it is worth 
while remembering that most, like balvairde(iio.95)in September, 1815* were 
"large, well-lightea anu warm."(84) The light and heat came, of course, 
from peats brought by the children ana which were allowed to burn till 10 
p.m..(85) Luraiture is rarely mentioned in the Annual Reports, but we 
do know that nearside had tables anu seats ana that Clashmore(l«o.2C5)had 
obtained its forms and large glass windows from the local factor, hr. daig- 
rie,(86)

The local inhabitants were not slow to assess the comfort and facilities 
of these schools and a wiue range of adjectives was usea to express their

(77) 16AR27.
(78) 3AR21; 23AT119.
*79) 3AI156.
(8u) 49AL1Q.
(81) 29AU17; 5AR08j 4AL11; 5AR85* pp.89-90
(82) ibid., p.40.
(83) 9Ai\.lU.
(84) 5AR71.
(85) 4AK2.
(86) 10AR16; 24AR11.



opinions - ballallan(No.90)and Craigfad(No.226)were "excellent", while 
iortmahoiaac(Ko.570)was such that there was "not such another house to be 
had in the parish" and the thatching on doisaale(fro.l27)waa the best on 
the island.(87) dress(ho.346)and Culnacnock(ho.240)were classified as 
"very good", while Arinncrinack(lio.5C) was "good", Ailnave(ho.430) "large" 
and Jtensal(j\o.662) "substantial."(88) Those at Ulva(ho.733)» -*outh ^ell 
( >0.656) and Amat-na-fuath(do.34)were regarded as "comfortable", while Ding- 
wall(Ho.249)t Nibttlt(lto.513)» CoH(H©*212)f fobenaory(i.o.7v. )anu Jaund(!.o. 
614) were "commodious"; .ionkcastle(ho.525)was "convenient" and igg(ho.277) 
only "tolerably gooa.,:(89) naturally, there were schools Wiiich were no*
highly regarded - mainly because they were "rather little" like eaJGadNo.
599)or "very small" like -\Lipatrick(ho.43l). (90) while baggan Achdroma 
(ho.459)waa "not yet so good", Cheesebay(ho.196)was "crowded to excess."(9l) 
oorne had specific problems, like i inchruin(i. 0.432) where angus Mcbeod taught 
32 in December, 1815 in "an olu open shed" exposed to the rain, or ..ainsaig
(fio.578)in ^kye, wiiich was "damp without any outlet whatever for the
smoke except the door."(92) ~ome were badly sited and exposed to the elem
ents, like i-.ead Cdrigil(Ao.472,, which "more than once had had its thatch
blown ofi by the wind."(93/ ethers deteriorated, like neoust, listed above;
tiie retiiatciiing in 1856 was done "when the season was far advanced and it
was not long before it fell by a storm", and t;ven the Inspector lamented
"the wretchedness of the place."(94) hut one of the worst was Caraony in 
. ull in 1815, where it was planned to have 35 taught in an "old barn", which 
was considered "very bad", ^owever, the owner wanted it back and the school 
moved J mile to fiahinish(ko.29C)•(95) Clearly, the key to comfort and
efficiency was the number in attendance and some rolls were far too high.
oarvassea(ho.lC3)was enormous - during the year 1827-1828 Alexander .^nderson 
taught 368 scholars, of whom 224 were adults. Cf these, 141 were at the .1- 
em^utary level 7 at the -d.ble.(96) fly there were still 330 there.
(87) 7AR7; 15AP32; 31AR26; 10AR22.
(88) >*56; 32AR25; 28AR21; 35AR26.
(89) 5* SC 5 25AR28; 15AR28| 6AR14; 22-^13; 25A-.31; 114 40; 5AR17, p.85.
(90) 3AR61; 5AH54.
9̂l) 18AK32; 24AR26.
V92) 6AR9-10; 46AR9.
(93) 24**16.
(94) 45aR14.
(95) 5**53.
(96^ 18aR54—55*
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there. Other schools had huge rolls too - Oalder(fo.298)had 297, Fort 
illiam(L'o.294)had 280, Tobermory!Ho.700)had 268 and 3rag&r(To. 145)had 

263* ^uite often there were more in attendance than the roll or "list" 
or "catalogue" indicated - Cla3hmore(No.2Q5)in ^ssynt haa 93 on the roll 
but the Inspector found 109 present.(97) It was the same at Back(No*62) 
in Lewis with 101 on the roll, yet 130 in attendance.(98) Variations in 
number mu3t have been a constant headache, aa at iirin^ailach(No.48)in 
Mull, where 47 was the average for the summer session and 105 for the 
winter.(99) A school might well be designed for a certain number and 
that number might just as easily fall aa increase. urora(-io.l53)is a 
good example - in 1830 there were 259 scholars, in 1841 only 179 and by 
1848 a mere 63. finally, we have the teacher’s accomodation. As far 
as one can gather from the annual deports single men occupied a part of 
the school-house, while married men and their family usually had separate 
accommodation in a house of their own. Once a bachelor married problems 
rose and lodging might well be sought in a nearby croft, as at Blaraac- 
folach(l*o.l22)in December, 1814.(loo) Jew were as fortunate as Loaerick 
**c~eod, who was given the Deat room in a merchant’s house at JeantownfNo. 
398)in 1814.(101)

There was, of course, an elwment of opposition in some communities 
and the Committee recognised tids as a fact of life. Christopher Anaerson, 
for example, in January, 1819 saius ost peopie, with but few exceptions, 
appreciate the work Oo. tu Society*"!102) ven as late as 1829 the 18th 
Annual Leport was still speaking of "discouragements and difficulties of 
various kinas - - misconceptions anu prejudices. "(lc;3) Jy 1831 most of 
these prejudices had disappeared, but the Secretary, the Lev. Mr* Angus 
*!ackellar, could still look back on the earlier days whan "There were not 
a few who looked upon your enterprise as extravagant, ana some who even 
regarded it as hopeless."!104) Thy, one might well ask, was there any op
position at all to such an obviously good society? iliere were at least

(97) 25AL13.
(96) 29AU24.
V99) 6AR19. 
aoo) 4AL37.
(led) ibid., p.11.
(102) 8AR1.
(103) 18Afl2-13.
V104) 20AH11.
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least three main reasons for peoples* attitudes. In the first part, many 
parents were not too happy about the effect of any sort of education upon 
their children, especially upon their daughters, hence the neglect of fem
ale education. Presumably they feared that with literacy their children 
might grow away from them, take on airs or leave their homes. Heritors 
sometimes shared this view, but for more basic economic reasons. Not that 
there were many direct complaints against the Society, that would have 
been very stupid in the light of the Society's obvious Christian endeavour. 
The only way that the heritor could express his distaste was at the teacher, 
his actions or his personality and as late as 1834 "complaints have occas
ionally been made."(105) The Islanders were particularly anxious about ed
ucation as W.C. Mackenzie has noted: "People did not take kindly to educat
ion, being suspicious of its results."(106) A second, but much more common 
motive for opposition, was the passionate desire to learn English and use 
it to acquire a better standard of living. The Rev. Mr. John Class of Cun- 
vegan described the situation in Skye in 1836: "So ignorant are the parents, 
that it is difficult to convince them that it can be any benefit to their 
children to read Caelic, though they are all anxious, if they could, to 
have them taught nglish, though there is not one in the whole district 
that can understand a sentence, lie (the teacher)was long among them before 
he could get them to send their children to school."(107) The people of 
Islay shared the view about Caelic: "There lias been," wrote the Rev. Mr. 
James Pearson of kilmenny in April, 1836,"and still continues to be among 
some a strong prejudice against having their children first instructed to 
read their native language - - the prejudice, however, is giving way."(108)
A third reason was fear of the cost that the presence of a school might in
volve the community. The Rev. Mr. Colin Mackenzie of Shieldaig, in April, 
1838, found the people "very lukewarm" when the matter of financing a school 
was raised.(109) It was the same at Aadenbaine(No.l), as late as 1853, when 
the "people were reluctant to have a teacher until the Aev. Mr. i'̂ ĉ eod paid 
for a house."(110) aome areas were particularly bad: the Rev. Mr. Archie

(105^ 2>R17.
U06) W.C. Mackenzie, "ajgtory of the Outer Hebrides". 1903, p.531.
(107) 27AR13.
(108) 26AR53.
(109) 28AK21.
(110) 42AR16.
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Archie MacTavish of Jura reported that "some parents were not so sensible 
at first of the blessing - - and did not see to attendance"; Justice of 
the Peace Jonald Stewart of Harris wrote that "It is now about five years 
since your first teachers got a proper footing in Harrier- - they had many 
prejudices to encounter"; the Kev. Mr. John Mackenzie of Rogart remembered 
"the prejudice which existed in this parish against Caelic Schools."(ill)
It was also marked at particular schools - "Some considerable prejudice 
appears to have existed among the people of ^rdchiavaig in Mull at first 
against the school, and from their hesitation in providing a house".(112)(No36) 
The Rev. Mr. Donald Fraser of Kirkhill reported that the people at Caipelach 
(No.164)"viewed the plan of the Caelic Schools with distrust," while the 
people of Swordly(Ko.685), according to the Rev. Mr. David Mackenzie of Farr, 
"were not so anxious about the education of their Daughters."(113) £he 
latter even found that his aged parishioners did not want to learn, a 
feature shared by Tolsta(No.70l), where "the grown-up people were very 
backward at first to begin to learn."(114) The children themselves often 
disobeyed their parents and attended school, as the Committee noted in 1821x 
"they were known sometimes to have stolen to the Dchool unknown to their 
parents, or against their will. For while some of the parents do their 
best to promote the attendance of their own and other's children, others 
are rather indifferent."(ll5) The best way round the indifference was to 
have an able teacher* at Hhadir(No.630), for instance, Neil Murray, "over
came the untoward reluctance of some to send their children to school", 
while at ^ulduin(No.23Q) "there were several difficulties to contend with 
and to overcome before the children could be got to attend at this station - 
- the parents being formerly indifferent - - that has now changed thanks to 
the teache&'s judicious intercourse with the parents."(116) Hometimes a 
teacher tried something novel to attract scholars, as did Murdoch MacFherson 
at Duin(No.267), when, in 1834, he had his wife open a Female Cchool. The 
Rev. Mr. Alexander Macleod reported to the Committee, "I see that it is

(111) 11AR41, 26/3/1821; 13AR36, 13/l/l824; 18AR27, March, 1028
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is not till now that he ana the people fully understand each other."(117) 
Most people, in time, were persuaded to accept what the Gaelic Schools had 
to offer, especially the rapid progress achieved by both young and old in 
reading: "the inhabitants of the district are more inclined than they were 
to send their children to this school(Strathgarve, No.669). 1 have always
observed this, that it is after seeing the progress made by those who have 
been sometime attending, that there is a general desire awakened amongst 
the inhabitants of the district to send their children to school."(118) 
Inevitably, this was followed by a communal sense of shame and it is well 
demonstrated by a petition from 30 Heads of families at Cladaeh(No.20l)in 
North Uist in February, 1843* "We confess, to our shame, that we did not 
esteem this privilege as we might - - we were almost careless about the 
said worthy teacher when offered to us first, but as we increased in know
ledge, we have had more desire for his labour, and were all willing to 
petition your Society to have him with us another year."(119)

The Teachers’ Guide was adamant about the importance of attendance 
and especially "steadiness and punctuality."(120) But teachers were ex
pected to adapt their times to "the most convenient" for their scholars 
so that attendance was as easy as possible. This meant long hours for 
all the Society’s teachers. Weekdays were usually 9am to 12 noon and then 
lpm to 4pm. Of course, every teacher was compelled to have weekday even
ing schools for adults and these, in winter, were usually 6pm till 10pm 
and 7pm to 10pm in summer. The Guide gave sound advice on how to run a 
school - at 9am the teacher was to "start precisely" by ringing the "large 
hand bell - - part of his moveable school furniture." Those children who 
arrived late and had no valid excuse were placed at the bottom of their 
respective classes. As regulat attendance was the aim of the Committee, 
teachers had to be scrupulous about registration. They had to call all 
the names at 2pm daily, that is just after the first lesson in the after
noon. There had to be no delay, the teacher simply reading a name and 
the child answering, "An so!"(here!). If present the teacher marked "1" 
opposite the name; if absent a "0".(l2l) If a child was absent in the 
morning then it was the duty of the Monitor to find out why. If the ex-
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explanation was acceptable the child was marked present for the whole 
day. If a child was present in the morning, but absent in the afternoon 
it was up to the Monitor to find out the reason. If he was unable to do 
so, then the register must be kept blank till the nest day. If there was 
no satisfactory reason, then the child was marked absent for the entire 
day. Those pupils with good attendance were rewarded with cards on the 
first Monday of the second month in each session. These were to act as 
”a stimulus to attend.” Those whose attendance had been "irregular" were 
deliberately kept separate as a punishment. In fact, all the scholars 
were warned at the start of the session that if they were absent they 
would end up in the "irregular class” and not get a card. To be absent 
two or three times was regarded as a piece of delinquency and those guilty 
of such had to waer a placard, round the neck, for a day or for a part of 
the day.(122) The placard read! "Airson a bhi air falbh!”(For absence!).
The Committee's insistence upon good attendance as they had ample evidence 
that "the children, owing to their attending best, make moat progress.”(123) 
As early as May, 1813 the Rev. ^r. Thomas Rosa had predicted that attend
ance would be a problem, a prophecy echoed the same year from Mull.(124) 
oome schools had reputations for very high attendance figures - uangdale 
(No.463), 3couriie(No.625) and Crathy(No.228), while others had a bad rep
utation - Strome(Ho.673), Caipelach(No.l64)and Kenovay(No.407). Most 
schools were rather like Morness(No.528)in Sutherland, subject to fluct
uations - 1828 82/o, 1029 81>, 1830 94^ ana 1831 81>. Some years, of course, 
were bad all over the country, rather like 1817 "due to the failure of the 
1816 harvest.”(125) There were lots of reasons for absences, most of them 
perfectly legitimate. Distance was a perennial problem and many children 

£ walked three, as at Kinlochbuy(Mo.436), or eyk five miles, as at (Jlencalvie 
(No.315).(126) Bad weather, especially heavy rain, could make the journey 
to school into a nightmare of swollen rivers, as at Caipelach and Ulenmore 
(No.332).(127) Some of the parents were no doubt feckless and silly, but 
large families was often to blame. At Calluch(No.l69)in Mull, for instance,
"there is hardly a house here but has ten children init."(l28) roverty

(122) Ibid., p.10.
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Poverty was the greatest cause of absenteeism and was on a scale which 
our century finds hard to appreciate. For example, many of these remote 
communities had absolutely no specie whatsoever - Ardnamurchan in 1832 and 
even Portree in 1836.(129) The result was hordes of children devoid of 
suitable clothing and shoes for hard weather. Such children were common 
sights at Uachdar(No.730), Bragar(No.l45)and Shadir(No.63l).(l30) To sup
plement the meagre family resources these children had to work at the har
vest, as at ^catwell(No.622)and at Bosta(No.l38), or at the kelp, as at 
Klllean(Ko.423)» or at the fishing, as at Mellon of Udrigil(No.5l6)or herd
ing cattle to "the shealings" as at Calnukile(Ro.l70)and Shabost(No.629).(l3l) 
The ultimate in poverty, of course, was the collecting of shell-fish as 
the main diet, a practice common to North Uist in 1830 and Skye as late as 
1856.(132) All of the above privations were made doubly worse for those 
children who had the misfortune to be orphans and one teacher in Assynt 
had 19 such in his little school.(133) Next to poverty the main cause of 
poor attendance was illness, often unidentified diseases - "infectious 
fever” at Inverewe(No.383)and Calson(No.300), while it was "severe fever" 
at Bruinish(No*162)and -lgol(flo.279).(134) Measles were common at Inver- 
chirkay(N0.382)and at Paible(Ro.555) and at hrimarban(Ko.258)examinations 
had to be cancelled.(135) Worst of all was Torraston(No.71l)in Coll, where 
the teacher had to abandon his post to escape "the epidemical disease."(136) 
"Hooping cough" at iiOnkcastle(No.525)laid many low, but the outbreak of 
smallpox at Inverewe was more frightening. Some schools were just unlucky - 
>alaclet(Ho.5C5)in North Uisthad outbreaks of smallpox and whooping-gough 
between Hay, 1840 and January, 1841. These returned in April, 1841 as well 
as a savage bout of measles.(137) kilnave(Ho.430)in Islay hod whooping- 
cough and fever in 1842 and then measles in 1843*(138) Not surprisingly, 
deaths were not uncommon and at Clachtol(No.200) in 1855 there were "many
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many deaths" from influenza and whooping-cough.(139) fortunately, moat 
children attended school normally and, in fact, seem to have enjoyed doing 
so. At fiscavaig(No.288)"the children have a pleasure in attending school" 
and at Hustal(No.372)they walked miles to be there every day.(l40) At Port- 
avada(No567)the scholars hailed the teacher "with joy" every morning and at 
Rum(No.596)they boarded or camped near the school not to miss a single day. 
(l4l) Their reward came when they went home and proudly taught their elders 
how to read. At Kintraa(No.440)a seven year old girl would teach her 70 
year old grandfather, what the Rev. Mr. Kenneth McKenzie called, "The 
blending of age to the docility of childhood."(142) Within school, most 
children exhibited, as at ^rimarban a "seriousness which pervaded the whole 
school."(143) All 52 of them were, according to the dev. Mr. Hector Allen, 
"quiet, neat and clean."

The Teachers' Guide gave detailed instructions to the teachers on how 
to arrange their classes with boys and girls separated, the former to the 
right and the latter on the left.(l44) This was satisfactory in those 
which had a well balanced school roll, like mbo(No.280)with its 20 male 
and 21 female scholars, and even with a big school like Inchrory(No.377) 
with its 105 males and 115 females.(145) Problems must have developed when 
there was a strong bias towards one sex, as at kenovay(No.407)where there 
were 43 males and only 9 females.(146) Generally speaking, after 1820 
the number of female scholars increased to equal the males in both Main
land and Islands schools. In some cases females actually outnumbered the 
males, but rarely by as much as at kwordly(ho.685).(147) loung children 
were kept as close to the teacher as possible. Naturally, the teacher could 
not supervise five classes continually ana he had to rely on "Monitors." 
sometimes called "superintendents" or "Overseers" they "must answer to you 
for the good order and attention of his class." The teacher, therefore 
simply went from group to group as a "General uuide" or "Director". The
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The Committee were clear aa to how a Monitor should be selected, as "any 
Boy can teach aa much aa he knows." The Monitor therefore, hud it could 
easily be a girl, was picked from a higher class, such aa a Monitor was 
chosen from the Syllable Class to teach the children in the Alphabet Class. 
(14S) The key factor was the children's awareness that it was "a post of 
honour" for which they all should strive. The teacher's function was to 
impress upon tnem that it was given for "general good conduct and scholar
ship." The teacher kept a watchful eye on his Monitors to see that their 
lessons were not too long and that they aid not overstress competitiveness, 
we have the judgment of the Rev. Mr. Alexander Dtewart of Dingwall as to 
how the system worked: "The mode of teaching the classes by Monitors is 
successfully pursued."(149) Tn his view the Monitors were "alert and care
ful." There is clear evidence that teachers did try "to follow the rules 
of the Cuide as near as possible."(150) The first class was the Alphabet 
Class.(l5l) The Caelic alphabet was written on large "boards" in four 
versions - (a) Dingle Roman or bpright (b) Dingle Italic or Sloped (c) Roman 
Capital and (d) Italic Capital - which were then hung on the walls of the 
school by a nail. The children, at this stage of learning, would stand 
round it, 7 as at Jochcarty(No.253)and 40 at iiustal(No.372), in a semi
circle with the Monitor at the side. He woula point out the letters on 
the first board with a "small twig or switch." oometimes he would wear 

the board around his necks ana point to the letters with his finger. -ach 
child would be asked a letter in turn and, if they faltered, the Monitor 
would tell them the letter. Hut this was only for the first two days, there
after "it is not the Unitor's business to teach, but to see that the boys 
in the class teach each other." Thus, if a boy made a mistake with a letter 
the i-ionitor did not correct him, but asked another boy. If this other boy 
gives the correct response he "moves up in his position" in the class. If 
nobody got it right, then the Monitor would read it. All four versions of 
board were used and significantly, from the point of view of perception, 
all the letters were in the same place and order on all four boards. If a 
class was large it could be divided with one Monitor to every ten scholars 
with each group using a different board for at least 30 minutes. Thus, in
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in a matter of two hours all had been seen. Motivation to learn was pro
vided by the teacher who told the children that if they did well they 
would be moved to the second or Syllable Class. This class dealt with 
syllables of two to three letters by the use of "cards". Duplicates of 
these cards were in the First book given to the children, so tliat a class 
of 20 could have ten at the cards and ten at the book. These they would 
exchange from time to time. Aa at Hkelpic(No.646)they "after spelling the 
word, they mentioned, with a wonderful facility, the number of syllables, 
vowels or consonants, of which the word was composed."(152) The third 
class was the Heading and spelling Class.(153) Here, the scholars used 
"The uuide to the Heading of the Gaelic Language" upon which their reading 
and spelling were based. For the first hour they were given reading and 
this consisted of a sentence^ of three or four words)to each. While they 
studied this sentence the Monitor "makes sure eyes don’t wander", and if 
a mistake was made, he asks somebody else for the correct response. The 
person who gave the wrong answer loses his place in the class. Then, after 
the sentence has been read the Monitor starts at the bottom of the class 
and asks a sentence from each child in turn. "In going up the class, if a 
scholar cannot say his lesson, he may be corrected by the child below him." 
If the Monitor sees any child "trifling" he was to ask, "which was the last 
sentence read?" Again, if he aid not know, then the i4onitor had to ask 
the child below him. After an hour the class moved to spelling - for this 
they closed their books and the Monitor then asked about the lesson given 
out the day before. Then the first child had to spell the first word, the 
second child the second word and so on. If a mistake was made the Monitor 
did not correct, but asked the next child in line. When this is done the 
Monitor asks any word and goes up and down the class as he does so. If a 
place is gained, then that place was kept. It was a rule of the school 
that every lesson had to be perfect. In fact, the class reward was a new 
lesson. A bad lesson in the morning meant a repeat in the afternoon. This 
emphasis on spelling was much admired, especially by visiting ministers 
ana they frequently commented, as at Roggie(No.590), on the "spelling with 
accuracy."(154) Home teachers even achieved a measure of "happy communic-
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communication", aa did Alexander Mehay at Inveraa<Ule(^o.3B0).(15^) *he 
fourth group was called the New leataaent and Psalm book Claes and basic
ally consisted of alternate exercises. C150) eading the hew Testament 
began with the easy or acre intorsating sections - John, -Aike, ^ots of the 
Apostle ana pis tie to the Homans. Thareifter, teachers were free to pick 
what appealed to their interests. The class w--re then i<ivt;a two lessons 
for the following day, the first to be the morning lesson and the second 
the afternoon lesson. These had to be "fully learned or well said." «11 
books were then closed and the Monitor had to "examine thorn promiscuously 
in spelling any word used." The isaln book was also used both in the morn
ing and the afternoon, scholars started with a four line stanza which they 
had to reau ana then "commit to memory." They had to read the single lines
alternately, then each child rwcitod the whole stanza. Tneae were later
increased to stanzas of 6, 12 anu even lb lines. Oddly enough, such hone- 
work and chiluren usually pressed for as much of this as they could get.
*he chilurwn at bajmavl*o.ll7)beiog particularly fond of ^ev Testament pas
sages, while those at *j*ngualeU«o. 463/preferred i araphraet e.(157) The last 
or fifth class was the nible C1*sm.(150) from 9an to lCaia the children
studied the "devotional or preceptive part" of the Uble - Tsalas, iroverba,
cclosiastes imd Muaentatione. - ram 10am to lias ana from 2pn to 3p* they 
dealt with the "historical part" - Creation, Joseph, Auth, whbuoI, lavid, 
^onathon and .-aniel. dhen these stages were successfully mastered the 
class went on to "difficult bcripture history" anu then the "prophetic 
books" starting with Isaiah, naturally, spelling was continuously stressed 
and assessed, ^o&e of these 3ible classes could be large - there were 41 
at ~inoUko.486) and 64 at -hadir^tfo.630). As we have seen there was some 
scope for teachers to follow their particular interest anu for Alexander 
.'*c*eod at deravho.275)thls was iechariah, while for -onald < C-lanaid at 
dern*ra(i.o.ll4)it was a veritable "biblical biography."(159) The society 
were highly pleased with their syllabus and i&̂ thous and they shared the 
view of the l ev. *r. deorge -dnjphora of 'daggan, 'that the mode of instruct
ion adopted appears to give universal satisfaction."(l60)

. ot only chilarua, of course, attended these classes. Indeed, many
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many were very old. At the Edinburgh Gaelic School(No.276) there was a 
female of 78 years of age, while at Glencalvie(No.315)there was actually 
a man recorded aa, "Iverach, now in hie 117th years, having eiilisted in the 
army in 1715 and now suffering from failing eight."!(i6l) Generally how
ever, adults were loath to attend these schools at first for fear of being 
embarrassed tlirough failure to read, dome turned up at school with their 
children and even their grandchildren: "It is agreeably amusing to see one 
pretty numerous class of ancients of both sexes, attending the school, pro
vided with spectacles, struggling with all the warmth of youthful emulation 
through the Elementary Books."(l62) At the same time, there were even 
four year olds at school - Culrain(No.24l), i.'ivepenny(lIo.29l)and Glenuig 
(No'. 337)* Naturally, there was bound to be a wide age range in almost 
every school - boy^, girls, men and women, dome teachers diverged slightly 
from the teachers1 Guide because of the level of their scholars* reading 
skills - two groups at Inverewe(No.383), three at Kersnader(No.412), four 
at i3allallan(N’o.90), five at Kistle(No.446) and six at Dallas(No.244). dome 
teachers ran separate classes for Books 1 and 2, as at Bayble(No.lC>5), while 
others, as at Triaslan(No.723)called them "Elementary Books." Throughout 
the higher classes memory work was continually demanded by the teachers.
The children enjoyed memorising huge chunks of Gcripture with amazing results 
Konitors at ^rimarban(No.258)memorised 35 Psalms; others at 3ogrow(No.l24) 
knew 100 Psalms; and one boy of 12 years at Drimarban in 1821 could actually 
"master the whole Gaelic Psalm Book."(l63) The average child's greatest 
ambition in the Psalm Class was to commit the 119th Psalm to memory. It 
was the same in the New Testament Class - some at Culrain(No.24l)"memorised 
the Ipistle to the -.phesians", while others at Kinnauld(No.439)could repeat 
29 chapters of oike.(l64) A boy at Kyles(Ko.456)memorised the whole of Job, 
while 29 children at Pollew(No.564)could repeat the whole of the Shorter 
Catechism.(165; The spped at which these children could learn was also ast
onishing, like the girl at LearsiGe(No.473)who could memorise a chapter in 
half an hour.(166) With this enormous concentration on memory work it is 
not surprising to find a report on a blind boy at dhurriree(No.642)in Caith
ness, who "could read,"(167) dven more amazing than the feats of memory
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memory w&a the extraordinary speed at which the Gaels could learn to 
read -"The examinators were amazed at the speed of the learning."(168)
To a large extent thiB was due to the fact that most people thought that 
learning Gaelic was impossible unless ngliah had been mastered beforehand. 
William Walker, teacher at Muck(No.532)summed it up: "it was generally 
thought, even by the highlandsrs themselves, that it was a most difiicult 
thing to learn to read the Gaelic, without learning first to read the 
English; but indeed it is quite the contrary."(169) The Gociety soon had 
a shrewd idea as to how long it would take, some three months if you were 
of average intelligence and application, six weekB if you were bright and 
only three weeks if you were very bright.(l70) The very young demonstrated 
the accuracy of these predictions. At Achinel(No.ll) a six year old boy 
could read the Bible, while at Grishirnish(No.350)a seven year old girl 
had read the whole of the New Testament in under three months.(171) Sadly, 
one boy, who had excelled himself in the speedy mastery of Gaelic reading, 
by the name of Kcilpnald, was hanged in -Edinburgh for the murder of a police
man in 1812.(172) Some children progressed so quickly that they were able 
to act as assistants to the teachers. Such was the case at the dinburgh 
School(No.276)with a ten year old girl.(l73) The old too were often quick 
to learn - a 74 year old woman at Calluch(No.l69)in Mull mastered the alpha
bet in two days, while a married man at Kenovay(No.407)in Tiree, who, in 
November, 1813 did not even know his letters, could, within nine months 
read the Psalms and this only from attendance at evening classes in the 
winter.(174) Often, young and old would attend day classes together and 
thetv are numerous references to families turning up, as at Kyles(No.456) 
where an 87 year old woman arrived with her 17 grandchildren, 14 of whom 
could read.(175) Much discussion went into the topic of such rapid learning 
and the view of the Committee did change over the years. At first, it was 
thought it was simply a "desire to read the Gospels", but ten years later
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later they were thinking in terms of "the absence of many of the excite
ments which agitate the minds of their more congregated brethren."(176) 
Probably both were true. Another reason, of course, was the tremendous 
efforts made by the Society's teachers and it is significant, that as early 
as 1814, the Hey. Dr. Thomas Ross of Lochbroom noted, that when the teacher 
left an area everybody "rusted a littie."(177) The one thing that is hard 
to establish is the rate of their failures. Although they were never listed 
as such they must have existed and possibly in large numbers. Many must 
have given up the attempt to read for various reasons - too stupid, bad 
attendance, illness or even personality clash with the teacher. Glimpses 
can occasionally be had of this feature by looking carefully at the statis
tical returns from individual stations. For instance, Coast of Udrigil(No. 
209)in June, 1833 had a roll of 110, yet only 39 are listed as reading the 
Bible and 15 the New Testament.(178) In other words 54 were reading and 56 
were not. Of course, they might have been newcomers to the school; but, why 
then were they not listed as Elementary readers? In fact, this point is 
demonstrated by the return for Badinscally(No.69)in Januray, 1834, when 
12 read the Bible, 8 the New Testament and 11 were lementary, out of a 
toll of 43. In other words, 12 were not listed at all. In the 24thannual 
Report the Secretary gave a report on ten schools and the numbers who had 
learned to read between February, 1832 and March, 1834. These were -
Sgfegfil* Mi Readers; AtJ&ndanc_e:
Clashmore (205) 166 196
Inchrory (377) 120 220
Carloway (183) 120 164
;uidiniah (572) 38 60
rial mart in (92) 72 96
Carbost (181) 60 111
Glendale (jea) 59 148
Calluch (169) 75 94
Kellmailen (401) 62 81
Balachlaven (76) 196 280 (179)
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(179) If these figures are totalled we have 1,450 in attendance during 
the period 1832-1834 and 1,048 of them could read. As %'b this means that 
something close to 72% mastered reading, at various levels, and 28% did not. 
One can assume that these schools were fairly typical and that the results 
were the same. Unfortunately, it is impossible to compare these with later 
figures, because that type of statistic did not appear again. A hint comes 
from the Inspector*a Report of 1857* "The teaching of the Bible in your 
schools is becoming more intellectual."(l80)

The closure of schools is also interesting. At the end of the day the 
teacher would tell the Monitors to cease and get the scholars "to leave reg
ularly, one by one."(l8l) Oirls left first, youngest and then oldest, then 
the boys, also according to age. The Monitors were expected to tidy up and 
get any "instructions" from the teacher that he thought necessary for the 
following day. This day closure was always called "the dismission." The 
final closure of the school was done by a three month notice in advance to 
the minister. Usually it was followed by a meeting of the Heads of Families 
and a hasty petition to dinburgh. The Committee however had clear criteria 
for closure - the majority of people being able to read, a fall in the pop
ulation due to emigration or clearance and the length of time a school had 
been placed in the community. 3trathconon(No.668), for instance, was closed 
because 40 could read out of 52 attenders.(l82) Inort(Mo.378)was closed in 
1819 because the people "had be«n removed.")183) At first, schools were 
rarely kept for more than 18 months, but by 1856 schools often remained for 
several years.(184) The closure of a school was the signal for a good deal 
of emotion, particularly if the teacher had been well-loved. The Rev. Mr. 
Alexander Macbean noted, in April, 1816, that "a large party of them escorted 
him(the teacher)a distance of 8 miles from the glen(Clencalvie, No.315), and 
there parted with him, with deep regret."(185) At Calluch(lo.l69)in Mull 
the people wept and one followed the teacher on a horse for 40 miles to Oban 
ferry.(186) In most communities the minister and the Heads of Families were 
quick to select "one of the most advanced of the scholars" to continue as 
the local teacher.(187) Other communities sought a teacher of nglish.(l88)

(180) 46AK7.
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(186) Ibid.,p.21.
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(188) Howards played a vital part in the Society's teaching methods and 
the Teachers' guide laid great emphasis on thems "Habitually endeavour to 
keep the minds of your children cheerful; and by a variety of winning met
hods , by kind words and gentle admonitions, try to make them fond of their 
book. - - Let it be your daily care to gain the affections of your children 
for upon this depends in great degree their delight both in attendance at 
the school, and in subjection to you in general."(189) Stress was always 
put on the teacher's "smile of approbation." The basic reward was to give 
a good scholar promotion in his group by "raising his place", that is his 
seat higher up the bench. Teachers were warned not to permit "jostling or 
scrambling for places", but, that the children should move in "a quiet and 
orderly manner" at his signal. >nvy was discouraged find a sense of shame
stimulated. On the first Monday of the second month in each session the
teacher gave out rewards for "punctual and regular attendance" in "cards 
of merit or honour." (190) On the previous Saturday he had marked all 
those who were to get a reward with an X in his register to avoid wasting 
time on the day of the rewards. At 2p.m. he called the roll and with the
first name with an X, he added, "Airson featheamh gu maith aig an Lgoil" -
for good attendance at school. The child was called out and the card hung 
around his neck. This was worn all day and the child allowed to take it 
home at night to show to his family. Next day, Tuesday, the cards were 
handed back to the teacher. Every month this process was repeated and if 
a child had a series of cards then they were allowed to keep one of them.
Of course, the teacher was expected to harangue the scholars daily on the 
nature of these rewards. On the Monday evening the Monitor were kept be
hind and also rewarded with a tract - 'Vremium to the Monitor for attention 
to his duty, presented on the first Monday of the second Month in the Sess
ion - -,f,(l9l) Again there was an opportunity to gain more - in the winter, 
Premiums No. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5? in the summer, Premiums No. 1, 11 and 111.
At the end of the session the monitors were given Bibles from the teacher, 
minister or Visiters, inscribed, "For general good behaviour and progress 
in learning." These Bibles had neither not or comment withia them. Teach
ers took great pains to comply with these regulations, as did Alexander 
Munro at Calluch(No.l69)in Mull in Lecember, 1815 - "I painted badges for 
the Monitors and I took great pains on them. I battered them on one of the

(189) TU.,p.21.
(190) Ibid.,p.22.
(191) Ibid.,p.23.



the boards and then put them out, They hang on the left breast every Gab- 
bath and review day."(1925 Of course, the non-arrival of such cards were 
a severe handicap to a teacher and led to many plaintive comments, such as 
that from ^onald uunro at Tennickvannan(iio.599)in August, 1815s "The cards 
for promotions have not yet come on."(193) That this was a real problem 
can be judged from the fact that on "the day of rewards" the school was al
ways packed with scholars and their parents. Indeed, at bingwall(No.249) 
no fewer than 92 from a roll of 92 were present on that day.(194) dometimes 
a scholar would be so bright that he was not only moved from a lower position 
in a class to a higher, but to another class. "Others, of better capacity, 
were advanced from the first to the fifth class."(195) There were, as one 
might expect, other forms of reward - reading in the kirk on Sundays, or, 
as John Macleod did at hearlosh(No.358)in dkye in 1814, agree to teach them 
nglish,(l96) At hogrow(ho.124)and uallas(ho.244)parents would collect 
money to bu$ prizes for the best scholars.(197) Naturally, promotion and 
commendation were applied equally to adults, and this may explain why adult 
attendance could decline near the day of rewards - embarrassment at not 
gaining public recognition.(198) by the suae token the leachers' Guide 
also recognised the need for punishment, but warned that "Great severity 
of punishment has done much harm in education" and that "the strictest 
discipline meant the fewest strokes."(199) Instead, the teacher was advised 
to use as his weapons, esteem and disgrace. If a child did badly in school 
the teacher had to show coldness and pity, but avoid frequent ehastisement 
and ill-natured chiling as "these destroy the sense of shame in children."£200) 
At the same time there was to be no "frequent reproofs" and "passionate or 
abusive chiding must be avoided as wrong in itself." The first rebuke had 
to be given in private and could be for "forgetfulness, apparent inadvert
ency or occasional dulness of capacity." These were to be dealt with by 
"kind, but pointed admonition." but, "deceitful spirit, a perverseness of
will, or a designed disobedience" such as a lie was "a great offence

(192) 5AR89, 20/12/1315.
(193) Ibid.,p.79t 4/8/1815.
(194) Ibid.,p.72.
(195) 10AR44.
(196) 4AR39.
(197) 14AR7; 16AR11.
(198) 5AR70.
(199) TO.,p.23.
(200) Ibid.,p.20b.
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At the first offence the child was rebuked in private, although the other 
children were told about it. "The evil of the sin of deceit, and falsehood 
in the sight of Ood, should be pointed out, with its dangerous consequences 
in another world." If the offence was repeated the teacher was to say a few 
words to the offender and then order silence for the entire school while 
the child was made to read one of the following - Proverbs All, 22; VI, 16- 
19; 'ill, 5; Psalms CX1X, 163; CaX, 2; Proverbs XIV, 5; -'iX, 9; Revelations 
XXI, 8.(20l) The rest of the children were then to be warned and then a 
card of disgrace -"^irson brug a dheanamh"(For lying)- was worn round the 
neck till it was obvious that he was sorry for what he had done. It was 
not to be removed for at least 13 or 30 minutes and might be worn "all day" 
till the offender "was humbled." Cleanliness was regarded in these schools 
as "a matter of first importance" as it affected "health, character and 
comfort." Children were expected to come to school with washed hands, face 
and neck, with clothing that was at least "neat and clean." If a child 
appeared dirty he lost his place in hia class, if he appeared dirty again 
he "forfeited a place" and for a third offence he went to the bottom of 
his group. Children were only beaten "for obstinacy or rebellion" and thus 
were shamed rather than beaten. Teachers were warned that "if a child is 
obstinate to a proper and reasonable command you must be sure to see yourself 
obeyed" and "there must be no quarter on your part and no effectual resist
ance on his." In other words, the child must submit, "except you wish to 
live in obedience to this boy, and, under the threat of having every child 
treat you in a similar way, when he or she may be so disposed." One boy, 
in fact, could ruin an entire school. After a lengthy quote from Locke "On 
discipline", the Teachers' Ouide urged that teachers avoid "repeated beatings" 
and only use "the rod" if they were very disobedient. If so, a card "Airson 
Ceannairc"(For Obstinacy or rebellion)was hung on their back and they were 
forced to stand in a comerwith their back to the others. If the child per
sisted in his stubbomess next day the whole matter was explained to the 
school.(202) If he was still "stubborn" after three days he was to be ex
pelled and nover allowed to return from his "exclusion."(203) Teachers were 
urged "to carefully study, fully understand and constantly practise all the 
directions, contained in this Manual." xpulsion, of course, was rarely

(201) Ibid.,p.25.
(202) Ibid.,p.26.
(203) Ibid.,p.27.
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rarely used as the teachers were recommended to warn the parents if ex
pulsion was being considered. Class control was not only sound, but wise:
"Never correct in anger and a beating is the worst and the last means of 
correction." That these admonitions were followed implicitly by teachers 
can be seen from the numerous references that remark upon the "complete 
order" that prevailed in the schools. At Keppoch(No.410)Margaret Sinclair 
had "all her scholars in the most complete subjection", while at Jrimarban 
(No.258) "the mutual understanding between the Teacher and all his charge 
was remarkable, an inclination of the head or of the hand, on his part, ar 
the movement of his book was universally intelligible and instantly obeyed."(204) 

Many adults could not attend these day schools because of their work 
commitments or because they were too embarrassed to be taught along with 
children. The Teachers' Guide allowed for this and recommended Evening 
bchools and in 1843 there were 39 such schools.(205) The total roll of 
these 39 schools was as high as 3»150 adults. Teachers were instructed 
not to be discouraged if few turned up at first, indeed, the school had to 
function if there was only one present.(209) The teacher was expected to 
urge the adults to learn as quickly as they could and thereafter teach 
their own children at home when the school closed. Generally, the Evening 
School functioned like the Day ochool, except, there was no gaining or 
losing of places. Instead there was a regular attenders' class and an irr
egular attenders' class and the idea was to encourage the adults to get 
into the former group. There wae no regular size of roll and they varied 
enormously - Canna(No.ll7)had 30 and Kenovay(No.407)had 32, while Badins- 
cally(Ho.69)had 150 and Capadale(No.l8C)had 250.(207) Many, like Glenhin- 
isdale(No.330)were "thriving" and at Gress(No.346)classes went on to 11pm 
regularly.(208) At Aberdeen, some 200 Gaelic-speaking cotton workers went 
to the evening Ochool when they finished their shifts at 8pm.(209) There 
were, of course, several different ways of running such schools - one could 
meet every night, as David Munro did at Achnacarnan(No.l6)with 36 adults.(210)
A measure of their fear of embarrassment can be seen in the fact that only

(204) 3AR42, 175/1315i 9AR13. 24/9/1819
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(206) TG.,p.28.
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only 8 of them turned up for the examination. The teacher at iiuinliam(No. 
369)met with hia 18 to 22 adults only on alternate nights, while the one 
at rribole(No.281)started early at 9pm and finished at 9pm.(21l) Other 
teachers did as James iraser at Caipelach(No.l64)ana divided hia area into 
three equal districts and ran a school in each in turn.(212) Adults were 
often unreliable and would slip off to .Joglish classes if the opportunity 
ever arose.(213) Oabbath schools(which we take to include babbath Evening 
bchools)were operated by 44 teachers in 1645 and were attended by 6,180 
adults.(214) The Ouide advised the teacher to select hia hours according 
to the services in the local kirk. If worship was at noon, then the school 
could function from 10am to 11.30am or from 10.30am to 11.30am, with an 
hour in the afternoon and a further meeting at 6pm. Usually, the aim was 
to have children in the morning, adults in the afternoon and both groups 
in the evening. The hour for the children was detailed in the Ouide(215) - 
they had to repeat the passages given out to them on the previous bunoay from 
the Psalms, New Testament or Bible and recite these before their parents, 
if they wished to come. The adults' hour was spent in reading the Spelling 
hook and the header, which they were meant to have studied at home curing 
the week. In the evening the teacher was to read to the assembled people 
from the Bible '‘with reverence, decorum and attention."(216) He was to 
read slowly and distinctly with "deliberation and feeling" so that all might 
understand. And he could, if he wished, reverse the order of the three 
meetings. At Ballallan(No.9C) in 1817 the people liked Sabbath Ivvenings 
the beat and "attended in crowds to hear the reading of the Scriptures."(217) 
when Alexander Mackenzie opened his babbath bchool at Barva8(Ho.l02)some 300 
turned up, including palsied 46 year old Kenneth Kclver, wiaow Mcbon&ld, who 
was 68 years old and honald Mitchie, who had given a boy a lamb to teach him 
to read.(218) Mackenzie gave out the elementary books free of charge and 
one woman came to his house at 3am to collect her book! He also gave away 
36 pairs of spectacles and asked -dinburgh for another 60 pairs, borne 
teachers had a different approach, Peter Macleod at Triaslan(ho.723), for
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for instance, only allowed those who could read to attend his Babbath 
-chool, in the hope that this would prove an incentive to learn.(219)
Many of the adults* eyesight was inadequate and spectacles were constantly 
being ordered by teachers. Their enthusiasm was often astonishing - at 
^urin(No.271)people cried if they did not get issued with a book, while 
at Barvas(No.102)discussions between teacher and people often went on to 
4am.(220) Sometimes, there was even sadness at such schools, one elderly 
female left because she could not learn the alphabet, yet could recite 
the 57th Psalm.(22l) The Guide lists the books which teachers were to use 
in the various types of schools as the First Books, the Guide to the Reading 
of the Gaelic Language, the Psalm Book, the New Testament and the Bible.(222) 
The latter coming in another version of three volumes in large type for 
those with poor eyesight. The First Books were originally in a single book 
form called "First Book for Children in the Gaelic Language."(225) Written 
by Alexander Kclaurin, who paid for the printing of 5.000 copies, it was 
distributed far and wide throughout the Highlands and Islands.(224) By 
1817 in the second edition its title was altered to "The ..laments of the 
Gaelic Language" and it was produced in two parts.(225) Immediately before 
this, in fact, in 1815, the Rev. Mr. Alexander Btwwart had written "A Guide 
or Manual" which later became known as "The Teachers* Guide."(226) Mc^aurin 
that veyy year also wrote another book, "A Guide to the Reading of the 
Gaelic Language" and issued a further 6,000 copies of it. Scripture ex
tracts were also widely distributed and used in schools as a stage between 
lementary Books and the Psalms. Occasionally, privately printed books 

were distributed, such as "Christian Lconoay," 1200 copies of which were 
paid for from HcLaurin's estate after hia death.(227) The cost of these 
various books are given elsewhere, but generally they got cheaper as the 

t century progressed.(228) Despite the appare^dy never-ending stream of 
books from the religious presses which poured into the Highlands and Is
lands there were often serious snags - books were late in arriving, as at
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Year:

1811
1812
1813
1814
1815
1816
1817
1018
1819
1820
1821
1822
1823
1024
1825
1826
1827
1828
1029
1830
1831
1832
1833
1834
1835

HUKB a OF SCHOLARS

High: lalaRd: Year: High: Total*

- - - 1836 _ -
- - 650 1837 - - 3115
- - 1400 1838 - - 3305
- - 150^ 1639 _ - 3141
- - 2500 1840 — — 3027
1501 2056 3557 1841 — — 2904
- - 3100 1842 — - 3621
1521 1740 3261 1843 — - 3123
1871 2001 3872 1844 - 3569
2140 2536 4676 1845 — - 2797
- - 5134 1846 _ - 2628
1819 2771 4590 . 1847 _ — 2416
2155 2367 4522 1848 — 2280
2265 2409 4674 1849 _ • 2116
- - 4635 1850 _ • 2027
2004 2546 4546 1851 — - 2518
- - 5037 1852 - 2298
2756 •3063 5819 1853 — - 1968
4086 3768 7854 1854 — - 1727
3934 4453 0387 1855 — - 1927
3273 3618 6891 1856 - 1898
1414 1948 3362 1857 •  , - 2129
- - 3374 1858 - - 2078
— — 1859 - - 1800
— — — 1860 _ _ 1668

TABL C



at Badentarbet(No.64)» or in short supply with only one book to three 
scholars, aa at Torreston(No.711) Few were as bad as Kachern(No.504) 
in Colonsay, which did not receive any books at all in 1815.(22$^ To 
be fair however, the Society’s decision to place a Depositary at Thurso 
in 1820 and a further one in the Islands in 1827 meant a guarantee of 
regular delivery.(2J0)

Finally, we coioe to the number of children and adults taught at the 
schools in any one year. It would be interesting to detail the numbers 
by sex and by age, but this is impossible for several reasons: sex details 
were only given in 1816, in 1830 adults were calculated separately and no 
totals were given; in 1832 adults were again included and in 1849 details 
on sex resumed. Me cannot even examine the totals by counties or islands 
as the bases for calculating these were altered many times. All that we 
can give is the total number for each year. Indeed, only the period 1816- 
1832 provides us with a reasonably clear picture and even here there are 
gaps at 1817, 1821, 1825 and 1827. The totals, not surprisingly, simply 
reflect the numbers of schools, given earlier. 1830 was the year with 
the greatest roll at 8,387 and thereafter there was a steady decline, esp
ecially marked in the crisis years 1831-1832.

(229) 2AR25; 3AR27; 5AH92.
(230) 9AR2; 16AK75.
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CHAPTER 7 

THACai3tt3 AND IUoP XTIQN

"Your Teachers are, without exception, men of piety and zeal, who 
have been carefully sought out and selected, not more for their 
ability to teach, than for the excellence of their private char*- 
acters, their love of truth, and their desire to impart it to 
those placed under their charges."

- 30AIU0

There was only one sure way to become a teacher in a Gaelic Gchool 
and that was to be recommended by a minister with a reputation for evan- 
gelicism. Jegrees from a university or letters of approval from landed 
gentry carried very little weight compared to "such as appear to feel the 
value of the Gacred Oracles, and the awful importance of the salvation of 
their own souls."(l) But before putting forward a candidate's name a min
ister was expected to conduct the most rigorous inquiry into the applicant's 
private life. Jvery detail of his past life was scrutinised and he was
questioned for hours as to his views on religion. When this had been done
the minister would then advance his name: the following is probably a 
fairly typical letter of recommendation -
"My reason for writing you juBt now, is to recommend as a Teacher a young
man of more than ordinary attainments and full of desire to devote his time 
and energies to the training up of youth in the way they ought to walk. He 
is about the age of 28 years, thoroughly imbued with sound principles, of 
deep and extensive Christian experience, and highly fitted to communicate 
knowledge to others. He is a respectable scholar, and writes a good hand, 
very active and judicious, in short he is just such a person as I could con
scientiously recommend; being fully confident that if employed as a Gaelic 
School teacher he will not only give satisfaction, but become one of your 
most efficient men. Attached as I am to the oociety, I should feel a regret 
in his not being immediately employed, because I believe he is highly fitted 
to be useful in the services of the Society, without any danger of raising 
any disagreeable questions by intemperate zeal, lie may be safely intrusted

(l) 15AR3.



intrusted with the management of any of your darkest and most destitute 
districts."(2)
The Committee would not be in a hurry to consider him as they kept a list 
of possible replacement teachers to fill unexpected vacancies caused by 
deaths or sudden resignations. Indeed, the turnover in teachers was never 
high and most of the Society’s servants were in their employment for many 
years. Inevitably, the applicant, like all the others, would be called to 
Edinburgh for interview. (3) Travelling expenses were airways refunded to 
the applicant, but it is quite likely that in the first instance he might 
have borrowed from his minister or Mr k  Session. The number of candidAfcss 
per annum is interesting: 22 in 1826, 9 in 1827, 17 in 1828 and 13 in 1829.
The cost per candidate for these years was 49/-, 45/-, 55/- and 60/-. These, 
however, were the years of rapid expansion and by the late 1840*s far fewer 
candidates were required and the total cost for 1847 was only £10.14.0 and 
for 1848 a mere £4.10.0. The journey to -dinburgh, in most cases, seems 
to have been by coach and no doubt, for many, it was their first visit to 
the bustling capital. The Committee, in order to avoid too much expend
iture on accommodation, saw them almost immediately. It is difficult to 
obtain details of the process followed, but it seems likely that a sub
committee would interview and assess the applicant’s general worthiness.
Then came a lengthy and rigorouB examination by the Gaelic Secretary of 
his knowledge of Gaelic idiom and the Gaelic Scriptures. This was not al
ways done by a minister, indeed, Alexander McLaurin, retired dinburgh 
Postmaster, was one of the best examiners till his death in November, 1820.(4) 
Aoparentlv, the Secretary would then report back to the sub-committee and 
their joint recommendation for acceptance or rejection would go back to the 
parent Committee for endorsement. Unfortunately, we have no way of knowing 
the percentages accepted or rejected. The Committee's criteria for select
ion was clear and precise: "The Teachers were selected with the most consc
ientious caution. Men who are not only morel in their habits, and skilful 
instructors, were sought for, but who had embraced the Gospel for themselves 
and therefore knew how to convey it to others."(5) One of the ->ecretaries, 
the Kev. Kr. Daniel Wilkie, thought the candidates, in general, to be "faith-

(2) 31AR9.
(3) 2AR17.
(4) 10AE52, 2/11/1820.
(5) 26AR36.
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faithful men with a depth of piety along with the greatest simplicity of 
mind and heart.”(6) In 1842 the Committee declared in their annual Report 
that "In selecting your Aeachers, decided piety has always been an essential 
qualification."(7) They certainly knew what they wanted to avoid - "a 
mere secular man, a man of different toned piety from your agents located 
in the country, a man of defective gifts."(8) Perhaps the best explanation 
of their view was that put forward by the Rev. Mr. Robert Buchanan at 
Glasgow on the 6th February, 1831 at a public meeting to raise funds for 
the Society: "It has always been the principal object with the Society, to 
select as its teachers men of known Christian character, competent to 
teach in the Gaelic language, and qualified to give their scholars a know
ledge of the letter of the Word of God; men who themselves feel the power 
of the truth upon their own consciences, who love the Bible, and men who 
will be careful, and at the same time qualified to make those who are 
under their tuition, as far as human agency is concerned, to appreciate 
these precious blessings."(9) In most cases the applicants seem to have 
returned home to await the Committee's decslon. This may have taken days 
or weeks, even months, we have no way of knowing, ahen confirmation of 
acceptance was given the candidate had to return to Edinburgh for training. 
At first the training offered waa little more than practical advice given 
by McLaurin, an ex-S.S.P.C.k. teacher, but in 1814 a decided programme em
erged 1 "All the Teachers of the Society are now made to visit a Lancasterian 
School and to read the account of that system before they go out to their 
station in the Highlands or Islands."(10) The best known such school in 
-dinburgh at the time was the Edinburgh Sessional School, opened in April, 
1813 to teach children to read Holy Scripture.(11) ssentially based on 
Lancaster'8 ideas of small classes "they have regarded their youngest pup
ils, not as machines, or irrational animals, that must be driven, but as 
intellectual beings who may be led."(ll) The methods used strongly influ 
enced the Teachers' Guide - classes in half-circles facing the wall, monit-

(6) 28AR8-9.
W) 31AR9.
(8) 35AR12.
(9) 41AR12.
(10) 3AR56.
(11) John Wood, Vccount of the ^ojnburgh Sessional school." 1828, p.23.
(12) Ibid.,p.2.
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monitors to keep order and attention, roll-call at 2pm, alphabets on boards 
and a system of rewards and punishments.(13) But there the similarity ends 
as the oessional school also taught Arithmetic, Geography and Writing, con
demned excessive memorising and laid a heavy emphasis on military-like com
mands for the children to respond "by divisions."(14) In 1824 the school 
left the Wynd and re-opened as an Evening School in April, 1825. Classes, 
for which fees had to be paid, ran from 8pta to lCpm and were often attended 
by as many as 500-600 children and adults.(15) The change-over in function 
must have been a blow to the Gaelic School Society and in 1824 the Committee 
considered turning their dinburgh School into "a Parochial School in one 
of the small parishes, to induce a Teacher of a superior cast to undertake 
it."(l6) His function would be to make it "a Pattern School, where every 
Teacher, when first appointed, shall attend for two or three weeks to learn 
the proper mode of managing his pupils, rather from practical experience 
than from letters to instructions." The absence of further references to 
the -'dinburgh School, which was in serious decline as early as 1822, make 
it reasonable to assume that the proposal did not materialise. In which 
case, teachers must simply have observed at the -dinburgh Sessional -venlng 
School. Fin illy, duly appointed ana trained, the teacher was appointed to 
his first post. The Committee were very careful fo make sure that he did 
not serve in his native district, a view widely supported by the clergy.
For e ample, the Rev. Mr. Hugh Kackensie of Assynt, on the 9th October, 1820 
wrote to the Committee: "I am entirely of your opinion with regard to the 
propriety of employing strangers rather than natives in your different stat
ions. "(17) Thus we find two Perthshire men being sent to the Islands: will
iam Walker from Breadalbane to Canna in October, 1813 and ^uncan Campbell to 
Jura in February, 1814. (18) Likewise, John hunro and Alexander flunro of 
Ross were posted to Tolsta(No.70l)in Lewis and Calluch(Wo.l69)in Hull,(19) 
The furthest that the Committee would go was to allow a teacher to serve 
in an area in which he had lived as an adult, as Donalu HcLeod discovered 
when ordered to Kirktomy(No.443)in April, 1841. he had lived there between 
the years 1816-1819 and had considerable local knowledge of the area.(20)

(13) Ibid.,pp.73» 75, 104
(14) Ibid.,pp.29, 54, 74.
(15) Ibid.,pp. 30, 72•

(16) 11AR14.
(17) 10AR46.
(18) 3*ft60; 4Ai:43i P*19.
(19) 5AR76, p.90.
(20) 31AR26.
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(20) Appointment to another part of the country does not seem to have 
been much of a hardship, especially in the earlier years, when so many
of the teachers had been former soldiers and accustomed to sudden postings,
(21) Neither were differences in Gaelic dialects ever mentioned as a pot
ential stumbling block between teacher and taught - what mattered was that 
the former be "pious and elightened."(22) Ministers knew exactly what they 
wanted from their Gaelic school teachers: the Rev. Mr, Mackintosh Mackay
of Laggan asked for "decided characters", while the Rev. Mr. Hector Allan 
of Kincardine pleaded for "a man of firmness, who would maintain authority, 
of mildness not to give offence and of piety above all things.H(23) >en 
the crofters knew precisely what they wanted: those at 3alaphuil(No.79)in 
Tiree wanted "a teacher who fears God that not only will teach to read the 
•ord of God, but will also lead both young and old by the example of his 
living a pious life, to the way of happiness;" Carlovay(No.l83)in Lewis 
sought "a man exemplary in his conduct;" Glenmore(No.333)in Gkye asked 
for "a man of seriousness and good example."(24) Formally presented with 
his credentials and teacher's equipment - a large hand bell, large boards, 
syllable cards, six school books, cardB of merit, placards for absentees, 
premium tracts, cards of disgrace and, of course, his rod he would probably 
be reminded of the preface in the Teachers' Guide - that "it was designed 
to render the duties required of the Teachers more easy and pleasant." If 
he had much common-sense he would have taken special note of the phrase 
that it was "his business to understand the method, and follow the instr
uctions."

With the various heavy boxes which the teacher had to convey to some 
remote community in either the Highlands or the Islands a coach from idin?- 
burgh was essential. This was even more so if he had wife and children to 
accompany 3c*«vwith their possessions. As for furniture there may well have 
been a system by which items were carried by cart. Once at a post-town, 
like Inverness or Perth, the teacher would then probably hire a horse and 
cart to reach his destination. No doubt they meditated on their remuneration. 
It certainly was not a princely salary, a mere £12 per annum, although the 
teacher in Aiinburgh had £20 because of the cost of living. Of course, he 
could expect some kind of support from the crofters, such as milk, eggs or 
fish. Those at Owordlechaol(No.683)in Argyle made a point of collecting
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collecting potatoes for their teacher.(25) Life was hard for many of them 
and by 1824 many were asking for special financial help from dinburgh.(26) 
Many, in fact, actually taught a little nglish and Writing on the side to 
raise «xtra money, although this was not regarded by much favour.(27) By 
1825 the Committee decided that salaries must be increased and they were 
raised to £25 per annum. But these were fixed salaries and nothing extra, 
in the way of fees or other perks, was allowed.(28) The Famine Tears in 
the late 1840's were the hardest years for the teachers and the Committee 
first gave them greater security of tenure and then "greater allowances in 
these hard times."(29) Most teachers on arrival, like David Munro at xdnset 
(No.4#$)in June, 1820 "found a school-house ready."(30) There does not 
seem to have been any fixed practice, possibly it depended on whether a 
man was a bachelor or not and on the number of children he might have. Cer
tainly, some like Aulay McKenzie at Learside(Ko.473)waa "lodged nearby", 
as was William Walker in Canna(No.l77)(3l) John McRhail at Tobermory(No.700) 
was lucky, his lodgings were "comfortable", but those posted to the Fort 
William area had great difficulty in finding accommodation of any sort.(32)
The local minister often had to be called in to help and the Rev. Mr. John 
Finlayson of -ross in Lewis found two vacant houses for his teacher in Larch, 
1841.(33) Sometimes a teacher had to live in part of the school-house itself, 
as uia Angus McNeill at Rortmaiiomac(No.570)(34) Bis minister, the Rev. Mr. 
I'HYid Campbell described it as "a most comfortable and commodious school-room 
and dwelling apartment forthe teacher. There is not such another house to be 
had in the parish." Most teachers, however, were not young bachelors, but 
"middle-aged men with families."(35) As such a reasonably sized house was 
needed quickly. The crofters usually gathered money amongst themselves to 
pay for its construction, as at Mebust(lfo.513)in Lewis in 1856. Occasionally, 
an individu as did Dr. McAllister at Ltrathaird(No.665)in Lkye, would buy
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buy a house,(36) McAllister went further and "had a house roofed and put 
in order, his own ground for the teacher and besides - - given him a cow's 
grass." The house at Inver(No.379)cost £15# while that at Coll(No.212) was 
described as "a comfortable hou3e."(37) Within a few years the Committee 
were refusing to post teachers unless communities could solemnly promise 
that "We have a house fit for the reception of a Teachhr and his family; 
we have also a house for the School."(38) Most of these houses were very 
well constructed: that at Inacleta(Uo.376)was "excellent", that at Kishorn 
(No.445) was "a good one", while that at Culnacnock(No.240) was "an excell
ent house, far superior to any of your teacher's houses in my vicinity."(39) 
Inevitably, some houses were bad, but teachers could, as did John Grant at 
^urin(No.27l)move to "a larger house."(40) hy the 1850's the standard of 
house offered to the teachers declined suddenly and by 1853 most "teachers' 
dwelling-houses were but turf huts."(4l) This was partly due to the general 
rising standard of housing with slated rooves and glass windows, which were 
increasingly expensive to build. The Society did not have the money to 
house their teachers in comfort and local communities were, in the majority 
of cases, not prepared to pay for them either, dut there was another reason 
put forward in the 1856 Annual Report: "The chief difficulty has been the 
getting of proper accommodation for your teachere. Several of the teachers 
are bowed down with age or with infirmities, superinduced by the laborious 
and migratory life of a Gaelic teacher. This has a great influence in pre
venting a supply of the proper men from coming forward as candidates. The 
greatest self-denial is necessary in young men of even ordinary endowment 
to enlist in your honourable and holy service, and this, of itself, is no 
small qualification."(42) As tne years passed fewer and fewer men came for
ward as Gaelic School teachers and one of the reasons for this must have 
been the poor standard of accommodation offered to them.

Hopefully settled in his quarters the teacher's first task was to 
contact the minister ana establish as warn relations with him as he could. 
This was essential as the latter not only wrote reports on the teacher's 
progress in the community, but spent a considerable part of his time act-
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actually inspecting the school. Some ministers, like the ;ev. Mr. Alex
ander Cameron of Kilcheman in Islay visited the school regularly and at 
least once a month just to see that all was well.(43) Others, like the 
Rev, Mr. Alexander Macbean of Kincardine, thoroughly enjoyed their viBits:
"I spent several hours in examining each school, and I think I may say 
that I never spent time more agreeably."(44) ven missionaries, like the 
Rev. Mr. hector Allen of Fort William, loved to visit the schoolB to see 
the progress being made. Indeed, he reported, on the 24th oeptember, 1819 
that ”1 do not know when I spent a happier, ana I believe I may say, more 
useful portion of my time."(45) In distant Barvas the Rev. Mr. William 
Macrae was wont to describe his examinations of the schools as "delight
ful. "(46) If the minister had harangued the people sufficiently there 
waB every chance that the school might have a respectable roll.

The work in a Caelic School was always hard and the hours especially 
were very long. At Bayble(No.lC5)the teacher opened hie school at 7 am, 
even in the winter when he did so by candlelight. His day was divided 
into three separate teaching periods, from 7 - 10 am, 11 am to 4 pm and 
from 5 - 1 0  pm.(47) Long hours were common* luncan Campbell at Invergusam 
(No.305)worked till 8 pm; Roderick Kcueod at Jeantown(Ko.398)worked till 
9 pm and John Grant at Lurin(No.271)worked till 11 pm.(48) The experience 
of John McLeod at Co8hladder(No.223)in Jkye was pretty typical. His min
ister, the Rev. Mr. John Jhaw described his life in a letter to the Committee 
on 13th April, 1813* "not a moment is the Teacher allowed to himself; even 
when obliged to come to his house for refreshment, people will at 1dm to 
receive instructions; he is employed, almost without intermission, from 7 
in the morning till 10 or 11 at night."(49) ven at night he had orders 
to "teach in a circle from house to house."(50) The Committee realised 
the strain that this placed upon their servants and they noted in 1825*
"Let it be remembered that your Teachers have fixed salaries, and are there
fore, in point of pecuniary compensation, without any inducement to extra 
labour."(51) let, Lavid Kunro at Clashmore(No.205)covered 80 people in

(43) 18AR21.
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in three townships after his work and in the wintry month of March, 1832. 
(52) Jilexander Mackenzie at Arinagower(No.47) made a point of seeing 54 
people at night after his day's work.(53) teachers were also expected to 
visit "the sick, the afflicted and the dying" as well as to stand in for 
the minister on Lundays if he could not attend service.(54) 'frying to 
find spectacles for the elderly was a constant headache and many requests 
for them flooded into the Depository.(55) Lometimes a teacher whuld ask 
a minister to help find spectacles, as Margaret Dinelair did at Keppoch 
(tio.410)in 1814.(56) sometimes a heritor would generously offer glasses 
as did Mrs Stewart Mackenzie in January, 1827 when she donated 12 pairs 
to a school.(57) Stornoway was the only place in Lewis where spectacles 
could be obtained and the price for glasses and case ranged from lOd to 
l/3d. Very occasionally, a Lowland firm, like Messrs. Gilruth of Dundee, 
would donate spectacles to a particular school, There was also the inev
itable offical returns, which were detailed in the Teachers' Guide.(58) 
ieachers had to make at least three returns per session, that is, in the 
winter Lession of five months from 1st November to the 31st March, and in 
the Summer Session of three months from 1st June to the 15th September.
Ihe First Letters were due in December and July and had a set pattern - 

FIRST LJTTSR O F -----------SS3SI0N, 18—
sova Girls

How many scholars are entered on your List in the first 
or A,B,C Class?
now many of this Class were present on Monday, ie the 
i,ay of iiewards?
How many are on the Roll in the second Class?
How many were present on the nay of Rewards? 
how many are on the Roll in the third Class? 
how many were present on the ^ay of Rewards?
How many are on the Roll in the fourth Class? 
how many were present on the Lay of Rewards?

(52) 22AR20.
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Rewards?
iiow many are on the Roll in the fifth Class? 
how many were present on the hay of Rewards?

*

From the teacher’s point of view the second letter was far more important, 
in that it served as a receipt for "part payment of his salary." The 
return, due in February and august, contained general queries to allow 
the Committee to deal with requests for new schools.

SGCOflD LETTER OF THE ---------- hJCSICN, 18—

what is the name of the place?
Is it ast, »<est, North or oouth from your present station?
iiow many families may there be at the place?
how far is the place from any school at present?
nave the people ever had a dchool before?
now long is it since the bchool was given up?
what accommodation is there for a dchool at the place?
If there is no house fit for the purpose, will the people build one, accord
ing to the Society’s plan, if a Teacher were sent to them?
Row many children are expected to attend?
Will any old people attend, ana how many?
Teachers were adviseu to consult their local minister or "any respectable
Tenant near the place" if he had any difficulty in completing the queries.
'The third letter was to be sent immediately after the public examination 
held in the last fortnight of each session. This could be held in the kirk 
if it were "more centrical" and had to be conducted by the minister or 
"nearest Gentleman or Tenant.”

THIRL LETTER OF THE ---------- SEStflOH, 18—

hoys girls
Total number on the Roll, as per firut setter 
Admitted since

Able to read, and therefore withdrawn 
dismissed, or withdrawn without a reason

xamination hay ^resent hoys Girls
Learning setters First Class
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Class
syllables and First hook 
niide to deeding 
Testament 
oible in general

second Class
Third Class 
Fourth Class 
Fifth Class

Total present! Total on listsx
«hat is the age of your youngest scholar?
•hat is the age of the oldest person attending your Jchool?
what is the value of the iooks sold?
Is there any of this Money 3till due; if so, how much? 
what is the value of the hooks given gratis?
What is the auia which you consider as due to you of Salary, after deducting
the Money received for books?
what number of books are now on hand?
what number of each will you require for next Cession?
Teachers were asked to suggest how parcels of books might be sent to them, 
in the Islands by ^eith, Glasgow or Greenock, an account of the i-xamination 
itself was to be sent in by one of the Visitors and they were "respectfully 
requested to state their own sentiments and impressions in regard to the 
Cchool." They were asked to mention "any thing deficient, which might be 
improved, or ought to be corrected." The Committee also had an eye to 
useful propaganda and asked Visitors "If any incidents, illustrative of 
the good effects produced by the bchool, on the morals or manners of the 
children, or of the people themselves, can at the same time be stated, they 
will be peculiarly gratifying.H All this was pure theory and lots of things 
could and di go wrong. For instance, william Walker left ireadalbane on 
the 26th October, 1813 to take up his post at Canna(No.l77), but he did not 
arrive there till 1st December, 1813 as his "boat was wrecked upon the 
coast of ^rdnAmurchan."(59) ijetters often took months to obtain an answer 
or were even lost in the post. The Rev. Mr. iiugh Mackenzie of ^ssynt did 
not reply to a letter dated 29th July, 1820 till the 9th October, 1820.(60) 
Worst of all, was the death of a minister.(61) Teachers therefore must have 
had a profound sense of isolation, as Alexander McKenzie of Jarvas(No.l02) 
who wrote to dinburgh in April, 1828 and had no reply till late in June. 
Perhaps it was to overcome this feeling that so many of the teachers, in

(59) 3AR71.
(60) 10AR19.
(61) 27AR11.
(62) 18AR43.
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in spite of the enormous amount of work they had to do, actually did 
extra chores, like Donald Cameron, who, every Junday walked miles to 
visit the people at his old school at Crogan(No.229)in Hull.(63) Perhaps 
he found consolation in identifying with them?

One significant feature emerges from a close reading of the Annual 
Heporta over a number of years and that is the subtle change or emphasis 
from being "pious and godly" to "efficient and successful."(64) Here we 
can see the slow development of professional skill as teachers. In 1823 
the Committee proudly boasted that all their teachers were trained "in all 
the modern improvements in reading" before being appointed to a post.(65) 
1'iany of them, like Peter Campbell at iCllchiarrow(No.419), were "enthusiasts 
in the cause of education."(66) Donald McRae at Culrain(No.24l), for in
stance, was said "to win the hearts of his pupils and then he can train 
them as he will."(67) Dome of the teachers were quite revolutionary in 
their techniques! William Macdonald at Strathaird(No.665)had devised his 
own method of teaching "a poor dumb boy", which so impressed the Inspector 
that he sent him details of the standard deaf and dumb language.(68) ^om- 
ald Cameron at Castletirim(No.l9l), on the other hand, had shown that not 
only Gaels could learn Gaelic quickly.(69) In a few months he taught an 
English governess to read and understand Gaelic fluently. Father Anthony 
McDonald's comment on his local teacher in September, 1820 was, "his art 
of teaching I never before observed."(70) I4ost teachers were not long 
enough at a school to do much more than teach the majority of scholars to 
read. Indeed, the mobility to which Gaelic School teachers were subject 
was a great strain upon their health and prevented them from sinking roots 
in any particular place. The degree of mobility varied widely, Finlay Mc- 
Farlane, for instance, had four postings - Ulva(No.733) 1847-1849, Arinvougie 
(No.51)1850-1851, iAiich(No.266)1852-1853 and Robolls(No.587)1854-1855, while 
Alexander MacMillan had ten - Portree (No. 57h) 1832-1833, Camusstianivaig(No. 
176)1833-1834, Mugary(No.533)1834-1837, Portree 1837-1839, Torran(No.709)

(63) 3AR62.
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(No.709)l839-1841, Fearns(No.287)1841-1843, Castle Haasay(No.l89)l843- 
1845, Holman(No.366)1846-1849, learns 1850-1852 and Tearus Raasay(No.694)
1853* Some died in service, such as Norman McLennan, " a shining Christian", 
who had no fewer than eleven postings - Berneray(No.ll6)l827, Borve(No.l37) 
1828-1830, Caolis8calpa(No.l79)l831, vtuidinish(No*575)1832-1835, Greasabay 
(No.342)1835-1837, Caolisscalpa 1837-1839, Plocrepul(No.563)1839-1842, Clure 
(No.208)1842-1844, Stronde(No.679) 1844-1846, ScaJ>pa(No.617)l847 and Lewer- 
bost(18.483)1848-1851 where he died on the 3rd June, 1851.(7l) Another was 
havid Munro, "a man of high abilities as a Teacher - - of Christian for
bearance and kindness" who died in 1849.(72) He had had no fewer than 
twelve postings - Glencalvie(No.315)1814-1817, Langwell(No.466)1817-1820,
Linset(No.487)1820-1821, Achmealvick(No.13)1821-1823, Lochnedd(No.496)l823- 
1826, Baddidarrach(No.67) 1827-1828, Achnacaraan(No. 16)1829-1831, Clashmore 
(No.205)1832-1835, Achnacarnan 1835-1838, Culkinn(No.239)1839-1841, Inveî - 
chirkay(No.382)1841-1844 and Clashmore 1844-1849. Sometimes considerable 
distances were involved, as Finlay Mackay discovered when he was ordered 
from Assynt to a post in Lewis.(73) With so much travelling and upset in 
their lives it is not surprising that they suffered from an undue share 
of ill health. Often, it was caused by a simple change of climate, like 
Peter Mac -wan who "has not enjoyed good health since he came to Kenuach- 
trach(No.409)in Jura, being bred in an 1mland part of the country, the sea- 
air does not seem to agree with him."(74) Fever was a feature at Corrivaig 
(No.222) and measles at Ulva.(75) Illness, of course, raised problems and 
substitute teachers had to be found or the school closed. Alexander McLeod 
at Linol(Ho.486)used a local boy, while Norman McLeod at Stein(No.66l)used 
his son.(76) Sick-leave was essential and a common place of recuperation 
was Strathpeffer. Both Mr and Mrs kacpherson convalesced here at different 
times in their careers.(77) Inevitably teachers were often "worn-out in 
the Society's service" and the Committee had to give consideration to them.(78) 
In 1831 allowances of £5 were given, but the problem was the absence of a 
Capital Fund from which money might be drawn. By 1858 the Superannuation
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Superannuation Fund contained £48* 15.5* in 1858 it waa £69.12.11, in 1859 
it was £128.15*9 and by 1860 it waa £154.18.9* Thua, payments did slowly 
improve and by 1856 some teachers were able to retire on half salary. Death 
was the moat common release from service - Norman McLennan with 25 years' 
service and Murdo McKenzie with only 6 years' service dying in 1851*(79)
These seem to have died from old age, while others died from disease. Fin
lay Mackay of Tolsta(No.70l)died on Wednesday 13th November, 1839 and waa 
buried three days later. He, his wife and daughter had all fallen victim 
to typhus. Juncan Macpheraon at Torran(No.710)also died from a fever in 
1853*(80) Some had dramatic deaths, like ^uncan Gillies, who was drowned 
at sea ofx' Raasay in the summer of 1831. (81) Some were deeply missed, as 
was dohn Macpheraon at Badantarbet(No.64)who died on the 15th March, 1838.
Two days later he w^s burled "amid the sorrowing tears of hundreds, both 
children and parents, of the district of Coigach lamenting their irrepar
able loss - - a first rate Christian - - a first rate teacher of genuine 
piety, unaffected humility and deep self dehial - - he scru^ously adhered 
to his instructions from the Society" since his appointment in 1833.(82)
The Committee assessed him as "a real blessing in each of the three diff
erent stations successively occupied by him - - a man of sense, judgment 
and piety.** There was little that the Committee could do for the family 
of the deceased excejbt send them some money, such as George Gordon's widow 
who received £11.10.0 from the Directors through the British Linen Bank.(83) 
One feature of the degree of mobility is interesting - communities frequently 
asked for specific teachers, as 61 Heads of Families and the Rev. Mr. Coll 
^acdonald did at Portree when they requested the services of Alexander 
McMillan.(84) Teachers who were "zealous in their exertions for suppressing 
immorality and vice" were especially popular.(85) Ministers certainly be
lieved so ana their testimony on various teachers is significant* at Bayble 
(No.105) the teacher "showed fitfelity and assiduity - - never had the 
slightest ground for complaint against him - - his removal was an irrep
arable loss") at Baunscol(No.lU4) the teacher was "pious in his sentiments
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sentiments, peaceable and orderly and consistent in his life and full 
of unwearied industry"} at Bar(Ho.99) the teacher was highly regarded 
"although he came as a stranger amongst ua, we soon looked on him as a 
father, a friend and a brother"} at Maleclet(No.505) the teacher was "a 
person of decided piety and remarkably exemplary in the general practice 
of his life and from his efficiences and success in the discharge of his 
duty"} and at Tolsta(No.70l) "a faithful, persevering eonscientious teacher, 
he instructs also most efficiently by his pious consistent conduct, precept 
and counsel, which secure to him the unclaimed respect and esteem of the 
district in which he resides - - especially his reproof of immorality and 
vice."(86) Some ministers openly admitted their indebtedness to their 
Gaelic School teachers - the Rev. Mr. Alexander beith of Olenelg, in June,
1836 at a sermon in Edinburgh confessed, "I have been blessed by the aid 
which those men of God bring."(87) Perhaps the finest tribute came from 
the Rev. Hr. George Shepherd of Laggans "The Schoolmaster has behaved 
himself with that prudence and circumspection, which has secured the esteem 
of both rrotestants and Papists alike."(88) A whole range of adjectives 
describing their contribution to the communal life appear again and again - 
"valuable", "faithful", "amiable and courteous", "unwearied", "indefatig
able and successful", "diligent", "well-informed", "judicious", "excellent", 
"useful", "sober and prudent", ftassiduous", "attentive", "skilled", "con
scientious" and "esteemed."(89) The views of their scholars are more dif
ficult to detect, but at Culrain(No.24l)the Rev. Mr. Hector Allan of Kin
cardine said that, "The children all seem to regard their master with the 
fondest affection", while those at Tulloch(No.728) were "fond of the teacher."
(90) Leave was a major feature of the system operated and often it could 
be quite lengthy. Murdoch McLeod, for instance, took three years off to 
serve aB a Catechiet in Harris.(91) The turnover of teachers at any one 
school depended largely on the size of the population in the community - 
Gravar(No.34l)» Ballallan(No.90), Baddantarbet(No.64), I'Aigary(No.533) * Tob-
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Tobermory(No.700)and Culnacnock(No.240)all had affix teachers over the 
years they were in operation. The later careers of the vast bulk of the 
teachers is virtually impossible to determine, some, like Murdo Macdonald 
of Tolsta went to Canada, while Andrew Munro of Badantarbet went to the 
West Indies. (92) Gome returned to the army, as did Aulay McKenzie at 
Learside(No.473) in October, 1819 "being a military man."(93) Moat of 
the teachers at least had aspirations to follow Donald Murray of Lewis 
and "prosecute their studies with a view to the ^ly Ministry."(94)

It is no easy task to follow the oareer in detail of any of the 
Gaelic School teachers, mainly because of the similarity in so many names.
For example, in 1832 there was a Donald McDonald at Castle(No.189), one 
at Balaphuil(No.79)and another at Bar(No.99).thus, trying to trace their 
transfers is extremely difficult. Women are the easiet to follow, because 
there were so few of them, no more than half a dozen. Margaret Sinclair 
was the earliest and the best known. The daughter of an S.3.P.C.K. teacher 
and the widow of a Catechist she was regarded as "pious and excellent" by 
everybody in Keppock, where she taught children free of charge.(95) The 
Hev. Dr. Thomas Ross thought her a "female of excellent character" and put 
forward her name to the Committee for interview. By November, 1811 she waa 
the official Gaelic School teacher at Keppoch(No.410)where she had 27 pup
ils in her small school. By May, 1813 she was of "weakly constitution and 
indifferent health" and she is last heard of teaching in 1815.(96) Almost 
fifty years later Robert Paul could still refer to the fact that "she con
ducted her school with great success."(97) Magdalene Sutherland was the 
most widely experienced of the female teachers employed by the Society, 
having served at Migdol(No.523)1817-1822, Altas(No.33)l822 and Linset(No. 
487)1823. Mrs. D. Fowler taught at Torraston(No.711>1838-1839 and Jean 
Gordon(probably widow to George Gordon)at Ausdale(No.59)l821. Sometimes 
a teacher's wife wbuld teach sewing to the girls, like Mrs. Mcpherson at 
Fivepenny(No.29l)l831-1832 and at Duin(No.267)l833. She appears again at 
Arnol(No.55)in December, 1838 where she is "very useful in this remote 
quarter, in teaching such branches of female education as are adapted to 
the circumstances of the poor natives; an improvement unknown here before."(98)
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(98) By April, 1839 she was at Bragar(No.l45)• but here she had "a drop
sical complaint and will go to Strathpeffer with her husband and four 
children.'* (99) She is last heard of at Linol(No.486)in 1859 acting as 
assistant while her husband recuperated at Btrathpeffer.(lOO) Occasion
ally, a teacher's daughter, always unnamed, might teach the odd piece of 
sewing.(lOl) Indeed, we can follow the careers of the first three male 
teachers - John I4cLeod, Angus Macleod and Nicol Nicolson. In December,
1811 John McLeod opened the Society's first school at 3adantarbet(No.64) •
Of the 30 scholars who attended some offered to pay him a little extra if 
he would teach them English. (102) i*or some reason or another McLeod sud
denly left the district. It is possible that he fell ill or perhaps he 
was serving in another community as a Catechist. We simply do not know.
In his absence a James Munro, who had a "taste for learning" was appointed 
in his place in August, 1812. Then he too, in March, 1813 suddenly left 
for the *est Indies(oddly enough he is recorded as "Andrew")and the local 
minister re-appointed McLeod.(103) In Kay, 1813 a deputation arrived at 
his school from Altandou(No.32)to which he was sent in June, 1813. By 
October, 1813 he had some 40 pupils. Thereafter McLeod served in a var
iety of stations - Achillibuie(No.10)l815-18l6, Ullapool(No.732)1817, Ruive 
(No.695) 1817—1818, i>orney(No.256)1818-1820, Achillibuie 1821-1822, Achan- 
drean(No.4)1823-1824, Tanera(No.638)1325-1826 and Badinscally(No.69)l827- 
1832. It waa here that that he was told that the people of Ullapool had 
"an eagerness to have John McLeod in preference to any other. "(104) But
he was sent to achillibuie again 1832-1833 and this was his last recorded 
posting, angus Macleod at Bayble(No.l05)found that "they are so anxious 
to learn that they would sit up day and night if their work would allow 
them."(105) Unfortunately, the deaths of several of his scholars saddened 
him greatly. In 1813 he was sent to Cress(No.346)till 1814 and then to 
Ne8s(No.538)1815-1820 and Kylesstockinish(No.457)1821-1824 and was heard 
of no more. Much more is known about the life of Nicol Nicolson. Bom 
in 1782 he was posted to the parish of Jairloch - 36 miles in length and 
26 miles in breadth, some 936 square miles. Spread over this vast area 
were 2,945 people and 2,549 of them could not read at all. "Although
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"Although there are 324 persons capable of reading nglish in this parish, 
yet as many of them never hear a word of ‘English but at school, or in the 
church, and do not fully understand what they uo read, perhaps not above 
one half, of the above number, are capable of receiving religious instruct
ion, in any tolerable degree in the nglish language,"(106) The Rev, Mr. 
James Russel wrote to Edinburgh, H1 consider Melivaig as that which claims 
the attention of your Society in the first place."(107) Twelve miles 
from the nearest kirk Melivaig had a population of 174 and it was to here 
that Nicolson came in January, 1812, Immediately he flung himself into 
his work, teaching from 7 am till 9 pa at night and then visiting each 
house in turn. Not surprisingly the Rev. Mr. Russel, who saw him in 
August, 1812, described him as "unwearied and unremitting." Nicolson's 
first report, on the 14th November, 1812, gave his view* "I began the 
Jchool immediately after I came here and the people were never so thankful 
as when I told them that I was to remain with them other five months. I 
shall have a throng school all this winter session; all the children att
end, and the grown-up people also. There is one woman about 50 years of 
age begun at this time; she was afraid before that she could not learn.
The people of Saund were not pleased because I did not come to them." By 
his third session at Melivaig some 50 could read well and the ftev. Mr. 
Russel advised the crofters to hire a teacher and Mr. Mackenzie, tacksman, 
hired "one of the most advanced scholars to teach the school."(108) In 
June, 1813 Nicolson was at Jaund(No.6l4)and there he stayed till 1814 in 
"the commodious school-house" which the people had built for him at their 
own expense. Thereafter came a whole series of postings - Mellon of Ud- 
rigil(No.5l6)l814, Jouth Aradale(Ko.655)1815-1816, Port Henderson(No.569) 
1817 and then he too vanished for five years. Again, it is impossible to 
say what happened to him. But by 1822 he was back at okibba(No.649)ind 
then Toruisdale(No.707)1822, Tobermoiy(No.700)l822-1823, Jkibba 1823-1824 
and then Craigfad(No.226)1825-1828. Again, he vanishes for sight and this 
time for seven years. He returns to -arlish(No.272)1835-1837, Kesdale(No. 
414)1837-1838, kistle(No.446)1838, Carboet(No.181)1839-1842, Urigishadder 
(No.735)1842-1844, yre(No.285)1844-1846, Mugaxy(No.533)1847-1848. By 
now Nicolson was 67 years old "one of your first teachers and still one
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one of of your most efficient teachers."(109) Loon he waa off to Glen- 
kinisdale(No.330)l849-1851 and Aadenbaine(No.l) 1852-1854. His last 
school was Clachhaaish(No.l98)l855-1858 where he was described as "an 
eged and amiable disciple of the Lord Jesus, shewing forth a beautiful 
example of the great pattern, his Lord and Master."(lio) His service to 
the Society included twenty postings! Two other teachers are worthy of 
special mention - Colin McIntosh and Norman Macleod. McIntosh resigned 
in 1853 because of increasing deafness having served some 36 years at 
Torriden(No.713)1819-1821, Badenvougie(No.68)1822-1823, Dibaign(1824-1826), 
Arinacrinack(No.50)1827-1828, Ardyasrick(No.45)1829-1831, Calnukile(No.l70) 
1832-1833* Hadenvougie 1834-1835* Aligin(No.31)1835-1838, Kinlochewe(No. 
437)1839-1842, Melivaig(No.514)1842-1844, Camualuny(No.174)1844-1845, Al- 
igin 1846-1848, Clachtol(No.200)1849-1851 and Clashmore(No.205)1852-1855. 
Macleod is probably one of the most important of the Gaelic School teach
ers in that he was also an outstanding teacher. His career began as an 
interim teacher at iiustal(No.372)1815-1817 and then to a series of post
ings - Isle of Soay(Ho.396)1817-1818, Carbost(No.181)1818-1822, Breakish 
(No.149)1822-1823, Craiknish(N0.227)1823-1824, Lamardale(No.605)1825-1826, 
Gleneynord(No.326)1827-1829, 0apadale(No.l80)l829-1830, Skiavaig(No.648) 
1830-1832, Oarbost 1833* Strolumus(No.677)1834-1837 and Talaskir(No.687) 
1837-1838. It was at his next post, at Unish, in Skye, 1839-1842 that he 
established his reputation. Arriving there late in May, 1839 he opened 
his school, according to instructions, in mid-June, 1839. Within a few 
months the community experienced, what was called, "an awakening." By 
August, 1840 "an unusual concern among the people relative to their spir
itual interests" had developed and "many cried out at the meetings in 
apparent distress of mind." Much of this was group hysteria and it was 
highly infectious. The dev. Mr. Macleod of Sizort described it: "the 
most extraordinary emotions appeared among the people; some wept, and some 
cried aloud as if pinched in their hearts, while others fainted and fell 
down as if struck dead. In this state they continued together for the 
whole night; and instead of the teacher's going away on the morrow, as 
he had previously intended, such was the awakening that he remained for 
16 days, reading and praying - - the people continuing to assemble with 
so little intermission, day or night, that he could only get about two
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two hours' sleep early every morning, The state of things at Uniah, as 
may be readily conceived, soon began to be noised abroadt and the con
sequence was, that numbers from various parts of the country were attracted 
to the scene, many of whom were similarly affected with the rest." In 
a matter of weeks religious enthusiasm had spread throughout the length 
and breadth of Skye and reports came in of similar scenes as far away 
as Tigg and Rum. In October, 1842, the Rev. Mr. Macleod wrote: "Night 
schools have been established in different districts, and hundreds, par
ents and children are attending them - - the whole parish is one Gaelic 
School this winter."(ill) Vhe Committee, in Edinburgh, no doubt thaught 
that the ecstasy would not last. One can imagine their surprise when, in 
January, 1844 a letter arrived from the Rev. Norman McLeod in North Uist: 
"It is quite true, that a remarkable revival of religion is at present 
going on in North Uist. It was in the beginning of last year(l843). The 
attendance on the means of grace began to improve in the parish, and 
though no individual cases of revival were observed, the preaching of the 
Lord was listened to with growing attention, by daily increasing numbers,
till the month of May --  much silent weeping at Paible - an old disciple,
once in the employment of your Society, and now employed as a Catechist 
and :xxhorter, commenced labouring in the populous district of Paible and 
he had scarcely set his hand to the work when several, especially among 
the young, became sensibly distressed at his meetings under a conviction 
of sin, and their lost condition. Prom this, as a centre point, the re
vival has been since spreading south and north. There is hardly a sermon, 
or prayer meeting, but some person is newly affected, and thereis every 
appearance of the work spreading more extensively. The external means 
of this remarkable work is the plain and earnest declaration of divine 
truth, such as man's sinful, guilty and dangerous condition, by nature 
and practice, and his need of regeneration, faith and repentence. No 
doubt, the Holy Spirit is the great and efficient agent. Persons of all 
ages and sexes are affected} but the majority of them are within the per
iod called the prime of life. In this parish particularly, the numbers 
of children, from 8 to 14 years of age, are impressed; and it would be 
an affecting sight to see their parents, as I have more than once seen 
them, carrying them out of the meeting-house, apparently lifeless with 
exhaustion from over-powered feelings. Gross sins are abandoned - carnal
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carnal levities are given up, family worship, secret prayer, and the at
tentive perusal of the Scriptures are daily becoming more prevalent, whilst 
the external means of grace, such as preaching by evangelical ministers 
social and prayer meetings, are attended by multitudes, whenever such 
means are accessible."(112) In fact, Norman McLeod had been moved from 
Unish to Trumpan(No.727)where he served for a year, 1842-1843. he had 
then resigned and gone off to North Uist as a Catechist for three years.
In 1846 he returned to Uniah and was re-instated as teacher and served 
a further period, 1846-1848. Later he was at darry(No.305)1849-1851 and 
finally at Ltein(No.661)1852-1856. Here he was visited by the Jociety's 
xnspector, who wrote in his Journal: "On my arrival here I found the 
teacher, Norman McLeod, a very old man, confined to bed. He lias been very 
poorly all winter, but the school was taught by his son. To all appear
ance, I think, he is on his death-bed. This is one of the very first 
cases I should wish to see provided for, by retiring the teacher from the 
active service of the dociety. He is 80 to 96 years of age, and has been 
a long time in the service of the Society, and that with great success, 
in being useful to the cause of religion and Bible Knowledge, after ser
ving his country as a soldier and bearing on his head the mark of the 
sword of the enemy."(113) McLeod was at once placed on a superannuated 
list and paid half his salary in 1856.(114) Unfortunately, he was dead 
within a few months.

It must not be thought that all the teachers employed by the Society 
were successful. As the Inspector reported in 1838: "with only two or 
three exceptions, all these fifty-one schools are under the charge of 
men of decided piety."(115) Two of these exceptions were at Tarbert(No. 
m )  and atHowmore(No.l40). At Tarbert, Andrew Ross only taught "for a 
few months" and left, as he claimed, "for want of accommodation." The 
minister's view was "for want of patience and perseverence in himself."(116) 
Allan Ross at Bowmore had caused the roll to fall from 202 to 52 in only 
a few months, his minister summed it up: "The Teacher is not so efficient 
as could be desired for the station, and no desire for the school being 
continued was expressed."(117) These two teachers seem to have resigned.
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resigned. The Committee were fully aware of the difficulty of keeping 
harmony with local ministers and heritors and they continually urged 
their teachers to beam that in mind. I n  1834 they issued the following:
"At all times the zeal of your Teachers must be a matter of warm interest 
to you, and it is of importance that they persevere in the sphere of their 
proper vocation, without overstepping the boundB prescribed by your rules 
for the direction of their conduct. Complaints have occasionally been 
made against some of them, that they violated these restrictions by bec
oming Preachers or Public ochorters. wherever such charges have been sub
stantiated, however estimable and well-meaning persona your l’eachers have 
been, dismission, in cases of obstinacy, has invariably been the consequence 
bjjt, generally, a salutary admonition tendered to the violators of the 
rules of the Society, ana due explanations given to the parties complaining, 
have led to a satisfactory adjustment of the matter. At the same time, 
your Committee have reason to believe, that valuable Teachers have some
times been complained of without just reason, and that the stigma has been 
attached to their characters, which they do not merit."(118) A case to 
point had developed in June, 1833 a* the Rev. Mr. Charles Gordon of Assynt 
explained: "I regret to observe, that some Gentlemen still continue to 
complain of your Teachers as not attending their Parish Ministers, and 
following divisive courses. Now, I am much inclined to think this arises 
in many instances from ignorance of the character of Teachers and giving 
heed to idle reports. When y.Air Teacher came here, he was represented 
a s  a separatist to me, I said no tiling, but kept an eye on him. I soon 
found that the report was most unfounded. A steadier supporter and friend 
I had not in my whole Parish."(119) The teacher concerned was David Munro 
at Clashmore(No.205)later assessed as "faithful, indefatigable ana success
ful." ( 120 ) There were at least two teachers who "remained obstinate" and 
left the Committee with no other option but to dismiss them. Ironically, 
they were two of the most devout of men. Clachan(No.l97)in Skye opened 
in June, 1812 with John Beaton as teacher. The roll, at 24, soon rose to 
104 and by April, 1813 was 160. Suddenly, on the 5th May, 1813 Beaton 
was suspended from his dutieB following a complaint lodged by Lord Macdonald 
(l2l) His place was taken over by John McMab as interim Teacher. The 
Secretary, Christopher Anderson, was hastily dispatched to Clachan to con
duct an investigation. Having interviewed Beaton ana having ordered him
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him to dinburgh he set off to discuss the matter with Lord Macdonald.
In -dinburgh Beaton "was seen by a particular and patient sub-Committee”, 
but he steadfastly refused to change his ways and he was reluctantly dis
missed. This decision was approved by the monthly meeting on the 19th 
July, 1813 and Lord /iacdonald was immediately informed. The official 
report of the case read* "While every degree of justice was done to the 
talents of the Teacher, your Committee were sorry to be informed, that
he had been in the habit of going beyond the line of his instructions, in
addressing the people, at considerable length, upon religious subjects.
It being the original and declared intention of this Society to adhere 
strictly to the object of "teaching to read the liacred Scripture in 
Gaelic, the Teacher was immediately suspended."(122) A somewhat similar 
case involved John McLeod, "one of your most exemplary Teachers, who was 
dismissed your service some years ago, on account of his transgressing 
your Regulations in reference to expanding the Scriptures and exhorting
the public --  a worthy man who felt no chagrin or resentment."(123) He
had been sent to Galson(ho.300)in Lewia in 1820 where he had been regarded 
as "eminently useful in several districts of this island rousing sin
ners --  He had the glory of God and the salvation of souls ardently at
heart a wrestler at the throne of Grace." On the 8th October, 1832
he died at Tolstaohiliah and at his funeral hundreds turned out to pay their 
last respects. His estate amounted to £150, half of wish he left to his
widow and half to the Jociety, with the proviso that on her death the re
sidue should also go to the Society.(124)

Teachers, in the light of the above, had to expect a fair degree of 
supervision and this was normally done by the sessional Examinations.
Ĉ uite often the teacher received very little warning as to the precise 
date of the "Visit", as Archibald Campbell found out at Benbicula(lo.ll2).
He was only informed on the 9th Kay and the Visitors arrived on the 10th. 
(125) The team that appeared was quite formidable - the Rev. Mr. Juncan 
Maclean, -uncan Campbell, Gaelic Teacher in South Uist and Jonald Mac- 
quarrie, B.L.P.C.K. teacher. All manner of people were likely to turn 
up and even numbers were not fixed. The Rev. Mr. Tinlay Macrae of North
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North Uist appeared at rialeaore(No.84)with Alexander Macdonald Yr of 
Vallay, Dr. Alexander ‘’mLeod of Kilphider, James Maclean of Punmore 
and Captain Alexander Maclean of Holsta.(126) On the other hand, Bala- 
phuil(No.79)waa seen by Alexander Matheson, Parish Schoolmaster of Tiree 
and Hector Maclean, Tacksman of Haynish at the request of the Rev. Mr. 
Niel Maclean.(127) Military men were often invited to join the visiting 
dignitaries as Captain McGregor of the 78th Foot at Amat-na-Tuath.(l28)
An unusual grouping was necessary for the Barra schools - the kev. Mr. 
Alexander Nicolson and Father Angus McDonald.(129) Here it was customary 
to invite along the two Gaelic school teachers from oouth Uist as well. 
Kenovay(No.407)usually had the local Jession Clerk and four elders, while 
Kilfinichen(No.422) and Bogrow(No.l24)often had ladies. The most formal 
visit was that made by a deputation from a Presbytery. Their report 
would usually read as follows* "We, a Committee of the Presbytery of 
uochcarron, appointed for the examination of schools, do hereby certify 
that we have this day examined the Gaelic Gchool taught by John McDonald, 
at Letterfearn(No.480)in this parish; - that we have much pleasure in 
being able to state our great satisfaction with the success which has 
followed the teacher's labours in this quarter, for the short period 
during which the School has been in operation, that in the course of 
wight months he has instructed many, both adults and children, to read 
the Jcriptures with complete ease, and that from the whole appearance 
of the Jchool, we feel it a duty to state our opinion that the Teacher is 
a most useful agent of the Gaelic School Society."(l31) Many of these 
examinations were not held in the actual schools, but in the nearest 
kirk.(132) The pattern for the visit was standardised by the Committee - 
a religious service followed by the teacher producing his scholars and 
having them demonstrate their reading skills. Thereafter the names of 
those who wanted free books were taken and these were sent to the local 
minister for his decision. A large number of absences on examination 
day must have been a source of great embarrassment to the teachers and 
no doubt they made silent prayers for good weather and high attendance.
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attendance. Usually the teacher had little cause for concern as the 
children actually enthused for the excitement of the occasion. The Rev.
Mr. Donald Ross of Kilmuir noted that although Clachan(No.l97)had been 
closed on the 1st April, 1313» at least 106 were present for the examin
ation on the 5th May, 1813.(133) Most children made a great effort to 
be "clean and neatly dressed for the occasion" and there are numerous 
references to the fact that they "all behaved extremely vell."(l34) The 
Inspector noted at Galson(No.300) "the good manners of the children - no 
spitting nor soiling the floor, as is seen in some Highland schools and 
though many of them after fever had their heads shaved or pared close to 
the skin, their persons were cleanly and they kept their bodies in orderly 
and respectful attitude during the whole examination."(135) --ome of the 
questions they were given were difficult, at Dack(No.62)for instance, the 
Pev. Mr. John Cameron of Htomoway asked eight year old John nacdonald,
"How many kings in Israel? now many were in Judah? were more of the Hings 
evil than good? Jhere is bethel? Who was the last king of Israel?" When 
he answered them all correctly he was heard to boast - "Cha do chuir e 
ceist one nach do dh'fhusgail mi!"(lie did not give me a question which I 
could not answer). Other visitors, like Alexander Forrester at Kinloch- 
moidart(No.438), preferred the following type of question; "What saith 
the Apostle Haul concerning the Scriptures? what saith St. Peter? Hath 
Jesus commanded us to read the dcripture and to whom was He speaking?
What Hooks of the New Testament give an account of the life ana death 
of Jesus Christ? For what purpose did God send His Son into the world 
and is there any way of salvation but for Him?"(136) Parents were en
couraged to attend these examinations and they turned up in large numbers - 
"Most of the people of the district came to hear and see the chilaren ex
amined, we want to the open field. When asking the children some simple 
questions, some of them answered with tears rolling aown their cheeks, 
when addressing them, I saw a number of persons, both parents and children, 
bathed in tears, some of them indeed crying out, "What Bhall we do to be 
saved?" (137) '.gain, at Culnacnock(No.240), "when the teacher addressed 
them there were some bathed in tears, rejoicing, others crying out, being 
distressed in mind."(138) Juch visitations usually lasted some four or
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or five hours, but occasionally, as at *>ingwall(Ko.249)it lasted two 
days, from Tuesday, 19th September, 1815 to Wednesday, 20th September,
1815*(139) It was the same at Barvasa6s(Ro,103)in 1827.(140)

Reports from such examinations while useful gave only a fragmented 
view of the society's operations as far as the Committee in -dinburgh were 
concerned. To obtain a more composite picture they instructed their Sec
retary, Christopher Anderson to make a tour in the month of July, 1813. 
as this was the first general inspection carried out by the society it 
is given almost in full -
"July 1 - 3  ueft Edinburgh, and went by the great highland road, as far 
as balwhinnie, when, turning in a north-west direction by haggan and Jal- 
hullie(the residence of Cuncan .lacnab, -s.)I proceeded south-west through 
Badenoch. In the parish of ^aggan, several Gaelic Schools might be advan
tageously appointed, in remote districts, particularly in Glentruim, Glen 
Ghiallach, and on the banks of ~och ^aggan, As time old not permit my 
visiting the minister of the parish, fir, Macnab was requested to inform 
nim of the nature and design of the bociety; and, after leaving a set of 
reports for each of these gentlemen, went by Moy and keppoch, into the 
pariah of tiilmanivaig, Round Keppoch, the people, in general, understand 
only the Gaelic, and are chiefly of the Roman Catholic persuasion,
July 4,5 At Tiemdrish, the residence of the Rev, Mr, Ross, minister of 
hilmanivaig. This parish, which is about 63 miles in length, and marches 
with the counties of Ross, Inverness and Perth, enjoys several important 
advantages in point of education; but many parts of it are, notwithstanding, 
in a most destitute condition. After a good deal of conversation about 
the Society, Kr, Ross pointed out three stations, in each of which a Gaelic 
School might prove a great blessing, vis, Inverroy in Glenspean, Laggan of 
Glengarry and Bridge of Bundle•
Proceeded by the banks of the Caledonian Canal, ana culled at Strown for 
Rap tain Cameron, he was not at home; but his uady gave a very favourable 
report in regard to the conduct and behavior of the bociety's Teacher at 
Auirshealich, about a mile distant. This school could not be continued 
during the summer months, as the attendance was so small. The Teacher 
has therefore removed to the head of -ocharcaig; where, in a district
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district called the "Rough Bounds", the people have duly appreciated the 
value of his labours. The country is intersected by two rapid rivers, 
but, in wet weather, the children have been carried to school, across 
these, by their parents, so that the attendance has, upon the whole, been 
regular. Having thus passed through part of Badenoch and Lochaber, went 
by Corpach, opposite Fort William, into the pariah of Kilmallie.
July 6,7. At Fassfeam, X found Mr. Cameron highly approved of the object 
and design of the Society. He sent for a young man, John Hacmaster, who 
is employed at present in this parish, on the banks of Locheil, in teach
ing English to those who are able to pay for education. After conversing 
with him as to his mode of teaching, and his perusing the Reports of this 
oociety(the first of which indeed he had previously seen), he entered 
warmly into its design. I requested him to think of teacliing Gaelic, to 
those especially who were poor, and engaged, in that case, to procure for 
him a donation of books suitable for the purpose, which he could seell at 
a reduced price.
July 8. Arrived at Borrodel, near to Arisaig. Crossed Loch Aylort, in 
company with another gentleman, to Moidart, a country wholly inhabited 
by Catholics. xamined the Society's School at Glenuig. The children 
acquitted themselves much to the satisfaction of all present, and the 
parents seemed not a little gratified. A gentleman, from the opposite 
coast, who, coming up the Glen on business, was invited to attend, repeat
edly expressed his surprise, as he had no idea such proficiency could be 
made in the short space of a few months. The parents and elder people were 
exhorted to profit by the teacher's present residence among them, and to 
attend the Bchool; since which period, the greater part of the unmarried 
women have begun to learn to read.
The districts of Morar and Knoydart, north of this, which are also Cath
olic countries, have no school of any kind. An inhabitant of Knoydart, 
residing at Invergusarn, on the west coast, took a journey this auamer to 
the Society's School at the head of Locharcaig, for the express purpose 
of soliciting the teacher's residence among them, during the ensuing win
ter, where he said nearly one hundred people could attend. After recrossing 
Loch Aylort, returned to Borrodel, for the night; mentioned the object of 
the Society, and left Report.
July 9. Went by Arisaig to the isle of Muck, or Monk, which is from 16 to 
18 miles from the Mainland. On landing, I found the Teacher had gone to
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to ^rdnaxourchan to inquire about letters from his friends. A few of the 
scholars however were collected, and examined, in his absence, and intim
ation given to the inhabitants of the island, that, as the Schoolmaster 
was to remove from them by September next, it was hoped they would pay 
particular attention, while he remained among them. While sailing, in 
the afternoon, to the isle of igg, met the Society's Teacher coming home, 
and took him with me, that I might have some conversation with him about 
his present School and future station.
July 10. Having landed on the Isle of MLgg, last night called upon the 
Hev. Mr. Maclean, Minister of the parish of "Small Isles. ' He was well 
pleased with the society's Teacher in f-'oick, and considered him as faith
fully discharging his duty to his constituents. The Island of Cannay, 
inhabited by Homan Catholics, in which there never has been a school of 
any description, I mentioned as the next station where it was desirable 
that the Teacher should commence. Mr. Maclean, being about to leave 
home for Cannay, tomorrow, he kindly engaged to speak to the people, and 
prepare the way. He is to mention the subject to the Catholic Priest.
In the afternoon, landed at Armadale in the Isle of Lkye, where an oppor
tunity presented itself, of conferring with Lord Macdonald in regard to 
the object of this Institution. His lordship approved most heartily of 
the people being taught to read their native language, provided that the 
teachers kept strictly to the office of teaching; but the misconduct of 
one of the Teachers, in going beyond these limits, having been represented 
to his Lordhhip by the Clergyman of the PariBh, through the Commissioners 
on his hordship's estate, he seeraed doubtful whether this restriction had 
been sufficiently attended to. I stated, that the sole object of the 
Society waa to teach the inhabitant* of the Highlands and Islands to read 
their vernacular tongue; that the first complaint and official information 
respecting the conduct of this Teacher, was received towards the end of 
May; that it was communicated to the Committee of Directors at their 
first meeting in June; that, in the course of this Journey, I intendeed 
to investiaget the whole business; and begged permiss ion of his Lordship 
to inform him of the result. To this he most politely and readily assented. 
July 12,13. Hpent in the xsland of ^calpa. oome good may be done, were 
the Committee to send a donation for books for the use of the few people 
who reside in this Island; and no gentleman would be more ready to second
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second tho views of the Society, thaA the present resident proprietor,
Mr, Macdonald of Scalpa.
July 14. Called at the Isle of Raaay; and, after some conversation in 
relation to the Society, Reports were left with the proprietor. The Isle 
of Ronay, belonging to this gentleman, waa spoken of, where there never 
has been a ->chool of any kind, as being a desirable station, went in 
the afternoon by Loch oligachan and Loch iiarport, to Bracadale, where 
I met with the Rev. Mr. dhaw, lately presented to this parish.
^uly 15. xamined the Society's Jchool in this parish, accompanied by 
Mr. ohaw. Owing to the long illness and subsequent death of the former 
Minister, this Lchool has laboured under several disadvantages. The 
Children, however, aquitted themselves to Mr. Lhaw's satisfaction; and 
other two months will make a number of them good readers. The District of 
Hinginish, in this parish, stands in the greatest need of education, and 
it is strongly recommended to the attention of the Committee.
July 16. At Coshladder, in the parish of Duiraish, in company with Mr. 
Shaw. Here there is a numerous and flourishing School. Great satisfactioh 
accompanied its examination, though the attendance has rather fallen off 
during the summer. About 76 persons, old and young, have entered this 
school. Among a godly number present, I found the husband and wife learn
ing together. Thera was one scholar aged 56# three men aged from 30 to 32; 
two women of 37, and one of 32 years of age; besides a number of young 
people from 18 to 25.
July 17. Went, in company with Mr. Jhaw, to -unvegan Castle. The propr- 
ietor(John Norman Macleod, sq.)approves of the object of the Institution, 
but considers it of the first importance that the Teachers be confined to 
the teaching of reading. He has kindly ordered a Schoolhouee to be built 
at Hoag, to which place, it is probable, the Society's Teacher at Cosh
ladder will remove next winter.
July 19. Proceeded by Loch Greeshemish and Loch Snizort to the parish 
of Kilmuir. Had a full conversation with the Rev, Mr. Ross, the Minister 
of the parish, and John Beaton the Society's Teacher at Clachan, east 
side; an account of which it is unnecessary here to detail. 3eing fully 
persuaded that this Schoolmaster had repeatedly broken the following rea- 
oluion or law of this oociety: "Tne Teachers belonging to this Society 
shall neither be Preachers nor public .xhorters, stated or occasional, be-
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belonging to any denomination whatever." I resolved that the previous 
suspension, by the Committee snould not be removed; und9 in the meanwhile, 
desired him to pay a vist to -dinburgh, for the satisfaction of his con
stituents, engaging, at the same time, that his journey expence should be 
paid, The dev. Mr. Hose spoke of two men in the parish, either of whom, 
would answer the purpose of the Society. I requested him to send a let
ter on the subject, which should be laid before the Committee.
July 20. Crossed by the Ferry at Kingsboro, to Lynedale, where I had an 
interview with »ord Macdonald, and informed him of the result of my visit 
to Kilmuir. With this result, his ^ordship appeared to be perfectly sat
isfied.
July 21, 22. having returned through Skye, by iortrie, and the Island of 
->calpa, to droadford, where the Synou of Glenelg was assembled, I had an 
interview with several of the Society's Correspondents - the Rev. Dr. Ross 
of iochbroom, the Rev. to. Macqueen of Applecross, and others. The object 
of the Society was introduced to the notice of the gentlemen present; and, 
after some explanations, Reports were left for tiwir perusal.
July 23. heft dkye for the Mainland, and got to Jeantown, in the parish 
of Loch Carron, in the evening.
July 24. The Rev. Lachlan Mackenzie, Minister of the parish, and a teacher 
belonging to the Gociety in Scotland for propagating Christian Knowledge, 
accompanied me to the Gaelic school in Jeantown. About ICO persons have 
derived benefit from this Teacher’s labours, lairing the vacation between 
the winter and Cummer Sessions, the people, of their own accord, proposed 
to support the teacher, at their own expense entirely, in order that they 
might derive more benefit auring his residence among them, rew sights 
coula be more gratifying, than to witness parents and children, old and 
young, assembled in the same School, and all equally interested; to hear 
the children, who, buta few months ago, comparatively "knew not any thing", 
reading tne living Oracles with fluency; and the mother of children, with 
the youngest in her arias, hand this infant to her neighbour, while she 
would stand up, in her own class, consisting of mothers, to read her les
son; and all this in a fine flourishing village on the banks of Loch Car
ron, where the number of inhabitants is rapidly increasing.
July 26, 27. Returned by otrath Conan, ocatwell, etc. to Inverness, far
ther than which it is unnecessary to continue this slight and imperfect 
sketch."
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sketch."!141)
Anderson had reached certain conclusions as a result of his tour and 
he set these before the Committee on his return. The first was that 
the Society should rather concentrate its efforts in those parishes 
where it was well received than have a policy of one school in every 
parish. Obviously, this was the result of the fact that in some parts 
of the country his reception had been somewhat cool. This policy, he 
hoped, would encourage every district to apply for schools when they 
saw the example of those in operation. His other suggestion was that 
a small volume of scripture tbctracta be produced for those who were mak
ing rapid progress in reading. Again, it would save the cost of printing 
more Bibles. The Book of Proverbs, he thought, might usefully be printed 
alone in large type, finally, he urged the establishment of several 
depots, such as Oban, Broadford or Fortree, Jeantown or Ullapool, where 
various books and boards could be retained ana sold to interested parties 
at reduced rates. Anderson's tour was the first such national inspection 
and in some ways is not exactly typical, lie was looking for possible 
sites and at the same time trying to persuade important landed proprietors, 
like -iord Hacdonald and Macî epd of ‘■'unvegan, that the Society's teachers 
were not a threat to the status quo. The nest national inspection, in 
the year 1818 by the Rev. Mr. *ngus mcKellar of ^encaitland and lienry 
Haulv.Hr. Anderson waa unable to go)was of far greater interest - 
"We reached the Island of iiull on the 31st of August, and immediately ent
ered on the performance of our duties. 1. The first Bchool we visited, 
was that of Craignure, of which Donald dameron is Teacher. There were 
only 10 Jcholars present, 3 or 4 of whom had been sent for on purpose, to 
afford us an opportunity of hearing them read. Five read the Bible very 
accurately, and 3 the Tsalm Book pretty well. The re3t were learning to 
name the letters. From what we saw or could learn of this Bchool, it is 
but aoing justice to the Teacher to say, that he appears to be well qual
ified for his office, and ailigent in the discharge of his duties. But 
since the School has been stationary in this place for a longer period 
than what iB usually granted by the Society, and as almost all of the in
habitants who feel disposed to avail themselves of its aid have been 
taught to read now, it is our opinion that another station ought to be 
immediately appointed.

(141)
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appointed,
Kilfinichen. ileil McPhail, Teacher - The inspection of .this School took 
place at 7 am and owing to the early hour, and shortness of the notice 
given, there was not more than a third part of the total number of Scol- 
ars present. These, however, afforded a very favourable specimen of the 
whole School. They went through their various exercises, in a manner 
that reflected great credit on the abilities and zeal of the Teacher. In
deed, he appears to be an excellent young man, faithful in discharging 
his duties, and much respected in the place. The number of Biiildren who 
attend in hummer is 34 and in Winter 60. There are several grown-up people 
who come occasionally to the ochool during the day, and who also receive 
lessons from the Teacher in the evenings at home. This ĉiiool should be 
continued in the same place, at the least, for one ^esoion more. 
Ardchiavaig. ^on&ld Mclnnes, Teacher. We cannot say very much about 
this School, since it was not pi'operly met when we were there. The lists 
were very regularly kept, and the numbers marked 35 hoys and 26 Cirls, tot- 
al6l. The scholars present were mere beginners; so that no accurate jud
gment respecting the state of the school could be foraed from examining 
them. The Teacher is well spoken of by the Tarish Minister and the hchool 
appears to be in a very proper station.
Ardnish, Coll. John Johnston, Teacher. This school was, upon the whole, 
in a much betters atate than we expected to find it. On the day of inspec
tion there were 28 Scholars present. They acquitted themselves very well 
in reading and spelling, but were rather deficient in repeating Psalms, 
several of the Children who attend this School are very young; and this 
circumstance, along with some other* which it is not necessary to state 
to the Committee, may render it advisable to allow the Ochool to remain 
in the same place for some time longer.
Kilbride. Alexander î chenzie, Teacher. The attend nee on this Ochool 
is at the rate of 36 Cnildren and about 10 grown-up persons, consisting 
of men and women, who come occasionally. t4any of the Children axe empl
oyed during the Summer in looking after cattle, anu in other rural occup
ations, which prevent their regular attendance at school. Notwithat nding 
this disadvantage, the whole 47, who were present on he day of inspect
ion, acquitted themselves to our entire satisfaction. Their reading and 
spelling were most accurate; ana they repeated Tsalms and hymns with a



a degree of seriousness, which seemed to indicate that they comprehended 
and felt the meaning of these compositions. The greater number of advan
ced Scholars could repeat from memory between 30 and 40 tiymns and portion* 
of scripture, -tuaong the grown-up Scholars present, there waa a man of 45 
years of age, who read the New Testament tolerably well, although he had 
only been learning for a few months. The first lessons he ever received 
were from his own children, three of whom attend this School. We were 
told of a young gilr in the neighbourhood, who had not an opportunity of 
coming to School, but was taught to read at home by one of her brothers, 
who enjoyed that advantage. *e are glad to have an opportunity of expres
sing, in the strongest terms, the high gratification which we experienced 
in witnessing the state of this School. It would have been almost of it
self a sufficient compensation for all the difficulties to which we were
exposed through the whole course of our tour. --  It is obvious that this
account warrants the highest commendation which we are able to give of the
Teacher's conduct --  a considerable share of its success is to be ascribed
to the countenance given to it b> Alexander I4cLean, ~sq. the proprietor of
the Island *»e have also to express our gratitude to this gentleman
for the many kind attentions which we received from himself and all his 
family, for several days during which we were detained in the feland by 
contrary winds. On coming away, he presented us with a donation of Ten 
tfuineas, as an additional proof of his approbation of the object and the 
exertions of our Jociety.
Cornaig, Tiree. James Budge, Teacher. This is an excellent School. The 
general average of attendance in winter is 50 children during the day, and 
about 60 grown-up persons in the evening. There were present in this 
-chool, on the day of inspection, 37 -JCholars. These, according to the 
different periods of attendance, went through their various exercises in 
a manner that was highly creditable to the bilities and diligence of the 
Teacher. The school ought to be continued in the same station for another 
session at the least.
Jortendonnel. Hector Johnston, Teacher, we are happy that it is in our 
power to report favourably of this dchool also. The attendance in winter 
is about 60 children, and some grown-up people. There were present on the 
day of inspection 26 children, whose attainments in reading and spelling 
etc. afforded satisfactory proofs of the faithfulness of the Teacher. A-
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Among the Scolars present was a man of 36 years of age. The very great 
rapidity of this man’s progress deserves to be particularly noticed, lie 
had only began to learn the letters about two months before, and since 
that time could only attend school when the state of the weather prevented 
him from going to the fishing, or being employed working out of doors.
In addition to this very irregular attendance at school, he enjoyed the 
benefit of receiving lessons from the Teacher in the evening. ->uch was 
the ardour of this man’s application, as that, with these very limited 
advantages, he became capable, in the space of ttic months, of reading 
the New Testament with considerable ease and accuracy, when we expressed 
to him our hopes, that his unusual exertions had proceeded from a con
viction, that to be able to read the Word of Ood is a great blessing? he 
replied, That he was persuaded he had now gained access to a treasure 
which would enrich him more than if he possessed the whole world. - - A 
large deputation of the inhabitants of a very destitute corner of the Is
land waited upon us, to entreat that the school might be removed to that 
station; and as the place was highly approved of by the Clergyman and 
Chamberlain of the Island, we would submit to the Committee, that the re
quest ought to be complied with.
Machera, Colonsay. John Me -acharn. Teacher. This is an exceedingly good 
school. The average rate of attendance is 45 Scholars; the greater num
ber consisting of children, and the rest grown-ups. One man of 43 years 
of age learned to read the Scriptures. In consequence of the early hour 
and short notice given, there were only 26 Scholars present. The facility 
and accuracy with which these went through their various exercises, affor
ded a very favourable indication of the general state of the School. We 
received most satisfactory accounts of this Teacher from the x̂ arish Min - 
ister, and from the Proprietor of the Island; and our own observations 
correspond with their testimony. This School appears to be doing much 
good; and, therefore, it ought to be continued in the Island for a con
siderable time to come.
Ardlussy, Jura. Malcolm McNeil, Teacher. The population of this Island 
is small, and scattered over a great extent of surface. Owing to this 
circumstance, a numerous attendance at the ochool could not be expected.
It consisted at no time of more than 12 and on the day of inspection there 
were only 9 present. We were much pleased with the Teacher himself, and
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and quite satisfied with the progress of the -cholara. Jhia being the
last of the ~choola which we proposed to visit, as Boon «a the insifection
was over we thought of directing our course homewards; and, by the kind 
i roviav-nĉ  of God, have been brought back in safety and eo®fort."(l42) Al
though periodic general inspections, such as this, by high-ranking offic
ials in the Society, were to continue throughout the yesru 1811-1061, it 
was obvious to the Committee that it was not an efficient method of sup
ervision. Visiting committees from dlnburgh could only carry out their 
inspection in the short summer months when rolls were abnormally low *nd 
teachers themselves were either on leave or in transit between schools.
Again, th' regularity of the visits made them somewhat artificial, -uoh
a frM.TBented picture would have to be replaced by full-time inspection 
on the model of the J.b.P.C.K. system.

In 1822 the Committee decided to appoint an Inspector '’to be constan
tly employed in visiting your schools."(143) hut, unlike previous visitors 
"he is not to make regular visitations at stated times, for which the 
Teachers nd the People might be prepared, but to make his visits without 
revious communication." Vhie clearly involved ext'naive travelling in 
the winter months and there are numerous reference** in the Inspectors* 
Journals to tin most foul weather. Visits were frequently postpotaed for 
weeks on end hs roads were blocked by deep enow.(144) It was even possible 
to get stranded at an isolated settlement for several days, such as at 
Claahaore(’io.2C5) in Asaynt where a storm raged continuously for four days 
*nd nights in March, 1032.(145) Joan schools, the Inspectors observed, 
were so badly sited that they seemed to attract severe damage in the win- 
t -r, &s did Arnisdale(No.b4)in 1818, 1819 ana 1821.(146) Of one school, 
in 1856, the Inspector reported, "I examined old and young late in the 
ev ning with ouch light as entered through a hole in the roof, scarcely 
enough, as the evening was wet and misty. For the sake of light we must 
admit the wind and rein, excluding these we would have had to dispense 
with the light completely."(147) Vaot distances were covered by the In-

(142) 8AH33-38.
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(147) 45-H12.



inspectors, in 1834, ior inst-nce, «1* xanuHr Anuereon left oinburgh on 
tne d m  April, 1834 *nu six month* ana two aaye latter, returned on the 
13rd detuber, 1834, having journeyed 3,000 miles and having visited 54
of tiic 55 schools, hhu all at a coat of i»20.1̂ «10̂ *(lH<i; I'his was to 
-rove a fairly standard rate of expense until the year 1852 when travel
ling. costs rose to c*-3o. /■« for salary, it fluctuated between £45-^60
according to the Inspector's experience, but, generally it was c^50 per 
annua:, iiis jgwera were quit*; considerable. ->t Hebuct(ho.513)hs condemned 
the school building for its "wretchedness" and refused to allow any con
tinuation of lb- nci.ool till things wan lit ri ; t to :.iu —  Uifactlw.(149/ 
threat of witburawal of the school was usually aufficint to obtain an 
extra door or winnow in almost any building.(150) he coulu, in fact, oruer 
the construction of an entirely new school, au at carry(ho.305)in ~kye.(l5l) 
In difficulty, f««red by the Committee in the appointment of a peraaneut 
Inspector, was soon overcome. "It wan feared that unfriendliness might, 
to none exte nt, ow experienced from the ianujfd proprletor*."(l52) . ortun- 
at' ly, this Wi.s not ao. ho uoubt the averse teacher looked forward to 
their unexpected, nascent with asrnu trepidation, but the inspectors tiieia- 
selvea seamed to Jv*y* «n.,oyca tneir worx. Alexander endsr*©n( 1802-1066)
Igin born bukor'a son, educated st dinburgh University, having served 
.it- a -.aeixc »>chool teacher from ldx5-l<}52 did a further eleven years, 1832-  
1-43, as in Inspector, wltich he described aa "the happiest days of ay 
life.**(l54) he later went on to be-come the free Church minister at the 
aelic -.ir*., iOthesay.1154) Inspector -onala iJiurray( 1795-1655)on his 
retired in 1845, also to take up a free church post, wrote: "I shall *v**r 
have a grateful recollection of your society ns long as 1 shall be able 
to remember anythin,; on this earth. It was in one of your sci*ools lust 1 
first learned to read the dibit? in my native language."Cl33) -heir obser
vations on teaching methods were invaluable, as were their comment* on 
the teachers: "I nave mosi earnestly to implore the nir ctors not to be too
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too hasty in Baking choice of any young man, until we have fully ascert
ained his character and qualifications; much better remain for a while, 
than fill up - - with the addition of any person that would afterwards 
give us pain?(l56) All of the Inspectors experienced scenes of emotional 
excitement during their inspection. Alexander Anderson recorded in his 
1642 Journal - "When I was addressing the children I saw some of them be
dewed with tears. I asked some of them, why do you weep? Answer. Be
cause I am without Christ, question. How do you know that you are without 
Christ? Answer, The Scriptures tell me that I aia by nature without Cod, 
without Christ and having no hop*."(157) Occasionally, they waxed almost 
poetical in their accounts. Here is an extract from a report dealing with 
urlban(Ho.>47)-chool: "Our course lay along a trackless path, rough and 
rocky, by the south side of the loch for several miles, and as we rounded 
in sight of the Atlantic, over ledges and ahelvin&s of precipitous rocks 
overlooking the deep sea, impending over our heads were perpendicular 
mountains of rocks in inconceivable height and grandeur, burning round 
this point to the south we came upon Crlban, a green spot reposing in the 
hollow of a crescent formed of these everlasting hills, having the Atlan
tic with the island of Inchkenneth enclosing it to the west. And the far- 
famed Btaffa is seen in the distance between us and the setting sun, like 
a sentinel lying in the ocean gate. On such an evening it was a lovely 
scene. H(158) Hike the teachers, the Inspectors were subject to the rules 
of the Hociety, and, again like the teachers, not all of them found these 
easy to accept. rancis MacBean, Corpach born in 1794 and a former Orig
inal decoder student in dinburgh, was on., of these. (159) Vail and hand
some, a teacher at Corpach he was greatly influenced by the Hochaber evan
gelist, -uncan Cameron of ^chnaharry. (160) .rom 1820-1028 he gave "inval
uable service'* to ths oocicty as their Inspector. Unfortunately, **a diff
erence of opinion had, however, arisen in consequence of your Committee 
considering your 7th Ksgulation(not to be ranchers)as much binding on 
your ouperintendent as on your Teachers, and Hr. MacBean desiring a greater 
latitude in his Intercourse with the people, during his annual visits to 
your schools" he resigned.(161) He was soon offered employment by the
(156) 3US9.
(157) 32a R31-32.
(158) 46*R6.
(159) ho.155* Appenaix i; John Macleod, "By-paths of Highland Church History"
(160) lbid.,p.23. (1965).
(161) 19AK21.
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the Lady of Jralisn to build schools and roads in Levi*. ultimately 
became iree Church Liuistcr at Tort Augusta© and Jleamori8ton.(l6l) Lone 
idea of the increasing professionalism demonstrated by the Inspectors can 
be seen by examining extracts fro* the Inspector’s Journal for the year 
1857.
'I have the satisfaction to b# able to testify, what a glance at wy report 
this year will uhow, that in this respectCie educational as well as miss
ionary), all your schools manifest an increased efficiency. those that 
were inferior htve very much improved since last year. The teaching of 
the dible in your schools is becoming more intellectual. I noticed a 
great imptov m nt in this reepoct, but there is still room here and there 
for more advancement. I had frequently to notice the peculiarity in some 
schools of the children being acquainted with the system of doctrine accord
ing to the standards of the Irotaatant Church, while at the same time they 
were ignorant of the* letter of the Word of 'Job itself, 1 impressed upon 
the teachers the necessity of attending to the latter, while not neglecting 
the former) to teach old and young to take delight in reading and studying 
its narrative and it© characters, and treasure up its facts in the under
standing anu in the ŝ m̂ory, and I nta glad to say with good results. I 
found the schools this year in a more flourishing condition than the two 
previous years, and that both as to attendance and progress. Indeed, 
these act and re-«ct autually upon each oth*'r. Increased .fficiency in 
tho teaching, and more encouraging progress in the children, affect very 

materially the attendance at school; and, on the oth r hand, a more nuiter- 
oua «nd steady attendance generally secures that the ifficianey and progress 
will be more satisfactory. The number* of scholars on the roll this year 
- 2,150, last year 1,272, showing an increase of 086. resent at examin

ation thia year - 1,327, last year 979, showing an increase of 348. ..ook- 
ing at this increase, and considering that appended to this report will be 
lounu a list ol more than 20 stations applying for teachers, it may be taken 
as a further indication, not only that your work is urgent, but likewise 
that it is prospering; for although it might be very successful in its own 
sphere without being much in demand, yet it is not at all rash to conclude 
that when it ceases to thrive, it will coast: also to be in demand, 
v/lenigiuaie, a slay, ihe classes underwent a thorough examination on ocr- 
ipture history, from the Lid ana i=»ew lestament respectively, which showed

\16l) rtscleod, J., pp.28-29, 2*
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showed they were well taught and admirably drilled, Their possession of 
scripture Knowledge was extensive and accurate, and excellent order and 
discipline maintained which cannot fail to have a beneficial influence 
on the habits of the rising generation in the highlands. The method of 
simultaneous as well as individual answers is used, ana their readiness 
and correctness in both ways sad* it manifest timt no pains had been 
spared in teaching, ana that it was successful - - The people espressod 
their gratitude to the society for the continuance of the school for 
another year.
Arlnagour, Coll. The reading was exceedingly good in all the classes.
The New Testament class showed an acquaintance with the general history 
of the New Testament, its writers, their characters and scope of their 
writings, answering many questions to which answers could scarcely be 
expected from them - - The men of the village, who were present all the 
time, deeply interested, beset the sinister and your Inspector with the 
sost importunate cries and entreaties for the continuance of the teacher 
among them. It was most distressing; for after 1 told them that it was 
now too late, as the teacher was appointed to another place, they secaed 
as if distracted froa their necessity, and would keep him by any means.
lgoll, ~kye. - - They are soundly and substantially taught in the know
ledge of the gospel. The examination by the teacher would put one in 
mind of the olden time, of solemn and easy family catechising; ana some 
of the young showed by their answers a knowledge of the doctrines of rel
igion above their years. The services of the teacher are most invaluable 
and highly appreciated in the district arouna. To him th y look for mostly 
all the religi.ua Instruction within their reach, for they are without the 
regular ministrations of the sanctuary. And here, as in the last instance 
reported, a deputation of men come after the school was dismissed, to 
press most earnestly that the teacher would be left among them - - that 
they would be poor indeed without any to pray with and read the Word of 
the jjord to them.
amasaig, ->kye. one of the moat remote and Isolated spots in the highlands - 

has to be reached by a long and difficult road, having dlendale, which 
lies on the south aids of fioch .unvegan, and which is separated from that 
arm of the sea by a long and lofty heathy ridge of hills, we travers to 
the south a rugged moor, by circuitous plain, or long sloping ascents, for 
5 or 6 miles, having the ground on the right rising with a gradual ascent
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Ascent to a greatt?r or leaser t-levfttion, till It ends abruptly in a lofty 
precipitous brow, showing a mighty boluntas cf front to the oc«an - ever
lasting rocks that defy the dash of wave and the wastv of time. Along the 
shoulder of this rising ground we coxe on a sudden to a soo-swhat deep rav
ine or dell, widening landwards, but narrowing towards the sea, where it 
has a narrow out1at between these high pinnacles of rocks. There are smok
ing huts, and patches of arable ground which the inhabitants were then 
busily labouring. The spot may look beautiful, even romantic in summer, 
but it must be wild and grand in the storms of winter, /urtiisr on, behind 
a hill, i» uowergill, another hamlet. detween the two plaoes your school 
la situated, in a spot, as I am toll, abounding with serpents, lour school 
here, which was opened in August last, and the first service of the teacher, 
1 found In a prosperous condition. The house had be?n built last autumn, 
and though somewhat damp, seemed in part commodious, but without any out
let whatever for the smoke except the door. Cld and young gathered in 
and soon filled the house. Of coolers there were 25 pr«?sent, who stood a 
very pleasant examination for two hours on the scriptures of the Old and 
th«> Hew Testaments. They acquitted themselves altogether in an excellent 
®nnner; and considering that the school has been in existence only a few 
months, the progress in knowledge, as well as the correct reading and gen
eral improvement of their Binds, appeared quite astonishing, evincing that 
the teacher was rainstaking and laborious. All the audience were delighted 
and on** or two old men stoou up to express the thanks of the inliahi tents 
for the school, which I promised to convey to the director*. It was a de
lighted eye, they said, that their children were now in a fair way to be
come bettor men and women than their fathers, dome of th s» people go 
regularly to church in summer, through dreary hills and moors, a distance 
of 16 miles, but the violts to the sanctuwry of tooet of th«a, the aged and 
infirm, must be few and far between, and the visita of their devoted minis
ter to them cannjt be very frequent, for it ia a large pariah, or three 
parishes of wide extent, b* yond the power of any man however laborious anu 
devoted, There are two or three other remote districts for which teachers 
are requested and much needed, They make now a yearly collection for the 
Gaelic School viociety.
t'elbost, Lewis. - - This school has been v*'ry much improved since* last 
y-ar, especially as to correct reading! and a large proportion showed a 
fair understanding of what th«y read about the dry bones in the 37th of 
/.eklal.
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-alaon, u n w in ,  i n  all tJi&t constitutes good and sound education for el
ementary schools - in all that is calculated to elevate and save .society 
in the rising generation, under the powerful influence of moral and rel
igious teaching and training, this school holds a first place. And tha 
blessing of the hod seems to have been eminently vouchsafed, as far as 
the moral and social welfare of the community ia concerned, and not to 
have been withheld even for the spiritual welfare of some, there being 
promising cases among the young of inquirers after the way of salvation.
The school not only maintained but surpassed, its former excellence, of 
which I reported last year- - - the attainment of the children was excel
lent, and far advanced. They gave an account of the captivity - of the 
kings of Israel and Judah - the history of each kingdom and its kings 
separately - of several prophecies, both the predictions and fulfilment.
1 heard them repeat and sing psalms correct1>.
->alall&n, Lewis. *h«re were 7 married women, one of th.a with an infant 
sucking her breast whin she was reading, and one old woman spelling her 
way on the 1st Jook. There was a vast improvement made in all the exer
cises of the school - the reading was better - words understood - knowledge 
imparted, and acquaintance with Scripture wall advanced since 1> et yewr. 
Fain&edala, Harris. In tha Testament class there were two old sen and 
three adults - parents of some of the children present and one woman with 
an infant at her breast. They read slowly ana solemnly, and answered al
most all the questions put to them on what they read, as well as on general 
religious knowledge, old and young answering in their turn. A gratifying 
and solemn sight to aw; in the same class the chilu, the parent, and the 
grandfather learning ths word of the i.ord? The men BxpresBed th**ir thanks 
to the -ociety, ami requested the continu«:nce of this school.
Collam, Harris. - - Two men above 40 years <*nd several women about 20, read. 
The reading among the whole was of the beat sort - serious, earnest, and 
withal, very correct. The examination of old and young was quite delight
ful, ana testified of the efficiency and usefulness of the teaching. After 
worship the m<.n expressed their thanku to the Society, and petitioned ear
nestly for the continuance of the teacher among them.
Inver, Roaa-ahire. There were 66 present on the day of examination, be
sides all the inhabitants of the village who were at home, chiefly females, 
who crowded both ends of the house and the passage. There were besides 
a large crowd at the -oor and wlnaows, so that in fact there was a pretty



pretty 1 args congregation. ach class, when we were done with it, was 
let out to n&ke way for the next, -he examination, conducted by the Rot. 
At , Urquhart and ayself, was vtry Interesting and highly satisfactory.
The reading was generally correct, according- to the provincial dialect 
of the place. >o»e read with taste ana understanding, and all showed 
great progress since the school co»m^need which evinced that it was taught 
with inuustxy and spirit. I was highly pleased with their religious and 
scriptural knowledge. The readiness with which they answered - the staid 
ana sober deportnant - their pleasing Acquaintance with various parts of 
Jcripture, did not fail to iaprt?as »e that the Instruction was telling 
upon their minus; and nay we not hope that it will be able to exert soae 
potent influence for good in the life that is now and which is to cose.
The people bought and fitted up a house and school at the vxpence of sore 
than £15 ana it is by far too small forth* nuaburs attending'.'U62) dy 
the end of the period under review, U16I, the quality of the teachers and 
the Inspectors was certainly on high as that in the d.^.P.d.lC. or in the 
**ri»h chool eyetea.

(162) 46AH7-11.
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CHAPTER t

PRQ3L m  AND DIFFICULTLY

"The poverty of the highlanders ia a topic revolting to the 
minds of some of their warm admirers."

- 12AR21.

The basic problem for any society engaged in a charitable enterprise 
ia money, or rather the shortage of it. This was true of the Gaelic 
schools Society throughout the entire period under review, 1811-1861. As 
such it has been examined in some detail in another chapter of this 
work. Nevertheless, there were certain crisis years when it seemed likely 
that the bociety was not only in decline, but well on its way to extinction.
1833 was such a year, despite the occasional embarrassment in raising 
sufficient funds to meet steadily rising costs the bociety had experienced 
considerable support from the public. Then, in 1833 "the interest of at 
least a great portion of the public in the bociety, has, for some time, 
been on the wane, and their exertions, generally, on its behalf, have been 
leas zealous than when the bociety had the chann of novelty to recommend 
it. Your Committee feel inclined to fear that there has been on the part 
of most, if not all the friends of the society, a want of energy and
earnestness in bringing prominently before the public --  the claims of
their fellow-count/ymen in the highlands and Islands of Scotland.M (1V:v h'r
1834 the crisis had passed, but the memory survived - ".bast year from
various depressing causes --  a gloom seemed to hang over the prospects
of the bociety, threatening even something more than an imperious necessity 
to curtail, to a considerable extent, their establishment - - the impend
ing cloud has been, in a great degree, dissipated."(2) The Committee knew 
the reason for the reduction in support was not entirely the loss of "nov
elty", but "from the increased means which have been recently employed by 
the General Assembly's bchemo, anu other agencies, it may be taken for 
granted by many that the field is now fully occupied. This is a great 
mistake - - it is a fallacy."(3) There was no improvement, in fact, 1836-

(1) 22AR9ilO.
(2 ) 2JAR9.

(3) Ibid.,p,10.
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1856-1837 was worse a m  some of the society's Correspondents wrote in 
to the secretary expressing their concern about possible dissolution.(4)
In 1836 costs were hi,606.4.54" a&a income was only hi,211.0.9^* Well 
might the Committee admit that "this society, after 27 years of successful 
labour, is engaged in a mortal struggle - a struggle for its very existence." 
(5) It warned its members: "You must obtain more support, or dissolve 
the society." In the 26th annual Report the situation was fully explained - 
"The coloness and neglect of those from whom better things might have been 
expected." samples were given of collections that once provided £90 now 
reduced to a mere *111 - "the failure was equally uneApectea ana discouraging. 
This was an indication of the ebbing tide in -ainburgh. In ulasgow the 
tide has entirely ebbed. from that large ana populous - that wealthy and 
munificent city, from which you one year drew about *1700, and many years 
from -400-500 - your list of contributions for 1835 does not show one 
single contribution of any description, individual or collective; and your 
last year's list only records a collection of h7.16.5» at a sermon preached 
by i-iT. deith, and a remittance of h54 from the South's society, which was 
accompanied by an intimation that it was the last remittance you were to 
expect from that quarter. Considerable sums were collected at Terth, and 
remitted for many years, and now only a few straggling contributions find 
their way, from friends, the wanath of whose affections cannot be chilldd 
by the surrounding coldness, at I'undee, where you liad an Auxiliary bociety 
and from which place, when it possessed not half the wealth, or half the 
population it now does, you received for many years sufficient to support 
several schools, the apathy has become so predominant as nearly to have
quenched every feeling in your favour --  The Caelic bchool bociety is now
engaged in a struggle for its very existence."(6) The note of bitterness 
could not be concealed - "neaving you to pay your teachers with borrowed 
money, and to exhaust, in vexatious exertions to gather funds for the pay
ment of your debts, these energies which ought, without distraction, to 
have been directed to the evangelisation of the destitute parts of your 
native lands."(7) The picture was indeed gloomy with the total income in 
1836 from legacies, collections and donations only 1)965.6.94-, and this at 
a time when the annual coat of running 54 schools was at least hi,600!

(4) 26aR55.
(5) Ibid.,p.9.
(6) Ibid.,pp.10-11.
(7) Ibid.,p.l6.



£1,600! The moat hurtful blow waa the response from Glasgow - "Will the 
munificent contributions to the advancement of Christ's Church in Glasgow 
- the supporters of the original and powerful auxiliary to your bociety, 
from whom a sum nearly equal to the whole of last year’s ordinary receipts 
was transmitted in one year, - will they return to their first love, and 
furnish a portion of the supplies for these schools of Christ? Will the 
increased population and abounding wealth of uundee give a token of a 
corresponding growth in benevolence towards their destitute brethren? Will 
Perth, so intimately connected with an interesting portion of the Highlands 
renew these aids it so long supplied? Will the Lowlands of bcotland, in 
their length and breadth, take the security of Cod, and lend a small pit
tance of their gold and their silver to the service of dim who hath blessed 
that division of the Kingdom with this richest blessing, by communicating 
to them in abundance the bread of life?"(8) While the relationship with 
these auxiliary societies is dealt with elsewhere it is significant to 
note that the withdrawal of their support in 1836-1837 made the Committee 
seriously consider "the entire dissolution of their activities."(9) "The 
close of last year found the Gaelic bchool bociety in a state of great de
pression --  apparently foraaken by many of its old influential friends."
This threat of closure was effective and money poured in to save the boc
iety. ven the collections at the Annual General Meeting leapt from £6 
to nearly £80. The Committee called this "a refreshing stream" and noted 
with pride that they had received £400 in three weeks and that their income 
for the year was £1,667.18.6.(10) Unfortunately, this exuberance did not 
last and 1839 was another crisis year and "It was accordingly proposed, 
ahd urged by some of the most tried and zealous friends of the bociety, 
that the number of your bchools should be immediately reduced. Your Com
mittee will remember how strenuously this proposal was resisted by one of 
their number(Alexander Macdougall), who has long been your faithful and 
successful advocate."(11) As we have already seen hacdougall, in the sum
mer-autumn of 1839, visited Liverpool, Manchester^ Bradford and ^ondon to 
raise £400. "When this rich supply arrived, the coffers of your Committee 
were entirely exhausted, the half-year's salaries were due to your teachers 
and it was only by means of this great and seasonable offering that your

(8) Ibid.,p.49.
(9) 27AR7.
(10) Ibid.,p.8.
(11) 29AR7.
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your Committee were enabled to meet their engagements.H(12) It seemed 
to many that the bociety would never fully recover and we read in the 
30th Annual Report for 1841 that "its resources are not what they once 
were."(13) In 1843 the Committee mournfully admitted that their effort# 
were "divested of the charm of novelty" and that they had "failed to ex
cite their wonted and proper interest."(14) The Disruption altered the 
perspective of many and the bociety found themselves "in a better and 
more prosperous circumstance than they have enjoyed for many bygone years." 
(15) ay March, 1844 a degree of confidence had return d to their public 
announcements - 2we cannot, upon the whole, complain of any great abate
ment in the deep and growing interest formerly manifested in the cause 
of Gaelic Schools. "(16) But by 1850 even Tree Church enthusiasm was be
ginning to fade and the Committee had to aumit "a considerable diminution 
in income."(17) Thus we can set? that the bociety faced a financial crisis 
every few years and that their resources were at all times severely lim
ited.

Money was needed simply because the Gaels in the uighlands and Islands 
were so appallingly poor, bpecie, in many districts, was simply non-c±±st- 
ent ana the people could neither afford to build schools nor to buy books, 
ouch was the case at -<wordlechaol(ho.683)in argyle in 1832 and at Inveras- 
dale(Ao.380)in Ross in 1833.(18) Illiteracy was rife, particularly st 
;>arvas(bo.l02)in Lewis and employment was nard to obtain for anyone who 
could neither react nor write.(19) The result was a total lack of adequate 
clothing, as at otrathlochie(ho.67l)in Inverness, where "some of them 
lookea extremely poor and destitute of necessary clothing."(20) Lack of 
shoes was a common complaint at Uachdar(No.73o)in benbecula and Tapul(No. 
669)in Mull.(2l) .ven as late as I860 inspector Loss described visiting 
a settlement on "a stormy day, with snow covering the ground; the school 
assembled, large groups of cliildren, many of them barefooted. "(22) Malnu-

(12) Ibid.,p.8.
(13) 30idH8.
(14) 32aK7.
(15) ^bid., p. < d .
(16) 33AL8.
(17) 40AR7.
(18) 22AR12, p. 16.
U9) 5AR37.
(20) 24AR20.
(21) 27AR20; 31AK28. (22) 49AR10



Malnutrition was frequently observed by visitors to schools, as did Cap
tain McGregor of the 78th /oot when he inspected Kinnaula(l<'o.439)in Suth
erland in 1828: "almost all of them had the appearance of want of suffic
ient food."(23) Inspectors were even more conscious of the poor physical
shape of the children: "Visited the school at Burg, Mull --  on the roll
29. The reason assigned by the Teacher for the present small attendance 
was a great scarcity of provisions in the district; he stnted that the 
parents kept their children in bed till 10 or 11 oclock in the forenoon, 
knowing that if they got up earlier, the cravings of nature would induce 
them to ask for food; when they get out of bed they are employed in fish
ing fountains and streams, and gathering shell-fish along the sea-shore;
I was told that at present(1830)a single boll of meal could not be found 
amongst many families put together."(24) On the same island, at Tober- 
mory(No.700), as late as 1853 it was noted that "People are extremely 
poor. Many of them, as I am afraid, are in a state of starvation."(25) 
This situation was general throughout the Islands, as the people at Car- 
nish(No.l87)in Lewi3 well knew in 1850 because "their children are com
pelled to collect shell-fish on the shore for sustenance."(26) Ouch pov
erty expressed itself most forcibly in the housing, here is a descript
ion of the housing at 13ragar(No.l45)in Lewis, given by the Inspector, in 
the year 1858. "Braiger(Lewis)is about 8 miles north of darloway. It 
is very populous, being inhabited by above 80-100 families. The houses 
are in general veiy wretched, having for the most part, no means of ad
mission for the light of day but the door and no means of outlet for the 
smoke but the same - whilst the inmates seem as if their wellbeing dep
ended on smoke and darkness, with the rain dropping abundantly through; 
then, added to this, the presence of the cattle under the seme roof, seems
to render the comforts of civlised life well nigh impossible F4ost of
the inhabitants, here, I believe, dont wear a pair of shoes in a life-time 
- - 41 raw and ragged urchins as uncultivated nature could produce - - 
Most of them, on my questionning them, diu not know their own surnames - 
in short they were utterly ignorant."(27) Not surprisingly, illness was 
rife in such communities. No wonder, as at liig(Wo.73l)in Skye, they were

(23) 17AR21.
(24) 20AR35.
(25) 42AR15.
(26) 39AR12.
(27) 47AK7.



were "so poor that they cannot furnish glass for a single window."(28) 
Unfortunately, even when the Gaels were removed from their isolated settle
ments and placed in the cities they still seemed to be poor. Those in 
Aberdeen in 1814 seemed to be proof that the Gaels took their poverty with 
them wherever they went - ’’almost all are persons whose lot is to labour, 
from 7 am to 8 pm, in a cotton mill for what is barely sufficient to fur
nish them with the very necessaries of life."(29) While most heritors 
and clergymen felt some sympathy for them and thought them "poor, neglected 
people", others shared the view of the Rev. Mr. George ftackay of Clyne,
in April, 1842, "that they were just a set of ignorant and careless" people.
(3C) A much more shrewd observer was the Rev. Mr. Jonald /raser of Kirk- 
hill who inspected 15 schools of the Inverness bociety in Kintail, Loch- 
alsh, -kye, btrathspey, ~trathdean and btrathglass in 1822. His opinions 
appeared in an issue of the "inverness Journal" on the 14th November, 1822. 
(3l) He blamed "the extreme poverty and wretchedness on the failure of 
the 1821 crop ana of the herring fishing season in 1822 and the excess 
population." he described how people were eating limpets for survival 
ana falling sick in the process. "The state of 3ome districts in Skye
and the neighbouring coasts, was just as wretched as Ireland --  palid
looks and tattered garments --  excessive population is a widespreading
cause of the wretchedness of the people." Other intelligent men echoed 
these views. The Rev. Mr. James Russel of Gairloch reported to the Com
mittee in October, 1822 that the fishing had failed for several years 
and that the price of cattle had fallen uisastrously. In June, 1824 he 
noted that "The high spirits by which the Highlanders were formerly dist
inguished, and which naturally led them to maintain their independence, 
is now completely broken by the pressure and misfortune of the times."(32) 
The Rev. Dr. Thomas Ross of uochbroom constantly earned dinburgh about 
the "rapid increase in population."(33) 'The Committee were perfectly 
aware of the problem in the light of the evidence pouring in from Jnizort, 
Glenelg and Gairloch.04) To take but one small example - the Rev. Mr.
uavid Garment of Ros3keen wrote on the 24th bepteiaber, 1824 to tell them

US) 12AR22.
(29) 4AR44.
(30) 27AR20; 33^*25; 32AR29.
(31) 12AR23.
(32) 13aR35} 14AK22.
(33) 12AR22.
(34) 10AR26; 11AR29; 13aR19-20.
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them that the 1823 population estimate for his parish of 2,648 was, in 
1824, now 2,700 and this included 698 under the age of twelve.(35) The 
Committee did not express and formal statement as to their view until 
the year 1839. "The extreme poverty of a great amount of our Highland 
population is well known. The large farm system which prevails in the 
west, and which is every day extending its swuy, has collected the people 
into hamlets, formed for the most part, along the shores of our lochs, 
or at least where the sea is accessible. At the earliest age the labour 
of the children is demanded, to aid that of the parents, in procuring 
the means of subsistence; and often when the latter are compelled to 
travel to a distance, there to provide, by hiring themselves to strangers, 
some scanty stock against the seasons of more pressing want."(36) In 
fact, the reasons were far more complex and it is only today with a greater 
knowledge of economics that a better analysis is possible. In 1822 the 
public works schemes which had been running since 1803 on roads, bridges 
and the Caledonian Canal suddenly came to an end.(37) Unhappily, this 
change coincided with the collapse of the kelp industry 1817-1823. In 
1787 a heavy duty imposed on the import of barilla, an impure carbonate 
of soda obtained by burning several marine plants grown on the east coast 
of Up&in and used in the manufacture of soap and glass, gave bcotland a 
chance to develop kelp as a substitute alkali. .normous profits were to 
be made - collection was £2.5.0 a ton anu freighting was another £1.5.0, 
a total of only £3.10.0, while the seeling price wes £22. boon 50,000 
workers were involved in the industry and 40 ships a year sailed to Lon
don loaded with kelp. In 1814 the price began to fall and in 1822 the 
import duty on barilla fell from £11 to £8 and in 1823 to £5 - the kelp 
industry was finished and massive unemployment resulted. The effects 
stretched from Lurin(No.27l)in Lutherland, to Baliviconon(Ho.89)in North 
Uist to Arinagower(No.47)in Coll. Yet another blow came between the years 
1820-1830, the end of herring fishing bounties and many small coastal com
munities went into rapid decline. As if all this was not enough, disease, 
in the form of cholera came to the highlands, first by fishermen to buth- 
erland in 1832 and then by coach to Inverness.(38) Natural disasters, of

(35) 14AR26.
(36) 28AR12.
(37) J.P. Lay, 'hublic Administration in the highlands and Islands of 
Scotland." 1918, pp.84-85.
(38) Ibid.,p.87.
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of course, atill occurred, as at Lgigursta(No.628)in Lewis, in January, 
1840, when "half of the tenants thereof perished at sea in one day. Con
sequently, there are 25 fatherless children, besides widows."(39) Although 
various people had suggestions there was no co-ordinated approach to a 
solution, dome did not care and continued to introduce sheep-walKs; for 
this, they had to clear the land. The Committee had ample evidence of 
this attitude. At Mellon of bdrigil(No.516)in 1035 they were told that 
"an entirely new set of tenants now occupy the lands."(40) At LcarpvNo.
621) the population fell drastically as 'these farms have been converted 
into sheep-walks."(41) At i rribole(Ho.28l)in ~utherlana, the Iiev. KLr. 
William Findlater was informed in 1815 that "the people here will be re
moved next summer to another parish, the eistrict being converted into 
8heep-walks."(42) On the 28th June, 1815 he wrote to the Committee that 
he could find no accommodation for their teacher, John ^rant, "owing to 
the greatest part of the country being converted to sheep-walks - - sev
eral families, 3ome 20, are proposing to emigrate to Nova ecotia; anu 
others have been so much occupied with the confusion of removal, building 
houses near the shores and tending their cattle, as well as the manufacture 
of kelp."(43) Re added the sombre information that only 18 families were 
left at the settlement of Jurin(No.27l). -ven uoman Catholic uistricts, 
like Langal(No.462)in Ardnamurchan suffered as well in October, 1814 when 
Father Macdonald complained to the Committee that "the people had been 
moved."(44) One of the best examples came from the kev. hr. Colin Macken
zie of Shieldaig in April, 1838, "The whole population of this large uis- 
trict are to be dispossessed next Whitsunday, and their place occupied by 
sheep, when they have no alternativw but to emigrate to the colonies, and 
this they cannot do unless assisted by dovornment or the committee on the 
Highland x-Lmd; for there are no fewer than 130 families have got summonses 
of removal on the estate of i'orriaon, few of whom are worth juIO, or the 
value of it in the world. It is truly grievous to hear the lamentations 
of these poor creatures.(45) Come thought it more humane to transport the

(39) 29AR33.
(40) 25AH31.
(41) 10AR5C.

C\J■*d- 4AR4.
(43) 5AH9, p.68
(44) 4AR38.
(45) 28AR21.



the people to the coast to start a new life, especially in Sutherland.(46) 
This attitude also prevailed in Lewis as well as in North Uist.(47) mi
gration seemed a more hopeful solution and large numbers of Saels took 
the opportunity to leave their homes. The annual Reports contain scores 
of references to such decisions - nine children out of the 38 in attendance 
at InvergusarnU'fo.385)in 1816 left for the United States and six of them 
labelled as "goou scholars", were presented with Hew Testaments.(48) In 
the same year the people at Landaig^No.607)informed the Committee that 
they were "disposed to emigrate to Canada." In 1820 seven children left 
Arnisdale(No.54)dchool to go to the United Otatea, while in April, 1841 
huge numbers left Uig(No.73l)in bkye and Trimsgary(No.725)in North Uist. 
(49) v'Ome districts were almost completely denuded of people, like uin- 
icro(No.485)in Skye where "the dolesome s tate of the parish is caused 
by a vast number of them going to America." again and again harrowing 
scenes were enacted as emigrants said farewell to their relatives on 
wind-swept piers, henry Kisbet of the bociety witnessed such a scene 
in October, 1838 at Tobermory, when the ship "British King" set off for 
Australia. "I have had reason to know that many of them will lana(if 
spared)in Australia without any money."(5C) Fortunately, after having 
distributed 50 free iiibles to "the poor emigrants", Nisbet and the ship*s 
surgeon, ĵ r. arbuckla, planned a school for the voyage to teach the read
ing of the Oaelic bcriptures. The members of the Committee in -dinburgh 
were moved by such descriptions, but it was 1844 before they commented 
publicly on "the very important movement of emigration." They seetaed to 
sympathise, but could see no other alternative: "The duty which the mother 
country owes to her emigrating children does not yet seem to have been
fully considered --  The extirpation of a multitude of our brethren is
an event which, in itself, must be revolting to every right feeling; but 
the circumstances of the social state of our country make it the least of 
many existing evils."(51) as more anu more information percolated back 
to -dinburgh it became increasingly obvious to the Committee that the 
areas which their schools supplied were being bled ory of people. The 
information that by 1848 only 44 persons were left on Fladda horrified

(46) 13AR19.
(47) 16ASU2; 32AR29
(48) 5AA25.
(49) lOARllf 31AR19
(50) 28AK25-26.
(51) 3UR19.
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horrified some members of the Committee who knew the area well.(52) By 
1855 the significance of such depopulation suddenly struck the Committees 
"In some instances, an extent of 20, 50 or even 40 miles, once occupied 
by several Gaelic Schools, are now without an inhabitant. Where are they? 
and where are the Gaelic tichools?"(53) The departure of 18 families from 
Jittle ^ernera(No.488)in Lewis closed the school there, as did a mass ex
odus from Bar(No.99)in Islay.(54) "But from the extirpation of a lease, 
emigration and other causes, there is hardly a single family near the 
place of those who once enjoyed the benefits of the teacher's labours."
While the motives of emigrants varied extensively as J.P. Jay lias clearly 
shown, the Committee was quite powerless to do anything to assist, dir
ect or control this mass movement of peoples.(55) The problem was made 
infinitely worse by the famine of 1846-1848. The failure of a harvest 
was not a new phenomenon as far as the Gael was concerned; within living 
memory 1812 was "a severe year", 1821 "a year of very great poverty", 1835 
was "a bad year", 1836 was "a worse year" and 1837 was "a dreadful year."(56) 
The Committee were appalled SfsdOfryo at the distressing reports pre
sented by their teachers of "the famine in the highlands": at dalburgh(No. 
242)in Louth Uist "many of the children are collecting shell fish for 
food; the heaps of shells lying at their doors are enough to show a trav
eller the extent of destitution among them"; at Galson(No.300)in Lewis
"attendance on your schools - is at present very small --  the cause of
which chiefly is, that many of the children are employed by the proprietors 
and they get meal to support them according to what they are able to do."
(57) The Committee knew full well that "the Lchools of Christ are now 
brought to the test" and the situation in Ireland, with its violence and 
despair, was never far from their minds.(58) Their Minutes record their 
deep concern: "The belief in and dependence on the good providence of 
God, with humble submission to dis will, and assurance of uis love, even 
in ills darkest dispensations, which the Gospel proclaims, is at the moment 
manifesting itself in the quiet endurance of the heaviest - the most over-

(52) 37AK11.
(53) 44ak15.
^54) 23aR13; 29AR20.
155) Jay, J.P., p.26.
(56) 2aK3C; 11AH5J Lay, J.P., p.87
(57) 36AR7; 37AR11.
(58) 36AR14.



overwhelming trial that has ever visited that portion of our country - 
throughout its whole territory.”(59) The Committee were clearly con
vinced that the Disruption and "the striking revival of religion” had 
played a vital part in helping the Gael to endure his afflictions, again 
and again, the Minutes refer to the nation’s debt to "the great religious 
movement which took place four years ago.” They did their best to help: 
teachers were urged to preach on the theme, "3e content with such things 
as ye have, for lie hath said I will never leave thee nor forsake thee”} 
the Rev. -̂ r. Canulish and Page Reade proposed greater efforts "in this 
time of calamity” and to find "means for averting the horrors of famine 
by supplying our countrymen with the bread which perisheth.”(60) One of 
the Vice-Presidents, Sheriff Opeirs, died suddenly and left £60 "to en
large the allowances for teachers because of the high orice of provisions." 
(61) The Committee itself voted an eztra <L 127 to assist their teachers 
in the year 1847-1348 and even in 1849 were "compelled to remit the sal
aries of their teachers by instalments."(62) Jlowly, the crisis passed 
and the Committee recorded its thanks that civil upset liad not occurred: 
"Amidst the terrible convulsions which have shaken other kingdoms to their 
foundation, there has been granted to this country at least a breathing 
time. In the good providence of God, the danger of revolution has been 
averted, and the pressure of commercial distress has been lightened."(65)
The Rev. Mr. Thomas Kaclauchlan summed it up in an address in Dundee on 
the 7th October, 1851 - "The religion of the people has also been severely 
tested. They have been visited with trials that it is no easy matter to 
bear. The staff of life has been withheld from them. Por the last five 
years many families in these islands have not known what it is to be 
fully fed; but in the rniust of all the hardships which they have suffered, 
there has been no increase of crime among them."(64) The outcome of this 
terrible ordeal was an enormous increase in poverty as J.P. Lay records.(65) 
In 1849 one third of the entire population of Lkye was on relief and by 
1851 the Secretary of the Royal Patriotic society was estimating that 50,000

(59) 36AR15.
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50,000 people in the Highlands and Islands were completely destitute.
In February, 1851 the arrival of 61 persons from Barra in Inverness to 
squat in front of the Town House was embarrassing to the authorities as 
were reports that famine was again to be found in Lochmaddy in 1850 and 
in Portree in 1851. The only response from those in power seemed to be 
the erection of the first workhouse in the Highlands, at Tain in 1850.
Hany landowners by this time had grown impatient with the failure to 
find a solution to the economic problem and they decided to impose their 
own remedy. Copying the tactics used in the notorious Sutherland Clear
ances of 1807-182o they ruthlessly cleared Glencalvie 1845, Hollas 1849, 
Btrathconon 1850, Knoydart 1853, Oreenyard 1854, Couth Uist and Barra 1851 
and dkye 1851-1853.(66) The complexity of the social problem is shown by 
looking at the clearing of Hollas in North Uist by Lord Macdonald in more 
detail.(67) The township of 110 families comprised 603 persons, far too 
many for the land to support. This is shown by their rental which was 
only £382. Unfortunately there were arrears amounting to £624. Relief 
was only possible from two sources, either Lord Macdonald or the Highland 
destitution Committee. The latter acted first and offered the inhabitants 
20/- per adult and 10/- per child if they would emigrate to Canada. This 
they refused. Macdonald then offered to remit their arrears of rent, 
bought their crops and stock at valuation, donated money to the Highland 
destitution Committee to finance their departure and clothed the poorest 
in distress. In July, 1849 the people met, discussed the issue and again, 
refused to go. The following month, August, 1849 a Sheriff and 33 Inver
ness police arrived in the area and in the disturbance that ensued four 
crofters were arrested and 10 crofts unroofed. On the 13th September,1849 
these men were brought to trial and sentenced to four months' imprisonment 
apiece. A year later, in September, 1850 the Highland destitution Committee 
came up with a compromise - move the settlement to the south side of the 
island. To be called the Herth Settlement the scheme was to be financed 
by the II.B.C. to the sum of £1,700. Two years later, October, 1852 , the 
Settlement collapsed. There was only one remaining solution and on Christ
mas Day, 1852, the crofters of Hollas sailed for Australia on the ship 
"Hercules." The Gaelic community at 3ollas(No.653)was no more. All that 
the Gaelic Bociety could do, in 1855, was to minute - "We can point to the

(66) Ibid.,p.97.
(67) Ibid.,pp.98-100.
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the heights of ALma and Balaclava for specimens of the men whom a wretched 
policy is expelling from our shores."(68) Many must have wondered why a 
ppople would submit to such an outrage on their lives and not rebel. The 
Society's view was expressed in an issue of the "witness" on the 3rd March, 
1847 by Sheriff Jpeirs: "It was godliness alone that would enable a people 
to submit to these Providential dispensations without rebelling."(69) Not 
everybody shared this view anu some even blamed the society and their teach
ers: "An indiviuual, on being asked to give his pence for purchasing light 
for the winter Jabbath -vening Meetings said, "If you had asked pence for 
purchasing a rope to hang the teacher, I would give them, but no pence for 
his meetings."(70)

The greatest and perhaps the most continual problem facing the Bociety 
was whether they should abandon the use of Gaelic as a medium of instruct
ion and switch to .nglish. It was a view shared by many objective commen
tators, like the Laxon educationist, J.G. kohl, in 1844: "In the Highlands 
the uaelic language is a great obstacle to the introduction of a good ed
ucation --  ihe one must supplant the other - - and that rather the power
ful nglish than the feeble Gaelic: ana all that may be done by Celtic 
societies and uighl&nd patriots will not preserve it from complete ruin. 
Indeed, one must wish, for a hundred reasons that this, however melancholy, 
extermination of the Celtic language should take place as soon as possible." 
(7l) Many were indeed hoping "to subjugate the Highlands by eliminating 
Gaelic", but as the Committee repeatedly pointed out, "Gaelic must remain 
the language of the highlands till it i3 vanquished by the seeping in
fluence of commercial intercourse."(72) This juugraent was based on ample 
evidence of the failure of all the schemes to teach only nglish as the 
first language(lj)x rom okye the kev. nr. John -haw reported that, "It is 
not uncommon for a young person to read English with tolerable propriety 
when he understands hardly one word of it¥; from Lewis Angus McLeod reported 
that many children had been to -nglish schools "but could not understand 
a single sentence of what they read"; from aingwall the uev. Hr. Alexander 
-tewart reported that while many could quote from the nglish Catechism

(68) 44rd*16.
(69) 36AR20.
(70) 42AR15.
(71) J.G. Kohl. "Travels in -cotland". 1844. ou.02-83.
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Catechism "but annexed to it no ideas whatever"; from Griboll the Rev.
Hr. Robert Clark reported that "In many districts .nglish is almost as
little uBed as Gre,.k or Latin 1 know many who spent several years at
an nglish school and who are not able to translate a chapter of the New 
Testament"; from ^bernethy the Rev. Mr. uonald Martin reported that "the 
young people read nglish as an operation learned mechanically and scarcely 
understand any thing at all of what they read." The Rev. Mr. John Macleod 
of Morven, in September, 1825, gave his opinion for this massive failure; 
"In the examination of our .nglish Bchools there is in general little to 
interest. The childrenmay read, and often do with considerable correct
ness; but they read what is to thorn a foreign language, and they enter 
not into the spirit of the author. The devoted *Vision of Mirsa* is torn 
to tatters. Nor could even the "Toll of the Curfew* be more doleful, 
than the drawling accents with which "The legy"of Cray is prolonged."(74) 
respite the accumulation of such evidence it was impossible to persuade 
parents that it was educationally unsound. To them, nglish speech was 
a passport to a higher standard of living and they wanted it immediately, 
it Badantarbet(l«o.64)they offered to pay for ngli3h instruction, while 
at 3ayble(No.l05)they hired their own nglish teacher.(75) Jeantown(No. 
398), nearlosh(Ko.358) and Isle of 3oay(No.396)were the same.(76, In Skye 
"the people are the more ready to give the necessary accommodation, being 
informed that after two years the Gaelic Schools will be followed up by 
nglish", while at Cuny(No.269) "a strong desire has at the same time 
been kinuled, in the younger part of our population especially, for that 
information which is to be found in nglish books and with the temptation 
of a superior Parish Bchool just accessible."(77) The Committee's response 
to such aemands was always the same - "As thi3 Bociety is of a religious 
nature its proper object is not to give instructions in the knowledge of 
tho things that pertain to the present life - not to teach the sciences 
and scholarship of men, or open up the way to worldly fame and fortune; 
but to give access to the treasures of divine truth, and to make wise
unto salvation tlirough faith tliat is in Christ Jesus the only Books
read in your schools are the Holy Jcriptures, or extracts from them."(78)

(74) 15AR27.
(75) 2AR4; 3AR55.
W6) 4*10.1, p.39; 8*1(18.
(77) 11~R2<:; 19A*38.
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them.” Gome parents countered by suggesting that it must surely be poss
ible to teach Gaelic and nglish together. The Committee were quick to 
reply: "The teaching of .’nglish and Gaelic would only serve to clog the 
wheels of the Circulating Scheme."(79) ome teachers yielded to parental 
pressure and they were suspended: "Some of your Teachers who, not with
standing repeated admonitions, have persevered in teaching nglish in 
your schools."(80) This forced the Committee to be even more explicit 
and in 1822 they issued the statement - "It would, however, tend materially 
to paralyses your operations, were your Teachers permitted to teach both 
languages in your Cchools; for the temptation to which the people would 
be thereby exposed, of preferring what they would deem their worldly, to 
what is really their eternal interest."(81) No doubt they were greatly 
heartened when the Key. At . Alexander Beith of Glenelg gave his opinion, 
based on observation of local parish schools, that teaching nglish and 
Gaelic together was not successful.(82) Buch comments naturally led to 
cooler relations with the auxiliary societies in Glasgow and Inverness 
which thought otherwise. The Committee sought to reassure them: "The 
Glasgow society sends part of its funds to schools where nglish is taught. 
This Society resolves that if people want nglish then the Bociety will
tell the Glasgow Cociety to settle and -nglish school with them --  there
is a general disposition to nglish."(83) In 1827 the Committee "hailed 
with pleasure the progress of these sister institutions" and in 1839 de
clared that ''it is far from our intention to disapprove of the conduct 
of these institutions who propose to teach -nglish, with other branches 
of education to the highlanders. On the oontray, we rejoice at their 
existence and heartily wish them success."(04) This reasonablness extended 
to some of their own schools, especially -dinburgh - "This Gchool, however, 
can never be expected to be very numerously attended. Your Committee 
do not tliink that children in -dinburgh should be encouraged to prefer 
Gaelic to nglish; it must, therefore be chiefly an adult school."(85)
The Committee therefore had to be continually redefining its attitude to 
nglish, "Viewed politically, therefore, the introduction of the Cnglish

(79) 7aR20.
(80) 11AH11.
(81) Ibid.,p.l2.
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^nglish language, and its propagation over all the Highlands, is a thing 
to be desired by every man who contemplates that portion of his country 
as a portion of the British rnpire. Nor does there appear to your Comm
ittee to be anything in the case, when contemplated in a moral point of 
view, which at all rises in hostility against these political considerations 
- - the acquistion of the -nglish language would be much for the advantage 
of the inhabitants of the highlands ana Islanas, yet, until th9 nglish 
shall cease to be a foreign tongue, the obligation to communicate to them 
the knowledge of the language of their fathers remains untouched, and al
together imperative.”(86) This view was repeated by Dr, Mcheod at the 
bynod of Ulster held in Dublin in September, 1833 - "It is absolutely ab
surd to think, that any measures can prevent the gradual progress of the 
^nglish tongue. It is the commercial, legal anu fashionable meuium of 
communication, it is extending and it must finally become the universal
language of the country --  nglish reading and -nglish speaking have made
greater progress in the Highlands and slands of ^cotland since the system 
of 9aelic teaching has been acted upon - that is, during the last twenty 
years- than it Gia for centuries before then.”(87) The Committee therefore 
based its view completely on the conviction that -nglish could best be 
learned through daelic - "We are satisfied, that the reading of the Gaelic 
alone, will implant a desire for knowledge, as well as improve the under
standing, you will by the method proposed, effectually insure the extension 
and the use of the nglish language."(88) This was repeatedly declared 
their policy, in 1822 "It does appear to your Committee, that the Gaelic 
language is the best and easiest channel for the acquisition of the nglish;" 
in 1826 "Gaelic is an excellent introuuction to nglish."(89) They appealed 
to the clergy for their opinions and they were unanimous in their support 
for the -ociety. The Rev. Mr. Ronald Ross of /ladda reported in 1814 - 
Veople are becoming anxious for nglish Teachers, which confirms a prin
ciple, the truth of which had some time ago been very much disputed - that 
to cultivate the Gaelic language is a certain, though indirect, road to 
promote the study of -nglish."(90) The Rev. Mr. John Ross of Rosskeen and

(86) 14AR2.
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and the dev. Mr. C.R. Matheson of ^ilmuir agreed in 181> that "Teaching 
the highlanders to read the Word of God in their mother tongue, instead 
of being any impediment to them in learning to read ana speak ..nglish, 
excites chem to acquire, and forwards them in the acquaintance with that 
language."(9l) by 1821 the uev. Mr. Gohn ^haw of bracadale coulu write 
to the secretary: "I think I would say that the ..nglish thrusting out 
the '-aelic should be gratifying to the society, as they were the cause 
of it in a great measure."(92) This still leaves the problem of why people 

found Gaelic so easy to learn. Various views were put forward, such as 
that from the Kev. :;.r. william Fraser of kilchrenan in ^rgyle who thought 
it was because "people read the Gaelic ^ible with such pleasure", while 
the Kev. Mr. -̂uncan McCailum of ^risaig thought that "the '-aelio is an 
original language, simple in its construction; and whether purity of 
style occurs - - the Natives, illiterate as well as learned, young and 
old, perfectly understand every word in a discussion, let it be ever so 
parsed."(93) noat clergymen thought it had much to do with emotion, as 
the Hsv. Mr, dohn McFarlane of ~>&udell anu k̂ipnestj observed in April,
1327 - "I nave contrasted tho zeal and entnusiasm with which these child
ren read their vernacular tongue with the coldness anu monotony observable 
among such as have -nglish books first put into their hands."(94) by 1837 
the Committee, while admitting the rapiu progress made by Gaelic readers 
was a puzzle, thought it was more likely to be due to the inhabitants' isol
ation or 'seclusion" and the psychological fact that their schools were 
purely temporary.(95) It also left the even more difficult question - how 
could it possibly help tho learning of nglish? The uev. Mr Robert Clark 
of -riboll thought "The reason is plain; his tongue is already habituated 
to the pronunciation of ketters, though the pronouncement itself be a 

little different; and what he reads, but does not understand, he has the 
auvantage of consulting in a language already known and f miliar to him.
Of necessity, then, when he cornea to read his nglish dible, great will 
he find the advantage of being previously taught to read his mother tongue 

- - those who had a smattering of -nglish first, were so puffed up by their

(91) 5AR15.
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their false notion of that smattering, as to think Gaelic reading entirely 
unnecessary.”(96) The Rev. Mr. Lonald Eraser of Kirkhill, frequently em
ployed by the Inverness society to inspect thtdr schools felt that "with 
the ability to read the Gaelic is bora the anxiety to learn the nglish."(97) 
The Secretary agreed with this and in 1825 declared that "The ability to 
read the Gaelic expands the intellect, and creates an anxiety for more 
extensive knowledge."(98) As proof he quoted the evidence of the Inspector 
who had encountered a very clever little boy of five, who, having learned 
to read Gaelic, learned -nglish in two weeks! By 1826 the Committee were 
able to state that "It is now a fact generally admitted, that to begin 
by teaching Gaelic is the speediest and most effectual wethod to excite 
in the highlands and Islands a taste for nglish literature."(99) Respite 
all this the Society were continually under pressure to allow instruction 
in nglish and constant defence had to be made. In oeptember, 1839, for 
instance, the Rev. Dr. Mackintosh Mackay, in an address in Liverpool, said, 
"It is not by attacking a language by main force, whatever its disadvant
ages, whatever its imperfections or its barbarisms, that we can ever erad
icate it. All the affections of the human heart, are - ntwined round the 
language in which it has learnt to give utterance to its ideas; and the 
more any set of men, nation or province, be excluded from communication 
with people of other languages, the* more roust wc expect that their affect
ions .ill be rivetdd to that in which they can hold intercourse with one 
another. It will be said by many, and I deny not that it may be said with 
some reason, that it would be for the benefit of those parts of our empire 
if the Gaelic language were done away with. Be it so. I can testify as 
a truth, that if we ever wished to accomplish that end, the shortest and 
surest process would be to follow out the plan instituted by the Gaelic 
Lchool Lociety, and to teach them in their own language first."(lOO) The 
pressure continued and in 1847 the Committee noted that "Suggestions have 
been made as to the propriety of some slight changes to suit the advancing 
views of xiighlanders, particularly as to nglish education, but hitherto 
they have not been entertained."(101) .vgain in 1850 they had to issue
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issue a further statement - "Your Committee are aware that there are 
those who object to this Gociety on the score of its confining itself in
the education it affords entirely to the Gaelic language --- they are not
an educational, but a missionary boUy."(l02) ven as late as 1852, in 
Glasgow, the Rev. Jr. Mackellar had to make this spirited defence of the 
Society's policy: "I desire it to be known, that our real object is not 
to preserve or perpetuate the Gaelic language. I do not disparage that 
understanding; no true Highlander will readily do so; yet our aim is of 
a much higher character for we aspire to give the highlander the proper 
use and right application of his language. Cur Bchools arc not schools 
forthe young only, though the attendance of young people is very great, 
and their importance, as regards them, is hardly susceptible of exagger
ation; but they present a spectacle which ought to interest alike the 
philosopher and the Christian. Three generations raay be seen receiving 
instruction in them - the young, the grown-up and the aged - all striving 
together in the acquisition of the elements of learning, and applying what 
they attain to the saving knowledge of the truth as it is in Jesus. This 
is a peculiarity of our Jociety, and it is at the same time its perfection. 
We acknowledge at once the truth of the accusation - that our exercises 
are confined to the Gaelic language; it is with us a matter of principle 
that they should be so. But the change that this is unfavourable to the 
acquirement of -nglish is utterly unfounded. The truth is, that instead 
of being a hinderance to that object, our plan is to help it. -.ven for 
the ulterior aim of inculcating a knowledge of -nglish, the best plan is 
to begin by teaching Gaelic."(103) By the late 185C's those who criticised 
the society's adherence to Gaelic changed their tactics and accused the 
society of being actively hostile to .nglish. In 1856 the Committee re
plied to the accusation: "The Gociety has no antipathy, as some have sup
posed, to the acquisition of the -nglish language - - the reverse being
the case --  It must be an instrument at the same time in creating a thirst
for further knowledge, which must greatly foster and facilitate the spread 
of the nglish tongue."(104) The criticism continued ana in 1858 the Com
mittee declared that "It is a mistake to suppose that this Gociety dusire 
to confine the Highlander to the knowledge of his own tongue, or to pej>-
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in Islay would be typical - "We can hardly manage to hire a Teacher of 
the lowest qualifications, during the winter and spring seasons, to in
struct our children.H(ll4) The Committee's view towards the private school 
wa3 very positive in that they regarded "their eventual tendency to spread 
the use and even promote the reading, of the nglish language."(ll5) They 
even offered them the facility of cheap books if they adopted the method 
of teaching Gaelic used by the Society.(116) Hence the fact that there 
was no protest from the Committee when it was discovered that their school 
at Canna(Wo.177)shared the same builuing as an -nglish private school.(117) 
Indeed, it was Committee policy to encourage the hiring of private teachers 
when their schools closed down as at Tapul(No.689)in Hull, Vaterskin(No.739) 
in -uewis and Ranigadale(No.579)in Harris. The private teacher at 3carp(No. 
62l), a James fraser, who taught both Gaelic and -nglish, got "a little of 
thn proauce of their small farms to support him and his family."(ll8) The 
low standard of instruction which these private teachers could offer made 
some members of the Committee plead the case for stationary schools. In 
the summer of 1817 this issue was debated in . dinburgh, but the fact that 
they were dealing with 100,000 people scattered over 2,000,000 acres re
minded the members that stationary schools were useless and that they must 
"seek out thi people."(ll9) Another related problem was the scarcity of 
Gaelic literature. Various publications of recognised Gaelic school texts 
were published by the o.o.r.e.K. and the General Assembly, as well as the 
society itself. These however were few in number and hard to come by. The 
most popular in private schools seeias to have been A. Currie's "The Prin
ciples of Gaelic erammar", published in 1828. The society did what it 

could to help and encouraged various small circulating libraries of Gaelic 
books at dig in Lewis in 1830.(120)

Relationships with the other Gaelic school Societies occasionally pre
sented the Committee with headaches, but these are dealt with elsewhere in 
in this study. Contact with the 3.3.P.C.K., on the other hand, always was
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was cordial ana friendly, indeed, many of the senior officials of the 
Society held parallel posts in the 3.3.P.C.K., which was usually referred 
to as the "venerable 3.S.P.C.K.."(l2l) This is hardly surprising when we 
recall the debt the dociety owed to the S.3.P.C.K., especially in the 
duplication of so many of its procedures. On many occasions d.J.i .C.K. 
teachers were invited to inspect dociety schools, as at Benbecula(No.ll2) 
in May, 1324.(122) If the dociety could not afford to settle a school at 
a particular site they often urged the 3.3.P.C.K. to do so, as at Tarskvaig 
in Bleat, 3kye.(l23) dome of the 3.3.P.C.K. teachers were much admired 
by the dociety, especially -benezer Davidson, teacher in Coll from 1794, 
as the Rev. Hr. Daniel Dewar of dtrontian said, "he teaches his dcholars 
to read Gaelic, on the Lancastrian Plan, with more success than any other 
teacher I have seen in the Iiighlanus."(l24) Other 3.3.P.C.L. teachers, as 
the one at Barra, were not considered of great quality.(125) The greatest 
difficulty imposed by the 3.3.P.C.K. on the dociety was the former’s strict 
adherence to their rule on accommodation - teachers were frequently with
drawn, irrespective of need, on this basis, as at Kilchrenan in Argyle and 
at hishorn in 3hieldaig(i26) This meant that the dociety had to renew its 
efforts to furnish schools for these areas, dome of the society's members 
did important service for the 3.J.P.O.K., such as the Lev. Mr* dtewart of 
--ingwall who wrote the official 3.o.P.C.K. dpelling Book.(127) The best 
moment for the Committee was in 1825 when "The 3.3.P.C.K. having, on obser
ving the success of your dchools, abrogated their law, though clothed with 
the practice of 100 years and introduced the teaching of the Gaelic, where
ver that is the vernacular tongue of the district."(128)

The dociety's Annual Reports, of course, only record the doings of 
good heritors and naturally, there must have been plenty of the opposite 
sort, as the 3.3.P.C.K. frequently found. However, the Committee seem to 
have had some sympathy for the heritors' fears on the dangers of an educated
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educated tenantry, Llowly, tho heritors came to realise that their app
rehensions were unfounded and by 1813 the Committee could record that 
they "no longer strongly imagined that the education of the poor would 
raise them above the laborious duties of their station." 3y 1834 the 
emphasis had changed from dispelling suspicion to "stirring up proprietors 
to laudable exertions for the good of the benighted population around 
them."(129) Most heritors who came into contact with the dociety's schools 
were greatly impressed. Michael Bruce of Glenelg was probably typical in 
deptember, 1820 - "Antecedent to the period of the Teacher's nomination 
the inhabitants of Amisdale were in an utter state of ignorance and de
prived of even the common comfort of religion It has bet n observed
by all those who are capable of forming an opinion, that a very great and 
beneficial change has been wrought in their morals and manners since the 
arrival of the Teacher - the former have been more correct and the latter 
more civilised."(130) he offered his "humble aid and co-operation" and 
expressed a desire to become a Governor, another heritor who was so imp
ressed that she wanted to join the dociety was La ;y hoou ecktuzie in 13 .
(131) In her view "Gaelic schools are better than all other means” at 
raising moral standards.(132) Accordingly, she allowed the oociety to 
use the vacant Parish Jchool building at Larvae(ho.102} and she sent spec
tacles to the aged at 3arvasses(No.l03)(133) Many others sent large sums 
of money to the Society - Lady Anderson £180, Lady Colquhoun £100, J.n. 
dtewart Mackenzie of deaforth £100 and the Luke of Sutherland 50. ven 
minor heritors sent anonymous gifts of £25 for kittle derntra(i!o.488) and 
12 for Taransay(No.690). Others, like -ir James Riddel of rdnamurchan 

offered sites for schools, while others built them - Colonel -oncer at 
ulachnaharry(Ko.l99)ana ~-r. McAllister at Jtrathaird(ho*665).(l34) hat 
built by the Luke of argyle's Chamberlain was regarded as "excellent", anu 
that built by McDonald of 3oisdale as "mo3t comfortable."(135) Others, 
like the Du e of Sutherland equipped schools with foi ;lass windows,
while iiacleod of Cadboll gave timber for construction* 18) The Laird of
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of I«lay paid half of the teacher's salary at -ort Charlotte4No.568), 
while Cameron of Glenbretal offerd grass for a cow to hi9 local teacher.(137) 
Books were issued to issued to various schools by dir John McGregor Murray 
and Stewart Mackenzie of Geaforth distributed Bibles as prizes to the 
best scholars.(138) Macleod of Hacleod built a house for the teacher 
at iiearlosh(No.353), while Miss Parker of Fairlie donated clothing to 
the children at Uachdar(No.73<>) - "The appalling want of clothing and 
shoes - the nakedness of the children is most affecting."(139) Of course, 
heritors played a significant part in the annual inspection of schools - 
r.raisuale(Ko.54)aeen by Macleod of nrnisdale, Kilbar(Do.415)seen by mjor 
-acdonald's factor, Mellon Charles(No.515)seen by ^ir uenneth Mackenzie 
and Corrivaig(Ho.222)seen by ~ir wan Cameron of m  and his wife.(140)
eomo proprietors ordered their servants to attend schools, while others 
gave longer leases to those of tlr ir tenants who coulu prove attendaaoe.(l4l) 
factors took their cue from thtir employers and Mr. Chains of •‘■slay, Mr 
obertson of the Cliishilm state and Hr. Gtewart of the macleod -Btate 

were particularly active in their support of schools.(142) oome lady 
heritors were especially interested in female education and we find one 
of them giving £5 for this proposal at Duin(Do.267)(143/ The best in 
this fielu was Mrs. Gt«wert Mackenzie, who, a nag - o.29l) "keeps
a sewing school in the place, at her own expence, for th benefit of 
young women, and another reading school at a more remote: art of the
uistrict of Hess, forthe children that are at too great a distance to
attend the public schools, besides many other schools sh< keeps at hrr 
own ch&rgges in the island."(144}

The society had only a very limited amount of contact with children 
of the piscopal faith anu these mainly at Gcatwell( . /in Contin, Ross.
Baines . miro, the teacher sent to them, was received "very kindly" and, as
the ^ev. Mr. James Dallas reported, they were grateful for the interest 
shown in their isolated community.(145} oman Catholics were quite a
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a different matter, strongly entrenched as they were in Barra, Gouth 
Uist, Canna, Higg, Glenelg and Ardnamurchan. At first the Committee 
passed little comment on the presence of the Roman Catholic children; 
indeed, there was no attempt to calculate their numbers. However, the 
Committee must have been surprised by the number of schools which had 
sizeable communities of them - skdale(No.282), Glenuig(No.337), Kin- 
loch Moidart(No.438), Kintraa(No.440), Hontach(No.526), Gandavore(No.
609), Strathlochie(No.67l) and Uachdar(No.730). At first there was a 
certain reluctance on the part of parents, especially at Cliadle on 
igg(No.277), but tho local priest, Father Anthony McDonald urged them 
to attend the school and this they did.(146) Various Roman Catholic 
me- ting-houaes at Kyles(466456)ond at Langal(Lo.462)were offered to the 
society's teachers for schools.(147) It was not long before reports came 
back to the Committee to indicate that although the children were very 
anxious to learn to read, as at Invercanish(No.38l), their reading was 
poor, as at Gamadalene(No.604)and at ttedarch(No.58l).(148) Soon, with 
good teachers, like Alexander Cameron at Kilbar(No.415) "cursing and 
swearing" became a thing of the past and the standard of reading, as at 
Boisdale(No.127)increased enormously.(149) The Roman Catholic clergy 
appreciated what the Society was trying to do for their parishioners, 
father Dr. Norman Macaonald, wrote on the 3Cth November, 1813 -"The dif
ference of our creed, I understand, makes no difference in the universal 
benevolence you shew towards all mankind."(150) Later, he -’rote in 
Gaelic - "Gu dthugadh Dia mor nargras paidh dhaith o nuch urain sinn a 
dheanarah!"(May the great God of grace reward you, as we cannot, which 
will be our constant prayer."(151) Father Angus McDonald of Barra wrote,
"As a Catholic clergyman, I return thanks to the Dociety for their liber
ality of sentiment, set forth in their instructions to teaching alone, ab
stracting from controversial joints, and giving trouble to such as are a 
different persuasion, at soma time affording equal advantages of education."
(152) Father Anthony
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wonderful change has been introduced in the habits of the people; their 
improvement in morals is most visible and striking; formerly they devoted 
the Sabbath entiriiy to idle conversation and frivolous amusements."(l53)
As far as teachers were concerned they had no problems with their Koinan 
Catholic scholars. William Walker at Canna(No.l77)admitted that he had 
been dubious about his reception when posted to the island in December, 
1813. But "they make no scruple in learning anything I request" and his 
roll soon rose from 12 to 88, meeting as they did in the local chapel.(154) 
Although there had never been a Bible on the island before, the children 
now clamoured for more home-work anu when he left in 1815 they hired a 
boy to continue his work.(l55) Inspectors shared the teachers* optimism 
and pleasure. Inspector Murray recorded about ualburgh(No.242) - "they 
manifested a clear perception of the doctrines of the Gospel, explained 
several passages of scripture with perfect intelligence, and referred 
with promptituue to parallel texts in elucidation of their import."(156) 
Only the ministers seemed to have reservations: the Rev, Mr. Neil Maclean 
of the Gmall Isles reported in Geptember, 1812 about Canna - "their minds 
are strongly biassed by religious prejudices, and are remarkably tenacious 
of their own opinions."!157) The Rev. Mr. Angus Martin of Boisdale in 
March, 1842 was even more concerned about dalburgh - "I do not know how 
far the priest would countenance one of your Teachers. It is very prob
able he would not give him any cordial welcome --  The females have been
shamefully neglected in regard to education!although there are three Eng
lish schools) - - Many ignorant Protestant females marry R.C. men-—  Your 
Dociety has not done much for this part of Gouth Uist."(l58) Perhaps he 
was right, there had not been a school there run by the Dociety since 1827. 
The Committee appeared to be careful not to irritate Roman Catholics and 
always to avoid derogatory terms. It w s b  usually a minister, like the 
Rev. Mr. George Ghepherd of Laggan who described Roman Catholics at Gherra- 
more(No.635) as "papists." Close relations with the Loman Catholic commun-
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community was really established in October, 1821 when the Rev. Bishop 
of the Isles, Ranald Macdonald of uismore, called the Dociety "a laudable 
Institution" and urged his priests to co-operate to the full.(l59) With 
the repeal of the Penal Code against Roman Catholics in 1829 a change in 
the R.C. attitude was noted. The Rev. Mr. John MacIntyre of Kilinanivaig 
described the situation at Jaggan Achdroma - "The priest now begins to 
have a Dabbath Dchool of his own and parents are prohibited, under pain 
and penalties from allowing their children to come to any of our Dabbath 
Dchools."(l60) Other areas continued to co-operate - at Dtonibridge(No. 
663)Pather John Macdonald collected cash for the Dociety; at dgg(No.277) 
Father Anthony McDonald inspected the school with the minister; at Inver- 
gusarn(No.385) "the priest was so good as to admonish the people from the 
pulpit to pay attention to the school.'(161) The Committee merely noted 
with aome wryness that "the Popery of the liighlands has, with the elasticity 
peculiar to itself, been modified, so as to allow the people to attend 
your schools." There was in fact no hatred for Roman Catholics and the 
Committee recorded their realistic view, that "during the civil wars, the 
highlanders professed Popery or Protestantism as their leaders favoured 
the iiiuses of Dtuart or iianover. "(162) 3ut, by 1843# a drastic change 
came over the Committee's attitude - "it is well known that a very large 
portion of native Dcottish Popery is found among these distant glens and 
sea-girt islands(If £3»000 was made available?). At present they must con
tent themselves, in a great measure, with confining their operations to 
the districts nominally Protestant."(163) The Rev. Mr. Thomas Maclauchlan, 
in an address at Dundee on the 7th October, 1851, spelled out the Dociety's 
official view: "In these parts also a great portion of our native Popery 
is to be found. In some of the islands Popery is as dominant as in some 
of the darkest spots of Ireland, and what is so well fitted to deal with 
this deadly error, as the system pursued by the Gaelic Dchool Dociety?" (164) 
It is not hard to see the reason for this. The "awakening" of the 7th Aug*- 
ust, 1842 was greeted by Roman Catholics with contemptuous derision, it
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it was "the work of the devil" and a "kind of temporary sickness - a braxy." 
(165) This ridicule stung the Society into a bitter mood of resentment.
As did stories of tho treatment of their teachers, such as donald Mackinnr- 
on who was denied proper accommodation on igg and compelled to live in 
"a miserable hut" for 22 weeks. By the late 1850's the Annual Reports 
contain few references to Homan Catholics, but when they do they are us
ually like that from Criban(Ko.347) - "A popish family have been brought 
to be earnest and constant attendants upon all meetings for worship with 
the Teacher at week-nights and iabbaths. Another popish woman, living 
in the end of the school-house, from making all sorts of noise during the 
time of prayer, came to be a quiet listener, and to attend the meetings
to hear the tidings which she was not wont to hear.”(166)

The Society's contact with Church of Scotland ministers was strictly 
limited to those with evangelical symathies. Those who lacked such views 
simply ignored the Society's very existence and never replied to any of 
their circulars. Those who did were often very active in their support, 
like the Rev. dr. Thomas aosa of Cochbroom, who pressurised parents to 
send their children to the Gaelic dchoola or the Rev. Mr. Charles J. Bayne 
of Fort William, who raised cash by collections.(167) The Rev. Hr. Hugh 

^  JuvJkc) Mecleod iiinset(No.437)nearly every d a ^  while the Rev. Hr. Alexander Mc-
S’t-t'odC at Aadenbaine(No.l)bought a house for the teacher's use.(l69) The

Rev. Hr. Colin Mackenzie at Aligin(No.3l)built a school at his own expense 
because the people refused to do so, and the Rev. William Findlater of 
^uiness, Sutherland started a Gaelic vening Class himself with the aid 
of two young boys.(l69) They did not always agree with the Committee's 
decisions on the placing of schools and many of them, like the Rev. Mr.
Coll Macdonald of Portree, furiously attacked the Committee for disagreeing 
with them.(170) Most, if not all, would have agreed with the Rev. Hr.
Robert Tinlayson of Lochs, Lewis when he wrote, "There has been an evident 
change in the sentiments, habits and morals of the people, and that has 
been effected in a certain measure, by the instrumentality of the Gaelic
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Gaelic Teachers, who instructed them to read the Word of God in their 
vernacular tongue - - The Gaelic Schoolmaster paves the way before me."(l7l) 
Of course, parish ministers, even those with evangelical interests, had 
more interest in their local parish schools over which they virtually had 
full control. The Society's view of the inadequacy of the system was well 
summed up by the Rev. dr. Robert Buchanan at Glasgow on the 6th February, 
1851s "A single parish school being of course, a most inadequate provision 
for the educational wants of such a community."(172) Many parishes act
ually had no parish school at all, like Barra in 1819 or Kilberry in 1825. 
(173) Those that did frequently charged fees that were too high for poor 
families, or ignored Gaelic as a language completely or were simply ineff
icient. (174) In fact, some heritors almost despised their local parish 
schools and treated them with considerable contempt.(175) Much more imp
ortant for the Committee was their contact with the General Assembly of 
the Church of Scotland, especially after 1824 when the General Assembly 
decided to set up its own schools, General Assembly Gchools* At first, 
ties were exceedingly close, one Secretary and the treasurer, for instance, 
in 1826, wore both members of the General Assembly Committee of Management. 
(176) The Committee even gave way in selecting sites for schools if the 
General Assembly were considering a particular site, as happened at Ben- 
becula(No,112) and at Grenatot(No.345)» North Uist.(l77) The Committee 
uid not see these schools as rivals: "There is ample scope in the highlands 
and Islands of our country for the well-directed energies of both - - any
way, these schools are not free."(178) The General Assembly decided to 
investigate the numbers still unable to read 1831-1833 and in the following 
year they published their results - of 504,955 people in the iiighlands and 
Islands, 83,397 could not read. That meant that at least another 384 
schools were still required. If teachers were paid £20 per annum the total 
was the vast sum of £8,680 per ;mnum! The General Assembly calculated that
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that if they raised £2,000, the S.S.P.C.K. £2,000, the Gaelic School 
Society £2,000 and the Inverness and Glasgow Societies £2,680 between 
them, the money could be raised. (179) ~>uch sums qere qAite impossible 
for the Societies and the proposal had to be rejected. The Committee's 
impression of relationships was friendly - "It is pleasing to remark, 
that the utmost harmony and good-will exist among all the institutions 
that are now in operation for the education and religious instruction of 
the Highlands."(l8G) Unfortunately, the General Assembly decided to do 
what it could on its own and money, formerly donated to the Gaelic School 
Society, now found its way to the General Assembly Education Scheme. To 
many people it seemed as if the two schemes were in direct competition.
The Committee decided to issue a statement of clarification: - the sup
posed collision between the Gaelic Schools and the schools on the General 
Assembly's scheme** are not rivals. Yet, there had been some friction - 
"The evil was in some measure occasioned by the Assembly Schools being at 
the outset frequently designated "The Gaelic Schools" and yet these schools 
teach nglish rather than Gaelic itself."(l8l) The Committee decided to 
spell out the differences between the two schemes - "The Assembly's Schools 
have been introduced with the view of supplying in the Highlands and Islands, 
the want of that parochial education which has proved such a blessing to 
the population of the lower districts of Gcotlanu: but the Constitution of 
the Assembly's Schools contains some excellent provisions, which, so far 
a3 your Committee know, are not found in the regulations of the parochial 
system. The Assembly's Teachers are enjoined to insist on all the scholars 
whose vernacular language is Gaelic, beginning with the Gaelic, and being 
able to read it before commencing English; and to have connected with their 
day schools, Sabbath 'vening Schools for religious instruction. The Ass
embly's Sub-Committee pay more attention to the religious principles of 
their Teachers, than is perhaps usually done in the election of parochial 
Teachers; and there is more religious instruction in their daily services; 
besides which, there are lending libraries attached to a large number of 
schools, containing ^ome well-selectod books in both languages. In all 
these particulars it may be easily understood that the Assembly's Schools
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Schools form an establishment of great value, which deserves much more 
support than it receives; and which your Committee, and every member of 
your Society who is earnest in his desire for promoting the best interests 
of his country, would be rejoiced to see in the receipt of a larger income. 
This statement, it is hoped, will be sufficient to remove any impression 
that the Society for Gaelic Lchools is hostile in its feeling to the scheme 
of the General Assembly."(182) The Committee took pains to emphasise again 

ijj their purely rel/ous intentions: "Gaelic Schools have more direct religious 
influence and are palpably better adapted to the scattered population of
sequestered glens --  Your Schools have but one object, viz. to bring the
people to the knowledge of the Word of God, in the only language in which 
they can understand it - - Your Committee have occasionally refused to 
establish Gaelic Schools in populous districts, and aided the application 
for schools on tho Assembly's Scheme."(183) Having declared that there 
was no rivalry and no competition the Committee "hoped you will hear no 
■ore of a collision with, or absorption by the Assembly's Jchools. Both 
establishments are evidently required. Indeed, your Committee look on 
your schools as necessary appendages to them, and to all the others."(184) 
Unfortunately, this frank statement of policy did little or nothing to 
dispel the feeling among the public that so many societies were unnecessary. 
In 1839 the Committee were again forced to state their view: "It is feared 
that an impression is gaining ground in the minds of some, that the exten
sion of the operations of other schemes, which have, as their object, the 
moral and intellectual improvement of the Highlands, may now, or at least 
very soon hereafter, safely supersede the labours of your Society - - These 
schemes and your Society are not rival institutions competing for pre-emin
ence in the same line of exertion As in building, there are those who
polish and adorn the stones employed, according to the rules of art - those 
who place them in their respective situations and those who prepare and
furnish the mortar by which they are cemented --  You do not interfere with
other institutions whose efforts are directed to the improvement of High
landers, in as much as the communication of secular education constitutes
a great part of the end they propose to accomplish  Let the operations
of these institutions which go so much further than your Society have their
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their full effect - let them be hailed and encouraged; but let not the 
labours of the Gaelic Gchools, in other circumstances, be deprecated - - 
let it not be said that they may be superseded by any scheme of education
however perfect --  Though your schools were tripled in number they would
not interfere with those of other institutions - - your 3ingle and simple 
object is to communicate to your countrymen the power to read the Word of 
God in the language which they always love best and which alone they thor
oughly understand   You make no demand of accommodation, in the usual
sense of the tena, for your Teachers, nor of school fees, and above all, 
you do not make any condition of a certain amount of attendance to secure 
the grant of a school, lou require, indeed, a place in which the children 
may be taught, and a room for their instruction; but you ask no more - - 
-xcept the manual labour required in reaing a place to shelter himself and 
his youthful charge, he has no uemanu on tho impoverished and scanty pop
ulation among whom his lot is cast."(l85; ^his powefdul declaration of 
intent did not enlighten the public, especially by 1842 when the General 
Assembly began to lay greater emphasis on their own itinerating schools.!186) 
With growing dismay the Committee published their final comment: nYour In
stitution is still confounded with the General Assembly's educational Scheme; 
so much so — — the opinion that they are nearly the same, anu being so that 
the Church should be preferred has shut out your dociety from almost all 
the parochial collections which usea to lend such a powerful and steady 
support to your finances. In the same manner, the Glasgow Society, under 
an erroneous impression in this respect, insisted that their echools for 
teaching nglish. Writing, arithmetic and Gaelic, were similar to yours, 
although, as well as the Assembly schools, their schools are educational, 
accompanied with religious instruction."(187) The General Assembly's educ
ation Committee tried to pacify the Committee's fears - "we acknowledge the 
fitness of your Institution for meeting the wants of the scattered Highland 
population which cannot so adequately be obviated by that of the General 
Assembly - - We have our itinerating schools too, but they are few in num
ber, because that kind of school is so well, and to so considerable an ex
tent employed by the Gaelic dchool Society." The flattering phrases were
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were not nough and a deep feeling of suspicion and distrust had been 
sown between the General Assembly and the Gaelic dchool dociety. It 
was to bear fruit soon with the Disruption.

Although the central issue of this "great ecclesiastical earthquake"
was undoubtedly the question of patronage, there were other factors in
volved. J.A. Wylie's comment in 1881 is still the most compact obser
vation: "The people of Scotland can scarcely require to be reminded of 
the theology, the policy, the literature, and the preaching of the party 
in the Church known as 'Moderates'. The sad results of the reign and the 
fruits of Moderation are well known. Yet it was a potent and distinguished 
party. Its culture was attractive and commondable, and procured for it 
a general acceptance among the upper classes; but its influence on religious 
conviction, sentiment, ana character, was chilling and withering. Under 
the ascendancy of this 'Moderate' party, the Church of Scotland, as estab
lished and endowed by the dtate, became a great political institution; and 
accordingly, the advantage of dtate connection rose higher and higher in
ecclesiastical estimation. On the other hand, the Church, in its own
peculiar and essential character as a Churcn of Christ, apart from its 
establishment - the Church, as a witness-bearer, and a message-bearer, and 
a missionary institution - was lowered and weakened in purity, power, and 
acceptance, by the prevalence and the influence of the Moderate party. But 
there was another party in the Church, called by some in derision 'the 
Wild' and known by the people as the 'Evangelical', - a party whose theol
ogy was in accordance with the standards of the first and second ^form
ation, and whose principles were those of the kuritans and the Covenanters, 
and whose preaching, faithful and fervent, had the scarlet thread through 
it, and the blood-bought salvation in its freeness and fullness, as its 
constant and urgent theme."(188) The reaction of the people living in the 
highlands was "to range themselves en masse - - beneath the banner of the 
i’ree Protesting Church of Scotland" and demonstrate their passionate hatred 
for the heritors who had indulged in "Clearances." The Rev. Dr. Mackay 
of Dunoon gave a picture of the situation in October, 1843* ’’The Sacrament 
of the Lord's dupper has not been administered in the county of Sutherland
by the establishment in any one parish since the Disruption took place--
I am credibly informed, on authority, that in the county of Sutherland, 
consisting of seventeen parishes, and with a population of 24,666 souls

(188) J.A. Wylie, "ujaruption Worthies". Vol. 1, 1881, pp.xiv-xv.



souls, there are not fifty communicants in the stablished Church."(189)
The situation in Ross and Caithness was exactly the same as the northern 
counties of the Mainland united in a massive rejection of the old landed 
gentry and their values. "But the fidelity of the Highlanders was severely 
tried. The people were on one side; the great owners of the soil on the 
other. The latter entirely misconceived the tendency of the disruption; 
they thought it was precipitating the country upon revolution, and they 
resolved that the Free Church should not, if they could prevent it, build 
a single manse, nor rear a single sanctuary in the domain over which they 
bore sway. The ministers who had come out were warned off their former 
parishes; no friend dare give them a night's lodging but at the risk of 
incurring the frown, or heavier infliction, it might be, of his landlord. 
Banished to a distance, in some instances of sixty or eighty miles from 
their flocks, the pastors were unable to visit them, or minister to them 
consolation or advice save at long and uncertain intervals. The p ople 
who had lost their old churches were denied sites on which to erect new 
ones. Mren the right of assembling in the open air, in strath or on hill
side forthe purpose of public worship was forbiduen to them. They bethought 
them of their churchyards. durely amid the graves of their fathers they 
would be left undisturbed to sing their psalm and offer their prayer to 
their fathers' God? But no; they were chased even from the churchyard."(190) 
Given these circumstances the hatred ran deep and Mackay*s picturesque 
description conveys the result - "the parish edifices stood empty, the path
ways leading to them were grass-grown." The statistics were terrifying - 
of 206 Gaelic-speaking ministers in the Church of Scotland in 1843, 101 
left to join the Free Church; of the 105 parishes where the ministers stayed 
in the Church of Scotland their congregations came out.(191) The situation 
facing the Gaelic dchool dociety was fraught with dangers; they relied on 
support from a wide spectrum of religious denominations and they strove to 
avoid committing themselves to or identifying themselves with any particular 
group. It was not to be. In 1844 the Committee reported that "Several 
complaints having been made against some of your Teachers, on the grounds

(189) Ibid. ,pp.lxv-lxvi.
^190) Ibid.,p.lxvii.
(I9l) Ibid.,p.lxviii.
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grounds of undue interference with the established Church."(192) In these 
northern parishes where ministers had joined the Free Church and been ousted 
the Gaelic School Society teachers were offering them accommodation and 
even acting in their place with open-air services. The Church of Scotland 
ministers objected strongly to this and urged their feudal superiors to 
lodge protests with the dociety in dinburgh. The ministers themselves 
deluged the General Assembly with a stream of complaints and protestations. 
At first, the Committee gently chided it3 t-achers and reminded them that 
"the urpose of gratuitously teaching the inhabitants of the Highlands and 
Islands of Scotland to r^ad the Scriptures in their native language" was 
their only object. A fuller statement was required for the heritor class 
in general: "One of the fundamental rules of the Society is that the Teach
ers to be employed shell neither be preachers nor public ezhortcrs, stated 
or occasional, of any denomination whatever. They are not Missionaries. 
Their duty is to teach all who attend their schools to read the Gaelic 
scriptures. It is incumbent on them to teach, all those children whose 
regular attendance is secured by their parents, find to teach in the evening 
of every lawful day such persons advanced in life as are desirous of in
struction in the Gaelic tongue; and the meetings of the classes are to 
commence and end with prayer and praise. On Sabbath evenings the teachers 
are required to assemble their Scholars, and such of the parents and neigh
bours as may be disposed to come, for the purpose of hearing the Scriptures 
read, ana the children catechised, particularly from the Assembly's Shorter 
Satechism. In cases where public worship is not celebrated at an accessible 
distance from the school-house, the teachers are allowed to have similar 
meetings on the other parts of the Jabbath; anu though not required, are 
permitted on these occasions to read such pious books(but none of a contro
versial description)as are approved by the directors, and may tend to ed
ify the hearers, and these exercises also are begun and ended with prayer 
and praise."(193/ Many seemed to think that the Society's teachers needed 
a more direct warning rather than a mild rebuke and to meet this view a 
"Circular Audessed to the Teachers" was issued by Alexander Hutchison* 
Assistant secretary on February, 26th, 1844 -

(192) 33*tR31.
U93) Ibid.,p.33.
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1844 -
"I am instructed by the Committee oi the Gaelic School Society to direct 
your attention to the foregoing statement of the objects of the Society, 
and of the duties of its Teachers, which(with the exception of the last 
paragraph)was approved of and circulated by the Committee in 1832; and 
1 am further desired to urge upon you great caution and circumspection 
in the present time in reference to eclesiastical controversies. The Dir
ectors do not at all wish to interfere with your private feelings and con
victions, nor with your attaching yourself to any Christian church in par
ticular, their only desire being to employ, so far as they can judge, godly 
men and efficient teachers; but, as the Society is composed of members of 
various denominations, and as the -choola are open alike to the children 
of all, the Director's require you to apply yourself strictly to your im
portant duties as their Teacher, least, by any undue interference in other 
matters* you may impair your own usefulness and injure the dociety in the 
estimation of the public." There was some urgency in the need to publish 
clarification as to the dociety*s position as there were already signs 
that their financial support was ebbing a w a y 194) In some exasperation 
the Committee went over "the very loose and erroneous views regarding the
constitution of the dociety. Your Society is in every respect --  catholic
in the highest degree. We belong to no church as a dociety. We press our 
claims for support on the heart and conscience of every member of every
evangelical denomination in the land --  All denominations had access to
our schools In the districts in which your schools are circulating
the mass of the population, till very recently, were adherents of the st- 
ablished Church. We owe much to different bodies of Christians, and, amongst 
our members, we can discern fitting representatives of all who hold the 
head, inasmuch as the established Church was chiefly conversant with the 
spiritual uestitution of the iiignlands, and as they were the only Protestant 
body, who, up to a very recent date, had any considerable footing in the 
districts to which the beneficial effects of your Society extend, it was 
natural that they should form a large majority of the dociety, and take 
the lead, both in the support and management of it - - It were desirable 
to enlist the Christian benevolence of other denominations to a greater ex - 
tent than hitherto --  without the slightest fear of compromising one pec-

(194) Ibid.,p.8.



peculiarity of the creed to which he is conscientiously attached - - Your 
teachers, provided that they be men of God, of approved piety, and of the 
requisite gifts, may belong; to any evangelical denomination, The truth 
is, that we all along have had teachers of different religious persuasions
though --- the great proportion of them formerly belonged to the .stablished
Church. Whatever change in this respect may have come over them, can no 
more form a ground for instituting proceedings for iheir expulsion than 
we could expel the Independent and the Baptist teachers, wno have long been 
upon our list. Did tho change to which wo refer imply immorality in char
acter, herssy in sentiment, or neglect of official duty, your Committee 
would be unanimous in deposing them from their office. But we have no 
cause of exception to them in the mere feet that they quit one religious 
denomination for another, ftor is the election which they may have made 
between the two booies, into which the population of the iiighlanda is now 
divided* at all subject to our overview* We have only to deal with them 
as men of God, and attentive to the duties which they engage to perform 
and we ask no further questions. ”(195) *hile this was a reasonable ex
planation of the Committee’s view it dia not explain those incidents in 
which complaints were justified. The Committee therefore nad to face thiB 
issue next: "In the excitement of religious controversy which has recently 
swept over our country like a flooa, and while as yet we scarcely mark any 
ebb of the surge, it were vain to imagine that your teachers could remain 
placid and passive spectators. But they have suffered themselves to be 
borne away on the current, to the neglect of their duties to this dociety, 
and that they have perverted their official influence to the endsof mere 
partizanship, is a charge which has not yet been substantiated. Your Com
mittee feel that it would peril the whole influence for good which your 
dociety wields in the north, to adopt such harsh measures or put a construct
ion of needless rigour u on the doings of men who command the veneration of 
their countyrmen. While, therefore, soniu of their number have thought that 
one or two of your teachers have not been altogether free from blame, your 
Committee have contented themselves with republisiiing ana circulating an 
address enforcing the law of the dociety, which interdicts the teachers from 
wandering beyond the sehere of their propoer duties by preaching and exhort
ing. Any infringement of it will be visited - whenever a case is proved by

(195) Ibid.,pp.19-21.
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by competent testimony - with th9 rebuke of the Committee; and we do 
trust that right-hearted men, unbiassed by the jealousies of sect and 
party, will appreciate our difficulty in endeavouring to hold the bal
ance at a time when so much keeness of feeling prevails --  Your Comm
ittee has long embodied representatives from all evangelical churches; 
and in this respect there is no change in the constitution of the Society. 
We have no wish to interrupt or disturb the spirit of friendly agreement 
for a common end which has hitherto activated ua. The object is so simple, 
and by universal confession so worthy of countenance and support that the 
promotion of it need not interfere with any man’s principles or prejudices 
unless he travels out of his way in search of some point of collision.
On the broad basis of that charity which thinketh no evil, and would over
come evil with fjood, we can surely unite to teach our Highland population 
to read the Scriptures of truth in their native tongue. Ifcur Society is 
not the pendicle of a sect. It is common ground on which all true Christ
ians may meet, and feel that, to whatever section of Christ's Church they 
belong, the fence that separates them in the viheyard of their common 
Master is neither so thick nor so high but they can stretch hands across 
it, grasp them in pledge of mutual friendship, and cheer each other on
ward in the work of the Lord. With these explanations, we trust that 
nothing henceforth may occur to mar the harmony, impede the operations, 
or circumscribe the usefulness of your dociety."(196) Unfortunately, 
while this »aasionate anu eloquent plea for unity may have softened the 
hearts of the ministers of the Church of Scotland and their heritors, the 
February Circular of 1044 merely served to anger the teachers. Feeling 
that their personal freedom as Christians was being threatened and their 
work as teachers restricted many of them sent petitions of protest into 
the Committee.(197) Alarmed at the turn of events the Committee held a 
special meeting to consider theso complaints and a Lub-Committee was 
formed "to draw up a minute expressive of the sense in which the circular 
was to be understood." This was quickly approved by the General Committee: 
"The Circular of February, 1844 was not meant to abridge any measure of 
Christian liberty which the Society's Teachers had previously enjoyed; or 
to interfere with any methods of imparting reli ĵious knowleuge to their

(196) Ibid.,pp.22-23. 
^197) 34AR17.



their pupil8, or neighbour, which, with the sanction of the Directors, 
and in accordance with the constitution and rules of the Society, they 
had previously followed: but simply to guard them in the then state of 
religious excitement in the Highlands and Islands, from assuming to them
selves the functions of the pastoral office, or, as the leaders of any 
movement which might take place, bringing themselves unnecessarily into 
collision with other denominations of Chrintians."(l98) The Bub-Committee 
also suggested a further resolution - "That rule 7th of the Society’s Reg- 
ulations(namely that the teachers to be mployed shall neither be Preachers 
nor Public xhorters, stated or occasional of any denomination whatever) 
being a fundamental rule of the Institution, cannot be altered by the 
Directors; and it is their decided conviction that in attempt to alter 
said rule, even by tho constitutional means which the Society provides, 
would be injurious to its best interests; that while the Circular of last 
year urged upon the Teachers ’ to apply th- wselvos strictly to their import
ant duties as Teachers’, it was not intended to interfere, in the remotest 
degree, with any liberty which they may have hitherto enjoyed, particularly 
with their attending and conducting prayer meetings with the pious in 
their districts: and although pray ?r and the reading of the Jcriptures 
ought to form the principal exercises at such meetings, the Directors 
would not be understood as Interposing their authority to prevent any of 
the teachers from making such remarks as may t< nd to explain and enforce 
the truths contained in the passage of Scripture which may b© read; and 
that while the Directors cheerfully aakw this explanation, and rejoice 
in the spiritual benefit which may have flowed from engaging in such exer
cises, they beg to impress upon the udrxa of th=. Teachers, that their groat 
uuty is to teach all who attend their schools to read the Gaelic Scriptures, 
ana to make the children acquainted with the great doctrines of the goepel, 
throughtthe medium of Gcripture reading and catechetical instruction; and 
they earnestly hope that the Teachers will keep these objects constantly
in view --  all the Reports showing that this has been the great instrument
of the success with which Gou 1ms blessed the Society’s efforts; and the 
Directors trust tliat in this way they will still be eminently blessed in 
promoting the cause of the Redeemer and the good of souls in their respective 
districts."(199) Clearly, tho Committee were in an extremely difficult pos-

(198) Ibid..
(199) Ibid.,p.18.
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position caught as they were between their own teachers and the ministers 
of the Church of Scotland. Unless great care was taken the Society was 
in grave danger of being split asunder.

On the 12th January, 1846 it was obviou3 that with the coming retiral 
in order of six members of the Committee tnat nominations would soon be 
due. In view of the "peculiar delicacy of the Society’s position with 
reference to existing divisions" it was decided to appoint a Sub-Committee, 
under Mr, Hutchison as Convener, to consider nominations and lay a list 
of suggestions before the deneral Committee. The caution and care shown 
so clearly at this stage was completely useless: for whatever reason, Mr. 
uutchison never called a meeting of the Sub-Committee. The General Comm
ittee met in due course on the (th February, 1846, but was "very thinly 
attended.(200) The discussion was long and uninspiring and the bulk of 
the meeting had dispersed when Dr. Huie rose to his feet and submitted 
a list of names for the six vacancies on the Committee, two of which 
were ministers in the Church of Scotland. The Rev. Mr. Beith and his 
friends Slder, Noble and McQueen were taken "very much by surprise" by 
this development. Before they could recover their wits Mr. Hutchison 
announced that as three other Directors had resigned the number of vacan
cies was now nine. Dr. Huie pointed out that this wes a rather large 
number for a Committee of 24 and demanded a vote on his suggested list.
It was accepted five votes to four. Beith and his friends, who might 
well have demanded that the Sub-Committee be allowed to submit its report 
first, got flustered and rose to suggest "a li3t in opposition" that om
itted the names of the two members of the atabliahed Church. This second 
list was rejected and Beith said that ho would submit it to a general 
Committee meeting as soon as possible. He proposed that such a "special 
meeting" be called on tho 17th February, 1846 and this was seconded by 
Noble. Both parties stressed to the Assistant Secretary that it was to 
be "very special and very urgent." .Airing the following week a good deal 
of speculation was rife in dinburgh's circle of evangelists - had Dr.
Huie be n in order? iiad their been .some kind of "concert" on the part of 
Huie and his friends to rush through the list at tile end of the meeting? 
4any were soon convinced that something devious was afoot and that Huie 
had been both "informal find irregular."(201) The Special Meeting on the

((200) 35̂ R25-26.
(201) Ibid.,p.30.
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the 17th February, 1846 was "very fully attended" and the atmosphere 
wa3 tense and electric. j.he Annual Report described it well - "both 
parties felt themselves constrained to debate the point in Committee and 
trie debate, as might uave been anticipated, was painful, alike in its 
progress .urid its consequences."(202) Many were clearly convinced that 
nr. Buie's proposal had been ii«.e casting a firebrand into the Committee 
ana placing the society in a false position; ana be the views and feelings 
of the majority right or wrong in themselves, it was no friendly act to
wards the society and the cause, to force the Committee into a difficult 
ana invidious attitude of controversy, which a little forbearance, on the 
part of tnose who profess to be the more catholic and liberal members, to
wards the prejudices of their weaker brethren, might have gone far to 
obviate and prevent.' several rose to point out that "the resolution to 
prefer the list not containing the names of ministers of the stablishment, 
aid not proceed and was not auvocatou, on any general principle respecting 
co-operation among different bouies of Christians.!* At this atage hr. 
beith rose to his f«vt and said that he had absolutely no intention of 
co-operating with any minister of the Church of Scotland, ihis w s, he 
argued, also the view of the Bociety’s Jeeretaries, many in the Committee 
ana all the teachers ana the Inspector.(203) Another rose to ^ut the 
more conciliatory view that the moment was not quite ripe to accept Church 
of ^cotlana ministers in "regard to the continued well-beingand even exist
ence of the bociety, whicn demanaeu the exlusion, for he present, of stah- 
lished ministers; ana that such was the state of things in the highland 
districts, that the whole moral and spiritual influence of the Society 
would be t.nuangwred, were the new element introduced which some of its 
friends were forcing on it." nix other members talked to this x>int, while 
only one agreed with neith that it should be a matter of principle, Buie 
ana his supporters immediately directed their attack on Beith*s principle 
ana assumed that this was shared by many there. The Committee’s later 
report on the meeting’ said that "the speakers among the minority did nothing 
elee than hunt uown **r. Beith’s principle; and this, it seems, is to be 
conclusive proof that they had nothing else to ao. In other words, they 
miss all the real arguments of the case; they get up a light against a

(202) ibid.,pp.31-32.
(203) Ibid.,p.33«



a principle which Mr. Beith himself declared he did not ask the Committee 
to adopt; ana then they calmly turn round and allege, that, because they 
founu it convenient to make that principle their object of attack, there
fore it must be held to have been the real and only argument they had to 
grapple with."(204) For more than two hours the discussion waxed hot and 
furious, with the majority trying to concentrate on the "other consider
ations", while iiuie tried to pin them down to whether or not Church of 
ocotlana ministers were eligible for the Committee. Dr. Mackellar re- 
aiinued members that in 1845 the Committee had invited two Church of Scot
land ministers to join them as Directors, but they refused. The invitation , 
he argued, had annoyed many of the teachers and even more of the people 
ana was a mistake, "the result would have been very injurious to the 
Dociety."(205) Be read extracts from the 34th Annual Report for 1845 
which had said, "during the last year(1844)the vexatious opposition of 
the ministers of the stablishment in the north had been rather increasing 
than diminishing."(2U6) Mackellar admitted that this wes an error, that 
it snould have read - "in consequence of the explanatory minute regarding 
the duties of the teachers, they were generally satisfied and complaints 
had almost entirely ceased, the teachers being permitted to proceed with 
their work, in moat instances, in quiet, and without molestation from the 
parties who had complained of them." Having apologised for this mistake 
I'iackellar launcheu himself into the attack: "Complaints of stablished 
ministers against the Jociety’s teachers have not been so numerous as in
former years; and the teachers, on the whole, are better satisfied. But
what is the cause of this? It is to be ascribed, in no small degree, or 
rather, entirely, to the fact , that the established ministers in the north 
have ceased to expect that the Committee will give a ready ear to their 
complaints, <md the teachers have conficl nco that injurious representations
against them will not be listened t o  If people thought that the Committee
has studiously solicited ministers of he establishment to become Directors 
 it would infallibly be the signal for the revival of the system of vex
atious complaints by ministers, and the awakening of new suspicion and alarm
in the breasts of the very best of our teachers. It is right, also, to

(204) Ib id . ,p .34.
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to repeat, that these men of Cod, whose labours in their schools and among 
the people have been so signally blessed, are still maintained in their 
spheres of influence, in opposition to the wishes and efforts of the stab- 
lished ministers, who with scarcely a signle exception, look uj>on these 
humble labourers with he same jealousy with which they have always been 
looked upon by the moderate clergy in the Highlands. They may not con- 
plain 30 badly to the Committee as they once did, and the teachers may, 
in that respect, be less molested; but there is not the least appearance 
of diminished hostility. "(207) Maekollar went on to quote examples of 
persecution - "Morvern, Ardnsmurchan and other wide tracts of country, 
throu;hout which, formerly, your teachers were literally rooted out by 
the enmity of the parish ministers; while their ministers are full of 
complaints as can be seen in the minutes - complaints from Skye, Lochcarron
and the Long Island   almost the entire influence of the -stablishment
in the iiigh.1 rinds, with the proprietors and other parties, i3 directed against 
your schools. Nor is it all likely that the admission of -stablished min
isters into the Committee would hevo had any other effect than encouraging 
renewed efforts to get rid of the pres >nt teachers - whose zeal in the re
vival of religion# no less than their adherence to the Free Church, renders
them obnoxious --  end to introduce a class of labourers more congenial
to the character of the establishment as it exists in the north, but less 
oleorae to the godly people, and less likely to promote the godly upbringing 

of youth - - there would have been no objection whatever to the proposal 
of individuals of the same religious denominations with the retiring Dir
ectors, man for man --  Borne argue that the 1044 Report was a pledge to
a',bait stablished Ministers into the Committee, whensoever and however they 
may be proposed - - that Report, which was prepared by one of the dissen
tients was vague and indefinite."(208) Maeksll&r had thus made the issue 
crystal clear - either pi ase the Church of Scotland or lose all of their 
teachers and most of their scholars. Thera could only bo one result: the 
Committee vot^d in favour of Beith*s list by 17 to 9, however, nine of the 
former did not speak to the motion, a sure sign that they had voted with 

degree of reluctance, teachers had been saved, the vast mass of
the scholars had been saved, but it was pretty clear that the Committee

(207) Ibid.,p.37.
(208) Ibid.,pp.38-40.
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Committee was in very serious danger of a complete split. The Committee 
were well aware of this and held a hasty meeting on the 20th February,
1846 to uiscuss the matter and make a formal statement, i'he problem re
volved arouna the matter of two lists of new directors, one of which con
tained the names of two Church of -cotlara ministers. The vote had gone 
against tliis list ana eight members of the Committee haa resigned in pro
test. After a prolonged discussion the Committee issued a statement con
taining five central points. First, nothing xuia been said at the last 
meeting about the motions put forward, only the votes had been discussed, 
ihe question of principle therefore was still unresolved, oecond, there 
was no principle that members of the Free Church should not co-operate 
with members of the Church of ^eotlonu. btrong views had been expressed
by inuiviauals, but tliis was their right and it was not the view of the
bulk of the Committee. The society were in a dangerous position, if they 
accepted the Church of Scotland ministers many would have resigned. The 
minority group were wrung to assume that the central issue was refusal to 
co-operate. Third, the Jociaty’s constitution nas never laid down any 
ruling about a p^rsonvs denominational beliefs, xnus, fourthly, there is 
no need to have Church of Scotland ministers as such, vastly, tne . vangel- 
ical Farty in the Society gave it "hearty countenance", while the Moderate 
i arty "being not only cola and lukewarm, but vexatious opponents, bent 
on thwarting the labours of the teachers, and undermining their influence - 
the stablishment, since the Disruption, is really nothing more than the 
old aoacrate larty; its ministers, generally, are not friendly to the lab
ours of the Society and its teachers; it has, in a great measure, lost 
the confidence of the godly people in these parts; the mass of the popul
ation not only has left its communion, but lias come to look upon it as 
opposed to such evangelical instruction and works of revival." The state
ment estimated that of the fl teachers on the staff, some 55 are free Church 
and only 2 are Church of Scotland ana the majority are continually "thwarted 
in their labours by these ministers. ' To elect such men as members of the 
Committee would feed "the suspicion tliat farther conciliation was contem
plated" and it was significant that an invitation had been extended to two 
ministers in the previous year. "To select men on a denominational basis 
is real sectarianism."(209) The statement was signed by .illiam Btothert.

(209) Ibid.,pp.43-46.
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Stothert. 3uch a statement was highly unlikely to be rauch of a sop to 
those who had resigned from the Committee and almost immediately they, in 
their turn issued a statement called "Reasons of Dissent and Protest."(210) 
There were seven points in their statement. First, the proposer and the 
seconder of the new list of names said, "they never could sit at the board 
of e religious society with a minister of the stablished Church of Scot
land.” The new list had not only excluded the two ministers, but substit
uted a Free Church minister and elder. Second, the original aim of the 
society had been "all Christian men should be eligible." Had this been 
changed? Third, there had not been a single objection to any name on the 
new list. were they to assume that all Church of Scotland members were, 
in future, to be excluded? Fourthly, they quoted widely from the 33rd 
.Annual Report that had stressed the catholicity of the Society*s compos
ition and the debt owed to the Church of Scotland for its efforts in tha 
past. Fifthly, they pointed out that the .1645 proposal to invite two 
Church of Scotland ministers into the Committee had com? from Free Church 
people and not from those who adhered tc the oteblished church. Sicthly, 
the decision to exclude the ministers only intensified the danger of the 
heritors refusing accommodation for teachers or sites for the schools, 
usstly, the y strongly denied that their action had been motivated by ex
pediency. Further, they were not satisfied by the full Committee’s state- 
tr >nt of x 1- nation - "The gentleman who gave this reply, coupled it with 
strong expression of regard for his brethr n of the Free Church - - and 
not one of us had entered into any concert with another on the subject of 
New Directors, before the list now rejected had been proposed and carried
at a preceding meeting of the Committee --  it is the fact that we voted
against s motion avowedly intended to exclude Church of Scotland ministers 
©■3 such." The statement concluded that at a full meeting of the Society *s 
members "ve ahticipat'-* with confidence a decision in our favour." The 
statement was si.qied by (Jeorge Johnston, /.H. looli, James Cornwall, James 
Troup, Dr. Richard Huie, dward Cruickshunk, Patrick Arklay and William 
Oliphant. The full meeting of the Society was fully reported in the 
" itriess" issue for the 21st Farch, 1346. The meeting in the Hopetoun Rooms 
was "numerous" and almost .-very person of note in the Jociety was present - 
Campbell of honzie, Christie of Durie, Jtcthort of Cargen, Alexander Dunlop, 
Alexander wacdougal, James Cunningham, V .B. ^ouglaa, • ev. Dr. tfakellar, Rev. 
Dr. Candlish, Professor McCrie, Patrick Arklay and a host of ministers -
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ministers - lder, Davidson, Beith, f'loody Jtuart, Noble, Jaffray, Johnston,
Goold, Jymington and many more.(211/ After prayer the Rev. ur. Makellar 
proposed that the Chair be taken by Campbell of Honda* This he did, but 
only after reminding members tiiat the Society was passing- through a '‘diff
icult and trying time." The Secretary, the Rev. Hr. Beith, then read the 
55th Annual Report together *ith the names of the new committee. The Rev. 
Hr. HcCrie rose to Jiiove acceptance of the Report, lie stressed that now, 
more than ever, the people needed spiritual (.ssiatunco and if they were too 
far off from a church, th n they had the right to seek tne aid of their 
teachers. If the people did not want to have anything to do with the 
atablish d Church they should not be compelled to .10 so. ue condemned 
"the parade of learning and vain philosophy' which the people had rejected 
for the "heart-moving and soul-saving doctrines of the Gross." He stressed 
that the society were sticking to their policy of non-intervention, there 
had been no instructions giv:n to any teacher to act in place of the Church 
of Scotland ministers. /loxander Dunlop, advocate seconded the motion, 
although he made it perfectly clear that he dissociated himself from the 
extremist views of the Rev. Hr. Beith. "Although I admire his manly firm
ness, his candour, his honesty, his sincerity." He disliked intensely the 
way that the reject 4. list naa been introduced without previous intimation 
and he reminded the members that there was massive evidence to substantiate 
claims of persecution by heritors and the established Church in the north* 
Three of the dissentients were quick to reply - the Rev. dr. George John
ston, United Presbyterian, the Rev. Hr. W.H. eoold, Reformed Presbyterian 
and • atrick Arklay, advocate, all argued that there had been a "practical 
violation of the constitution" by the exclusion of Church of Scotland min
isters as such. Jhe Rev. Jr. Candlish rose to demolish their arguments 
with great oratorical skill, he admitted that he worked with -stablished 
Church ministers in many committees, out he doubted if the Gaelic Bchool 
oociety was a suitable place for them* <*as not the Society the product 
of the vsngelical Party itself? Had any stablir.hed minister recently 
shown any real or enthusiasm for the Society and its ai ms? The decision 
to exclude these ministers would "send a flood of relief and joy through
out the Highlands and Islands of Jcotland." Anyway, whatever they did
would not win them any new friends or lose them any real old friends. All 
iiis points were punctauted by stormy applause, deveral other speakers

(211) 55*Al
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speakers had the floor, but the issue was settled - Candlish had gained 
the enthusiastic support of the vast bulk of the ordinary and uncommitted 
members of the society, The most active of the dissentients were not 
Church of Scotland clergymen or elders, but men who sincerely believed 
that the Gaelic dchool Society had moved far too close to the rree Church. 
They were, of course, absolutely correct. Like the mass of the Gaels and 
their teachers, the members of the Gaelic school Society had become per
manent allies of the Tree Church. The days when the members of the Com
mittee belonged to a wide spectrum of the Christian Church wero fast 
slipping away for good. The effect, in raany ways, was immediate. The 
dinburgh ^̂ adies subscriptions and donations fell in 1846-1847 from £856 
to 1765 and their membership dropped from 228 to 132 as the ladies of 
dinburgh society withdrew their financial support. After 1846 the list 
of lady contributors no longer reads like a page from burke's Peerages. 
iO an amazing extent, however, they did recover, thanks mainly to the 
^uchess of Gordon, who remained a pillar of strength to the Society. The 
Society's own subscriptions, in the same period, also fell in value from 
£494 to £413.

It did not take the Church of ocotland long to retaliate and we find 
the 36th annual Teport bemoaning "the ducational bcheme of the -stablished 
church having in the course of last summer, assumed a position adverse to 
this boci<~;ty, by issuing a printed statement and eirular describing thair 
"Gaelic schools" and a "Ladies Association for the bupport of Gaelic Schools" 
- thus assuming names, originally appropriated by this Loci :ty, and for 
morn than 3C years, ased as its proper designation."(212) The Committee 
were quick to warn the public to be "upon their guard against giving 
their contributions to this new scheme under the belief that they were 
contributing to their own long cherished and valued Society." As usual 
they stressed the fact that they concentrated only on Gaelic, while the 
Hsss-inbly Schools covered nglish, writing and Arithmetic, defiantly, the 
Committee issued a statement: "Keeping steadily in view the practical use
fulness of the Jociety we hope it will be ever guided; as it has hitherto 
been, in the selection of its birectors by the evangelical character of 
the inaiviuuals, and not by the denomination to which they belong; and 
that it will sonsider all attempts on the part of any Church to claim a 
right to be represented in the Directorship, as prompted by a latent de-

(212) 36AR19.
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desire to manage its affairs in subscribing to the interests of a party.
And keeping in mind the strictly religious end pro posed by the Society, 
it will not be considered that our teachers are going beyond their proper 
sphere, when they embrace opportunities, in the more remote districts, 
of holding dabbath evening schools, anti occasional meetings for prayer, 
and reading th* Scripture. (Airs were meant to be Schools of religious 
instruction; and while it will be the care of the Directors to prevent 
them from becoming either the nuclei of disaffection, or the pendicles 
of any church." (213) Before long the Church of Gcotland had renamed 
their eauies association for the support of Gaelic Schools to The Ladies'
■ ssociation in support of Gaelic (Schools in connection with the Church 
of Scotland ana added the ruling - "That aid shall in no case be given 
except to schools in connection with the established Church of (Scotland, 
and in any case of separation of school or teacher from this church, the 
benefits conferred by the Association shall, ipso facto, cease and be 
withdrawn. "(214) The Committee wero quick to point out that "it now 
appears that the charges of sectarianism and partiality which they brought 
against the management of the Lociety, anu wliieh they make a faint attempt 
to revive in their Report, were a mere pretext, and that the real object 
was that which they now openly avow, the conversion of our schools into 
mere parts and pendicles of the Establishment.” The "faint attempt" men
tioned is to bo founu in the Church of Scotland Annual deport for 1848 - 
"The promoters have been led to commit it closely with the Church of Scot
land, for many reasons, and among others, from the experience which they 
derived from several y:arsf observations of the affairs of the old Gaelic 
~chool Society, that when the teachers are independent of all restraint or 
control by the clergymen of the parish, they are but too prone to deviate 
from their duties as teachers, and to form the nuclei of discontent .and 
opposition to his spiritual superintendence."(215) difficult years lay 
ahead for the iociaty, but the crisis years were over^its development 
lay along sure linos. Certainly, there was a continual drain of trained 
teachers leaving to become ministers in the T'ree Church, in 1849, some 
ei :ht left at one time - ijagus fioLeod, Alexander hcueod, william Campbell, 
* iter hcLaod, Donald Cameron, Donald Cameron, aonald fccDon&ld and James 
iiiatheson.(2l6). Certainly, tnere were clashes with heritors as at ^annak-

(213) Ibid.,p.15.
(214) Ibid.,p.17.
(215) Ibid.,p.18.
(216) 39AR24-25.



Sannakirthor(Ho.612), ^isherfiold(No,239) and Mellon Charles(No.515).(217)
But theso were not threats to the heart of the Society itself. The Society 
had overcome its great problems and survived, ihe quarrel with the Church 
of Scotland would not last forever and the slow expansion of the State's 
responsibilities and concern would lessen the need for the Society's being. 
"In time," as J.h. wyllie, So rightly said,"the misconception and prejudice 
which hnd obscured both themselves and their cause began to clear away."(218)

(217) Ibid.,p.115 45AR11.
(218) Wyllie, J.A., p.lxvii.



CHAPTER ° i

"They have nothing of a particularly novel or striking character 
to narrate* A work like theirs seldom presents such incidents.
They have to speak not of occasional instances of very marked 
success, appearing like a flash of light, and awakening feelings 
of edari ration and high enthusiasm, but of a steady persistent 
course of operations, sapping imperceptibly the foundations of 
ignorance, ana extending by a process slow but sure, the limits 
of knowledge and sound religion."

- 46AR5.

Bow then uo we assess tne work of the daelic ochool Society during 
the oeriod 1811-1861? Before attempting to answer that question let us 
look at the Society's own solf-smaessaaent• On Friday, 21st February,
1861 at 2 p.m. in the Upper Room, ueen Street Hall, dinburgh, the mem
bers of the bociety mot to celebrate their fifti =th anniversary* The 
proc» dings w«re reported in detailf in the issue of the "Witness” two 
iays later. Before a crowded gathering of distinguished supporters - 
the i»«v, i»rs. Candlish and Beith, the Rev. Messrs. ttaelauchlan and fraser, 
t ?ssrs. Villism iichrî , Alexander btuart, . *1 . skinner, -illiaifi Cowan, 
I'homam Martin, Kenneth RoQue«&t M*P* Kennedy and . . uthu(l) Hr*
-ob .rt i aul, 'one of tfc three founuers of the institution tlnat still sur
vived" gave a summary of the society's history and its achievements. In 
1817 the bociety bad maue an early assessment of their immediate effect 
on the highlands and Islands of Scotland as having earned the gratitude 
of tb-‘ ptopl* for changing tLeir attitudes to religion and morality. (2) 
now, in 1861, they measured their success in statistics. They were most 
impressive. ir. aul estimate i that in the previous fifty years the boe- 
iety had be n instrumental in teaching 110,360 people to read and many of 
th m had carried this new-found skill abroad to a new life in the United 
-t t-s of nmerica and to Australia. They had also uis tribut-ad something

(1) 50A7fl4.
(2) 6AR16-19.
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something like 110,884 lemontary books and Scriptural xtracts, together 
with 82,346 iibles and Testaments, a grand total of 201,230 volumes and 
tracts, vastly, that th y had operated 1,008 schools, averaging 2.7 year* 
apiece at 687 different stations.\3) In other words some 2,000 people 
had been taught every year for half a century. It is difficult to com
ment on these figures because the Oociety’s rate of growth and expansion 
had not been regular. Certainly, the greater part of their work had beon 
done before 1850. Indeed, in the 1850’s, the Cociety ncountered a new 
problem, "timid and backward Gaelic readers."(4) whether this was due 
to the fact that the society was now reaching a wider spectrum of ability 
or more accurate and realistic reports from Inspectors is not clear, hut 
teachers, Inspector and ministers were united in their comments that the 
much-publicised, dramatic reading successes were things of the past.(5)
One significant point emerges from Mr. Paul's speech - nowhere does he 
lay any claim to having none anything to preserve Gaelic us a language 
or even as part of a culture. In fact, the preservation of Gaelic for 
its intrinsic linguistic charms, even for its history and poetry never 
occurred to most members of the Society. In a careful reading of all 
fifty Annual Reports only one Committee member expressed any real feeling 
for the language; the vast majority of the oociety members, even those 
who were Gaels themselves, were quite prepared to have the language decay 
and slide into limbo. It is wrong therefore to assume that the subsequent 
neglect of Gaelic by school hoards was a drastic change of policy. This 
disdain for Gaelic was not unique to Scotland as many Gaels like to think; 
in ».ales too, both Griffith Jones and Thomas Charles had not been concerned 
in the least with Welsh as a language, "saving of souls" was all.(6) Not 
even education itself was an aim and constant stress was laid on the basic 
principle that the society was not educational, but reliip.oua.(7) Its only 
"object is to teach Highlanders the art of reading the Holy Scriptures in 
their own tongue."(8) Thus, even educational criteria cannot be U3ed to

(3) appenoix ii lists 740. The 'discrepancy is due to the definition of 
"stations."
(4) 45AR13.
5̂) Ibid., pp.15-16; 46AH7, 11.
(6) J. williams, history of houern .vales". 1965, p.146.
(7) 49AR7.
(8) 26AR55.
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to assess the Society's achievement. If neither linguistic nor educat
ional yardsticks are to be used, how can we measure the Society's impact?
We must first go back and examine the state of affairs in Scotland at the 
end of the 18th century.

The late 18th century was the age of the Industrial and Agricultural 
Revolutions, an age in which intelligent application was changing the face 
of the countryside. It was also the age of Scepticism and Rationalism, 
an age in which all moral and social problems could be solved by objective 
logical analysis. It was, in short, a secular rather than a religious age. 
This was no narrow parochial phenomenen confined to Scotland, but part of 
a European movement - ingland had its Latitudini&rianism, Germany its Auf- 
kldrung, Trance its Newtonianiam and Scotland its Moderatism.(9) As we 
have already seen the Moderates had little interest in Theology as a sub
ject and no passionate desire to preach the Gospel to the poor. In fact, 
as H. iiscott said, "They preferred Francis litcheson to John Calvin." Their 
sermons, cold and uninspiring, were sprinkled with quotations from the 
Classics and Literature and delivered in a legalistic and formal manner. 
Firm believers in the worth of patronage, they were anti-democratic and 
could scarcely conceal their contempt for the masses. Concerned for their 
own material comfort they had no hesitation in playing cards, watching a 
play or dancing at an assembly.(lO) 'Their creed, tinged with deism, was 
based on natural goodness rather than on original sin. They stressed 
the Bible's "ethical charms" and ignored its mysteries as absurd. Their 
ideal virtue was "a santified commonsense nurtured by general culture." 
Inevitably, church attendances steadily fell and even family worship be
gan to decline. The masses were left with no message of hope and no 
spiritual balm to compensate for their discomfort and misery. They could 
not even turn to the Jeceders, enmeshed as they were in "the minutiae of 
their peculiar doctrines."(11) The first cracks in the Moderate armour 
appeared in 1781 with the publication of Kant's "Critique of Pure Reason" 
and men of feeling began to wonder if there might not be a deeper meaning 
to life. The masses, quite unaware of the demolition of rationalistic

(9) H. scott, "A History of Jcottiah Congregationalism". I960, p.46.
(10) J. Anderson, "a iiistorv of dinbur^h." 1856, pp.355-357.
(11) scott, H., p.49.
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rationalistic philosophy were unmoved. It was different with the year 
1789 and the French Revolution, the crack had become a gaping void. Inst 
men throughout -urope felt that something momentous had happened, that it 
was a time to take stock of one's life, a time to change things. Not only 
poets and radicals felt this stirring in their hearts, but serious-minded, 
responsible men, like the Haldanes and Thomas McCrie. Both admitted that 
the revolution in France had fundamentally changed their lives.(12) Robert 
Haldane noted how the event had "aroused him from the sleep of spiritual 
death."(13) <>ould-be missionaries to India, rejected on the grounds of 
ill-health, saw it as a new challenge for their frustrated energies. It 
is interesting to speculate how different our national history might have 
been if Scottish passions had been diverted into political reform and not 
into Jabbath Schools, Missionary Societies and Chapels of ase. Religion 
however, and not politics makes the greater appeal to the Scottish psycho.
In many ways the time was ripe for religous change. Christopher Anderson 
used to relate the tale of the 80 year old Mlgin Anti-Burgher minister 
who said, "It is my opinion that there is a fermentation going on at pre
sent, and good men of various minds are engaged in doing good."(14) Others 
felt it too: the Rev. Mr. John Lhaw of Duirnish in Bkye wrote, "The pres nt 
seems to be the set time for the improvement of the Highlands; they seem, 
to my view, ripe for it."(l5) Not only was there a cheap version of the 
Bible newly published by the British and Foreign Bible Society in 1811, 
but the Highlands and Islands had become, through religious neglect, a 
semi-pagan region in which ministers rarely preached and never with con
viction. Lay-preachers or reformers were condemned as editious and an 
appeal to the powerful landlords often meant prosecution for those who 
felt deeply about their religion. Discontent, as well as ignorance, was 
rife in the land of the Gaels. At Team the parishioners hated the Rev.
Mr. Hugh Ross; there was a riot at Assynt when the Rev. Mr. duncan McGill-
ivray was settled by lizabeth, Marchioness of Stafford and three men were
sent to prison at the Inverness Circuit Court; the Rev. Mr. Walter Ross

(12) J. -oss, "A History of Congregational Independency in Scotland". 1900,
p.44; Thomas McCrie, "Liftj of Thomas McCrie. 1.^.". 1840, p.20.
(13) -scott, H., p.52.
(14) Hugh Anderson, "The Life and Letters of Christopher Anuerson". 1854, p.112
(15) 2AR13.



Ross was nearly murdered in a fight at M s  Presbytery; the Rev. John 
McKinnon of Tiroe never attended a Presbytery Court and the Rev. Mr. Bun- 
can MacIntyre of Kilmallie, although ordained in 1812 was not admitted till 
1816.(16) But, even more serious than the alienation of the people from 
the Church was the fact, that despite the efforts of Parish Schools and 
S.S.P.O.K. Schools there were nearly 300,000 Gaelic-speaking people who 
were illiterate. Something had to be done for them and done quickly.

We have already seen how difficult it was to trace the roots of the 
Society and how various persons have received, at different times and from 
different writers, the praise and the credit. In reality, the founding 
of the Society was like a scientific discovery - it was the work of a team. 
Of people who shared a common purpose in life - John Campbell, the first 
to make contact with the Rev. Mr. Thomas Charles of Bala in Wales; the Rev. 
Mr. James Haldane, the first to conduct a highland tour of lay-preaching; 
the Rev. Mr. beneeer Brown, the first to suggest the idea of a society; 
the Rev. Christopher Anderson, the man who did almost all the actual work 
and the Rev. or, Charles ^tu#art, the man who apparently financed the Soc
iety and set it in motion. All of these men deserve credit for their own 
individual contribution. The least well known, Charles Stuart, sought ob
scurity after 1022, the year in which his son stood trial for murder. The 
common denominator shared by all these men was the simple fact that they 
regarded themselves as vangelicals. This movement was not unique to Scot
land, indeed, the British Isles shared its passion completely and a wiue 
range of prominent persons gave the movement their total support - *ueen 
Victoria, W,£. Gladstone, doru Macaulay, Sir Robert Peel, General George 
Gordon, John Henry Newman, Henry Manning, Sir Henry Havelock, George Gil
bert Scott, P.H. Bradley, T.H. Green, John Ruskin, Charles Kingsley, George 
;iiot, Samuel Butler, lizabeth Barrett Browning anti the Bronte Sisters. 
Royalty, politicians, historians, philosophers, architects, clergymen, poets, 
generals and authors had an almost "demonic desire to convert."(l7) Con
temporary writers, like John Stuart Mill and Matthew Arnold, were often 
critical of it as a force in the national life; Mill said it was responsible 
for the cult of respectability and conformity, while Arnold accused it of

(16) Rasti.. Vol. 8, pp.57, 78, 80; Vol. 4, pp.120-121, 135.
(17) Ian Bradley, "The Call to Seriousness1* ■ 1976, pp. 13-14.



of narrow philistinism and midale-class puritanism.(18) Fiction writers 
parodied the over zealous iSvangelical into stock characters - Thackeray 
in ’’The Newcomers”, Dickens in "Bleak douse” and Collins in "The Moonstone."
vangelicalism therefore put its stamp on the 19th century just as effect
ively as the Moderates had on the previous century, and it would not be 
far off the marie to equate the movement with what is understood as Victor- 
ianism. Ian Bradley gives an excellent definition of vangelicalism - "a 
mixture of piety, prudery, imperialistic sentiment, philanthropic endeavour 
and obsession with proper conduct.’’(l9) There is no doubt that the vangel- 
icals made piety fashionable ana philanthropy a cult; just as there can be 
no doubt that their missionary zeal was harnessed by the Ltate and played 
a vital part in the building of tho mpire. The crusading mission to con
vert ignorant savages was just as strong in iiighland glen as it was in 
the densest jungles of Africa, The vangolicals therefore revelled in 
emotionalism, especially in the thought that Christ’s atoning death guar
anteed salvation. Their intense feeling of sin stands in vivid contrast 
to the considered objectivity of deists and rationalists. To them, being 
an ” vangwlical” meant being imbued with the spirit of the Gospel in all 
its fire and fury. At first, it was a term of derision, but soon, as so 
often happens, the insult became a battle cry. They did a great deal of 
good work in the sphere of social problems - William Wilberforce laboured 
to abolish the slave trade and then slavery itself, while Anthony Cooper, 
arl of Shaftesbury struggled for factory reforms. Their opponents saw 
them as obscurantists, fanatical, bigoted, consumed with cant and desper
ately narrow-minded; their admirers saw them as dynamic, intense, urgent 
and consumed with faith. They did much to contribute to the Victorian 
belief in seriousness and highmindedness.(20) vangolicals despised all
forms of worldliness and any kind of complacency as had been demonstrated 
by the Moderates. They saw the Moderates as indulging in a vague kind of 
Christian faith, undemanding, over-intellectual and far too rational. 'They 
never hesitated to admit their unashamed emotionality.(21) Lip service 
was unworthy of a Christian, only total commitment counted. Their theol-

(18) J.L. Mill, "On Liberty". 1859; M. Arnold, "Culture and Anarchy”. 1858.
(19) Bradley, I., Introduction.
(20) Ibid.,pp.16-18.
(21) Ibid.,p.20.



theology was simple to the point of being almost primitive and it is not 
surprising that their opponents consider d them anti-intellectual, Their 
view was that all men are sinful and in certain danger of Hell. Fortunately, 
Christ's death atones for this ana we must accept the offer of salvation. 
Thus, whereas the Moderates had viewed man with confidence, the evangelicals 
viewed man as totally depraved. The doctrine of conversation therefore 
was absolutely essential to their mind and it must be accompanied with 
intense and often dramatic suffering. Many vangelicals were converted 
after serious illness or the death of a loved one. Charles dimeon of 
Cambridge often preached on the text: "He is no Christian who does not 
see the hand of Cod constantly. "(22) vangelicalism therefore was more 
a way of life than a system of theology. It was never a logical set of 
beliefs, but rather a series of vivid and compelling personal experiences.
God was a God of * rath and man had to have a perpetual sense of accountab
ility for his lapses. The Day of Judgment was a reality to .’vangelicals 
and this lad to agonizing self-examinations and never-ending soul-searching. 
This could, and often did, lead to a virtual orgy of self-criticism. It 
was a highly introspective kind of religion and this explains the absolute 
passion for diaries filled with self-reproach and protestations of unwor
thiness. Obviously, this led to almost obsessive concern for self and 
to our generation these diaries make distasteful reading. Evangelicals 
regarded life as a challenwge and almost all of them were early risers. 
Addicted to hard work it was no accident that so many of them were bankers 
and solicitors devoted to abstinence, thrift and self-control, critical 
of any form of self-inuulgence and self-pampering. 'The highlight of their 
week was the Sabbath and strict Church-going and serious reading were ess
ential activities. Their critics recognised their enthusiasm and separ
ation from the world of theatres, assemblies and light reading, but de
plored their hyper-sanctity and censoriousness, their self-righteousness 
and their pride, dut most all their critics detested their affected sen
timentality and their histrionic behavior, their "solemn uplifting of the 
eyes, artificial impulses of the breath, grotesque and regulated gestures 
and postures in religious exercises and an affected faltering of the voice." 
(23) Their power was enormous as was their determination to convert the

(22) Ibid.,p.22.
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the nation and if possible, the world. Their methods were standard* issue 
tracts, convert royalty, gain the support of the aristocracy, encourage 
children to convert their parents, don’t ignore the part that can be 
played by women and raise the level of literacy. Their strength lay in 
their inexhaustible missionary zeal and their determination to conquer.

The Gaelic school Society deliberately intended to use their schools 
to cultivate an emotional reaction among the people and accounts of such 
happenings were received with great joy - ’’The Reports of the Society form 
a sort of romantic writing, in the details they give of the gladness and 
joy that these schools diffused over every part of the Highlands."(24) On 
the 7th October, 1851 the Rev. Mr. Thomas Maclauchlan admitted tliat this 
was the aim of the Society in a public address in Dundee - "The revival 
in Lewis took place chiefly through the instrumentality of this Society 
and by the simple teaching of the Word of God. The revival extended into 
3kye and into the Mainland."(25) As the 19th century moved into the 1860's 
vangelisalism held a tight hold on every denomination in Scotland and 
every Church welcomed these scenes of emotional delight, indeed, they all 
dMiimed credit for them. In May, 1860 the General Assembly of the Church 
of -cotland recorded the "gratifying evidence of an increased anxiety 
about salvation and a deepening interest in religious ordinances and we 
record our gratitude to Almighty God." The Bame month, the General Ass
embly of the Free Church declared, "We as a Church, accept the Revival 
as a great and blessed fact." Also in way, 1860, we find the iiynod of 
the United Presbyterians noting that they "recognise the hand of God in 
the measures of new life outpoured upon our churches."(26) The truth of 
the matter is that these great scenes of religious emotion were common 
in the late 18th century, especially in areas that had Na Daoine - "The 
Men."(27) ivangelical laymen, strangely like 17th century Lowland Coven
anters, they were held in high regard by the people for the purity of 
their lives. Their lay-preaching and prayer-meetings earned them the 
scorn of the Moderate ministry, but the gratitude of the masses. Lonely, 
isolated individuals they identified themselves by wearing long blue cloaks 
and spotted handkerchiefs around their long hair.(28) The Gaelic School

(24) 50AR16.
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School Society drew a clear distinction between what they called an "awak
ening" and a ^revival.11 The former was a spasmodic reaction to a religious 
experience which rarely lasted; the latter was a sustained and permanent 
conversion.(29) Revivals were reported from Lkye 1817, 1840; Lewis 1828;
Islay 1828, 1861; Tiree 1835; Mull 1839; ~igg 1842 and Argyle 1843, 1844 
and 1859. Awakenings, on the other hand, were reported from virtually 
every part of the Highlands and Islands during the period 1811-1861. The 
generation of human emotion was on a remarkable scale: at Lochcarron, in 
April, 1843 "Scenes of deep emotion ensued whenever anyone addressed the
children --  The voiie of the speaker would sometimes be drowned in the
general sobs of anguish and contrition that pervaded the whole meeting --
Lome boys built a small hut in a retired spot that they might hold regular 
meetings for prayer in it. They collected their scanty pence and expended 
them in the purchase of candles to be used when the shades of evening dark
ened on their little meeting."(30) Within days this wave of religious 
hysteria had spread throughout Shieldaig, Applecross and across to Agg.
At Stornoway "frantic consternation" was reported when the Bible was read, 
while at Islay the Inspector reported that "some of the scholars were 
bathed in tears when speaking to them about precious Christ and the way 
of salvation - - they stood in a group weeping about the school-house."(31)
In Lewis it was said that children "when reading about Christ's sufferings, 
seven of them fell down on the floor, shedding tears and crying out. When 
I asked them what was the matter with them, they answered that they were 
crucifying Christ with their lives. These scholars were from 10 to 12 
years of age. On Wednesday night after that, I had a meeting at the school- 
house, and 17 of my scholars began to shed tears, and to cry, and some of 
them were not able to go home without the help of others."(32) While -ng- 
lish-speaking worshippers in Islay were unaffected, at Gaelic services there
was "weeping, crying and fainting --  very often the voices of the speakers,
either praying or preaching are urowned by the voices of the people praying 
and crying for mercy for themselves --  people swoon and are carried off."(33)

(29) 33AR14.
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off." Ministers noted with pleasure the effect upon their congregations 
and the Rev. Mr. Gordon wrote to the Committee of the Gaelic School Society 
in February, 1841 - "Many young persons of both sexes were deeply and 
painfully impressed with an alarming sence(sic)of guilt and danger, and, 
no dou t, much excitement prevailed."(34) Teachers also had first-hand 
experience of the traumatic effects of their teachings, like Donald Mac- 
kinnon at Gigg(Wo.277), who noted - "more women have been impressed with
a sense of their sins and mercy and cried aloud for mercy --- At the
meeting-house there are generally two kinds of weeping, viz. weeping for 
fear of hell, by those who are under the spirit of bondage; and others 
weeping for joy and which is more desirable, und which some of them count 
their life and health."(35) Men talked of "bliadhn' an aomaidh" - the 
year of the swoohigg" as the hysteria spread across the country like an 
infection.(36) Not only children were involved, but parents too - "I saw 
a number both of the children and of the parents deeply impressed and be
dewed with tears, and some crying out."(37) In almost every Annual Report 
there are literally scores of such incidents - "I saw a number of the 
people bathed in tears listening to the Word of God" and "I never saw 
such a general weeping and crying in any congregation as I saw and heard 
there."(38) While the immediate reaction to such scenes, especially in 
the modern mind, is a feeling of revulsion at such blatant hysteria, the 
Gaelic School Society must be judged on the ends that these means finally 
achieved. What changes, if any, uid they produce on the life of the Gael?

The Church of Scotland ministers were the first to observe the general 
changes. In Mull, the Rev. Mr. Donald Campbell of Ardtura reported, "Of 
late, I have observed a great change both in the manners and customs of 
the people situated in the vicinity of our Baelic School. Those vices 
of swearing and Sabbath-breaking, which were all at one time too frequent 
among them, are now in a great measure abandoned. In place of wandering 
about from farm to farm, and visiting their neighbours on the Lord's Day 
they confine themselves at home and take much pleasure in reading the 
Scriptures."(39) In Skye, the Rev. Mr. John Nicolson of Minginish noted
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noted "a wonderful change has been produced on the habits of the people. 
Their improvement in morals is most visible and striking. Formerly they 
devoted the Sabbath entirely to idle conversation, or frivolous amusements, 
as they had nothing of a serious nature to engage their attention; but 
now they regularly attend Divine worship, and reaa. the scriptures in 
their private families,"(40) In South Uist, th- Rev. Hr. Roderick Mc
Lean said that "Common swearing, a practice too prevalent before the in
troduction of your schools, i3 in a great measure wearing off; that the 
children, instead of vicious and naughty play and sport on the Sabbath, 
meet in their respective school-houses to read, and hear portions of the 
Holy Scriptures read by their masters; and that when at home, they attend 
to their books, instead of rambling through the fields as they used to do.” 
(4l) In Sutherland, the Rev. Mr. duvid Mackenzie of Farr rejoiced that 
the Gaelic Schools had "checked levity and folly in improper waste of 
time particularly in the winter."(42) In Ross-shire, the Rev. dr. Thomas 
Ross observed that the people "read the Bible with a facility and self- 
command, with a distinctiveness of enunciation, and an energy and simplicity 
of pathos, which astonished everyone."(43) The Society prided itself on 
the fact that those parishes without Gaelic schools were still "ignorant
and superstitious --  The bagpipe may still be heard at their funerals,
drinking and fighting still disgrace the hours of mourning and in March,
1827 the internment of a lady was disgraced by a fight in the parish of 
Sleat."(44) The specific changes in conduct can easily be traced - such 
as improvements in sexual morality and conduct in Skye, Colonsay and Lewis.
(45) The Rev. Mr. James Russel of Gairloch in June, 1828 reported to the 
Committee that "During the sixteen years which your schools have operated 
in this parish, no one of the many hundreds, who have been taught at them, 
has fallen under Church censure, nor been guilty of any gross delinquency."
(46) This was an opinion shared by the Rev. Mr. William ^indlater of Duir- 
ness - "vice and immorality anu ignorance and idleness are gradually dis
appearing"; the Rev. Jr. Thomas Ross of Lochbroom - "visible changes to
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to the better all round"; the Rev. Mr. John Bethune of Harris "vice and 
immorality are suppressed."(47) Poaching and thieving were greatly re
duced, a change much appreciated by heritors and magistrates - William 
Robertson Yr of Moidart and Alexander Chisholm, J.P..(48) Mr. Stewart, 
the Harris Factor commented on "the favourable change in morals and habits", 
while Lewis Meivsr, Tacksman of Gress remarked that "the change is very 
evident."(49) Ronald Stewart, J.P. in Harris wrote to the Society in Feb- 
ruaiy, 1824 to draw to their attention that previously 400 sheep per 
annum were rustled in Harris, but that that had now ceased.(50) From 
Lingwall the Rev. Mr. Alexander Stewart drew the attention of the Committee 
to the fact that "In some instances that occurred of plundering gardens, 
it was ascertained, that none of these who attended the Gaelic School were 
concerned in the depredation."(51) ft'hile in Skye, all the authorities, 
both civil and religious were unanimous in congratulating the Society for 
their part in reducing theft in the island. (52) A higher standard of law- 
abiding behaviour was soon noticed in any area which opened a Gaelic 
School - "In one place, where our teacher, when he began, could scarcely 
live, owing to their fighting, swearixig and drinking whisky. He put a 
atop to all that."(53) Skye, in particular, was reported to be a much 
more sober place after the advent of Gaelic Schools and superstition gen
erally throughout the Idghlands and Islands rapidly vanished after 1811.(54) 
Swearing and blaspheming were among the early targets of the Gaelic School 
teachers and against these they had enormous success as the Rev. Mr. John 
Shaw of Brcadale coulu testify: "I could see a manifest improvement in 
the people of this glen. They have given up many vices, to which they 
were formerly much addicted, and are become remarkable for decency and 
propriety of conduct."(55) Harris and South Uist also saw the elimination 
of foul oaths and curses.(56) Hygiene was another area upon which the
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the teachers concentrated their efforts. The Rev. Mr. Alexander Macbean 
of Kincardine approved of "the ameliorating effects of your schools which 
are conspicuous as to external cleanliness of person, dress and furniture.
»ven in the school-room, neatness and cleanliness are visible. The very 
desks and forms were scoured as clean as when they came from the maker."(57) 
The same was observed by the Rev. Mr. Angus Kennedy of Dornoch - "a great 
attention to cleanliness and decency in their clothing and a desire to 
improve their advantages" and by the Rev. Mr. Donald Maclean of the Small 
Isles who praised the /cleanliness and the neatness."(58) * ven idleness
was replaced by "habits of industry" in many parts of the highlands and 
Islands.(59) "Babbath sauntering" was soon looked upon as a sin and, as 
the Rev. Mr. Angus Kackellar said, "The highlander was taught to vererate 
the name of the 3abbath Day."(60) In South Uist the "vicious and naughty 
play and sport on the Sabbath came to an end", as did the "roving about 
the woods, the glens and the sea-shore"in Argyle.(6l) Sabbaths had be
come days for serious thoughts and prayer - in Harris, in the Ggdrloch, 
in Skye, in North Uist.(62) Accordingly, Church attendance rose dramat
ically in every parish with a Gaelic School. The Rev. Mr. Patrick Butter 
of Fort William confessed to the Committee in December, 1848 that his 
average congregation used to number five or six people till the opening 
of the Gaelic School. Now his kirk was "crowded" and he had to hold even
ing prayer meetings to cope with his people*s demands.(63) Hven the 
smallest churches found that their average congregation could be numbered 
in hundreds, while whole families appeared regularly for worship every 
ounday.(64) In North Uist the Ruv. Mr. Finlay McRae founa that the child
ren at the Gaelic School competed to read the lesson in his church, while 
in Argyle, school children claimed that the best part of their year was when 
they celebrated communion.(66) At Tolsta, where the people had not had a 
sermon for over twenty years they approached their minister and begged
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begged that they have longer services.(66) At home, most families began 
to have daily Bible readings and family prayers in the evenings. The 
Rev. Mr. Alexander Ross, Missionary at Lochbroom, remarked that "The 
Worship of God is now kept daily in their families and a portion of Scrip
tures is read twice a day."(67) By 1829 the Committee proudly announced 
in their 18th Annual Report that throughout the Highlands and Islands 
there had been "a considerable increase of the exercises of secret de
votion ana of family worship."(68) One of the greatest single effects of 
the presence of any Gaelic Bchool was the tremendous desire to learn to 
read. Indeed, as the Rev. I4r. Alexander McLeod related, it was common 
in Bkye for children to argue passionately as to whose turn it was to 
carry the Bible to school.(69) Children were known to walk miles each day 
to school across the roughest possible country.(70) The Rev. Mr. Alexander 
Btewart of Dingwall quoted the case of a young girl who walked four miles
to present her former Gaelic School teacher with a gift of eggs and berries.
(7l) The Rev. Mr. william Robertson of Fort William in April, 1815 told 
the; Committee that children in his area were known to weep bitterly if they 
coula not get to school because of ill health or bad weather.(72) The 
news that a school was to close and the teacher to leave the district often 
produced scenes of despair and distress among the children.(73) The ac- 
quistion of a 3ible became the ambition of almost every adult and child 
throughout the Highlands and Islands. Tliis was, in itself, a tremendous 
change from the day3 when there was scarcely a Bible to be found in an
entire parish. Bouthend, in Argyle, is a good example; in 1735 this pop
ulous area had but one Bible and it was in rsef(74) within a few years 
of 1811 those parishes in which the Bociety were strongly entrenched, such 
as Lochbroom, could boast that "there was hardly a house in the parish 
without a Bible."(75) As the Bible was about the only printed matter that
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that the bulk oi the people could, lay their hanas on with any ease, it 
was inevitable that it was read ana reread anu virtually digested over 
the years. A knowledge of the Scriptures soon became the mark of a well- 
read Gael ana as the Rev. Mr. Lachlan Mackenzie of Jeantown said, "People 
have a relish for the word."(76) This was a phenomenon which was very 
widespread and it attracted a considerable amount of comment from ministers 
ana outside travellers who passed through the region: in Dornoch there 
was "a desire for reading"; in Eriboil there was "a thirst for knowledge"} 
in Parr "scripture knowledge was greatly increased"; in Kincardine there 
was "an eager desire to learn"; in Ghabost a "fondness for reading was 
spreading", while in north Uist there was 'an increased desire for know
ledge in every direction."(77/ All this was the product of the aggressive 
zeal of the Evangelicals. as one of their number had written in an early 
issue of their "Missionary Magazine'1 in July, 1797 - "Flee the wrath to 
come ana rest not in an empty profession of religion."(78) Where the 
Moderate ministers in the highlands had stressed honesty, kindness and 
good neighbourliness, the evangelicals thundered against sin and the 
urgent need for grace ana redemption. If it were nothing else, it was 
certainly exciting.

Of course, all this goooness was bound to have an effect upon the 
national character of the Gael. At one time they had been a rowdy, brave, 
outspoken even riotous people, but the social decay of their culture in 
the late 18th century had weakened their resolve considerably. The Gaelic 
Gchool Gociety and other Evangelicals in the 19th century fed them on a 
diet of prayer and Bible reading with the result that the believed fervently 
in Revelation, a sense of Providence, human corruption, God's justice, 
piety and a passion for salvation. Clergy and teachers combined to destroy 
tha last vestiges of their ancient folk-tales and even their music. J. 
Mackenzie’s "Catalogue of Gaelic M.o.3."(l973)has several references to 
teachers reluctant to serve as bards for "religious scruples."(79) Thus, 
when the Clearances came, almost as a punishment from God, they were at 
their most vulnerable - inhibited, tender-minded, prudish, even drab, i’he
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The confusion created by the Clearances is reflected in Scottish fiction:
Neil Gunn in his "butcher's Broom" in 1934 saw it as a sensational and 
almost melodramatic event overwhelming a still relatively pagan people;
Fionn MacGolla in his "And the Cock Crew" in 1945 portrayed Byers, the 
factor, who detested Gaelic as a language and a culture and Maighstir 
Sachari, th« Church of Scotland minister, who could not make up his mind 
what he ought to do; Iain Crichton Smith in his "Consider the Lilies" in 
1968 in which he analyses the reactions of the radical of Htrathnaver, Lon- 
aid Macleod. Historians are much more unanimous in their interpretation, 
to them it mas a simple case of heroic stoicism: E.J. Hanham saw the High
landers as "notoriously God-fearing, law-abiding, unwilling to cause 
trouble"; Eric Linklater remarked on "the absence of resistance"; William 
Ferguson noted that "there was little resistance, the people were leaderless 
and stunned, the clergy for the most part siding with the lairds"; Rosalind 
Hitchison emphasised "the traditional submissiveness of the Highlander to 
civil ana religious authority”.(80) These views are hardly original, as 
far back as 1885 Colin Stuart Blackie claimed that "the Highland people 
were, by the double influence of tradition and religion, by far the most 
loyal ana law-abiding of her Majesty’s subjects", a view echoed by W.C. 
Mackenzie in 1907- "With remarkable patience - the result of their religious 
training, and the torpor into wliich they had fallen through the hopeless
ness of their cause - the crofters had endured for generations their hard
ships, without open resistance to the oppressions of some proprietors, or, 
far worse, those of their tyrannical factors.(8l) T.C. Smout is the most 
persuasive of these historians and his theory is the most consistent - the 
kirk was a refuge into which passions were chanelled away from violent op
position to the landlords and anyway, "there was no reasoned argmomic arg
ument against clearance."(82) There is much truth in this point of view.
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view. An authoritarian kirk was little different from an authoritarian 
clan chief and both regarded the Clearances as improvements. W.C. Mack
enzie puts the blame squarely on the shoulders of the ministers: "The att
itude of the clergy during the expatriation of the highlands was almost 
uniform in the absence of outspoken denunciation of an iniquitous injust
ice; in others they were passive spectators of it; with hardly an exception 
they showed themselves unworthy of their calling."(83) The plight of the 
Gael was truly terrible, their traditional community leaders, the tacksmen, 
were redundant, increased rents had depersonalised relationships and they 
were constantly told it was the wrath of God at work. Their economic and 
social balance had been shattered. It was left to the sheep to turn the 
viable land into bracken fields and grouse moors. Recently a new theory 
has been suggested by ^ric Richards.(84) he argues that the old version 
of "pathetic peasant stoicism till the Battle of the Braes in 1882" is in
accurate and ignores the confrontations at Kildonan in February, 1813 and 
at Cuirain in March, 1820. At the former the valuers were chased off and 
troops were called out from Fort George ana Inverness and sanity only re
stored when the over-excited authorities found themselves the centre of 
public interest* There were also the numerous near-riota involving women 
at ourness 1840, hollas 1849, Lochshiel 1842, Glencalvie 1843, Greenyards 
1854, iuiockan- TLphin 1852 ana Coigach-Ullapool 1853* There was intimidat
ion of -ngiish shepherds 1813, the killing of sheep 1616 and the odd case 
of arson* ven Hugh Killer advocated violence in the year 1846! Richards 
argues that the passive resistance offered by the crofters was far more 
effective than hitherto appreciated. If so, it is certainly the line that 
many of the teachers in the Gaelic School Society would have advocated*

One must inevitably ask oneself the question - just how deep an im
pact did the Society make on the Gael? The only criterion that we have to 
make a judgment is the numbers that really did acquire reading skills. Un
fortunately, there are few objective and external sources by which we can 
validate the dociety's claims. However, there is one, the 1822 survey car
ried out oy the Inverness Society for the education of the Foor in the High
lands. .Published in 1826 as "Moral statistics" it was intended to cover
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cover 171 parishes with a population of 416,000 according to the 1821 
Census. The questions were printed on 8-12 page quarto sheets and 1,200 
were printed and circulated, oadly, only c600 completed schedules were 
returned, none from Perthshire and from only four of Argyle'a 38 parishes, 
despite this, the evidence was overwhelming - very little impact had as 
then been made by the Gaelic ochool Society - 7Qfr could not read in the 
Hebrides, West Inverness and West Koss; 40/T could not read in ^ast Inver
ness, ast Ross, hairn, Moray anu Sutherland j 3Qfi coulu not read in Perth 
and Argyle Gaelic districts. : ven the distribution of Scripture fell far 
short of what had been hoped for with 100,000 still without Bibles. The 
problem was due to the rising population which always exceeded the prov
ision of schools. As the Rev. Mr. Robert Clerk of riboll said to the 
Committee in a letter on the 20th October, 1821: "Much remains to be done.'1 
The next really significant piece of evidence comes from outwith our period, 
the 1865-1867 Reoort of the Gcotch 9ducation Committee. (85) In Inverness 
37.6? were not in attendance at any school; th= figures for the three other 
counties were - Argyle 34.1/, Ross and Cromarty 32.8> and Sutherland 30.8$. 
Although the Gaelic School Society clearly did not make as great an impact 
as their Annual Ruperts would suggest they did stimulate, what I).Thomson 
has called "a stream of Gaelic periodicals" after the year 1830.(86) In 
fact, the metaphor should read flood - 1830-1840 some 106 titles, 1840-1850 
164 titles, 1850-1860 115 titles, 1860-1870 142 titles, 1870-1880 169 titles, 
1880-ie90 98 titles, 1890-1'900 111 titles and 1900-1914 just unuer a 100 
titles. Publishing houses produced no tiling else but Gaelic works - Norman 
fcacleod of Edinburgh, Aeneas Kackay of Stirling, Archibald Sinclair and 
Alexander Rsclaren, both of Glasgow. Magnus eaclean analysea the reading
tastes of th Gael to the year 1906 - 80 editions of the Psalter, 70 of

a
the Shorter Catecaisa, 11 of the Confession of Faith ana of Bunyan’s Pil-

IV x **
■rim’s Progress, There were 9 editions of Baxter’s Call to the Unconverted,

U (4 U U IA
7 of the World to Come, 5 of the Water of Life, 4 of Visions of heaven• ft M
ana hell and 3 of Grace Abounding. Almost every literate Gael in the late 
19th century was familiar with Alleine’s "The dinners' Alarm", Boston’s

(85) J.P. Ray, 'MTiblic Administration in the highlands and Islands of
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Boston's "The Fourfold state", Doddridge's "The Rise and Progress of 
religion of the Goul", oyer’s "Christ's /amous titles" and Gdward's 
"Doomed dinners." Hundreds of tracts - "Death of Mr. madman", "Barren 
Fig-Tree", "iioly War", "heavenly Footman", "Christ is all", "Apples of 
Gold","Rose of Gharon" and "The Believer’s Dope" made their way into the 
most isolated croft and glen.(87) The sombre quality of this reading 
material is obvious and helped to shape part of the Gael's stereotyped 
character - gloomy, morbid, narrow-minded, uncharitable and self-rightoous. 
At least it saved liim from the passionate love of politics which has 
brought So much sadness to his fellow-Oelts in Ireland. The other side 
of the Gael's nature - his love of poetry, song, tradition - was for long 
neglected, but as Magnus Maclean points out this was less so after 1841*
The Gaelic Gchool dociety no doubt did not regard this trend very highly.

One aspect of the dociety's development continually astonished the 
members on the Committee and that was the fact that it had lasted so long - 
"It has outlived the period of existence allotted to many similar instit
utions. "(88) This was probably due to their being so skilful in handling 
propaganda and giving the public an Insight into Highland poverty; this 
was certainly so with statistics - "When the dociety first commenced its 
care or of usefulness, the educational statistics of the Highlands and Is
lands of Gcotland were comparatively but little known - - The Gaelic
Gchool dociety was among the first to discover the destitute state of 
the Highlands."(89) Most evangelicals had a flair for propaganda and 
they made excellent use of newspapers as a medium to spread their ideas, 
ducation did not appear as a separate topic in its own right till 1824 
in Gcottiah newspapers and the first series of articles dealing exclusively 
with it were in the December, 1828 issues of "The ucotsman." In that 
field the Gaelic Gchool dociety had a clear lead. Although they never 
laid too much stress on their educational activities they did have a sig
nificant influence on dcottish education - their influence on the S.G.P.C.K. 
and General Assembly Gchools in particular. Of even greater importance 
was the part they played in "the increased desire for female education - - 
Hot many years ago, daughters were wholly neglected in the matter of ed-
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education, whilst some effort was made to send the boys to school, scarcely 
any was made to send the girls. A greet change in this lias, however, come 
over the minds of the parents; and now, the females are thought worthy 
not only to be taught to road, but also to be instructed in writing and 
arithmetic.”(9l) Perhaps the Society should have greater credit for its 
part in the liberation of the Highland female in the 19th century? If so, 
then the Gaelic School Society might well have been directly responsible 
for the important part taken by women in their opposition to the Clear
ances. The Society's main attraction to politicians and business men 
was its very cheapness - "Ho large sums of money have been expended."(92) 
Indeed, it was estimated in 1861 that the cost per pupil iiad been as low 
as 11.(93) Perhaps it was this cost-effectiveness that encouraged so 
many abroad to take an interest in their activities. This was certainly 
the line taken by the Baron de Gtrandman in his tour of Switzerland - Italy 
1818-1319. A former Gecretary of Legation to the Russian mbassy in Lon- 
uon he distributed copies of the Jociety’s Annual Reports throughout urope. 
In Paris a society for -lementary -ducation by Reciprocal Mutual Instruction 
was founded in 1819 and schools in Paris anu Fau were funded by the French 
Government. In Madrid a similar school was established by the Luke of In- 
fantado and in Germany by the Grand Luke of Gaxe-Weimar. Gchools also 
appeared at Hofwyl near Berne, Geneva, nausanne, VauGois, Turin, Genoa,
Pisa, Milan and Glba. In Florence the great educationist Pestalozzi was 
interested and a Count Bardi opened a school for 160 boys. One of the 
best Continental schools using the Gaelic Gchool methoas was Mr. Heard's 
Gchool at Homeln in Prussia on the estate of Count Bomanzoff, Prussian 
Chancellor. (94) -.van such unlikely places as bemerara in Gouth America 
and Mexico showed an interest in their schools. Indeed, the Rev. Lr.
Thomson reported that the Gaelic Gchool system was employed with Otomi 
Indians in Mexico in 1845.(95) Canada probably responded more to the 
society's ideas than any other part of the world because of the large 
number of Gaels who had emigrated there and there is no doubt that it 
had a special place in the hearts of the Committee members, even if they
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they thought that "Canada is a moral wilderness in religion."(96) The 
dev. Mr. J. MacGregor of fictou in iNova Gcotia wrote to the Society in 
September, 1813 that "We intend to try the setting up of Gaelic Gchools 
here, in hope that some adults may learn to read Gaelic."(97) In 1851 
the "Q||ebee limes" joined in the condemnation of the partial clearance of 
Barra by Colonel Gordon of Cluny. Australia and India also expressed 
interest in the dociety.(98) t-ven Ireland oweu the dociety a debt. In 
1818 money was sent to start a Society for Irish Gaelic Gchoola and by 
1827 it employed 700 teachers, more than half of whom "had openly abjured 
i'opery and professed Protestantism."(99/ The Irish -piscopal Church copied 
the idea in 1819 and the Baptist Irish dociety, founded in Condon 1814 to 
teach irse in Ireland, praised the Gaelic Gchool dociety for leading the 
way. In Scotland itself the dociety*s ideas were copied by the Ladies 
Highland Association formed in 1850 under the influence of the Rev. Or. 
dacKintosh Mackay of Junnon.UOO) Mbs Barbara Abercrombie and Mss Chris
tina Kainy virtually duplicated the methods of the Gaelic school Gociety - 
a school on Gt. Mlda, clothing for poor children, sewing schools for girls 
and encouragement to emigration.

finally, a last word must be said about Gaelic itself. As we have 
seen the Gociety cared nothing for it as a language, indeed, they thought 
that it would probably be extinct by the end of the 19th century. The 
Committee would be amazed to learn that it still survives today. It cert
ainly seemed doomed - it was not even mentioned in the 1872 education Act, 
many Gchool Inspectors were bitterly opposed to it being taught at all.
Mr. dolly, d.M.I. said that it was "educational heresy" to start reading 
with Gaelic. In 1876 many school Boards, even Coll, Glengarry, Glenshiel, 
bochcarron, Meat and ~trath, voted against its retention. It took as long 
as 1918 before it was even a Special Gubject or even taught officially in 
■ rimary Gchools. Hot surprisingly, the number of Gaelic speakers declined 
at an astonishing rate. J.A. omith estimates that there were 231,594 Gaelic 
speakers in 1881 and only 80,604 by 1961.(101) Gaelic*3 retreat was most
(96) 31AR20.
(97) 3AR68.
(98) 41AR15; 8AR3.
V99) 5AH72; 26AR44; 27AR8; 31AR16.
(lOO) Ms. J. *atson, Vathmakers in the Isles 1850-1949". 1949.
(lQl) J.A. Grnith, "The Position of Gaelic and Gaelic Culture in Scottish 
'ducation", in ±J.T homson and I. Grimble, pp.59-91.
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^  moat marked in the mainland and its strojpold is now in the Western Isles. 
And yet, that is not strictly true. K. MacDonald points out that there 
are an estimated 11,165 Gaelic speakers in the city of Glasgow and thus, 
by an ironic twist of fate, Gaelic might be said to be an urban language 
in the 20th century.(102) K. MacDonald gives a table which shows the 
huge drop in Gaelic-only speakers, from 43,738 in 1891 to 974 in 1961.
Or, to look at it another way, only 1.64% of the Scottish people have 
any knowledge of Gaelic as a spoken language. The outlook seems bleak, 
but then, that is exactly what they said in 1880!

(102) Ibid., K. MacDonald, "The Gaelic Language and its study and dev
elopment", pp.177-199.
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^ist of ifficisls

"The ,adic school Jociety I s  liore of a religious than a
literary association."

- 25AR21.



x.danatcry Notes

Tie following information is greatly condens a and presented in 
a stnndaru form.
1. ach official's name is underlined in the form in which it 
appears in the society's Annual Reports. ometimes surnames were 
changed for legal reasons anu titles frequently so. In the earlier 
years of the Society's history greet em hasis was placed on social 
status and uiotinctions between esquires and "others" were clearly 
drawn. These are ignored in the following lists.
2. The position held in the dociety is given together with the 
years of office, e.g. No. I oir Nob rt Ab rcrotrby of ^irthrey, 
K..G.O.B., Governor 1821-1827.
3. If known, the official's years of birth ani death are given, e.g, 
Abercromby was born in 174C and died in 1827.
4. If known, the official's profession or trad9 is given, e.g. No. 
13* "illiam ^rnot was a bookseller.
5. If little information is available, th<n the home address is 
giv n(if possible), e.g. No. 14, George dtiillie, lived at 3* ntholl 
Crescent, ainburgh.
6. As for the sources, only the most detailed are given. Aome are 
unr-liable and an attempt has been raaao to correct inconsistencies.
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1. Sir Robert Abercrombv of Airthrey. K.G.C.B.
Governor 1821-1827

(1740-1827) Military Commander, born at Tullibody, younger brother of Sir 
Ralph Abercromby destined to be killed at the Battle of Alexandria, 1801. 
Robert volunteered for service in Canada against the French and fought 
gallantly at Ticonderoga, Niagara and the capture of Montreal. When the 
war finished in 1763 he retired as a Captain on half-pay and went home to 
live quietly in Scotland. When the American Colonies rebelled he again 
offered his services and fought at Brooklyn(where his brother, James, was 
killed), Brandywine, Germantown, the capture of Charleston and the surrender 
at Xorktown. By the end of the war he was a Colonel and an aide-de-camp 
to George 111. In 1788 he went to India and by 1790 he was a Major-General, 
Governor and C-in-C at Bombay. Sent by iord Cornwallis against Mysore he 
occupied the Malabar Coast and in 1792 helped to defeat Tippoo Sultan. He 
was made a Anight of the Bath. He had many adventures in the 2nd Rohilla 
War and in the Mutiny by R.I.C. officers. In 1794 he tracked down the 
murdered Gholam Mahommed and defeated him at Battina. The Governor-General, 
yir John Shore, described all his actions as "mild, concilitory and unassum
ing - - honourable, upright and zealous." In 1797 an eye-disease invalided 
him home. In 1797 he was appointed Lieutenant-General and the following 
year he replaced his brother, Ralph as M.P. for Clackmannan. In 1802 he 
became a General while Governor of -dinburgh Castle. Blindness forced his 
resignation from Parliament in 1802. He died at the age of 87 at Airthrey, 
near Stirling(his niece had married J.Alexander Haldane, whose brother,
Robert Haldane had sold him Airthrey -state to raise funds for mission-work 
in India)the oldest general in the Army. Unlike so many others he had re
fused to make money for himself while serving in India.
(U.N.B., Vol. 1, pp 47-48; "The Scottish Nation", William Anderson, 1880,
Vol. 1, p. 14)

2. arl of Abovne
Vice-President 1838-1845

(1761-1853) George Gordon, son of Charles 4th arl of Aboyne and Lady Marg
aret Stewart, daughter of arl of Galloway. Born at -dinburgJh he joined 
the 1st Foot as an -nsign and in 1777 was transferred to the 81st Highlanders. 
By 1780 he was an aide-de-camp to the -arl of Carlisle. In 1789 he was a 
Lieut-Colonel in the 35th Foot before joining the Coldstreams. In 1792 he
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retired from the Army. In 1794 he became 5th Earl of Aboyne and was 
elected a representative peer of Scotland 1796, 1802, 1807 and 1812. In 
1815 he became Baron Meldrum of Morven and in 1827 a Knight of the Order 
of the Thistle. Following the death of George, Âike of Gordon he became 
9th Marquess of Huntly and 14th Karl in 1838. He died in Grosvenor Square, 
London at the age of 91.(Of. Marquess of Huntly)
(D.N.B., Vol. Vlll, pp. 199-200; "The Scots Peerage", ed. Sir James Balfour 
Paul, 1907, Vol. IV, p. 559)

3. Rev. Robert Adam 
Committee 1816-1818

(1770-1826) Episcopal clergyman, born at lidny, Aberdeenshire of poor parents. 
Educated at Aberdeen and Oxford Universities and oiidained priest. In 1801 
he became assistant to Ur. ^rummond, titular Bishop of Glasgow, whom he suc
ceeded as minister of Blackfriars' Wynd Episcopal Chapel, Edinburgh. Later 
Chaplain to the -arl of Kellie. In 1809 he published 3 volumes "The Relig
ious World bisplayed." Appointed to a church in the banish islands of St. 

Croix he was subsequently ordered to leave by the banish authorities. Fail
ing to get redress he returned to ^ondon to join the newly appointed Bishop 
of Barhadoes to the West Indies in 1825. Lied while interim pastor at Tobago. 
("The Scottish Nation", William Anderson, 1880, Vol. 1, pp. 23-24)

4. Sir Andrew Rgnew 
Committee 1839-1842

(1793-1849) Member of Parliament, born at ^insale, Ireland. educated by 
tutors and at Edinburgh University. Improved his estates and in 1830 was 
elected M.P. for Wigton as "a moderate reformer." In 1832 he was active in 
a campaign to safeguard the Sabbath and later proposed legislation vs all 
open labour on Sundays. The death of William IV ruined his measure. He 
died of scarlet fever at the age of 56.
(b.N.B., Vol. 1, p. 178; "Members of Parliament(Scotland) 1357-1882", Joseph 
Foster, 1882, p. 8)

5. Rev. John Aikman 
Committee 1822-1824

(1770-1834) Preacher, born at Borrowstounness he inherited his uncle's bus
iness in Jamaica as a youth. he planned a circulating library and returned



home to select books. He read "Cardiphonia, or Utterance of the Heart" 
by Newton, which he had thought was a novel, and was converted. He went 
back to Jamaica to sell his business and then returned to Edinburgh to 
study to become a Preacher of the Gospel. Like his friend James Haldane 
he began his preaching at Gilmerton. Later he toured Caithness and Orkney. 
Although the "Pastoral Admonition" of the General Assembly was vs itiner
ating preachers many ministers received him kindly. He and Haldane both 
preached in the Circus till 1801 when he built his own chapel in Argyle 
3quart. Not of robust health he preached to French P.O.W.'s at Edinburgh 
Castle and at Greenlaw Barracks, Pennycuik. Having been a birector in the 
Edinburgh Missionary Society since 1797 he left most of his money to missions. 
("Original Portraits", John Kay, 1842, Vol. 1, pp. 300, 334; Vol. 11, pp. 
40-41).

6. Alexander Anderson
Interim Inspector of Schools 1831-1838 
Inspector of Schools 1839-1841 

In November, 1825 he was appointed to Barvasses school, Lewis, which by 
1827-1828 had the biggest roll of all the Caelic Schools - 368, of whom 
no fewer than 224 were adults. In 1831 he became Interim Inspector and in 
1839 Inspector of Schools. He appears to have retired early in 1842 and 
to have become a preacher.
(16AR50-51; 17AR53, 61; 18AR54-55, 57; 19AR58-59; 32AP13).

7. Archibald Anderson 
Committee 1813-1815, 1824-1825

dinburgh merchant.

8. Christopher Anderson 
Secretary 1811-1814 
Highland Secretary 1815-1820 
Life Director 1821-1852

(1782-1852) theological Writer and Preacher, born at the west Bow, dinburgh, 
youngest son of William Anderson, Ironmonger. Clerk in a Friendly Insurance 
Office 1800-1804 he longed to become a foreign missionary. Greatly influen
ced by Robert and James Haldane he studied hard to achieve his ambition, but 
he was far from robust and had to be content to become minister to a small



congregation of "English Baptists" in 1808. He founded the 'dinburgh 
Bible Society in October, 1810, an independent association and not a 
mere branch of the British and Foreign Society. Interested in the problem 
of the Highlands he "was a founder of the Gaelic School Society." He was 
an enthusiastic supporter of the Serampore Mission in India and often 
lectured on its behalf. He published two memorials on the diffusion of 
the Scriptures in the Celtic dialects and in 1828 "Historical Sketches of 
the Native Irish." However, his chief work was "Annals of the English 
Bible" in two volumes 1837-1845> which made him famous. His "The Lomestic 
Constitution" argued that a Christian home was the best moulder of character 
and this had a great influence on his contemporaries. He died in I 'dinburgh 
without ever having received any public recognition for all his work. 
(lJ.N.3., Vol. 1, p. 573; Boase, Vol. 1, p. 59).

9. John . nderson 
Committee 1846

Lived in Bruntsfield Place.

10. Ladv Anderson 
Governor 1844-1861

Lived in Princes Street 1844-1845» Puddingston 1846 and Woodlands, Porto- 
bello 1847-1861.

11. T.G. Anderson 
Committee 1844-1847

A Writer to the Signet he lived at 1, Atholl Place.

12. Patrick Arklav 
Committee 1841-1845

Advocate.

13. William Arnot 
Depository Keeper 1820-1838

Bookseller.

14. George Baillie
Committee 1850-1854 

Lived at 3» Atholl Crescent.
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15. Andrew Balfour 
Committee 1817-1820

Edinburgh Printer.

16. Professor J.H. Balfour 
Committee 1855-1857

(1808-1884) Surgeon and Botanist born at -dinburgh and educated at the 
High School and University. M.J.(l832), M.A., LL.D.. he was apprenticed 
to Sir George Ballingall. He was President of the Royal Medical Society 
1831-1853. LL.D.(Glas), LL.D.(St.And.), N.R.C.S.( din)(l833) ana F.R.C.S. 
(1835) he practised in Idinburgh 1834-1841. He founded the Botanical 
Society of -dinburgh at his house, 15 Uundas Street, in February, 1836 and 
lectured on 3otany in Surgeon Square in 1840. By 1841 he was Professor of 
Botany at Glasgow University and then in -dinburgh 1845-1879. He was 
Rogius Keeper of Royal Botanic Garden and queen’s Botanist for Scotland 
1845-1879. F.R.S(Edin)(l835), F.L.3.(1344) and F.R.S.(l856) he was also 
Dean of the Medical Faculty. He wrote many famous text-books - "Annals of 
Natural History", 1842-1857, "Class Book of Botany"(l854) and "Introduction 
to a study of Paleontological Botany"(1872) and died at Inverleith Bouse 
in .dinburgh after a very distinguished career.
(Boase, Vol. 1, p. 144)

17. Dr. william Deilbv 
Committee 1819-1825, 1834-1836

(1783-1849) Physician, born at Sheffield, he was a partner in a Dublin 
linen firm in 1807. He came to -dinburgh in 1813 to study medicine and 
qualified M.D. in 1816. He specialised in midwifery and earned a high 
reputation for his philanthropic work in the New Town dispensary. Interested 
in benevolent and religious matters he was involved in the . vangelical 
Alliance and was first President of the Medical Missionary Society.
(D.N.B., Vol. 11, p. 133).

18. Rev. Alexander Boith 
oecretary 1845-1861

(1799-1891) Minister, born at Campbeltown, son of a land-agent and merchant, 
-ducated at Glasgow University he was licensed by the Presbytery of *intyre 
in 1821 and served at Oban Chapel 1822, Hope street Gaelic Chapel, Glasgow 
1824, M.lbrandon 1826, Glenelg 1830 and ast Church, Stirling 1839. One



of the seven ministers who preached at Strathbogie in defiance of the 
civil courts he was declared to be no longer a minister in May, 1843*
He joined the Free Church and served at Stirling North F.C. 1843-1091.
A D.D. of Princeton, New Jersey, 1850 he was Moderator of the F.C. Assem
bly in 1858. He died in Edinburgh the author of many books including two 
in Gaelic - "On the Baptist Controversy"(1823) and "A Catechism on Baptism"
(1824). Among others were - "Account of the Revivals of Religion in the 
Isle of Lkye"(l837), "Letter to Patrick Arklay, -sq.,"(1846), "Disruption 
Facts and Principles"(1859), MTo tho Men of the North"(l876) and "A High
land Tour with Dr. Candlish".
(Fasti, Vol. IV, pp. 322-323; Boaae, Vol. IV, pp. 343-344; wing, Vol. 1,
p. 94)

19. Donald Ueith 
Committee 1851-1861

In 1855 he lived at 50, Castle Street and in 1861 at 43, Castle street, 
-dinburgh.

20. B.C. Sell 
Committee 1848-1854

Lived at 7, Parnaway otreet.

21. George Bell 
Committee 1816-1819

dinburgh Surgeon.

22. Livie Bethune 
Governor 1813-1824

Lived in New York, U.S.A..

23. J.d. Blackwood 
Committee 1821-1822

24. Andrew donar 
Committee 1827-1830 
Governor 1832-1847

-dinburgh Banker, worked with Lamsay, Bonar and Company and was father of 
William Bonar.
(Boase, Vol. 1, p. 33l)



25. Archibald Bonar 
Governor 1848-1861

Edinburgh Banker.

26. William Bonar 
Committee 1823-1826 
Governor 1830-1861

(1798-1866) dinburgh Banker, born at Edinburgh and educated at the High 
School and University. partner in Ramsay, Bonar and Company in 1817 
which finally merged with the Bank of Scotland, writer and publisher of 
numerous religious tracts he employed a Missionary for the Neglected ioor 
of ^dinburgh. He was elected F.R.S.( din) in 1822,
(Boase, Vol. 1, p. 331)

27. John Bovd 
Committee 1848-1861

Lived at 2, York Place.

28. Thomas J. Boyd 
Committee 1858-1861

Lived at 11, Regent Terrace.

29. illiom Braidwood 
Committee 1821-1824

-dinburgh Upholsterer.

30. -arl of Breadalbane 
Vice-President 1813-1834

(1762-1834) John Campbell, son of Colin Campbell of Carwhin, educated at 
Westminster School and lived at Lausanne, owitzerland. His cousin died 
in 1783 ana he became 4th -arl of Breadalbane. The following year he 
became a Peer of Scotland and in 1806 a United Mngdom Peer with the title 
Baron Breadalbane of Taymouth. In 1793 he raised the Breadalbane Fencibles 
and by I8C9 was a Major-General and by 1814 a Lieut-General, william IV 
made him 1st Marquis of Breadalbane(and so he is listed 1832-1834)and Larl 
of Ormelie. He improved his estates greatly and won a Gold Medal for his 
splendid plantations at Kenmore. It was said that he could "call out"
2,000 men if he so wished. He died at 72 at Taymouth Castle.



("Original Portraits", *̂ ohn Kay, 1842, Vol. 11, pp. 233-234; "The Scottish 
Family History", James MacVeigh, 1891, Vol. 1, p. 377; "The Scottish Nation", 
William Anderson, 1880, Vol. 1, p. 377; "The Scots Peerage", ed. Sir J.B. 
Paul, 1905, Vol. 11, pp. 209-210).

31. Viscount Glenorchv 
Governor 1828-1831 
Vice-President 1835-1846 
President 1847-1861

(1796-1862) John Campbell, son of 1st Marquis of Breadalbane was born at 
Dundee and educated at 'ton where he was known as Lord Glenorchy. Liberal 
M.P. for Okehampton 182°-1826 he was known as the -arl of Ormelie after 
1831. defeating Sir George Murray in a famous contest he became M.P. for 
Perthshire 1832-1834. On the death of his father and his succeeding to the 
title of 2nd Marquis of Breadalbane in 1834 he moved to the House of Lords. 
Lord Lieutenant of Argyll in 1839 and Lord Chamberlain 1848-1852 and 1853- 
1858 he had been Rector of Glas ow University 184^-1842 and a champion of 
non-intrusion in the Lords. He entertained Mueen Victoria at Taymouth 
Castle in 1842, joined the Free Church in 1843 and spent <£4,000 on manses 
and in 1848 became a Privy Councillor. An enthusiast for the Volunteer 
movement he was Pnvoy xtraordinary to Prussia in 1861 and died at ^ausanne 
having been a KT(l838), an F.R.5? and President of the Society of Antiquaries 
of Scotland.
(D.N.B., Vol. Ill, p. 838; "The Loots Peerage", ed Sir J.B. Paul, 1905,
Vol. 11, p. 211; "Disruption Worthies", J.A. ylie, 1881, pp. 53-58).

32. Janes Bridges 
Committee 1826-1829

Writer to the Lignet.

33. Jr. Thomas Brown 
Committee 1815-1818

(1778-1820) Professor of Moral ihilosophy, bora at Hirkmabreck, Galloway, 
his minister-father <xylng while he was still an infant. He was reading the 
Lcr&ptures by 4 years of age and he entered dinburgh °niversity at 14. With 
Brougham, Horner, Smith and Jeffrey he formed the " dinburgh Review" and 
while studying law for two years he studied medicine for another five. Hia 
ambition however was to be a poet, but he was disliked by Church of Scotland
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and Tory interests and lost his chance to be  ̂rofessor of Rhetoric 1799 
and of Logic 1808. nonetheless, he lectured in x^hilosophy 1808-1809 and 
he was appointed Professor 1810. He wrote many books - "Paradise of 
Coquettes"!1814), "Wanderer in Norway"(1815), "3ower of Spring"(1817), 
"Agnes"(1818) and "Jmily"(1819)before his health broke and his sudden 
death in ^ondon. Henry Cockburn called him "acute and original."
(h.N.B., Vol. Ill, pp. 31-33; "The Scottish Family History", James MacVeigh, 
1891, Vol. 1, pp. 395-396; "A History of --dinburgh", John Anderson, 1856, 
pp. 361-362; "Memorials of his Time", Henry Cockburn, 1872, p. 217)

34. .alter Brown
Committee 1811-1812, 1818-1820 
Auditor 1813-1822

dinburgh Merchant, who became Lord Provost of -dinburgh by Uune, 1828.
There is a notice in the "Courant"(9/6/1828)of various gentl&men meeting 
in the Waterloo Tavern with "x-ord Provost waiter Brown."
("Original Portraits", °ohn Kay, Vol. 11, p. 105)
N.B. There are two Walter Browns listed erroneously in the A.R. 1819-1820.

35. Alexander Bruce. Senior 
Committee 1811-1812

dinburgh Upholsterer.

36. Michael Rruce of Clonal/;
Governor 1822-1826

37. George Brunton 
Committee 1811-1812

Edinburgh Merchant.

38. George Buchan of Kelloe 
Vice-President 1825-1855

(1775-1856) Born at Edinburgh he became a Writer in the Madras Civil 
Service 1792. Although shipwrecked on Madagascar and captured by French 
privateers he rose to become Chief Secretary 1803-1809 and Private Secretary 
to the Governor 1809-1810. Retiring in 1814 he returned to Scotland to be 
ordained an elder at Gdrom Parish Church. A frequent attender at General 
iLosemblies he was persuaded by a near relative, Robert Cathcart of Brum, 
to join the Gaelic School Bociety and Kelloe House, Berwickshire became a
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rendezvous for Evangelicals. A friend of Candlish, he joined the Free 
Church in 1843» the very year in which he was lamed in a bad fall from 
a horse. He wrote pamphlets vs duelling, gave £3*000 to the F.C. Eusten- 
tation l’Und and £5»000 to Missionary Schemes he died at the age of 81.
(boase, Vol. IV, p. 528; ’‘disruption ..orthies”, J.A. -ylie, 1881, pp. 87-94).

39. :ev. dr. Buchanan 
Committee 1817-1819

(1755-1832) Minister, Walter Buchanan was the son of a Glasgow maltman 
and was educated at Glasgow University where he took an M.A. in 1774. lic
ensed by the Presbytery of Glasgow in 1778 he was ordained at Stirling 1780 
and moved to the Canongate in ^dinburgh in 1789. His appointment caused 
great division in the parish as he was a noted evangelical preacher with 
a reputation for simple language but plain and impressive oratory. D.D. 
from -dinburgh in 1805 he wrote "The Beneficial Influence of the Gospel" 
(1804) and edited "The Religious Monitor" till 1819. Secretary of the 
Edinburgh Missionary Society he helped found Hew Street Chapel in the 
Canongate and was a close friend of Charles Simeon of Cambridge, James 
Haldane and Dr. Hickson.
(Fasti, Vol. 1, p. 29; "Original lortraits", John Kay, Vol. 11, pp. 152- 
154; "The Kirk in the Canongate", R.S. Wright, 1956, pp. 86*88).

40. James Burgess 
Committee 1842-1843

41. John Burnett of Kemnav 
Committee 1811-1812 
Vice-President 1813-1816 
Governor 1818-1847

(1786-1847) Aberdeenshire Haird who married Mary, daughter of Charles 
Stuart of uunearn.
(Boase, Vol. IV, p. 549)
N.B. He tended to spell his name Burnet after 1827.

42. Marquis of Bute 
Vice-President 1840-1848

(1793-1848) John Crichton-Stuart, lost his parents while still young and 
became -arl of Dumfries at the age of 9. educated at Cambridge he took 
his M.A. in 1812 and travelled extensively in -urope for many years till
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1834 when he became 2nd Marquis of Bute. D.C.L.(Oxon) in 1834 and.
LL.P. (Camb) in 1835 he was Lord High Commissioner to the General Assembly 
in 1844. A KTt and an F.R.8. he supported Wellington and Peel and advoc
ated R.C. mancipation. He developed his estates and the port of Cardiff 
and died at Cardiff Castle.
("The Bcots Peerage”, ed. Bir J.B. Paul, 1905, Vol. 11, pp. 309-310).

43. Colonel Charles Cadell 
Committee 1842-1850

(1786-1866) Soldier, born at Prestonpans he joined the 28th Foot as an 
Insign in 1804 and served in the Peninsular War 1811-1814. He commanded 
his regiment at Waterloo and by 1833 was a half-pay Lieut-Colonel. He
wrote "Narrative of the Campaigns of the 28th Regiment since their return
from gypt in 1802”(1835) and died at St. Heliers.
(Boase, vol. IV, p. 570).

44. John Cameron
Committee 1829-1837, 1839-1846 

Kdinburgh Clothier.

45. Alexander Campbell of uonzie 
Vice-President 1847-1861

(1811-1869) Member of Parliament, eldest son of Lieut-Genoral Alexander 
Campbell of Monzie, he was educated at Sandhurst and served in Canada with 
the 32nd Foot. He left the Army in 1835 after a period with the 15th 
Hussars. fkP. for Argyll 1841-1843 he brought in a bill to regulate 
Church patronage in Scotland in 1842 and was a staunch supporter of the 
Frer- Church. A liberal Conservative he refused to join Peel because he 
did not believe in political parties and advocated Free ^rade and vote 
by Ballot. With residences at Monzie Castle, Perthshire and Inverawe, 
Argyll, he was known as a generous donor to good causes. He died at 
Leamington at the age of 57.
(Boase, Vol. 1, p. 527; "Members of Parliament(Scotland)1357-1882, Joseph 
Foster, 1882, p. 46; "Disruption Worthies”, J.A. Wylie, 1881, pp. 125-130)

46. Colin Campbell of Jura 
Committee 1836-1838

(1772-1848) Laird, 7th of tfura and Craignish. D.L. and J.P.
("Burke's Genealogical and Heraldic History of the Landed Gentry", ed.
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Peter Townend, 1965» 363)

47. John Campbell of Warriston 
Committee 1811-1812 
Vice-President 1816-1829 
Life director 1827-1843

Writer to the Signet.
N.B. Listed as Jnr. 1827-1829.

48. John Campbell
Gaelic Secretary 1811-1814 

Involved in Highland Society.

49. John Campbell of Carbrook. Tertius 
Treasurer 1811-1821
Secretary 1822-1826 

(1788-1866) Writer to the Signet, eldest son of John Campbell of the 
Citadel, Leith. -Qualified as a W.S. in 1813 he became «Joint Crown Agent 
1813-1816 and leter Sheriff Clerk of Midlothian 1843-1859. An F.R.S.
( din) from 1837 he helped "to found some of the most thriving institutions 
in Edinburgh."

50. lira. Campbell 
Governor 1856-1861

Lived at Abercromby Place.

51. William Campbell _of.TiUiech.ewan 
Governor 1852-1861

(1793-1864) Glasgow merchant, born at Port of Monteith, he moved to Glas
gow in 1805 to work for John Craig, Clothier, in the ^igh Street. 3y 1815 
he had his own business in the Saltmarket and later he went into partner
ship with his brother James(later Sir James Campbell)at Candleriggs. A 
member of Glasgow Town Council he gave away £90,000 to charity. He actively 
promoted 20 new F.C. churches in Glasgow and assisted 200 others through
out ocotland. A devout oabbatarian he sponsored the Botanic Gardens and 
Glasgow Night Asylum for the Homeless. He died at Tilliechewan Castle 
at the age of 71.
(Boase, Vol. 1, p. 534; "Lisruption worthies", J.A. Wylie, 1881, pp. 131- 
138).
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52. -ev. ^r. obcrt J. Candlish 
Committee 1846-1861

(1806-1873) Minister, born at dinburgh, son of James Candlish, teacher 
of medicine and Jane Smith, "the Mauchline belle", friends of Robert 
Burns. Father died when an infant and he was educated at Glasgow Univ
ersity. Became private tutor for three years at Ston to the family of 
Sir nugh Campbell of Marchmont. licensed by the Presbytery of Glasgow 
he served at St. Andrews, Glasgow 1829-1831, Bonhill, -“Och nomond 1831- 
1833 and St. George's, -dinburgh 1834. In 1841 he was offered the Chair 
of Divinity and Biblical Criticism at -dinburgh University by the Home 
Secretary as well as Deanery of the Chapel Royal, nord Aberdeen objected 
to this in the xiouse of hords on the grounds of the part he had played in 
the Non-Intrusion Controversy. The offers were withdrawn. D.I). (Princeton) 
1841 he played a leading part in the exciting days of 1842 and the form
ation of the Free Church. Having suggested ttugh filler of Cromarty as 
editor of "The Witness" he served at St. George's F.C., -dinburgh and 
in 1845 founded the Evangelical Alliance which aimed at the union of the 
Free. Church, the tfnited Presbyterians, the Reformed Presbyterian Church 
of Scotland ana the Reformed Presbyterian Church of ngland, but despite 
his efforts the scheme was ruined by Rev. Dr. Begg. In 1847 he was 
offered the Chair of Divinity at New College, but he declined in order 
to remain with his congregation. After the death of Thomas Chalmers in 
1847 he became the leaning figure in the Free Church. Moderator in 1861 
he was appointed Principal of New College in 1862. D.B.(Pdin) in 1865 
he urged the transfer of all F.C. schools to the nation in 1872. curing 
a busy career he wrote many books -"The Word of God the Instrument of the 
Propagation of the Gospel"(1843;, "Reason and Revelation"(1854), "Man's 
Right to the oabbath"(l856), "Life in a Risen Laviour"(l858), "The Atone
ment "(i860) and "The Fatherhood of God"(1865 and many more.
(Fasti, Vol. 1, p. 106; wing, Vol. 1, pp. 116-117; D.N.B., Vol. Ill, pp. 
857-860; "Lilences that Bpeak", W.P. Anaerson, 1931, pp. 604-606; "Dis
ruption Worthies", J.A. ylie, 1881, pp. 139-146).

53. John Garment 
Committee 1860-1861

nived at 36, Great Ling Ltreet.

Miss Agnes Carnegi 
Governor 1839-1861
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55. Robert Cathcart 
Committee 1811-1812 
Auditor 1811-1812

Writer to the Signet.

56. Charles S. Christie of ..urie 
Committoe 1832-1835 
Governor 1835-1856 
Vice-President 1836-1861

Laird, 2nd of Airie, born 1785, served as an officer in Germany and in 
the Peninsula. L.L. and J.P..
(Burke's Genealogical and Heraldic History of the Landed Gentry", ed.
Peter Tovnend, 1965, p. 442).

57. Robert Christie 
Committee 1838

58. Sheriff i'honaa Cleghorn 
Committee 1860-1861

(1818-1874) Sheriff, born at Edinburgh, son of Alexander Cloghorn, Coll
ector of Customs. ducated at dinburgh academy and University he was 
called to the Scottish bar in 1839. Advocate Lepute, registrar of Friendly 
Societies and then Sheriff of Argyll 1855-1874. Legal adviser to the 
Free Church in 1871 he founded Wellington School for the Reformation of 
foung Criminals. With Robert Balfour he wrote the "History of the Spec
ulative Society" and articles for the "North British Review." He revised 
Cockburn'8 "Journal" in 1874.
(Boase, Vol. 1, p. 644).

59. Wadv Colauhoun of ^uss 
Governor 1842-1046

(1781-1846) Janet Sinclair, daughter of Sir John Sinclair of Ulboter, 
was born in London and brought up at i'hurso Castle, Canongate and Stoke 
Newington. She returned to Edinburgh in 1796 and three years later 
married Major James Colquhoun, M.P. for Dunbartonshire, and lived at 
Ro88dhu, Loch -omond, where she took an active interest in the Luss and 
Arrochar Bible oociety. In 1605 her husband inherited his title. In 
1820 she fell ill and had to withdraw from many of her interests. She 
published many works anonymously - "Lespair and Hope"(l820), "Thoughts
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on the Religious Profession”!1823) and ”Impressions of the Heart”
(1825). A strong supporter of the Free Church she died at Helensburgh. 
(D.N.B., Vol. IV, pp. 857-858)

60. Pdss Colcuhoun of Luss 
Governor 1842-1861

61. '.alter Cook 
Committee 1819-1822

Writer to the Signet.

62. James Cornwall 
Committee 1841-1845

^ived at 22, Royal Circus.

63. William Cowan 
Committee 1854-1861

Lived at 15, Princes street.

64. Rev. ~dward Craig 
Committee 1819-1821, 1831-1833

65. James Crawford. Jnr.
Committee 1846-1848

(I8Q8-I863) Writer to the Signet, born at North Berwick, qualified W.S. 
in 1833. Planned Presbyterian Review 1831 and was Depute Clerk of Free 
Church Assembly 1843-1863. One of the editors of "The Book of Styles 
and of the Acts of the (General iissembly of the Church of Scotland” in 
1843.
(Boase, V01. IV, p. 795).

66. Alexander Cruickshank
Committee 1813-1816, 1822-1824, 1835-1837 

dinburgh Hosier.

67. dward Cruickshank 
Committee 1842-1845 

Lived in George Street.



68. Janes Cunningham 
Committee 1842-1858 
Governor 1850-1861

Writer to the Signet.

69. Lev. ' ob- rt Cunningham 
Committee 1857-1859

(1799-1883) Minister, born at Stranraer and educated at dinburgh Univ
ersity. Licensed by the Presbytery of Haddington in 1825 he was inteiv 
ested in education. In 1827 he was made a Governor of George Watson's 
Hospital and in 1832 he founded the dinburgh Institution. From 1837- 
1839 he was Vice-Principal of Lafayette College, U.S.A.. Appointed Hector 
of Glasgow Normal Luminary hr founded 31airlodge Academy. He joined the 
Free Church and was ordained in 1843 at Folmont. In 1851 he retired
from Blairlodge and lived in dinburgh till 1859» when he moved to Stran
raer where he lived till his death.
( -wing, Vol. 1, p. 13l)

70. Lev. d.L. ^avidaon 
Committee 1843-1848

(1801-1890) Minister, born at Brechin and educated at the Grammar School 
there ana at St. Andrews University where he took his M.A. 1820. fcicen- 
Bed by the Presbytery of St. Lndrews in 1823 he was ordained at Drum- 
blaie in 1828. Transferred to Lady Glenorchy's, dinburgh in 1842. He 
joined the Free Church, was awarded a L.D. (St. And.) and wrote "Privil
ege and Luty, a Pastoral Address"(1845).
(Fasti, Vol. 1, p. 80; -wing, Vol. 1, p. 134).

71. Larrv Laviison 
Committee 1819-1821

Writer to the Signet and sheriff Substitute.

72. william .̂ avidson 
Governor 1813-1861

■Lived at Kensington, London.

73. Lev. LaviL -ickson Cnr.
Committee 1813-1816, 1819-1821

(1780-1842) Minister, born at Liberton in Lanarkshire the son of a min-
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ister, he was educated at dinburgh University and licensed by the 
local Presbytery in 1801. He served at Kilmarnock 1802-1803 and then 
at St. Cuthbtrt's, Bonnington 1803-1842. A D.D.(Hdin) in 1824 he was 
Secretary of the Scottish Missionary Society and "an indefatigable ad
vocate of all benevolent and missionary work." A Hebrew scholar, he 
wrote "The Influence of Learning on Religion"(1814) and contributed to 
the " dinburgh ncyclopaedia" and the "Christian Instructor." Of a 
genial nature ho hated polemics and avoided the controversies that led 
to the -isruption. He conducted the funeral service of Scott Abbots
ford.
(Fasti, Vol. 1, pp. 102-103; D.N.B., Vol. V, p. 948; "Silences that 
Speak", W.P. Anderson, 1931, pp. 80-81).
N.B. He did not use Jnr. after 1819.

74. t ames ^obson lickoon 
Auditor 1834-1846

75. ..illiam uickson 
Committee 1859-1861

Lived at 10, South St. /uiorew Street.

76. Hav Lonaldson 
Committee 1814-1817

Writer to the Signet.

77. Francis Brown i ou/tlas 
Committee 1840-1847, 1849-1861 
Governor 1841-1861

(1814-1886) Advocate, educated at Edinburgh University, called to the 
bar in 1837. As he was wealthy he turned his interest to public affairs. 
In 1850 he entered the Town Council and in 1855 became a magistrate. In 
1859 he was elected Lord Provost 1859-1862. Luring this period he opened 
Cockburn street, persuaded H.M.G. to do something about the ruinous state 
of -oinburgh Castle and helped to found the Post Office and Museum. A 
•Liberal in politics he failed against Adam Black in idinburgh in 1856 
and later at St. Andrews Burghs. A member of the first School Board in 
1872 he retired in 1884. A generous benefactor of the Free Church he 
died at Melville House in Fife.
("Lord Provosts of Kainburgh, 1296-1932", 1932, p. 125).



78. Lady Grace ou^Ias 
Governor 1839, 1845

79. James louglas of Cavers 
Vice-President 1816-1861

Laird, Congregationalist with "strong evangelistic sympathies", he sup
ported Cavers Mission at Selkirk.
("A History of Scottish Congregationalism", Harryitecott, I960, pp. 333- 
335).

80. Robort -ownjr of Appin 
Vice-President 1816-1841

(1771-1841) Member of Parliament for Stirling burghs 1820-1826 and 1826-
1830.
("Members of Parliament(Scotland)1357-1882", Joseph Foster, 1882, p. 104.)

81. i-ev. i'.T.P. -fcumnond 
Committee 1837-1340

Minister at St. Thomas's nglish jpiscopal Church.

82. .John Lrvbur^h 
Committee 1860-1861

Lived at 9, Clarendon urescent in 1860 and Coates Crescent in 1861.

83. John uvmock 
Secretary 1831-1832 
Committee 1833-1834

Writer to the Signet.

84. Rev. Robert Rider 
Secretary 1839-1845 
Committee 1846-1847 
Life Director 1848-1861

(1808-1892) Minister, born at Inveraray and educated at Campbeltown Gram
mar School and Glasgow University where he took his M.A. in 1825. lic
ensed by the Presbytery of Kintyre 1829 he was ordained at ivilbrandon
1831. Transferred to Killin 1834 and then to St. Paul's, Edinburgh in 
1838. de joined the *ree Church and was minister at St. haul's F.C. 
1843-1847 until he went to Rothesay F.C. in 1847. A DL(CJlas) in 1871
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he was also Moderator of the F.C. Assembly that year. In 1882 he re
tired and he died in -dinburgh. He was the author of many works - 
"Non-Intrusion"!1840), "Danger of Spiritual Ignorance"!1841), "On the 
Conversion of the Jews"(l842), "Thesis on the Loctrine of the Sacra- 
mente"(lS7l) and "Free Church Principles"!1877).
(Fasti, Vol. 1, p. 188; .wing, Vol. 1, 1914, p. 147).

85. James rskine of Linlathen 
Committee 1811-1812 
Governor 1815-1816

Laird, who died in 1816.

86. Thomas -.rskine of Linlathen 
Committee 1813-1816 
Governor 1818-1820

!1788-1870) Advocate, youngest son of David Lrskine of Linlathen was 
born in dinburgh. educated at the High School and University he was 
an Advocate 1810-1816 when he inherited his family estate. He retired 
and studied theology. A friend of Thomas Carlyle and >ean Stanley he 
was an episcopalian evangelist interested in Sunday Schools. Although 
a friend of Chalmers ho challenged the General Assembly in 1331 for 
dismissing the Rev. J. McLeod Campbell for preaching "universal atone
ment and pardon through the death of Christ." respite the fact that he 
was opposed to democracy he gave his workers employment during the 1848 
depression. He wrote many books - "Remarks on the Internal vidence for 
the Truth of Revealed Religion"(1820), "An Kssay on Faith"(l822), "The 
Unconditional Freeness of the Gospel"(1828), "The Brazen Serpent"!1831) 
and "The uoctrine of Flection."!1837)
(l).N.B., Vol. VI, pp. 862-863; Boase, Vol. 1, pp. 996-997; "Dictionary 
of minent Scotsmen", Joseph Irving, 1882, p. 133; "Gome 19th c. Scots
men", W. Knight, 19^3, pp. 177-191).

87. James -vans 
Committee 1820-1825

Lived at Canaan Park.

88. 'idam Ferguson 
Committee 1830
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89. Charles Forbes
Committee 1838-1839, 1844-1845 
Life director 1840-1843 

dinburgh Banker.

90. Sir Charles Forbes 
Governor 1826-1850

(1774-1849) Member of Parliament, son of a minister and educated at 
Aberdeen University. Went to India and worked with Forbes and Company, 
Bombay, where he was known aB a man of high character. M.P. for Bev
erley 1812-1818 and for Malmesbury 1818-1832 he was a Tory with a strong 
love of justice. He supported the emancipation of R.C.’s and female 
franchise, but was against the Reform Bill 1832. When he stood for 
Middlesex he failed. He contributed to many charities and gave Bengal 
pure water. In 1823 he received a baronetcy and he died in London. 
(D.N.B., Vol. Vll, pp. 38U-381; ’’The Scottish Family History", James Mac- 
Veigh, 1891, Vol. 11, p. 233).

91. George Forbes 
Covernor 1834-1861

Lived at Fitzroy Square, Gondon.

92. James Forsyth 
Committee 184C-1843

93. Bev. Hurh Fraser 
Committee 1858-1861

(1780-1865) Minister, born at Croy, Inverness and educated at Aberdeen 
and ’dinburgh Universities, dicensed by the Presbytery of Naira 1805 
he served at Oban Chapel 1807-1809, Kilmore 1809-1817, Ardchattan 1817- 
1843. He joined the Free Church and was minister there 1843-1851. He 
died in dinburgh. As a young man ho translated into Gaelic "A Catechism 
on the Sacrament of the Lord’s Supper."(1813)
(Fasti, Vol. IV, pp. 82-83).

94. V-illiam Fraser
Committee 1814-1817 

j.dved at Pilrig Street.
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95. Miss Fryer 
Governor 1848-1861

Lived at Brighton.

96. Andrew Fyfe 
Committee 1861

Lived at 21, St. Andrew Square.

97. James Gammell 
Committee 1838-1839

98. Gcorre IV 
Patron 182Z-183C

99. George Gibson 
Committee 1811-1815

Leith Merchant.

100. Mrs. Gladstone
Governor 1833-1850 

Anne Kobertson, daughter of the Provost of Dingwall, married John Glad
stone in 1800 and went to live in Liverpool, where she became the mother 
of W.L. Gladstone, the future Prime Minister.
(D.N.B., Vol. Vll, p. 1285)

101. arl of Glasgow 
Vice-President 1830-1845

(1766-1843) Soldier; George Boyle was a Captain in the West Lowland 
Pencibles in 1793» a Major in the Angus Pencibles, a faieut-Colonel in 
the Rothesay and Caithness Fencibles. Later he vrns a Colonel in the 
Ayr and Renfrew Militia and then in the Renfrewshire Militia. In 1810 
he was Lord Lieutenant of Renfrew and in 1815 a British peer.
(’’The Scottish Family History”, James MacVeigh, 1891, Vol. 11, p. 309).

102. Rev. Ben.iamin Golding 
Committee 1828

103. Lev, m̂. henry Goold 
Committee 1842-1845





(1815-1897) minister, bora at dinburgh, son of Rev. irf. Goold. ducated 
at the High School, where he was l>ux, and at the University and the Ref
ormed Presbytery divinity Hall. Served 57 years at the Martyr's Church 
in Edinburgh, in 1855 he became Professor of biblical literature and 
Church nistory, a B.J., and secretary of the National Bible Society of
Scotland in 1861. lie took a loading part in the 1876 union of Reformed
Presbyterians and tho Free Church and he was the last Moderator of the
deformed Presbyterian Synod. In 1877 he was Moderator of the F.G, Ass
embly.
( wing, Vol. 1, pp. 170-171; "Silences that Speak", W.P. anderson, 1931, 
p. 644).

104. Alexander ^oraon 
Governor 1834-1861 

■L-onaon solicitor.

1U5. ^uchess of ^ordon 
Governor 1833-1861 

(1794-1864) lizabeth Brodie was bora in London, the daughter of Alex
ander Brodie of Brodie. Carefully educated, wealthy and "a handsome 
figure" she married George Gordon, Marquis of Huntly, later 5th puke 
of Gordon in 1813. She became tehees in 1827 when 33 years of age and 
devoted her life to the study of the Bible. Her husband died in 1836 
and she supported many schools and chapels. Although an -piscopalian, 
she joined the Free Uhurch in 1843. She was a friend of sr. Stuart of 
punoarn. She died at 70.
( L.N.B., Vol. Vlll, p. 177; "eife and Letters of lizabeth, last A>uch- 
ess of Gordon", A.H. Stuart, 1865, p. 48).

106. oames Cordon Jnr.
Assistant secretary and Clerk 1847-1861 

Writer to the ~ignet.

107. James iarauhar Gordon
Committee 1811-1813, 1817-1820, 1822-1824, 1831-1834 

V.riter to the signet. Nephew of Dr. C. Stuart of nunearn and married 
to the only daughter of Robert Haldane.

108. Rev, ^r. ■Obert Goraon



Committee 1843-1853 
(1786-1853) Minister, born at Glencairn, the only son of a teacher, he 
studied at dinburgh and Aberdeen Universities. Having taught at Perth 
Academy he was licensed by the Presbytery of Perth in 1814 and served at 
Kinfauns 1816-1821, Buccleuch Chapel, dinburgh 1822-1823, Hope Park 
Chapel 1824-1825, Hew North Chapel, Brighton Btreat 1825-1830, High Church 
1830-1843 during which time he was Collector of the Widows' Fund and 
i'*oderator of the General Assembly in 1841. He joined the Free Church and 
served at the Free High on the Mound. After Chalmers left he was Prof
essor of divinity. He invented a self-registering hygrometer and wrote 
four volumes of ’’Christ as made known to the Ancient Church"(1855) •
( wing, Vol. 1, p. 172; Boase, Vol. 1, p. 1183; Fasti, Vol. 1, pp. 61-62).

109. Walter draham
Committee 1836-1839 

uived at Merchiston Lodge.

11C. John Grahame of ^artur 
Governor 1821

111. Charles Grant of > nt rnieh 
Vice-President 1817-1823 

(1746-1823) Bomber of Parliament, born at Alaourie, Lores, his Jacobite 
father was killed at Culloden and he was adopted by his uncle who had 
him educated in lgin. In 1767 he went to India and returned home to marry 
1770-1772. By 1773 he was back in Calcutta and after 1781 became very 
prosperous in the silk trade. A friend of Governor-General Cornwallis 
he came home in 1790 to write pamphlets on missionary work in lnuia.
M.P. for Inverness-shire 1802-1818 he was Chairman of the ast India 
Company directors 1805 ana opposed Wellington's warlike policy towards 
the Bahrattas 1805-1808, so much so that he wanteu him impeached 1808.
A friend of ^ilborforce he was interested in education in India in 1813. 
director of the ^outh Boa Compahy he bought an estate at Waternish in Skye 
and encouraged the building of the Caledonian Canal and better roads and 
bridges throughout the Highlands. An enthusiast for >unday schools and 
Indian missions he was a member of the evangelical Clapham Beet and knew 
Zachary nacaulay, the Thorntons and ^ohn Venn. He was also a Lirector 
in the Bierra neone Company for freed slaves, Vice-President of the Brit
ish and Foreign Bible Bociety as well as a promoter of the Church Mission^-
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ary Society and tho society for the Propagation of the Gospel . He 
even conceived the plan for Haileybury College in Hertfordshire where 
young men were trained for service in India. Two of hi3 eons became 
M.P.'s. He died at 77 in uondon.
(h.N.B., Vol. Vlll, pp. 378-380; "The Scottish Nation", W. Anderson, 1830, 
Vol. 11, pp. 366-367).

112. James urant 
Committee 1819-1821

- riter to the Signet.

113. James ^rav 
Committee 1847-1859

Lived at 60, Princes street till 1855 and then at 124, Oeorge Street.

114. eora 
Vice-President 1819-1845

(1765-1842) Francis Gray, born at dinburgh, he was a Major in the 1st 
Hreadalbane Fencibles 1793. From 1807-1810 he was Postmaster General 
of ^cotland. He inherited his title in 1807 and built Kinfauns Castle 
in 1822.
(“The Scottish Family History", Jame3 HacVeigh, 1891, Vol. 11, p. 374).

115. Cohort Jrav 
Committee 1813-1816 
Governor 1821-1861

dinburgh Merchant.

116. '.vcv. Henry Grey
Committee 1814-1817, 1821-1823, 1826-1829 

(1778-1859) Minister, born at Alnwick, son of a physician. ducated at 
-dinburgh University he was licensed by the Presbytery of Edinburgh 1800 
and served at Ltenton 18^1, 3t. Cuthbert's Chapel of Case 1812 and North 
iarish Church 1820. He joined the Free Church and served at bt. Mary's 
F.C. 1843 till his death. An evangelist he began the practice of having 
numerous communions. Very scholarly and eloquent he challenged Jr. And
rew Thomson on the Aprocrypha Controversy and was active in the Free 
Church Assembly vs slavery and for political reform.
(Fasti, Vol. 1, pp. 112-113; D.N.B., Vol. Vlll, pp. 631-632).



117. . rancis J-rovc 
Committee 1838-1841

118. ev. ihomas Cuthrie 
Committee 1840-1842

(1803-1873) Minister, born at Brechin, the son of David Guthrie, Banker 
and Drovost. -ducated at Brechin and dinburgh University and licensed 
by the Presbytery of Brechin 1825 he studied medicine in I'aris 1825-1827 
and returned to be manager of a Brechin bank 1827-1829. ordained to 
arbirlot 1830 he started a Savings Bank, a Sunday school and a Parish 
Library, uy 1837 he was in .dinburgh at Old Greyfriara, where he be
came a strong supporter of Thomas Chalmers. In 1840 he moved to St. 
John's and it was from there that he joined the Free Church. After 
1843 he served in St. John's P.C.. Betwe- n July, 1845 and June, 1846 
he collected £116,000 for the new Church. In 1844 he declared himself 
a total abstainer and he did raucn to achieve the Forbes Mackenzie Act 
1853 which led to Sunday closing. Very ill from heart disease in 1847 
he recovered to receive a D.-.^ din) in 1849. Moderator of the F.C. 
Assembly 1862 he retired in 1864 to devote his remaining years to edit
ing "The Lunaay Magazine." an eloquent preacher, prolific writer, 
friend of Thackeray and Kuskin, he was a liberal in politics and as 
such he had a firm belief in the need for a national system of educ
ation backed by compulsion. "The Apostle of the Bagged School Movement 
rather than its founder" he did a great d< a! for dinburgh's Industrial 
Lchools. An F.R.d. .(I869) he spent his quiter moments of leisure in 
fishing. Kis many works include - " a  Bhort Plea for the ldiblic and 
Free Use of the Bible in Ragged Bchools"(l847), "A Plea for Ragged 
Schools"(1848), "A Second ilea for Ragged schools"(1849)» "A Plea on 
Bohalf of drunkards and against drunkenness"(1851), "Lost and Found" 
(1853), "The City, its -ins and 1 sorrows "(1857), "The Disruption - its 
Obligations and R esponsib ilities '*(1862), p to the Reart"(l863)*
"Man and the Gospel"(1865), 'Out of ^arness"(l867) and "Sundays Abroad" 
(1871).
(Fasti, Vol. 1, p. 1U8; -l.N.B., Vol. Vlll, pp. 823-825; Boase, Vol. 1, 
p. 1265; --wing, Vol. 1, p. 179).

119. James halaane
Committee 1819-1826





(1768-1851) Kinister, born at ^omdee, youngest son of Captain James 
Haldane of Airthrey and nephew of Admiral -uncan of Camperaown. d- 
ucatea at -undee Grammar Bchool and dinburgh ^igh school he went to 
Edinburgh University in 1781. In 1785 at the age of 17 he joined "The 
-uke of iiontrose", an aat Indiaman, as a midshipman ana made four 
trips to India ana ^Rina. At 24 he was captain of the "Melville Castle". 
Contact with the Rev. Javid Hogue of Gosport tumeu his mind to more 
serious things and in 1794 he gave up the sua and retired to Edinburgh. 
There, the Rev. i>r. Waiter Buchanan of the Canongate sought his help 
with the poor. Respite growing opposition from the clergy he held 
religious meetings ana to gather data toured the Highlands with Charles 
Rimeon of king's College, Cambridge in 179b. Convinced that he had 
something to offer he preached at Cilmerton, near -dinburgh, in May,
1797. i>r -tuart of Hunearn was there and was much impressed by his 
sincerity. Before long he was preaching to as many as 10,000 on C'alton 
Rill, in 1797# in the summer, he went off with the Rev. Aikman on an 
evangelistic tour, which persuaded him to found the oociety for propag
ating the Gospel at Rome, ^aldane's lay-preacning had caused a sensation 
and many of the clergy were disturbed, The deneral nssembly therefore 
isouea a Rastoral Admonition ana James Haldane, with his brother, Robert, 
ana the ^ev. aikman, left the Church of Scotland, 1799. James founded 
the first Congregational Church in Scotland and was ordained its pastor. 
Re refused to accept a salary and the income of the church went to 
the support of the Hociety with its work in non-sectarian, itinerant 
preaching with tract distribution. Having sold Airthrey to oir Robert 
Abercromby aobert Haldane planned to go to India as a missionary with 
the Rev. annes ana the Rev. Greville "wing. Ihe ,ast India Company, 
however, refused them permission. Money was therefore available and 
the Haldanes built Reith Calk Tabernacle with free seating for 3»000.
In 1808 dames daloane split his congregation when he became a Baptist. 
Between the years 1811 and 1847 he was involved in a continual and bitter 
tract war with nis fellow-Baptists.
(Boase, Vol. 1, p. 1277; J.R.B., Vol. Vlll, pp. 897-898; "Silences that 
opeak", a.R. j.nderson, 1951# pp. 85-86).

120. uev. James nail
Committee 1814-1817 

(1755-1826) minister, born at Cathcart, near Glasgow, in a secession 
family, -aucated at Glasgow University and influenced by John Brown
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of Haddington he was licensed 1776 by the Associated Presbytery of 
Glasgow. In 1777 he became pastor at Cumnock until 1786 when he moved 
to the "New 'dinburgh Secession Church" in Rose Street. Of high in
telligence and polished manners his eloquence as a preacher made him 
a Society idol. A P.O.(New York) in 1812 he moved to the wealthy 
Broughton Place, where he expressed his support for missionary work. 
Moderator of the Synod in 1821 he was Chairman of the Committee which 
brought union among seceders.
(D.N.B., Vol. Vlll, p. 952s "Silences that Speak", W. Anderson, 1931# 
pp. 618-619).

121. lev. James Hamilton 
Committee 1841-1842

(1814-1867) Minister, b o m  at Paisley, eldest son of Rev. hr. William 
Hamilton of Strathblane. ducated privately and at Glasgow and Edin
burgh Universities. M.A.(Glas) in 1855 he was licensed by the Presby
tery of dinburgh 1859. .Assistant toRev. Ur. Candlish at Jt. George's, 
Edinburgh. Served at Abernyte and in 1841 at T oxburgh Place Chapel. 
Inducted to National Scottish Church, Regent Square, London. D.D.(Now 
Jersey) 1848 and an F.L.S., he edited "Presbyterian Messenger" and 
" ’vangelical Christendom", the organ of the vangelical Alliance. Among 
his numerous writings were "Life in ’amost"(l845)» "The Mount of Olives" 
(1846), "Lessons from the Gr<;at Biography"(1857), "A Morning bf3side the 
Lake of Galilee"(1863) and "The Psalter and the Hymn Book"(1865).
(Fasti, Vol. 1, p. 187; L.N.B., Vol. Vlll, p. 1072).

122. Hueh Handvside 
Committee 1832

(1790-1833)
("Jilenccs that Speak", V.P. Anderson, 1931# p. 695).

123. J. Hawkins 
Committee 1852-1855

Lived at 2, Regent Terrace.

124. Robert Kceoume of Clarkir^-ton 
Committee 1819-1821, 1825-1828 

N.B. ^isted as Hepburn after 1826.
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125. iliian .)ome 
committee 1859-1841

writer to the signet.

126. . r. Richard uuie 
Committee 1825-1827 
Secretary 1827-1829 
Life director 1850-1846

(1795-1867) surgeon, born at Aberdeen, son of James huie, Collector 
of Taxes, educated at dinburgh High school and qualified as a surgeon 
in 1815. forked in nonaon and ^undeo till he settled in George square, 
dinburgh in 1822. Senior Fellow in the oyal College of surgeons he 
became i'resident in 1840. Fond of poetry he wrote hymns and published 
"Sacred ^yrics" in 1845. He also wrote for a magazine "Olive branch." 
("Silences that opeak", -.F. ivnder3on, 1931, p. 689; dinburgh hedical 
Journal, 1868, p. 195).
N.B. Listed as Alexander in 1827.

127. ‘.v. John hunter 
Governor 1828-1861

Lived at Leamington.

128. ..isa Hunter 
governor 1845-1861

Lived at kinto Street.

129. ^arouia of uuntl.v 
Vice-Fresident 1846-1855

Of. arl of Aboyne.

150. .vlexanaer uutchiaon 
Clerk 1811-1845 
Committee 1818-1820 
Assistant secretary 1821-1845 
ouperintendent of ochoolo 1850 

writer.

151. ueorae Inglis
Governor 1850-1841
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132. "ev. 'illiam Innes
Committee 1811-1813, 1317-1820, 1826-1829 

(1770-1855) Minister, son of minister at Yester, educated at din
burgh University and licensed by the Presbytery of Haddington in 1793* 
Chaplain at Stirling Castle he hoped to become a Missionary in Bengal 
but was frustrated by the Directors of the .I.C.. He became indepen
dent in view and resigned. The General Assembly ordered him to return, 
but he refused and was libelled and deposed 1799. At the Tabernacle 
in tmdee 1800 he became a Ba.tist Minister and moved to lder Street, 
'dinburgh where he also earned his living as a bookseller. A L.D.(Penn) 
in 1848 he had many publications - "Feasons for separating- from the 
Church of Scotland"(1804), "Remarks on Christian Union"(l81l), "thoughts 
on Christian Union"(181j), "The Importance of Christian Union"(1819), 
"Instructions for Young nquirers" translated to Gaelic in 1827, "The 
Sabbath"(1849) and "Hints on Church Government"(1852).
(Fasti, Vol. IV, pp. 325-326).

133. Andrew Jack 
Committee 1846-1851

Lived at 36, Niddry Street.

134. Cxv. Jam^s Jaffrav 
Committee 1842-1843

Lived at Hanover Street.

135. Sheriff Andrew Jameson 
Committee 1846-1849

(1811-1870) Sheriff, son of Andrew Jameson, Sheriff Substitute of 
Fife. Called to the Bar 1335 and appointed Sheriff Substitute of Ayjv 
shire 1843-1845 and then Midlothian 1845-1865. He was sheriff of 
Aberdeen 1865-1870. In 1854 he framed the Civil and Criminal Code for 
Malta.
(Boase, Vol. 11, p. 55).

136. vv. r. John Jamieson
Committee 1811-1813, 1815-1817, 1821-1823 

(1759-1838) Minister, bom at Glasgow, son of an Anti-Burgher minister, 
ntered Glasgow University at 9 and was licensed 1781. Anti-burgher 
Minister at Forfar 1781-1797 where he made his reputation as an evan-



gelist earning a .J.(hew Jersey) in 1788. .transferred to the Aicolson 
Street Anti-Burgher Church, -dinburgh, he lived in George Square. A 
close friend of Scott he dedicated A 192 line ballad, "The Water i-elpie 
to him. ;cott regarded him as "an excellent good man and full of
auld Scottish cracks, which amuse me --  A little prolix and heavy is
the good -octor, somewhat prosaic, and accustomed to much attention.M 
In 1820 he was delighted with the union of the Burghers and the Anti- 
Burghers and he retired in 1350. Father of many chiluron his main 
interests were philology and antiquaries, lie wrote a four volumed work 
" .tymological dictionary of the Scotch Language"(l8Q8-1825) and "An 
historical Account of the Ancient Culdees of J-ona"(l821;, which got 
him a membership of the Bannatyne Club, he also wrote a pamphlet in 
1789 entitled "The sorrows of 91avery."
(D.N.B., Vol. X, p.p. 674-675; "Sir Walter Scott, 1771-1821", .agar 
Johnson, 1970, pp. 195, 994; 'silences that Speak", W.P. Anaerson, 1951 
pp. 73-74).

157. ev. . r. ^avia ^ohnston 
Vice-Prosident 1811-1821 

(1754-1824; Minister, born at Arngask, son of the minister, educated 
at -dinburgh and licensee by Presbytery of Selkirk 1757, he served 
at eangton, Berwickshire 1758 and after 1765 at North neith. A D.D.
( din) 1781 he was appointed Chaplain in Ordinary to George 111 1793 
and gathered funds for the Asylum for the Industrial Blina in .-dinburgh 
although this was the original idea of r. Thomas Blacklock and navid 
Miller, who were both blind. Opened in September, 1793 Johnston was 
the Secretary of the Asylum. Very popular in dinburgh the Newhaven 
fishwives called him "The Bonnie Loctor." Ho persuaded his *irk 
Session to fou their glebe to merchants and he made a great deal of 
money for his church. Preses at the Caelic Behoofs' Society 1810-1811 
he refused a knighthood in 1812. He moved to a new church in Madeira 
Street in 1816 and died at Leith aged 90 "Father of the Church of Scot
land."
(h.N.B., Vol. a , p. 948).

138. ev. n. oiy.v eohnston 
Committee 1844-1845 

(1800-1871) minister, from Ayton, he became U.P. pastor at cclofechan 
in 1826. In 1831 he moved to Nicolson Street Church, Edinburgh, where



he doubl'd. th memberahip to 1,100 and earned for himself the nandsome 
stipend of .C250 per annum. Moderator of the Bynod 1852 he was awarded 
a L.L.(New Jersey) in 1854.
("History of the Congregations of the U.P. Church, 1733-1900", Rev.
R. Lmall, 1904, Vol. 1, p. 45; "Annals and statistics of the U.P.
Church", Rev. W. ,*ackelvie, 1873, p. 192)

139. . .uV. ophn Johnston
Committee 1811-1813

(1780-1833) sinister born at dinburgh and educated at dinburgh Univ
ersity where ho took his K.A. he was tutor to Ooruon of Cluny and Millar
of Balmain. Licensed by the Relief Presbytery in 1807 he served at 
Roxburgh i. lace Relief Church, built in 1810. He installed an organ 
ana the Relief oynod in 1829 asked him to remove it. As a result, in 
1833, he and his congregation joined the Church of Lcotland. His
health broke eown and he died at Perth aged 49.
(fasti, Vol. 1, p. 187; "Bilences that Gpeak", W. . Anaerson, 1931, 
pp. 111-113).

140. v. ■ r. -ho a/a s -noil Jones 
Committee 1811-1814, 1816-1818

(1754-1837) Minister, born at Gloucester a Wesleyan Methodist and educ
ated at Vrevecca Academy, Brecknock, South Vales 1772-1776. Ministered 
at Plymouth 1776-1778. Ho know Lady Glenorchy who invited him to her 
Chapel in dinburgh. He accepted and served there for 58 years. The 
Presbytery of -dinburgh however were annoyed and he had to be ordained 
by the -cotch Presbytery in London. A very popular preacher in /din
burgh he was described as "impressive and commanding" with "originality 
of thought, earnestness and zeal.” He never read his sermons and although 
kind ana urbane was "oxce dingly animated" in the pulpit, dome thought 
his articulation indistinct and his "phraseology peculiar."
(fasti, Vol. 1, p. 79; "Gilences that opeak", W.P. Anderson, 1931, 
pp. 113-114).

141. -ultan Al^anut.-r - attJherv. urim-Ch^ry
foreign/Corresponding Agent in the Caucasus 1819-1820, 1827 and 
Caucasus and Crimea 1821-1826

142. iUiarew kcaslie



Committee 1811-1813 
Lived at stockbridge Mills near - oinburgh.

143. W.P. Kennedy 
Treasurer 1846-1861

Lived at 15, South St. Andrews Street till 1861 and then at 79, George St.

144. John G. Kinnear 
Committee 1827 
Treasurer 1828-1854

Banker, Royal exchange.

145. Rev. James Kirkwood 
Committee 1822-1823

(1789-1877) Minister, son of Strathaven minister. Took his M.A. and 
was ordained at Kilmarnock in 1811. In 1818 he went to St. James Place 
Relief Church, Pdinburgh, where he served for 56 years. By 1836 he 
had 1,200 communicants and a stipend of £350. He was Moderator of the 
first U.P. Synod in 1847.
("History of the Congregations of the U.P. Church, 1733-1900", Rev. R. 
Small, 1904, Vol. 1, p. 449, Vol. 11, p. 29l).

146. W.F.H. Laurie 
Committee 1840-1841

N.B. Listed as Lawrie in 1841.

147. Rev, ur. John Lee 
Committee 1823-1825

(1779-1859) Minister, born near Stow in Midlothian. A weaver's son 
he attended -dinburgh University(where he took his MD 1801 and was 
praised for his eleg nt Latin) and at St. Andrews University(where 
he took his M.A.). After serving in an Army Service Hospital he was 
licensed by the Presbytery of Lalkeith in 1804 and then went to London 
1807 and then to Peebles 1808. In 1812 he was Professor of divinity 
and tJcclesiastical History at St. Andrews and by 1820 Professor of 
Moral Philosophy in Aberdeen. By 1823 he was a minister at the Can- 
ongate and a L.L.(St. And) and an f.R.S. -.. At Lady Yesyer's Church 
in 1825 he was Prihcipal Clerk of the General assembly in 1827 and 
a Chaplain in Ordinary to George IV in 1830. Minister at St. Giles in
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1834 he was Principal of St. Andrews University 1837 and of -din
burgh University in 1840. He was also Professor of Divinity at 
the latter and was renowned for his 20,000 volume library. In 1844 
he was Moderato r of the General Assembly. H1b health then failed 
and he had little energy left for his interests. He wrote MMemorials 
of the Bible Societies of Scotland"(1824-1826) and "Refutation of 
Charges by Dr. Chalmers"(1837).
("Silences that Speak", W.P. Anderson, 1931, pp. 91-92; Fasti, Vol.
1, p. 73; Boase, Vol. 11, p. 353; LN.B., Vol. XI, pp. 802-803).

148. Joseph Liddle 
Committee 1833

149. John Lindaav 
Committee 1840

150. Josiah idvingstone 
Committee 1859-1861

Lived at 7, Roxburgh Place.

151. General Sir John -ow 
Governor 1859-1861

(1788-1880) Soldier, born at Clatto, Cupar, Fife, eldest son of Rob
ert Low of Clatto. Educated at St. Andrews University 1802-1803 and 
entered the Army 1804. By 1807 he was a Lieutenant in the 24th Madras 
Native Infantry and a Captain by 1820. In 1828 he was a Major in the 17 
th N.I. and then a Lieut-Colonel in the 16th N.I. 1834-1837, the 19th 
N.I. 1837-1840, the 45th N.I. 1840-1841 and the 36th N.I. 1841-1845.
From 1845-1848 he was Colonel of the 8th N.I. and then of the 1st from 
1848 till his death. In 1867 he retired as a General. He had a wide 
experience of India - resident at Bithar, near Cawnpore, 6 years, pol
itical agent Jeypore 1825, Gwalior 1830, resident at Micknow 1831-1842. 
In 1838 he installed the son of the King of Oude on his throne and was 
Governor-General's agent in Rajpootana and then Commissioner ay Ajmere 
and Mhairwar 1848-1852. Resident at Hyderabad 1852 he was a member 
of the Supreme Council of India 1853-1858. He had a C.d.(1838), a K.C.B. 
(1S62) and a G.C.S.I.(l873). He died at Gtrathallan, Upper Norwood, 
Surrey and was buried at Kemback in Fife.
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(Boase, Vol. 11, p. 509).

152. George uyon 
Committee 1815-1818

writer to the Signet.

153. Rev. John Hacalister 
Committee 1832 
Secretary 1833-1837

(1789-1844) Minister, born at Arran and educated at Glasgow University. 
Ordained at Glenlyon 1824 he moved to Gaelic Chapel, Horse Wynd, .din
burgh in 1831 being nominated by the S.*'.C.K.. He helped to prepare 
the new edition of the Gaelic Scriptures and in 1837 was moved to 
Nigg. In 1843 he joined the Free Church and had to hold his services 
in a barn. In 1844 he was minister at Brodick when he died in an 
accident.
(Fasti, Vol. 1, p. 31; 'wing, Vol. 1, p. 213).

154. Thomas Bablngton *acaulay 
Governor 1837-1859

(1800-1859) Member of Parliament, bom at Pothley Temple, Leicester, 
eldest child of Zachary Macaulay, philanthropist. Educated at Camb
ridge University where he took his B.A. and M.A. he was a Fellow 1824- 
1831. L.C.L.(Oxon) in 1853. A Barrister in 1826 he wrote for the 
"Tdinburgh Review” 1825-1845. Bankruptcy Commissioner 1828-1831 he 
was also M.P. for Colne 183w-1832, Leeds 1832-1834 and Edinburgh 1839- 
1847 and 1852-1856. Commissioner of the Board of Control 1832 and then 
Secretary 1832-1833 he was fifth member of the Supreme Council of India 
at Calcutta 1833-1838. Compiled a Criminal Code for India 1835-1837. 
Secretary for War and in the Cabinet 1839-1841 he proposed a copyright 
42 year law in 1842. Paymaster General 1846-1848 he was Rector of 
Glasgow University 1848 and an F.R.S. 1849. Professor of Ancient 
History in the Royal Academy 1850 he became 1st Baron Macaulay of 
Rothley in 1857. High Steward of Cambridge Borough he lived in Picca
dilly 184U-1856 and then at Kensington till his death. Buried in Poet's 
Comer, Westminster Abbey he wrote many scholarly works - "Critical and 
Miscellaneous Lssays" in five volumes( 1841-1844), "L-ays of Ancient 
Rome”(1842) and "History of England" in five volumes!1849-1861).
(Boase, Vol. 11, pp. 562-563).



155. Franci8 KacBean 
Superintendent of School8 1828-1829

Former School-master near Ft. William. Seems to have been employed 
in a semi-official capacity as early as 1820(llAR15).

156. Rev. Duncan McCaig 
Committee 1825-1828

Born 1796 and ordained by the Presbytery of Abertarff 1822 he was 
sent as Missionary to Ft. William. In 1825 he was nominated by the 
S.P.C.K. to the Gaelic Chapel, Edinburgh* from which he was deposed 
1851. He went to Van Diemen’s Land as a teacher and died there. He 
translated the Shorter Catechism into Gaelic.
(Fasti, Vol. 1, p. 51)•

157. Rev. Thomas McCrle 
Committee 1811-1814, 1816-1819

(1772-1855) Ecclesiastical Historian, born at ijuns, son of a linen- 
weaver. Worked as an elementary teacher and entered Edihburgh Univ
ersity 1738, but never graduated. Taught at an Anti-Burgher School 
in Brechin and was then licensed by the Associate Presbytery of Kelso 
1795. Served at Potterrow, Edinburgh 1796-1806 when he was deposed.
He formed his own Constitutional Associate Presbytery and by 1827 
they called themselves "Original Seceders". In 1815 he became the 
first Scottish dissenter to get a D.D. from dinburgh University. 
Professor of Divinity 1816-1818 he quarrelled in the "Christian In
structor" in 1817 with Scott's interpretation of Covenanters in his 
"Old Mortality." He wrote for Blackwood's Magazine, edited "The 
Christian Magazine", wrote "Life of Knox"(l81l) and "Life of Melville" 
(1819).
(Boase, Vol. 11, p. 578; B.N.B., Vol. All, pp. 456-458).

158. Rev. Thomas McCrie 
Committee 1857-1840, 1846-1856

(1797-1875) Born at Edinburgh, eldest son of the above, -ducated at 
the High School, University and Theological Hall of the Original Sec
ession Church. Served at Crieff 1820, Clola, in Aberdeenshire, 1829. 
Succeeded his father at Davie Street Church, Edinburgh in 1856 and 
was al30 made Professor of Theology at the Original Secession Hall.
In 1852 he joined the Free Church and in 1856 was Moderator of the
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F.C. Assembly. That year he was al30 appointed Professor of Church 
History and Systematic Theology at the ^ondon College of the English 
Presbyterian Church. Failing sight led him to retire to Gullane in 
1866 and later to Edinburgh. He was a I).L.(Aber) and an LL.L.(Glas).
He wrote - "Life of Thomas McCrie"(l840), "Sketches of Scottish Church 
History"(1841), "Memoirs of Sir Andrew Agnew"(l850) and "Annals of 
nglish Presbyterianism"(1872)•
(L.N.B., Vol. All, p. 458).

159. William McCrie 
Committee 1846-1861

Lived at 23, George Street till 1850 and then at 22, Leith Walk.

160. .uncan KcCuaig 
Committee 1835-1836

Lived at 6, Frederick Street.

161. Alexander KcLonald 
Committee 1826-1829, 1831-1837

dinburgh Writer.

162. John Macdonald 
Committee 1845-1858

Lived at 38, York Place till 1854 and then at 58, Frederick Street.

163. Murdo McLonald
Inspector of Schools 1846-1853

164. sord Macdonald 
Vice-President 1825-1832

(1775-1832) Soldier, born at Edinburgh, he entered the 60th Foot as 
an n3ign in 1795 and rose to be Lieut-Colonel in the 1st Foot Guards 
and eventually Lieut-General. He saw service in the Low Countries,
West Indies, Cape of Good Hope and the Peninsula. In 1814 he inherited 
the -nglish estates of his uncle, William Bosville of Thorpe and he 
changed his name to Bosville. In 1824 his brother, the 2nd uord Mac
donald died leaving him his Scottish estates and he changed his name 
again to Bosville Macdonald. He was then 3rd M>rd Macuonald and 11th 
Baronet of Bosville Macdonald of Sleat. His later years were spent in



complex negotiations to provide for his three natural children.
("Burke's Peerage and Baronetage", 1975, pp. 1694-1695)

165. Matthew N. McDonald 
Committee 1824-1830

Writer to the Signet.

166. .. McDonald of Clanranald. M.F.
Vice-President 1823-1836

(1788-1873) Member of Parliament. Ranald George McDonald of Clanranald, 
20th Chiefi and Captain of Clanranald and 7th of Benbecula. D.L., J.P. 
and M.P. for Plymouth 1812-1824 he had to seil his estates because of 
financial difficulties 1813-1850. Educated at I ton he inherited his 
title in 1810.
("Burkes's Genealogical and Heraldic History of the Landed Gentry", 
ed. Peter Townend, 1972, pp. 571-572).

167. Ranald McDonald of Staffa 
Vice-President 1821-1829

Laird, entertained Scott in Mull.
("Sir Walter Scott? 1771-1821", Edgar Johnson, 1970, p. 332).

168. r-.a.ior-Gencral Hc ouall. C.B.
Vice-President 1847-18#8

Soldier, lived at Parkhouse, Stranraer.

169. Alexander Hacdoural 
Committee 1836-1839 
uife director 1840-1855

Writer to the Signet.
N.3. Listed as Macdougall after 1839.

170. Captain James Macuougal 
Committee 1838-1841

171. Alexander Macduff 
Committee 1839-1841, 1843-1844

Writer to the Signet.
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172. John GcFarlan
Committee 1831-1833, 1836-1839 

N.b. listed. McParlane after 1836. .

173. Cautain M. McGregor 
Committee 1829-1832, 1834-1842

Officer in the 78th Foot. Promoted Major in 1834.

174. Cir van John Murray McGregor of ^Orogor 
Vice-President 1823-1844

(1785-1841) Soldier. Major-Ceneral, K.C.B. and G.C.H.. Qovemor 
General of the Windward islands.
(’’The Gcottish Family History", James MacVeigh, 1891, Vol. 11, p. 744).

175. James ^clnnea 
Committee 1823-1826

176. ueneas ^clntoah 
Governor 1830-1861

London Merchant.

177. Alexander Mac&ay 
Committee 1829-1840

ndinburgh bookseller.

178. oohn flacKay
Committee 1820, 1825-1828, 1830-1837 

N.b. Listed as James 1825-1826.

179. -evt .MsKej.lfer 
Committee 1816-1818 
Gaelic Secretary 1819-1835 
Governor 1831-1836 
Vice-President 1836-1859

(1780-1859) Minister, born at Glassary, son of a farmer. -ducated at 
Glasgow University and licensed by Glasgow presbytery 1810. served 
at Carmunnock 1812 and Pencaitland from 1814. a b.L.(Glas) in 1835 
he became Moderator of the General Assembly. In 1843 he joined the 
Free Church ana was Moderator of the F.C. Assembly 1852. p'ied in
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dinburgh at 79.
(Fasti, Vol. 1, p. 387)

180. Duncan Mackellar 
Committee 1840-1844

181. Augusta Mackenzie of ^eaforth 
Governor 1833-1856

Daughter of Lord seaforth, she died in 1856.
(MThe Scots Peerage", ed. Sir J.B. Paul, Vol. Vll, p. 514).

182. Charlotte Mackenzie of Seaforth 
Governor 1833-1858

Daughter of Lord Seaforth, she died in 1857.
("The Scots Peerage , ed. Sir J.B. Paul, Vol. Vll, p. 514).

183. John Mackenzie 
Committee 1833-1840

N.B. Listed as James after 1837.

184. J.A. Stewart Mackenzie of Seaforth 
Vice-President 1819-1843

James Alexander Stewart of Glasserton married Mary Mackenzie of Sea- 
forth in 1817. She was the daughter of lord Seaforth and J.A. Stewart 
adopted the name Mackenzie. He was an M.P. 1833-1837 and died 1843* 
("The Scots Peerage", ed. Sir James B. Paul, 1910, Vol. Vll, p. 514).

185. Mrs. oteawrt Mackenzie of -eaforth 
Governor 1833-1861

(1783-1862) iMary Frederica lizabeth Mackenzie, daughter of Lord Sea
forth, she married Admiral Sir Samuel Hood in 1804. Widowed in 1814 
she married James Alexander Stewart of Glasserton in 1817 who took her 
name.
("The Scots Peerage", ed. Sir J.B. Paul, 1910, Vol. Vll, p. 514).

186. kiss Mackenzie
Governor 1845-1853 

•“ived at 9» Loune Terrace.
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187. Mrs. ilacKenzie 
Governor 1848-1861

Lived at Belmont. Then dinburgh after 1857.

188. Colonel Ilaclachlan 
Committee 1837-1838

189. Caotaln Kaclaren 
Committee 1826-1827 
■Governor 1828-1861

Listed as living at Portobello and Madras 1828-1829.

190. gflfiftld, McLaren 
Governor 1850-1854

Lived at Callender.

191. ^uncan McLaren 
Committee 1831-1834 
Governor 1832-1861

(1800-1886) Jraper, bom at Renton, i Dunbartonshire, son of a farmer.
At 12 he was a draper's apprentice at Lunbar and then Haddington. He 
worked in ‘dinburgh 1818-1824 at Lohn Lauder and Company, High Street.
In 1824 he started his own business in a shop opposite St. Giles. In 
1833 he entered the Town Council and was Sord Provost 1851-1854 bring
ing the city through a financial crisis. In 1852 he failed to win Edin
burgh as a Liberal. In an action vs "The Scotsman" for libel he got 
£500 damages which he gave to charity. M.P. 1865-1881 he founded 
Heriot's Free School in 1836. His third wife was Priscilla Bright, 
sister of John Bright, statesman. He died at Newington House at 86. 
("Silences that Speak", W.P. Anderson, 1931# P« 1°5; Boase, Vol. 11, p. 
645; L.N.B., Vol. Xll, pp. 638-639).

192. 'ey. Jhomas .Maclauchlan 
Gaelic secretary 1850-1861

(1816-1886) Minister, bom at Moy, Inverness, son of a minister. ed
ucated at Aberdeen University he took his M.A. 1833. Licensed by the 
Presbytery of Inverness 1837 he assisted his father 1837-1843. He 
joined the Free Church and served at Moy 1843-1844, Stratherrick F.C., 
Loch Ness 1844-1849 and St. Columba's F.C., -dinburgh 1849-1886. Con-



voner of the 1850 Committee on the Highlands and Islands, he received 
an LL.D.(Aber) in 1864 and was Moderator of the F.C. Assembly 1876,
Among his writings were - "The Depopulation System in the Highlands" 
(1849), "The Way to God"(l853), "Celtic Gleanings’̂  1857), "Poems of 
Ossian" in Gaolic(l859)» "The Dean of Lismore's Book"(l862) with W.F. 
Skene, "Recent highland ejections considered"(1850), "Criosd an t-eadar 
mhoadhonair ’na Righ"(l86Q) and "The Gaelic Reference Bible"(l860).
(Boase, Vol. 11, py. 646; Fasti, Vol. VI, p. 477).

193. Alexander Mchaurin 
Committee 1811-1814, 1818-1820

(1740-1820) "dinburgh Postmaster, bom at Cultybraggan, Comrie and ed
ucated at the local S.P.C.K. school, he was sent by Maclaurin of Broich 
to Crieff Parish School. In 1757 he was Preceptor to a Breaaalbane fam
ily and then taught three years in an S.P.C.K. school in strathbraan.
In 1767 he moved to Edinburgh a6 Postmaster or "letter of horses", a 
post he held till 1809 when he retired to study Gaelic. "One of the 
original promoters of the Society" he translated Lodsley's "Economy of 
HAnan Life" and "The Christian 'Conomy" as well as the last part of 
Bunyan's "Pilgrim's Progress"(which he printed at his own eifjonce)into 
Gaelic along with Jherian’s Lictionary. He attended many of the Society's 
early meetings and wrote many letters on its behalf. He composed the 
"First Book" for the schools. In its 2nd edition the title was changed 
to "The Elements of the Gaelic Language, Parts 1st and 2nd." He also 
examined prospective teacher candidates in Gaelic. He died at 60 and 
left £1,000 to the Society together with half of the residue of his 
estate. |j|9e lived at the Cowgate Port.
(6AR23; 10AR52).

194. Alexander Maclean of nrdgour 
Vice-President 1823-1855

(1764-1855) Laird, 13th Chief of ftrdgour. Colonel in Argyllshire Mil
itia, he married the daughter of the arl of Hopetoun.
("Burke's Genealogical and Heraldic uistory of the Landed Gentry", ed. 
Peter Townend, 1952, p. 1650).

195. Hu^h Maclean
Committee 1836-1838



196. Alexander MacLeod 
Gaelic Secretary 1815

197, A.N. MacLeod of Karris 
Vice-President 1826-1834

196. Colonel McLeod of St. Kilda 
Committee 1811-1813 

Soldier, his rent from the 130 inhabitants of the island of St. Kilda 
1814-1815 was 140 stones of feathers ie the produce of 46,000 sea birds 
By 1819 the rent was only a mere £40 per annum.
("The Life and Death of St. Kilda", Tom Steel, 1975, pp. 144, 185).

199. Rev. Hugh McLeod 
Secretary 1838-1839

(1803-1894) Minister, born at Tongue and educated there and at Aber
deen University where he took his M.A. in 1826. School-master at 
Tongue 1827 he was licensed by the local Presbytery in 1831 and sent 
as a Missionary to Melness and rriboll 1833. Nominated by the S.P.C.K 
ho went to the Gaelic Chapel in 3<jinburgh in 1837 and then in 1839 to 
Logie-^aster, Tain, whero he joined the Free Church. F.C. Minister 
there 1843-1850 he went to Canada 1845 and in 1848 he was the Free 
Church deputy to the Highland settlers in astern Province. In 1850 
he was minister at Mira Ferry F.C. in Cape Breton. A D.D. in 1857 
he was Moderator of the Presbyterian Church of Canada 1877.
(Fasti, Vol. Vll, p. 64).

200. i.illiam Macleod
Life Director 1840-1845

201. Colin McNab 
Committee 1824-1827

202. Kenneth Mp.jueen 
Committee 1841-1861

Former member of the ast Indian Civil Service and lived at 9, Hoyal 
Circus.

203. J.A. Macrae
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Committee 1843

204. nev. Thomas Main 
Committee 1859-1861

(l806-188l) Minister, served at Kilmarnock 1839-1843. Joined the 
Free Church and served at Kilmarnock F.C. 1843-1857 and th<-n at bt. 
Mary's F.C., Edinburgh 1857-1881. Moderator ot F.C. Assembly 1880 
and a L.L.. xied in Edinburgh.
(boasê t Vol. 11, p. 697; '‘Our Scottish Clergy'*, J. Gmith, 1851, pp. 55- 
62).

205. Kev. x>r. William Manuel 
Committee 1831-1836, 1839-1841

(1785-1859) Minister, born at Airth, a farmer's son. Educated at 
Glasgow University he had a charge in Condon 1815-1826. He resigned 
ana lived at -unsyre. He haa a O.K.(clas) in 1818.
(Fasti, Vol. Vll, p. 491)

206. ari ol *car
Vi c e-Pre si aent 1825 

(1772-1828) John Thomas rskine, born at Alloa House. 8th 1 arl of Mar. 
("The bcots Peerage", ed. bir J.H. Haul, 1908, Vol. V, p. 635).

207. uoloael martin 
Committee 1840-1846

Lived at 33, Regent Terrace.

208. ifrgflflg. ̂ rtjln
Assistant secretary and Clerk 1846, 1854-1861 
Auditor 1847-1852 
Committee 1852-1853 

Listed as 14, Young Street 1848, 21, Castle btreet 1856, 49, Castle 
street 1857 and 20, George street I860.

209.  i-.ev. u.i-i. i^aThfeson

Committee 1814-1815 
(1786-1866) iiinister, son of minister at kilmuir- aster. ducated at 
Aberdeen University he took his M.A. in 1804. Licensed by the Presby
tery of Tain 1809 he assisted his father 1812. He served at the Gaelic



Church, dinburgh 1813 and returned to Kilnuir- aster in 1814. He 
joined the Free Church 1843 and served at Kilmuir 1843-1866.
(Fasti, Vol. 1, p. 31)

210. Mir Charles T. Metcalfe 
Governor 1837-1847

(1785-1846) Provisional Governor-General of India, born at Calcutta, 
son of Thomas Theophilus Metcalfe, Major in the Bengal Army(later a 
director of the Bast India Company and a baronet in 1802). He atten
ded a Preparatory School at Bromley in Middlesex and in 1796 went to 
•/ton where he hated sports. He left in 180C to be a Writer in Bengal. 
Studied oriental languages at Lord Wellesley's College of Ft. William. 
Assistant to the embassy to the Arab States 1801, but went to Scindiah's 
court instead. Quarrelled with Colonel Collins, the Resident. In 1802 
he was an Assistant to the Chief Secretary, Calcutta and 1803 to the 
Governor-General. In 1804 he was Political Assistant to Lake's army 
and volunteered for the Attack on ^eeg fortress. Political agent to 
General Smith and General ^owdeswell. By 1806 he was at Hoikar and 
then 1st Assistant to the Delhi Resident. In 1808 he was on a mission 
to Lahore and arranged the Treaty of Umritsur 1809. By the age of 24 
he was a famous diplomat. From 1809-1810 he was Deputy Secretary to 
Aord Minto and then acting Resident to Scinaiah court. In 1811 he 
became Resident in Delhi where he influenced nord Moira, Marquis of 
Hastings. In 1816 he refused the post of Financial Secretary but by 
1819 was secretary of Secret and rolitical Department as well as private 
secretary to the Governor-General. In 182C he was Resident at Hyder
abad and in 1822 with the death of his brother he became Baron Metcalfe. 
In 1825 Resident in Delhi ana by 1827 Membor of the Supreme Council. 
Lepute-Governor of Bengal 1333 he earned the G.C.B. in 1836 and was 
appointed Lieut-Govemor of the N.W. l rovinceo. In 1838 he resigned 
and lived at Windsor in 1838. ny 1839 he was Governor of Jamaica and 
wao back in the U.K. by 1842. In 1843 he served as Governor-General 
of Canada. Was describee, as "an able and sagacious administrator, 
untiring and possessed of integrity."
(D.N.B., Vol. kill, pp. 303-306)

211. Professor filler 
Committee 1855-1858

(1812-1864) Surgeon, son of Rev. James A1lller and born at ssie Manse,
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Forfar. Educated at St. Andrews University 1824-1827, he was an 
L.R.C.S.( din) and an F.R.C.S.( din). Assistant to Robert Piston 
he got his own practice 1834. In 1842-1864 he was Professor of Sur
gery at dinburgh University and in 1847 Surgeon in Ordinary(Scotland) 
to Prince Albert and the following year to the fciueen. He was an F.R.S., 
Surgeon to dinburgh Royal Infirmary and Professor of Pictorial Anat
omy. He wrote ‘'A system of Surgery"(1864), "Surgical xperience of 
Chl>4roform"(l848) and "Prostitution in relation to its cause and cure" 
(1859). He died at Pinkhill, near Edinburgh.

212. Robert Killer 
Committee 1835-1836

dinburgh Merchant.

213. John Moncrieff 
Committee 1818-1820

214. John Scott Moncrieff 
Auditor 1847-1861

Listed at 4, Albyn 'lace, then at 15, India Street 1848 and 20, India 
Street 1854.

215. Robert Scott Moncrieff 
Vice-President 1811-1815 
Committee 1821-1822

■Lived at Newhalls.

216. William Sfiott Hpncrieff 
Auditor 1811-1846 
Committee 1811-1315

Accountant.

217. arl of Korav 
President 1811-1846

(1771-1848) Francis, 10th arl of Moray, inherited title in 1810. Was 
knight of the Thistle 1827 and Lord Lieutenant of Elgin. Died at Larn- 
away Castle.
("The Scots Peerage", ed. Sir J.B. Paul, Vol. VI, pp. 327-328)
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218. Colonel W. Morrison 
Governor 1837-1861

Listed as a Member of the Council, Calcutta till 1845.

219. Hev. Dr. William Muir
Committee 1823-1825, 1829-1832, 1834-1836 

(1787-1869) Minister, born at Glasgow, son of a merchant, educated 
at Edinburgh and Glasgow Universities he was licensed bty the Presb
ytery of Glasgow 1810. An LL.D.(Glas) in 1812 he served at St. George’s
Glasgow 1812 and obtained a D.D.(Glas) in 1820. New Breyfriars, Edin
burgh 1822-1829, then St. Stephen's, 'dinburgh 1829-1869. Moderator 
of the General Assembly 1838 he tried to reconcile Cook vs Chalmers 
in the non-intrusion debate in May, 1839. Chaplain in ordinary to 
Queen Victoria he was made j.>ean of the Order of the Thistle in 1845.
In 1867 he went blind. He wrote - "Discourses on the Epistle of Dude" 
(1822), "Memoir and Letters of the Rev. William Guthrie"(1827), "Ser
mons on the Seven Churches in Asia"(1830) among others.
(Fasti, Vol. 1, pp. 115-116; D.N.B., Vol. Xlll, pp. 1166-1167)

220. Alexander t**urray of ^yton 
Governor 1822-1829

221. Donald Murray
Inspector of 9choolo 1843-1844 

(1795-1855) Minister, born at Lrumcuddin, Resolis, son of a farmer. 
Educated at Aberdeen University he taught in the Gaelic School at Sam- 
adalenel634-1837 and then at Corrary 1837-1838, both in Glenelg. After 
employment as an Inspector of Schools he was ordained in 1845 to Shield- 
aig Q.S. parish by the Presbytery of Lochcarron.
(Fasti, Vol. Vll, pp. 164-165; 24AR49, 25AR40, 26AR63, 27AR30, 28AR28, 
32AR13)

222. villiam Murray
Committee 1815-1818, 1821-1822 

Edinburgh Banker.

223. James Nisbet
Committee 1834-1835 
Secretary 1836-1843
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Lived at 17, Fettes Row till 1839 and then at 26, Northumberland 
Street.

224. Rev. James Noble
Gaelic Secretary 1841-1849 

(1805-1864) Minister, b o m  at Killeaman and educated at Aberdeen 
University 1819-1824 and then at dinburgh University 1824-1826. Sc
hool-master at Lochbroom 1826-1838 he was licensed by the Presbytery 
of Lochcarron 1834 and served at Lybster 1839. In 1840 he went to 
St. Oran's Gaelic Chapel in dinburgh. He joined the Free Church in 
1843 and served at Poolewe from 1848. In 1859 he went to Canada as a 
deputy of the Free Church.
(Fasti, Vol. 1, p. 31? -wing, Vol. 1, p. 284)

225. Rev. Gerard Noel 
Vice-President 1818-1861

(1782-1851) Clergyman, bom Eerard Thomas Noel, son of Sir Gerard 
Noel-Noel, 2nd baronet and brother to the arl of Gainsborough, he 
was educated at dinburgh and Cambridge Universities, where he took 
his 3.A. 1805 and his M.A. 1808. Canon of Fadwell, Herts., then Canon 
of Rainham, ^ssex, he was made Hon. Canon at Winchester 1834-1851 and 
Vicar of Romsey, Hamps., 1840-1841. A close friend of Bishop Samuel 
Wilberforce he wrote "A selection of Psalms and Kymns"(l820) and "Ser
mons for the use of Families"(1326-1827).
(Boase, Vol. 11, p. 1160; B.N.B., Vol. XIV, pp. 536-537)

226. Geor/re Orllvie 
Committee 1829-1830

227. James Olinhant of Cask 
Governor 1830-1847

(1804-1847) 10th Laird of Cask, bom at dinburgh. A friend of Dr. 
Chalmers and W.F. Skene he was a Royal Scottish Archer and escorted
Queen Victoria on her visit to -dinburgh.
("The Oliphants of Gask", .M. Craham, 1900, pp. 362, 405; "The Jacob
ite Lairds of Cask", T.L.K. Oliphant, 1870, pp. 447-448)

228. William Oliphant
Committee 1821-1823, 1827-1830, 1832-1835, 1838-1845



229. Countess of Ormelie 
Governor 1833-1861

(1803-1861) 'liza Baillie of Jerviswood, sister of George, 10th arl 
of Haddington, married John Campbell, Lora Glenorchy in 1821. After 
1835 she was listed as the Marchioness of Breadalbane. She died in 
Park Lane, London.
(D.N.B., Vol. Ill, p.838; "The Boots Peerage", ed. Sir J.B.Paul, 1905, 
Vol. 11, p. 211)

230. H.T. Owen 
Governor 1842-1861

Listed as living atlieerutt, Bengal.

231. James I'atomon
Committee 1827-1830, 1833-1835 

Edinburgh Watchmaker

232. ^obert Raul 
Secretary 1811-1812 
Committee 1813-1816 
Treasurer 1822-1827 
Life director 1829-1861

(1788-1866) Born at dinburgh, son of minister at West Kirk. Educated 
at Edinburgh University. altered Commercial Bank as a Cleric 1807, was 
Secretary by 1823, then Manager and retired as a Director in 1853. An 
'lder from 1816 he joined the Free Church and served as an elder in 
Dr. Candiish's Church of St. George's, dinburgh, where he helped to 
promote Free Church schemes for a Theologogical College, a Library, a 
society for Training the Children of Ministers and Missionaries as well 
as an Orphan Hospital. He kept a diary for 50 years and described him
self as "too keen on politics", irritated by trifles and always having 
to have the last word. Author of "The Finest of Wheat"(l849) he died 
at Mirkland Lodge, near dinbuggh.
(floase, Vol. 11, p. 1395; "Scottish and Irish Diaries from 16th-19thc", 
Arthur Ponsonby, 1927, pp. 14-15; "Disruption Worthies", J.A. Wylie, 
1881, pp. 429-434)

233. William Paul
Secretary 1813-1817
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Committee 1818-1820 
Auditor 1827-1834 
Life director 1821-1832 
Governor 1830-1847 

dinburgh Accountant.

234. Lev. George Paxton
Committee 1811-1814, 1817-1819, 1821-1824, 1826-1833 

(1762-1837) Minister, born at ast Lothian, son of a joiner. ducated 
at Kelso and dinburgh University he went to Alloa to study Livinity
in 1784 under Rev. William Moncrieff and was "a firm seceder." Licen
sed by the Associate Presbytery of Edinburgh 1788 he served at Anti- 
Burgher churches at Stewarton 1789 and Kilmaurs 1791. Very ill 1805- 
1807 he went to live in * dinbursfr and was made Professor of Livinity 
in the General Associate Church. He resigned in 1820 as he was opposed
to union with the Burghers. Lome of his congregation seceded with him
and they obtained a place under Castle Hill in the Grassmarket and then 
in Infirmary Street. He later united with Lr. McCrie's church to form 
the Associate Synod of Original Secoders. In 1832 he had a paralytic 
stroke. In 1834 he received a L.L.(3t. And).. He wrote "Inquiry into 
the Obligation of Religious Covenants upon Posterity"(1801) and a poem, 
"The Villager"(l813).

235. xv. ciamos Pedcie
Committee 1811-1814, 1817-1819, 1821-1823, 1828-1831 

(1758-1845) Minister, born at Perth, son of a brewer and educated at 
dinburgh University 17$5. Licensed b782 to Bristo Street Lecession 

Church ho was twice Moderator of Lynod 1789 and 1825. An authority 
on oor Welief 1791-1836 ho founded dinburgh Subscription Library. 
Playing a prominent part in the Old vs New Lichts controversy he joined 
the New Lichts in 1795 for toleration and liberty. Suspected as a 
Jacobin he wrote directly to Pitt "A Lefence of the associate Synod 
against the yha£ge of Sedition." -ditor of "Christian Magazine" 1799- 
1802 he had an Aberdeen L.i). in 1818. He wrote "The Revolution, the 
v/ork of God and a Cause of Joy."
U.N.B., Vol. -.V, pp. 648-649)

236. Captain - tloy
Committee 1847-1853



Listed as living at Mount sk from 1850.

237. Hey. Lr. Robert Pinkerton 
Foreign/Corresponding, Russia 1819-1826, F/C 1827

238. "obert Plenderleath 
Committee 1815-1818

r-dinburgh Merchant.

239. John Pollock 
Committee 1811-1814

Writer to the Signet and dinburgh Banker.

240. Viscount r’overscourt 
Governor 1824-1828

241. Captain Pringle 
Committee 1823

Visited Abbotsford 1823 and described as "fiercely bewiskered."
("Sir Walter Scott", dgar Johnson, 1970, 1821-1832, p. 85l)

242. John A. Pringle 
Committee 1837-1838

Edinburgh Writer.

243. Robert ringle 
Committee 1836-1838

Lived at Montague Street.

244. William Pringle 
Committee 1811-1815

Depute 'blerk of Session.

245. Mrs. Puret 
Governor 1833-1861

Lived in London.

George Rainy of Raaaay 
Governor 1848-1861



247. John Ramsay of Islay 
Governor 1851-1361

248. John A. Gankin 
Committee 1856-1861

Lived at 25* Regent Terrace.

249. Mrs. Pare Reade 
Governor 1850-1855

Lived at Button Houso, Ipswich.

250. Rev. William Reid 
Committee 1857-1861

Lived at Merchiston Park.

251. John Richardson of Pitfour 
Governor 1821-1825, 1850-1861

(1797-1881) Laird, born at Pitfour Castle, Perthshire and educated at 
Edinburgh University. Called to the Scottish Bar 1820 he became Sir 
John and 15th Baronet in 1857. Secretary to the Order of the thistle
1845-1875 he was the author of "The rod, the net and the public, hints 
for fcegulating the times and seasons of salmon fishing"(l864)•
(Boase, Vol. Ill, p.

252. Alexander Riddell 
Governor 1811-1859

Listed as Riddel 1847-1855.

255. Lir James Miles Liddell
Vice-President 1811-1812, 1825-1861 

(l787-186l) 2nd Baronet of ^rdnamurchan and Sunart, born at Bhaw Park, 
Clackmannan, he succeeded his grandfather in 1797. Educated at Oxford, 
where he took his B.A. 1807, he became a Lieut-Colonel in the 1st Argyll 
Militia before 1810. He died at Brook House, Leamington.
(Boase, Vol. VI, pp. 469-470)

254. Bev. î r. John Ritchie 
Committee 1828-1851 

(1781-1861) Minister, he served twelve years at Clerk's Lane Church, K±l«



marnock. In 1825 he was offered Hope Street, 'dinburgh at a stipend 
of <£280. In 1829 he gained a L.D.(lI.J.) and was soon deeply involved 
in the Voluntary Controversy. He was also a prominent lecturer on 
Temperance. He was a contributor to the ultra-Calvinistic "Dalrymple's 
recession Magazine” anti, quarrelled frequ ntly with -dinburgh Presbytery. 
His methods were often described as "ill-judged." In 1845 he was sus
pended by his Synod for three months and in 1849 he resigned.
("History of the Congregations of the U.P. Church 1733-1900", Rev. Rob
ert Small, Vol. 1, pp. 446-447)

255. James itchie
Committee 18*35-1837 

hived in India Street.

256. Joor/re Robertson 
Governor 1824-1853 

hived at 28, Albany Street.

257. '-'ilU&p Hflbfjrtapn 
Governor 1824-1858

Sived at Great Ring Street till 1826 and then at Moray Liace.

258. y.illiam Robertson 
Committee 1824-1826, 1836-1839

Edinburgh Advocate.

259. Hugh Rose
Committee 1828, 1831-1834, 1841-1843 

hived in Scotland street.

260. ijjeut. Rose 
Committee 1825-1827

■lived at C&lton Hill.

261. Alexander Moss 
Governor 1837-1856

Listed as a Member of the Council, Calcutta till 1348.

262. George Ross
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Committee 1814-1817, 1823-1826, 1828-1831, 1833-1834 
(1775-1861) Advocate in 1797 and later Judge of Consistory Court.
(Boase, Vol. Ill, p. 294)

263. James Ross
Inspector of Schools 1854-1861

264. :obert Saunders
Committee 1828-1831, 1833-1835 

dinburgh Baker.

265. hrl of Selkirk 
Vice-President 1813-1820

(1771-1820) 5th arl of Selkirk, born at Kirkcudbright and educated at 
dinburgh University. He formed "The Club" with °cott to discuss social 
and political issues. Toured the Highlands in 1792 and had "a warm 
interest in tho fate of the natives." migration, in his view, was un
avoidable. In 1799 he inherited his title. In 1802 he decided to found 
a colony in either Red Fiver in Manitoba or Prince Edward Island. He 
decided on the latter in 1803 and sent 800 settlers(he already had Bal- 
doon in Ontario). In 1805 he wrote "Observations on the Present State 
of the Highlands of -cotland with a View of the Causes and Probable 
Consequences of -migration." Phis was debated in the House of Lords 
1806-1807. In 1806 he wrote "On the necessity of a more Offactual 
System of National defence" and in I8O9 on "Parliamentary Reform." In 
1810 he be ught stock in Hudson Bay Company and in 1811 obtained 45,000, 
000 acres in Red River Valley(p^anitoba and Minnesota) which annoyed 
the North West Pur Company. In 1811 he sent Piles MacRonell from 
Jtornoway with settlers and they spent a miserable winter 1812-1813 
and later a war with the N.W.F.C. 1814-1816. Robert Jemple was killed 
by them. In 1816 he wrote "Jketch of the British Pur Trade in North 
America" and this led to more fighting 1816-1817. He was tried in 1818 
ana fined <22,000, but it was a legal farce as some of his judges were 
related to his opponents. He aied at Pau.
(D.N.3., Vol. V, pp. 1255-1258)

266. ^ir -.C. Reton 
Committee 1836-1838

(1808-1880) 7th Baronet, only son of Kajor James Heton of the 92nd Foot.
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Succeeded his grandfather in 1818 and was educated at -dinburgh 
University. In 1831 he qualified as an Advocate. Jerved as a Cap
tain in the 2nd Aberdeen Royal Volunteers 1861 and was a Lieut-Colonel 
1863-1871. Governor of the National Co-operative Bank, Bombard Ltreet, 
London 1875-1877. Lied at Portobello.
(Boase, Vol. VI, p. 542)

267. oilvcr
Life Lirector 184^-1861

268. William Tim 
Committee 1857-1859

Lived at 2, ast Preston Street.

269. K.v. Lob ,-rt Limpson 
Committee 1825-1828, 1830-1832

(1795-1867) Minister, bom at Edinburgh and educated at .dinburgh Uni
versity. * rained at the Theological Hall of the Jocession Church at 
Selkirk. Minister at oanquhar 1820-1867 he had a ov.u. (princeton/ 1853. 
Wfcoto "Traditions of the Covenanters."
(Boase, Vol. Ill, p. 585)

270. Vep.^^.jy.icla4r .of jJ&ster 
Committee 1830-1832

(1790-1868) ^aird, eldest son of ->ir John Linclair of Ulbster and 
liana, daughter of Alexander Macdonald, 1st uord Lacaonald. Born at 
dinburgh he attended Harrow with Lord Byron and dir Robert Peel, where 
he was considered brilliant. In 1806 he went to Lottingen, was arrested 
as a spy and taken before Napoleon. He was released. In 1811 he be
came a .<hig M.P. for Caithness and again in 1818. A friend of Joseph 
Hume and oir Francis Burdett he wanted Catholic mancipation and freedom 
for the West Indian slaves. He often came to .dinburgh to attend lect
ures. M.P. for Caithness again 1831-1841. He supported the Reform Bill 
of 1832 and refused to dine with William IV on a ounday. In 1835 he in
herited his father’s title. Ltrongly anti-patronage and a member of the 
Free Church he was called "a friend to the Church, the Ling ana the 
People.” He spent his last years at Thurso Castle, Torquay and Cannes, 
but aied in dinburgh. He wrote - ’’Travels in Germany"C2 vols), "Letter 
on the Church W.uastion’’(l843)» "Observations on the new Scottish Poor



Law"(l849) and "Miscellaneous Thoughts"(1853).
(h.N.B., Vol. mil, pp. 295-296)

271. Key. John Sinclair 
Committee 1823-1825, 1029-1831

272. V.'illiain Forbes Skene
Committee 1838-1840, 1844-1846, 1854-1860 

(1809-1892) Author, born in Knoydart and educated at dinburgh High 
School. '4ialifiod as a Writer to the Signet 1832 and became Clerk of 
the Bills in the Bill Chamber of the Court of Session till 1865. Sec
retary for the Belief Committee in the Highlands after the Potato Famine
1846-1850. Historiographer itoyal for °cotland 1881-1892 he was author 
of "The Highlanders of Scotland, their origin, history and antiquities" 
(1837), "Celtic Scotland" and "History of Ancient Alban" in 3 vols(l876- 
1880). He died in Edinburgh.
(Boase, Vol. Ill, p. 595)

273. John dolt Skinner 
Committee 1845-1857

Lived at 18, Carlton Terrace.

274. Archibald Smith 
Committee 1820-1822

dinburgh Accountant.

275. Maria 0. Smith 
Governor 1833-1861

Lived in London.

276. CVorre Smyttan M.S.
Governor 1838-1861 
Committee 1840-1861

Member of Bombay Medical Board till 1848 ana then listed at 20, Melville 
Street. Died at Canaan Park, ’’dinburgh 1863.
(Boase, Vol. VI, p. 59l)

277. Francis Spalding
Committee 1829-1830
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278. John Spear 
Committee 1821-1822

279. Robert Spear 
Governor 1811-1816 
Vice-President 1817-1819

Li3ted as living at Millbank, near Warrington in Lancashire.

280. Sheriff Graham Spoira 
Vice-President 1847

(1797-1847) Sheriff, son of Peter Speirs of Culcreuch. ducated at
Ldinburgh High School and at Warwick till 1811. Served in the Royal 
Navy for five years and then studied law. Callod to the Bar 1820 he 
was a noted Liberal. By 1850 he was Advocate-Jepute, then Sheriff of 
ilgin and Nairn and by 1040 Sheriff of dinburgh. A friend of the Rev. 
Dr. Gordon of the High Church he took anrf active part in the Prison Re
form Society!1835), Ragged Schools and Sabbath Schools.
(-Disruption Worthies", J.W. Wylie, 1881, pp. 447-454)

281. James Stevenson 
Committee 1859-1861 
Governor 1860-1861

Lived at 12, Royal Circus till 1860 when he moved to 13» Randolph Cres
cent .

282. Jr. ■‘illiam Stevenson 
Committee 1849-1850

Lived at 23, Melville Street.

283. Rev. Alexander Stewart 
Secretary 1821

(1764-1821) Minister, b o m  at Blair Atholl, son of the minister there. 
Educated at St. Andrews University he was appointed to Moulin Parish 
Church 1786. There he met the Rev. Charles Simeon of Cambridge and 
James Haldane and they led him to evangelism. In a letter!29/6/1812) 
he wrote: "It was no revival, for I had not lived till then." Health 
reasons took him to serve at Dingwall in 1805 and eventually to tho 
Ganongate, Edinburgh, 1820. A Gaelic scholar he revised the translation 
of the Scriptures for the S.P.O.K. and was thanked by the General Assem
bly in 1819 and 1820. Not only did he revive tho original of Ossian,
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but he wrote "Elements of Gaelic Grammar"(1801), ”An Account of the 
late Revival of Religion in a Part of the highlands"! 1802), "A Primer 
or Spelling Book in Gaelic" and "Sermons and Memoir"(1822). He also 
translated Isaac Watt's "Preservation from Vice and Folly" into Gaelic
and supported Sunday Schools. He was regarded as "an excellent man" 
and "a steady and e. warm friend."
(Fasti, Vol. 1, p. 26; "Silences that Speak", W.P. Anderson, 1931, pp. 
545-546; "The Church in the Highlands", John Mackay, 1914, p. 225I 11AR 
16-17)

284. Charlo3 Stewart
Committee 1811-1815, 1820-1822 

Printer to the University of -dinburgh.

285. Archibald Stirling of Kenmure 
Vice-President 1821-1847

(1769-1847) Born at Cawder he went to Jamaica as a planetr 1789-1814 
and returned to buy Kenmure '-'state from his brother. When his wife 
died in 1822 he moved to dinburgh. In 1831 he succeeded James Stirling 
to the Keir letate and lived thnr^ till his death. He drained his 
lands, bred cattle and -discovered iron and coal.
("The Stirlings of Keir", William Fraser, 1858, p. 81)

286. James tirling of Keir 
Vice-President 1819-1831

(1766-1831) Born at Cawder he entered the 11th Pragoons in 1787 and 
resigned in 1793 when he succeeded his father. Sent to Sicily for his 
health 1812-1813 he was very fond of field sports, especially coursing.
A good farmer he bred fine cattle and embellished his estate by plant
ing trees. He died a bachelor and was buried at Lecropt.
("The Stirlings of Keir", William Fraser, 1858, p. 80)

287. Janet Stirling of Keir 
Governor 1333-1835

288. v.i33 Jtirlin■ of Keir
Governor 1833-1842

(1774-1842) Marion Stirling, born at Cawder, she kept house for her two 
brothers for 5° years and died a spinster.
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(“The Stirlings of Keir", William Fraser, 1858, p. 78)

289. William Stirling 
Committee 1824-1827

290. William Stothert of Cargen 
Vice-President 1821-1861

N.B. Listed as Stothart 1824-1831.

291. Baron de Ltrandman
Foreign/Corresponding, Switzerland 1819, Italy 1820-1827 

Formerly Secretary'' of Legation to the Russian mbassy at the British 
Court.
(8AR2)

292. Lord Strathavon K.P.
Vice-President 1824-1837

N.B. listed as Strathaven 1827-1828 and no longer an M.P. affcfer 1833.

293. Alexander Stuart
Committee 1827-1830, 1**2-1835, 1839-1845 
Secretary 1846-1861 
Life Director 1853-1861 

Writer to the Signet he is listed as living at 26, London Street in 
1847, at 17, Nelson Street in 1848, at 14, Forth ^treet in 1853* at 
Grange Road in 1857 and at 11, Young Street in 1861.

294. Charles Stuart. M.L. of run^am 
Vice-President 1811-1814, 1818-1826 
Committee 1815-1818

(1745-1826) Minister/Physician, son of James Stuart, nord Provost of 
.dinburgh. Licensed in London he was brought to Edinburgh by Lady 
Clenorchy 1772 and by 1773 he was minister at Cramond. He also qual
ified M.D. in 1781 as a physician. He resigned from his parish 1796 
and founded a small Anabaptist congregation which soon dissolved. The 
Rev. Thomas McCrie called him "the parent of the Institute." His son, 
James Stuart, W.S., killed Sir Alcxand r Boswell of Auchinleck in a duel 
at Auchtortool in 1822, was tried for murder and acquitted.
(Fasti, Vol. 1, p. 12; "Memorials of Henry Cockburn", 1872, pp. 340-341)
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295. R^v. Alexander Moodv-Btuart
Committee 1837-1840, 1846-1861 

(1809-1898) Minister, born Alexander Moody at Paisley, son of a banker. 
Educated at Glasgow University and Edinburgh Theological Hall he was licen
sed by Glasgow Presbytery 1831. At the request of Mr. Buchan of Kelloe he 

went as a Missionary to Holy Isle, Northumberland 1831-1835. Returned to 
St. Luke's Q.S. in Edinburgh. In 1843 he joined the Free Church and served 
at St. Luke's F.C.. From 1847-1889 he was Convener of the F.C. Mission to 
the Jews. In 1875 he was Moderator of the F.C. Assembly and a D.l).(.Min). 
Opposed to union with the U.P. he married Miss Jessie Stuart of Annat in 
1839 and assumed her name in 1840. He died at Crieff. Among his numerous 
works were - "A Pastoral Letter"(1840, "Ireland, open to the Gospel”(1847), 
"Inquiry into the Present educational Connection between the Free Church and 
the Government"(1848).
(Fasti, Vol. 1, pp. 110-111; :*ing, Vol. 1, p. 333)

296. Georre Cymners 
Governor 1839-1840

■uived at Cults, Aberdeenshire.

297. Andrew Tait 
Committee 1846-1849

Lived at 33, Rose Street.

298. J.R. Pelt 
Committee 185u-186l

Lived at 9, Queensferry Street till 1856, then at No. 2.

299. Revv Walter Tait 
Committee 1816-1818 
Secretary 1819-1830 
Life Director 1831-1841

(1771-1841) Minister, bom at Glasgow, son of a merchant and nephew of 
Admiral Viscount Duncan. ducatrd at Glasgow University he took his M.A. 
1786. He served at Lundie and Foulis 1795-1797 and at Tealing 1797-181.3, 
he moved to Trinity, ^dinburgh, where he adopted the teaching of Campbell of 
Row and d̂ward Irving. In 1833 the Presbytery denounced him to the General 
Assembly and he was d posed 1833 to become Pastor of the dinburgh Church of 
the flatholic Apostolic Church.
(Fasti, Vol. 1, pp. 128-129)
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300. Andrew xawse 
Committee 1825-1828

Writer to the dignet.

301. atrick pennant 
Committee 1826-1833

Writer to the Lignet.
N.B. Listed, as Tennent after 1328.

302. John Thom 
Committee 1820-1824

rortobello Merchant.

303. .. 'horburn
Committee 1822-1823 

Leith Merchant.

3C4. Henry Tod
Committee 1831-1834, 1839, 1841 

writer to the Signet.

305. George Todd 
Committee 1847-1861 
Auditor 1854-1861

histea as living at 4* Hicholson Square till 1849, then Brandon Street in 
1850, inverleith Row in 1853 and then at 3, George Street in 1854.

306. ifev. Alexander To or;
Committee 1854-1858

(1814-1879) Minister, bora at Sheriffmill, lgin, a fanner's son, he was 
educated at lgin Academy, Aberdeen University where he obtained his M.A. 
in 1831. ijicenâ d by the Presbytery of Fordyce 1836 he was tutor to the 
family of Cordon of Caimfield. He sorv d at lgin High Church as an assis
tant in 1838 ana as senior minister 1841. He joined the Free Church and 
then served at the F.C. High 1843-1852 when he moved to Roxburgh F.C. in 
.dinburgh 1852-1858. He moved to Knox F.C. in Toronto 1858-1879 and while 
there received a L.L.(Aber) 1870 and was twice Moderator of the Canadian 
F.C. Assembly. He played a major part in discussions leading to the union 
of the four Canadian synods in Montreal, he aied in Toronto.
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307. Kenneth treasurer
Committee 1818-1822, 1824-1830, 1832-1835 

dinburgh Tailor.

308. James d'roun 
Committee 1843-1845

Lived in Windsor Street.

309. Rev. W.K. Tweodie 
Committee 1843-1845

(1803-1863) Minister, bora at Ayr and educated at "dinburgh, Glasgow and 
St. Andrews Univeraities. Licensed by the Presbytery of Arbroath 1828, 
he was ordained at the Scots Church, London Wall, 1832 and later trans
ferred to South Parish, Aberdeen in 1836. By 1842 he was at the ‘i'olbooth 
kilek in Edinburgh. In 1843 he Joined the Free Church and assisted Dr. 
Chalmers in the F.C. Bustentation Fund. He was Convener 1845-1847. He 
was also Convener of the Foreign Mission Committee 1848-1862. A D.D.(3t. 
And) in 1852 he wrote many books - "Man by Nature and Grace"(1850), "A 

Lamp to the Path"(l853), "Glad Tidings"(1853), "The Hand of God in War" 
(1854), "Man and his Money"(1855), "Daily Devotion"!186l), "Batan as re
vealed in Scripture"!1862)
(Fasti, Vol. 1, p. 121)

310. Victoria 
Patroness 1839-1861

311. Henry Walker of Blythshall 
Governor 1826-1861

Lived in Nottinghamshire.

312. T~ev. J. A. Wallace 
Committee 1856 
Governor 1857-1861

(1802-1870) Minister, son of a gunmaker, born in -dinburgh. Licensed 
by th - "jvsbytery of -dinburgh he served at Burntisland 1827-1833, then 
at Hawick. He joined the Free Church and served at Hawick F.C. 1843- 
1870. Wrote "iastoral Recollections"!1853)» "Waymarks for the guiding
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of little feet"(1866)
(Boase, Vol. VI, pp. 765-766)

313. James Warden 
Committee 1847-1850

Lived at 61, Clerk Street.

314. Robert Warden 
Governor 1814-1835

^ived in Morayshire.

315. Alexander Wardron 
Committee 1811-1815

316. Rev. Dr. Charles ,;atson 
Committee 1844-1856

(1794-1866) Minister, bom at -dinburgh, son of a cabinet-maker. ducated 
at the High School and University he took his M.A. in 1833. licensed by 
the Presbytery of 'dinburgh 1817 he served at Burntisland 1820-1837 when 
he was demotted on account of his weak voice. A j.J.(Aber) in 1833 he 
joined the Free Church. He wrote - "Hints on Christian Experience"(1825), 
"•^reparation for Jeath"(l828), "Prayers for Young Persons"(1831), "A Help 
to Family Prayer"(1839).
(Fasti, Vol. IV, pp. 83-84)

317. Cantain Wauchope. k.N.
Committee 1822-1824

Robert Wauchope, son of Andrew V.auchope of Niddrie in Midlothian, joined 
the Royal Navy in 1805. By 1814 he was a Captain. From 1834-1838 he was
in the Cape of Good Hope where he invented a Time Ball for rates of chron
ometers. He died in 1862.
(Boase, Vol. Ill, p. 1236)

318. John .-'augh 
Committee 1816-1819

’dinburgh Bookseller.

319. William Vemvss 
Committee 1836-1839

Comoisary-General•
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320.
Committee 1813-1816 

.dinburgh Bookseller.

321. ntehftrd Whytftgk
Committee 1834-1837, 1845-1856 

Mved at 7, Oeorge Street till 1854, then at No. 9 by 1855.

322. William whytook
Committee 1835-1837, 1841-1842, 1844 

Register Office.

323. Jgfefl Jffig,.
Committee 1820-1822, 1828-1831, 1833-1835 SWouudV U  u. <rPvr

324. liftiffiir 
Committee 1830

Member of the Scottish Bar and of good social standing he was an elder 
at Trinity College Parish Church. In 1830 he felt a call to preach in 
the streets and visit homes. This annoyed the Presbytery of dinburgh 
and they banned him from public exhortation. He refused to accept this 
and he resigned his eldership to become a pastor. In 1832 he opened his 
own church. By 1834 he operated from Richmond Court Chapel without any 
denominational links. In 1837 he applied to the Congregational Church 
for acceptance.
("A History of Scottish Congregationalism”, Harry hscott, I960, pp. 286-287)

325. Key.» H^el. Wijfele 
Secretary 1831-1838

(1781-1838) Minister, educated at Haddington and -dinburgh University, he 
was licensed by the Presbytery of Haddington in 1806. He served at Stone- 
house 1806, fester 1821 and New Creyfriars 1829. He died of a malignant 
fever while visiting the poor. His task as Secretary of the Society was 
to examine all the applicants for teaching posts.
(Fasti, Vol. 1, p. 35l 28AR8-9)

326. W^lUqn IV
Patron 1830-1837



327. J. Broadly Wilson 
Governor 1821-1834

Lived at Clapham.

328. Hisses Wilson 
Governors 1838-1861

They lived at St. Andrews.

329. Rev. James Julius Wood 
Committee 1842-1843

(1800-1877) Minister, born at Jedburgh, son of a physician. Educated at 
Glasgow University where he took his M.A. he was licensed by the Presby
tery of Jedburgh 1825 and Berved at Newton-on-Ayr 1827, Stirling(lst Charge) 
1836 and New Greyfriars 1839. On leave of absence for ill-health he went 
as Chaplain to the 42nd Highlanders in Malta 1842. He joined the Free 
Church, but was not given a church as he was ill. He had to spend two 
years in Madeira. He later assisted Dr. Guthrie and Dr. Clason. In 1848 
he served at Dumfries F.C.. A D.D.(Glas) in 1856 he was Moderator of the 
F.C. Assembly in 2857.
(Fasti, Vol. 1, p. 35)

330. James Wright 
Committee 1851-1861

Lived at 13, Ainslie Place.

331. *3411qin Ypuflg
Committee 1824-1827 

dinburgh Builder.
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Addenoa

No doubt more information will be found about the foregoing persons.
The following has emerged since the completion of the Appendix - 
No.6 1 jxander -mdersonl 1802-1866). born in dgin, baker’s son; educated
at -dinburgh University; ordained at kinlochluichart Q.3. in Dingwall Pres
bytery; joined F.C. 1843; Rev. at Gaelic F.C. Rothesay 1844-1866(iasti 
No.24 -.ndr~w aonar. x.eith agent of Royal dank of Scotland; kept a false 
register for Inspector for three years; delirium, head shaved, bled and 
blistered in 1844(~*G. Checkland, "Scottish 3anking, A history, 1695-1973"*
1975} p.380).
No. 185 Rrs R-arv ->tewart rack.nzie let land directly to the croftei*s through 
tacksmenC .C. Mackenzie, "History of the Outer Hebrides", 1903* p.492).
No. 198 Colonel >iacleod of ~t Kjlda was x/ouald Nacleod of uchnagoyle, who 
bought the island in 1804 for .01,350(*<*C. Mackenzie, "History of the Outer 
hebriues", 1903* p.485).
No.239 ^ohn TqIIqck.. First Manager of Commercial dunk of Scotland; salary 
41,000 p.a.; no banking experience; unpunctual, slow to learn, overbearing; 
January, 1812 forced by Sheriff to yield keys and engaged in lawsuit till 
1831U.C. Checkland, "Scottian hanking, A history, 1695-1973* 1975* pp.290-291). 
No.323 <ohn wiihaa. shawl manufacturer in Society of xrienas(Boase,VI,867-868). 
James Raitliind hog of r.ewliston( 1799-1858)was U.L., J.P., strongly F.C.(Bur
ke’s i-andfed Gentry, 1952, p.1251J.
-uncan arroch. 3rd of --ottrockC 1800-1864 )waa u?a.., J.P., and hajor(lbis.,p.608).

No.253 Sir James Riddell. Episcopalian land-owner, refused the F.C. even 
a tent in his 40 mile estate. An iron church was built at Port Glasgow and 
towed to -uoch Sunart in 1845(0.3. Burnet, "The Holy Communion", I960, p.274). 
No.246 George Rainy, Lowlander, bought Raasay by auction in London in 1843 
for 35,OOOg; he could not help tenants and turned to sheep; cleared at 
least 12 townships 1852-1854; died in London, June, 1863(R* Sharpe, "Raasay, 
a study in Island History", 1977, pp.62-63.)
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A^nuiz

udst of Gaelic schools

"It is melancholy to reflect, that in a few cases he(Jecretary)has 
founa it impossible to discover tht locality given in the Old Re
port. i-any years ago, under the system that has been depriving the 
highlanas of their population, thesv hamlets have been swept away, 
and their very names have now perished from the memories of the in
habitants of the neighbourhood."

- 42AR9, 1 inarch, 1853.
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The followin information is greatly condensed and presented in 
a standard fora.
1. ach school is numbered and its location may be found on the 
lettered nap appropriate to the school, e.g. do. 1 Aadenbaine (0»
2. The spelling of the underlined school is that used by the soc
iety when the school was first registered, .g. aadenbaine was the 
spelling on 1/11/1819.
3. Subsequent variations in spelling ar<- given with dates and source, 
e.g. .̂inbaine 1820(10ak25); ^iaenbain 1822(12(1160); . aainbaine 1825 
(l5A^4o); aoaenbain 1827{l7Ah58); Adanbain 1829(l9Ai’53) and dinbain 
1834(24AK49).
4. The underlined pariah indicates the parish in which the school 
was located at the earliest date, e.g. oirinish 1/11/1819.
5. The same scnool may be listed in other parishes at later aates e. 
g. -nizort 182"j(l3A'.44) and unv':.jan 1852(42^-123)•
6. The underlined i3lano or county is exactly the same.
7. -he name3 of the teachers arf given tog' ther with th ir dates of 
service, the school roll, sez division, ago range, standard of daelic 
reauing, e.g. Fergus? Ferguson served at ..adenbaine from 1/11/1819 to 
1/11/1820 teaching 94 scholars, of whom 51 were male and 43 finale. 
Their ages ranged from 5/24 years and 71 were reading- at the lementary 
-tage, 21 were on the Hew lestament anu 2 could read the dible(lOAK62-
63).
8. if the school received any special financial help this is recorded,
e.g. ivadenbaine was supported by the congregation of t. deorgo's F.C*, 
Edinburgh 1853-1854 .
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1. Aadenbaine (Q\ r. ^uirinish 3kve

dinbaine 1820(l0AR25); Aidenbain 1822(l2AR60); Aadinbaine 1825(l5AR40); 
Aodanbain 1827(l7AR58); Adanbain 1829(l9AR53)i 'dinbain 1834(24AR49).

P. Snizort 1823(l3AR44); P. Minvegan 1852(42AR23)

Fergus Ferguson l/ll/l819-l/ll/l820 with 94 - 51m and 43f @ 5/24 yrs with 
710.., 21NT and 2B(l0AR62-63); 182l(lOAR65); l/ll/l821-l/ll/l822 with 42 - 
23m and 19f © 6/30 yrs with 140 and 28B(l2AR60-6l).
Malcolm McKay 1834-1835 with 138(24AR28,49); 1835-1836(25AR40); 1836-1837 
(26AR63).
Nicol Nicolson 1852 with 82 - 40m and 42f(42AR23); 1853 with 49 - 26m and 
23f supported by St. George's F.C., Edinburgh!43AR29); 1854 with 50 - 30m 
and 20f supported by St. George's F.C., dinburgh(44AR25).

2. Aberdeen City

Opened November, 1814 for Gaels in the cotton works(4AR24,43). The last
reference to the school is 9/8/l816(6AR22).

3. Achachaoin P. Kilcalmonell/Kilberry Ar̂ rvle

First mentioned as closed by November, 1827 there are few references to 
this school(17AR56, 18AR47, 19AR51, 20AR46).

4. Achandrean P. Lochbroom Ross

Achadrean 1823(l3AR33); Ardrean 1826(l6AR8); Ardandrean 1827(l7AR20).

John McLeod l/ll/l822-l/ll/l823 with 54 - 27m and 27f with 120 and 42B 
(13AR46-47); l/ll/l823-l/ll/1824 with 48 - 26m and 22f and 5 0  and 43B 
(14AR48-49).
John McMillan l/ll/l825-30/9/l826 with 107 - 53m and 54f and 660 and 41B 
(16AR48-49); 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 108 - 50m and 58f and 29 0  and 79B 
(18AR52-53).
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5. Achantrad i. Shieldaig Invemeaa

The only mention of this school was that the teacher was useful in 1844
(34AR13).

6. Acharimsdale O )  P. Clvne Sutherland

John McLean 1843-1844 with 52 and in 1844 with 55(33AR38, 34AR24).

7. Ach arry P» C reich Rosa

Achary 1822(l2AR58)

Sutherland 1822(l2AR58)

^uncan McDonald l/ll/l821-l/ll/l822 with 62 - 28m and 34f @ 4/24 yra and 
13J1 and 493(llAR54, 12AR58-59).

8. Achdaphubil P. Kilmallle Inverness

Achdophuibil 1832(22AR36)

Kenneth Ross 1832 with 32 - 14m and 18f and 1171 and 21NT/ii(22AR36-37); 
1833 with 37 - 18m and 19f and 9 71 and 28NT/b (23AR42).

9. Achllibster P. rialkirk Caithness

Achlibster 1828(l9AR33)

Malcolm McKinnon l/ll/l825-30/9/l826 with 40 and all at Bible(16AR48-49).

10. Achillibuie Ci) P. Lochbroom Ross

Achiltibuie 1820(l0AR60); Achilliebuie 1832(22AR40)

This school is first mentioned in the summer of 1815 with 50 - 20Ps/BkI



and 30B(5AR10). The teacher was probably John Macleod l/ll/l815-l/ll/l8l6 
with 50 - 20Ps and 30B(6AR34-35)I l/ll/l819-l/ll/l820 with 44 - 20m and 
24f ® 4/28 yrs(l0AR60-6l); 182l(lOAR64); l/ll/l821-l/ll/l822 with 51 - 23m 
and 28f © 5/l8 yrs and 20 1 and 31B(l2AR58-59); 1832-1833 (22AR40); 1833 
with 53 - 24m and 29f and 25E1 and 28NT/b(23AR42).

11. Achinel (p'J P. Rornoch Sutherland

Auchinell 1820(9AR54); Achinell 1820(lOAR60)j Achineel 1822(llAR50); 
Auchineel 1823(13AR42).

iAincan Ross l/ll/1818-1/11/1819 with 88 - 44m and 44f ® 5/50 yrs(9AR50- 
51); l/11/1819-1/11/1820 with 72 - 39m and 33f ® 6/55 yrs and Ilia, 44NT 
and 170T(l0AR60-6l); 22/3/1821(11AH26).

12. Achlunachan [c) I . Lochbroom Ross

Alexander Maclennan 1817(6AR38).

13. Achmealvick C O  x:. Assvnt Sutherland

Achmealvich 1822(llAR54); Achmelvich 1823(l2AR62); Achamelvich 1826(l6AR27)

A. Macdonald 182l(lOAR64)
Lavid Munro l/ll/1821-1/11/182. with 61 - 30m and 31f & 4/36 yrs and 23 >1 
and 38B(l2AR58-59)» l/ll/1822-1/11/1823 with 69 - 30m and 39f and 12 :i and 
573(l3AJi46-47).
John McLonald 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 58 - 27m and 31f and 10El and 48B 
(18AR52-53); 1829(18AR56); 1830 with 101 - 47m and 54f(l8 adult) and 16 :i 
and 85NT/B(l9AR56-57); 24/3/1830 with 76 and 11El and 403(20AR16).

14. Achmore C*) P. Lochalsh Ross

There were 54 in 1839-1840(29AR32). Presumably the teacher was Alexander 
McLeod who had 38 in 1840-1841(30AR22).



15. Achna CM Sutherland

Achina 1827U7AR54)

Donald McLeod l/ll/l825-30/9/l826 with 35 - 10m and 25f ana 10E1 and 20B 
(16AR48-49)? 1827(16AK52)j 1842-1843 with 9l(32AR38); 1843-1844 with 71 
(33AR38). By 1844 there were 30(34AR24).

16. Achnacaman (ft) P. Asavnt Sutherland

Achnacarnin 1830(20AR16); Achnancaraan 1831(21aK11).

P. Store 1835(25AR24).

-wen McDonald 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 103 - 51m and 52f and 6821 and 35B 
(18AR52-53); 1829U8AR56).
Lavid Munro 1830 with 102 - 23m and 79f(l2 adult) and 44 -1 and 58NT/b (19AR 
56-57); 1831 with 144(42 adult) and 7621 ajid 63WT/B(20AR52-53); 1835-1836 
(25AR40); 1836-1837126AR63); 1837-1838(27AJ133); 1837 with 6l(27AR30); 1838 
with 70. School closed 15/5/l838(28AR28).

17. Achnaaart (d) lî ...ihii.n.C£Lrdlne Rqqq

Alexander McKenzie l/ll/1819-1/ 11/ 1820 with 35 - 20m and 15f(10AR60-61); 
1821 (10AR64); 1/11/1821-1/11/1822 with 35 - 21m and 14f <P 5/41 yrs and 1121 
and 24B(l2AR58-59)•

18. Achnahard p. ^Q'Chbroom Ross

P. Ullapool 1833(24AR14)

John McPherson July, 1833 and by 13/1/1834 had 43 - 1121, 8NT and 12B and 
closed June, 1834(23AR44, 24AR15).

19« Achnarras Cfe) P. ila-Lklrk Caithness

John Sutherland 1830 with 85 - 41m and 44f<(ll adult) and 56 1 and 29NT/B 
(19AK56-57); 1831 with 101 - 49m and 52f(lQ adult) and 42 1 and 59NT/B



(20AR52-53).

20. Achrachkill P. Ardnamurchan Arnrle

Ashraklll 1830(20AK46)

Hugh Dewar l/ll/l822-l/ll/l823 with 39 - 18m and 21f and l.i and 38B(l3AR 
46-47).

21. Achtarsin# (s) Fortingall Perth

Achatarsin 1828(l7AR60)

uonald McDiarmid 15/ 5/1827-15/5/1828 with 58 - 30m and 36f and 23 a  and 35B 
(18AK52-53); 1829(l8AK59); 1830 with 88 - 43m and 45A13 adult) and 2431 and 
64B(l9AR56-57).

22. Achurain CX^ 1. Appjn/Lismore Argyle

P. Ardnamurchan 1823(l3AR43)

Donald McLachlan 1/11/1821-1/ll/l822 with 68 - 37m and 31f ® 5/20 yrs and 
30 El and 48B(l2AR58-59).

23. Achuinlbeot P. Reav Caithness

In the summer of 1815 there were 26 at the school (5AR6). Presumably the 
teacher was Arthur Forbes 1/ll/l815-l/ll/1816 with 73 - 35m and 38f ® 5/40 
yrs and 33Ps and 40NT/0T(6AR34-35); 1817(6AR38).

24. Achurn t*) P. Clenelg Inverness

Donald McDiarmid 1835-1836 and 1836-1837(25AR40, 26AK63).

25. Ackridhisldll (f̂ ) P. Pdderachillis Sutherland

Achridhisld.il 1822(l2AR58)
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George Campbell l/ll/l821-l/ll/l822 with 70 - 34m and 36f & 5/50 yra and 
38 I and 323(llAR54, 12AR58-59)} l/ll/l822-l/ll/l823 with 65 - 30m and 35 
f and 65B(l3AK46-47).

26. Aird of Bleat P. Pleat Pkye

Aird of Plate 1822(l2AR57) J Aird of Sleate 1828(l8AR49).

P. Bracadale 1819(9AH49)

Donald McGillivray l/ll/l817-l/ll/l818 with 62(8AR46-47); 1819(9AR49).

27. Aird of lon^ (M) P. Ptornowav Lewis

Aira of Tongue 1844(34AR24)

John Munro 1830 with 100 - 54m ana 40f(30 adult) and 96.-3. and 4B(l9AR58-59); 
1831 with 104 - 57m and 47f(30 adult) and 38L1 and 66NT/B(20AR54-55); 1832 
with 43 - 26m end 17f and 6 3 and 37NT/B closing May, 1832(22AR38-39)•
Murdo McKenzie 1844 with 59 and 1845 with 44 and the school supported both 
years by Lady Anderson^34AK24, 35AR54); 1846 with 32 and 1847 with 32(36AR 
25, 37AR23); 1851 with 82 - 45m and 37f(4lAR25); 1852 with 87 - 42m and 45f 
(42AR22); 1853 with 49 - 30m and 19fl43AR28).

28. iiird of luimpan (v\) P. ^tornoway Lewis

Malcolm McRitchie in June, 1833 had 88 and 58KT(24AR21)} 1833-1834 and 1834- 
1835(23AR44, 24AR49).

29. Airde l *) r. otoraoway Lewis

Airda 1850(40AR2l); Airds 1852(42AP22)

P. Knock 1850(40/iR2l)

Niel .Hurray l/ll/1819-1/11/1820 with 28 - 12m and I6f(10AR62-63)
Jwen McDonald l/ll/1821-l/ll/l822 with 32 - 25m and 7f & 6/36 yrs and 8L'l
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and 24-B (12AR60-61).
Kenneth McPherson 1850 with 53 - 27m and 26f(40AR21); 1851 with 61 - 33m
and 28f(41AR25); 1852 with 49 - 27m and 22f(42AR22).

30. Aldbia C O  P. Poolewe Ross

Aldbea 1857(47AR14)

John McDonald with 41 - 17m and 24f(46AR14); 1857 with 40 - 13m and 27f 
(47AR14).

31. Alikin It)  P. Shieldaig Inverness

Alagin 18^6(36AR24)

P. Applecross 1837(27AR30)

0filin McIntosh 1835-1836 and 1836-1837(25AR40, 26AR63); 1837 with 43 and 
1838 with 41 when the school served a Government Church area(27AR30, 28AR 
28); 1839 with 40(28AR2l); 1846 with 48(36AR24); 1847 with 34(37AR22); 
1848 with 3l(38AR20).

32. Altandou t o  P. Dochbroom Ross

Altandon 182l(llAR50); Auldandow 1825(l4AR52); Altandow 1826(l6AR25)

John McLeod H/lO/1813 and 29/ll/l814 with 40(3AR42, 4AR49). School was 
closed 30/11/1815(5AR1G2)•
Angus Mcneod l/ll/l825-30/9/l826 with 54 - 30m and 24f and 12 1 ana 42B 
(16Ar48-49)i 1827(16AR52).

33. Altas P. Creich Sutherland

Magdalene Sutherland 1823(l2AK62).

34. Amat-na-Tuath c O  1 . Kincardine nOSS
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uonald McRae l/ll/l825-l/ll/l826 and 28/l/l827 with 42 and 3BkI, 16c/Ex, 
and 4NT(l6AR48-49, 28); 30/4/1827 with 40(l7AR2l).

35. Arboll P. Tarbat Ross

Angus McNeill 1842-1843 with 99 and 1843-1844 with 52(32AR38, 33AR38).

36. Ardchiavai/r / S ) f. Kilfinichen Mull

Ardsheavaig 1815(5AR92)

bonald Mclnnes August, 1815 with 20 @ 4/l5 yrs and l/ll/l815-l/ll/l816 
with 83 - 57m and 26f & 5/16 yrs(5AR54, 6AR36-37); l/ll/l817-l/ll/l818 
with 71 - 41m and 30f » 4/l9 yrs and 45SI and 26NT/b(8AR46-47); l/ll/l818 
-l/n/1819 with 71 - 48m and 23f » 5/17 yrs and 27 1, 37NT and 7B(9AR52-53). 
Niel McFhail l/ll/l8ly-l/ll/l820 with 115 - 72m and 43f » 6/22 yrs and 66HI, 
24NT and 25B(lOAR62-63); 182l(lOAR65).

37. Ardelve L*) 1’. Lochalsh Inverr.ese

Roderick McLeod 1841-1842 with 42(31AR34); 1842-1843 with 67(32AR38); 1843- 
1844 with 52(33AR38); 1844 with 35(34AR24).

38. Ardlussay C'T) ^ .. Jura Jura

Ardliessa 1818(8AR46); Ardlussa 1819(8AR49)

Malcolm McNeill l/ll/l817-l/ll/l818 with 20 - 13m and 7f and 18K1 and 2NT 
(8AR34, 46-47); 1819(8AR49).

39. Ardmore U )  F. Kilmore Mull

P. Tobermory 1835(24AR33)

Angus McPherson 1834-1835 and 1835-1836 (24AP.49, 25AR40); 1835 with 53 
(24AR33).

40. Ardnish u ) P. A rdnamurchan Argyle
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Donald Cameron l/ll/l821-l/ll/l822 with 33 - 16m and 17f ® 5/20 yrs and 
2 11 and 31B(l2AR58-59); l/ll/l822-l/ll/l823 with 35 - 16m and 19f and 5 
:i and 30B(l3AR46-47).

41. Ardnish (P) P. Coll/Tiree Coll

John Johnston l/ll/l817-l/11/1818 with 37 - 32m and 5f and 27El and 5NT
and 5B(8AR46-47)i l/ll/l819-l/ll/l820 with 68 - 23Ps, 15NT and 30B(9AR52- 
53).

42. Ardow t& ) ?. Ailninian Hull

Murdoch Fraser 1857 with 24 - 12m and 12f(47AH15); 1858 with 22 - 9m and 
13f(43AR15).

43. Ardtun cs) i . Kllfinichen Hull

John Macdonald ly 11/1818-1/ll/l819 with 89 - 56m and 33f ® 6/17 yra(9AR52- 
53); 26/5/1819 with 89 - 56m and 33f and 62 there(9AR22); l/ll/l819-l/ll/ 
1820 with 63 - 46m and 17f © 5/l5 yrs and 2521, 23NT and 15B(l0AR62-63); 
182l(lOAR65).
John Dewar 1841-1842 with 65(31AR35); 1842-1843 with 65(32AR39); 1843-1844 
with 46(33AR39); 1844 with 52(34AR25).
John McDougall 1850 with 69 - 38n and 31f(40AR21); 1851 with 62 - 37m and 
25f(41AR25); 1852 with 48 - 25m and 23f(42AR23).
John Gillanders 1853 with 54 - 28m and 26f(43AR29)| 1854 with 54 - 31m and
23f(44AR25).

44. Ardvargnlsh (-5*) F. forosay Hull

P. Kilfinichen 1826(l6AR50-5l)

iHjenezer Rose 1/11/1825-30/9/1826 with 22 - 14m ana 8f and 521 and 17B(l5
AR43. 16AR50-51); 1827(16AR53).

45. ^rd.vaarick P . /vronamurchan Argvle

Colin McIntosh 1830 with 25 - 16m and 9f and 18A1 and 7B(l9AR56-57); 1831
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19m and 12f and 13 PL and 18NT/b (20AR52-53) .

46. Aribhruach P. Lochs Lewi3

*uncan Morrison 1053 with 28 - 14m and 14f(43AR28); 1854 with 28 - 14m 
and 14f(44AK24); 1855 with 36 - 18m and 18f(45AR22).

47. Ari narrower P. Coll/Tiree Coll

Arinagowr 1849(39AR25)» Arinagour 1854(44AR14)

Alexander Mackenzie 15/9^1814(4A?42); re-opened January, 1815 and by 
April 74 and by July 30(5AR48); l/ll/l815-l/ll/l8l6 with 78 - 45m and 
33f(6AR36-37); 1817(6AR39).
Lonald Fowler 1834-1835, 1835-1836, 1836-1837(24AR49, 25AK40, 26AR63);
1835 with 56(24AR33).
James Hood 1849 with 59 - 32m and 27f(39AR25); 1850 with 72 - 37m and
35f(40AR2l); 1851 with 83 - 45m and 38f(41AR25); 1852 with 62 - 34m and
38f(42AR23); 1853 with 53 - 26m and 27f(43AR29); 1854 with 60 - 30m and
30f(44AR25); 1855 with 50 - 26m and 24f(45AR73).

48. Arin-Cailach (5* ̂  P. ^ilmore Mull

Arrin-Calluch 1816(6AR19); Arn-Cailach 1834(24AR33)

Angus McPherson 1832 with 73 - 31m and 42f and ia .l and 51hT/i3(22AK38-39) J
1832-1833(22AR41); 1833 with 94 - 41m and 53f and 41-1 and 53NT/b (23a R43);
1833-1834(23AR44). Closed June, 1834 with 12NT and 63B(23AK44).

49. Arinish ( & )  P. rortree Raasay

Airinish 1824(l5AR39)

Angus McLonald l/ll/l823-l/11/1824 with 26 - 10m and I6f ana 16 A1 and 10B 
(l4AR50-51)i 1825(14AR53).

50. arinucrinack P. Applecross Ross

Arinucrinach 1815(5AR17); Arinacrinach 1824(l5AR37); Arinacrianach 1827



(16AR52); Arinacreanach 1828(l8AR52-53); Airinancrionachd 1838(28AR2l); 
Arinachrinach 184l(30AR22); Arinacruineachd 1846(36AR24).

Inverness 1815(5AK17)

Hugh Fraser November, 1813, 26/4/1814 and 2l/ll/l814 with 60 in 1814 and 
58 in 1815(3AR8, 4AR10, 35, 5AR17).
Colin McIntosh 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 59 - 40m and 19f and 17S1 and 42B 
(18AR52-53)J 1829(l8AR56).
Donald McGillivray 1840-1841 with 37 and 1841-1842 with 39(30AR22, 31AR34). 
dohn 8haw 1846 with 37, 1847 with 39 and 1848 with 47(36AR24, 37AR22, 38AR 
20); 1849 with 53 - 29m and 24f(39AK24).
Murdo McPherson 1854 with 20 - 6m and 14f(44AR24); 1855 with 10 - 3m and 
7f(45*R22); 1856 with 8 - 3m and 5f(46AR14); 1857 with 15 - 6m and 9f(47 
AR14)

51. Arinvougie c < ) Aowmore Islay

Aventoggie 1851\41aR25)

P. Kilarrow 1843(32AR39); P. hildalton 1844(33AK39)

Alexander Grant 1841-1842 with 88, 1842-1843 with 96 ana 1843-1844 with
79(31AR35, 32AR39, 33AR39).
Finlay McFarlane 1850 with 25 - 15m and 10f(40AR2l); 1851 with 46 - 21m 
and 25f(41AR25).

52. Armadale (_% j P. Farr Sutherland

Armidale 1827(l7AR42)

Donald McLeod 15/'5/1827-15/5/1828 with 53 - 17m and 36f and 35^1 and 18B 
(18AR52-53)i 1829(19AR56).

53. ^rmaelcrinachd P. ALPlecrosa Loss

This school had 81 in 1839-1840.

54. Arnlsdale P. Glenelg Inverness
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Arnsdale 182l(llAR28)

P. Laggan 1827(l7AR56)

uuncan Campbell l/ll/l817-l/ll/1818 with 129 - 79m and 50f 0 5/36 
yrs and 82’1, 41Ps/NT and 6B(8AR44-45); l/ll/l818-l/ll/l819 with 
141 - 86m and 55f S> 4/20 yrs and 54M, 71NT and 160T(9AR50-5l); 
l/l1/1819-1/11/1820 with 97 - 61m and 36f 0 5/30 yrs and 22E1, 52 
NT and 230T(l0AR60-6l); 150 with 97B on 20/9/1820(l0ARll); 17/3/1821 
92 and 67 there with 7Ps, 200T and 24B(llARg8-29).
Malcolm McLeod 1650 with 80 - 32m and 48f(7 adult) and 72 1 and 8NT/B 
(19AR56-57).
Donald McKinnon 1835-1836 and 1836-1637(25AR40, 26AR63).
Alexander McLeod 1845 with 35(35AR54); 1846 with 46(36AR24); 1847 
with 36(37AR22)j 1848 with 27(37AK20); 1849 with 27 - 15m and 12f(39
AR24)•

55. Arnol IM  ̂  P. 3arvaa Lewi8

Murdoch McPherson 1835-1836, 1836-1837 and 1837-1838(25AR40, 26AR63, 
27AR33); 22/3/1837 with 104 - 27'PL, 22NT and 55B(27AR19)j Mrs McPher
son teaches sewing; 10/12/1838 with 56 - 9 '1, 14NT and 33B(28AR23). 
John Munro 1847 with 22(37AR22); 1848 with 32(38AR20); 1849 with 29 - 
15m and 14f(39AR24).

56. Ashir (B) P. ^ddrachlllls Sutherland

Asheriemore 1829(l8AR56)

Planned for November, 1815» but cancelled(5AR9, 100).
Ceorge Campbell 1829 and 1830 with 136(25 adult) and 69 1 and 67NT/B 
(18AR56, 19AR56-57); 1831 with 136(25 adult) and 69<L and 67NT/b (20AR 
52-53).

57. Athlinne on +■'. Lochs Lewis

Neil Katheson 1827(l6AR53).



58. Auchnacloich tf) P. Rosskeen Rosa

Auchnacloiche 1827(l7AR55)

Alexander McKay l/ll/l817-l/ll/l818 with 71 - 36m and 35f © 5/30 yrs 
and 1381, 36Ps/NT and 22B(8AR44-45); l/ll/l818-l/ll/l819 with 70 - 32 
m and 38f © 5/27 yrs and 18L’l, 16NT and 360T(9AR50-51)

59. Ausdale C°) P. Creich Sutherland

William Gordon l/ll/l819-l/ll/l820 with 33 - 20m and 13f © 3/l6 yrs 
and 1781, 13NT and 300T(l0AR60-6l).
Jean Gordon 1821(10AR64).

60. Avemish L<*) P. hochalsh Inverness

Roderick McLeod 1845 with 55 and 1846 with 5l(35AR54, 36AR24).

61. Aviemore P. Juthil Inverness

Hugh Barnett 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 42 - 16m and 26f and 2881 and 
14B(l8AR52-53); 1829(l8AR56); 1830 with 62 - 27m and 35f(9 adult) and 
29:1 and 33NT/B(l9AR56-57).

62. Back (  ̂ P. Stornoway Lewis

John McDonald 1838 with 170 and 1838-1839 with 101 on roll, but 130 
there - 5881, 34NT and 38B(28AR28, 30, 29AR21, 24-25); 1839-1840 with 
119(29AR33); 1840-1841 with 80(30AR23).
Angus McLeod 1852 with 45 - 12m and 33f(42AR23); 1853 with 64 - 33m 
and 31f(43AR29){ 1854 with 65 - 33m and 32f(44AR25); 1855 with 82 - 
41m and 41f(45AR23)

63. Badachlavan £<») P. Thurso Caithness

Badachlaven 1823(l2AR62)

This school opened June, 182l(l2AR13). Presumably the teacher was
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Donald Hood l/ll/l822-l/ll/1823 with 92 - 54m and 38f and 6 1 and 
86B(l3AR46-47),

64. Badantarbet Ct) P. -Lochbroom Koas

Bedantabet 1818(l8A .45); Bad entarbet 1830(20aR20); Badentarbet 1831 
(20AR52).

P. Ullapool 1837(26AR63)

First school to be established with John McLeod at a salary of £12.10.0 
per annum and in operation by 29/11/1811(2AR3, 1AR28, 7l). By the 
summer of 1812 with 30 - 8^p, 6Ps, 8NT and 7GT(2JR3-4).
James Munro 24/8/1812 and 29/ll/l812(2AE26, 4AR46).
Andrew(sic) Munro leaves 8/6/1813 and John McLeod returns with 46 and 
40 there(3AR4l). School closed November, 1813(3AR70).
James Meleath l/ll/l825-30/9/1826 with 53 - 21m and 32f and 7 1  and 46B 
(16AR48-49).
John McLeod 20/7/1830 and 1831 with 59 - 22m and 37f(l2 adult) and 3221 
and 27NT/fl(20AR20, 52-53); 1832 with 64 - 21m and 43f and 21E1 and 43 
NT/B and closed May, 1832(22AR36-37).
John McPherson 1836-1837(26AE63); 1837 with 81 and 1837-1838 as a school 
for a Government Church area(27AR30, 33) •
Duncan Korison 1637 with 101 and 1838-1839 as a school for a Government 
Church area(28AE28, 30).

65. Badcall j;. dciex̂ achillis Sutherland

George Campbell October, 1833 and 1833-1834 and 1834-1835 with 42(24AR 
10, 23AR44, 24AR49).

66. Baddan i . Alness Ross

Badden 1822(l2AR58)

Norman Bruce l/ll/1821-l/ll/l822 with 35 - 15m and 20f 8/40 yrs and
4 1 ana 31B(llAR54, 12AR58-59); l/l1/1822-1/11/ 1823 with 41 - 19m and



22f and 120 and 29B(l3AR46-47).

67. Baddldarrach (c^ P. Assvnt Sutherland

daddidaroch 1827(l6AR27); Baddydarach 1829(l9AR3l)

David Munro 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 62 - 12m and 50f and 10 -1 and 
52B(l8AR52-53)» 19/3/1829 with 58 and 48 there and 30m and 18f and 
7NT(l9AR3l).

68. Badonvoukie C.&) P. Applccross  ̂osb

P. Shieldaig in Inverness 1835(24AR19)

Colin flclntosh l/ll/1821-l/ll/l822 with 53 - 22m and 31f @ 5/30 yrs 
and 17SI and 36B(l2AR58-59)J l/ll/l822-l/ll/l823 with 39 - 15m and 
24f and 110. and 28B(l3AR46-47)J 1833-1834(23AR44)} 1834-1835 with 
39(24AR9, 19).

69. BadinBcally (_C.) P. Lochbroom toss

Ballinscally 1819(8AR48); Badinsally 1819(8AR50-5l); Ballinaally 
1821(11AR50); Eedanscally 1827(16AR52); Baddanacaly 1827U6AR26); 
Badenscally 1834(23AR15); Badincally 1835(24AR14).

P. Ullapool 1835 and 1843(24AR49, 32AR38)

Angus McLeod l/ll/l817-l/ll/l818 with 84 - 34m and 50f and 60.1, 19NT 
and 5B(8AIi44-45) J l/ll/1818-l/ll/l819 with 89 - 40m and 49f @ 5/60 
yrs and 31'1, 24NT and 240T(9AR50-5l); l/ll/l819-l/ll/l820 with 70 - 
38m and 32f 9 5/60 yrs and 281-1, 19NT and 230T(l0AR60-6l); 182l(lOAR 
64).
John McLeod 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 61 - 25m and 36f and 350. and 26 
3(l8AR52-53); 1829(18AR56)j 1830 with 93(32 adult) and 470 and 46NT/B 
(19AR56-57).
John McPherson 1834-1835 and 1835-1836 with 114 in 1834(24An49, 15, 
25AR40).
.vuncan Morrison 1842-1843 with 45(32AR38); 1843-1844 with 41(33AR38);
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1844 with 16(34AR24).

70. Baol Shear /o) P. North Ulst North Uist

Ballshear 1823(l3AR48); Bal-shear 1824(l5AR39)? Baleahear 1827(l7AR57)

Norman Korison l/ll/l821-l/ll/l822 with 78 - 58m and 20f @ 6/45 yrs 
and 69:1 and 9B(l2AR60-6l); l/ll/l822-l/ll/l823 with 51 - 36m and 15f 
and 10:1 and 41B(l3AR48-49).

71. Ba/xhvoulin O )  P. Craignish Arxxvle

Baghavoulin 1827(l7AR56)

Angus McCaffer l/ll/l822-l/11/1823 with 31 - 21m and lGf and 3^1 and
28B(l3AR46-47).

72. Baikies c p ) P. Golspie Sutherland

George (Jordon l/ll/l825-30/9/l826 with 61 - 31m and 30f and 131 and 
56B(sic)(l6AR48-49).

73. Bailê rrant iX j P. Kilmenv Islay

Balligrant 1834(24AR34); Bailigrant 1835(24AR49)

Donald I4cBonald July, 1833 and by April, 1834 with 83(24AR34); 1834- 
1835 and 1835-1836(24AR49, 25AR40); by 1835 there were 85 with 53 
there with 19NT and 150T(25AR25).

74. Bailehau&h Cf)  P. Coll Coll

Donald hchinnon 1854 with 18 - 8m and 10f(44AR25).

75. Bailie Khic Ghillo Riaich (Si) ^  ^ilmuir Skve

Bailie Mhic uhilie deaich 1820(9AR55); Bailie Khic Ghille Riach 1820 
(10AR58).
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Donald Munro l/ll/1817-l/ll/l818 with 70 - 52m and 18f & 5/20 yrs 
(8AR46-47); l/ll/l818-l/ll'1819 with 56 - 38m and ISf @ 4/22 yrs 
and 28G1, l6?s and 2NT(9AR52-53); l/ll/l819-l/ll/1820 with 63 - 49m 
and 14f ® 4/24 yrs and 22 El and 41NT/B(lOAR62-63).

Ballochlaven 183l(24AR34); Ballachlaven 1833(24AR4l)J Ballichlaven
1836(25AB26)

P. Kilmeny 183l(24AR34)

i/uncan Gillies 15/ 5/1827-15/5/1828 with 97 - 45m and 52f and 38 :i 
and 59B(l8AE54-55).
John McBween November, 183l(24AR34); 1832 with 117 - 63m and 54f and 
27 1 and 9CNT/'b (22AR38-39) i 1832-1833 and 1833 with 125 - 62m and 63f 
and 37 1 and 88NT/b(22AR41, 23AR43)i 1833-1834 and 1834-1835(23AR44, 
24AK49); 17/3/1835 with 113 and 70 there and 350T and 16NT(25AR26).

77. Bala^own C * )  I-. Laj'̂ an Inverness

Balgowan 183l(20AR52)

Angus McPherson 1830 with 49 - 26m and 23f and 38 :i and 11NT/b(19AR 
56-57); 1831 with 63 - 29m and 33f and 24 1 and 39NT/b(20AK52-53);
1832 with 77 - 34m and 43f and 19El and 58NT/B and closed May, 1832
(22AR36-37).

78. Balamartin r. Cpll/Tiroe Tiree

Malcolm McNeill l/ll/l825-30/9/l826 with 116 - 63m and 53f and 85El 
and 31B(16AK50-51)j 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 83 - 43m and 40f and 44 
:i and 39B(l8AR54-55).
Donald McDonald 1843-1844 with 10l(33AR39); 1844 with 10l(34AR39); 1845 
with 101(35/^55}

76. Balachlaven (r) P. Bowmore b±2X.

Balaohuil CPJ Tiree
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Balephuill 182l(llAR42); Balaphuill 1827(l7AR59)i Bailephuil 1833 
(22AR10)

P. Tiree 1842(31AR35)

Hector Johnston l/ll/l818-l/ll/l819 with 69 - 39m and 30f © 5/45 yrs 
and 54 1, 11NT and 4B(9AR52-53)i l/ll/l819-l/11/1820 with 101 9 52m 
and 49f ® 6/58 yrs and 50 LI, 27NT and 24B(l0AR62-63); 182l(9AR55). 
Lachlan Black l/ll/l821-l/ll/l822 with 47 - 21m and 26f © 5/45 yrs 
and 12 :i and 35B(l2AR60-6l).
Lonald McDonald July, 1832(24AR32); 1832-1833 and 1833 with 101 - 6lm 
and 40f and 44’Jl ana 57NT/b (22AR41, 23AR4l); 1833-1834 and 1834-1835 
(23AR44, 24AP.49); 1840-1841 with 75(30AR23)s 1841-1842 with 70(31AR35); 
1842-1843 with 76(32AR39).

80. Balatarsin P. Kilarow Islav

P. Bowmore 1838(28AR29)

Donald Hood 1837 with 85(27AR3l); 1837-1838 and 1838 with 68(27AR33, 
28AP29); 1838-1839 and 1839-1840 with 7l(28AR30, 29AK33).

81. Balavoulin t s )  P. ^ilfinichon Hull

John McDonald 1/Il/l822-l/ll/l823 with 43 - 22m and 21f and 25 1 and 
18B(13AP48-49).

82. âlomi anach / (Q j P« +ortree ^kve

Ballmeanoch 1842(32AR28); Balmeanach 1843(32AR39); Dalmeanoch 1846 
(36AR25)

Angus Munro 1840-1841 with 70(30AR23); 1841-1842 with 70(31AR35); 
1342-1843 with 53(32AR39)
Hugh Drquhart 1346 with 27(36AR25); 1847 with 25C37AR23); 1848 with 
19(38AR2l).

83. Balemhichdmhaith (  ̂ j . Lnizort Bkye
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Balmhichaith 1833(22AR4l); Bailvickva 1833(23AR43)J Ballivicha 1834
(24AR29).

Peter McLeod 1831 with 50 - 23m and 27f and 50L:i(20AR54-55); 1832- 
1833 and 1833 with 81 - 41m and 40f and 66 El and 15NT/b(22AR41, 23AR 
43); 1833-1834 and cloaed May, 1834(23AR44, 24AR29).

84. Balemore £ kJ) P. North Uist North Uiat

Ballemore 1828(l7AR6l)

Donald McDonald l/ll/l817-l/ll/l818 with 79 - 75m and 4f and 55-1,
21NT and 3B(8AR46-47); l/ll/l818-l/l1/1819 with 67 - 3m and 64f ©
6/42 yrs and 23r'l, 34NT and 10B(9AR52-53); l/ll/l819-l/ll/l820 with 
70 - 66m and 4f(10AR62-63).
Archibald Campbell 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 138 - 86m and 52f and 54 
El and 84B(18AR54-55); 1829(l8AP57).

85. BalichatrildLn £ T ) i:. Dildalton Islav

Balichatricken 1824(l5AR4l); Balachatrickin 1825(l4AE53); Ballychatt- 
richen 1844(34AR25); Bailechatrychan 185l(41AR25); Balychatrigan 1854 
(44AR14).

P. Kilcoman 1844(34AR25); P. Oos 185l(41AR25); P. Ooa 1852(42AR23)J 
P. 0a(l853)(43AR29).

Angus Lamont l/ll/l823-l/ll/1824 with 61 - 38m and 2Jf and 7E1 and 
54B(l4AR50-5l).
John McCallum 1825(l4AR53).
John Martin 1844 with 48 and 1845 with 30 supported by Lady Anderson
(34AR25, 35AR55); 1846 with 52(36AR25).
John McDween 1851 with 85 - 42m and 43f, 1852 with 112 - 54m and 58f 
and 1853 with 74 - 37m and 37f and supported by St. Luke’s F.C., Ldin-
burgh(41AR25, 42AR23, 43AR29).
Alexander McDonald 1859 with 23 - 9m and 14f and 1860 with 38 - 15m
and 23f and supported by Aberdeen Auxiliary As30ciation(49AR15, 50



AR19).

86. Balinacra P. Lochcarron Ross

Balinacraa 1823(l3AR46); Balanacra 1824(l4AR2l)

Donald McKenzie l/ll/l822-l/ll/l823 with 56 a 31m and 25f and 31E1 
and 25B(l3AR46-47); l/ll/l823-l/ll/l824 with 54 - 32m and 22f and 
54B(l4AR48-49).

87. Balinas^llag P. Kilmuir Skye

Lachlan Black l/ll/l823-l/11/1824 with 52 - 36m and 16f and 12hi 
and 40B(l4AR50-5l).

88. dalintore P. Fearn Hoaa

**ohn McLean 1851 with 42 - 16m and 26f(41AR24); 1852 with 82 - 32m 
and 50f(42AR22); 1853 with 40 - 16m and 24f(43AR28).

89. Balivlconon P. North Uiat North Hist

Ballivieconon 1820(l0AR62-63)I Bale-vic-Connon 1820(l0AR20)

Archibald McKinnon l/ll/l819-l/ll/l820 with 123 - 79m and 34f 0 5/25 
yrs and 74SI, 33NT and l6B(lOAR62-63); 1821 with 26/2/1821 with 100 - 
$ 5/25 yrs and 95 there - 44BkI and Bkll, 27NT and 24B(lOAK65* 11AR 
34); 1/ll/1821-l/ll/1822 with 77 - 49m and 28f # 3/35 yrs and 29S1 
and 48B(12AR60-61).

90. Ballallan j P. î ocha Lewis

Ballallin 1819(9AR49); Balallan 1817(7AR6); Bail Alain 1828U7AK61) 

Kurdo Mackenzie 30/ll/l815(5AR38, 101).
Murdo McLeod l/ll/l815-l/ll/l816 with 30 - 23m and 7f ® 6/24 yrs 
and l/ll/l817-l/ll/l818 with 26 - 18m and 8f C 5/19 yrs and 3BkI,
UPs and 12B(8AR46-47).



Neil Matheson 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 143 - 74m and 69f and 93 -1 
and 50B(l8AK54-55);
Angus McLeod 1829 and 1832-1833 with 1833 with 78 - 45m and 33f and 
3421 and 14NT/B(l8AR57, 22AR40, 23AR42); 1833-1834 with 98 and 94 
there - 36 -1, I63c/Sx, 18NT and 24B(23AR14, 32); closed May, 1834 
(24AH22).
Donald McParlane 1843-1844 with 63 and 1844 with 6l(33AR38, 34AR24); 
1845 with 33 supported by Lady Anderson^34AR54).
Malcolm Morrison 1854 with 101 - 42m and 59f(44AR24); 1855 with 101 
- 39m and 62A45AR22); 1856 with 100 - 38m and 62f(46AR14); 1857 with 
81 - 26m and 55f(47AR14)

91. Balmartin C?) P. Tiree Tiree

Mull 1852(42AR23)

John Shaw 1852 with 58 - 26m and 32f(42AR23); 1853 with 57 - 28m and 
29f(43AR29); 1854 with 48 - 18m and 30f144AH25); 1855 with 45 - 18m 
and 27f(45AR23).

92. Balmartin P. North Uist North Uist

John Montgomery 1832 with 58 - 34m and 24f and 29 1 and 29N1’/b(22AR 
38-39); 1832-1833(22AR40); 1833 with 39 - 30m and 9f and 14 -1 and 25 
NT/B(23AR43); 1833-1834 and closed May, 1834(23aR44, 24AR25).

93. Balnicol C M )  P. ix)chs Lewis

P. Stornoway 1826(l6AR50)

William Urquhart 1/11/1825-30/9/1826 with 36 - 31m and 5f and 7-1
and 29B(l6AP50-5l).

94. Baluive Of) P. Kilmeny Islay

"Onald McDonald 1836-1837(26AR63)•

95. Balvairde Pass
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Balvttaide 1815(5AR70)

Alexander MacKay 29/ll/l814 with 35 in summer and 38 in winter 
(4AK49, 5AR15); 17/4/1815 and 15/9/1815(5AR70-71); l/ll/l815- 
l/ll/1816 with 52 @ 5/34 yrs and 24G and 28B(63AR34-35).

96. Balvulin i n  P. Tiree Tiree

Balivulin 1845(35AR55)

Angus McNeill 1844 with 145 and 1845 with 97 and supported by Lady 
Anderson(34AK25» 34AR55); 1846 with 123 and 1847 with 98(36aR25, 37
AR23)•

97. Balvraidmuirs C*) P. Jornoch Putherland

Balvraidmiurs 1826(l5AR42); Balavraidmiurs 1827(l6AR52)

Angus McLeod l/ll/l825-30/9/l826 with 48 and 22M1 and 26B(l6AR48-49); 
1827(16AR52); 15/5/1827-19/5/1828 with 87 - 33m and 54f and 21E1 and 
60BV18AR52-53).

98. Banvie C M  P. Kilmallie Inverness

Banavie 1823(l2AR62)

nougal i/uncan 1/11/1815-1/11/1816 with 47 @ 5/38 yrs and 15G and 32 
b(6AR34-35); 1817(6aR38).
>Aincan A>±cLonald l/ll/ 1822-l/ll/l823 with 108 - 64m and 44f and 25-1 
and 83BU3AK46-47) J 1/11/1823-1/11/1824 with 84 - 45m and 39f and 20 
:i and 64BU4AR48-49).

99. Bar £ “C) P. Bowmore Islav

Barr 1830(l9AR58)

P. Kilarrow 1843(32AR39)



Donald McDonald 1829(l8AR57); 1830 with 145 - 86m and 59f(41 adult) 
and 80 .1 and 65B(l9AR58-59); 1831 with 186 - 106m and 80A53 adult) 
and 84-1 and 102NT/b(20AR54-55); 1832 with 70 - 33m and 37f and 20 
1 and 42NT/B(sic); 1832-1833 with 1833 with 69 - 34m and 35f and 
14-1 and 55NT/b (22AR43, 23AR43).
Angus McFarlane 1841-1842 with 67 and 1842-1843 with 57 and 1843- 
1844 with 36(31AR35, 32AR39, 33AR39).
Donald Hood 1846 with 35 and 1847 with 29 and 1848 with 28 and 1849 
with 26 - 7m and 19f(36AR25, 37AR23, 38AR01, 39AR25).

100. Barbraville (f )  P. Kilmuir Ross

Barbaraville 1824(l5AR37)

William McLean 1/Il/l823-l/ll/l824 with 54 - 28m and 26f and 37 
and 17B(l4AR48-49) J 1825U4AR52)

101. Baronv of -unachton Alvie Inverness

Alexander Cameron l/ll' 1825-30/9/1826 with 25 - 9m and 16f and 9 1  
and 16B(l6AU48-49).

102. Barvas (V\] P. Barvaa Lewis

Borves 1822U1AR55), Bawas 1843(32AR38)

P. Stornoway 1821(10AR58)

Hector Macdonald l/ll/1815-l/ll/ 1816 with 57 - 46m and Ilf @ 6/30 
yrs and 14Ps/NT in the vacant parish school(6AR36-37, 5AR37); 1817 
(6AR39).
Hugh McDougall l/ll/l821-l' ll/l822 with 50 - 38m and 12f $ 7/20 yrs 
and 39-1 and llfl(l2AR6U-6l); V 11/1822-1' 11/1823 with 42 - 25m and 
17f and 4uL and 383(13aR48-49); l/11/1823-1^11/1824 with 71 - 31m 
and 37f and 4^1 and 67B(l4AR50-5l).
Alexander McKenzie 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 75 - 34m and 41f and 62 
1 and 13B(l8AR54-55); 23/l2/l828(l8AR33'; 1829(l8AR57); 1830 with
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123 - 57m and 66f(23 adult) and 28S1 and 95B(19AR58-59).
John Munro 1838 with 129(28AR28); 1838-1839 with 3/4/1839 with 68 - 
20SI, 3Sc/Cx, 15NT and 30B(28AR30); l/ll/1838-1/ll/l839 with 101 
yet only 46 on list(29AR19); 1839-1840 with 71 and 1840-1841 with 50 
(29AR33* 30AR22); 1841-1842 with 107 and 1842-1843 with 79 and 1843- 
1844 with 69(31AR34, 32AR38, 33AR38); 1853 with 43 - 6m and 37f(43AR28)

103. Barvasses P. Barvaa êwfc?

Barvass 1828(l8AR54)

P. Stornoway 1826(l6AR50)

Hugh Mcsougall 1826(l5AR43)
Alexander Anderson l/ll/1825-1/11/1826 with 221 and 164 1 and 57B 
(16AR50-51); 25/1/1827 with 220(120 adult)(16AR32); 15/5/1827-15/5/ 
1828 with 368(224 adult- and 141SI and 227B(l8AR54-55)» 1829(l8AR57); 
1830 with 330 - 145m and 185fU0O adult) and 62 SI and 268B(l9AR58-59).

104. Baunscol (S>) Rnrart ->y.the.rljjnd

Oeorge Gordon September, 1833-March, 1834 with 37 and 25 there - 10El,
15NT/B(23AR44, 24AR12).

105. Bayble C») P. Stomowav Hewis

Pebble 181l(lAR27); Payble 1847(37AR23)

P. Knock 1847(37AR23)

Angus McLeod arrives here 12/12/1811, but has no books till February, 
1812(2AR34); by 26/2/1812 he had 40 by day and 60 by night(2AR33); 
5/5/1812 he had 50 - 21BkI, 24Ps, 18NT and 30T(sic)(2AR9)J 27/ll/l812 
(4AR46); closed November, 1814(4AR50).
John McJonald 1830 with 62 - 31m and 31f(2 adult) and 38 1 and 24B 
(19AR58-59).
Malcolm McRitchie 1831 with 77 - 34m and 43f(5 adult) and 27El and



50NT/B(20AR54-55); 1832 with 163 - 68m and 95f and 51E1 and 112NT/B 
(22AR38-39); 1832-1833(22AR40)} 1833 with 168 - 73m and 95f and 45*1 
and 123NT/B(23AR42).
Ronald Roas with 88 in 1838, 1838-1839, 1839-1840 with 52 and 1840- 
1841 with 49 as a school serving a Government Church area(28AR29, 30, 
29AR33, 30AR23).
Kenneth McPherson 1847 with 51 and 1848 with 52(37AR23, 38AR2l)|
1849 with 44 - 17m and 27f(29AR25).
Ronald Ross 1857 with 120 - 41m and 79f(47AR14)j 1858 with 60 - 15m 
and 45f(48AR14); 1859 with 50 - 7m and 43f(49AR14); I860 with 64 - 
28m and 36f(50AR18).

106. Bavhead ( * )  P. Stornoway -uewis

The first reference to this school is that it was closed by November, 
1824(15AR39).
William McDonald l/ll/l825-30/9/l826 with 116 - 36m and 80f and 106 El 
and 10B(l6AR50-5l)j 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 126 - 54m and 72f and 45 
El and 81B(18AR54-55/; 1829(l8AR57)| 1830 with 221 - 93m andll8f(42 
adult) and 82 El and 129B(l9AR58-59).
John McDonald 1841-1842 with 126 and 1842-1843 with 63(31AR35, 32AR39)

107. Bavs £ WJ ̂  P. North Uist North Uist

John McLeod 1832 with 35 - 21m and 14f and 18E1 and 17NT/B(22AR38- 
39); 1832-1833 (22AR40); 1833 with 20 - 14m and 6f and 2 1  and 18NT/B 
(23AR43).

108. Bayja of t&g .VJU? v.ewis

Malcolm McKenzie 1858 with 52 - 26m and 26ft48AR14); 1859 with 63 - 
36m and 27A49AR14); I860 with 36 - 23m and 13f(50AR18)

109. Beach C O  r. Kjlflnichen Mull

John McDonald 1825(14AR53)
Duncan Gillies 1/11/1825-30/9/1826 with 36 - 19m and 17f and 11 1 
and 25B(l6AR50-5l).
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110. Be^ne^errv ( * )  P. Barvas Lewis

Begnegery 1826U5AR43); Begnegary 1826(l6AR50); Begnageary 1826 
(16AR31); Bignagery 1827(l6AR57).

Alexander McKenzie l/ll/l823-l/11/1824 with 74 - 48m and 26f and 
23 PI and 51B^14AR50-5l); 1825(l4AR53) i l/ll/l825-30/9/l826 with 94 -
47m and 47f and 15 1 and 79B(l6AR50-5l)5 1827(l6AR53).

111. Belnahuav (K) P. Jura Belnahuav

Balnahuay 1820(l0AR62)

Hugh McBougall 1/11/1819-1/11/1820 with 19 - 10m and 9f ® 5/18 yrs 
V10AR62-63)? 182l(lOAR65).

112. Benbicula Co) P. Louth Uist Benbecula

Aird 1827(16AR53)

Archibald Campbell 1/11/1821-1/11/1822 with 142 - 117m and 25f ® 
6/51 yrs and 63L1 and 79B(l2AR60-6l); l/ll/1822-1' 11/1823 with 52 
- 38m and 14f and 17^1 and 35B(1JAR48-49); l/ll/l823-l/ll/l824 with 
113 - 95m and 18f and 4E1 and 109B(l4AR50-5l); 1827(l6AR53)
Donald Cameron 1847 with 41, 1848 with 42 and 1849 with 22 - 5m and 
17A37AR23, 38AR21, 39AR25).

113. Benmore Ls) P. Kilninian M l

Alexander Miro l/ll/1817-1/11/ 1818 with 55 - 40m and 15f(8AR46-47).

114. Bemera  ̂ P. -Jlenelg Inverness

Donald McDiarmid 1837 with 64, 1837-1838, 1838 with 48, 1838-1839 
and 1839-1840 with 5U27AR30, 28AR28, 30, 29AR32).

115. Bemera Lx UlK Lewis
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Malcolm McKenzie 1849 with 23 - 5m and 18f(39AR24)} 1850 with 
62 - 24m and 38f(40AK20)j 1851 with 96 - 50m and 46f(41ar24)j 1852 
with 56 - 26m and 30fU2AR22); 1853 with 96 - 50m and 46f(43AR28). 
Hector Morrison 1855 with 49 - 22i» and 27f, 1856 with 42 - 20m and 
22f, 1857 with 47 - 27m and 20ft 1858 with 28 - 19m and 9f and sup
ported by Aberdeen Auxiliary Association!45AR22, 46AR14, 47AR14, 
48AR14).

116. Berneray U )  P. Harris Bernorav

BArnera 1820(l0AR48); Bernera l82O(l0AR5l)

Donald Morrison 1820^10AK5l)
Malcolm Nicolson l/ll/1823-1/11/1824 with 37 - 18m and 19f and 70.
and 303(l4AR50-5l).
ŵen McDonald 1825(l4AR53); 30/9/1826 with 40 - 29m and Ilf and 120. 

and 28B(16AR50-51)•
Norman McLennan 1827(l6AR57)
Fergus Ferguson 1832 with 59 - 38m and 21f and 34>1 and 25NT/B(22AR 
38-39)J 1832-1833 and 1833 with 69 - 44m and 25f and 26a and 33NT/B 
(sic)(22AR40, 23AR43).

117. Bernisdale P. ^nizort Liere

Bamisdale 1820(l0AR62-63)

Peter McLeod 1/11/1817-1/ll/l818 with 79 - 56m and 23f & 5/24 yrs 
and 22 a, 46NT and llB(8AR46-47); 1/11/1818-1/11/1819 with 54 - 39m 
and 15f ® 5/30 yrs and 271, 16Ps/NT and HB(9AR52-53); l/ll/l819- 
1/1U1820 with 76 - 57m and 19f © 5/23 yrs and 32S1 and 19NT and
25B(l0AR62-63).

118. Bjghouse P. Keav Sutherland

Mr. Gordon October, 1841 and by 7/2/1842 there were 46 and 36 were 
there - 4BlcI, 10NT and 22B(32AR29); 1842-1843 with 23(32AR38).

119. Bindal (s>; Varbart Hobs



Donald KcGillivray 1849 with 76 - 38m and 38f(39AH24)j 1850 with 
76 - 31m and 45f(40AR20); 1851 with 50 - 19m and 31f(41AR24); 1852 
with 39 - 14m and 25f(42AR22).

120. Birichen (p) P. Dornoch -uth.ê l̂ tid

Birichin !823(l5AR50)

Duncan Ross 1/11/1821-1/11/1822 with 110 - 44m and 66f <d> 5/44 yrs 
and 45 -1 and 65B(l2AH58-59); l/ll/l822-l/ll/l823 with 86 - 43m and 
43f and 22S1 and 64B(l3AR46-47); l/ll/l823-l/11/18*4 with 101 - 46m 
and 55f and 2211 and 79B(l4AR48-49).

121. Blaln P. Aranamurchan Inverness

Blair 1816(6AR34-35); Bluin 1816(6AR32)

Ronald Cameron 14/ll/l814 with 20 and soon 47(4AR38, 49); 13/9/1815 
with 51 - 41m and lOf <3 5/27 yrs(5AR30); l/ll/l815-l/ll/l816 with 56 
- 49m and 7f & 4/27 yrs and 23G and 33B(6AR34-35).

122. Blarmacfolach /g ) P. Kilmallie Inverness

Blarmafoilach 1815(5AR26); Blarmacfoilach 1815(6AR32); Blarmacfoil- 
each 1826(l6AR44)J Blairmacfaoldich 1828(l8AR30); Blarmacfaoileach 
1829(l8AR56); Blarmacfaoiliach 1829(l9AR50).

Archibald Macnab arrived here 24/11/1814 and started 28/ll/l814 with 
33 @ 5/20 yrs(4AE37, 49); 5/4/1815 © 4^/28 yrs(5AR26-27)j l/ll/l815- 
l/lV1816 with 51 - 51m and 2Cf and 230 and 28B(6AR34-35).
Finlay McKay 1829(l8AR56).

123. Boehreachdich C*) P. Jirarwall Hoss

Bogreach 1822(l2AR55)

David Ross 1/11/1821-1/11/1822 with 36 - 21m and 15f © 5/2A yrs and



15 1 and 21B(l2AK58-59).

124. Borrow (9) P. dderton Sutherland

Bogroy 1850(l9AH56)

“ohn McPherson 1/ ll/l822-l/l 1/1823 and l/ll/l823-l/ll/l824 with 78
- 31m and 47f and 11PI and 67B(l3AR46-47, 14AR48-49); 1830 with 173
- 82m and 91f(45 adult) and 88P1 and 85NT/B(19AR56-57); 1831 with 
221 - 109m and 112f\52 adult) and 83-'1 and 138NT/b(20AK52-53).

125. Bohally (.3) L - M  Berth

Peter McCaill 1832 with 40 - 25m and 15f and 5-1 and 35NT/B and 
closed Jflay, 1832(22AR36-37).

126. Bohesoec C^) P. Blair Athol 1 Perth 

Bohespeg 1827U6AR52); Bohespic 1827(l6AR28)

Peter KcCaill l/ll/l825-l/ll/l826 with 47 - 26m and 21f and 13B1 
and 34B(l6AK48-49)J 1827(l6AK52); 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 56 - 29m 
and 27f and 26PI and 30B(l8AR52-53).

127. Boisdale ([x> ̂  P. Poutn Uist ^outh Uist

John McNabb 1/11/1819-1/11/1820 with 143(l0AR62-63>; 182l(lOAR65); 
April, 1821 with 90(llAR36); l/ll/l821-l/11/1822 with 73 - 52m and 
21f ^ 4/30 yrs and 16 1 and 57B(l2AR60-6l); 1823(l2AR63).

128. Bolivicar C * )  P, Kjldalton Islay

3alavicar 1827(l7AR59)

John McCallum 1/11/1825-30/9/1826 with 42 - 9m ana 33f and 9B1 and 
33B(16AR50-5l); 1827(16AR53).



129. lio re ray B. North Uist Borerav

Borreray 1823(l3AR48); isle Boreray 1833123AR43)

Hugh Barnett l/ll/ 1821-1' 11/1822 with 57 r 26m and 31f @ 5/34 yrs 
and 2621 and 31B(l2AR60-6l); l/ll/l822-l/11/1823 with 36 - 21m and 
15f and 721 and 29B(13aR48-49)
Mwen McDonald 1/11/1823-1/ ll' 1824 with 66 - 40m and 26f and 2621 and 
40B(l4AR50-5l).
Thomas Noble December, 1833 with 38 - 19m and 19f and 38 l(23AR43, 
24AR26); 1833-1834, 1834-1835, 1835-1836, 1836-1837(23AR44, 24AR49, 
25AR40, 26AR63).

130. Boraue j r .  ^ilnlriian

Borg 1860(50AR9)

Murdoch Eraser 1859 with 22 - 8m and 14fU9AR15); I860 with 36 - 23m
and 13A50AR19)

131. Joriston (w.) i . î ocha Dewis

Borroston 1839(2$AR30)

John ohaw 1838 with 88 and 1838-1839(28AR29-30); 1839-1840 with 61 
and 1840-1841 with 57(29AR33, 30AR23).

132. Boroaale £ \ ) 1’, Ardnamurchan Argyll

John Me achern 1/11' 1822-l/ll/l823 with 11 - 6m and 5f and 5 -1 and 
6B(l3AIi46-47).

133. Bornaskitaig //fi \ A. Kilmuir Akve

Angus JicLeod 1842-1843 with 81, 1843-1844 with 82, 1844 with 83 and 
1845 with 53(32aR3(, 33AR39 , 34AR25, 35AK55).



134. Borodh ( * )  A. Harris Bemera

James i’raser 182l(lOAR35) i 6/3/1821 with 80 and 60 there - 46Bkl/lI,
6NT and 8B(llAR34-35)} l/ll/1821-1/11/1822 with 49 - 30m and 19f 0 
6'24 yrs and 1521 and 34B(l2AR60-6l).

135. Borraraig ( & )  P. Ptrath Jkye

Boreraig 1820(l0AR65); Borreraig 1820(l0AR25)

P. Bracadale 1819(9AR49); P. Duirinish 1820(9AR55)

John McKinnon l/ll/l817-l/11/1818 with 51 - 40m and Ilf @7/27 yrs 
and 4321 and 8NT(8AR46-47); l/ll/1818-1/11/1819 with 32 - 30m and 2f 
© 8/18 yrs(9AR52-53.
Donald Mathieson l/ll/1819-l/ll/l820 with 52 - 38m and 14f 0 4/30 yrs 
and 23=4, 21NT and 8B(l0AR62-63).
Niel Mathieson 1820(l0AR25).
Donald McOilivray 1/11/1821-1/11/1822 with 41 - 22m and 19f © 5/25 
yrs and 1521 and 26B(l2AR60-6l).

136. Borve P, Harris -lanris

Norman McDennan 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 60 - 42m and 18f and 3614 
and 24B(l8AR54-55); 1829 and 1830 with 109 - 59m and 50f(34 adult) 
and 65 4  and 44B(l8AR57, 19AR58-59).

137. Bprve (<Q ) P. ^nizort Pkye

Murdoch McMillan 1/11/1822-1/11/1823 with 60 - 34m and 26f and 2721 
and 33B(13AR48-49); l/ll/l823-l/ll/l824 with 86 - 38m and 48f and 
54 4  and 32B(l4AR50-5l).
Peter McLeod 1832 with 22 - an and 14f and 421 and 18NT/B and closed 
May, 1832(22AR38-39)•

138. Bosta P> Vix Pew^s

P. Btornoway 1826^16AR50)



1 0 3  .

Donald Morison l/ll/l823-l/ll/ 1824 with 61 - 45m and 16f and 1L1 and 
60B(14AR50-51) •
Neil McLeod 1825U4AR53).
Malcolm McRitchie 1/ll/l825-30/9/l826 with 97 - 36m and 61f and 
10::i and 873(l6AR50-5l); 1827(l6AR53).

139. Botacks (\r) P. Fodderty Boss

Alexander McLeod 1834-1835 with 93^24AR49, 13); 1835-1836 and 1836-
1837(25AR40f 26AR63).

140. Bowmore P. Bowmore Islav

iAincan Ferguson 1827(l6AR53).
Hector Ferguson 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 interim with 119 - 34m and 85f 
and 62-1 and 573(l6AR53, 17AR6l); 1829(l8AR57).
Alexander iAcKenzie 1830 with 202v 5 adult) and 119 -1 ana 83B(l9AR58-

Allan Ross April, 1830 with 52 and 45 there - 15B and 12NT(20AR50). 
Closed November, 1830(20AR50).

Brachdleitir 1827(l7AR56)

Dugald ^uncan l/ll/l818-l/ll/l819 with 42 - 20m and 22f and 11B1 
and 310T(9AH50-5l); l/ll/1819-1/11/1820 with 30 - 12m and 18f 0 
5/12 yrs(l0AR60-6l); 182l(lOAR64).

Braes 1859(49AR15)

Alexander t'iunro November, 1812(2aR42); summer, 1815 with 13 and 
then 40(5AR43)j 6/10/1815 with 4l(5AR82)
î alcolm Nicolson l/ll/l815-l/11/1816 with 32 - 25m and 7f ® 6/32 yrs 
(6AR36-37); 1817(6AR39).

59)

141. Bracklotter j P. Kilmanivaig Inverness

142. c<s) P. Portree



lo If..

iMalcolm McKay 1830 with 129 - 6lm and 68f(l8 adult) and 91-1 and 
28x3 (19AK58-59)» 1831 with 198 - 79m and 119f(25 adult) and 147-1 and 
51NT/b(20AK54-55); 1832 with 31 - 15m and 16f ana 13 -1 and 18NT/B 
and cloBod May, 1832(22AR38-39).
.'alter McKay 1859 with 36 - 26m and lOf(49AI115); I860 with 65 - 39m 
and 26f(50AR19).

143. Braeg of -trathpeffer (P-) P. i-dnpwall Rosa

Malcolm "cKenzie 1854 with 41 - 20m and 21f(44AR24); 1855 with 38 - 
17m and 21A45AR22).

144. Braetomrue (h) P. Tongue Sutherland

Angua Maokay 1838-1839(28AR30); 1839-1840 with 47 and 1840-1841 
with 56(29AR32, 30AR22).

145. Bragar ( H ) r. iarvae -̂ ewia

Brager 1832(23AR43); ^raiger 1857(47AR14); iiraiger 1857(47AR7).

P. Barraa 1832(22AR40)

John McRae l/ll/l815-l/ll/18l6 with 50 - 40m and lOf and 25NT(6AR36- 
37); 1817(6AR39); 1/11/1817-1/11/1818 with 28(8AR46-47); l/ll/l818- 
1/11/1819 with 34(9AR50-5l).
John dhaw 1831 with 263 - 130m and 133*^98 adult) ana 137 1 and 126 
NT/B(20AR54-55); 1832 with 207 - 100m and 107f and 48M1 and 159NT/B 
(22AR38-39); 1832-1833(22AR40); 1832 with 159 - 65m and 94f and 64 
Ml and 95NT/B(23AR43).
Murdoch McPherson 1838 with 108 and 1838-1839(28AR28, 30); 4/4/1839 
with 96 - 43Bkl/lI, 7Sc/Kx , 10NT and 36B while Mrs McPherson taught 
needlework to 25f(29AR19); 1839-1840 with 70 and 1840-1841 with 70 
(29AR33, 30AR22).
Malcolm McKay 1845 with 80 and 1846 with 50 and 1847 with 29(35AR54, 
36AR24, 37AR22).
*̂ ohn Munro 1850 with 31 - 22m and 9f(40AR20); 1851 with 66 - 45m 
and 21f (41AR24); 1852 with 67 - 40m and 27f(42AK22).
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John McLean 1857 with 110 - 56m and 54f(47AR14)| 1358 with 63 - 
35m and 28f and 17BkI, 10G and 8B(48AR10, 14).

146. BraiiW P. Kilchoman Islay

Alexander McDonald 1851 with 65 - 41m and 24f(41AR25); 1852 with 
55 - 38m and 17f(42AR23).
Donald McLean 1853 with 74 - 45m and 26f(43AR29)l 1854 with 56 - 
37m and 19f(44AR25).

147. Braiklet £m ) P. Ujg Lewis

uonald Mori son 1/11/1821-1/11/1822 with 61 - 36m and 25f ® 5/40 
yrs and 26*11 and 35B(l2AR60-6l)j l/ll/l822-l/ll/1823 with 65 - 37m
and 28f and 17 '1 and 48B(l3AR48-49).

148. Braulbin £1_Re«r lJalthnesg

Brawlhin 1830(l9AR56)

Arthur Forbes 1829 and 1830 with 51 - 26m and 25f(l2 adult) and 
17 <1 and 34NT/B(18AR56, 19AR56-57).

149. Brcakjsh £(*») P. Strath Bkye

Braikish 1823(l3AR48)

P. Bracadale 1819(9AK9)

John Mackinnon 29/11/1814(4AR49)? l/ll/1815-l/ll'1816 with 48 - 41m 
and 7f(6AR36-37); 22/12/1815 with 36 - Bkl, 14Ps, 8NT and 5B(5AR83) 
Norman McLeod V  Il/l822-l/ll/l823 with 42(sic) - 26m and 22f and 12
El and 30B(l3AR48-49).
John McDonald 1837 with 183, 1837-1837 and 1838 with 105(27AR31, 33, 
28AR29)} 1838-1839 with 33 and 1839-1840 with 26 in summer, 1840 
(28AR30, 29AR33, 30AR8).

150. Brearruthven P. KlngusBie Inverness
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Brearuthven 1828(l7AR60), Braeruthven 1828(l8AR46)

Angus McPherson 1/11/1825-350/9/1826 with 58 - 17m and 21f and 53 
1 and 5B(l6AR48-49)i 1827(l6AR52). 
ivuncan McDonald 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 65 - 35m and 30f and 25 
HI and 42B(l8AR52-53).

151. Brebost (<Q) P. Duirinish -kve

Braebost 1816(6AR56)

Alexander Mackenzie 15/6/1815 and by July, 1815 with 46 - 2081,
163p and 10NT and by September, 1815 with 55(5AR4l); l/H/1815- 
1/11/1816 with 70(6AR56-37)i 1817(6AR59).

152. Breniah ■Liewis 

Braenise 1843(33AR38)

Neil Murray 1/11' 1821-1/11/1822 with 56 - 40m and 16f @ 7/34 yrs 
and 5-1 and 51B(12AR60-6l); 1/11/1822-1/11/1825 with 72 - 44m and 
28f and 12 a  and 50BU3AK48-49).
Hector Morison 1832-1835 and 1833 with 62 - 36m and 26f and 17SI 
and 45NT/b (22AR40, 23AR43)i 1833-1834 and September, 1834 with 54,
1834-1835, 1835-1836(23AR44, 24AR24, 49, 25AR40).
Malcolm McKay 1839-1840 with 56, 1840-1841 with 40 and 1841-1842 
with 38(29AR33, 30AR22, 31AR34).
Hector Morison 1843-1844 with 41 and 1844 with 43(33AR38, 34AR24). 
Malcolm McKay 1850 with 28 - 17m and llf(40AR20); 1851 with 60 - 
26m and 34fUlAR24)} 1852 with 42 - 26m and 16f(42AK22).

153. Brettle £ £.) x . Bracadale Skye

Glenbrettle 1817(7AR9); Brittle 1818(8AK46)J Glenbretle 1836(26AR30)

Alexander McPherson 7'4/1817 with 27 and 7Sp and 12NT(7AR9-10); 
l/ll/1817-1/11/1818 with 29 - 22m and 7f & 5/40 yrs and 12PI and
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17NT (8AK46-47) ■
Angus Kunro 1836-1837 and 1837 with 25 and 1837-1838(26AR63, 27AK 
31, 33).

154. Bridgend CP) P. Aosskeen Boss

Bridge of Alness 1849(39AR14); Bridgend of Alness 1850(40AR20)

Donald Fowler 1/11/1825-1/11/1826 with 54 - 23m and 31f and 1581 
and 39B(l6AK48-49)J 1827(l6AK52); 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 29 - 
15m and 14f and 981 and 20B(l8AR52-53).
Walter Campbell 1849 with 44 - 22m and 22f(39AR24); 1850 with 34 - 
10m and 24f(40AR20); 1851 with 37 - 22m and 15f(41AR24).

155. Brims (%) P. i-hurso Caithness

Brimms 1826(l6AR25)

Donald Hood l/ll/l825-l/ll/l826 with 28 and 10.1 and 18B(l6AR48-49); 
9/3/1826 with 56 and 28 there *£? 8/33 yrs and 581* 15NT ana 8B(l6AR 
25); 1827(16AR52).

156. uroraig ) P. Btonacholl okye

Angus Munro with 79 in 1847, 66 in 1848 and 35 - 11m and 24f in 
1849 supported by St. Ceorge's F.C., -dinburgh(37AR23, 38AR21, 39AR 
25).
Peter McLeod 1860 with 76 - 30m and 46f(50AR19).

157. Brolas ) P. Kilfinichen Mull

John tiewar 1837 with 61, 1837-1838, 1838 with 37, 1838-1839, 1839- 
1840 with 36 and 1840-1841 with 35(27AR31, 33, 28AK29-3C, 29AR33,
30AR23).

158. Brora £p^ Sutherland



l&fr.

Donald McLeod 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 120 - 49m and 71f and 64 
:i and 56B(l8AR52-53); 10/3/1829 with 149 and 134 there - 3BkI, 
lBkll, 273c/dx, 60NT and 43'B(l9AR29-30); 1830 with 259 - 117m and 
142f^68 adult) and 86SI and 173NT/B(l9AR56-57); 1831 with 240 - 
98m and 142f(74 adult) and 12 1 and 168NT/b(20AR52-53); 1832 with 
69 - 29m and 35Asic) and 1581 and 54NT/B and closed May, 1832 
22AR36-37).
John McLean 1840-1841 with 179, 1841-1842 with 101 and 1842-1843 
with 73^30AR22, 31AR34, 32AR38); 1847 with 75 and 1848 with 63 
(37AR22, 20).

159. Brosdale (T) P. Jura Jura

Malcolm McNeill 1/11/1818-1/11/1819 with 32 - 15m and 17f & 4/20
yrs and 30 JL and 2NT(9AR52-53); l/ll/l819-l/ll/l820 with 44 - 22m 
and 22f 9 4/l0 yrs and 34Cl and 7NT/B(lOAR62-63)i 182l(l0AR65).

160. BraU£fc C b )  P. Lunnet Caithness

John Lutherland l/ll/1825-30/9/l826 with 58 - 38m and 20f and 26Cl 
and 32B(l6AR48-49).

161. Bru c w )  Barvas Lewis

Murdoch McPherson 1841-1842 with 38 and 1842-1843 with 23(31AR34,
32AR58).

162. Bruini3h cn fo- AdJ.ra Barra

John McLeod l/lV 1821-l/ll/ 1822 with 41 - 24m and 17f 9 5/40 yrs 
and 9-1 and 32B(l2AR60-6l); l/ll/l822-.l/ll/ 1823 with 26 - 15m and 
Ilf and 3Cl and 233(l3AR48-49)

163. Burg (?) P. Kilmore

Burg Torloisg 1848(38AR2l)



\0°\ .

P. dlate 1830(19AK58); P. Kilninian 1848(38AR21) j P. Tober
mory 1849(39AR25).

^onald McDonald 1830 with 67 - 32m and 351^12 adult) and 57 ̂ 1 
and 10tf(l9AR58-59); 1831 with 70 - 39m and 31fUl adult) and 3331 
and 37NT/B(20AK54-55).
Donald McKinnon 1848 with 16 and 1849 with 19 - 12m and 7f and 
supported by the Kev. Mr. Makail'a Church, Calcutta(38AR21, 39AR25)

164. Caioelach Cf) ;. Kirkhlll inverneas

James Fraser 29/11/1814UaK49) ; 31/3/1815 with 34 and 13/9/1815 
with 46 and 32 there - 12m and 20f and lOBkl, 17NT and 5B(5AR21-22); 
1/11/1815-1/11/1816 with 43 - 18b ano 25f 9 6/50 yrs^6AR34-35)i
1817^6AR38).

165. Celbost I1. luirinish dkve

Colbost 1837(27AR31)

Malcolm McKay June, 1832, 1832-1833 and 1833 with 35 - 22m and 13f 
and 21.1 and 16NT/B(sic)(22AR41, 23AR43); 1833-1834 and closed 
oune, 1834(23AR44, 24 R27).
Thomas Koble 1837 with 49, 1837-1838, 1838 with 28, 1838-1839 
and 1839-1840 with 2b(27AR31, 33, 28AK29-30, 29AR33)J 1849 with 
38 - 15m and 23f(3(AR25); 1850 with 34 - 14m and 20f(40AR2l); 1851 
with 50 - 26m and 24f(41AR25).

166. Calbost P. Lochs ^ewis

'.alcolm Morrison 1848 with 39(38AR2l); 1849 with 40 - 18m and 22f 
(39AR25); 1850 with 35 - 18m and 17f(40AR20).

167. Callernish Lt_iiia

Murdoch Mcxicod l/lV 1825-30/9/1826 with 96 - 51m and 45f and 2731 
and 69B(l6AK50-5l); 1827U6AH53); 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 103 -
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52m and 51f and 28E1 and 75B(l8AR54-55); 1829(l8AK57).

168. Calliearv P. Sleat Lkye

Calligarry 1823(l3AR44)i Callegary 1827(l7AR59)

Donald Mc^ilivray l/ll/1818-1/11/1819 with 65 - 26m and 39f 9 4/23 
yrs and 33'1 and 30NT and 2B(9AR52-53); 1' 11/1819-1/ IV 1820 with 
44 - 21m and 23f 9 5/25 yrs and 15 1 and 28NT/B(l0AR62-63); 1821 
(10AR65).

169. Calluch £**) R, Kilninian Mull

Caillach 1816(6a K33); Cailleach 1824(l5AR4l)

P. Torosay 1816^6AH33)

Alexander Munro June, 1815 with 9. then 47, then 69, then 105(6AR 
19); 1/11/1815-1/11/1816 with 101 - 67m and 34f(6AK36-37).

170. Calnukile C6) P. Applecross Rosa

Calnuckyle 1819(9AR48); Calnucyle 1827U7AR55){ Calnyskyle 1832 
(22AR36); Kylnakile 1841(30AR22); Kylenakile 1842V31AR34); Kylen- 
akilne 1843(32AR38); Calnakill 1843(33AR27).

Hugh Eraser 27/11/1812 and 5/4/1813 with 50 - 5*Js, 21BkI, 17NT 
and 40T and closed November, 1813(3AP47-48, 4AK46).
Colin McIntosh 1832 with 41 - 17m and 24f and 14 1 and 27NT/b(22AR 
36-37); 1832-1833 and 1833-*«th 41 - 17m and 24f and 7 1 and 34NT/B 
(22AR36-37).
Angus McLean 1840-1841 with 41, 1841-1842 with 44, 1842-1843 with 
44(30AR12, 31AR34, 32AR38).

171 Cama^rouran O )  ZorUn^all Perth

Camghouran 1831^21AR12); Camgouran 183l(20AR52); Cameghouran 1832



(22AR36-37)

ailliam Swanson 1830 with 45 - 21m and 24f(5 adult) and 29 1 and 16NT/B 
(19AH56-57); 1831 with 93 - 49m and 44f'40 adult) and 26.1 and 67NT/B 
(20AR52-53); 1832 with 46 - 26m and 20f and 8-1 and 38NT/B and closed 
May, 1832(22AR36-37).

172. Came8cross C * )  P. Sleat Skye

Camiscross 1824(l5AK40)

P. Sleate 1824(l5AR40); P. Slate 1830(l9AK58)

Neil Maclure 29/ll/l814 ana by September, 1815 with 50 - 16NT and 15B 
(4|5kH49» 5AR44).
bavid MacOilivray l/ll/l815-l' 11/1816 with 59(sic) - 39m and 18f ® 5/28 
yrs(6AR36).
Angus Kunro 1830 with 54 - 14m and 40f and 51^1 and 3S(l9AR58-59); 1831 
with 89 - 37m and 52f(6 adult) and 51^1 and 38NT/B(20AR54-55); 1832 with 
25 - 10m and 15f and 9^1 and 16NT/B and closed May, 1832(22AR38-39).

173. Camusbain C«) r. Olenelg Inverness

Camusbane 1827^27AR30)

Murdoch McMillan 1831 with 45 - 20m and 25f^l0 adult) and 25SI and 20NT/B
(20AR52-53).
^onald McKinnon 1837 with 41 and 1837-1838(27AK30, 33).

174. Camuslunv t*) P. ipchalsh Inverness

Colin McIntosh 1844 with 20 and 1845 with 24(34AR24, 35AR54).

175. Camusnaherie 0 )  P._Kilmallie Inverness

Camusnaher 1823(l3AR46); Commusnaheire 1829(l9AK50)

Archibald McNab 1/11/ 1821-l/ll/l822 with 29 - 15m and 14f © 4/ 72 yrs and
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6 a and 23B(l2AR58-59); V  11/ 1822-l/ll/l823 with 22 - 10m and 12f and 
1 :i and 21B(l3AR46-47).

176. Camusstianivai/? C D  P. Portree Bkve

Caraustinavaig 1823^13AR48-49); Camastinavaig 1826(l5AR43); Pamstianavaig 
1827(l6AR53)J Oamus-stianavaig 1827(l7AR58)

Malcolm Nicolson l/ll/1822-1' 11/1823 with 63 - 34m and 29f and 14-1 and 
49B(l3AE48-49).
Angus McDonald 1/11/1825-30/9/1826 with 61 - 40m and 21f and 22S1 and 39B 
1I9AR50-51); 1827(16AR53).
Alexander ftcMillan 1833-1834 and closed June, 1834(23AR44, 24AR30).

177. Canna c r ) P. omall Isles Canna

Cannay 1813(4AR48)

William Walker 30/ll/l813 and by December, 1813 with 12, then 16, then 30 
(4AR48, 3AR60); summer, 1814 with 88 - 32JNT and 500T(4AR16); 3/9/1814 and 
29/11/1814(4AR41, 49); by 1815 only 36(6AR37).
Donald Eraser interim teacher 30/11/1815 with 96 - 62m and 34f and 42BkI, 
39NT and 15B(5AR1G1, 47); l/ll/1815-1/11'1816 with 36 - 25 -1 and 13Adv 
(6AR36-37); 1817(6AR39).

178. Caolis t9) P. Coll/Tiree Coll

Caolis and Skestle 182l(l0AR65); Calois 1827U7AR59)

*>ohn Johnston 1817(6AR39).
John Nicholson l/ll/1819-l/ll/l820 with 42 - 28m and 14f © 5/50 yrs and 
15'1 and 27NT/B(l0AR62-63).
Malcolm Buchanan 182l(l0AR65).

179. Caolisscaloa C*i) i'm Harris Harris

Caolas Scalpay 1824(l3AK30); Caoliscalpa 1824(l3AR5l); Caolas-scalpa 1827



(17AR57).

JameB Eraser l/ll/1822-1' 11/1823 with 39 - 21m and 18f and 22U and 17B 
(13AR48-49).
Murdoch ho33 1/11/1823-1* 11/1824 with 35 - 28m and 7f and lhl and 34B 
(14AR50-51); 1825(l4AR53).
Norman McLennan 1831 with 94 - 36m ana 58f(8 adult) and 80 11 and 14NT/B
(20AK54-55).
Murdoch Moueoa 1832 with 17 - 7m and lOf and 17NT/B(22AR38-39).
Do naan McLennan 1837 with 33 and 1837-1838 ana 1838 with 27 and 1838- 
1839(27^31, 33, 28AR29-30).

180. Qftpftdal.e ( H ) p»-- bi* ^ewig

Capital 1827U7AK57); Capidale 133l(21Anl4); Capitale 1834(22AR44)

F. Stornoway 1826(16AR50)

Neil Murray l/11/1823-1/11/ 1824 with 64 - 38m and 26f and 20 .1 and 44B 
(14AR50-51).
-onald McLeod 1825(l4AR53); 1/ll/l825-30/9/l826 with 80 - 39m and 41f 
and 18 .1 and 62B(l6AR50-5l)J 1827(l6AR53).
Norman McLeod 1830 with 100(28 adult) and 80HI and 20B( 19AR58-59).
Malcolm McLeod 1831 with 89 - 42m ana 47f and 42K1 and 47NT/b (20AR54-55) ; 
24/3/l83l(21AR14); 1832 with 50 - 24m and 26f and 12-1 and 38NT/b(22AR38- 
39).
^onala Hcharlane 1833-1834 and 79 by September, 1834 with 32NT and 34B 
(22AH44, 24AK23); 1834-1835(24AR49); 25^ at Sabbath School(25AR11).

181. Carbost 

Carabost 182G^9AK55)

P. Bracad&le 1818(9AR52)

Peter McLeod summer, 1815 with 30 and 18 there and 8Ps and by 17/7/1815 
with 22 6/20 yrs ana by 18/12/1815 with 48(5AK42, 81, 101); l/H/1815-
1/11/1816 with 30 - 19m and Ilf © 6/ 23 yrs and 1817(6AR36-37, 39).
Norman McLeod l/ll/l818-l/ll/l819 with 100 - 65m and 35f © 6/54 yrs and
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640 and 20NT and l6B(9AR52-53) J l/ll/1819-1/ll/l820 with 48 - 31m and 
17f © 4/48 yrs and 12Fll, 20KT and l6B(lOAR62-63); 182l(lOAR65); l/ll/l821- 
1/11/1822 with 28 - 13m and 13f © 5/26 yrs and 18.11 and 10B(l0AR60-6l) j 
June, 1832-1833 and 1833 with 90 - 45m ana 45f and 390. and 51NT/b(22AR 
40, 23AR43); 183>1834(23AR44) closed May, 1834(24AF27).
Nicol Nicolson 1839-1840 with 120 and 1840-1841 with 70 and 1841-1842 
with 43(29AR33, 30AR23, 31AR35).

182. Jarinish r'» North dist Porth Uist

John McLeod 1/11/1823-1*11/ 1824 with 49 - 35m and 14f and 22 1 and 27B 
(14AR50-51) i 1825U4AR53).
Neil Gillies 1846 with 25, 1847 with 29, 1848 with 27, 1849 with 25 - 10m 
and 15f(36AR25, 37AR23, 3’AR21, 39AR25).

183. Ĵ rlowftl (,H) i ., -ochs Lewis

P. Uig 1826(l4AR43)j P. Stornoway 1826(l6AR50)

John Macrae 1/11/1819-1'11/1820 with 32 - 29m and 3f S> 5/19 yrs and 1821 
(10AR62-63, 65^.
Angus Munro 1/11/1825-30/9/1826 with 82 - 44m and 38f and 50 1 and 323 
(18AR50-51).
Angus iMatheson 15/ 5/1827-15' 5/1828 with 102 - 52m and 50f and 57 1 and 45 
3(l8AR54-55); 1829 and 1830 with 182 - Jftfimand 81f(63 adult) and 920 and 
90B(l9AR58-59).
John Bhaw June, 1833 and 1833-1834, 1834-1835 and 1835-1836 with 130(24AR 
22, 23AR44, 24AR49, 25AR40, 13).
Alexander McDonald 1845 with 45 and 1846 with 35(35AR54, 36AR24).

184. Carna C O  1. nprvem Argyle

ieter Nicolson 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 29 - 11m and 18f and 4 1 and 25B
U8AR52-53) J 1829U8AR56).
Alexander McMillan 1831 with 23 - 10m and 13f and 9 -1 and 14NT/a(20AR52-53)

185. Camach £ I ̂ 1J. Appin/ Li smore Argyle



Archibald McNab l/ll/l823-l/ll/1324 with 52 - 2Cm and 32f and 13 1 and 
39B(l4AK48-49); 1825U4AR52); 1/11/1825-30/9/1826 with 47 - 16m and 31f 
and 26 1 and 2UH16AR4B-49).

186. Carnach Ct) r. Jlenelg Inverness

Murdoch McMillan 1830 with 17 - 15m and 2f and 13-1 and 4NT/B(l9AR56-57).

187. Garnish P. lii/r Lewis

Carinish 1842^31AR35)

Donald Donald 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 60 - 25m and 35f and 12K1 and 48B 
(18AR54-55); 1829(1SAR57).
Malcolm Horison 1840-1841 with 53 and 1841-1842 with 44 and 1842-1843 with 
2l(30AR23, 31AK35, 32AR38).

188. Carsai^ ( ? )  P. Xllfinichen Mull

Malcolm McNeil 1/11/1822-1/11/1823 with 19 - 11m and 8f and 7 -1 and 12B 
(13AR48-49); l/ll/1823-lZIk 1824 with 40 - 22m and 18f and 19^1 and 21B 
(14AR50-51).

189. dastle laasay ) L. rnrtrae i t e l

ilasay 1816(6AR36); Bouth Rasay 1817(7AR9); Isle of Rasay 1819(8AR49);
Rassay 1819(9AR49); Castle 182l(l2AR63)J Rassy 1824(l4AR46).

Angus Macdonald 1/11/1815-1/11/1816 with 69 - 56m and 13f @ 13/21 yrs 
(6AR36-37); 43 in June, 1817(7AR9); 1819(8AR49){ l/ll/l821-l/ll/l822 
with 35 - 25m ana lOf iP 5/24 yrs and 181 and 17B(l2AR60-6l); l/ll/l822- 
1/11/1823 with 41 - 31m and lOf and 8,1 and 33B(l3AR48-49).
Donald McDonald 1832 with 77 - 42m and 25f and 231 and 54NT/3(22AR38-39);
1832-1833 and 1833 with 41 - 19m and 22f and 8:1 and 33NT/b(22AR41, 23AR43);
1833-1834 and closed dune, 1834V23AR44, 24AR31/.
Alexander McMillan 1843-1844 with 30, 1844 with 28 and 1845 with 19(33AR 
39, 34AR25, 35AR55).



190. uaetleswin Cvc) , . lo r th  Pnapdalo Argyle

Castle ^ween 1830(l9AR56)

Roderick McLeod 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 50 - 25m and 25f(18AR52-53)J 
1829 and 1830 with 103 % 55m and 48f(26 adult) and 21 :i and 82B(l8AR56, 
19AR56-57).

191. Castletirim (v) P. Ardnamurchan Argyle

Castletirrim 1824(l8AR48)

Donald Cameron l/ll/l823-l' 11/1824 with 70 - 36m and 34f(14AR48-49); 1825 
(14AK52).

192. Catlodge P. Pa/frcan Inverness

Catloge 1830(20AR45)

James ^avidson January, 1827 and 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 43 - 21m and 
22f and 14 1 and 29B(l7AR24, 18AR52-53)J 1829(18AR56).

193. Ceandrochat P. Kilchoman Islav

Ceanarochald 1827(l6AR53)» Ceandrochaid 1828(l7AR6l)

Hector McDonald l/ll/l825-30/9/l826 with 65 - 31m and 34f and 46K1 and 
17B(sic)(16AR50-51); 1827(l6AR53); 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 53 - 31m 
and 22f and 17L1 and 36B(l8AR54-55).

194. Ceannloch C h ) P. -)uthil Inverness

Alexander McKenzie 1831 with 45 - 25m and 20f(8 adult) and 36 '1 and 9NT/B 
(20AR52-53); 1832 with 31 - 19m and 12f and 31NT/B and closed May, 1832
(22AR36-37).

195. Ceanntulavajg P. harris Harris

Ceantulavaig 183l(20AR54)
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Murdoch McLeod 1830 with 55 - 28m find 27f(7 adult) and 35 1 and 20B 
(19AR58-59); 1831 with 76 - 43m and 33f(lO adult) and 31 J. and 45WT/B 
(20AR54-55).

196. Cheeeebav R. North bist North uist

Cheasbay 1836(25AR15)

Alexander McDonald 1834*1835 with 43(24AR26, 49); 1835-1836 and 1836- 
1837(25AR40, 26AR63).

197. Clachan c<sl H. Kjiciuir Skye

P. Stenscholl 1850(40AR2l)

School opened 15/6/1812 with 24 and rose to 104 by 15/9/l812(2AR10, 35); 
presumably the teacher was John Beaton, who, by 7/4/1813 had 160 - 96 
Bkl, 40NT and 24d(2AR42, 3AR57); he was suspended after 5/5/1813 and re
placed by John McNab(3AK14-15, 57, 69). Mr. Anderson, Secretary, mot 
Beaton 19/7/1813 ro a complaint from Lord Macdonald in May, 1813 which 
was considered by the Committee in June, 1813(3AR32, 4AR46). Beaton 
waB sent to Edinburgh with costs 19/7/1813 and Macdonald was informed 
20/7/1813(3AK33).
Angus Munro 1850 with 69 - 27m and 42f(40AR2l); 1851 with 70 - 24m and 
46f and supported by St. George's F.C., dinburgh(41AR25); 1852 with 61 - 
13m and 48f(42AR23).

198. Clachhamish c q ) p. -̂ nizort

Nicol Nicolson 1855 with 62 - 32m and 30f(45AR23); 1856 with 31 - 12m 
and 19f(46AR15); 1357 with 49 - 23m and 26f(47AK15); 1858 with 27 - 10m
and 17f(48AR15).

199. Clachnaharry C f )  P. Inverness xnvirness

donald McGillivray 1859 with 102 - 49m and 53f(49AR14); I860 with 77 
40m and 37f(50AR18).
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200. Clachtol (c _) i'. Dtoer Sutherland

Clachtoll 1854(44AIi24)

Colin McIntosh 1849 with 39 - 19m and 20f(39AR24)| 1850 with 35 - 15m 
and 20fV40AE20); 1851 with 23 - 7m and 16f(41AK24).
Angus Murray 1854 with 41 - 20m and 21f(44AR24); 1855 with 37 - 12m and
25f(45AR22); 1856 with 26 - 12m and 14f(46AR14); 1857 with 19 - 3m and
16f(47AR14).

201. Cladach ) P. North Uiat North Uist

Sladach of dalyshare 1857(47AR15)

Hugh Me. onald 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 52 - 38m and 14f and 20 .1 and 32H 
(18AR54-55).
John Montgomery 1837 with 42, 1837-1838, 1838 with 38, 1838-1839 and 
1839-1840 with 35(27AR31, 33, 28AR29-30, 29aK33).
Neil Gillies 1857 with 21 - 3m and 18f(47AR15); 1858 with 34 - 19m and
i5f(48AR15); 1859 with 30 - 10m and 2Cf(49AR15); I860 with 15 - 2m and
13f(50AJU9).

202. CIngen C<9) P. -/uiriniah okve

Claigen 1822(l2AR60); Clagan 1829(l9AR48); Claghan 1837(27AR2l)

Donald Ross 25/4/1821 with 38(llAR38); l/ll/1821-l/ll/1822 with 29 - 
23m and 6f @ 6/47 yrs(l2AH60-6l).
Thomas Noble 1840-1841 with 32(30AR23).

203. Claigen £ t) P. Morvern Rrgyle

Donald McDonald 1829 and 1830 with 63 - 39m and 24f(6 adult) ana 26 1
ana 37B(l9AR36-37).

204. Clare Cf\ tJ. Kilteara Doss

Walter Campbell 1844 with 39, 1845 with 55 and 1846 with 33(34AR24, 35AR
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54, 36AR24).

205. Clashmore («0 P. Aasynt Sutherland.

Claismore 1844133AR30)

P. Store 1835(24AR10); P. Stoer 1852(42AR22)

I avid. Hunro February, 1832 with 66 - 25m and 41f and 36 1. and 30NT/B 
(22AR36-37, 24AR10); 1832-1833 and 28/3/1832 with 115 there and a roll 
of 124 - 2631, IPs, 39NT and 49«(22AR20, 40); 1833 with 82 - 29m and 
53f and 2531 and 57NT/b(23AR42); 1833-1834 and 20/3/1834 with 84 and 
63 there and 1131, 15NT and 37B(23AR44, 24AK10); 1834-1835(24AR49);
1844 with 71 and 1845 with 6U34AR24, 35AR54); 1846 with 62(36AR24).
Colin McIntosh 1852 with 36 - 15m and 21f and 1853 with 36 - 16m and 
20f(42AR22, 43AR28).

206. Clashnabuia^ Cp ) P. Alness Tvoas

Duncan 31ack 1827(16AR52).
Donald Hood 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 52 - 21m and 31f ana 1131 and 41B 
(18AR52-53); 1829 and I83O with 83 - 40m and 43f(24 adult) and 1231 and 
71NT/B(18AR56, 19AR56-57).

207. Claehneesie O ')  P. Assvnt Sutherland

P. -toor 1848(38AR20)

David Munro 1847 with 49 and 1848 with 44 and supported by a lady in
Calcutta!37AR22, 38AR20).

208. Clure (*») P. Harris Harris

Norman McDennan 1842-1843 with 48 and 1843-1844 with 20(32AR39» 33AR39)

209. Coaat of Uarigil (C) . . dairloch

Coast of Udrigle 1833U3AR34)
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Hugh Eraser l/ll/1825-30/9/1826 with 68 - 35m and 33f and 33 1 and 
35B(l6AR48-49).
James Ross 1827(l6AR52)
William Urquhart 19/l0/l831 with 64 - 4BkIt llBkll, 17NT and 33B(sic) 
(21AR15-16); 16/3/1833 with 110 - 15BT and 39B(23AR34); 1838 with 97 - 
and 1838-1839 and 3/3/1840 with 67 - 12 01, 3NT and 52B and 1839-1840 
with 72 and serving a Government Church area(28AR28, 30, 29AR28, 32).

210 • CoiloafT ) P. Croich Sutherland

Roderick McLeod 1853 with 20 - 4m and 16f and 1854 with 26 - 8m and 18f 
U3AR28, 44AR24).

211. Coillemore Cs) P. Gilmore M i

The first reference to this Bchool was that it had closed by November, 
1827U7AR59). There are only three other references to it(l8AR49, 19AR54, 
20AR50).

212. Coll h . dtomoway ^ewis

John Munro l/ll/l819-l/ll/l820 with 43 - 25m and 18f & 5/34 yrs with 
6i'll, 23NT and 14B(l0AR62-63); 1/11' 1821-1/11/1822 with 99 - 82m and 
17f @ 5/47 yrs and 4 1 and 95B(l2AR60-6l); l/ll/1822-l/ll/1823 with 157
- 94m and 63f and 64 1 and 93B(l3AR48-49); l/ll/l823-l/ll/l824 with 130
- 64m and 66f and 16 1 and 114B(l4AR50-5l)5 1825(l4AR53); 1/11/1825-
30/9/1826 with 132 - 50 1 and 82B(16AR50-51).
Murdo McKenzie 1848 with 47 and 1849 with 75 - 31m and 44f(38AR21,
39AP25); 1850 with 81 - 34m and 47f(40AR2l).

213. Collaim 6*) r. Harris Harris

Collam 1853(43AR29)

Angus McLean 1849 with 34 - 17m and 17f and 1850 with 64 - 35m and 29f 
(39AR25, 40AR21).
hurdo McPherson 1852 with 12 - 7m and 5f and 1853 with 30 - 11m and 19f
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(42AH23, 43a: .29).
.Donald 4*iĉ onali 1856 with 40 - 22m and 18f and 1857 with 31 - 18m and 
13f and 1858 with 48 - 26m and 22f(46AR15, 47AR15, 48AR15).

214. Commar Ce) r. /.ilmorack Inverness

John McDonald. November, 1820 and 182l(lCAR10, 64)

215. Op no man (j£) \ P. fort re 0 Jkve

Conardan 1838528AR29)

Angus i-iunro 1837 and 1838 with 57(27AR17, 28AR29); 1838-1839 and 1839- 
1840 with 40(28AR30, 29AR33).

216. Contlich ) P. tineas Ross

George allace l/ll/l823-l/ll/l824 with 87 - 47m and 4uf and 39 '1 and 
48B(l4AR48-49).
John Corbet 1825(14^82).

217. Comaig t o  Hi_Ooj-l/y.iree /jree

Isle Coll 1832(22AR4l)

Donald howler 1831 with 40 - 22m and 16f(l adult) and 38*-1 and 2HT/B 
(20aR54-55); 1832 with 42 - 19m and 22f and 20F1 and 22NT/b(22AR38-39) J
1832-1833 ana 1833 with 40 - 20m and 20f and 18. .1 and 22NT/a(23AR43). 
John Kcnean 1846 with 44(36AR25)»
James hood 1847 with 33 and 1848 with 42(37AR23, 38AR21).

218. Cornalgmore (9j j,« Coll/iiroe riree

James huage 1/Il/l817-l/ll/l818 with 50 C;; 5/16 yrs and 38 1 and lOPs/
NT ana 2h(8AK46-47'; l/ll/1818-l/ll/ 1819 with 35 - 25m and lOf and 20,Jl, 
lOPs/NT ana 5B(9AR52-53).
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219. Corrarv (<P P. Olenel/t Inverness

Donald Murray 1837 with 33 and 1837-1838 and 1838 with 23 and closed 
15/5/1838(27AR30, 33, 28AR28).

22C. Corrievoulin (l) P. /rdnamurchan Argvle

Corrivoulin 1828(l8AR52); Corievoulin 1830(l9AR56).

Angus Mclver 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 67 - 30m and 37f and 16 1 and 51B 
(18AR52-53)i 1829(l8AR56).
John McDougall 1830 with 77 - 35m and 42f(l2 adult) and 21S1 and 56B 
(19AR56-57).

221. Corrievoulish P. Contin Hosa

P. Kinlochmoidart 1834(24AR13)

Angus McLeod 1831 with 43 - 24m and 19f^3 adult) and 41 1 and 1NT/B 
(2CAR52-53); 1832 with 45 -  19m and 26f and 21 1  and 24NT/b(22AK36-37) J 
1833 with 45 - 28m and 17f and 21.1 and 24NT/B(23AR43); 1833-1834 with 
56 and 52 there - 21 I, 12NT and 19B(23AR44, 24AR13). Closed 15/5/1834 
^24AR14).

222. Cprrivaig j P. t- llrsallie Inverness

Dugald ^uncan 29/11/1814 and 7/9/1815 with 30(4AR49, 5AR28).

223. Coshladdor ] '. uirinish Okye

Cushledder 1823(l3AR38); Coshledder 1824U5AR40)

•John McLeod 27/ll/l812 with 80 - 50m and 30f & 5/56 yrs(4AR46, 3AR15); 
1 > 4/1813 with 76 - 53m and 23f and 6NT and 40T(3*R58); Closed Novem
ber, 1813(3AR70).

224. Cove ( C ) i. falrloch Ross
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William Urquhart Juno, 1848 with 50 and 1849 with 39 - 19m and 20f 
(38AR20, 39AR24); 1850 with 31 - 19m and 12f(40AR20).

225. Oralenure (?) ' . Torosav Mull

Graignure 1823U3AR45)

Donald Cameron l/ll/1817-l' 11/1818 with 18 - 16m and 2f @ 5/l7 yrs 
ana 8.1, 6NT and 4B(8AR46-47); 1819(8AR49).

226. Craigfad ( T ) P. Kilchoman Islay

Nicol Nicolson l/ll/l825-30/9/l826 with 102 - 52m and 50f and 41 El
and 61B(l6AR50-5l); 1827(l6AR53)i 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 89 - 47m
and 42f and 31 1 and 58B(l8AR54-55).

227. Craiknish )'. dracadale Skye

Norman McLeod 1/11/1825-1/11/1824 with 61 - 32m and 29f and 15 1 and 
46B(l4AR50-5l).

228. Crathv Lz Mnyprngaa

Dougald .-\incan 1/11/1821-1/11/1822 with 29 - 7m and 22f - 5/14 yrs and
7-1 and 22B(l2AR58-59).
Angus McPherson 1/11/1822-1/11/1823 with 46 - 12m and 34f and 5K1 and
41BU3AK46-47); 15/5/1827-15/ 5/1828 with 35 - 24m and Ilf and 27 1 and
8B(l8AR52-53); 1829^18AR56).

229. Crogan ) P. Torosav Mull

Donald Cameron in the summer of 1812 with 74 ® 5/40 yrs(2ARll-12):
14/4/l813(3AR6l).

230. Crolin (?) ?. spplecross Ross

•/ohn Shaw 1850 with 54 - 31m and 23f and 1851 with 24 - 14m and lOf
(40AK20, 41AK24).



231. Crolowick ( * \  p« ^ewis

Malcolm Morison 1860(50AR18).

232. Cromore P. Lochs Lewis

Angus McLeod 1830 with 72 - 29m and 43f(9 adult) and 47 1 and 25B(l9 
AF58-59); 1831 with 75 - 32m and 43f(l2 adult) and 19B1 and 56NT/B 
(20AR54-55); 1832 with 39 - 18m and 21f and 39NT/B and closed May, 1832 
(22AR38-39).
Kinlay Mackay 1836-1837 and 1837 with 45 and 1837-1838(26AR63, 27AR33). 
Malcolm Morrison 1851 with 38 - 19m and 19f; 1852 with 62 - 32m and 
30f; 1853 with 39 - 17m and 22fUlAR24, 42AR22, 43AR28).

233. Groshomish (Q) P. 'uirinlsh Lkve

John iunro 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 48 - 28m and 20f and 25 1 and 23B 
(18AR54-55); 1829U8AR57).

234. Croasmount (?  ̂  1 . Fort inwall Perth

James Matheson 1/11/1825-30/9/1826 with 40 - 21m and 19f and 18 1 and
22B(l6AR48-49).

235. Croulista ) P. Uir -iewis

Crowlista 1837(27AH30)

i'ialcolm McRitchie 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 82 - 25m and 57f and 46 1
and 36B(l8AR54-55).
Hector Morison 1836-1837 and 1837 with 53 and 1837-1838(26AR63, 27AR30, 
33).
John McLean 1845 with 32 and 1846 with 35(35AR54, 36AR24).
Malcolm McKay 1853 with 39 - 5m and 34f; 1854 with 29 - 3m and 26f 
(43AR28, 44AR24).

236. Croy (?) P. Croy Hairn



James Hood 1858 with 66 - 37m and 29f; 1859 with 44 - 20m and 24f;
1860 with 32 - 12m and 20f(48ARl4, 49AR14, 50AR18).

237. Cuai* Applecro38 Ross

Murao McPherson 1858 with 23 - 9m and 14f; 1859 with 21 - 10m and 
Ilf; 1860 with 17 - 11m and 6f(48AK14, 49AK14, 50AR18).

238. Cuiduin (t  ) Islay

Alexander 8hisholm 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 85 - 49m and 36f and 30el 
and 55B(l8AR54-55).
John WcSween 1829 and 1830 with 151 - 33m and 68f(sic)(l5 adult) and 
78 1 and 73B(19AK58-59); 1831 with 173 - 102m and 71f(25 adult) and 
67 1 and 116NT/b (20AR54-55); 1838 with 96, 1838-1839(28AR29-30); 1839-
1840 with 79 as a Government Church area school(29AR33)J 1845 with 51 
(35AR55); 1846 with 60 and 1847 with 45 supported by Lt. Luke's F.C. 
congregation, -dinburgM36AR25, 37AR23).

239. Culkinn (ft̂  L. Assvnt outhorland

Kulkinn 1840(29AR32)

Lavid Munro 1838-1839 and 1839-1640 with 92(28AR30, 29AR32); 1840-
1841 with 81 serving a Government Church area(30AR22).

240. Culnacnock IS) r. Kilmuir Lkve

Culnacknock 1815(6AR36); Culnacnoc 1829tl8AR57); Culnanenoe 1830(l9AR 
58); Culnacknoc 1832(22AR41); Culnaknock 1833(23AR19)J Culnacknoe 1834
(24AR28).

P. Stenscholl 1853(43AL29)

John McNab l/ll/1815-1/11'1816 with 74 - 56m and 18f 9 6/24 yrs and 
35B(6Ali36-37); 1817(6AR38).
John McLeod 1829 and 1830 with 132 - 70m and 62f(23 adult) and 56 1
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and 7 6 / B$ia&8559)49183&-fr$i4 1331-wItfa i£2 627(23 adult)
and 56 1 and 76NT/b(20AR54-55).
Donald McLeod 1832 with 41 - 20m and 21f and 17L1 ana 24NT/b(22AR38- 
39); 1832-1833 and 1833 with 39 - 20m and 19f and 21 1 and 18NT/B 
(22AR41, 23AR43); 1833-1834(25AK44). Served as a Government Church 
area school and closed May, 1834(24AR28); 1837 with 63 ana 1837-1838 
(27AR31, 33); 1838 with 62 and 1838-1839 as a 'Government Church area 
(28AR29-30).
Hugh Urquhart 1842-1843 with 109, 1843-1844 with 101, 1844 with 68 
and 1845 with 62(32AR39, 34AR25, 35AR55).
Walter Campbell 1853 with 61 - 24m and 37f and 1854 with 33 - 15m and
18f(43AR29, 44AR25).
Angus Munro 1857 with 34 - 9m and 25f and 1858 with 47 - 21m and 20f 
(47AR15, 48AR15).

241. Culrain (?)

Donald McRae l/ll/1822-1/11/1823 with 54 - 32m and 22f and 4 -1 and 
50B(l3AR46-47); 1/11/1823-1/11/1824 with 52 - 32m and 20f and 10.41 
and 42B(l4AR48-49).

242. Lalburgh (b) ^outh Uiat oputh Uist

ualbrog 1843(32AK26); ealbroag 1846(36Ak25); ^alibroag 1847(37ARll)

iAincan Campbell 1/11/1825-30/9/1826 with 73 - 62m and I l f  and 10 1 
and 62B (sic)(l6AR50-5l); 1827(l6AP.53).

Alexander **cbonald 1842-1843 with 126, 1843-1844 with 60, 1844 with
65(32AK39, 53ARJ9, 34*K25).
Peter McLeod 1846 with 55 and 1847 with 35 and 1048 with 67 and 1849 
with 58 - 29m and 29f(36AR25, 37AR23, 38AH21, 39AR25).

243. -alhalvaitf <>) 2. T ea.y Caithness

Dalhalvag 1838(28AR22)

Arthur ."’orbes 1/11/1821-1/11/1822 with 74 - 22m ana 52f >.•' 5/50 yrs



ana 19 -1 and 55B(l2AR58-59); 1/11/1822-1/11/1823 with 61 - 19m and 
42f and 3 1 and 58B(l3AR46-47/; 18/12/1837 with 79 ana 60 there - 
HBkl, lGBkll, 8MT and 28d(27AK22); 11/4/1838 with 102 and 61 there 
- 11 11, 10NT and 40B(28AR22).

244. Pallas (?) I'. d'lerton oss

Little Pallas 1826(l6AR10)

John McPherson 5/5/1825 with 72 and l/ll/l825-30/9/1826 with 59 - 29m 
ana 30f ana 17>1 and 42B(l5AR28, 16AK48-49).

245. almore 04) T>. -ochs Lewis

John -haw 1836-1837 and 1837-1838 with 43(26AR63, 27AR33).

246. -anna G O  i . florth Lnandale Argyle

Roderick McLeod 1832-1833 and 1833 with 27 - 27m find lOf(sic) and 
11 1 and 16NT/B(22AK40, 23AR42); 1833-1834 and May, 1834 with 69(23 
aR44, 24AR20); 1834-1835(24AR49).

247. -ee.s. (C) I . Kilmuir

John McNab 1/11/1817-1/11/1818 with 85 - 56m and 29f 7/30 yrs and
25HI, 41MT and 19B(8AR46-47); l/ll/l818-l/ll/l819 with 39 - 35m and 
4f and 13 -1, 9Pb , 4NT and 4B(9aR52-53) J l/ll/l819-l/ll/l820 with 28 
^10AR62-63).

248. -ibaiim (£) . .. , A. l̂ecrftss

Bibaig 1824(l4AR27)

P. Lochcarron 1845(35AR54); P. Oairloch 1847(37AR22)

Colin McIntosh 1' ll/l823-l/ll/1824 with 58 - 36m and 22f and 10 -1 and
48BU4AH48-49) J 1825U4AK52); 1'11/1825-30/9/1826 with 37 - 20m and 17f
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and 8.1 and 29B(l6AR48-49).
Lonald *-*c<Jillivray 1842-1843 with 83, 1843-1844 with 75(32AR38, 33AR
38); 1844 with 64 and 1845 with 37(34AR24, 35AR54).
Angus HoLeod 1847 with 51, 1848 with 69 and 1849 with 60 - 27m and 
33A37AR22, 38AR20, 39AR24).

249. Lixunrall (f)

Roderick McLeod opened the school with 100 on 26/6/1815(5AR19); l/ll/ 
1815-1/11/1816 with 225 - 120m and 105f(6AR34-35).

250. ^iraclite (hi) r. Harris Harris

John chaw 1856 with 42 - 20m and 22fU6ARl5).

251. lepoly (Jb ) P. Heav Caithness

Arthur Forbes l/ll/l818-ly 11/1819 with 56 - 21m and 35f 4/50 yrs and
21’1, 23NT and 100T(9AR50-5l); 1/11/1819-1/11/1820 with 69 - 31m and 
38f 0 5/50 yrs and 7 1, 34NT and 280T(l0AR60-6l); 182l(l0AR64)

252. Hochanes3ie (?) P. Kilmallic- Inverness

uochanasay 1818(l7Ak60); cochenasoie 1819(8AR48); Lochenes3ie 1819 
(9AR50); Jochenasie 1824(14AK44); cochanaasay 1829(l8AR56); ^ochan- 
assie 1829(l8AR3l).

P. Kilmanivaic 181918AR48)

Lugald ^uncan 1/11/1817-1/11/1818 with 33 - 18m and 15f and 17^1 and
16NT(8AR44-45); l/ll/l818-l/ll/ 1819 with 30 - 12m and 18f 6> 5/12 yrs
ana 5 1 find 258c/Fx(9AR50-5l).
3ohn Matheson 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 34 - 19m and 15f and 33 '1 and
lB(l8AH52-53) i 1829U8AR56).
Alexander McMillan 1830 with 73(ll adult) - 50 1 and 23MT/B(l9AR56-57).

253. .ochcarty (F) P. Fodderty Ross

Locharty 1837(27AR33); Auchtemeed 1837(27AR18); Locherty 1838(28AR30);



bochcairn 1840(29AR18).

Alexander Mci*eod 29/3/1837 with 85 and 69 there - 2061, 98c/6x, 21NT 
and 19B(27AR18); 1837-1838 with 62(27AR33, 30); 1838 with 36 and 1838 - 
1839 with 40 - 71, 58c/.x, 13HT ana 15B(28AR28, 30 , 29AR18).

254. L-oone (c-) R . Kincardine Roes

benezer Rose 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 22 - 18m and 4f and 11R1 and 
HB(l8AR52-53); 1829(l8AR56).

255. orinamuck R. dochbroom Ross

^oirinamuck 1842(31AR34).

William Urquhart 1840-1841 with 63 and 1841-1842 with 83(30AR22, 31AR34)

256. -/ornev (C,) R. Lochbroom Ross

John Kcl»eod l/ll/l818~l/ll/1819 with 45 - 24m and 21f ® 5/30 yrs and 
3461 and HNT(9AR50-5l); l/ll/l819-l/ll/l820 with 45 - 21m and 24f @
5/30 yrs and 12 1 and 16NT and 170TU0AR60-61).

257. Romie («) R. dlensheal Inverness

P. Rintail 1826(l5AR42)

Ross 1828^18AR46)

bugald Mclnnes l/ll/l825-30/9/l826 with 27 - 14m and 13f and 1461 and 
13B(16AR48-49).

258. arimarban \ P. Kilmallie Inverness

^rimarben 1819(9AR12); Jruimarban 1827(l7AR56).

Archibald Macnab 1/11/1818-1/11/1819 with 50 - 27m and 23f ® 5/60 yrs 
and 16 1, 13NT and 210T($AR50-5l); 1/'11/1819-1/11' 1820 with 79 - 49m
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and 30f 0 5/60 yrs and 131, 21NT and 570T(l0AR60-6l); 1821U0AK64).

259. ^rimbuie ) P. ĵ ochalsh Ross

i/ruimbuy 1826116 AR 48)

^ohn McRougall 1/11/1825-30/9/1826 with 32 - 11m and 21f and 24-1 and 
8B(16AR48-49); 1827(l6AR52).

260. . riniahad•.-•r Pj, Harris Harris

Rrinishadder 1827(16AR53); ^ruinishadder 1828(l7AR6l); Duinishadder
1830(20AR47).

Ranald McDonald l/llj 1825-30/9/1826 with 28 - 23m and 5f and 28B(l6AR 
50-51); 1827U6AR53); 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 33 - 25m and 8f and 10P1 
and 23B(l8AR54-55).

261. i ruimchaoine (J5) P. dlalr Atholl Perth

William -wanston 1832-1833 and 1833 with 65 - 37m and 28f and 20 1 and
45NT/B(22AR4Dt 23AR43).

262. ^ruimnamuilach CM P. Kilcalmonel/Kilberry Argyle

Bruimnamuclach 1828(l7AR60); -rimnamuclach 1828(l8AR47).

P. Kilberry 1828(l7AR60)

Alexander McLeod 15/ 5/1827-15/5/J.828 with 73 - 32m and 41f and 38PI and 
35B(l8AR52-53).

263. .-rumfearn P. Bleat Pkye

John Mcx/onald 1843-1844 with 67 and 1844 with 37(33AR39, 34AR25).

264. -rummuie ($ } P. i ortree dkve

Angus i'lunro 1859 with 10 - 6m and 4f and 1860 with 23 - 10m and 13f



(49AR15, 50AR19).

265. ^rvnoch Ca) R. Bracadale dkve

Drynock 1846(36AR25)

John McDonald 1845 with 39 and 1846 with 23(35AR55* 36AR25)

266. Duich F )  /.a.. l9l«r

Finlay McFarlane 1852 with 42 - 17m and 25f and 1853 with 36 - 22m and 
14f(42AR23, 43AR29).

267. Duln (M) _i__Lewis

lain 1835(24AR22)

Murdo McPherson July, 1833 and by 2/4/1834 with 54 - 14 >1» 10NT and 30B 
and a Female School run by his wife(24AR22); 1834-1835(24AR49).
Donald McFarlane 1835-1836 and 1836-1837(25AR40, 26AR63).

268. ^uimish (*7 r. L»ochalsh Inverness

-iuriiish 1843(32AR38)

Alexander McLeod 1841-1842 with 42, 1842-1843 with 67, 1843-1844 with 
46 and 1844 with 49(31AR34, 32AR38, 33AR38, 34AR24).

269. eunv (y ) P. Kincardine Ross

i-umy 1820(l0AK4); Junie 1829(l9AR37J; Dunnie 19AR56).

Donald Macrae 1/11/1819-1/11/1820 with 27 - 16m and llfU0AR60-6l);
28/3/1821 (11AR25); 1/11/1821-1/11/1822 with 34 - 17m and 17f & 6/18 
yrs and 1J1 and 33B(12AR58-59)•
John Lhaw 7/12/1829 with 26 - 3BkI, 2BkII, 100T and HB(l9AR37); 1830 
with 41 - 22m and 19f(l8 adult) ana 2K1 and 39NT/B(l9AR56-57).
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270. i/untillich (~f) P. .ull Perth

-uunteulich 1830(l9AR56)

Peter IlcCail 1829 and 1830 with 62 - 26m and 36f(9 adult) and 16E1 and 
46B(l9AR56-57); 1831 with 62 - 26m and 36f^9 adult) and 10M  and 52NT/B
(20AR52-53).

271. Jurin < M  P. Puirness Jutherland

P. Lurness 1835(25AR40)

John Orant l/l/l814 and by November, 1814 with 69 - 39BkI, 29NT and 80 
OT(3AR39, 69, 4AR2): l/ll/l815-l/ll/l816 with 33 - 8Ps and 25B(6AR34-35) 
Oeorge Campbell 1835-1836, 1836-1837, 1837-1838 and 1837 with 44(25AR40, 
26AR63, 27AR33, 30).

272. Parlish (<?) p. dnisort Skye

Andrew Ross 1/11/I8I8-I/11/I8I9 with 82 - 51m and 31f @ 5/45 yrs and 
41 a, 16NT and 3B(9AR52-53)5 l/ll^1819-1' 11/1820 with 83 - 44m and 39f 
@ 5/40 yrs and 42PI, 29NT and 12B(l0AR62-63)i 182l(lOAR65).
Murdo Macmillan 1/11/1821-1/11/1822 with 104 - 50m and 54f @ 4/65 yrs
and 38E1 and 66B(l2AR60-6l).
•John McLeod 1830 with 87 - 48m and 39f(l2 adult) and 47 1 and 40B(l9AR 
58-59); 1831 with 116 - 66m and 50f(29 adult) and 61 a and 55Nri’/B(20AR 
54-55); 1832 with 39 - 25m and 14f and 6E1 and 33NT/B and closed May, 
1832(22AR38-39)•
Lonald Matheson 1834-1835 with 84(24AR30, 49).
Nicol Nicolson 1835-1836 and 1836-1837(25AR40, 26AR63).

273. -ftrr̂ r (Q ) P. Olenel# Inverness

^onald Cameron 1842-1843 with 26 and 1843-1844 with 26(32AR38, 33AK38).

274. ast Band («.) P. Cairloch Ross

Alexander Chisholm 1830 with 48 - 19m and 29f(3 adult) and 26 a and 22NT/B
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(19AR56-57).
William Urquhart 1831 with 71 - 29m and 43f and 26P1 and 45NT/b(20AR52-53).

275. fidera C O  P. Assynt Sutherland

Alexander Macleod 15/6/1813 with 40 and soon 88(3AR3); 22/10/1813 and
29/11' 1814(3AR40, 4AR49).

276. Edinburgh

This school opened November, 1811 with 30 adults and by November, 1812 
with 50(lAR52, 2AR13-14). *<hen the school was examined 17'5/1813 there 
were 17NT(3AR64). It appears to have lapsed and was revived in 1821 as 
a stationary school(11AR13). It was then known as "The School for Adults" 
with John Sutherland as teacher l/ll/l821-l/ll/l822 with 69 - 41m and 28f 
and then 25 - 17m and 8f 0 10/62 yrsUOAK60-6l)(l2AR58-59). This was in
tended to be the "Model School" or "Pattern School for Teachers"(llARll,
14, 12AR19). By 1822 there were 36 - 21m and 15f(l2AR19). There was an 
Evening bally School with "unsteady attendance" and an nglish Day School 
as woll(llAR14).

277. tog C *) P. Small Isles tog

Cliadle 1819(10aR62)

John McIntyre l/11/1815-1/11/1816 with 49 - 42m and 7f @ 7/24 yrs and 25
NT/fl(6AR36-37)
Alexander Cameron l/ll/l819-l/ll/l820 with 39 - 23m and 16f © 5/45 yrs and 
21 PI and 18NT(lOAR62-63)} September, 182l(llAR4l)
Archibald Campbell August, 1832 and by 1833 with 35 - 19m and 16f and 4 1, 
and 34NT/B(sic)(23AR43, 24AR32); 1833-1834 and closed November, 1834(23AR 
44, 24AR32)
Donald McKinnon 1840-1841 with 53(30AR23).

278. dleanbiach (|J ) 1 . Harris Harris

Duncan Morrison 1349 with 67 - 32m and 35f(39AR25)»

279. la?.l («.) ptr&th ukye



Elgoll 1855(46AR9)

Angus McDonald 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 63 - 35m and 28f and 57P1 and 
6B(l8AR54-55); 1829 and 1830 with 87(23 adult) and 23M  and 37B(sic)
(19AR58-59) j 1831 with 92 - 52m and 40f(23 adult) and 591 and 38NT/B 
(20AR54-55).
John Molver 1837 with 52 and 1837-1838 and 1838 with 50 and 1838-1839 
and 1840 with 75(27AR31, 33, 28AR29, 30, 29AR33).
Walter McKay 1845 with 74 and 1846 with 40 and 1847 with 35 and 1848 
with 37(35AR55, 36AR25, 37AR23, 38AR2l)j 1852 with 31 - 13m and 18f 
and 1853 with 31 - 20m and llf(42AR23, 43AR29); 1854 with 32 - 20m 
and 12f and 1855 with 28 - 20m and 8f(44AR25, 45AR23).

280. .mho P. ^ornoch Sutherland

Ross 1822(l2AR62)

Mr. Sutherland 24/9/1821 with 41 - 20m and 21f(l2AK62)
Murdoch Macleod l/ll/l821-l/ll/l822 with 89 - 48m and 41f 0 7/54 yrs 
and 18P1 and 713(llAR26, 12AR58-59); l/ll/l822-l/ll/l823 with 74 - 41m 
and 33f and 4 1 and 70B(l3AR46-47); l/ll/l823-l/11/ 1824 with 71 - 38* 
and 33f and 2 1  and 69B(l4AB48-49).

281. Prribole CM P. buimess Sutherland

Caithness 1815(6AR32)

This was an vening School from 5pm to 9/l0pm and existed 29/ll/l814 and 
30/3/1815 with 25-30 and closed November, 1815(4AR49, 5AR8, 102).

282. .skadalo \ P. Kiltarlitv Inverness

James Fraser l/ll/l819-l/ll/l820 with 150 - 82m and 68f 9 7/24 yrs and 
80 1 and 70NT(l0AR60-6l); 23/3/1821 with 60(llAR27)
Angus McKay 1821 and 1/11/1821-1/ll/l822 with 76 - 46m and 30f & 5/l8 yrs 
and 20PI and 56B(l0AR64, 12AR58-59>; l/ll/l822-l/ll/1823 with 16 - 11m
and 5f and 2 1 and 14B(l3AR46-47)
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283. .BKinish ) P. Kilarow ^slav

Angus McRarlane 1844 with 40, 1845 with 38 and 1846 with 35(34AR25, 35AR 
55, 36AR25).

284. vanton ) P. Kilteam Koss

Walter Campbell 1847 with 68 and 1848 with 39(37AR22, 38AR20).

285. -vre ((£> ] 1. dnizort ^kve

Nicol Nicolson 1844 with 58, 1845 with 47 and 1846 with 38(34AR25, 35AR 
55, 36AR25).

286. Rasach (fi) P. -uirinish >>kye

Donald Watheson l/ll/l817-l/ll/1818 with 54 - 34m and 20f @ 5/40 yrs 
and 151, 14Ps, 17NT and 8B(8AR46-47); 1/11/1818-1/11/1819 with 30 - 
20m and lOf 4/20 yrs and 8C1 and 22NT/b (9AR52-53) .

287. Reams (fi ) r. Portree 1,as say

Fearna Rassay 1850(40AR2l); Fearns Rasay 185l(41AR25)

Alexander McMillan 1841-1842 with 29 and 1842-1843 with 46(31AR35, 32AR
39); 1850 with 19 - 15m and 4f, 1851 with 59 - 34m and 25f, 1852 with 
35 - 22m and 13f(40AR21, 41AR25, 42AR23).

288. Riscavaig (Q ) P. Bracadale Ckye

Viscavaig 1816(6AR7); Risgavaig 1827(l7AR58)

Donald McLeod October, 1815 with 14, then 20, then 50 - 33m and 17f & 
5/15 yrs and 12/l0/l815^5AR45, 46, 84).
Alexander McPherson l/ll/1815-1/11/1816 with 22 - 16m and 6f @ 4/l5 yrs 
and by 30/4/1816 with 60 - 15NT, 150T and 30B(5AR101, 6AR36-37, 7).

289. Fisherfield C M  P. Poolewe Koss
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Duncan Black 1853 with 35 - 11m and 25f, 1854 with 38 - 17m and 21f, 1855 
with 28 - 13m and 15f(43AR28, 44AR24, 45AR22).

290. Fishiniah (S ̂  I1. Torosav Mull

Fisinish 1815(5AR92)

John Sinclair duly, 1815 with 30 and l/ll/l815-l/ll/1816 with 48 - 34m and
14f and 22NT/b(5aR53, 6AR36-37); 1817(6AT?39).

291. Fiveoennv C M  : . Barvas Dewis

Murdo McPherson June, 1830 with 82 and 79 there & 4/40 yrs and 17B(20AR22); 
1831 with 82 - 38m and 44f(5 adult) and 75 1 and 7NT/b(20AE54-55)i 1832 - 
with 73 - 31m and 42f and 27 JL and 46NT/b(22AR38-39)I 1833 with 128 - 67m 
and 6lf and 53-1 and 75NT/b(23AR22). There was a Spinning School too(21AR19).

292. Pladda (®) P. Xilmuir Skye

P. Portree 1845(35AR55)

John McNab 1/1/1814 with 70(4AR14, 48); September, 1815 with 85 and 73 there 
@ 5/24 yrs - lOBkl, 48MT and 15B(5AR39). Closed 30/ll/l815(5AR103). 
iuncan Morison 1845 with 27, 1846 with 30 and 1847 with 28(35AR55, 36AR25, 
37AR23).

293. Fort Augustus C M  1'. Boleskine Inverness

AngU8 McPherson l/ll/l819-l/ll/1820 with 40 - 19m and 21f @5/20 yrs and 
3SI, 26NT and 110T(l0AR60-6l).

294. Fort william } p. Kilmallie Inverness

Donald Tolmie l/ll/1825-l/ll/1826 with 63 - 28m and 35f and 4091 and 233 
(16AR48-49); 1827(16AR52); 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 100 - 43m and 57f and 
45PI and 55B(l8AR52-53).
Alexander McMillan 1829(l8AR56)
Finlay McKay 1830 with 280(47 adult) and 50 1 and 230NT/B(l9AR56-57).
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295. frvalan O ’) Coll Coll

Donald McKinnon 1855 with 27 - 12m and 15f» 1856 with 34 - 17m and 17f,
1857 with 22 - 14m and 8f and supported by the F.C. in Calcutta(45AR23,
46AR15, 47AH15).

296. Probost (o') P. Louth Uist Louth U 1st

Donald Cameron l/ll/l825-30/9/1826 with 28 - 18m and lOf and 1 il and 2713 
(16AR50-51).

297. Gaelic Dill ^U) P. Campbeltown Argyle

-wan McMaater l/ll/ 182>l/_liy 1824 with 101 - 34m and 67f and 8E1 and 93B 
(14AH48-49); 1825 and l/ll/l825-30/9/l826(l4AR52, 16AK48-49).

298. Gaidar (Q ) P. Glenelg Inverness

Donald Matheson 15/5/1827-15/ 5/1828 with 113 - 53m and 60f and 62.11 and 
51B(l8AR52-53)| 1829 and 1830 with 276 - 128m and 147fV71 adult) and 81 ML 
and 195NT/B(l8AK56# 19AR56-57)* 1831 with 297 - 139m and 158A73 adult) and 
84 11 and 213NT/b(20AR52-53) .
Donald McDiarmid May, 1832 and by 1833 with 105 - 39m and 66f(24AR17, 23AR42);
1833-1834 and 1834-1835(23AR44)(24AR49).

299. Callachoille P. North Knaoaale Argyll

Gallochoille 1832(22AR36)

Roderick McLeod 1831 with 91 - 35m and 56f(5 adult) ana 59PI and 32NT/B(20AR 
52-53)i 1832 with 18 - 10m and 8f and 2L1 and 16NT/B and closed Kay, 1832
(22AR36-37).

300. Galson (h \ P. Barvas Lewis

Galston 1854(44AR2l)

P. Cross 1835(24AR49)
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John McLeod l/ll/l821-l/ll/l822 with 73 - 47m and 26f and 14 1 and 593 
(12AR60-61); l/ll/l822-l/ll>1823 with 80 - 42m and 38f and 6P1 and 74B 
(13AR49).
Alexander McLeod June, 1834 and by 3l/l2/l834 with 59 - 32m and 37f(24AR 
24); 1834-1835, 1835-1836, 1836-1837(24AR49, 25AR40, 26Ai^63); 1841-1842 with 
44 and closed June, 1842 serving as a Government Church area school(31AR34, 
32AR38).
Hector Morison 1846 with 50, 1847 with 42, 1848 with 16 and 1849 with 34 -
19m and 15f(36AR14, 37AR22, 38AR21, 39AR24).
Kenneth McPherson 1854 with 68 - 34m and 34f and 1855 with 69 - 29m and 40f 
and 1856 with 58 - 22m and 36f(45AR14, 44AR24, 45AR22, 46AR14).

301. Garasorbie (? ) * T^ree TlE2g

donald McDonald 1846 with 63, 1847 with 86, 1848 with 64 and 1849 with 62 - 
36m and 26f(36AR25, 37AR23, 38AR21, 39AR25).

302. Garbhan P, Kilmallie Inverness

Garbha 1820(l0AR60); Garvan 1822(llAR54); Garvain 1824(l4AR44)

Argyle 1820(9AR54)

John Cameron l/ll/l819-1/11/1820 with 48 - 30m and 18f © 5/55 yrs and 10G1, 
27NT and 110T(lOAR60-6l); 182l(lOAR64); l/ll/l821-l/ll/l822 with 29 - 15m 
and 14f © 7/16 yrs and ILL and 28B(l2AR58-59).

303. Garbh-Chrasit ( M  P. Gaddle/Gkipness Argyle

Garrachroit 1827(l7AR19); Garbhchraoit 1828(l8AR47)

Gwen McMaster 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 38 - 17m and 21f and 21E1 and 17B 
(18AR52-53).

304. Garbost f W  ) P. ^tornowav Gewis

Garabost 1819(8AR49); Garrabost 1840(29AR33)
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P. Knock 1835(24AK2l)

Neil Murray l/ll/ 1817-l/ll/l818 with 46 - 31m ana 15f @ 5/45 yrs and 1421
16Ps and 16NT/b(8AR46-47); l/ll/l818-l/ll/1819 with 48 - 37m and Ilf W 5/
50 yrs and 71, 20Pa/NT and 21B(9AR52-53)} l/ll/ lQ19-l/ll/1820 with 48 - 
37m and Ilf & 5/50 yrs and 16SI, 12NT and 20B(l0AR62-63).
Donald Ross June, 1832 and by 1833 with 44 - 28m and I6f and 12J1 and 32NT/
B(24AR21, 23AR42); 1833-1834 and closed June, 1834V23AR44).
Malcolm NjRitchie 1838 with 57, 1838-1839, 1839-1840 with 46 and 1840-1841 
with 30 and served as a Government Church area school(28AR28, 29AR33, 30AR

Donald Ross 1850 with 21 - 12m and 9f» 1851 with 25 - 10m and 7f, 1852 
with 45 - 25m and 20f(40AR20, 41aR21, 42AR22).
Murdo McKenzie 1859 with 103 - 49m and 54f, I860 with 103 - 37m and 66f 
(49AR14. 50AR1$).

Cary 1825(l4AR53); Cearry 184l(30AR23)i Geary 1842(31AR35)

Archibald McCallum l/ll/1823-1' 11/ 1824 with 43 - 26m and 17f and 10 SI and
33B(l4AR50-5l){ 1825(l4AR53).
Murdoch McDonald 1840-1841 with 76, 1841-1842 with 89, 1842-1843 with 50, 
1843-1344 with 47(30AR23, 31AK35, 32AR39, 33AR39).
Norman McLeod 1849 with 43 - 22m and 21f, 1850 with 45 - 23m and 22f, 1851
with 41 - 20m and 2of(39AR25, 40AR21, 41AR25).
Andrew Noble 1860 with 62 - 22m and 40f(50AR19).

306. Geocrab CM ) r. narris harris

Geocrap 1859U9AR15)

Murdoch McDonald June, 1834 with 44, 1834-1835, 1835-1836, 1836-1837(24AR 
49, 25AR40, 26AR63, 24AK24).
Malcolm McKay 1859 with 29 - 14m and 15f, 1860 with 44 - 22m and 22f(49AR 
15, 50AR19).

23)

305. cam. (a) .ujrinlsh olyre

307. Geometry P« Kilfinichen Mull
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Geometra 1826(l5AR43); Gometra 1826(16AR46); Island of Gometra 1835(24AR49)

P. Kilmore 1835(24AR33)} P. Ulva 1846(&6AR25)

Angus Lamont l/ll/1825-30/9/1826 with 29 - 14m and 15f(l6AR50-5l)
John Lewar July, 1833 with 65, 1833-1834, 1834-1835, 1835-1836, 1836-1837 
(24AR33, 23AR44, 24AR49, 25AR40, 26AR63); 1845 with 29 and 1846 with 36(35 
AR55, 36AR25).

308. Giol fcr) ialay

John McSween 1854 with 75 - 51m and 24f, 1855 with 60 - 33m and 22f, 1856 
with 48 - 33m and 15f, 1857 with 66 - 39m and 27f and supported by St. Luke's 
P.C., dinburgh(44AK25, 45AR23, 46AR15, 47AR15).

309. Girtridle  ̂ i;. Ardnamurchan argyle

^uncan Ferguson 1/11/1825-30/9/1826 with 37 - 17m and 20f and 27-1 and 10B 
(16AR48-49)J 1827(16AH52).

310. Glaucutfary C O  P. Kilmore Rmll

Glaengary 1857(41aR25) ; '-laickugary 1854(44AP.14).

P. ^ilninian 1837(27AR3l)

James Matheson 1836-1837 and 1837 with 40, 1837-1838 ana 1838 with 35 and 
1838-1839(26AR63, 27AR31, 28AR29-30).
John Bewar 1851 with 24 - 11m and 13f, 1852 with 44 - 23m and 21f, 1853 
with 35 - 17m and 18f, 1854 with 25 - 13m and 12f(41AR25, 42AR23, 43AR29, 
44AR25).

311. Glonastile (?) Ls_M  islay

John McSween 1858 with 30 - 18m and 12f, 1859 with 35 - 24m and Ilf, 1860 
with 15 - 5m and 10f(48AR15, 49AR15, 50AR19).

312. Glenavoulin (T) P. Kildalton Islax



Clenavoil 1824(l4AR50-5l)

Neil McLean 1/11/1821-l/ll/1822 with 49 - 28m and 21f © 5/25 yrs and 29il 
and 20B(12AR60-61).
Donald McKinnon l/ll/l822-l/ll/l823 with 52 - 30m and 22f and 181 and 
34B(l3AR38-39).
Angus Lamont 1823(l2AR63).
Neil McLean V Il/l823-l/ll/l824 with 62 - 5 1  and 57B(l4AR50-5l)
John McCallum 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 54 - 28m and 26f and 221 and 32B 
(18AH54-55); 1829U8AR57).

313. Glenbec (9 ) P. Glenolg Inverness

Donald McKinnon July, 1832 and by 1833 with 33 - 16m and 17f and 6 1 and 
27NT/B(24AR17, 22AR40, 23AR42); 1833-1834 and 1834-1835(23AR44, 24AR49).

314. Glenbenachar (h ) P. Kingussie Inverness

Angus McPherson l' 11/1823-1/11/1824 with 22 - 9m and 13f and 11 1  and 11B 
(14AR48-49); 1825U4AR52).

315. Glencalvie P. Kincardine Koss

David Munro summer, 1814 and by 9/8/1814 with 40(4AR6, 32); by 22/2/1815 
with 65 - lOBkl, 25Ps, 18NT and 120T(5AR69); l/ll/l815-l/ll'1816 with 69 - 
32m and 37f & 4/58 yrs and 42B(6AR34-35)I 8/4/1817 with 68(7AR2).
6/5/1820 with 140(lOAR5)
John Shaw 15/3/1827-15/5/1828 with 44 - 28m and 16f and 19R1 and 25B(l8AR 
52-53); lO/l2/1828(18AR28); 1829<18AR56).

316. Glenclonaich (?) P. Kiltarlity Inverness

Donald McLeod 1830 with 26 - 6m and 20f^l adult) and 24 1  ana 2NT/B(l9AR 
56-57); 1831 with 32 - 8m and 24fU adult) and 13 1 and 19NT/b(20AR52-53).

317. Glencoe 6) . APgin ^rgyle

George Gordon 1837-1837(26AR0$).



318. Glenconventh 0=) /?, .‘4Atarlity Inverness

Strathchonbich 1819(8AR48)

James Fraser V  Il/l817-l/ll/l818 with 86 - 40m and 46f & 5/30 yrs and 221 
and 64NT(8AR44-45); 1/11/1818-1/11/1819 with 63 - 38m and 25f @ 5/l8 yrs 
^9AR50-5l).

319. Glencrepisdale (\ ̂  P. horvern Argvle

Peter Nicolson l/ll/1825-30/9/1826 with 20 - 11m and 9f and 14S1 and 6B 
(16AR48-49).
fJonald McLachlan 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 25 - 16m and 9f and 6E1 and 19B 
(18AR52-53).

320. Glencreran (\ P. Appin/Dismore Argvle

Glene reran 1820(l0AR60-)-

P. Lismore 1823(l3AR43)

Donald McLachlan l/ll/l819-l/11/1820 with 42 - 23m and 19f 9 5/55 yrs and 
3E1 and 39B(l0AR60-6l); 182U10AR64).

321. Glencrochv (7) P. Blair Atholl Perth

Glenorchy 1824(l4AR48); Glenerochy 1826(l6AR44)

Alexanaer Anderson 1/11/1823-1/11/1824 with 52 - 33m and 19f and 39-1 and 
13B(l4AR48-49)j 1825(l4AR52)

322. Glendale ( Q ) P. ^uirinish Skye

John McLeod jun., June, 1815(4AR15» 49).
Angus Macleod 30/ll/l815(5AK10l)
Donald Mathewson l/ll/1815-1' 11/1816 with 49 - 35m and 14f © 5/15 yrs and 
34 l,IL and 15NT(6AR36-37) j 1817(6AR39).
Donald MflLeoa 15/6/1832 and 1833 with 60 - 38m and 27f and 33 1 and 27NT/B 
(22AR41, 23aR43)j 1833-1834 and closed August, 1834(23AK44, 24AR27).
Thomas Noble 1843-1844 with 113 and 1844 with 107 and 1845 with 42(33AR39,
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34AK25, 35AR55); 1855 with 40 - 10m and 30f, 1856 with 30 - 4m and 26ft
1857 with 32 - 2m and 30f(45AR23, 46AR15, 47AR15).

323* Glendrvne (j ) p. Arctnamurchan Argvle

Hugh ^ewar 1/11/1819-1/11/ 1819 with 41 - 19m and 22f & 3/28 yrs and 2431 
and 17NT(9AR50-5l); 1/11/1819-1/11/1820 with 41 - 21m and 20f and 631, 18 
NT and 170T(10AR60-61); 182l(lOAR64).
Donald McFarlane 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 44 - 28m and 16f and 23 *1 and 
21BH8AR53-53) I 1829U8AB56).
John McLeod 1830 with 35 - 20m and 15f and 3231 and 3B(l9AR56-57); 1831
with 40 - 23m and 17f^l adult) and 33 1 and 7NT/B(20AR52-53).

324. Olenelchaig <$) £»_Pintail Inverness

John Macdonald 1835-1836 and 1836-1837^25AK40, 26AR63)

325. Gleneltin

Murdoch McMillan l/ll/l825-30/9/l826 with 42 - 24m and 18f and 10 1 and 
32B(l6AR50-5l).

326. Gleneynord ( * )  p. Bracadale okve

Glenynord 1829(l9AR53)

Norman McLeod 15/5/1827-10/5/1828 with 34 - 20m and 14f and 1631 and 18B 
(18AK54-55)J 1829(18AR57).

327. Qlenfincastle ) P. Blair Atholl Perth

William Campbell 1849 with 28 - 15m and 13f(39AR24

328. Glengarry (?) P. Blair Atholl Perth

hilliam Campbell 1847 with 21 ana 1848 with 2l(37AR22, 38AR20).

329. Glenglass ) p. Alness Ross
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juncan Black 1860(50AR18)

330. Glenhinisdale ((Q'J P. Gnizort Skye

Glenhenisdale 1820(9AR55); Glonkinnisdale(39AR25); Glenhinniadale 1855
(45AR23)

Donald Cameron l/ll/1818-1/ll/l819 with 43 - 23m and 20f © 4/25 yrs and 
2931 and 14NT(9AR52-53); l/ll/l819-l/ll/l820 with 49 - 18m and 31f © 5/29 
yrs and 1631, 26NT and 7B(lOAR62-63).
Niel Mathieson 182l(lOAR65)
Peter McLeod 1834-1835 with 36, 1835-1836 and 1836-1837(24AR29, 49, 25AR 
40, 26AR63).
Nicol Nicolson 1849 with 32 - 15m and 17f, 1850 with 26 - 15m and Ilf, 1851 
with 27 - 14m and 13f and supported by St. George's F.C., -dinburgh(39AR25, 
40AR21, 41AR25).
Angus Munro 1855 with 22 - 11m and Ilf and 1856 with 38 - 20m and 18f 
(45AR23, 46AR15).

331. ClcnlKiuale P. Kilarow Islay

GlenigAale 1854(44AR14); Glenigadale 1855(45AR23)J Glenegadale 1856(l6AR8)

P. Kildalton 1847(37AR23)

Alexander Grant 1844 with 6l(34AR25).
John Martin 1847 with 14(37AR23).
John McSween 1848 with 53# 1849 with 85 - 40m and 45f, 1850 with 71 - 34m 
and 37f and supported by St. Luke's F.C., Edinburgh(38AR21, 39AR25, 40AR2l). 
Alexander McDonald with 55 - 24m and 31f, 1854 with 36 - 21m and 15f, 1855 
with 35 - 18* and 17f, 1856 with 19 - 13m and 6f, 1857 with 49 - 28m and 
21f, 1858 with 40 - 23m and 17f(43AR29, 44AR25, 46AR15, 47AR15, 48AR15).

332. Glenmore 0 )  P. Ardnamurchan Argyle

Glenmoir 1819(8AR48)

Hugh ^ewar l/ll/ 1817-l/ll/ 1818 with 66 - 36m and 30f and 1631 and 35NT 
and 15B(8AR44-45); l/ll/1818-1/11/1819 with 41 - 16m and 25f 7/42 yrs and
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2G and 39Sc/ lx(9AR50-5l).
Hector Morison 1830 with 41 - 14m and 27f and 27 '1 and 14B(l9AR56-57);
1831 with 47 - 20m and 27f(8 adult) and 16 1 and 31NT/b (20AR52-53)•

333. Glenmore («) P. Portree k̂ve

Malcolm Nicolson l/ll/l819-l/ll/l820 with 39 - 29m and lOf 9 5/28 yrs and 
27 1 and 12NT/B(l0AR62-63); 1821 and 1822(lOAR65, 11AR55).

334. Glenose P. Bracadale Jkve

Glen-oze 1820(l0AR23); Glenore 1822(l2AR56); Gleanose 1822(l2AR6o); Ose 
1825(l4AR53).

Alexander McPherson l/ll/l819-l/ll/l820 with 30 - 17m and 13f © 5/25 yro 
(10AR62-63); 182lilOAR65).
Neil Mchean l/ll/l821-l/11/ 1822 with 31 - 17m and 14f ® 5/l5 yrs and 14*31 
and 17B(l2AR60-6l).
Donald Mathieson 1/11' 1825-30/9/1826 with 28 - 13m and 15f and 2 '1 and 26B 
(16AR50-51).

335. Glenose P. Portree dkve

Malcolm Nicolson l/ll/l821-l' 11/1822 with 50 - 28m and 22f and 17ill and 
33B(l2AR60-6l).

336. Glenturrit (?) P. Kilmanivaig Inverness

Glenturret 183l(20AR52)

John Montgomery 1830 with 32 - 17m and 15f(4 adult) and 22111 and 10NT/B 
(19AR56-57); 1831 with 34 - 17m and 17f^8 adult) and 10 :i and 24NT/b(19 AR 
56-57, 20AR52-53).

337. Glendig ("i : . Ardnamurchan Inverness

Peter Mac wen November, 1812 and by 10/4/1813 with 17 @ 10/23 yrs and 11NT 
and 6fl(2AR42, 3AR53); 30/11/1813 with 42 - 5BkI, 16NT and 210T(4AR12, 48).
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338. ulenvicaskill ((SC) . Bracadale dkve

Glenvicaskle 1835(24AR49)

Alexander McPherson 1/11/1818-1/11/1819 with 35 5/40 yrs and 23 -1 and
12NT(9AR49).
Angus Munro 1834-1835 and 1835-1836(24AR49, 25AK40).

339. Golsoie (?) P. Polsoie Sutherland

George Gordon l/ll 1822-1/11/1825 with 75 - 45m and 30f and 34'1 and 41B 
C13AK46-47); 1/11/1823-1^11/1824 with 34 - 24m and lOf and 10E1 and 24B 
(14AR48-49).

340. Gortendonnell cn P. Coll/Tiree Tiree

Gortandonnell 1824^14AR47)

Hector Johnston 1/11/1815-l/l1/1816 with 55 - 28m and 27f ® 4/18 yrs 
(6AR36-37); 1817(6AK39){ 1/11/1817-l/ll/1818 with 52 - 27m and 25f v 4/23 
yrs and 1831, 16NT and 18B(8AH46-47); 2/4/1819 with 42 - 20m and 22f(9AR22).

341. Gravar (k J) ^ewis

Graver 1824(l3AR5l)5 Gravir 1830(l9AK58)

John Macrae l/ll/182l-l/ll/1822 with 36 - 25m and Ilf © 8/34 yrs and 30.’1 
and 6B(l2AR60-6l).
-wen McDonald 1/11/1822-1823 with 42 - 30m and 12f and 931 and 33B(l3AR48- 
49).
Niel Mathieson l/ll/l823-l/11/1824 with 45 - 34m and Ilf and 1831 and 27B 
(14AR50-51).
Alexander Forbes 1830 with 33 - 16m and 17f(l adult) and 31-1 and 2B(l9AR 
58-59); 1831 with 43 - -4m and 19f(3 adult) and 20.1 and 23NT/B(20AR54-55); 
1832 with 33 - 22m and Ilf and 1131 and 22NT/B(22AR38-39)i 1833 with 31 - 
22m and 9f and 3 -1 and 28NT/B(23AK42)
Angus McFarlane 1837 with 50, 1838 with 54, 1838-1839(27AR31, 28AR29-30). 
Malcolm Morison 1854 with 84 and 1846 with 8l(35AR54, 36AK24); 1847 with 56 
(37AR22).
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342. Greasabav (n  j r‘. North Ujat North Uist

Gressava 1835(25AR29)

laland of Harris 1835(25AR29)

Norman McLennan 1835-1836 and 1836-1837(25AR40, 26AR63).

343. Greene (?) ijt Barra Bar£&

Green 182l(lOAR65)

Alexander Cameron l/ll/ 1819-1/11' 1820 with 29 - 27m and 2f @ 5/26 yrs and 
7 1 and 22NT/b(10aR62-63); 1821U0AK65).

344. Greenyard ) iJ. Kincardine Ross

^onald Macrae 1/11/1815-1/11/1816 with 83 - 41m and 42f & 5/45 yrs and 57G 
and 26B(6AR34-35); 8/4/1817 with 84(7AR2); 1/11/1817-1/11/1818 with 84 - 38m 
ana 46f & 5/39 yrs and 29E1, 22NT and 33B(8AR44-45) J 1/Il/l818-l/ll/l819 
with 78 - 37m and 41f and 31RL, 20NT and 270T(9AR50-51); l/ll/1819-l/ll/l820 
with 56 - 26m and 30f 8 6/40 yrs and 12G1, 15NT and 290T(l0AR60-6l).

345. Grcnatot ) lJ, North Ui3t North Uist

Grenetot 1838(28AR29)

Alexander McDonald 1837 with 61 serving a Government Church area^27AR3l); 
1837-1838, 1838 with 77, 1838-1839 with 70 and 1839-1840 with 50(27AR33, 
28AR29-30, 22, 29AK33).

346. Gress i-'. Gtomoway Lewis

Angus Macleod 4/6/1813 with 82 and 9/l2"1813 with 109(3AR55); summer, 1814 
with 118 - 46BkI, 21NT and 220T(4AR13); September, 1815 with 121 & 5/60 yrs 
and closed November, 1815(5AR34, 6AR33).

347. Griban (jS ) R. Kilfinichen Inchkenneth
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Grebun 1855(45AR23)

John Dewar 1847 with 21, 1848 with 29, 1849 with 30 - 15m and 15f, 1850 
with 30 - 14m and 16f(37AR23, 38AR21, 39AR25, 40AR21).
Murdoch Eraser 1855 with 35 - 19m and 16f and 1856 with 39 - 20m and 19f 
(45AR23, 46AR15).

348. Griminish ( H ) d. North Uist North Uist

^onald McDonald l/ll/l822-l'11/1823 with 92 - 56m and 26f(sic) and 471 
and 35B(l3AK48-49).
Donald Campbell l/ll/l823-l/ll/1824 with 48 - 37m and Ilf and 4 1 and 44B 
(14AR50-51).

349. Grimshadir (h ) P. Docha Lewis

Angus Murray 1858 with 44 - 23m and 21f, 1859 with 29 - 15m and 14f, 1860 
with 19 - 12m and 7f(48AIil4, 49AR14, 50AR18)

350. Crishimish 1 P. ulrinish Lkye

Greshernish 1823^12AR13); Grishemish 1823(l3AR48)

P. Snizort 1823(l2AR13)

Archibald McCallum l/ll/l 22-1/11/1823 with 25 - 18m and 7f and 3-1 and 
22B(l3AR48-49).

351. Grullnbeg ( j ) p. Kjlchoman Islay

Donald McLean 1855 with 39 - 20m and 19f and 1856 with 40 - 28m and 12f 
(45AR23, 46AR15).

352. Gruineard (?) P. Kjlchoman Islay

Gruinart 1830(l9AR58)

Hector McDonald 1829 ana 1830 with 130 - 77m and 53f(45 adult) and 22 1 
and 108B(19AR58-59).
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353. Haklot p . Gouth Uist Benbecula

Haiklet 1830(l9AR58)

Bouth Uist Island 1829(l8AR57)

L-onald Cameron 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 50 - 26m and 24f and 24^1 and 26B 
U8AR54-55); 1829 and 1830 with 75(5 adult) and 29 '1 and 46B(l9AK58-59).

354. Halladale C M  P. Reav Sutherland

Hallidale 1837(27AR30)

George Gordon 1837-1838 with 109 and 1838-1839(27AR33, 30, 28AR28, 30)

355. Hallec ( & )  P., dflrtree HteWJ

Hallaig 1837(27AR3l)

Bonald McDonald 1834-1835 with 67, 1835-1836, 1836-1837 with 33(24AR31, 
49, 25AR40, 26AR63, 27AR31).

356. iiamar P. ^uirinish Bkve

John McCallum 1830 with 126 - 70m and 56fUO adult) and 102 El and 24B 
V19AR58-59); 1831 with 126 - 70m and 56f(l0 adult); 102 1 and 24NT/b (20AR 
54-55).

357. Harpsdale i ' .  Halkirk Caithness

John Sutherland 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 50 - 23m and 27f and 20J1 and 30 
NT/B(l8AR52-53)j 1829(l8AR56).

358. Kearloah ( Q ) P. + uirini3h Skye

Harlosh 1814(4AK14)

John Macleod November, 1812(2AR10, 42); 1813 and 29*ll/l814(3AR69, 4AR49); 
1/11/1815-1/11/1816 with 50 & 7/24 yrs(6AR36-37)
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Donald Cameron 1844 with 53, 1845 with 25, 1846 with 28(34AR25, 35AR55, 
36AR25).

359. Heaste O O  /. strath Skye

John McKinnon l/ll/l819-l/ll/ 1820 with 85 - 74m and Ilf and 62ol and 23NT 
(10AR62-63)j 182l(lOAR65).

360. Keathfield ($) P. Punnet Caithness

Cohn Sutherland 1/11/1822-1/11/1823 with 52 - 31m and 21f and 18 1 and
34B(13AR46-47)j l/ll/l823-l/l1/1824 with 58 - 37m and 21f and 12 :i and
46B(l4AR48-49); 1825(l4AR52).

361. Heir (<a) P. Portree fcis'sav

Murdoch McMillan 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 51 - 28m and 23f and 31 -1 and 
20B(18AR54-55)i 1829(18AR57).
uncan Gillies 1830 with 77 - 40m and 37f(20 adult) and 32 1 and 45B(l9 
AR58-59); 1831 with 96 - 52m and 44f(27 adult) and 26 :i and 70NT/B(20AR 
54-55). Drowned at sea 18/7/1831(21AR32).

362. Heisker (O ) P. North Uist deisker

Heiscir 1843(33AR3l); Heiskir 1844C34AR25){ Heiskar 1847(37AR14)

John Montgomery June, 1843 with 27 © 6/46 yrs and by 1844 with 27, 1845
with 19 and 1846 with 19 and 1847(3JAR31, 39, 34AR25, 35AR55, 36AR25, 37
AR14).
Norman McLean 1859 with 28 - 18m and lOf and 1860 with 29 - 20m and 9f 
149AR15, 50AR19).

363. Hianish (9 ) P. Coll/Tiree Tiree

Heanish 1856(46AR15)

John McIntyre l/ll/l815-l/ll/1816 with 15 - 13m and 2f(6AR36-37); 1817 
(6AR39)J l/ll/1817-1/11/1818(8AR46-47).
Malcolm McCorquidale 1856 with 74 and 1857 with 84(46AR15, 47AR15).



364. Hillton (?) P. Tain Hoaa

Hilton 1823(l3AR46)

P. Fearn 1847(37AR22)

Alexander Dewar l/ll/1822-1/11/ 1823 with 41 - 10m and 31f and 20 .1 and 
21B(l3AR46-47); l/ll/1823-1/11/1824 with 40 - 9m and 31f and 9^1 and 
31B(l4AR4Q-49).
John McLean 1847 with 55» 1848 with 41, 1849 with 43 - 20m and 23f» 1850 
with 35 - 17m and 18f, 1854 with 66 - 26m and 40f, 1855 with 53 - 17m and 
36f, 1856 with 41 - 17m and 24f, 1857 with 63 - 24m and 39f, 1858 with 
52 - 18m and 34f(37AR22, 38AK20, 39AR24, 40AR20, 44AR24, 45AR22, 46AR14, 
47AR14, 48AH14).

365. Holla (fc) P. Kilmuir Lkye

Holl 1824(l5AR40)

Donald Munro l/ll/l819-l/11/1820 with 40 - 32m and 8f @ 6/24 yrs and 24R1
and 16NT/b (10AR62-63); 182l(l0AR65).

366. (*?) P. Portree Lkye

Rasoay 1848(38AR2l)

Alexander McMillan 1846 with 35» 1847 with 29» 1848 with 22 and 1849 
with 14 - 12m and 2f(36AR25, 37AR23, 38AR21, 39AR25).

367. iioulum P. Lmall Isles Djgg

i>onald McKinnon 1843-1844 with 31 and 1844 with 22(33AR39, 34AR25).

368. Howgarv P. North Uist North Uiat

Hougharry 1827(l6AR53); noughary 1827(l7AR57) J Hogary 1855145AR23)

/mgus McFarlane l/ll/l825-30/9/l826 with 65 - 4um and 25f and 50 :i and
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15B(l6AR50-5l); 1827(16AR53).
John Montgomery 1834-1835 with 66, 1835-1836, 1836-1837, 1840-1841 with 
43, 1841-1842 with 52, 1842-1843 with 33(24*826, 49, 25AR40, 26AR63, 30 
AR35, 31AR35, 32AR39).
Walter Campbell 1855 with 43 - 26m and 17f, 1856 with 64 - 29m and 35f, 
1857 with 60 - 29m and 31f, 1858 with 53 - 35m and 18f, 1859 with 30 - 
21m and 9f(45AR23, 46AR15, 47AR15, 48AR15, 49AR15).

369. huinliam C M  P. Duimess Sutherland

There was an 'veiling School here 30/3/1815 to November, 1815 from 5-9/10 
pm with 18-22(5AK8, 102).

370. Huiskan (S“) i . Kilfinichen Mull

John MeDougall 1849 with 69 - 37m and 32f (39-*R25).

371. husaboat  ̂ P. .ulrinlsh Skye

iiusabosh 184l(31AR35)

Donald Mathewson l/ll/l818-l/ll/1819 with 48 - 33m and 31f(sic) @ 4/20 
yrs and 27 :i and 21NT(9AR52-53).
Thomas Noble 1841-1842 with 30 and 1842-1843 with 54(31AR35, 32AR39).

372. Hustal C M  2. Bracadale 3kve

Norman McLeod I/II/I8I5-I/II/I8I6 with 65 - 35m and 14f(sic) 0 4/25 yrs 
^6AR36-37); 9/4/1817 with 50(7APll).
Alexander Macpherson l/ll/1818-l/ll/1819 with 39 - 23m and lbf 2 5/40 yrs 
with 9PI, 12NT and 18b(9AH52-53).

373. Iachdar (o') 1 . South Uist South Li at

This school has only one mention as closed by November, 1827U7AR57).

374. Idrigil (®) r. ^nizort
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John KcDougall 1/11/1823-l/ll/l824 with 61 - 26m and 35f and 6^1 and 55B
(14AR50-51); 1825(l4AR53).

375. Imachar (U) i . Kllmorie Arran

Fergus Ferguson 1829 and 1830 with 85 - 43m and 42ft16 adult) and 18E1 
and 67B(l9AR58-59).

376. Inaclete (m  ) 1'. otomowav Cowis

Inaclet 1823(l3AR36); naclet 1837(27AR30); Inglet 1845(35AR15).

P. Uig 1830(19AK58)

William McDonald l/ll/l822-l/ll/1823 with 158 - 63m and 95f and 46 1 and 
112B(l3AR48-49); 1/11/ 1823-1/ll/l824 with 127 - 67m and 60f and 41E1 and 
76B(sic)tl4AR50-5l)i 1825(l4AR53); 1/11/1825-1/11/1826 with 74 - 25m and 
49f and 19E1 and 55B(l6AR50-5l).
Donald McFarlane 1830 with 51 - 24m and 27f(l adult) and 18R1 and 33B(l9AR 
58-59)J 1831 with 58 - 26m and 32f(4 adult) and 11E1 and 47NT/B(20AR54-55)i 
1832 with 65 - 38m and 27f and 4-1 and 61NT/b(22AR38-39); 1832 with 66 - 40 
m ana 26f and 2El and 64RT/B(23A^A-3j»
Malcolm Mackay 1837 with 49, 1837-1838 and 1838 with 37 and 1838-1839(27AR 
30, 33, 28AR29-30).
Hector Morison 1845 with 34(35AR54).

377. Inchrorv (P) P. Foddertv Ross

Strathpeffer 1834U3AP44)

Alexander McLeod 1830 with 98 - 53m and 45f and 86 -1 and 12NT/B; 1831 with 
130 - 80m and 50A40 adult) and 79 1 and 51NT/B; 1832 with 217 - 118m and 
99f and 111E1 and 106NT/B; 1833 with 84 - 35m and 49f and 19 -1 and 15NT/B 
(sic); 1833-1834 with 220 - 105m and 115f and closed May, 1834(l9AR56-57, 
20AR52-53, 2PAR36-37, 23AR42, 44, 24AR13).

378. Inort O M i . -Sracactale
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Rynord 1853(43AR29)

Alexander Macpherson. School closed by November, 1819 the people 
"having been removed." (9AK49)
^ugh Urquhart 1853 with 31 - 13m and 18f; 1854 with 12 - 7m and 5f» 1855 
with 9 - 4m and 5f(43AR29, 44AR25, 45AR23).

379. Inver (t>) P. Tarbert Rosb

P. Tain 1856(46AR14)

Donald Mc^illivray 1855 with 84 - 42m and 42f; 1856 with 85 - 38m and 
47f; 1857 with 56 - 22m and 34f; 1858 with 49 - 13m and 31f(45AR22, 46AR 
14, 47AR14, 48AR14).

380* Inverasdale (o) P. dairloch Ross

Alexander Mackay 1831 with 49 - 24m and 25f^3 adult) and 31E1 and 18NT/B 
(20AR52-53); 1832 with 20 - 12m and 8f and 20NT/b (22AR36-37); 27/10/1831 
with 37 - lBkl, lOBkll, 3NT and 23B(21AR15).
William Urquhart 1851 with 50 - 21m and 29f; 1852 with 62 - 26m and 36f; 
1853 with 51 - 14m and 37fj 1854 with 53 - 25m and 28f; 1855 with 44- 27m 
and 17f(41AR24, 42AR22, 43AR28, 44AS24, 45AR25).

381* Invercaniah {p) P. Kilmorack Inverness

Invercannich 1822(llAR28); Invercanich 1823(l3AR43); Inverchanich 1827 
(17AR56).

John McDonald l/ll/1821-1/11/1822 with 47 @ 36m and Ilf @ 4/I8 yrs 
and 7K1 and 40B and 2l/9/l821 with 36(llAR28, 12AR58-59).

382. Inverchirkav (o \ P. Assvnt Sutherland

Inverchirkag 1832(22a K36); Inverkirkag 183l(21AR29)J Inverkirkaig 1833 
(23AR33)J Inverkirkig 1843(32AK38).

linlay Mackay with 75 - 25m ana 50f(2 auult) and 54 1 and 21NT/b (20AR52- 
53)* 1832 with 102 - 41m and 61f and 22R1 and 80NT/b (22AR36-37); <833



with 70 - 33m and 37f and 14 1 and 56NT/b(23AR42){ 18/3/1834 with 71
and 38 there with 8 1, 2NT and 28B and closed May, 1834(24AR11-12)•
David Munro 1841-1842 with 66, 1842-1843 with 45, 1843-1844 with 39(31 
AH34, 32AR38, 33AR38).
George Gordon 1847 with 31, 1848 with 53, 1849 with 55 - 15m and 40f 
(37AR22, 38AR20, 39AR24).

383. Inverewe (c} P. Galrloch Ross

Alexander McKay July, 1832 with 24 - 11NT and 13B(23AR35, 22AR40); 1833 
with 53 - 25m and 28f and 2631 and 27NT/B; 1833-1834 and by 6/3/1834 with
39 and 24 there - 7NT ana 10B and closed June, 1834(23AR42, 44, 24AR16).

384. Inver&ordon (?) P. Rosskeen Ross

Donald Powler 1829 and 1830 with 110 - 66m and 44f(6 adult) and 44 1 
and 66NT/b(18AR56, 19AR56-57).

385. Invergusarn (C\ ) P. Glenelg Inverness

juncan Campbell 6/l/l813 with 36 and 13/4/1813 with ?0(3AR50, 69, 4AR36); 
29/ll/l814 with ]Ps, 26NT and 120T and closed November, 1815k4AR49» 5AR 
25, 102).

386. Inver-Knovdart (G. ) P. Glenelg Inverness

Inverknoydart 1828(l8AR52)

Dugald Mclnnes 15/ 5/1827-15/5/1828 with 14 - 13m and If and 7K1 and 7B 
(18AR52-53); 1829(l8AR56).

387. Inverrov (C*.  ̂ P. Kilmanivaig Inverness

Archibald Macnab l/ll/1817-1/11/1818 with 43 - 19m and 24f 8 5/20 yrs 
and 4SI, 11NT and 28B(8AR44-45).

388. Invershiel («) P. Glenshiel Inverness



ist.

John McDonald 1833 and 1834 and by June, 1834 with 58(23AR44, 24AR19); 
1834-1835(24AR49)•

389. lsauld (6) 2. Reav Caithness

Arthur Forbes 1831 with 5- - 33m and 26f(l4 adult) and 28-1 and 31NT/B 
(20AR52-53); 1832 with 44 - 26m and 18f and closed May, 1832(22AH36-37).

390. Isay (&) P . xAiirinish Skye

Island Isay 1822(l3AK48)

Uonald McGillivray l/ll/1822-1/11/1823 with 40 - 21m and 19f and 2121 
and 19B(l3Ai(48-49).
Charles McGillivray 1/11/1823-1/ 11/1824 with 57 - 35m and 22f and 2921 
and 28B(l4AR50-5l).

391. lahyja (kJ ) P bochs Lewis

Iskin 183l(21AR17)

Angus McFarlane 1830 with 60 - 34m and 26f(l4 adult) and 4421 and 16B 
(19AR58-59); 1831 with 61 - 34m and 27f and 2021 and 41NT/b (20AR54-55) ; 
1832 with 40 - 14m and 26f and 321 and 37NT/b (22AR38-39).

392. Island -Jnaay (r\) L. Harris ns ^

nsay 1827(l7AR57)

Alexander McKenzie l/ll/1823-1/ll/l824 with 38 - 22m and 16f and 2121 
and 17B(l4AR50-5l).

393. Island drimsav £0 ) x . North List North Uist

Crimsay 1827(l7AR57)

“ugh McDonald 1825 and 1/ 11/ 1825-30/9/1826 with 24 - 19m and 5f and 6HI 
and 18B(14AK53, 16AR50-51).
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394. Island Killi/rrav (n) p . North List Hilligrav

P. Harris 1826(l5AR43)

Angus McParlane 1825(l4AR53) •
Hugh Barnet l/ll/ 1825-30/9/1826 with 20 - 10m and lOf and 6R1 and 14B 
(16AR50-51); 1827(l6AR53).

395. Islandshona C M  Lt__Arcinamurchan Argyle

Donald Cameron 1/ll/1818-1/11/1819 with 27 - 16m and Ilf & 6/30 yrs and 
3 1 and 8NT and 160T(9AR5C-5l).

396. Isle of doay (f ) P*__Bagjflfllg

Norman McLeod l/lV 1817-1/11/1818 with 41 - 24m and 17f & 5/45 yrs and 
13'1 and 28NT (8AR46-47) •

397. Jackdor p. o.outh Uis.t -̂ outh Uiat

John Micolson 1/11/1819-1/11/1820 with 58 i? 7/60 yrs and 281 and 20NT 
(10AR62-63/J 182l(l0AR65).

398. Jeantown (£) P. Lochcarron -osa

Roderick MacLeod 2/ll/l812 with 72(2AR7, 42); 12/6/1813 with 100(3AR49, 8); 
30/11/1813(4AR48).

399. Kalakila fe) P. Aeolecross Inverness

Donald McGilivray 1846 with 29, 1847 with 27 and 1848 with 22(36AR24, 37 
AR22, 38AR20).

400. Keills  ̂ P. North knaodale Argvle

Roderick McLeod 1835-1836, 1836-1837, 1837 with 49, 1837-1838(25AR40, 26 
AR63, 27AR30, 28AB33).



401. Kellmallen (y) i . Kilchoman Islay

This school opened 1831 with 10NT and 52B and closed 15/5/1834(24AK34).

^onald McDonald 1831 with 44 - 24m and 20f and 31* and 13NT/b(20AR52-53)J 
closed May, 1832 with 36 - 20m and 16f and 13* and 23NT/b(22AR36-37).

Kenlochbervie 1824(14AR4S); Kinlochbervie 1825(l4AR52); Mjilochbirvie 1826
(16AR42).

P. ddderachillis 1824(l4AR48).

Ceorge Campbell 1/11/1823-1' 11/1824 with 42 - 14m and 28f and 10 * and 
36B(l4AB48-49); 1825(l4AR52); 1832 with 46 - 30m and 16f and 16* and 30 
NT/B(22AJR36-37) f 1833 with 32 - 21m and Ilf and 10 *  and 22NT/b(23AH42) .

404. Kenlochteachus (\̂  P. Morvern Argvle

Kinloch 1823(13A“34); Kenlochteagus 1824(l4AR14).

John McPherson l/ll/1822-1/11/1823 with 52 - 27m and 25f and 21* and 
31B(l3AR46-47); l/ll/l823-l/ll/l824 with 41 - 20m and 21f and 14* and 
27B(l4AR48-49).

405. Denmore P. Inverarv Ar^vle

Angus Mclver 1830 with 60 - 37m and 23f and 33 * and 27B(l9AR56-57).
James Hoss 1831 with 47 - 34m and 13f(7 adult) and 23* and 24NT/b (20AR
52-53).

406. Kennerausrh c n  P. Coll/Tiree Coll

Donald Fowler July, 1833 to July, 1834(23AR44, 24AR33).

407. Kenovav ij_Coll/Tiree Tiree

402. Kenloch 01 P. Morvem Ar/srle

403. Kenlochbirvie (h  ̂ P. drachillis oathefl^d



Kennovay 1815(5AR87); Kennoway 1819(9AR49)

James Budge November, 1813 and by 27/l/l814 with 60 @ 6/l5 yrs(3AH69» 4 
AR42); July, 1815 with 52 - 43m and 9f and closed November, 1815(5AR50, 
102).

408. Kent aiu&al e CO r. Barra Barra

John Swan l/ll/l823-l/ll/l824 with 14 - 9m and 5f and 1E1 and 13B(l4AR 
50-51); 1825il4AR53).

409. Kenuachtrach (T) P. Jura Jura

Kenuachdrach 1815(5AK55); Kennuachdrach 1815(6AR33); Kenuachdracht 1818
(9AR49)

Peter Mac Van November, 1812 with 30 and then 37(2AR42, 3AR18, 5AR92); 
Peter Campbell in the summer, 1813 ana 30/ll/l813(3AR69* 4AR47).
Malcolm HcNeill 29/11/ 1814 ana l/ll/ 1815-1/11/1816 with 39 ^ 4/50 yrs 
(4AR49, 6AR36-37).

410. Keppoch (?) P. i-iQChbroom Koss

Little Strath 1812(2AR26); Keppock 1824(l4AR43)

Margaret Sinclair 2/11/1812 with 77(2AR4-5, 42); 30/ll/l813, 29/ll/l814 
and 30/ll/1815(4AR48-49» 5AR100).

411. Keppoch P. Strath Hcye

John Mclver 1840-1841 with 56, 1841-1842 as a Government Church area 
school with 56, 1842-1843 with 54 and 1843-1844 with 5l(30AR23, 31AR35,
32AR39, 33AR39).
Walter McKay 1849 with 33 - 19m and 14f» 1850 with 36 - 16m ana 20f, 
1851 with 42 - 18m and 24f(39AR25, 40AR21, 41AR25).

412. Kershader ) P. Lochs Lewis
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Kershedder 1833(22AR40); Kershadder 1834(23AR44); Kersheder 1833C23AR 
32); Kershider 1046(37AR24)j Karishadir 1848(38AR20)

P. Uig 1849(3(AR24)

Angus iMatheson 1831 with 92 - 43m and 49f(24 adult) and 64 1 and 28NT/B
(20AR54-55).
Angus McFarlane 1832-1833 and 1833 with 40 - 18m and 22f and 8 .1 and 32
MT/B(23AR42); 1833-1834 and 1834-1835(23AR44, 24AR40). 
xHalcolm McKenzie 1846 with 51 and 1847 with 77(36AR24, 37AA22)
Murdo McDonald 1848 with 37 and 1849 with 24 - 9m and 15f(38AR20, 39AR
24).
Malcolm Morrison 1858 with 82 - 39m and 43f, 1859 with 81 - 39m and 42f, 
1860 with 62 - 28m and 34f(43AR14, 49AR14, 50AR18).

413. Kerwick (h ) P. Uig uewis

P. aochs 1844(33AR38)

Malcolm McKay 1842-1843 with 105, 1843-1844 with 75, 1844 with 72(32AR 
38, 33AR38, 34AR24).

414. Kesdale 1. Lnisort Skvo

Nicol Nicolson 1837 with 63 and 1837-1838(27AR31, 33).

415. Mibfir (?)______________ Zx__M z a  ^arra

Alexander Cameron l/ll/1817-1/ll/1818 with 60 - 43m ana 17f and 42 A1 
and 8OT and 10B(8AR46-47) ? l/ll/l818-l/ll/l819 with 34 - 27m and 7f ® 
6/l4 yrs and 6 1 and HOT and 170T(9AR52-53).

416. Kilberrv C M  P. Kilberry Argyle

Kilbery Proper 1829(l8AR56)

Alexander McLeod l/ll/l825-i/l1/1826 with 350 - 16m and 14f(l6AR48-49); 
1S29(18AR56).
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417. Kilbride (?) P. Coll/Tiree Coll

Kilbride and Totrannolo 1850(40AR2l)

Alexander McKenzie l/ll/1817-1/11/ 1818 with 72 - 56m and 
and 16Cl and 36NT and 20B(8AR46-47); l/ll/l818-X/ll/l819 
and 52f 9 5/44 yrs and 5£L and 35NT and 21B(9AR52-53).
Jonald McKinnon 1850 with 41 - 22m and 19f and 1851 with 
and supported by the Rev. Mr. McKail of Calcutta940AR21, 
with 39 - 23m and 16f and 1853 with 29 - 13m and 16f and 
F.C. in Calcutta!42AR23, 43AR39).

418. Kilchattan Ls_ites.

Collonsay 1820(9AR55); Island Jura 1822(l2AR57)

John MeCachorn l/ll/1819-l/ll/l820 with 47 - 21m and 26f 
33 -1 and 8NT and 6B(l0AR62-63); l/ll/1821-1/11/1822 with 
@ 6/20 yrs and 40 1 and 30B(l2AR60-6l).

419. Kilchiarrow (T) P. Kilchoman Islay

Killarrow 184l(30AR23)

Peter Campbell November, 1832-1833 and 1833 with 40 - 16m and 24f and 16 
7.1 and 24NT/b(23AR43) ; 1833-1834 and 1834-1835!23AR44, 24AR49).
John McSween 12/6/1840 with 54, 1840-1841 with 76 and 1841-1842 with 62 
!30AR9, 30AR23, 31AR35).

420. Kildonan ) P. i.ochbroom Hoss

Peter Mac wan 29/11/1814 and 27/9/1815 with 39(4AR49, 5AA,-ll); l/ll/l815- 
1/11/1816 with 50 © 5/20 yrs(6AR34-35); 1817 and 1819!6AR38, 8AR48).

421. Kildonan (p) P. Couth Ujat - outh Uist

iAincan Campbell 1/11/1821-1/11/1822 with 155 - 133m and 22f © 5/32 yrs 
and 94R1 ana 61B(l2A^60-6l); l/ll/1822-1/11/1823 with 101 - 79m and 22f 
and 15 -1 and 86BU3^48-49).

36f © 5/41 yrs 
with 61 - 29m

62 - 36m and 26f 
41AR25); 1852 
supported by the

/Q.ioRggy

9 5/44 yrs and 
70 - 32m and 38f
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422. 1 ilfiniohen (S) P. K.ilfinichen Mull

fcilvecheon 1846(36AR25)

Neil McPhail l/ll/l817-l/ll/l818 with 55 - 40m and 15f @ 7/26 yrs and 
21 1 and 7NT and 27B(8AR46-47).
James Matheson 1846 with 39, 1847 with 37, 1848 with 30, 1849 with 24 - 
t5m and 9f(36AR25, 37AR23, 38AR21, 39AR25).

423. ^illean (s') ty Tprosay Mull

Keallean 1824(l5AR40)} Keallan 1827(l7AR59)J Kellan 1829(l9AR54)

P. Kilmore 1822(13AR48)

Donald Cameron summer, 1814 with 28 and closed November, 1815(5AR53» 102). 
-'uncan Black 1/11/182^-1/11/1823 with 27 - 12m and 13f and 3 1  and 24B 
(13AR48-49).
John Fraser 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 49 - 30m and 19f end 43 -1 and 6B 
(18AR54-55) i 1829 and 183^ with 69 - 41m and 28f(l5 adult) and 15^1 and 
54B(l9AR58-59)•

424. Fillimore (̂ S ) P. Kilmore Full

Donald McKinnon l/ll/ 1823-1/11/1824 with 33 - 16m and 17f and 7-1 and 26B 
(14AR50-51).

425. Killinalen (T ) P. Bowmore I slay

Killinallen 1833(22AR4l); Kilinallen 1833(23AR43)J Kellinallen 1835(24AR3i)

Samuel Matheson 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 38 - 14m and 24f and 10E1 and 26B 
(18AR54-55).
Allan Rose 1831 with 43 - 22m and 21f(2 adult) and 25 1 and 18NT/b (20AR 
54-55).
Donald Hood 1832 with 30 - 15m and 15f and 10EL and 20NT/B(22AR38-39)} 
1832-1833 and 1833 with 32 - 17m and 15f and 8 1 and 24NT/B, 1833-1834 
and closed 15/5/1834(22AR41, 23AR43-44, 24AK34).
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426. Kilmaluig (6^ I .  Kjlmulr Skye

Kilmaluag 1847(36AR13)

John Shaw 1843-1844 with 54(33AK39, 34AR25).
Angus Munro 1845 with 39 and 1846 with 59(35AK55, 36AK25).

427. Kjlmchalmaig ( p. Kincardine Ross

Alexander Mackenzie l/ll/1815-1/11' 1816 with 36 - 180 and 18Pa/B 0 44/
50 yr8(6AR34-35) J 1817 with 76(6aR38, 7AR2); l/lV 18l7-l/ll/l818 with 
97 © 4/50 yrs(8AR44-45); l/ll/l818-l/ll/1819 with 99 » 4/53 yrs and 31 I, 
40NT and 280T(9AR50-5l)i l/ll/l819-l/11/1820 with 99 - 50m and 49f ® 4/53 
yrs and closed November, 1821U0AR60-61, IIAR50).

428. Kjlmorie 0 ) P. Ardnamurchan Rrgyle

Kilmory 1825(l6AR40); Mlmorry 1827(16aR52)

P. North Knapdale 1825C16AR48)

Hugh Dewar December, 1812 and by 25/4/1813 with 5 9 - 4  words, 14BkI, 9 
Sc/f.x , 16NT and 16B(2AR42, 3AR54). Closed November, 1813(3AR70).
Roderick McLeod 1/11/1825-30/9/1826 with 21 - 5m and 16f and 70. and 14B
(16AR48-49); 182?(l6AR52).

429. Kilmuire \ P. Duirinish Skye

Kilmuir 1822(l2AR60); Olmiur 1824(l5AR40)

John McKinnon 1/11/ 1821-1/ll/l822 with 45 - 28m and 17f @ 5/34 yrs and 
27 1 and 18B(l2AR60-6l); l/ll/1822-l/ll/l823 with 29 - 20m and 9f and 
5E1 and 24B(l3AR48-49).

430. Kilnave ( T ) P.. . KU c hgmaS Islay

P. Kildalton 1844(34AR25)

Hector McDonald 1831 with 57 - 28m and 29f(5 adult) - 39 -1 and 18NT(20AR
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54-55); 1832 with 69 - 31m and 38f and 29 ’1 and 40NT/B and closed May, 
1832(22AK38-39).
John MeSween 1842-1843 with 154, 1943-1844 with 116 and 1844 with 128 
(32AR39, 33AR39, 34AR25).

431. Kilpatrick (S ) P. Kilfinichen Mull

John Macdonald June, 1815 with 1, then 25, then 38 by l/ll/1815-l/ll/l816 
and then 42 - 31m and 8f @ 5/16 yrs(5AF54, 6AR36-37); 1817(6AR39); l/ll/ 
1817-1/11/1818 with 27 - 19m and 8f ® 6/l4 yrs and 11E1, 12NT and 4B(8AR 
46-47).

432. Kinchruin (<-) i'm Lochbroom Ross

Kenchrtnn 1815(6AR34); Kenchruin 1818(8AK42)

Angus Maclcod 1/11/1815-1/11/1816 with 56 © 4/22 yrs(6AR34-35); 1817 
(6AR38).

433. Kin/rerloch C M  iJ, Appin/hjsmore nrgvle

Donald McLachlan 1825(l4AR52>.

434. Kingussie O U  P. Kingussie Inverness

James Ross 1829 and 1830 with 52 - 24m and 28f(8 adult) and 15K1 and 37 
NT/d(l9AR56-57).

435. Kinloch (S ) J. Kilninian Mull

P. Kilfinichen 1819U0AR62); P. Kilmore 1822(llAR55)

Lachlan Block l/ll'1819-1/11/1820 with 58 - 39m and 19f it 6/l9 yrs and 
39Kl, 15NT and 4B(lOAR62-63).
Niel McLean 1821 and 1' 11/ 1821-1/11/1822 with 35 - 21m and 14f ® 4/30 
yrs and 7 :i ana 28B(lOAR65, 12AR60-61).

436. Kinlochbuv (yj i . l’orosav



Lonald Cameron June, 1813 with 40 children and 12 adults(3AR18, 63); 
15/1/1814 with 56 and closed November, 1814UAR42, 50).

437. Kinlochewe (£ ) J. Calrloch Koss

Colin McIntosh 1838-1839 and 1839-1840 with 42(28AR30, 29AR32); 1840-1841 
with 33 and 1841-1842 with 36O0AR22, 31AR34).

438. Klnlochmoidart {} ) P. Ardnamurchan Argvle

Kenlochmoidart 1827(l6AR52)

Donald Cameron 1/11/ 1825-30/9/1826 with 48 - 34m and 14f and 13 1 and 35B
U6AP48-49); 1827( I6AK52).

439. Kinnauld (p ) Jornoch - utherland

Rinauld 1827(l6AE52)

Finlay McKay l/ll/l825-30/9/l826 with 102 - 34m and 68f and 39-1 and 63B
(16AR48-49); 1827(16AH52); 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 91 - 34m and 57f and
37'1 and 54B(l8AR52-53).

440. Kintraa (t*) P*__y^la^ltpn Islay

Angus Lamont 1822(llAR55).

441. eintrav \ ] tJ. Ardnamurchan /tr/rvle

Kintraa 1815(5AR3l); Kintra 1815(6AR32)

hugh dewar by 10/ll/l813 with 50 9 8/30 yrs(3AK69, 55, 12); 29/11/1814 and 
by 3/4/1815 with 67 and closed November, 1815(4AR49, 5AR31, 102); l/ll/l821 
-1/11/1822 with 49 - 26m and 39f $ 7/18 yrs and 18 1 and 31B(l2AR58-59). 
N.B, Listed wrongly as two stations 1822(l2AR55) and 1824(l4AR45).

442. Kinture CT ) i. Kjldalton Islay

Angus ^amont 1/ 1L 1821-1/ 11/1822 with 47 - 24m and 23f 5/50 yrs and 13L’l
and 34b(l2AR60-6l); 1/ll/l822-l/ll/1823 with 28 - 20m and 8f and 431 and
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24B(l3AR48-49).
Noil McLean 1823(l2aR63).

443. Kirktomv (<*>) P. Farr Sutherland

Lonald McLeod 1839-1840 with 76U9AR32); 1840-1841 with 53 and 1841- 
1842 with 35(30AR22, 31AR34).

444. Kirkton (C\ ) P. Glenelg Inverness

Donald McKinnon 1845 with 82, 1846 with 43 and supported by the Rev. Mr. 
mcuonald's kirk, Calcutta(35AK54, 36AR24); 1847 with 45 and supported by 
the Rev. Mr. Makail, Calcuttav37AR22).

445. dishorn (€) F. nochcarron Invern- sa

Angus McLean 1843-1844 with 73 and 1844 with 74(33AR38, 34AR24).

446. Kjstle ( &  ) P. Lnizort -doye

Nicol Nicolson 1838 with 50 and 1838-1839(28AR29-30).

447. Kneinn -C*'

Kneip 1828(l7AR6l); Kniep 1828U8AR33); Kneip and Riff(l8AR54)

P. Stornoway 1826(l6AR50)

-onald McKinnon l/ll/1825-30/9/1326 with 73 - 30m and 43f and 19LI and 
54B(l6AR50-5l); 1827(l6AR53)J 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 287^105 adult) 
and 195M and 182B (sic) U8AR 54-55).

448. Knock Arthur 0)_______ ii__'.Qmr.t Sutherland

George Gordon 15/3/1827 with 139 and 94 there and 15/ 5/1827-15/ 5/1828 
with 94 - 38m and 56f and 51L1 and 43«(l8AR52-53); 28/ll/l831 with 39
and 34 there - lOBkl, 2Gc/Lx, 9NT and 13B(2UR33)l 1832 with 44 - 30m 
and 14f and 10 1 and 34NT/B and closed May, 1832(21AR33, 22AR36-37).
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449. Knock of Morven 0 )  P. Korven Argyle

Morven 185l(41AR13)

•John (inlanders 1850 with 35 - 16m and 19f and 1851 with 38 - 17m and 21f 
when the school was taught in the PC building(40AR20, 41AR24); 1852 with 
36 - 16m and 20f(42AR22).

450. Miock and SworcLle (*) a . ivnock Lewis

Knock 1845135AR55)

P. Stornoway 1837(27AR3l)

Malcolm McHitchie 1835-1836, 1836-1837(25AR40, 26AR63); 1837 as a Govern
ment Church area school with 54(27AR3l); 1837-1838(27Aa33).
Donald Rosa 1845 with 65, 1846 with 53, 1847 with 35(35Ak55, 36AR25, 37AR 
23); 1853 with 33 - 8m and 25f, 1854 with 27 - 12m and 15f, 1855 with 30 - 
15m and 15f ana 1856 with 34 - 11m and 23f(«3AR28, 44AR24, 14, 46AR14).

451. Knockbain (p ) x;. Knockbain Koss

Kenneth McKenzie 1855 with 88 - 48m and 40f, 1856 with 41 - 21m and 20f, 
1857 with 26 - 11m and 15f(45AR22, 46AR14, 47AK14).

452. Knockfun C M  a . ulenelg Inverness

John McDonald 1831 with 68 - 42m and 26A7 adult) and 45 ;1 and 23R1'/B(20 
AR52-53) •

453. Kirkibost C«)

Donald Morrison 1/11/ 1818-l/llZ 1819 with 31 - 23m and 8f & 7/ 20 yrs and 
25 -1 and 6NA9AR50-51); 1/11/1619-l/ll'1820 with 46 - 30m and 16f & 6/35 
yrs and 13K1 and 33NT/B(lOAR62-63); 1821U0AR65).

454. Kyle rhea (R  ̂ a . deat Skye

John McDonald 1840-1841 with 60, 1841-1842 with 62, 1842-1843 with 40 
(30AR23, 31AK35, 32AR39).
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455. Kyle Kona ) 2. lortr^e Rasaay

John Mc^ougall 1837 with 18 and 1837-1838(27AR31, 33)

456. Kyles ( \  *) r. Rranamurchan Inverness

Argyle 182l(lOAR64)

honald Cameron 1/11/1819-1/11/1820 with 32 - 19m and 13f @ 5/26 yrs and 
2K1, 18NT and 120T(l0AR60-6l); 182l(lOAR64); September, 1821 met in R.C. 
meeting-house with 29 - 15m and 14f(llAR30).

Caolisatockinish 1823^12AR63)l Caolas-stockinish 1827118AR54)

Angus ftacleod l/ll/ 1821-l/ll/1822 with 92 - 63m and 29f $ 5/38 yrs and 
64 1 ana 28iKl2AR60-6l); 1/11/1822-1/11/1823 with 28 - 22m and 6f and 
8 .1 and 206U3AK48-49); 1/11/1823-1/ 11/ 1824 with 61 - 48m and 23B( 14AR 
50-51).
.•lurdoch McDonald 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 65 - 35m and 30f and 34 1 and 
31B(l8AK54-55); 1829(lQAR57).

458. îguca (l ) i . Ardnamurchan Arayle

imraoch ftchonald 1827 (16AR52).
Kenneth Rosa 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 50 - 25m and 25f and 16 1 and 34B 
(18AR52-53); 1829(l8AK56).
John Mclvor 1844 with 33 and 1845 with 4U34AR24, 35AR54). 
euncan wcRherson 1846 with 40(36AR24).

459. haggan Achdroma (<* J i. Rilmanivalg Inverness

Ragan Achauroma 1828(l8AR52); Kaggan Achadroma 1830(l9AR56)

^onald Ross 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 33 - 19m and 14f and 33 ̂1 ^48AR52- 
53)i 1829 with 34 - 20m and 14f and 15HC's(l8AR3l); 1830 with 68 - 40m 
and 28fv10 adult) and 45-1 and 23NT/b(19Ah56-57)i 1831 with 75 - 45m and 
30f(l2 adult) and 20 .1 and 55NT/b(20AR52-53).

457. AvlesstocJcinish U Hfr,rris -arris



460. Lamadalene (?) i. Glenelg ''.nvomeaa

Ranald McDonald l/ll/l82>l/ll/l824 with 34 - 20m and 14f and 8 :i and 
26B(l4AR48-49).

461. Lamin/rton Park (?) P. Logie -aster osa

George Gordon l/ll/l818-l/ll/l819 with 88 - 47m and 41f © 3/42 yrs and 
4321, 34NT and HOT(9AR50-51); l/ll/1819-l/ll/l820 with 46 - 24m and 22f 
® 4/43 yrs and 11 il, 21NT and 140T(l0AR60-6l); 182l(lGAR64).

462. Lan^al (\ 'j P. Ardnamurchan Inverness

This school was planned for November, 1813 but was cancelled 14/10/1814 
as the people had moved(3AR69, 4AR38). It is impossible to tell whether 
it did actually operate.

463. Langdale (b ) P.. Parr Sutherland

John Grant l/ll/l815-l/ll/1816 with 41 - 16m and 25f @ 4/35 yre and 21 
PI and 20NT(6AR34-35); 1^3/1817 with 109 © 5/37 yre with 16G, 52NT and 
41B(7AR4); l/n/1817-1/11/1818 with 89 - 41m and 48f and 19 1, 34NT and 
36B(8AR44-45); l/ll/l818-l/ll/l819 with 52NT(9AR50-5l).

464. Lanauiniah (P ) -terra 

nauginish 1824(l3AR5l); Langinish 1824(l4AK*6)

Pergus Ferguson l/ll/l822-l' 11/ 1823 with 20 - 10m and lOf and 6 .1 and 
14B(13AR48-49) 5 l/ll/l823-l/ll/l824 with 28 - 13m and 15f and 2 1  and 
26B(l4AR50-5l).

465. Langwell (?) P. Applecross koss

Hugh Fraser summer, 1815 with 37 and l/ll/l815-l/ll/l816 with 71 - 41m 
and 30f(5AR18, 6AR34-35); 1817(6AR38).

466. -.an/rwell P. Kincardine
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umgvall 1819(8Aii48)

A. Mackenzie 29/ll/l814 and by summer, 1815 with 72(4AR49, 5AR14).
Closed November, 1815(6AR32).
David Munro l/ll/l817-l/ll/l818 with 45 - © 3/30 yrst8AR44-45); l/ll/l818- 
1/11/1819 with 51 - 30m and 21f © 3/28 yrs and 18G1, 15NT and 180T(9AK50- 
5l); 1/11/1819-1/ll/1820 with 54 - 30m and 24f & 4/30 yrs and 14 1 and 
15NT and 160T(l0AR60-6l).
NB It is listed twice by mistake in 182l(llAR50).

467. ^ a ^ . ^ . B.rftea (? ) Roretrt >utherland

Braes of dangwell 1833(22AR17)

George Gordon 1832-1833 and 1833 with 45 - 24m and 21f and 19JL and 
26NT/B(22AR40, 23AR42).

468. dathern Wheel /ft) P. dathern Jalthness

John Corbet 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 114 - 58m and 56f and 51 1 and 63B 
(18AR52-53).

469. Laxdale _̂_____________ Lt__D&Skg -ewis

P. Stornoway 1857(47AR15)

Malcolm McKenzie 1856 with 70 - 17m and 53f and 1857 with 19 - 3m and I6f 
(46AR14, 47AR15).

470. Lary (?) l1. docha ^ewis

Laxay 1826(l5AR43)

P. Stornoway 1826(l6AR50-5l)

Niel Mathieson l/ll/1825-30/9/1826 with 44 - 29m and 15f and 5 1 and
39B(l6AR50-5l).
Donald McFarlane 1840-1841 with 61, 1841-1842 with 46, 1842-1843 with 
37(30AR23, 31AR35f 32AR38).



John McLean 1849 with 44 and 1850 with 40 - 20m and 19f(39AR24, 40AR24)
Kenneth McKenzie 1858 with 81 - 48m and 33f, 1859 with 72 - 48m and 24f,
1860 with 57 - 39m and 18f(48AR14, 49AR14, 50AK18).

471. .ueachdruadh (p) P. Goll/Tiree Coll

Leachdrudh 1820(9AR55); Leachruadh 1828(l8AR49)

Alexander McKenzie 1/11/1818-1/11/1819 with 30 - 15m and 15f and 2 1 and 
28NT/B(9AR52-53); 1/11/1819-1/11/1820 with 29 - 12m and 17f 7 6/33 yrs 
and 2 1 and 27NT/B(l0AR62-63).

472. Lead Udrirll (C) P. Oairloch Ross

P. ioo11ewe 1834(24AH16)

William Urquhart June, 1833 with 40 and 48 there[24AR16); 1833-1834 with 
35, 1834-1835 ana 1835-1836(23AR44, 24AR49, 25AR40).

473. Learajde ( H  P. oputhend Arayle

Aulay McKenzie l/ll/l818-l/ll/l819 with 57 - 24m and 33f ® 4/32 yrs and 
38. :i and 19NT(9AR5C-5l).
wan McMaster 1/11/1819-1/11/1820 with 57 - 25m and 32f $ 4/30 yrs and 
24:1 and 33NT(10AR60-61); 182l(l0AK64); l/ll/l821-l/11/1822 with 61 - 27m 
and 34f & 4/21 yrs and 12^1 and 493(l2AR58-59).

474. Leathad P. Durness Sutherland

George Campbell 1838 with 45 and 1838-1839 and 1839-1840 with 36 and 1840- 
1841 with 35128AE28, 30, 29AR32, 30AR22).

475. Leechlee O )  P. Harris ^arris

Leaklee 1838(27AR33); Leachlie 1839(28AR30), Leachlee 1840(29AR33)

Murdoch McLeod 1835-1836(25AR40)
Murdoch McDonald 1837 with 33, 1837-1838, 1838 with 47, 1838-1839, 1839- 
1840 with 20(27AK31, 33, 28aR29-30, 29AR33).
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Donald McDonald 1844 with 71, 1845 with 23, 1846 with 45(34AR25, 35AR 
25, 36AR25).

476. Leigh of Ardtun ($ ) p. Kilninian Mull

i'Onald McKinnon 1858 with 80 - 47m and 33f and supported by the F.C. in 
Calcutta!48AR15); 1859 with 80 - 47m and 33f(49AR15).

477. Leodebuat (%> ) P. Lathern Caithness

John Corbet l/ll/1825-30/9/1826 with 23 - 3^1 and 20B(l6AR48-49); 1827 
(16AR52).

478. Leogin C O  p. Kllarow Islav

Alexander Crant 1845 with 64(35AR55)

479. Lester ( S ) iJ. Kilmore Mull

Liter 1834124AR49), Lister 1835(24AR35)

P. Salen 1834(24AR49)

John Eraser 1832-1833 and 1833 with 39 - 21m and 18f and 16LI and 23NT/B 
(22AR41, 23AR43); 1833-1834 and 1834-1835 with 56(23AR44 , 24AR33, 49).

480. Letterfearn P. Clenshiel Inverness

John McLonald 1832 with 19 - lm and 18f and 5LI and 14NT/b (22AR36-37);
1833 with 13 - 7m and 6f and 13B(23AR42).

481. Leudchruthaith (jc) P. ^ingwall Ross

Leudchruthaich 1821 10AR64)', Leudchruthiack 1820(l0J|f^S— -.udcrtthaik 
182l(llAR5l)s Ludcruthaich 1824(l5AR37).

Lavid Ross l/ll/1817-l/ll' 1818 with 49 - 23m and 26f @ 4/64 yrs and 9 1 
and 40B(8AIi44-45); 1/11/1818-1/11/1819 with 113 - 98m and 15f & 6/45 yrs 
and 42 :i and 34NT and 140T(9AR50-5l); l/ll/1819-1/11/1820 with 74 - 40m
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and 341’ & 3/35 yrs and 24 -1, 35NT and 150T(l0AR60-6l); 182lU0AH64).

482. Leumra (*> ?. Lochs uewis

John McLeod 1859 with 44 - 23m and 21f and 1860 with 46 - 18m and 28f(49 
AR14, 50AK18).

483. Lewerbost ) i . Barvaa Lewis

Luerbost 1830{20AR14)

P. Jjochs 1838C28AR29)

Murdoch McLeod l/ll/l818-l/ll/l819 with 60 - 51m and 9f ^ 4/40 yrs and 631 
46Ps and 3N?(9aR52-53)} l/ll/1819-ly 11/1820 with 51 - 44m and 7f © 4/40 yrs 
and 33 1, 4NT ana 4B(l0AR62-63); 162iaOAR65).
Angus Matheson 23/11/1631 and 1832 with 45 - 25m and 20f and 9-1 and 36NT/B 
(21AR16, 22AR36-39).
Donald McFarlane 1837 with 98 and 1837-1838 ana 1838 with 121 and 1838-1839
(27AR31, 33, 28AR28-29); 19/2/1840 with 49(29AR26).
Norman McLennan 1848 with 28, 1849 with 54 - 32m and 22f, 1850 with 40 - 
25m and 15f, 1851 with 56 - 34m and 22f(38AR21, 39AR25, 40AK20, 41AR24). 
John Mckean 1854 with 56 - 16m and 40f, 1855 with 44 - 13m and 31f* 1856 
with 27 - 4m and 23A44AK24, 45AR22, 46AIU4).

484. i,iaisdale (1 )

Liddisaale 1821C10AR64)

Duncan Cameron 1/ll/1819-1/11/1820 with 45 - 23m and 22f(l0AR60-6l); 1821 
(10AR64); 1/11/1821-1/11/1822 with 34 - 22m and 12f © 6/24 yrs and 231 and 
32d(l2AR53-59).

485. ^inicro (A) r. Lilmuir Jkye

Jonald McLeod August, 1834 with 7l(24AR28); 1835-1836 and 1836-1837
(25AK40, 26AR63)>
Angus McLeod 1839-1840 with 68 and 1840-1841 with 56, 1841-1842 with 59, 
during which time it was a Covernment Church area school(29AR33, 30AR23,
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31AR35).

486. Linol <*) P. Barvas Lewis

Lionel 1859(49AR13)

P. Cross 1847(37AR22)

Alexander McLeod 1837 with 167 when it was a Covernment Church area 
school(27AR30)j 1837-1838 and 1838 with 167 and 1838-1839 and 1839- 
1840(27AR33, 28AR28, 30, 29AR33).
Murdo McPherson 1845 with 97, 1846 with 62 and 1847 with 37(35AR54, 
36AR24, 37AR22).

487. Linset (j>) P. Creich Ross

Linsed Croy 1823(l3AR46-47)

Lavid Munro 16/6/1820 with 43 - 20m and 23f 4/45 yrs and 36 -1 and 7NT
(10AR60-61); 1821(10AR64).
Magdalene Sutherland 1/11/1822-l/ll/l823 with 50 - 22m and 28f and 8R1 
and 42B(l3AR46-47).

488. Little Bornera^M) P. lijg Lewis

John McLougall 1831 with 39 - 19m and 2 0 m  adult) and 21S1 and 18NT/B 
(20AR54-55); 1832 with 39 - 21m and 18f and 2 SI and 37NT/b(22AR38-39) .

489. kittle Jaan ( y ) i . .dderton Ross

John McPherson 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 51 - 35m and 26f and 14PI and 
45B(l8AR52-53); 1829U8AK56).

490. kittle ^ional P. Cross ^ewis

Lional 1858(48AR9)

Kenneth McPherson 1857 with 238 - 131m and 107f and 1858 with 158 - 86m 
and 72f(47AR14, 48AR15); school taught by teacher’s wife and an assistant
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as ho was ill with 141 - 26BkI, 27BkII, 47NT and 41B(48AR9); 1859 with 
101 - 57m and 44fU9AR15).

491. Lochachlerick (®) t. M.n/tinish okve

This school was seen 14/4/1818 and lasted only one session; no details 
(8AR17).

492. k?chaline (\ ) r. Aorvern Argyle

John inlanders 1846 with 52, 1847 with 23, 1848 with 23, 1849 with 23 - 
12m and llf(36AR24, 37AR22, 38AR20, 39AH24)

493. Locharkaig (O, ) P. Kilmallie Inverness

Locharcaig 1815(5AR102)

iArncan Campbell 1/7/1813 with 26 and closed October, 1813(3AR50, 10, 70).

494. ^ochgair ( u ) P. Kilmichael Argyle

P. Kilmichel 1835(24AR20)

George Gordon June, 1834 and had 84 by 1834-1835 and 1835-1836(24AR20,
49, 25AR40).

495. Gochmaaay ( M ) P. North Cist iMorth Uist

Hurdoch Ross l/ll/l825-30/9/l826 with 18 - 8m and lOf and 12 1 and 6B 
(16AR50-51).
Kenneth Ross 1827(l6AR53)•

496. ^ochnedd (f\ ) P. Assvnt ^uth-?rland

David Munro 1/11/1823-1/11/1824 with 51 - 16m and 35f and 13 TL and 38B 
(14AR48-49); 1825(l4AR52); 1' 11/1825-30/9/1826 with 60 - 10m and 50f and 
5 a and 55B(l6AR48-49).

497. doch-Bortan b . North Uist Rorth Uist
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John McLeod 1837 with 28 ana 1837-1838(27AR31, 33); 1838 with 23 and 
1838-1839 with 12 as a government Church area school(28AR29-30, 23).

498. Loch Roag ( M  ) ^ewis 

Malcolm Morison 1843-1844 with 60 and 1844 with 62(33AK38, 34AR24).

499. Lo^gies (C *) P. Lochbroom Rosa

William Lrquhart 1842-1843 with 55(32AR38).

500. Lonemore p. Gairloch Ross

William Urquhart Jnr., 1845 with 39, 1646 with 37, 1847 with 26(35AR54, 
36AR24, 37AR22).

501. Lossit ( T ) P. Kjlchoman Islay

John McSween 1847(37AR12)

502. Lourgill P. ^uirinish Skye

Lowergill 1857(47AR9)

Ronald Cameron 1847 with 20, 1848 with 18, 1849 with 18 - 13m and 5f 
(37AR23, 3BAE21, 39AR25).

503. iviackel (P ) P. Crejch Sutherland

Maikel 1815(5AK4)j Mackeil 1820(9AR54)i Mackeill 1622U1AR54)

Alexander McLaren 30/ll/l815(5AR100)
Magdalene Sutherland l/ll/ 1819-l/H' 1820 with 72 - 21m and 51f ® 4'40 yrs 
and 25 :i, 13NT and 340TU0AR60-61); 182l(lOAR64) J l/ll/1821-1/ll/l822 with 
73 - 18m and 55f ® 4/30 yrs and 21E1 and 52B(l2A£58-59).

504. Machern P. Jura Lolonsav

P. Collonsay 1820(9AR52-53)
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John Me -achern 1/11/1815-1/11/1816 with 52 * 4/18 ym6AR36-37); 1817 
(6AR39); 1818 with 26(8AR34)i 1819 with 45 - 20m and 25f © 5/44 yrs 
and 22.11, 17NT and 6B(9AR52-53).

505. Maleclet P. North Uist Korth Uist

Malecleti 184l(31AR26){ Malaclete 1844C33AR39); Malaclite 1844(33AR16); 
Malakleti 1844(33AR28); Malaclete 1844134AR25)

John McLeod February, 1840 with 60(31AR26)5 1840-1841 with 49 when it 
served as a Government Church area school(30AK23» 31AR26); 1841-1842 
with 58, 1842-1843 with 41, 1843-1844 with 46(31AK35, 32AR39, 33AR39)i 
1844 with 52(34AR25).
Malcolm Gillies 1855 with 44 - 16m and 28f, 1856 with 37 - 9m and 28f, 
1857 with 36 - 10m and 26f, 1858 with 51 - 12m and 39f, 1859 with 72,
-25m and 47f, I860 with 19 - 7m and 12f(45AR23, 46AR15, 47AR15, 48AK15, 
49AR15, 50AR19).

506. Rangaata ()A) * * ^ewis

Mangarsta 1846(36AR25)» Mangursta 1859(49AK14)

P. Stornoway 1826(l6AR50)

Murdoch McDonald 1/11/1825-30/9/1826 with 33 - 16m and 17f and 6i.'l and 
27B(16AR50-51)•
Hector Morison 1838 with 52 ana 1838-1839 and 1839-1840 with 36(28AR29- 
30, 29AR53).
Murdo McDonald 1846 with 33 and 1847 with 38(36AR29, 37AR23).
Malcolm McKay 1848 with 45 and 1849 with 27(38AR20, 39aR24)
Hector Morrison 1859 with 28 - 14m and 14f and 1860 with 30 - 16m and 14f 
and supported by Aberdeen Auxiliary Association<49AR14» 50AR18).

507. hanish P. Kerris narris

Lachlan Black l/ll/1825-30/9/1826 with 28 - 25m and 3f and 2 1 and 26B 
(16AR50-51).

508. f^anal (p \ P. Coll/Tiree Tiree
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Donald McDonald 1838 with 61 and 1838-1839 and 1839-1840 with 56(28AR 
29-30, 29AR33).

509. Kaoisnieh (£} p. Torosay Mull

John Sinclair l/ll/1817-1/11/1818 with 36 - 29m and 7f @ 4/30 yrs and 
16HI and 10NT and 10B(8AR46-47)J 1819(8AR49).

510. rtarig (<h* ) P. harris Harris

Donald McLean 1859 with 28 - 12m ana 16f and 1860 with 28 - 12m and 16f 
(49AR15, 50AR19).

511. Marishadder ) P. Kilmuir Lkye

Donald McLeod 1834-1835 and 1835-1836 and 1836-1837124AR49, 25AR40, 26 
AR63).

512. Marvig (n\ P. jjochs Lewis

Marvaig 1829U8AR57)

Angus McFarlane 15/5/1827-15/3/1828 with 48 - 23m and 25f and 24 1 and 
24B(18AR54-55); 1829118AR5?)
Alexander Forbes 1833-1834123AR44)
Finlay Mackay 1834-1835 with 68 and 1835-1836124AR49, 22, 25A*H0)

513. Mebust £>-\ ) 1 . mtomowav i-iewis

Melbost 1833122AR13)

P. Knock 1835124AR21)

Neil Murray 1/11/1815-1'11'1816 with 70 and 181716AR36-37, 39).
Donald Ross 1834-1835 with 30 and 1835-1836(24AR49, 21, 25AR40)
Kenneth McPherson 1844 with 77 and 1845 with 51 and 1846 with 48134AR25# 
35AR54, 36AR25).
Kurdo McKenzie 1854 with 75 - 39m and 36f, 1855 with 74 - 33m and 34f, 
1856 with 77 - 39m and 36f, 1857 with 99 - 50m and 49f, 1858 with 76 -
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- 34m and 42f(44AR24, 45AR22, 46AR14, 47AR14, 48AR15).

514. Helivaig ( C ) l . Gairloch : oss

Melvaig 1833(23AR44)

Nicol Nicolson January-September, 1812 and by 10/ltt/l812 with 70(8AR5-6); 
6/5/1813 with 54 and closed November, 1813(3AR44-45, 70).
John McDonald June, 1833 and by September, 1834 with 108 - 30 1 and 73 
NT/B(24AR16); 11/3/1834 with 100 and 95 there - 223kl and II, 243c/ *., 
22NT and 27B(24AR17); 1834-1835 and 1835-1836(24AR49, 25AR40)
Colin McIntosh 1842-1843 with 91 and 1843-1844 with 60(32AR38, 33AR38) 
William Urquhart 1856 with 61 - 25m and 36f, 1857 with 52 - 22m and 30f, 
1858 with 52 - 30m and 22f, 1859 with 59 - 38m and 21f, 1860 with 41 -
20m and 21f(46AR14, 47AR14, 48AR14, 49AR14, 50AR18).

515. Mellon Charles ) P. loolewc Ross 

P. Gairloch 1844(33AH38)

Alexander Mackay 1834-1835, 1835-1836, 1836-1837 with 53(24AR49, 25AR40, 
26AR63).
John McDonald 1843-1844 with 52, 1844 with 47, 1845 with 42 and 1846 with
33(33AR38, 34AR24, 35AR54); 1850 with 40 - 13m ana 27f, 1851 with 78 -
27m and 51f, 1852 with 55 - 14m ana 41f, 1853 with 61 - 19m and 42f(40AR 
20, 41AR24, 42AR22, 43AR28); 1854 with 52 - 23m and 29f, 1855 with 40 - 
9m and 31f(44AR24, 45AR22); 1858 with 33 - 13m and 20f, 1859 with 30 - 
14m and 16f, 186u with 50 - 23m and 27f(48AR14, 49AR14, 50AR18).

£16. Mellon of Udrigil (c ) P. Gairloch Ross

Mellon 1816(6AR34); Mellon of Gairloch 1825(l5AR52); North Mellon 1828 
(18AR17)J Udrigil 1832(22AR40).

Nicol Nicolson l/ll/l814 with 42 @ 5/l5 yrs and l/ll/1815-1/11/1816 with 
50(4AR34, 9, 5AR15-16, 6AR34-35).
Alexander Mackay l/ll/1825-30/9/1826 with 75 - 34m and 41f and 8 il and 
67d(l6AK48-49); 1827(l6AR52); 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 64 - 29m and 35f 
and 29 1 and 35h(l8AR52-53)I 1830 with 79 - 39m and 40f(ll adult) and 15



1 and 64OT/b(19AR56-57).
William Urquhart 19/l0/l831 with 64 and 1832-1833 with 101 in 1833 - 53m 
and 48f and 27 :i and 74NT/b(21aR15, 22AR40, 42); 1836-1837(26AR23)J 1837 
with 33 and 1837-1838 as a Government Church area school(27AR30, 33). 
uohn McDonald 1847 with 40, 1848 with 48, 1849 with 32 - 19m and 13f(37AR 
22, 38AR20, 39AR24).

SI 7. Molness (ft) p. Tongue dutherland

P. Farr 1826(l6AR42)

John Grant l/ll/1822-1/11/1823 with 51 - 10m and 41f and 29 1 and 22B 
(13AR46-47).
-onald Gunn l/ll/1823-1' 11/1824 with 56 - 10m and 46f and 20 1 and 36B 
(14AR48-49).
James Matheson 1825(l4AR52).

SI 6. Melvick ( M  P. Peav Caithness

Melvick 1819(9AR50)

Arthur Forbes l/ll/1817-1/11/1818 with 105 - 59m and 46f » 7/68 yrs and 
17Cl, 58NT and 30B(8AR44-45); l/ll/1818-l/ll/1819 with 78 - 52m and 26f
® 5/40 yrs and 13K1, 65NT and 80T(9AR50-5l).

519. Mialavaig m  P. Cuirinish Skve

Mialavai 1047(37AR23)

Thomas Noble 1846 with 34, 1847 with 28, 1848 with 29(36AR25, 37AK23, 
38AR21); 1852 with 54 - 30m and 24f, 1853 with 71 - 33m and 41f, 1854 
with 34 - 11m and 23f(42AR23, 43AR29, 44AR25).

520. Miavaig (^4 ) ■ . Harris Harris

•̂ onald McDonald 1853 with 18 - 10m and 8f, 1854 with 23 - 13m and lOf,
1855 with 61 - 38m and 23f(43AR29, 44AR25, 45AR23).

521. Micklie ) P. Urquhart Inverness
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Jamne Fraser l/ll/1815-1/11' 1816 with 70 - 4In and 29f 8 4/18 *s(6AR 
34-35).

522. Midstrome Ce ) P. Pochalsh Inverness

Donald McBiarmid 1840-1841 with 51, 1841-1842 with 56 and 1842-1843
with 6l(30AR22, 31AR34, 32AE38).

523. Migdol P. Croich Sutherland

Magdalene Sutherland l/ll/l8l7-l/ll/l818 with 98 - 38m and 60f 9 4/48 
yrs and 341, 41NT and 23B(8AR44-45); l/ll/1818-l/ll/1819 with 72 - 
29m and 43f © 3/30 yrs and 30ill, 20NT a nd 220T(9AR50-5l).

524. Mingary (l \ P. /■ rdnamurchan Inverness

Mingray 1818(8AR44)

Donald Cameron l/ll/l817-l/ll/l818 with 46 - 27m and 19f © 5/21 yrs and 
17 1, 17NT and 12B(8AI44-45).

525. Monkcastle (c ) P. Liochbroom Rosa

Monk Castle 1827(6AR52)

Peter Mac’wan 2/l2/l812 and by 3/5/1813 with 40(2AR42, 3AR44); 1/6/1814 
and 5/9/1814 with 25 and closed 30/11/1815(5AR5, 102).
William Urquhart 30/10/1826 with 100(l6AR8, 52); 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 
with 56 - 27m and 29f and 12 1 and 44B(l8AR52-53)J 1829 and 1830 with 
128 - 79m and 49f and 47 1 and 81NT/B(l8AR56, 19AR56-57).

526. Montach ) P . A rdnamurchan Argyle

Monlach 1824(l4AK48)

Hugh ^ewar 1/11/1823-1/11/1824 with 61 - 28m and 33f(14AR48-49); 1825
(14AR52).

527. Pioorficld ^C- ̂  i . ^ochbroom Ross



John Corbet l/ll/1822-l/l1/1823 with 63 - 31m and 32f and 26R1 and 
37B(l3AR46-47); l/ll/1823-1/11/1824 with 33 - 26m and 27f and 7^1 
and 46B(l4AR48-49).

528. Momess 0>) P. Kpgart Rutherland

George Gordon l/l2/1828 with 73 and 59 there U8AK.28); 18/3/1829 with 
62 and 54 there - 9^1, 6Sp, 7Sc/Rx, 13NT and 190T(l9AK30); 1830 with 
92 - 22m and 70f(25 adult) ana 33 1 and 59NT/b (19aR56-57); 1831 with 
101 - 27m and 74f(32 adult) and 25R1 and 76NT/B(20AR52-53).

529. Morvich (Q ) 2. Glenshiel Ross

Alexander Cameron l/ll/l822-l/ll/1823 with 49 - 20m and 29f and 6R1 
ana 43B(l3AM6-47); 1/Il/l823-l/ll/l824 with 38 - 19m and 19f and 9 1 
and 29B(l4AR48-49).
Angus McNeill 1848 with 25, 1849 wi*:h 30 - 15m and 15f, 1850 with 41 - 
25m and l6f(38AR20, 39AR24, 4GAR20).

530. Mossfield ] 2. Rosskeen Ross

Alexander McKay l/ll/l819-l/ll/1820 with 57 - 19m and 38f t* 5/28 yrs 
and 151*1, 25NT and 170T(l0AR60-6l); 1821U0AR64)
Walter Campbell 1852 with 54 - 27m and 27f(42AK22)

531. Mountgeraid (fr ) P. Kiltearn Ross

Duncan Black 1856 with 27 - 17m and lOf, 1857 with 32 - 19m and 13f, 
1858 with 31 - 19m and 12f, 1859 with 27 - 14m and 13f(46AR14, 47AR14, 
48AR14, 49AR14).

532. Muck ( M  P. Jmall Isles Muck

Monk 1815(5AR10l)

William Walker November, 1812 and by 20/3/1813 with 60 and closed 
November, 1813(2AR42, 3AR59, 70).
Hugh McDonald l/ll/1815-1/11/1816 with 15 and 1817(6AR36-37, 39).
John Mclver September, 1832 and by 1833 with 29 - 9m and 20f with 5 1
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and 24NT/B(24AR32f 22AR41, 23AR43)J 1833-1834, 1834-1835, 1835-1836 
ana 1836-1837(23AR44, 24AR49, 25AR40, 26AR63).

533. Mu^ary (<£ ) 1. Portree dkve

Mugarry 1848(38AD13)

P. South Uist 1844(38AltJ9); P. Snizort 1847(37AK23)

Alexander Chisholm 1831 with 44 - 20m and 24f and 42f’l and 2NT/B(20AR 
54-55).
benezer dose 1832 with 34 - 11m and 23f ahd 21 1 and 13NT/B(22AR38-39); 
1833 with 25 - 11m and 14f and 6 1  and 19NT/b (23aR43) .
Alexander McMillan 1834-1835, 1835-1836, 1836-1837(24AR49, 25AR40, 26AR 
63).
John Mcuean 1842-1843 with 3l(32AR39).
Walter McKay 1843-1844 with 36 and 1844 with 40(33^39, 34AR25).
Nicol Nicolson 1847 with 27 and 1848 with 26 and supported by St. George’s 
F.C., .;dinburgh(37AR23 , 38AR21).

534. Mule O ' )  P. Hobart Sutherland

George Gordon 1843-1844 with 61, 1844 with 56, 1845 with 67(33AR38, 34AR
24, 35AK54).
/ialcolm McKenzie 1848 with 32(38AR20).

535* duirshialich ) P. Kilmalie Invemeas

Muirshiallich 1815(6AR32); Muirshiolich 1825(l4AR52); Muirshiollaich 
1824(15AK38); Murshiolich 1827(l6AR52); i atrshiolaich 1828(l8AK46).

Duncan Campbell Novcmher, 1812 and by 11/5/1813 with 58 - 20S1, 7Pb, 16 
NT and 15B(2AR42, 3AR50); school cloeed November, 1813(3AK70). 
suncan McDonald l/ll/l825-30/9/l826 with 100 - 50m and 50f and 18dl and
82B(l6Al:48-49); 1827(l6AR52).

536. Multree (p ) P. Alness Hoss

Donald liood 1831 with 33 - 20m and 13f(20 adult) and 6-1 and 27NT/B(20AR52)
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537. Nerabus tr) P. Bowmore Islay

P. Portnahaven 1842(31AR35)j P. Kilchoman 1847(37AR23)

Jonald Hood 1840-1841 with 101, 1841-1842 with 97 and 1842-1843 with 
75(30AR23»31AK35» 32AR39).
Angus McParlane 1847 with 47, 1848 with 46, 1849 with 35 - 17m and 18f, 
1850 with 51 - 25m and 26f, 1851 with 50 - 25m and 25f, 1852 with 50 - 
1853 with 30 - 20m and lOf, 1854 with 10 - 4m and 6f, 1855 with 23 - 10m 
and 13f(37AR23, 38AR21, 39AR25, 40AR21, 41AR25, 42AR23, 43AR29, 44AR25, 
45AR23).

538. Ness 1'. Barvas Lewis

P. Stornoway 1820(10AK58>

Angus hcLeod l/ll/1815-l/ll/1816 with 114 - 92m ana 22f(6AI136-37); 1817 
(6AR39)? 1/11/1817-1/11/1818 with 121 - 32M, 52Ps, 37B(8AR46-47); l/ll/ 
1818-1/11/1819 with 174\.9AR50-5l); 1/11/1819-1/11/1820 with 100 - 76m 
and 24f & 6/46 yrsUOAR62-63).

539* Ness (y\\ P. Cross î ewis

Kenneth PicPherson 1853 with 72 - 30m and 42f(43AR28).

540. Nether Tout P. Snizort Skye

Nethertout 1823(l2AR63)

Peter KcLeod 1/11/1821-1/11/1822 with 73 - 44m and 29f © 4/60 yrs and 
15 -1 and 58B(l2AR60-6l) j l/ll/l822-l/ll/1823 with 63 - 32m and 31f and 
6S1 and 57B(l3AR48-49)J l/ll/l823-l/ll/l824 with 73 - 46m and 27f and 
22S1 and 51B(l4AR50-5l).

541. New station (q ) p. Qlenelg Inverness

Donald Matheson 1827(l6AK52)

542. Noid Q4 ̂ r. Kiniaissle Inverness



James Davidson 1830 with 30 - 19m and Ilf(2 adult) and 14 '1 and 16NT/B 
(19AR56-57); 1831 with 32 - 19m and 13f(2 adult) and 8 :i and 24NT/b (20 
AR52-53).

543. North Aradale (C ) ?. ualrloch Ho b s

John McDonald 1832 with 32 - 9m and 23f and 5 1  and 27NT/b(22AR36-37) J
1833 with 104 - 59m and 45f and 64 1 and 37NT/b(23AF42) .

544. North Galson \ x . iiarvas Lewis

Alexander McLeod 1840-1841 with 48 and a Loverment Church area school 
(30AR22)

545. North Hoiklet O )  1'. Benbecula Benbecula

P. South Uist 1832(22AR40)

Donald Cameron 1831 with 36 - 24m and 12f and 30 1 and 6NT/b( 20AE54-55); 
1832 with 22 - 15m and 7f(22AR38-39)J 1832-1833(22AR40).

546. North Sand (c  ̂ P. Gairloch Loss

William Urquhart 1832 with 102 - 46m ana 56f and 42 1 and 60NT/b (22AR36-37)

547. North Uist ^>4^ P. North Uist North Uist

Sauna 1815(5AR78)

Alexander MacLeod November, 1812 with 13, then 23(2AR42, 3AR14, 56). 
Alexander MacDonald and school closed November, 1813(3AR70)

548. Octavoulin \ i . riowmorc- Islav

Neil McLean 1825(l4AK53)
jxuncan Perguson l/ll/1825-30/9/1826 with 72 - 34m and 38f ana 21L1 and 51-B 
(16AR50-51).
Lonald Hood 1834-1835 with 53, 1835-1836, 1836-1837(24AR49, 34, 25AR40,
26AR63).
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549. Octnaclach C M  P. Bowmore Islav

Ocnaclach 1838(28AR30); Octnaclath 1839(29AR33); Octnaclath 1840(30AR23)

P. Kilmony 1837(27AR3l)

Allan Ross 1829 and 1830 with 210 - 78m and 132f(5 adults)and 125 1 and 
85B(l9AR58-59)
Donald McDonald 1837 with 138(27AR3l); 1839-1840 with 80 and 184091841 
with 44 as a Government Church area school^29AR33» 30AR23).

550. Ord (*) P. Pleat Skye

Malcolm McCorquidale 1858 with 31 - 20m and Ilf, 1859 with 29 - 19m and 
10f, 1860 with 21 - 11m and 10f(48AR15, 49AR15, 50AR19)

551. Orinaav (yX \ P. Lochs Lewis

Malcolm Buchanan l/ll/1821-1/11/1822 with 44 - 37m and 7f & 5/45 yrs
and 2Ml and 42fl(l2AR60-6l); 1/11/1822-1/11/1823 with 28 - 22m and 6f
and 2S1 and 26B(l3AR48-49); 1/11/1823-1/11/1824 with 18 - 11m and 7f
(14AR50-51).

552. Oskamul (s ) P. Kilmore Mull

John Fraser 1831 with 58 - 25m and 33f(4 adult) and 46F1 and 12NT/B 
(20AR54-55); 1832 with 44 - 21m and 23f and 11R1 and 33NT/B and closed 
May, 1832(22AR38-39).

553. 0spi8dale P. Creich Sutherland

Donald Macleod 30/ll/l815(5AR100).
William Goraon 1/ 11/1817-1' 11/1818 with 76 - 43m and 33f ® 4/36 yrs and 
33Klf 21KT and 22B(8AR44-45); 1/11/1818-1/11/1819 with 46 - 24m and 36NT 
(sic)(9AR50-5l).

554. Pabby ) Harris
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Murdoch McLeod 1836-1837, 1836 with 49 and 1837-1838 and closed 
15/5/1838 with 45{26AR63, 27AK31, 33, 28AR29).

555. Paible ) i-. North Uist North Uist

Payble 1855(45AK16)

Niel Gillies 1850 with 97 - 42m and 55fUCAR2l); 1851 with 98 - 50m 
and 48f, 1852 with 107 - 42m and 65f. 1853 with 62 - 37m and 25f, 1854 
with 32 - 16 m and 16f, 1855 with 30 - 13m ana I7f, 1856 with 69 - 36m 
and 33f(41AR25, 42AK23, 43AR29, 44AK25, 45AR23, 46AK15).

556. P. Campbeltown r̂/rvle

Salt Pans 1824U3AR50)

j-wen Mejias ter 1/11/1822-1/11/1823 with 48 - 23m and 25f and 23 1 and 
15BU3AM6-47); l/ll/1823-1/11/1824 with 44 - 19m and 25f and 20 1 and 
24d(l4AR48-49).

557. Penboray (b)) t . North Uist North Uist

Alexander McJonala 1840-1841 with 40 and 1841-1842 as a Government 
Church area school^30AR23, 31AR35).

558. Penmore 0 )  P. Xilmore Mull

John i>ewar 1831 with 80 - 34m and 46f and 421 and 38NT/b(20AK54-55) J 
1832 with 83 - 46m and 37f and 25 1 and 58NT/B(22AR38-39); 1833 with 
21m and 60f ana 30 1 and 51NT/B(23aR43) .

559. Pennickvannan C & )  P. Pilmuir Skye

Penneckvannan 1815(5AR79)

Donald Kunro July, 1815 with 31 and 1/11/1815-1/ 1/1816 with 42 ® 4/16 
yrs(5AR40, 6AR36-37)| 1S17(6AR39).

560. ,Jetty (f ^ e. ,3ttv Inverness
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Alexander Kennedy 1857 with 47 - 26m and 21f, 1858 with 79 - 50m and 
29f, 1859 with 47 - 26m and 21f, 1860 with 62 - 36m and 26f(47AR14, 
48AE14, 49AK14, 50AH18).

561. Pitmadothie ( ? )  p. Logie aster Goss

Pilmadothie 1822(l2AR54); Pitmaduthy 1822(l3AR58)

George Gordon l/ll/l821-l/ll/1822 with 59 - 33m and 26f CP 4/35 yrs and 
27PI and 323(l2AR58-59).

562. pjttontrail \ P. Fogart utherland

George Gordon 1846 with 37(36AR24)

563. Plocrepul ^4 ) P. harris Harris

Plockrepool 184l(30AF23)» Plocolpol 184l(31AK30)

Norman McL, nnan 1839-1840 with 42, 1840-1841 with 27 and 1841-1842 with 
19(29AR33, 30AR23, 31AR35).

564. Pollew (c ) P. Gairloch Goss

Alexander McKay 1/11/1822-1/ll/l823 with 53 - 21m and 32f and 2431 and 
29B(l3AP46-47); 1/11/1823-1/11/1824 with 49 - 21m and 28f and 5 1 and 
44B(l4AR48-49).

566. Polln-lass (c ) P. I.ochbroom Goss

i-uncan Mori son 1839-1840 with 150 as a Government Church area school 
(29AR32); 1840-1841 with 160 and 1841-1842 with 79(30AR22, 31AR34).

56$. i plnish (\ ) A rdnamurchan Argyle

-uncan Ferguson 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 40 - 26m and 14f and 18 ’1 and 
223(18AR52-53) J 1829U8AR56).

567. - ortavada (\ \ Horvem Argyle



Portavado 1826(16AR48); Portavata 1827(16aR27)

oohn McPherson November, 1824 and by July, 1825 with 38 - 17m and 21f 
© 7/12 yrs(l4AR52, 15AK26).
^onala ftc-eachlan l/ll/ 1825-50/9/1826 with 63 - 33m and 30f and 2431 
and 39B(16AR46-49)| 1827(l6AH52).

568. x-ort Charlotte ( J )  x . i.ilchoman I slay

.iohn Mcoween 1835-1836, 1836-1837, 1837 with 116, 1837-1838(25AR40, 
26AK63, 27AR31, 33).

669. Port Henderson (e)

^icol wicolson 1/11/1815-1/11/1816 with 44 © 6/33 yrsi,6AR34-35); 1817
<6AR38).
Hugh Fraser 1/ 13/ 1817-1' 11/1818 with 58 - 33m and 25f © 5/36 yrs and 
8 1 and 50B(8AR44-45)J 1/11/1818-1/11/1819 with 60 - 36m and 24f ® 5/ 
39 yrs ana 17 1, 24NT, 190T(9AR50-51); 1/11/1819-1/11/1820 with 53 -
32m and 21f © 4/39 yrs and 9-1, 19M, 250T(l0AR60-6l)j 182l(lOAR64).
-ngus McLeod 1843-1844 with 85 and 1844 with 101 and 1845 with 101 and 
1846 with 87(33Ai<38, 34AR24, 35AR54 , 36AR24).

370. x ortmanomac ) l . Parbot Ross

Portmahomack 184l(30AR22)

P. Tarbat 1847C37AR22)

Angus McNeill July, 1839 and by 1839-1840 with 101, 1840-1841 with 109, 
1841-1842 with 103(31AR27, 29AH32 , 30AR22, 31AR34).
Donald McLean 1847 with 139, 1848 with 105(37AR22, 38AR20)

oonald McGillivray 1853 with 40 - 13m and 27f, 1854 with 38 - 13m and
25f(43AR28, 44AR24)

571. Portree j . Portree okye

xortree Village 1837^27aR31)

benezer Rose 1830 with 66 - 31m and 35f(2 adult) and 64 1 and 2B(l9AR
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58-59); 1851 with 121 - 61m and 60f(5 adult) ana 100 HI and 21NT/B(20 
AK54-55).
Alexander McMillan 1852 with 55 - 23® and 50f and 19 -1 and 54NT/b(22 
AR58-59); 1855 with 26 - 15m and Ilf and 9L1 and 17NT/b(25aR45); 1857 
with 61, 1857-1858, 1858 with 39 and 1838-1839(27AK31, 28AR29-30)
Angus Munro 1843-1844 with 78 and 1844 with 38(33AR39i 34AR25)

572. Portskerra C M  Sutherland 

ôrt, skerry 1824(31AR34)

George Gordon 1839-1840 with 124, 1840-1841 with 101, 1841-1842 with 
10l(29AR32, 30AR22, 31AR34).

573. Posen (<) Li__^Int.rgw Argyle

Little is known about this school apart from a mention in 1836(26AR25).

574. Printfield Bridge of jqu Aberdeen

This school was planned September, 1814 for poor cotton workers and 
opened 22/11/1814(4AR24, 43). The last reference to it was 9/8/1816 
(6AR22).

575. wuidinish ) P. Harris Harris

Norman McLennan 1832-1833 and 1833 with 34 - 11m and 13f and 1GL and 
23NT/B(22AR40, 23A*43); 1853-1834 and 1834-1835(23AR44, 24AR49).
Donald McDonald 1847 with 45, 1848 with 58, 1849 with 26 - 7m and 19f 
(37AR23, 38AR21, 39AR25).

576. Rabreak (v J P. Oreich Sutherland

P-abhreak 1848( 38AR20); Rabhreck 1850(39AR12)

Roderick McLeod 1847 with 42 and 1848 with 33(37AR22, 38AR20); 1849 
with 33 - 13m and 20f and supported by ot. forge's P.C., dinburgh 
(34AR24).

577. Haitcs (Q. P. Kilmallie Inverness



P. Alvie 1828(17AR60)

James Mathieson 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 51 - 27m ana 24f and 25 1 
ana 26B(l8AR52-53).

578. damsaig (Sl) P. ^ultinlsh Jkve

Ramasaig 1856(46AR9)j Ramsag 1857147AR15)

Andrew Noble with 30 in 1855 - 22m and 8f, 1856 with 34 - 22m and 12f, 
1857 with 31 - 22m ana 9A45AR23, 46AR15, 47AR15).

579. -a^gagle P. iiarris harris

anigadle 1823(l3AR37); Raingedel 1850(40aH21); Rangedel 185l(4UR25); 
Raingedale 1855(45AH2l).

P. Tarbort 1850(40AR2l)

John Lhaw 1/1$/1823-1/11/1824 with 48 - 25m ana 23f and 2 1 and 46B 
(14AR50-51).
Ranald McDonald 1825(14AR53)
Aincan Morrison 1850 with 61 - 30m ana 31f» 1851 with 62 - 35m and 27f,
1852 with 60 - 27m and 23f(40AR21, 41AR25, 42AK23).
Malcolm McKay 1855 with 39 - 22m and 17f, 1856 with 28 - 16m and 12f, 
1857 with 14 - 9m and 5f, 1858 with 18 - 11m and 7f(45AR23, 46AR15, 
47AR15, 48AR15).

580. Kanish (n\ P. i-iochs ^ewis

John Jhaw 1841-1842 with 67 and 1842-1843 with 38C3UR35, 32AR38)
John McLean 1851 with 52 - 33m and 19f» 1852 with 71 - 41m and 30f,
1853 with 71 - 41m and 30fUlAR24, 42AR22, 43AR28).

581. nedarch \ P. dlenul̂ : Inverness

Redarroch 1827(l7AR4o); Riaarrach 1827(17AR56)

^uncan McCallum l/ll' 1825-30/9/1826 with 21 - 14 1 and 7B(l6AI!48-49) 
iAigald Mclnnes 1827(l6AR52)



Allan McQueen 1834-1835 with 63 and 1835-1836(24AR19, 49, 25AR40)

582. Reiff (<$ ) j. Ujg okye

Hector Morison 1840-1841 with 101, 1841-1842 with 101, 1842-1843 with 
100(30AR22, 31AR34, 32AR38).

John McPherson 1832 with 35 - 16m and 17f and 10 1 and 23NT/3(22AR36-37) 
1833 with 38 - 19m and 19f and 8 1 and 30NT/B(23AR42).

Rhoudeenan 1849(39AR25); Rheudunan 1850(40AR2l)

Jonald Cameron 1842-1843 with 20, 1843-1844 with 15(32AR39, 33AR39)
Hugh Urquhart 1849 with 19 * 9m and lOf, 1850 with 23 - 10m and 13f,
1851 with 19 - 9m and lOf, 1852 with 13 - 7m ana 6f(39AR25, 40AR21, 
41AR25, 42AR23).

585. idJT P. -aochbroom iq b b

An^us Macleod 1/11/1821-1/11/1822 with 90 - 47m and 43f e 5/35 yrs 
and 28 1 and 62B(12AR58-59)i l/ll/1822-1/11/1823 with 81 - 42m and 39f 
and 14 1 and 67B(13AR46-47) ; 1/11/1823-1/11/1824 with 80 - 40m and 64B 
(14AR48-49).

586. Roar ^  ) P. oulrinish . kve

John Macleod November, 1812 and 29/11/1814(2AR10, 42, 4AR49)

587. RobollB ( y ) : . Kilmenv Islay

Finlay McParlane 1854 with 21 - 12m and 9f(44aR25)
i>uncan Morrison 1856 with 45 - 21m and 24f ana 1857 with 22 - 18m and 4f 
46AR15, 47AR15)

588. Pockfiold \ P. Tarbat oss

583. ''huirhuil (s>) P. dderton

584. TIhumdunan (G* ) P. Bracadale



^onald McLean 1844 with 58 and 1845 with 43 and supported by Jiady 
Anderson(34AR24, 35AR34); 1846 with 38(36AR24).

589. Rockside fr) t. Kilchoman Islav

Donald McLean 1857 with 75 - 44m and 31f and 1858 with 60 - 35m and 
25f(47AR15, 48AR15).

590. Roggie Cf \  P. Rodaert.v Ross

Khogle 1819(9AR50); Rhoggie 1820(l0AR57)

william Macdonald 1/ 11/1817-1/11/1318 with 50 - 25m and 25f ® 5/26 yrs 
and 7R1 and 43NT/b (8AR44-45) i 1/11/1818-1/11/1819 with 71 - 25m and 46f 
A 6/28 yrs and 21.1 and 24NT anu 260T(9AR50-5l).

591. Rona (Si \ p . Oort rev Iona

Caolis Rona 1836(26AR63)

Lkye 1817(8AR46)

Angus HacLonald 1/11/1817-1/11/1818 with 38 - 20m and 18f A 5/32 yrs 
and 20G, 10NT and 8B(8AR46-47)5 l/ll/1816-1/11/1819 with 36 - 20m and 
I6f © 5/37 yrs and 1121, 7NT ana 18B(9AR52-53); 1/11/1819-1/11/1820 
with 35 - 20m and 15f © 5/41 yrs and 9 1 and 26NT/B(l0AR62-63).
John MCi Ougall November, 1832, 1833 with 38 - 25m and 13f and 13 .1 and
25NT/fl(22AR41, 23AR43); 1833-1834, 1834-1835-1836-1837 (23AR44, 24AR49, 
25AR40, 26AR63).
John McLean 1843-1844 with 32, 1844 with 32, 1845 with 2l(33AR39, 34AR 
25, 35AR55).
John McLeod 1848 with 28, 1849 with 21 - 11m ana Ilf, 1850 with 19 - 11m
and 8f, 1851 with 22 - 11m and Ilf, 1852 with 23 - 12m and llf(38AR21,
39AR25, 40AR21, 41AR25, 42AR23).

592. /-onav (o\ 1 . North Uist Ronav

P. doreray 1824U5AR39)

Hugh Barnet l/ll/1823-1/11/1824 with 65 - 48m and 17f and 25 -1 and 40B



Hit.

(14AB50-5l); 1825(14AE53).

593. --onay (($ ) P. . ortree .vaaoav

Isle of Koiiay 1828(l8AR49)

Murdoch McMillan 1827(l6AR53)

594. Rue Ari,BSl£ P. A rdnamurchan Argyle

Hhue 1826U6AR48)

Hugh ^ewar l/ll/l825-30/9/1826 with 64 - 32m and 32f and 33 1 and 31B 
(16AR48-49).
Lonald Jamieson 1827(I6AR52).

595. iiuive P. uochbroom I oss

aohn McLeod l/ll/1817-1/11/ 1818 with 52 - 27m and 25f & 6/35 yrs and 
20 1, 28NT and 4B(8AR44-45); 1819(8AR48)

596. Rum P. ^mall Isles j;um

Kinloch 1832(24AR3l)

Murdoch Ross 1/11/1821-1' 11/1822 with 34 - 23m and Ilf 6/50 yrs and 
16 1 and 18B(l2AR60-6l); 1> 11/1822-1/11/1823 with 26 - 14m ana 12f and 
2 1 and 24B(l3AR48-49).
Alexander ftc.onald 1832-1833 and 1833 v;ith 21 - 12m and 9f and 821 and 
13NT/B(22AR41)j 1833-1834(23AR43-44).

597. ■umi.gary  ̂ P. North Uist North Uist

Rumisgary 1835(24AR49)

John McLeod June, 1833 and 1833-1834 with 32, 1834-1835, 1835-1836 and 
1836-1837(24AR26, 49, 23AR44, 25AR40, 26AR63).

598. St. Kilda Cv/I______Ix__Harris Jt. Kilda



Alexander McKenzie l/ll/1821-1/11/1822 with 44 - 26m and 18f P 6/60 
yrs and 35 *1 and 9B(l2AR60-6l); 1/11/1822-1/11/1823 with 55 - 35m 
and 20f and 6-1 and 29h(l3AR48-49); 1/11/1823-1/11/ 1824 with 28 - 19m 
and 9f and 6 :1 and 22i3(14AK50-5l); 1825(l4AR53); l/ll/l825-l/ll/1826 
with 35 - 13m and 22f and 35B(l6AR50-5l); 1827(16aR53); 15/5/1827- 
15/5/1828 with 53 - 33m and 20f and 53«(l8AR54-55); 1829(l8AK57).

599. Salem (o) F. Coll/iiree i’iree

ast nd 1812(2AR42); West nd 1613(3AK6l)

Archibald Campbell November, 1812 with 72 and 14/8/1813(2A.T 42, 3AR17-18, 
61).
James Budge 1/11/1815-1/11/1816 with 61 - 33m and 28f(6AR36-37); 1817 
(6AR39).

600. Jalen {} I F. Aranamurchan Afrrvle

Hugh uewar summer, 1815 ana 1/11/ 1815-1/11/1816 with 62 - 41m and 21f 
C6AK34-35); 1817(6AR38).

601. Salen ) 1. Toro say hull

This school is listed as closed by November, 1818(8AK43).
John Fraser l/ll/l825-30/9/1826 with 32 - 19m and 13f and 13 *1 and 
32B(sic)(16AR50-51)5 1827(16AR63).

602. Ballachie (?) r. uochalsh Inverness

Sallachy 1840(29AH32)

Roderick McLeod 1838 with 95 and 1838-1839 ana 1839-1840 with 71 
and 1840-1841 with 3l(28AR28, 30, 29AH32, 30AK22).

603. alt bum (f ) T. Ros3keen Ross

Lonald Fowler 1/11/1823-1/11/1824 with 95 - 49m and 46f and 65^1 and 
30B(l4AR48-49); 1825(14aK52).

604. Semadalene P. Glenelg Inverness



14b.

Samadalane 1836(25AR40)

uncan Cameron l/lV 1822-1/11/1823 with 39 - 22m and 17f and 8 1 and 31 
B(13AR46-47)j
Ronald McDonald 1624(l3AR50).
Donald Murray 1834-1835 with 66 and only 4 read(24AR19, 49); 1835- 
1836 and 1836-1837(25AR40, 26AR63).

605. Lamardale (&  ̂  Bracaaale Dkye

Norman McLeod l/ll/1825-1/ 11/1826 with 48 - 23m and 25f and 11 .1 and 
37B(l6AR50-5l).

606. Land of Udri^il (c ) i'. Gairloch ' oss

Lana of Udrigill 1822(l2AR58-59)

Hugh Fraaer 1/ 11/1821-1/11/1822 with 130 - 74m and 56f & 5/30 yrs 
with 47 1 and 83d(l2AR58-59); l/ll/l822-ly11/1823 with 141 - 72m 
and 69f and 24 1 and 117B(l3AR46-47); l/ll/1823-l/ll/l824 with 85 - 
46m and 39f and 12 1 and 73R(14AR48-49); 1825U4AR52).

607. Landalg  ̂ P. Olenel# 1 nverneae

Lundaig 1816(6AR34-35)

uuncan Campbell l/ll/l815-1/11/1816 with 49 ® 7/26 yrs(6AR34-35); 
1817(6AP,38).
Lonald McKinnon 1838 with 40, 1838-1839, 1839-1840 with 32(28AR28,
30, 29AR32).

608. Landai# C M  P. Coll/Tiree Liree

^onald McDonald 1835-1836, 1836-1837, 1837 with 52, 1837-1838(25AR40, 
26AR63, 27AR31, 33).

609. Landavore (fe. ) P. > mall Isles dl/Tft

oanaivore 1835(24AR49)



07.

Alexander Cameron l/ll/l821-l/ll/l822 with 28 - 17m ana Ilf ■ 4/29 
yrs and 12 .1 and 16B(l2AR60-6l).
Archibald Campbell 1834-1835 with 4l(21AR49, 32).
Donald McKinnon 1841-1842 with 51 and 1842-1843 with 6l(3lAR35, 32AR 
39).

610. ^andra C O  1. Barra ~anu.ra

Pargus Kerguson 1823U2AR63)

611. oandwick > . Rtornoway L ;wis

^handwick 1856(45AR13)

An^us McNeil 1851 with 100 - 57m and 43f» 1852 with 86 - 49m and 
37f, 1853 with 77 - 35m and 42f, 1854 with 56 - 32m and 24f, 1855 
with 101 - 55m and 46f, 1856 with 85 - 44m ana 4kf(41Ad25, 42AR23, 
43AR29, 44AR24, 45AR22, 46AR14).

612. K.annakmhor C O  t • /.ilchoman I Slav

Canakmhor 1850(39ARll)

Alexander McDonald 1847 with 17, 1848 with 33, 1849 with 36 - 2dm 
14f, 1850 with 35 - 25m and 10f(37AR23, 38AR21, 39AA25, 40aR2k).

613. -asaiR ( O  oleat Bkve

P. Bracadale 1819(9AH49)

i>onald Mcdilvray l/ll/l815-l/1141816 with 57 - 39m and 18f 0 5/28 
yrs and 16NT and 41 l(6AR36-37); 1817(6AR39).

614. Baund ) d. Cairloch Ross

Band 1825(l6AR48)

Nicol Nicolson summer, 1813 with 76 and closed November, 1814(3AR45, 
69, 4AR50).



John Shaw l/ll/1825-30/9/1826 with 36 - 22m and 14f and 36B(16AF.48-49) 
John McDonald 1836-1837 and 1837 with 43, 1837-1838 and 1838 with 42 
(26AR63, 27A<30, 33, 28AR28).
William Urquhart Jnr 1842-1843 with 71, 1843-1844 with 41 and 1844 
with 43(32AR38, 33AR38, 34AR24).

615. Rcadabav ) 1. Harris Harris

Angus McLean 1845 with 30, 1846 with 38, 1847 with 32, 1848 v?ith 37 
(35AR55, 36AR25, 37AR23, 38AR21).

616. Pcalastle (S ) p. Torosav Mull

-onala Cameron l/ll/l815-l/ll'1816 with 28 - 20m and 8f 4/l5 yrs(6AR 
36-37); 1817(6AR39)

617. Scaloa (*o l'• dtrath -̂ calpa

P. Harris 1847(37AR23)

Norman Bruce 1'11/1823-l/l1/1824 with 50 - 22m and 28f and 8,1 and 42B 
(14AR50-51).

Malcolm Nicolson 1825(l4AR53).
Dorman McLennan 1847 with 2l(37AR23).
a.uncan Morrison 1858 with 101 - 53m and 48f, 1859 with 101 - 57m and 
44f, I860 with 60 - 34m and 26f(48AR15, 49AR15, 50AR19)

618. Scarabus (T) P. Kilarow Islav

P. Kildalton 1844(34AR25)

Donald Hood 1843-1844 with 66, 1844 with 44 and 1845 with 54(33AR39,
34AR25, 35AR55).

619. Pcarinish (P ) P. Coll/Time Tire a

P. Small Isles 1823(13^48)

Lachlan Black l/ll/1822-l/ll/1823 with 53 - 34m and 19f and 28 ,1 and



i q q

25B(l4AH50-5l)
Juncan KcJougalJL l/ll/1823-1/11/1824 with 91 - 39m and 52f and 38F1
and 53B(l4AR50-5l)
i'lalcolm McNeil 1825114AR53).

620. dcarista 2. Harris imrris

Lcarasta 1827117AK57)

Fergus Ferguson l/ll/1825-jo/9/1826 with 56 - 39m and 17f and 22FI 
and 34B(l6An50-5l).

621. Ocarp (m ) F.liflrris Jcarp

John 2haw l/ll/1821-1' 11/1822 with 33 - 19m and 14f 0 5/33 yrs and 
9FI and 24B(l2AR60-6l); 1/11/1822-1/11/1823 with 33 - 18m and 15f 
and 3FI and 30B(l3AR48-49).
Murdoch McDonald 1830 with 42 - 22m and 20f(l8 adult) ana 21 .1 and 
213(l9AR58-59); 1831 with 54 - 23m and 31f and 18 1 ana 36NT/b(2GAR 
54-55); 1832 with 28 - 13m and 15f and 19 1 and 9NT/B(sic)(22AR38-39) 
Angus McLean 1837 with 55, 1837-1838, 1838 with 49, 1838-1839, 1839- 
1840 with 47(27AR31, 33, 28AF29-30, 29AR33).
Malcolm McKenzie 1844 with 43 and 1845 with 26 and supported by Lady 
Anderson(34AR25, 35AR55).
Donald McDonald 1850 with 21 - 5m and 16f*, 1851 with 29 - 15m and 14f, 
1852 with 17m and llf(40AR21, 41AR25, 42AR23).

622. .vcatwell ) F. Contin Foss

->catwel 1820(l0AR56)

James Munro 2/ll/l8I2 with 24 @ 5/25 yrs and closed November, 1813 
(2AR6-7, 29, 3AR70).

623. Aconser ^  \ F. For tree Akvc

Lconcer 1319(8AR49); Aconsur 1856(46AR15)

Malcolm Nicolson l/ll/l817-l/11/1818 with 66 - 51m and 15f ® 5/26



and 21 1, 36NT and 9b(8AR46-47); l/ll/l818-l/ll/l819 with 50 - 35m 
and 15f S 6/24 yrs and 8 :1, 23NT/B and 193(9AR52-53)? 1/11/1819-l/n/ 
1820 with 3 3 - 4  26m and 7f ? 5/20 yrs ana 5 '1, 14NT and 14B(l0AR62-63) 
Malcolm MoRitchie 1829 and 1830 with 168 - 107m and 61f(53 adult) and 
67 1 and 99B(l9AK58-59).
Fergus Ferguson 1831 with 70 - 36m and 34f(7 adult) and 26 1 and 44
Ni’/a(20AR54-55).
Walter McKay 1856 with 90 - 44m and 46f(46AR15); 1857 with 42 - 25m 
and 17f; 1858 with 34 - 23m and llf(47AR15, 48AR15).

624. ocorr d. Juirinish dkve

Andrew Noble 1858 with 25 - 12m and 13f and 1859 with 23 - 10m and
13f(48AR15, 49AR15).

625. ^couriie  ̂ P. dderachillis utherland

Lcoury 1827(l7AR42); Bcouriemore 1828(l7AR60)

George Campbell 1/11/1825-30/9/1826 with 70 - 24m and 46f and 9E1 and
6lb(l6AR48-49); 1827(l6AR52)j 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 33 - 16m and 17 
f ana 4 1 and 29B(l8AP.52-53).

626. -̂ :arba (K ) F. Jura d^rba

Lcarba 1822(l2AR60)

Archibald KcCallum 1/ ll/1821-l' 11/1822 with 24 - 11m ana 13f ® 5/70 yrs
and 5>'l and 19B(l2AR60-6l).

627. -ianaidin (a ) P. iAiirinish Gkye

Thomas Noble 1858 with 55 - 26m and 29f, 1859 with 65 - 30m and 35f, 
1860 with 29 - 6m and 23f(48AR15, 49AR15, 50AR19).

.̂ i/cursta Lewis

Bkigursta 1849(39AK24)

P. Cross 1849(39AR24)



2 - 0 1  .

-nlcolm .'-orison with 42 in 1838 and 1838-1839 and 1839-1840(28AR28,
30 , 29AR33).
i.urdo McPherson 1848 with 38, 1849 with 39 - 25m ana 14f, 1850 with 
61 - 40m and 21f, 1851 with 88 - 53m and 35f(38AB20, 39AK24, 40AR20, 
41AR24).
-onald McLonald 1859 with 50 - 24m and 26f, 1860 with 50 - 23m and 27f 
(49AR15, 50AR19).

629. ohabost Lochs î ewis

dhawbost 1817(7AK6)

aonald .'iackenzie summer, 1815 with 15 ana by -September, 1815 with 48
ana 30/ll/l815(5AR36-37, 101).
^onald Munro 1/11/1815-1/ll/l816 with 50 ® 5/44 yrs and 1817(6AR36-3f,

Murdo WcLonald 1850 with 14 - 7m and 7f, 1851 with 57 - 2^m and 35ft 
1852 with 46 - 9m and 37A40AR20, 41AR24, 42AR22).

Neil .urray 2nd(oic) 1/11' 1817-1711/1818 with 56 - 43m and 13f © 6/35 
yrs and 11 1, 26Ps, 9KT and 10B(8AK46-47); 1/11/1818-1/11/1819 with 
84 - 67m and 17f © 6/37 yrs and 9 1, 9Ps, 50NT and 16B(9AR52-53)i 
1/11' 1819-l/ll/lS20 with 109 - 92m and 17f © 5/37 yrs and 2-1, 107NT/B
(10AR62-63).
John iiunro 1835-1836, 1836-1837, 1837 with 73, 1837-1838 and 10/12/1838 
with 45 - 10 1, 11NT and 24B(25AP40, 26AR63, 27AP-30 , 33 , 28AR23); 1844 
with 86, 1845 with 77 and 1816 with 54(34AR24, 35AR54, 36AK24).
Hector Morrison 1850 with 55 - 19m and 36f, 1851 with 94 - 41m and 53f» 
1852 with 83 - 37m and 46f(40AR2G, 41AR24, 42AR22); 1853 with 112 - 40m 
ana 72f and 1854 with 56 - 15m and 41 and supported by the Aberdeen 
Auxiliary Association!, 43AR28, 44AR24).
John -iunro 1857 with 97 - 43m and 54f, 1858 with 37 - 13m and 24f, 1859 
with 36 - 18m and 18f, 1860 with 54 - 24m and 30f(47AR14, 48AR14, 49AR 
14, 50AR18).

39)

631. dftadir \ i‘« ->tornowgy dewis



•LoT_

icnaltt Ross 1843-1844 with 33 ana 1844 with 3203AK38, 34AR25).

632. ihaddir { & )  P. Kilmuir Okve

Angus /iciieod 1850 with 44 - 16m and 28f, 1851 with 44 - 10m and 34 f 
U0AR21, 41AR25).

633. ohebster ( M  p. fteay Caithness

Arthur Porbes l/ll/1823-1/ll/1824 with 46 - 28m and 18g and 5 -1 41B
(14AB48-4 9); 1825 ̂ 14AR52).

634. Lhelebost ( N \  £f_. Harris î rrJLs

Shelibost 1828(l8AR48)

ivonalu Ross l/ll/1823-1^11/ 1824 with 35 - 29m and 6f and 9 1 and 26B 
(14Aa50-51)j 1825(HAR53)

635. oherramore ^  ) t . La^gan m v  erne as

oheramore 1822(11AR54); Ohereraore 1823(l3AR43)

John McMillan l/ll/1819-1/ 11/ 1820 with 40 - 24m and 16f & 5/38 yrs 
and 12Cl, 23NT and 500T(l0AR60-6l)j 182l(lOAR64)J 1/11/1821-1/11/1822 
with 31 - 15m and 18f ® 5/40 yrs and 3 1 and 28B(l2AR58-59) *

636. Jhesaader P. Ltornoway Lewis

oeshaaer 1848(38An2l); oeshadder 1849(39AK25)

P. Knock 1848(38AR2l)

John Munro 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 46 - 27m and 19f ana 5 1 ana 41LT/B 
( 18A-54-55); 1829( 18AR57).
aonald Ross 1836-1837(26AR63); 1837 with 26 and 1837-1838 as a Govern
ment church area school(27AR31, 33); 1848 with 24 and 1849 with 22(38 
AK21, 39AK25).

P. a-il.finlch.en



dhiabba 1840(29AR33)

John McLoaald l/ll/l821-l/11/1822 with 29 - 21m and ®f © 6/24 yrs 
and 21 1 and 8ti(l2AR60-6l)
James Matheson 1839-1840 with 50, 1840-1841 with 38, 1841-1842 with 
37 and 1842-1843 with 38(29AR33, 30ARJ3, 31AR35, 32ARJ9)

638. dhleldernish (*A ̂  P. aochs dewls

Angus MacfarlAne 1835-1836 and 1836-1837(25AU40, 26AR63)

639. ^hikavigg in Minainiah . . dracadale bkye

horman McLeod 1831 with 26 - 18m and 8f(2 adult) and 26 l(20AR54-55)

640. dhuna ^ P. Jura Colons ay

John Me achern 1'11/1817-1/11/1818 with 59 - 27m and 32f and 23 1
and 36 NT/B(8AR46-47)

641. dhuna P. Kilchattan ^huna

Alexander Grant 1/11/1819-1/11/1820 with 34 - 22m and 12f and 18 1 
and 16hT/B(l0AR62-63); 182l(lOAR65)

612. bhurriree ( M  P. heay Caithness

Shurirle 1825(l6AR48); dhurrie 1828(l8AR44); Phuriree 1828(l8AR52)

Arthur Forbes l/ll/l825-30/9/1826 with 27 - 15m and 12f and 4 1 and 
23B(l6AR48-49); 1827(l6AR52); 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 27 - 10m and 
7f and 5 1 and 22B(l8AR52-53)

643. dkeabost («) r. dnizort dkve

Peter McLeod 1827(l6AR53)i with 2l(l7AR26)

644. ok,fi3.1 (%\ Li__ Caithness
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Skeal 1815(6AR32)

Arthur Forbes winter, 1813 with 50-60 © 15/40 yrs(3AR36, 4AR2)
Puncan Forbes 29/ll/l814 with 52 - 26m and 26f and closed November, 
1815(4AK49, 5AR5-6, 102)

645* dkeliboat ^  ) P. Snlzort dkve

dhelebost 1825(l6AR50); dhelibost 1827(l7AR57)

Peter McLeod 1825(l4AK53); 1'll/l825-30/9/l826 with 69 - 40m and 29f
and 33 1 and 36B(l6AR50-5l)

646. Skeloic (*>) P. Farr Sutherland

dkelpick 1818(8AR44)i Skelpig 1827U7AR54)

•onald McLeod 20/9/1827 with 62(7AR5)j l/ll/l817-l/ll/l818 with 126 - 
46m and 80f 6> 5/38 yrs and 35PI, 53NT and 38S(8AF44-45); 1/11/1818- 
1/11/1819 with 65(9AR50-5l)

647. dkiarv (Q ) P. Glenelg Inverness

Malcolm McLeod 1829(l8AR56)

648. SkjLavai* ( M  P. Dracadale bkve

Norman McLeod 1832 with 39 - 21m and 18f and 22 1 and 17NT/b(22AR38-39)

649. Skibba P. Lilchoman is.lav

Nicol Nicolson 1822 and l/ll/l823-l/ll/1824 with 69 - 23m and 46f and 
271 and 42B(11AR35, 14AR50-51); 1825(l4AR53)

650. Skibbo ( ? )  P. uornoch Sutherland

Finlay McKay 1825(l4AR52)

651. sliasturv fp 1 P. Oreich outhsrland
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Roderick McLeod 1857 with 19 - 6m and 13f, 1858 with 22 - 7m and 15f, 
1359 with 19 - 8m and Ilf, 1860 with 17 - 8m and 9f(4?AR14, 48AK14, 
49AK14, 50AR18)

652. doarn ) P. Kilninian Mull

-<orn 1846C36AR25)

i. Torosay 1821(11AR53)J P. Kilfinichen 1845(35AR55); P. hilmore 
1846(36AR25)

Parlane McFarlan l/ll/l818-l/ll/lS19 with 55 - 53m and 2f ana 15E1 and 
40NT/Bt9Ali52-53)i l/ll/1819-1/11/1820 with 61 © 6/17 yrs and 26 1 and
35NT/B(lOAR62-63); 182l(lOAR65)

653. Lolas (k* ̂ p. North List Lorth List

-ollas 1840(30AR13)

Archibald McKinnon 1/11/1822-1/ll/1823 with 173(sic) - 80m and 83f and 
113E1 and 60B(l3AP.48-49) i l/ll/l823-l/11/1824 with 64 - 47m and 17f 
ana 10 1 ana 54B(l4AR50-5l)
•John McLeod 1845 with 30, 1846 with 25 and 1847 with 27(35AR55, 36AR25, 
37AR23)

654. sound of riska  ̂ P. South List >̂ outh Uist

Lonald Cameron l/ll/1822-1/11/1823 with 51 - 38m ana 13f and 43^1 and 
8B(13Aii48-49)i 1/11/1823-1/11/1824 with 45 - 42m ana 3f and 14 1 and 
31B(l4AR50-5l)

655. South Aradale ) P. Jalrloch toss 

Nicol Nicolson 1/11/1815-1/11/1816 with 25(6AR34-35)

656. Louth Lell (Vt ) i'm Cross Lewis

P. Barvas 1843(33AR38)

Malcolm Morison 1835-1836 ana 1836-1837(25AK40, 26AR63); 1837 with 71
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and as a Government Church area school(27AR30)J 1837-1838(27AR33)
Murdoch McPherson 1843-1844 with 63 and 1844 with 63(33AR38, 34AR24)

657. south Haiklet (e> ) r. South Uist Benbecula

South Haklet 1840(29AK33)

South Uist 1837(27AR3l)

Donald Cameron 1837 with 101, 1837-1838, 1838 with 62, 1838-1839 and 
1839-1840(27AR31, 33, 28AR29-30, 29AR33)

658. South Sand C<-) P. Gairloch Ross

eohn Shaw 1827(l6AK52)
John Montgomery 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 51 - 30m and 21f and 18 1 and 
63B( sic) 18AR52-53); 1829( 18AR56)

659. Soindale ^T> | P. Creich Sutherland

Spinningdale 1855145AR22)

Roderick McLeod 1850 with 25 - 13m and 12f and supported by a lady in 
Calcutta!40AR20)j 1851 with 82 - 32m and 50f, 1852 with 57 - 17m and 
40f, 1855 with 56 - 36m and 20f, 1656 with 12 - 5m and 7f(41AR24, 42AR22, 
45AR22, 46AR14)

660. Steanish P. Stornoway Lewis

Steinish 1859(49AR12)

Angus McNiel 1857 with 37 - 23m and 14f(47AR14), 1858 with 30 - 21m 
and 9f, 1859 with 31 - 21m and lOf, 1860 with 32 - 19m and 13f(48AR15, 
49*R15, 50AK19)

661. Stein (& \ P. watornish Skye

Lusta 1854(44AR16)

Norman McLeod 1852 with 25 - 8m and 17f, 1853 with 23 - 7m and 16f,
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1854 with 33 - 13m and 20f, 1855 with 18 - 6m and 12f(43AR29, 44AR25,
45AR23)

662. Btensal (®) P. Kilmuir Skye

St enshal 1828( 18AR54-55)

John McLeod l/ll/1825-30/9/1826 with 59 - 32m and 27f and 32 1 and 27B 
(16AR50-51); 1827(16aR53); 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 69 - 45m and 24f 
ana 63-1 and 6b(l8AR54-55)

663. -jtonibridge (o ) P. south Uist ^outh Uist

otoneybriage 1824(14AR50)

Ui.ncan Campbell 1' ll/1823-1/ 11/1824 with 30 - 25m and 5f and 3^1 and 
27B(l4AR50-5l); 1825(l4AR53)

664. Strath Attadale C M  ■P. Roay Caithness

strathalladale 1823(l2AR36)

1823(12AR18)

665. Strathaird P. strath Skye

william frchonald 1860 with 28 - 11m and 17fl50AR19)

666. strathan (c ) 2. Asavnt Sutherland

honald Macleod 1/11/1815-1/11/1816 with 44 - 20m and 24f 5/64 yrs
and 29Cl and 15sc/Cxi6AR34-35); 1817(6AR38); 1/I V 1817-1/11/1818 with 
34 - 16m and 18f to 6/64 yrs ana 7 >1, 8NT ana 19B(8Ah44-45); 1/I V 1818- 
1/11/1819 with 45 - 28m and 17f 0 5/42 yrs and 1231 and 33-B (9AR 50-51) * 
V I V 1819-1/1V'1820 with 45 - 28m and 17f to 5/42 yrs and 12 1 and 33B 
(10AR60-61)

667. strathbrane Ix hfintiH J23S

strathbron 1829(l9AR34)



V. Kinlochmoidart 1834(24AR14)

david koss 1/11/1813 and 25/7/1814 with 40(3AR47, 69, 4AR9); 14/3/1815 
and 1/11/1815-1/11/1816 with 40 to 4/24 yrs(5ARl6, 6AR34-35)
Angus McLeod 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 60 - 26m and 34f and 39 1 and 
21JH18AR52-53); 1829 and 1830(l8AR56, 19AR56-57); 1835-1836 and 1836- 
1837(25AR40, 26AR63)

668. Strathconan P. Contin Ross

Jamas fiunro 30/ll/l813 and 29/11/1814 with 52 - 113c/ x, l6Ps and 25NT 
and. closed 30/11/1815(4/R48-49, 5AR16, 102)

669. Strathfrarve P. dontin Ross

Angus hcLeod 1837 with 34 as a Government Church area school(27AR30)} 
1837-1838 and 1838-1839 and 1839-1840 (27AR33, 28AR28, 30, 29AR32); 
13/30839 with 50 and 47 there - 231, 8NT and l6B(29AIil7)

670. strathglas (£) P. Urouhart Inverness

Puncan Javidson 30/ll/1815(l5AR100)

671. strathlochie ((\ ) p. Kilmallie Inverness

James Matheson July, 1832 and by 1833 with 64 - 29m and 35f and 22Cl 
and 42NT/b (22aR40, 23AR42)? 1833-1834, 1834-1835 and 1835-1836(23AR44, 
24AR49, 25AR40)

672. Strathmore (fr ̂  r. i/uirness Sutherland

Caithness 1815(6AR3g)

J. Grant summer, 1814 and 28/9/1814 with 50(sic) - 22Bkl/psf 19NT and 
110T(4AR32, 3); 25/l0/l815(5AR7, 68)

673. dtrathrusdale (?) P. ftpsakeen Ross

Alexander Mackay 1817(6AA38)
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674. ->traths;d.a (?) i . ailtearn ^osa

Killearn 1819(9AR48)

David .083 1817(6AR38)

675. otrathy GO P. Farr Sutherland

Donald Macleod l/llv 1815-1/11'1816 with 39 » 5/30 yrs and 26 .1 and 13NT
(6AR34-35); 24/3/1817 with 49(7aR4); 1/ll/1822-ly 11/1823 with 43 - 20m 
and 23f and 22 1 and 21B(l3AH46-47); l/ll/ 18c3-1/11/1824 with 46 - 14m
and 32f and 9 1 and 37B(l4AR48-49).

676. Streens (f 1 P. Ardclach Nairn

P. Calder 1816(6AR34)

william Macdonald l/ll/l815-l/ll/ 1816(6AR34-35)| 1817(6AK38)

677. strolumus c m  P. 6trath Hkye

Norman MaLeod 1834-1835, 1835-1836 and 1836-1837(24AR31, 49, 25AK40,
26AK63)

678. strome ^ P. hochcarron kqss

Donald McKenzie 1825 and 1/11/1825-30/9/1626 with 74 - 3m ana 71f and 
14 -1 and 60B(14AR52, 16AH48-49).

679. otronde C * 1  -fl-.rrja Harris

Htroua 1825(l5AKll); strona 1834(23AK44)

Alexander McKenzie 1/11/1821-1/ 11/ 1822 with 63 - 45m and 18f £ 5/38 yr3 
and41 1 anu 22B(12aR60-61); l/ll/1822-1/11/1823 with 32 - 22m and lOf 
and 7 1  and 24B(sic)(l3AK48-49)
Fergus Ferguson 1825 and 1827(l4AR53, 16AR53); 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 
with 33 - 15m and 18f ana 1701 ana 16B(18AK54-55)i June, 1633 and 
closed May, 1834 with 69(23AK44, 24Ali25)
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Norman McLennan 1844 with 92, 1845 with 29, 1846 with 30(34AR25, 35AR 
55, 36AR3)

680. otruan (61 j P. Bracadale Hkve

^onald Mathieson l/ll/l82,-1/11/1823 with 48 - 20m and 28f and 13-1 and 
35B(l3AR48-49); 1/11/1823-1/11/1824 with 40 - 24m and 16f anu 3-1 and
37B(l4AR50-5l)

681. Btruy l. Kilmorrach Inverness

Btruybridge 1822(llAR54)

Buncan McDonald 1/11/1819-1/11/1820 with 64 - 53m and Ilf P 5/28 yrs 
and 30 1, 31NT and 300T(lCAR60-6l); 182l(lOAR64)
Alexanacr Dewar 1/11/1821-1/11/1822 with 52 - 35m and 17f ® 6/22 yrs 
and 14 1 and 38B(l2AR58-59)

682 • owordal-Mhor (I ̂ i . Aranamurchan .mgvle

Dwordlemhor 1849(39AR24)

Duncan McPherson 1847 with 62, 1848 with 20 and 1849 with 32 - 14m and
18f(37AR22, 38AR2Q, 39AK24)

683. -wordlechaol (j ) P. Ardnamurchan Argvle

Bwordle 1833(22AR12)

tfohn McLeod 1829(l8AR56)
Hector Morison 1832 with 48 - 20m and 28f and 2001 and 28NT/B and 
closed May, 1832(22AR36-37)

684. -wordlechorich (l ) P. Ardnamurchan Argyle

ewordlehorrich 1824(l5AR38); Bwordlehorrach 1827(l7AR56)

duncan Ferguson 1/11/1823-1/11/1824 with 59 - 32m anu 27f and 50 1 ana 
9B(l4AK48-49); 1825(l4AH52)
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685. oworalv ) P. Parr * uthorland

Caithness 1822(l2AK58)

^onald McLeod 1/11/1818-1/11/1819 with 81 - 28m and 53f ® 5/34 yrs 
ana 23H1 and 58B(9AR50-5l); l/ll/l819-l/11/1820 with 81 - 14m and 
67f & 6/42 yrs and 13 1, 56NT ana 120T(l0AR60-6l); 23/4/1821 with 78 
® 6/40 yrs(llAR24); l/ll/l821-l/ll/1822 with 43 - 6m and 37f 8/42
yrs(12AR58-59)

686. lain// (s ) P. Kilmore Mull

Tenzie 182G(l0AK30)

Norman rtcaean l/ll/1819-1/11/1820 with 62 - 32m and 30f @ 5/37 yra 
and 15-1» 23NT and 24B(l0Ak62-63).
.uncan Black 1821 and 1/11/1821-1' 11/ 1822 with 45 - 19m and 26f @
4'40 yrs and 8-1 and 37B(10AK65, 12AR60-61)

687. Talaskir P. Bracadale Bkve

Norman McLeod 1837 with 34, 1837-1838, 1838 with 81, 1838-1839^ 27AR 
31-32, 28AR29-30)

688. ianera (c  ̂  i.ochbroom Poss

Tanara 1826(l6AR26)

John McLeod l/ll/1825-30/9/1826 with 25 - 13m and 12f and 253(l6AR48-49)

689. Taaul (S ) P. Kilfinichen Hull

Niel McPhail 12/9/1815 with 31 ® 4/50 yrs(5AR55, 101); 1/11/1815- 
l/ll/l8l6 with 43 - 27m and 16f & 5/20 yrs(6AK36-37); 15/9/1817 with 
56 - 19m and 15f * 6/17 yrs(7AH7); l/ll/l818-l/ll/1819 with 40 - 27m 
and 13f rf 6/17 yrs^9Ak52-53)
John Mcj-onald l/ll/l823-l/ll/1824 with 16 - 10m and 6f and 4 1 and 
12B(l4AR50-51);
John HcLougal 1838 with 48, 1838-1839, 1839-1840 with 43, 1840-1841
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690. Taransav ( * )  : . Harris Taransay

Donald Munro l/ll/l821-l/ll/l822 with 28 - 25m and J>f ® 4/30 yrs 
and 2 il and 26B(l2AR60-6l).
^onald Ross l/ll/l822-l/ll/l823 with 47 - 40m and 7f and 12R1 and 35 
B(13AR48-49)•
Angus McLean December, 1833 with 60, 1833-1834, 1834-1835, 1835-1836, 
1836-1837(24AR25, 23AR44, 24AR49, 25AR40, 26AR63).

691. Tarbert ) P. Harris Harris

Tarbet 1816(6AR36)

Andrew Ross 1/Il/l815-l/ll/l8l6 with 20(6AR36-37); 1817(6AR39); l/ll/ 
1817-1/11/1818 with 18(8AR46-47).
Angus Macleod l/ll/1819-l/ll/l820 with 23 - 15m and 8f(10AK62-63); 18J1
(10AR65).
.oirdoch McDonald June, 1832 and 1833 with 38 - 27m and Ilf and 22 1 and
16NT/B(24AR24, 22AR40, 23AR43)? 1833-1834 and closed May, 1834(23AR44, 
24AR24).

692. Tarbert (T ) I1. Jura Jura

Malcolm MacNeil 1817(6AR39)

693. T a vara (tvl ) P. North Uist North Uist

Walter Campbell 1860 with 58 - 29m and 29f(50AR19).

694. Tearus laasav (Q  ̂ P. i ortree Lkve

Alexander McMillan 1853 with 22 - 8m and 14f(43AR29); 1854 with 21 - 
8m and 13f(44AR25).

695. Tesrue  ̂ t . cleat Ckye

Fergus Ferguson 1822(llAR55)

696. Thurso P. Thurso Caithness



Donald Hood l/ll/l823-l/ll/l824 with 92 - 59m and 33f and 3031 and
62B(l4AR48-49); 1825(l4AR52).

697. Ti/diary | P. North Uist North Uist

Tigharry 1827(l7AR57)

^onald McDonald l/ll/1821-1' ll/l822 with 73 - 60m and 13f ® 6/40 yrs 
and 10 1 and 63B(l2AR6o-6l)

698. Tirer/rain (j> ) i . Dilfinichen Mull

Tiraragain 1842^31^35); Tiraragai 1844(33AK39)

-Aincan McArthur l/ll/1821-1/11/1822 with 31 - 17m and 14f @ 8/21 yrs
and 22 1 and 9B(l2AR60-6l).
>uncan McCallum l/ll/l823-l/ 11/1824 with 28 - 14m and 14f and 15H1 
and 13B(l4AR50-5l); 1825(l4AH53).
John McDougall 1841-1842 with 4«, 1842-1843 with 43, 1843-1844 with 
56 ana 1844 with 50(31AR35, 32AR39, 33AH39, 34AR25).

699. Tirlagan > P. AnpJLn/^iamore Argyl.e

Tirligan 1823(l3AR46)

P. Morvem 1824(l4AR45)

Donald McLachlan l/lly 1822-l/ll/l823 with 128 - 65m and 63f and 51 1 
and 77B(l3AR46-47); 1/11/1823-1/11/1824 with 50 - 15m and 35f and 4 1
and 46B(l4AR48-49).

700. Tobermory 1. llilmore m i

Tobermory tillage 1844(33AH39)

P. Kilninian 1844(34AR25)J P. Tobermory 1849(39AR25).

John MoPhail 21/6/1821 with 73 - 36m ana 40f(llAK55, 40); l/ll/l821- 
1/11/k822 with 102 - 65m and 37f 9 4/26 yrs and 5611 and 46B(12AR6C-61)
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Nicol Nicolson 1/11/1822-1/11/1823 with 92 - 46m and 46f and 36 :1 
and 56h(l3AK48-49).
juncan Black l/ll/1823-1/ll/1824 with 39 - 21m ana I8f and 11El and 
28B(14AR50-51); 1825(l4AR53); 1/1l/l825-30/9/1826 with 96 - 53m and 43f 
and 68 1 and 28B(l6AR50-5l).
John Gillanders 1842-1843 with 177, 1843-1844 with 212, 1844 with 268, 
1845 with 105(32AR39, 33AR39, 34AK25, 34AR55).
.̂onald McDiarmid 1847 with 57 and 1848 with 60, 1849 with 30 - 29m and 
If, 1850 with 27 - 25m and 2f, 1851 with 44 - 42m and 2f, 1852 with 42 - 
32m and lOf, 1853 with 28 - 18m and lOf, 1854 with 28 - 18m and 10f(37 
AR23, 38AR25, 40AR21, 41AR25, 42AR23, 43AE29, 44aR25).
John howar 1855 with 27 - 21m and 6f, 1856 with 30 - 27m and 3f» 1857 
with 37, 1858 with 27 - 24m and 3f, 1859 with 31, I860 with 23 - 22m 
and lfU5AR23, 46AR15, 47AR15, 48AR15, 49AR15, 50AR19).

701. Tolsta (H ) P. -tornoway Lewis

P. Uig 1830(l9AR58)j P. Knock 1847(37AR23)

John Munro l/ll/l815-l/ll/l816 with 31 © 4/35 yrs and 20Pe and UNT/fl 
(6AR36-37); 1817(6AR39){ 1/11/1817-1/11/1818 with 32 - 23m and 9f ®
6/29 yrs and 9?s, 10HT and 13B(8AR46-47); l/ll/l81S-l/ll/1819 with 39 
- 25m and 14f ® 6/34 yrs and 5a, 8NT ana 15B(9AP52-53).
Murdoch McPherson 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 54 - 30m and 24f and 25 1 
and 29B(l8AR54-55); 1829(l8AR57).
Lonald McKinnon 1830 with 47 - 24m and 23fill adults) and 34:1 and 13B 
(19AR58-59).
John Munro August, 1832, 1832-1833, 1833-1834 with 42 - 17m and 25f and 
11 El and 31NT/B$4AR21, 22AR40, 23AR42, 44); 1834-1835(24AR9).
Finlay McKay 1838 with 83 and 1838-1839(29AR28, 30).
Angus McLeod 1839-1840 with 71, 1840-1841 with 101, 1841-1842 with 101, 
1842-1843 with 10l(29AR33, 30AR23, 31AR25, 32AR39).
Kurdo McKenzie 1845 with 60, 1846 with 60, 1847 with 38, 1848 with 42, 
1849 with 55 - 35m and 20f, 1850 with 41 - 26m and 15f, 1851 with 50 - 
25m and 25f(35AR55, 36AR25, 37AR23, 3BAH21, 39AK25, 40AR21, 41AR25).
John Munro 1854 with 45 - 30m and 15f, 1855 with 42 - 28m and 14f, 1856 
with 36 - 23m and 13fi44AR24, 45AR22, 46AR14).

702. 'iongui (♦A) Lt ^tornoway oewis
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Tongue 1857(474414)

Angus McLeod. 1856 with 54 - 29m and 25f» 1857 with 61 - 26m and 25f,
1858 with 46 - 24m and 22f, 1859 with 45 - 24m and 21f(46AR14, 47AR14, 
48AR15, 49AR15)

703. Tomacharraich P. hilaanivaif: Inverness

Xomacharrich 1832(22AR56); Tomcharraich 1833(22AR13)

James Matheson 1829 and 1830 with 50 - 24m and 26f(8 adult) and 11EH 
ana 30NT/B(l8AR56, 19AR56-57); 1831 with 55 - 19m and 26f(8 adult) and 
20X1 and 35NT/B(20AS52-53)i 1832 with 29 - 10m and 19f and 11R1 and 18
NT/B(22AR56-57).

704. -ocuicrag/rach ) r. Blair Atholl Perth

Tomacraggath 1829(19AR50)

William Lwanson 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 45 - 23m and 22f and 34X1 and 
11B(17AR60); 1829(l8AR56).

705. Toolev ^  ̂  i.. Ppddcrty Rosa

Tolley 1822(l2AR55); Tooly 1822(l2AR58); Tolly 1826(l6AR44)

P. Alness 1823(l3AR43)

Nairn 1824(l5AR37)

William McDonald l/ll/l819-l/ll/l820 with 82 - 34m and 48f ® 6/37 yrs 
and 32Rl and 32NT and 180T(l0AR60-6l)j 182l(l0AR64)i l/ll/l821-ly 11/1822 
with 52 - 22m and 30f @ 5/25 yrs and 13 1 and 39B(l2AR58-59)•

706. T orb reck ) r. nssvnt Sutherland

uonala. McLeod 1/11/1815-1/11/1816 with 16 - 10Ps and 6B(6AR34-35)

707. Tormlsuale j p. Kilchoman Islay



Ilicol hicolson 1/11/1821-1/11/1822 with 76 - 48m ana 28f & 5/32 yrs 
and 45 1 and 31B(l2AK60-6l)
John Hot hail l/ll/1822-1/11/1825 with 99 - 56m and 411 and 58B(l3AR-
48-49).

708. Tormore  ̂ I . Kilehoman Arran

P. Kilmorie 1828(17AR6l)

Peter urant 15/ 5/1827-15/5/1828 with 37 - 25m and 12f and 421 and 33B 
(18AH 54-55).

709. Torran  ^.rtree jmsay

Torrins 1854(44aK16)

Alexander dctfillan 1839-1840 ana 1840-1841 with 36(29AR33, 30AR23)
John McLeod 1853 with 29 - 17m and 12f, 1854 with 30 - 16m and 14f»
1855 with 34 - 16m and 18f, 1856 with 23 - 12m and Ilf, 1857 with 26 - 
9m and 17f, 1858 with 27 - 14m and 13f, 1859 with 12 - 2m and lOf,
1860 with 22 - 9m and 13f(43AB29, 44AR25, 45AR23, 46AR15, 47AR15, 48AR 
15, 49AH15, 50AR19).

710. Torran  ̂R. | r. etrath Jkye

Torron 1851(41Ak25)

1 • Bracadale 1819(9AR49)

John McAinnon 1/11/1815-1/11/1616 with 50 - 30m and 20f(6AK36-37)J 1817
(6AR39).
x-uncan Mceherson 1850 with 80 - 40m and 40f and 1851 with 75 - 39m and
36f(40AR21, 41AR25); 1852 with 58 - 26m and 32f and supported by 8t. 
Oeorg--' 8 F.C. f dinburgh(42AP23).

711. iorraston (P ) P. Coll/Tiree Coll

Torastan 1821V1L/U42); Torasdan 1837 ( 27aR31 ).
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Alexander McKenzie 15/8/1814 with 64 and 40 there (3AR67, 4AR4l)j 
1/11/1815-1/11/1816 with 68 - 41m and 27f & 4/25 yM6AK36-37). i/n/ 
1819-l/ll/1820 with 38 - 19n and 19f 9 5/20 yrs and 11E1, 25NT and 2B 
(10AR62-63); 1821(10AK65).
Lonald Fowler 1837 with 39(27AR3l).
Mrs. Fowler 1838 with 50(28AR29)
Colin McIntosh 1836-1839(28AK30).

712. l'orranich fr) r. idlchoinan Islay

There was a school here pre 183l(21AL30).
William McDonald 1856 with 49 - 34m and 15f, 1857 with 31 - 18m and 
13f, 1858 with 40 - 24m and 16f, 1859 with 32 - 19m and 13f(46AR15, 
47AR15, 48AK15, 49AR15).

713. Vorriden (e) r. a :ulecross Koas

Torridon 1824115AE37)

P. Gairloch 1858(48AR14)

Colin McIntosh l/ll/ 1819-l/ll/1820 with 49 - 32m ana 17f S> 7/46 yrs 
and 20 1, 28NT ana 10T(l0AR60-6l); 182l(lOAR64).
John Gillanders 1858 with 44 - 31m anu 13f| 1859 with 40 - 26m and 
14f, I860 with 43 - 27m and 16f(4aAR14, 49AR14, 50AR18).

714. Torrisoale (IV} p. Ton/rue Sutherland

John Grant l/ll/l818-l/ll/l819 with 32 - 10m and 22f & 4/l7 yrs and 
29 1 ana 3*JT(9AR50-5l) J l/ll/1819-l/ll/1820 with 64 - 22m and 42f 9 
5/25 yra and 31E1 and 24NT and 90ri’(l0AK6o-6l); 1821 (10AR64); l/ll/l821 
-1/11/ 182^ with 55 - 23m and J2f 9 4/42 yrs and 24 1 and 31B(l2AK58-59)

715. iox-run in drolaas (S | J. dilfinichon Mull

Torran 1822U1AR39); Toren 1822(l2AR43) J Torrans 1856U6AR15)

Malcolm ncheil 1/11/1821-1/11/1822 with 56 - 28m and 28f @ 4/70 yrs 
anu 32 1 and 24B(l2AR60-6l).
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James Hood 1856 with 24 - 14m and lOf and 1857 with 26 - 13m and 13f 
(46AK15, 47AR15).

716. Tos âi/i \ P. Aprlocross doss

Toscaig 1828U8AR52)

Angus Munro 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 51 - 20m and 31f and 18-1 and
333(l8AH52-53) J 1829U8AR56).
ouncan Morrison 1848 with 67(38AR20).

717. Totaraer (<£) P. Jracadale Skye

Alexander McDonald November, 1811 and 27/11/1312(2AP42, 4AR46) 
Alexander Hunro 30/11/1813(4aK48)
. onala MacGilvray 29/ll/1314l4ATi49) •

718. Totscore ^  ) r. Kilmuir dkye

Angus McLeod 1846 with 47, 1847 with 47, 1848 with 48 and 1849(36AR25, 
37AR23, 38AK21, 39AR25).

719. j-rantilmore 2. ■ eav Caithness

Arthur Forbes 1822mAP54)

720. Trebost | r. -outh uist eouth Uist

Donald Cameron 1825(l4AK53)

721. Treshinish (S ] r. Kilmore Mull

Trieshnish 1844(33AR39)

P. Kilninian 1844(33AR39)

Donald McDiarmid 1831 with 55 - 33m and 22f(6 aault) and 36 1 and 19 
NT/b(20AP54-55); 1832 with 43 - 20m ana 23f and 7-1 and 36NT/b(22AR38- 
39).
James Matheson 1843-1844 with 44, 1844 with 35 and 1845 with 26(33AR39,
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34AR25, 35AR55).

722. Trian P. Bracadale Skye

Hugh Urquhart 1856 with 45 - 8m anu 37f, 1857 with 39 - 12m and 27f, 
1858 with 20 - 3m and 17f, 1859 with 22 - 12m and lOf, 1860 with 35 - 
17m and 18f(46AR15, 47AR15, 43AR15, 49AR15, 50AK19).

723. Triaslan ( ® )  P. Snizort Skve

Trieslan 1837(27AR3l)

Peter iicLeod 15/5/18*.7-15/5/1828 with 62 - 28m ana 34f and 46SI and 
16B(18AR54-55)S 1829 and 1830 with 130 - 55m and 75f(6 adult) and 64 
:i and 66B(l9AH58-59); 1837 with 91, 1837-1838, 1838 with 97, 1838- 
1839 with 94 and 1839-1840 with 102(27AR31, 33, 28AR29-30, 29AR33). 
1842-1843 with 142 and 1843-1844 with 67 and 1844 with 53 and 1845 
with 25(32AR39, 33AR39, 34AR25, 35AR55).

724. Priori shadder (a)____ — _a&gffiEt, Sfcye

John McLeod 1827(l6AR53)

725. i rimsrary i . Aorth Uist Î orth Uist

Trumagary 1827(17AR57)

John Shaw 1825(l4AR53)

726. Trislaig (\ \ p. Kilmallio Argvle

Trinalaig 1827 U7AR56); Trisleig 1829v18AR3l)

Inverness 1822(llAR54)

Angus McPherson l/ll/l819-l/lly 1820 with 36 - 2pm and 14f (l0AR60-6l); 
1821(10AK64); 1/11/1821-1'11/1822 with 44 - 23m ana 21f & 5/ 24 yrs
ana 9-1 ana 35d(l2AR58-59).
John Mcaougall 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 51 - 26m and 25f ana 31 1 and 
20B(18AH52-53)•
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Kenneth oss 1830 with 61 - 26m and 35f and 27 1 and 34NT/b (19AR56-57); 
1831 with 61 - 26m and 35f and 27 21 and 34NT/b (20AR52-53).

727. Trumoan ( a >  JJ.« .y.Storn48h Ste

P. ouirinish 1844(34AR25)

Norman McLeod 1842-1843 with l0l(32AR39) 
u. McCaskell, interim, 1843-1844 with 78(33AI<39)
Murdo McDonald 1844 with 93 and 1845 with 26(34AR25, 35AR55)

728. Tulloch P. Creich outherland

uncan Cameron l/ll/1823-1/ 11/1824 with 41 - 15m and 26f and 17-01 and 
24BU4AR48-49).
Magdalene Sutherland 1824(l3AR50)
Angus McLeod 1825(l4AR36)

729. Tymoanhead ) P. Stornoway uewls

P. Knock 1843(32AR39)

Lonald Ross 1841-1842 with 40 and 1842-1843 with 34(31AR35, 32AU39)

730. Uachoar (o ) P. South Uist Jenbecula

South Uist 1825(l6AR50)

Archibald Campbell l/ll/1825-30/9/1826 with 30 - 21m and 9f and 3^1 
and 27B(l6AR50-5l)
Lonald Cameron 1833 with 66 - 41m ana 25f ana 45 '1 and 21NT/b (23AR43)J 
1833-1834, 1834-1835, 1835-1836, 1836-1837(23AR45, 24AR49, 25AR40, 26 
AR63); 30/3/1837 with 64 - 22BkI, 6BkII, 9NT and 29B(27AR19-20){ 1840- 
1841 with 67 and 1841-1842 with 6l(30AR23, 31AR35)? 1844 with 57 as a 
Lady Anderson school and 1845 with 43(34A':25, 35AR55); 1846 with 43 
(36AR25)

731. Ui£ ) Lt__ Skye
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Nlenuig 1822(llAR55)} Oleus of Dig 1832(24aR28)

Alexander McIntosh 1/11/1815-1/11/1816 with 39 - 19m and 20f @2/26 
yrs(6AR36-37); 1817(6AR39)
Hugh McDonald l/ll/1817-1/11/1818 with 32 - 2Um and 12f & 5/23 yrs 
and 9 1, 8NT and 15B(8AR46-47)
Neil Matheison 1/11/1821-1'11/1822 with 125 - 79m and 46f & 5/36 yrs
and 68.:i and 573(l2AR6G-6l); l/ll/1822-1'll/l823 with 37 - 27m and lOf
and 17LI and 30B(l3AK48-49)
lonala Matheson June, 1832, 1833 with 29 - 6m and 23f and 14 1 and 15
NT/B(24AR28, 22AR41); 1833-1834 (23AR43-44)
peter McLeod 1840-1841 with 23 and 1841-1842 with 23(3CAR23, 31AR35) 
Angus Munro 1853 with 30 - 7m and 231“ and 1854 with 15 - 3m and 12f 
and supported by St. George's F.C., dinburgh(43AN29, 44aR25)

732. ullac-ool (C | P. iX>chbroom -oss

*>ohn Macleod 1817(6aR38)
.John McMillan 1/11/1822-1/ll/1823 with 116 - 46m and 70f and 30el and 
86B(l3AR46-47); l/ll' 1823-1/11/1824 with 86 - 39m and 47f and 8 .1 and 
78B(14aK48-49); 1825U4AL52)

733. ulva (S ) P. Ailninian Mull

P. Kilfinichen 1827U7AR58); P. Diva 1847(37AR23)

Ulva Island 1847(37AR23)

//illiam Macleod May, 1815 with 20 and by November, 1815 with 70(5AK52) 
1/11/1815-Vll/1816 with 62 - 44m and 18f(6AR36-37).
Finlay MeFarlane 1847 with 29, 1848 with 32 and 1849 with 32 - 12m
and 20f(37AR23, 38AR21, 39AR35)

734. Unish ( Q \  P. mlfinish Skye

Norman l-icueod May, 1839 ana 15/6/1839(32AK16); 1840-1841 with 52 and 
1841-1842 with 60(29AR52 , 30AR23, 31AR35); 1846 with 37, 1847 with 23 
anu 1848 with 35(36AR25, 37AK23, 38AR21).
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735. i nrianaaaer [Q ) P. Snizort okve

Uigisheader 1827U7AR26); Uigishadder 1828(l8AR54)

3ohn McLeod 15/5/1827-15/5/1828 with 54 - 33m and 21f and 18 1 and 36 
B(l8AR54-55); 1829(l8AR57).
Nicol Nicolaon 1842-1843 with 51 ana 1843-1844 with 24(32AR39, 33AR39)

736. Valey (Vi ) P. North Uist Valoy

Vallay 1822(l2AK16)

i/onald McDonald 1/11/1821-1/11/1822 with 39 - 27m ana 12f @ 5/30 yrs 
and 37 1 and 2B(l2AR60-6l)

737. Valtas (M l P. big aewis

Valtos 1819(9Axi49)

uonala Morrison 1/11^1815-1/11/1816 with 12 - 7m and 5f @ 6/20 yrs 
^6AR36-37); 1817(6AR39); l/ll/l817-l/ll/l818 with 35 - 14m and 21f 
:> 6/21 yrs and 3Gf 23NT and 93(84146-47); 1/11/1818-1/ll/l819 with 
42 - 13m and 29f © 6/22 yrs and 17 1 and 25NT/a(9AK52-53)
Lonala McKinnon 1829(l8AR57)

738. Vatf mish (Q) r. -uirinish okve

Watomish 1820(l0AR25)

John Macleod 1820(10AR25)

739. Vatorskin (M| P. ■ to m o  wav eewis

Vaterskir 1820(20A?47); Vatisker 1860(50AR19)

P. Back 1860(50AR19)

Muraoch McPherson 1830 with 100 - 60m and 40f and 94 -1 and 6B(l9AR58-59) 
Angus McLeod 1860 with 50 - 26m and 24A50AR19)
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740. .esiur - lumbie L-och Carron -oss

Wester blumbrie 1815(5AR73); blumbie 1815(5AR102); tflumbay 1844(33AR38)
Olumbays 1844 (34AR24)

Roderick MacLeod 29/ll/l814 with 35UAR49, 5AR24)
^onald McLiarmid 1843-1844 with 77, 1844 with 78, 184b with 57, 1846 
with 49(33*R38, 34AR24, 35AR54, 36aK24).
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Map s

"The great aim of the Gaelic School Society is to have their schools 
introduced into districts whore there is a deficiency of education.
- - - These schools may be regarded, therefore, as so many little 
churches."

- 41AR14, 6 February, 1851, Rev. Dr. Robert Buchanan.
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explanatory Notes

veryone of the following schools is listed in the Annual ueports, in 
one form or another, throughout the period 1811-1861. No map exists 
showing where they were ana obviously some guesses had to be made. Kost 
of these guesses, it is to be hoped, are intelligent, e.g. ^alder(No.298) 
in Glenelg, Inverness is hard to locate, but ^onald Katheson, only days 
before in 1827 was at New Gtation(ho.54l)in Glenelg, Inverness, which 
must have been close by; therefore Galder is located near New station. 
Others are based on language change, e.g. noultree(l.o.536)in Alness, Ross 
is probably from Moultavie anu Jliastury(No.65l)in Ureich, -utherland is 
probably from ^ileasdairairioh. . ven then, there are some doubtful sit
ings which spring from mistakes in the Reports, e.g. hand of Uarigll(No. 
6C6)in dairloch, Ross 1821 could be 3aund(no. 614)1813. Again, -amaualene 
(No.604)in Glenelg, Inverness had Ranald McDonald 1824, as did hamadalene 
(No.460)in Glenelg, Inverness 1824. fhere are seven others which, although 
repeatedly quoted in the Sports, do look like confused names - Marig(No. 
510) could be Ji,iiavaig(ko.52G)in n&rris; Iachuar(ho.373) could be Jackdor 
(No.397) in Bouth Uist; Probest(No.296) coula ue -rebost(ho.720) in ~outh 
Uist; Balamartin(No.78; could be dalmartin(No.9l) in Tiree; hhikaving in 
hinginish(No.639) could be okiavaig(No.648) in Bracadale, okye; kellmallen 
(No.40l) could be killinalen(N’o.425) in Islay; Benmore(Ko.ll3) could be 
renmore(Uo.558) in Mull, dome areas were continually confused in the 
reports, especially Raasay-'-’kye ana hona-Ronay.
One last wora of caution, one should not assume that the site-name in the 
20th century is the same as the site-name in the 19th century. People, as 
we have seen, were frequently moved in the 19th century and names often 
went with them, again, this study is based on the jvnnual Reports of the 
Gaelic School society, ana all too often, the oecretary who compiled the
Annual Report had only the haziest impression as to where the schools 
were actually located.
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